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1. Introductory.—The stage on which the drama of Canadian
History unfolds may seem to the world an obscure one. A closer
view, however, will reveal that on this stage some of the gravest
problems of history have been pressed to a solution; and we may
reasonably expect to find in this drama an answer to some of the
weightiest questions of modern politics. Battles were fought on
the Rhine, the Elbe, the Danube; German, Austrian, Spanish
thrones were shaken to their fall; navies grappled in Canadian
its
the Caribbean, and Mahratta hordes were slaughtered reiationto the
on the rice-fields of India, to decide the struggle which worM *
ended only upon the Plains of Abraham. Now, in these imperial
domains which Wolfe's triumph secured to British sway, a people
is taking shape which bids fair to combine the power and genius
of the two great races from which it springs. In the hands of
this people it will perhaps rest to decide whether the Empire of
Greater Britain, built with so much treasure and baptized with
B
1
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so much blood, will split into pieces or be drawn into a yet closer
and stronger union.
The history of Canadaf falls into three great natural divisions.
The first of these is the period of French Dominion; and its
distinguishing feature is the strife between France and England
for the mastery of North America. This strife, the real object
of which was often vague to the eyes of the contestants, was kept
active by the spur of varying rivalries and needs. Out of a tangle
of trade jealousies and religious contentions we see it stand forth
as the central and controlling.influence of the period. It supplies
the connection between incidents and actions which would otherTne three
wi se seem to bear no relation to each other. During
Canadian01 this period the history of Canada is world-wide in its sighistory.
nificance. It is the concern of nations. The second
division, lasting from the fall of Montreal, in 1760, to Confederation, is the period of English Dominion. Its central feature is the
struggle of the people for the right to govern themselves, after
the manner of free Britons in their own land. During this period
the foundations of Canada's greatness were firmly laid; but what
went on within the borders of our scattered provinces was little
heeded by the world at large. When the right of self-government,
commonly known as Responsible Government, was gained, it was
by and by enlarged and secured by a union of the provinces;
and on July 1st, 1867, Canada entered upon the third division
of her history, the period of Confederation. Of this the chief
features are expansion and consolidation, with the growth of a
national sentiment. And now, having stretched her power over
half a continent and drawn her boundaries along three oceans,
Canada becomes a matter of interest to the world and begins to
feel her hand on the reins of destiny.
2. The Northmen. —The true sources of history lie somewhere1

The name " Canada" is probably derived from the Huron-Iroquois word
" Kanata," which means a village. At the time of Cartier's explorations the name
applied to the country lying along the St. Lawrence, from Isle au Coudres to a
point some distance above Stadacona. Lescarbot applies the name to the whole
St. Lawrence valley from Hochelaga (now Montreal) to the Gulf.

THE
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in the wonder-land of myth and tradition. Canadian history
seems to have its proper beginning in that vague atmosphere,
coloured with adventure and romance, which surrounds the westward voyagings of the Northmen. Though nothing came of these
Norse discoveries, they are interesting as the first recorded contact of our race with these lands which we now occupy. They
are significant, because they were a direct result of that spirit of
determined independence which dwells in our blood. The westWhen Harold Harfager, in the ninth century, under- ment ot°the
took to impose feudalism upon Norway, the Vikings Northmen turned westward their indignant prows, and found a harsh freedom
in the commonwealths which they established in Iceland and the
Faroes. But theirs were not a sky and soil to encourage indolent
content, and ever further westward they pushed restlessly, tiD^
about the year 986 A.D., the coast of Greenland was occupied by
Eric the Red. Soon a strong Greenland colony flourished on the
western shore, more hospitable then than now, and extended itself
northward as far as the seventy-fifth parallel. A Greenland colonist, Beorn by name, being caught in a north-east gale while on
a coasting voyage, was swept far to the west and south, till he
sighted unknown shores. His tale stirred up Leif Ericson. who
presently set forth to explore these " New Lands," as they were
called (1000 A.D.). The point at which he first touched this
continent was probably the coast of Labrador, near Hamilton
Inlet. This region, with its austere soil and sea-line, he named
Stoneland. Thence sailing south he reached a friendlier shore,
which he called Bushland. This, in all likelihood, was the eastern coast of Newfoundland, a region of high plateaus covered
with thickets. Running westward across the Gulf he ^ ^ ^
reached a pleasant country where the wild grapes T&cSZl'sp1£f
grew,
and called it therefore Vineland. Whether Vine- coisnizes
0
l
Vineland.
land was Nova Scotia or the coast of Massachusetts
Bay is a question much disputed among historians. Here he
established a village called Leif's Booths; and here his brother
Thorwald built him a new ship, on a headland which they called
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Keelness. From Leif and his followers went forth good reports
of the western country. Ships from Greenland came yearly for
cargoes of the Vineland timber, much coveted for masts. A
leader named Thorfinn Karlsefni made a larger effort to found
a colony. With one hundred and sixty followers, and horned
cattle, and grain to sow in the new fields, he led three dragonshi^s to Vineland and planted his rtbooths" in a sheltered haven.
But the work of settlement thus bravely begun went to ruin under
the arrows of the savages. Then fell a darkness of four centuries.
Events in Europe opened richer fields to the yellow-haired freebooters of the North, and Vineland, Bushland, Stoneland were
Failure of the forgotten. Even the great Greenland colony, with its
Horsemen.
stone-built cities, its churches and its bishoprics, its
ambitions and its letters and its trade, lapsed soon into decay.
The Esquimaux laid it waste; a hostile fleet completed its destruction ; and dense fields of floe and berg shut in the devastated coast. Of the visit of the Northmen to America there
came 1 nothing at last but two Icelandic sagas, in which are told
the brave adventures of Eric, and Leif, and Thorfinn.
3. Columbus.—With the name of Columbus we find ourselves
in the broad daylight of verified history. Though Columbus
neither knew nor considered the northern portions of the continent which he gave to civilization, his achievement is none the
less a part of Canadian history. It pointed out the way to the
makers of Canada. The sailing of Columbus into the heart of
the unknown west, a region which superstitious fancy had peopled
with strange terrors, was one of the most daring deeds of man.
It may be regarded as the perfect flowering of that age of romantic adventure and restless curiosity.
When Columbus, after years of such failure and discouragei-The old stone mill at Newport, long supposed to be a Norse relic, was really
built by a governor of Rhode Island late in the seventeenth century; and the supposed Norse pictures on the Dightbn Rock, in Massachusetts, have proved to be
the work of Algonquin Indians. A perhaps more credible witness is the Norse
rock, at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, bearing an inscription in dotted runes, which seems
to point to the presence of the Norsemen in the n t h century.

COLUMBUS.

ment as would have daunted any heart of less heroic fibre, at
last set sail from the Spanish port of Palos, his hope and faith
were fixed upon the finding of a new pathway to India. He
was in reality swept westward by a broad and mighty impulse.
This impulse was the awakening hunger of the western nations,
Spain, Portugal, Holland, France, and England, for a participation in the gorgeous traffic of the East, which at that time was
emptying itself into the laps of the Italian merchant
-r
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republics. The only way to the treasures of the spice which moved
J

J

Columbus,

islands, to the gold and silks and jewels of Cipango
and Ceylon, lay through the Mediterranean and the caravan
routes of Persia. While the Italian cities held control of these,
their monopoly of the eastern trade was safe. Columbus was a
skilled mariner, trained in the service of Genoa. An eager student, he knew whatever of geography there was in that day to
be known. A daring dreamer, he had gathered and woven
together all there was of floating myth or dim legend that might
point to the existence of land in the furthest west. He knew the
world was round, though he little knew how great was its circumference ; and from this knowledge he passed to the belief that the
new path to the East lay through the West. The grand idea which
his imagination brooded, together with his services in carrying it
out, he offered first to his mother land of Genoa. But Genoa did
not want a new route to the East. Then he turned, but in vain,
to Portugal. The hopes of Portugal were set upon a The struggles
passage around the south of Africa, and her captains of Columbu8 '
were pushing their keels down the coast of that mysterious continent. To England and to France Columbus held out his wondrous
offer; but these countries were slow and unbelieving. It was to
Spain he made his most persistent appeal; and Spain, to her imperishable glory, gave ear. The Queen of Spain was little concerned with trade; but she was fired with a dream of winning
new worlds to the faith of Christ. When Columbus sailed on his
great voyage, he did so under the patronage of King Ferdinand of
Aragon and Queen Isabella of Castile. §§1
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The story of that seventy days' Voyage of Columbus, with his
three cockle-shell craft, and no guide but his faith and the
tremulous finger of his compass, is one of the heroic ornaments
of time. On the 12th day of October, 1492, he landed on. an
island of the Bahamas. • As he offered up his thanks to God
amid a throng of mild-eyed natives, he fancied himself upon the
skirts of Asia. To the dark-skinned inhabitants, therefore, he
gave the misleading name of Indians.1 Spain, to whom he had
given an empire beyond the dreams of pride, heaped
His triumph.
honours upon him and made him Admiral of the
Ocean. The after voyages of Columbus, and the feats of navigators who followed in his track, are not a part of Canadian history.
4. The Cabots and Other Explorers.—What Columbus had
discovered was the island-fringe of the continent. Not till 1497,
when Vasco di Gama was rounding the Cape of Good Hope and
leading the ships of Portugal to the treasure-houses of India, was
the mainland of the New World revealed. Then an expedition
from Bristol, under the leadership of John Cabot, reached the
continent at a point which is now Canadian territory/ Cabot
sailed under charter from Henry V I I ; and England was thus
H i
enabled to claim the North American continent on
The discovery of the
the ground of first discovery. In this same memmamland.

°

"

orable year, according to some authorities, a Florentine named Amerigo Vespucci also reached the mainland, at a
point within the tropics. It is pretty certain, however, that Vespucci never saw the mainland of the New World till 1499, when
he took part in an expedition which landed on the coast of
Brazil. He did not lead this expedition; and it is one of the
strangest freaks of Fate that a comparatively obscure explorer
hke Amerigo Vespucci should have been immortalized in the
naming of two continents.3
1

The Indians of the North American continent are described in Appendix B.
Probably a point on the Labrador coast, though some authorities hold it to
have been the gulf coast of Nova Scotia.
8
Amerigo Vespucci wrote an interesting account of his voyages, and Brazil was
2
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The achievements of John and Sebastian Cabot, father and
son, entide their names to a place near that of Columbus on
the roll of great discoverers. These men, though sailing from
the port of Bristol and under the flag of England, were Italian
mariners from Venice. The King's charter was held by John
Cabot and his three sons, the greatest of whom, Sebastian, is
supposed to have accompanied him on his first voyage. Behind
their enterprise lay a number of influences. The King wished
a share in the glory and gain which Spain was reaping through
Columbus. The merchants of Bristol were looking for a great
trade in stock-fish. Before the eyes of John Cabot himself glittered visions of golden Cipango; and like Columbus
°
' r °
The Cabots
he appears to have cherished dreams of winning a and English
enterprise.

new world to the faith of Christ. The Cabots in
1498 explored the whole coast, from Labrador to South Carolina. Though the discovery of Newfoundland is credited to
them, it is sometimes claimed that the Bank Fisheries were
already known to Biscayan fishermen. However this may be,
it is certain that English, Norman, Basque, and Breton lost no
time in flocking to the rich harvest there revealed. In 1517,
only twenty years after Cabot's discovery, there were no less
than fifty vessels on the Banks. In a second expedition, sent
out in the following year by Henry VII, the Cabots turned their
sails northward, seeking a way to India. They got as far as the
mouth of Hudson's Straits. Then the Arctic ice forced them
back. In the reign of Henry VIII a new charter was granted
to Sebastian Cabot, who continued that intrepid search for a
north-west passage which has lasted nearly down to the present
day. It is not too much to claim for these Italian mariners that
they showed the way to English enterprise, and laid the foundations on which England was to build her maritime and colonial
greatness. Their deeds are commemorated only in the late
naming of a barren group of islets near Newfoundland.
named America in his honour. The name gradually passed to the whole southern
continent, and then to the northern continent as well.
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Close in the wake of the Cabots followed a Portuguese navigator, Cortereal, who in the year 1500 visited the coasts of
Labrador and Newfoundland, and carried away to slavery a
ship-load of the red inhabitants. In early Portuguese maps all
this region is marked Terra Corterealis, the Land of Cortereal.
In 1506 a Frenchman, Denis of Honfleur, visited the Gulf of
St. Lawrence. In 1518 the Baron de Lery tried to plant a settlement on Sable Island. His choice of a site fills one with
wonder; and utter failure was the only possible result. The
cattle, however, which he left behind him throve on the sandy
levels, and their multiplying herds became at length a monument
to his vain enterprise-. The next important visitor to
Denis of Hon- Canadian shores was John Verrazzano. He was a
fleuri de Lery,

and verrazzano.

'-^j

Florentine navigator in the service of the French King,
*£&*'

Francis I. In 1524 Verrazzano hastily examined the
coast from somewhere on the Carolina shore northward to the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, and declared the whole region annexed to the
French Crown. From Newfoundland he sailed back to France.
He had gained much fresh knowledge of the New World's
Atlantic borders. At the same time he had repaid the hospitality of the natives by kidnapping a child upon the shore. It
was by acts like these that the barbarians of America were instructed in the civilization of Europe.
5. Cartier's First Voyage. — The Old World powers were
parting the New World between them; and on the strength of
Verrazzanc's discoveries France made ready to claim her share of
the spoil. Though not the first in the field, she outstripped for a
time the efforts of her northern rivals. Her wise or fortunate
choice of men enabled her to do this. While English navigators,
each a picturesque compound of merchant, buccaneer, and hero,
were trading to Brazil or the Guinea coast, lording it over the codfish fleets in the fogs of Newfoundland, battling with the ships of
Spain in the tropics or with ice-floe and famine in the spectral
Arctic waters, France was entering Canada by the gates of the St.
Lawrence and making good her hold on half a continent.

535*
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VOYAGE.

In the early spring of 1534 Jacques Cartier set sail for the
New World from the illustrious port of St. Malo. Cartier was a
Breton mariner of good family and repute, strong Ui the possession of court favour. His patron was an enthusiastic young noble,
Philippe de Brion-Chabot, who was deep in the con- jaCques
fidence of Francis I, and diligently fostered the King's Cartier dream of New World empire. Cartier was well fitted to the task
now put upon him. About forty years of age, dauntless, keen of
eye, rugged and lean of countenance, he had successes and intrepidities already on his record. The company with which he sailed
consisted of about one hundred and twenty men, in two small ships.
After twenty days of favouring weather they reached the coast
of Newfoundland. This was on May the 10th. Passing through
the Straits of Belle Isle he viewed with httle satisfaction the bleak
coast of Labrador, which seemed to him Cain's portion of the
earth. Thence heading down and across the Gulf he ran through
the Magdalen Islands, coasted along Prince Edward cartier visits
Island, and came upon the north shore of New Bruns- wick and18wick, somewhere to the south of Point Escuminac. GasPeIn the mouth of one of the small streams so numerous in that
region o* water-courses, he found a fertility and abundance that
delight d all his company. The forests were rich with pine, maple,
and ash The meadows were purple with vetch-blossoms. Wild
berrfpo everywhere tempted the thirsty lip. The voyagers lay
awake at night and* listened with wonder to the noise of countless salmon passing the shallows, or to the wings of innumerable
wild-pigeons streaming overhead. To add to Cartier's good opinion of this favoured land, its inhabitants were friendly and few.
Passing northward the explorers crossed the mouth of Miramichi
Bay, and came, in early July, to the green and sheltered waters of
a bay whose shores wavered through a violet haze of heat. Hence
these waters received the name of Bale des Chaleurs. Leaving the
bay, whose north shore only he touched, Cartier rounded the eastern promontory of Gasp6. On the Gasp6 shore he set up a cross
thirty feet high, bearing a shield with the arms of France. This
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ceremony roused the suspicions of the Indians, whose instincts apparently detected in it some violation of their rights of sovereignty.
They were soon appeased, however, with protestations and trinkets.
Taking base advantage of their confidence, Cartier lured two of
the young savages into his ship, and carried them away to France.
His sudden return, after he had sighted the shores of Anticosti and
reached the very threshold of the St. Lawrence, was due to his
dread of the autumn storms. For his treachery to the Indians he
was afterwards to pay dear. For the blood and tears which stain
the whole line of contact between the Old World races and the
savages of America, the blame seems to lie chiefly with those
whose civilization and creed should have made such a reproach
impossible. The record of France, however, in spite of the barbarity of Cartier and of Verrazzano's cruelties, looks fair enough
when compared with the records of some of her rivals.
6. Cartier's Second Voyage. — When Cartier, on the 5th of
September, reentered in triumph the harbour of St. Malo, he had
missed by a hair's-breadth the discovery of the great river across
whose mouth he had sailed; but he imagined that he had found
the gateway of the passage to Cathay. The heart of France
Enthusiasm thrilled to his story. Here was empire to be won,
cartiw's 0ver h e r e were heathen to be converted, here were riches
discoveries. t o b e g a t h e r e d in. The king, the spriest, and the
trader, all awoke to enthusiasm. On the 19th of May, 1535,
St. Malo again saw Cartier's sail diminish on the blue horizon,
speeded by the prayers of France. On this expedition Cartier
had three small ships.1 In his company were representatives of
some of the noblest families in the kingdom. Presently a storm
arose, and scattered the little fleet; and it was not till the end of
Cartier
July that they came together again, at their rendezCanada with v o u s o n t n e Straits of Belle Isle. Holding his course
three ships. m o r e to the northward than on the previous voyage,
Cartier passed a large island which he named Assomption, now
1

The Hermine, the Petite Hermine, and the Emerillon.

vnm
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SECOND

VOYAGE.

II

AnticostL To a bay north of Anticosti Cartier gave the name
of St. Lawrence, in honour of the saint upon whose festival it
was discovered. The name was destined soon to spread not only
to the gulf he had just traversed, but also to the great river in
whose channel he now found himself. Continuing up the river,
which Cartier learned from his kidnapped Indians to call " the
great river of Canada," the explorers entered the austere portals
of the Saguenay, and floated with awe upon the sombre waters of
that gigantic trough. Here they met Indians in birch-bark canoes,
with whom they communicated through their guides. Not delaying to explore the Saguenay they resumed their journey up the
main stream, rounded an island rich in hazels, which they called
Isle au Coudres, passed the beetling shoulder of Cape Tourmente,
and came to a spacious green island so abounding in wild vines
that the delighted voyagers called it the Isle of Bacchus.1 Here
they cast anchor. Presently from every cove and inlet came gliding the noiseless, yellow, birchen craft of the natives. Distrustful
at first, {he savages were quickly conciliated, and thronged with
marvelling admiration about the white men and their strange
ships.
Above the island the shores contracted sharply and the river
forced its way between towering battlements of gray rock stained
with red. On the northern shore the heights broke off abruptly,
forming that majestic promontory now crowned by the citadel
of Quebec. Here were huddled the wigwams of Stadacona, the
savage metropolis of that region; and here Donnacona, the ruling
chief, who had visited Cartier at his first anchorage on cartier
the Isle of Bacchus, extended to the strangers a bar- ^te of8 t h e
barous but ardent hospitality. Under the shadow of Quebecthe cape a small river emptied itself quietly, and in its mouth the
Frenchmen found safe harbourage for their ships.
The Indians were all friendship, but to Cartier's design of
ascending the river they offered a vehement opposition. Argu1

Now the fruitful and populous He d'Orleans.
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ment and entreaty failing to dissuade the obstinate stranger, they
tried to work upon his fears. A clever masquerade was prepared,
and the Frenchmen, leaning over the sides of their vessels, watched
with amused perplexity what seemed to be three demons who
drifted slowly past them in a canoe. These were medicine men,
adorned with monstrous horns, their faces blackened, their eyes
glaring with hideous fixity upon the strangers. The chief demon
yelled a fierce harangue till the canoe had floated some distance
down the current. Then all three paddled ashore, fell down as
if dead, and were carried with clamour into a sheltering thicket.
Thence presently issued Cartier's two savage interpreters, who
explained that the god Coudouagny had sent three messengers
to warn 4he rash white men from their purpose. Dreadful calamities of storm and frost were predicted for them; but Cartier
Cartier asderided the mummery and went on up the river. jf'He
cends the St. took the smallest of his ships, two boats, and a numerLawrence to
Hochelaga.
ous following. The further he advanced the fairer grew
the prospect, the more fertile seemed the soil; and the natives
were everywhere friendly. In the shallow expanse of Lake St.
Peter he ran his vessel aground, but with his boats he pushed on
undaunted. On the second of October he reached the lovely
island with its guardian mount, deep in whose green recesses hid
the town of Hochelaga.
The voyagers were welcomed to the shore by throngs of dancing Indians, who overwhelmed them with gifts of fish and fruit
and corn. On the following morning, led by their delighted hosts,
they marched through the woods by a well-travelled path, till they
came out upon an expanse of maize-fields, in the midst of which,
against the foot of the mountain, rose' the triple palisades I of
Hochelaga. These palisades were built with galleries along the
inside, where heaps of stones were stored for purposes of defence.
_
Hochelaga was a good specimen of the Huron-Iroquois
Hochelaga •
..
town. It consisted of half-a-hundred large dwellings,
one hundred and fifty feet long by forty or forty-five feet wide,
built of poles and covered with sheets of bark. Down the long,
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unpartitioned centre ran a row of fires, and around each smoky
hearth gathered a family. In the middle of the town was an open
square, wherein the tribe held its councils. Here the Frenchmen
were received with joyous reverence, as if they had been half
divine. The adoring excitement grew as Cartier scattered on all
sides his presents, — knives, beads, rings, and little sacred images
of pewter. The head chief of the tribe, a paralytic and helpless
old man, was brought before Cartier on a mat to be cured of his
sickness. Cartier was somewhat embarrassed by such faith; but
he treated his unexpected patient as best he could with a prayer
for his soul as well as for his body, touched him, and sent him
away happy if not healed. Then came all the sick and infirm of
the tribe to be treated in like manner. This done, Cartier withdrew himself and his httle band from the grateful attentions of
their hosts, and set out for the mountain. The Indians guided
them to its summit; and with exulting eyes Cartier looked out
across the luxuriant forest, already flaming in scarlet and amber
under the touch of the early frosts. The mountain he called
Mount Royal; and where his eyes then rested so well content sits
now the queenly city of Montreal.
From Hochelaga Cartier hastened back to Stadacona, built a
fort on the shore by the ships, and made ready for the winter.
He knew not what to make ready for, however; and before the
little colony was half prepared the violence of the season broke
upon them, such cold and such storms as they had never dreamed
of. It seemed to them as if the world could nevermore emerge
from the snows which overwhelmed it. Soon a malignant scurvy
broke out among them, and* they knew not how to combat it by
diet or medicine. Out of their company of one hunvcuii6r

dred and ten men twenty-five died, and all the rest winters at
i
.
Stadacona.
but three or four tottered on the brink of the grave.
To hide the weakness of the garrison, Cartier made those who
were strong enough pound on the walls with hammers, that
the savages might think there were vigour and activity within.
But the savages themselves were sore beset with the same plague,
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and could give little heed to the strangers. At last Cartier learned
from an Indian that the disease might be cured by a decoction of
a certain evergreen which he called ameda (probably a spruce or
arbor-vitae), and this remedy the Frenchmen tried at once. They
tried it with such desperate eagerness that in six days they consumed a good-sized t r e e ; and it proved so efficacious that the
disease was stayed, and the invalids rose swiftly back to health.
When spring released the ships and brought cheer again to the
exiles, Cartier made ready for the return to France. First, having
heard from the Indians glowing tales of gold, silver, red copper,
rubies, and a race of one-legged men to be found in the interior
country, he resolved that he would have witnesses to corroborate
his story. Luring the hospitable Donnacona and four
v/cirTicr KIQ—
naps the hos- lesser chiefs into an ambush, he imprisoned them in
pitable chiefs.
the ships. The Indians were told that their chiefs
were going away of their own free will, being eager to meet the
French King and view all the wonders beyond sea. Then, having
erected on the shore a cross thirty feet high with the fleur-de-lis
affixed to it, Cartier on the 16th day of May turned his prows
toward France. On the 16th of June, 1536, he furled his stormrent sails once more beneath the ramparts of St. Malo.
In the same spring, while Cartier was yet ice-bound under
Stadacona, the light of history flashes for a moment upon the
coast of Newfoundland. Two ships were sent out from London
to America on a fishing venture. After cruising about the Gulf
of St. Lawrence they fell short of provisions, and entered a harbour on the west shore of the island. Finding the natives too
•JL
. . . ships
timorous to traffic with them they
t.
English
4 were soon in .peril
in the Gulf of of starvation : but from this strait they
J were relieved
St. Lawrence.
by the timely arrival of a French trading-ship well
laden with stores. Though France and England were then at
peace, the French ship was promptly seized. It was a time and
place not conducive to ceremony. The injured Frenchmen made
complaint to the English King, our eighth Henry. That robust
monarch decided that the piracy of his subjects was justified
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by the pressing nature of their needs; but he repaid the unfortunate Frenchmen's losses out of his own pocket.
7. Cartier's Last Voyage; and de Roberval.—For the next few
years the French King, the inconstant Francis, was too much
occupied in defending his domains at home to think much of
extending them abroad. His great rival, Charles V of Spain,
was pressing him with fierce hostility. At length came peace;
and.as Francis recovered breath and looked about him, his eyes
were once more turned upon Canada. The Sieur de Roberval,
a nobleman of Picardy, was made governor of Canada and all
the surrounding regions; and Cartier, under him, was appointed
captain-general. Donnacona and his fellow-captives had died
meanwhile; and Carrier showed a natural reluctance to revisit
the spot where he had so cruelly returned the kindness of his
hosts. But at length he consented. With five ships, a great
company of followers, and stock and implements for founding a
colony, he left St. Malo on the 23rd of May, 1541. De Roberval
stayed behind, intending to follow close upon his heels with
additional ships and supplies. The voyage proved a
(_/3.rricr comes

stormy one.

At Newfoundland, where de Roberval a third time
.".

-ii

•

to Canada.

was to overtake him, Cartier lingered till his patience
was outworn. Then, resuming his journey, he crossed the Gulf,
and on the 23rd of August he came under the stern front of
Stadacona's cape. In great numbers, but not with their old
joyous welcome, the Indians crowded about him. Cartier confessed to them that Donnacona was dead, but he declared that
the other chiefs had married in France, and were living in such
splendour that they could not be persuaded to return. This tale
the Indians pretended to believe; but Cartier felt that they were
merely covering up a fire of hate which would flame out at the
first opportunity of revenge. He forsook uneasily his old anchorage in the St. Charles (then called the St. Croix), and
moved further up the St. Lawrence to Cap Rouge. Here he
watched in vain for de Roberval's expected sails. Sending back
two of his ships with tidings to France, he established his colony
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in a fortified post which he called Charlesbourg Royal. H i r e he
passed an anxious, though not a disastrous winter. In the spring,
discouraged apparently by de Roberval's continued absence and
by the sullen enmity of the Indians, he gathered the colony back
into his ships, bade an ungrateful farewell to the frowning height
of Stadacona, and fled awayJ for France. Entering
He winters at
Charlesbourg the harbour of- St. John's, Newfoundland, in the early
Royal, and
,
r
, \
, ,
then gives up part of June, he found there the belated de Robhis enterprise.

\

.

.

•

|g|

.
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erval with his fleet, a year behind his engagement.
The fiery viceroy ordered his captain-general back to his post;
but Cartier slipped out of the harbour in the night and made his
best haste homeward. In his native St. Malo, or in his neighbouring manor-house of Limoilou, Cartier settled down to a life
of civil ease, content with the patent of nobility which his voyages had won for him.
In no gentle humour de Roberval pressed on to Canada. H e
took possession of the deserted structures of Charlesbourg Royal,
cleared fields, sowed crops, cut paths, raised new buildings. His
company seems to have been an unruly one, but he governed with
a rod of iron, and his harshness kept the peace. He seems, however, to have lacked prudence and foresight; and when winter
came upon the lonely colony it was found that the store of provisions was not enough to last till spring. Every one was put on
short allowance. Fish and roots, in meagre supply,
r r
De Roberval's

attempt at
colonization.

'

were purchased from the Indians.

°

•"

But the dread
^4 :

plague of the scurvy broke out, and there was no
one to teach them Cartier's remedy. Fifty of the settlers died,
and by spring de Roberval's enthusiasm was at an end. That
summer he carried back to France the pitiful remnants of his
colony. In 1549, with his brother Achille, he organized another
expedition to Canada, the fate of which is one of the romantic
secrets of history. A dim tradition would have us believe that
the adventurers sailed up the Saguenay, seeking a kingdom
of jewels and strange enchantments; and that no man of the
company ever returned through the bleak portals of that wiz-
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ard 1 stream. Another and more credible story tells us, however,
that de Roberval2 eventually returned to France, and died by violence one night in the streets of Paris.
It is interesting to consider that while Cartier and de Roberval
were thus exploring the St. Lawrence and piercing the continent
by its eastern portals, the Spaniard de Soto was entering the
southern gateway and threading the channels of "the Mississippi.
1

A tribe of Indians frequenting the head waters of the Saguenay goes by the
name of the Wizards. See W. H. H. Murray's story of " Mamelons."
2
The adventures of Roberval are vividly presented in a drama of 'that name
by Hunter Duvar.
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LESCARBOT AT PORT ROYAL.
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8. Canada forgotten by France. The English in Newfoundland. — For the half century succeeding Roberval's failure, Canada
was
France's
forgotten by France, save that French fishermen
m ever
Sngagedat
g r o w i n g numbers thronged to the Banks of
home.
Newfoundland. Torn by her religious wars, France
could not afford to look beyond her own borders, and had no interest to spare for the New World. A French colony, indeed, was
Massacre of established in Florida, 1562-65; but it was the fruit
guenotwiony of private enterprise, and being a colony of Huguenots,
th/span- by o n territory claimed by Spain, it invited the most maiards.
lignant hostility of the Spaniards. The butcher Menendez was sent out to remove it, which he did by hanging or
cutting to pieces men, women, and children alike. This hideous
atrocity was avenged by the patriot de Gourgues, who,
descending on the Spaniards like a whirlwind, captured the defences, and hanged the prisoners on the
very scene of their crimes. De Gourgues accomplished his vengeance in 1568.
French enterprise was now completely diverted from this continent. England, hitherto absorbed jn adventurous voyagings, in
18
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sailing around the globe or pushing into the Arctic ice, was beginning to meditate some serious attempts at colonization. In 1576
Martin Frobisher set English feet on Labrador; ©rakeviews
but this was like the heedless alighting of a bird of tancethe"
passage, for Frobisher went on at once to seek a way BritehCo-0*
to India. In the next year Sir Francis Drake, on his l u m b i a voyage around the world, sailed northward along the Pacific
coast to the 48th parallel, and saw the snowy peaks of the mountains that keep watch over British Columbia. This is the first
appearance in history of our Pacific Province. Six years later the
English purpose of colonization began to show active life. This
time the scene is Newfoundland, which justly claims the title of
p England's Oldest Colony." An expedition was organized, in
which Sir Walter Raleigh had large interest. Its leader was
Raleigh's half-brother, Sir Humphrev Gilbert, whose „. „
b
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SirHumphrey

name sheds upon the page of Canadian history a fair Gilbert takes
.

possession of

light of bravery, faith, and gentleness. The expedition wewfoundwas well equipped. It consisted of two hundred and
sixty men, among whom were all such skilled mechanics as a
colony should require. But Fortune had set her face against the
enterprise. When but two days out a contagious disease began
to spread in one of the ships, and she was compelled to turn back.
The rest of the fleet, after a rough passage, entered the safe harbour of St. John's. This was in August, of the year 1583. Sir
Humphrey, in his rich Elizabethan dress of lace and velvet, was
a commanding figure among the rough fishermen and sailors, —
French, Spanish, Portuguese, and English, —whose ships thronged
the port. After the feudal custom a branch and a sod were presented to him, and he took possession in the name of his Queen,
the great Elizabeth. H e enacted many laws, and forced the foreign trading-vessels to acknowledge his authority. His charter
gave him no less than six hundred miles in every direction from
St. John's; and his territory therefore included New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and parts of Labrador and
Quebec. Much energy was spent in exploring, and in searching
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for silver. But in one of these explorations Sir Humphrey's
largest ship was lost. Provisions grew scarce; and finding his
people alarmed at the approach of winter, the gallant Admiral
decided on returning to England. His flagship was the little
Squirrel, of ten tons' burden, by far the smallest of the fleet,
Death of Sir On the homeward voyage a great storm arose. Sir
Humphrey. Humphrey refused to go on board a larger ship; and
in the loud darkness of the hurricane the Squirrel went down.
It is a heroic picture that flashes upon us out of the terror of that
far-off night. We see Sir Humphrey, his Bible in his lap, sitting
unmoved in the stern of his puny and foundering vessel; and we
hear his words of comfort to his men — " Cheer up, lads, we are
as near heaven at sea as on land ! "
9. The Expedition of de la Roche.—As the century closed,
dreams of colonization again began to stir the hearts of advent'
urous Frenchmen. In 1598 the titles and privileges
L/C lcl R.0CI16 S

convict coio- of the ill-fated de Roberval were transferred to a
nists.

nobleman of Brittany, the Marquis de la Roche. He,
unable to find enough volunteers for his purpose, made a selection of sturdy convicts from the prisons of the land. Shunning the
unlucky track of de Roberval, de la Roche steered much further
to the south; and at length the solitary little ship came in sight of
the ominous, sandy horns of Sable Island. This long crescent
of shifting sand, built up by meeting currents off the coast of Nova
Scotia, and spreading its deadly shallows far abroad beneath the
surf to devour unwary ships, seemed to de la Roche an excellent
spot in which to cage his jail-birds while he went to explore the
mainland. The convicts were put ashore, — if such bleak sandspits could be called shore, — and de la Roche sailed away to find
a site for his colony. For a little while the convicts were delighted
H \ with their freedom. The interior of the island was
The convicts
Sable Island.

abandoned on occupied by a long, narrow lagoon of sweet water,
,

,

about whose low shores the grass and shrubs grew
abundantly. There was nothing like a tree on the island; there
were no eminences except the hummocks of sand. But wild ducks
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thronged the shallow pools; wild cattle, sprung from de Lery's
herds, trooped in the long grasses; various kinds of wild berries
were everywhere ripening to their lips; and they forgot the
scourge and chain. Meanwhile, however, a fierce storm had
come down on de la Roche and swept him back to France;
where, being cast upon the shores of Brittany, he was seized by
a powerful foe, the Duke de Mercceur, and consigned to prison.
The convicts on the island, when they realized that they had
been abandoned to their fate, cried out in despair for even the
very jails of their own land. They fought and slew each other
like beasts, over the too scanty food; till at last awe and fear
drew the remnant together, when their refuge darkened under
the autumn hurricanes, and shook horribly to the • thunder o{
the waves. They lived on the raw flesh of the cattle, clothed
their bodies in hides, and heaped themselves a rude shelter of
timbers from the wrecks that strewed the shore. At length from
his captivity de la Roche got word to the King, and a ship was
sent out to rescue the unhappy convicts. Like wild creatures,
in their shaggy hides and matted hair, they were brought before
the King, who pitied them and granted them full pardon. De la
Roche, broken in health and fortunes, died soon after their rescue ; and thus was recorded another failure in the attempt to
colonize Canada.
While de la Roche was languishing behind the Duke de Mercosur's walls, while the convicts grovelled and despaired on Sable
Island, an effort was made to fix a settlement in the chauvin and
St. Lawrence valley. A naval officer of Rouen, by JSJnyat^'8
the name of Chauvin, entered into partnership with Tadousac.
an enterprising trader of St. Malo, named Pontgrave" ; and the
partners procured a monopoly of the fur-trade of the St. Lawrence
region on the condition of establishing a colony. In the fur-trade
they succeeded bravely enough; but their colonizing zeal expended
itself in leaving sixteen men, ill housed, ill clothed, ill victualled, to
endure the assaults of a Saguenay winter at wind-swept Tadousac.
This was in 1599. On the arrival of the trading-ship from France
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in the following spring, it was found that of the sixteen unhappy settlers most had died, and the rest were scattered among the wigwams
of the Indians. The Tadousac experiment was not repeated, but
the fur-trade was continued with great profit. In the following
year Chauvin made a third voyage, and died in Canada. His
enterprise at once fell to pieces. The name of Pontgrave^ however, reappears later in our story, shining with reflected lustre by
association with the immortal name of Champlain.
10. Champlain and de Monts at St. Croix.—No name is borne
upon the annals of Canadian history more worthy of reverence
Samuel de
than that of Champlain. Samuel de Champlain, born
Champlain. a^. B r o u a g e fa 1567, was a captain in the French navy
and high in the favour of that manly monarch, Henry IV of
France. Champlain's was a restless and romantic spirit, intrepid,
devout, humane. He was imaginative in conceiving his plans,
practical in carrying them out. On a secret mission, discreetly
executed, he had explored a part of Mexico and visited the Spanish settlements in the West Indies.
When, on the threshold of the new century, the veteran Aymar
de Chastes, governor of Dieppe, resolved to take up the somewhat
He visits the discredited mantles of de Roberval and de la Roche,
St. Lawrence. a n ( j t o c o i o r n z e for King and Church the reluctant
wilderness of Canada, he saw in Champlain the man his work required. His first step was to send Champlain on an exploring
expedition to the St. Lawrence. ' In the track of the great St.
Malo mariner Champlain pressed forward, till he reached the site
of Hochelaga — and found the site a solitude. Savage wars had
blotted out the corn-fields and the hospitable lodges. Returning
to France with his information, he found that his patron, de
Chastes, had died in his absence.
Champlain had been accompanied on this journey by Pontgrav6.
But he had had, also, a more important comrade, an adventureloving nobleman of the court, Pierre du Guast, the Sieur de Monts.
The latter resolved to continue the work which had dropped from
the dead hand of de Chastes. Dreading, however, the harsh win-
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ters of the lower St. Lawrence, de Monts turned his eyes further
south. And now the name of Acadie appears upon our page. In
the patent of de Monts the Acadian land is a huge ter- n e sets 0ut
ritory of very cloudy limits, wide enough to take in S^thS?*6
Philadelphia on the one hand and Montreal on the Monts other. With two ships, and a company of mingled thieves and
gentlemen, de Monts went forth in 1604 to colonize this Acadie.
Along with him sailed Champlain and the Baron de Poutrincourt;
and two other ships accompanied the expedition, — the one to
trade in furs at Tadousac, the other to drive off poachers from the
new viceroy's fishing-grounds.
Fair winds followed the sails of de Monts. The voyage was
preserved from monotony by the frequent bickerings between his
Catholic and his Calvinist followers. The first land „ ,
He skirts the

sighted was Cape La Heve, not far from the present Acadian
a

COcLSk.

town of Lunenburg, Nova Scotia. Sailing westward,
de Monts entered a fair and spacious harbour, which he named
Port Rossignol. The name was given in honour of the captain
of a vesseLwhich he found trading in the harbour and promptly
confiscated for violation of his charter. In another harbour a
sheep jumped overboard; and as sheep were rare and precious
just then in Acadie, de Monts commemorated the event by calling the place Port Mouton. De Monts seems to have had a
vein of humour. His taste in names certainly differed from that
of Champlain, whose nomenclature was wholly derived from a
few favoured saints and the members of his own family. From
Port Mouton the voyagers sailed to St. Mary's Bay, whose coasts
they explored; and then, rounding a long, narrow promontory,,
they floated on the tossing tides of the Bay of Fundy. Presently they discerned on their right a majestic defile between fircrowned steeps of rock; and sailing in swiftly on the crest of the
flood tide, they found themselves on the lovely expanse of what is
now called Annapolis Basin. A wide water steeped in sunshine,
fenced from fogs and winds by a deep rim of wooded hills, it was
a scene of enchantment to the wanderers. The delighted Pou-
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trincourt, asking and receiving from de Monts a grant of the surrounding shores, named the place Port Royal and resolved to
make his home there.
From Port Royal the explorers sailed around the Bay of
Fundy, and entered, on its northern shore, the mouth of a great
The St. John river called by the Indians the Oolastook. In honour
Croixhdil-'
°f t n e s a i n t o n whose day it was discovered, Chamcovered,
plain renamed it the St. John. Thence still westward
coasting, they entered a spacious bay set thick with islands as with
innumerable jewels. At the head of this green and restless archipelago, to which has clung its Indian name of Passamaquoddy,
emptied a large river with an island guarding its mouth. This
island they named St. Croix; and here, strange to say, overlooking the bleakness of the site, they resolved to fix their settlement.
St. Croix Island became a scene of busy, life. The ragged
cedars which clothed it were quickly chopped away, leaving but
a fringe
of them to fence off the north-east winds.
Settlement
°
1 1

on st. Croix

Buildings were erected about an open square, — storehouses, work-shops, lodgings, barracks, with separate
dwellings for de Monts and for Champlain. For defence the
whole was surrounded with palisades, and a small battery was
mounted at one end. On the niggardly soil of the island Champlain strove, but in vain, to make a garden. As soon as the
colony was under roof, Poutrincourt sailed back to France, and
the lonely little settlement was left to face the winter. Soon the
crimson and gold of autumn died out on the surrounding shores,
and the cheer of the sunshine paled. Storms shrieked down the
frozen river, piercing the walls of their hasty shelters and chilling
their hearts beneath their too scant garments. The whirling snowdrift blinded them; the ominous grinding of the ice before the
changing tides filled them with gloom. Being on an island where
river and tide contended daily for the mastery, they were often
cut off from the supplies of fuel and water which only the mainland could afford. And then, when they were enfeebled by de-
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pression, the scurvy broke out. The old, heart-rending scenes
01 Stadacona and Charlesbourg Royal were reenacted. Out of
the seventy-nine colonists but forty-four survived to greet the
spring,—:and these survivors were often too weak for the sad
task of serving the dying and burying the dead. Only Champlain's indomitable courage kept alive the spark of hope in unhappy St. Croix.
Late in the spring came Poutrincourt's ship from France, and
the long anguish was at an end. During the summer Champlain
"and de Monts explored the coast as far south as Cape
,

,

Colony

Cod, but found no site for their settlement as favour- removed to
Port Royal,
able as Port Royal. In August, therefore, the shrunken
colony fled over the bay to that kindlier and more sheltered haven.
They took with them the greater part of the materials of their
buildings. When they were gone the Indians soon completed
the work of demolition. There remains upon the island no reminder of their story, except the ruins of a well which may have
been Champlain's.
11. Champlain, Lescarbot, and Poutrincourt at Port Royal.—
The colony at Port Royal was soon fairly housed; but de Monts
had enemies at court, and to thwart their intrigues he | „
'

°

De Monts

hastened back to France with Poutrincourt, leaving returns to
France.
Pontgrave1 and Champlain to guide the settlement
through the perils of another winter. Thanks partly to the friendship and support of Membertou, the old sagamore of the Micmacs, partly to the wiser foresight of its leaders and the better
shelter of its situation, the colony underwent no such terrible^
experience as had befallen it at St. Croix. | | |
In the spring the colonists grew anxious over the delay of
de Monts and Poutrincourt. As summer wore on, and supplies
dwindled, and no sails appeared from France, they built themselves two little craft, — the pioneers, these, of Nova The arrival of
Scotia ship-building, if we except the dragon-ship built L*scarbotby Thorwald on Keelness. Leaving Port Royal in charge of two
of their number, they set out for the fishing resorts on the east
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Coast, hoping to meet and get aid from some of their fellowcountrymen. They had been gone but twelve days, however,
when Poutrincourt arrived, bringing supplies and more colonists.
De Monts, finding his enemies in the ascendant, had remained in1
France; but he more than compensated for his absence by sending out the wise and witty Lescarbot. This lawyer of Paris, with
his scholarship, his shrewdness, his merry humour, and his courage, is one of the pleasantest figures on the page of Canadian
history. He became not only the life of the settlement, but also
its best historian.
A boat sent out by Poutrincourt overtook the little ships of
the party that had gone for aid; and lively were the rejoicings
at Port Royal. Pontgrave" presently returned to France, while
Champlain
Champlain and Poutrincourt set forth on a voyage of
courtgo^ exploration. Lescarbot, left in charge of the settlepionng.
ment, sowed crops of wheat, rye, and barley in the
rich meadows bordering the tide. He planted gardens, too, and
kept the settlers happily employed. In November the explorers
returned to Port Royal, with nothing but disappointment to show
for their summer's effort; but Lescarbot welcomed them back
with a gay masquerade, and the scene of prosperity and comfort
revived their cheer.
The winter that followed (that of 1606-1607) was warm and
open, so that in January the colonists amused themselves withThe Order of boating on the river, and with picnicking on their
a Good Time. wh.eat-fields in the sun. This was the memorable winter when Champlain's " Order of a Good Time " held its beneficent sway. The members of the order were the fifteen leading
men of the colony; its temple was Poutrincourt's dark-ceilinged
dining-hall; its rule was good-fellowship and mirth. Each member was adorned in turn with the elaborate collar of Grand Master, which he wore for one day. During that day it was his duty
to cater for the table; and so well was the duty performed, says
Lescarbot, that the order dined much more cheaply and not less
sumptuously than they might have done in the restaurants of
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Paris. Supplies from France were abundant; and with the help
of the Indians, who camped in the shadow of the walls, appetizing additions of fish and game were made to their bill of fare.
The dinner, a feast of much ceremony, held at midday, was ruled
by the Grand Master, with napkin on shoulder and staff of office
in hand. As guest of honour at the table sat the Sagamore Membertou, deep-wrinkled with his hundred years, but still a warrior.
On the floor around sat other Indian guests, with squaws and
children, waiting for biscuits, and watching the great log fire roar
up the capacious chimney.
Thus well fed, well housed, well cheered, they passed the winter
in health. In the spring a water-mill was built, fishing and farming were followed up with zeal, and the success of the venture
seemed assured. But suddenly came disaster, like a Port Royal
bolt horn a clear sky. A ship from St. Malo arrived abandoned with word that de Monts's enemies had triumphed over him, and
had got the King to take away his charter. Thus deprived of
their support, there was nothing for the colonists to do but give
up Port Royal. With deep discouragement, and amid the bitter
lamentations of the Indians, they sailed for France. But Poutrincourt, as he forsook the lovely haven framed in its hills, resolved
that he would return at a later day with his whole household, and
strike deep into Acadian soil the roots of his home.
12. The Jesuits- and Biencourt in Acadie. — De Monts now
lost interest in Acadie, and set himself to the quest of the northwest passage. Champlain went north to found Quebec and to
write his name in characters of heroic achievement De Monts reall over the St. Lawrence valley. Thither we shall to^Poutrhv16
presently follow him. But Poutrincourt remained court faithful to Port Royal. In 1610 he set out once more for the
place of his desire. This time he took with him a zealous priest,
Father La Fleche. Membertou and all his tribe were speedily
converted. So ardent a proselyte was the old sagamore that he
was for instant war against all the tribes who had not a ready ear
for the good priest's teachings. In the following year (1611)
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Poutrincourt's eighteen-year-old son, best known to our history
as Biencourt, set sail for France with the official list of baptisms
in proof of his father's zeal for the conversion of the heathen.
When he reached France he found calamity. The strong King,
Henry TV, had died under the knife of the assassin Ravaillac;
and the government was in the hands of the corrupt Queen, Marie
de Medicis. It was a dark hour for the lovers of France, whether
Catholic or Huguenot.
But when patriotism flagged, religious zeal was to take up the
work in Acadie. Now appeared on the scene the mysterious,
black-robed, indomitable figures of the Jesuits, desThe Jesuits. tined to leave so deep a mark on Canada. Magnificent in peril, meddlesome in peace, oft dreaded by their friends,
but extorting the admiration of their enemies, their record in the
counsels of Old Canada is one of ceaseless quarrels with the
civil power; but their record among the savages is one of imperishable glory. Their faith was a white and living flame, that
purged out all thought of self. Alone, fearless, not to be turned
aside, they pierced to the inmost recesses of the wilderness.
They thrust themselves upon the savages, they endured filth and
ignominy, they shrank not from the anguish of torture, they rejoiced
in the crudest forms of death, if thereby they might hope to save
a soul. Whatever blame may rightly or wrongly attach to the
institution of the Jesuits, it has shown itself able to breed saints
and heroes.
When young Biencourt sailed back to Port Royal with succour,
the Jesuits, represented by Father Biard and Father Enemond
Masse, went with him as partners in the enterprise. The Queen
and many ladies of the court had opened their purses to help on
the pious work. But the chief patron of the undertaking was
Madame de Guercheville, a lady-in-waiting famed no less for her
Madame de virtue than for her beauty. She bought out all the
Guercheviue. i n t e r ests in the venture that were held by the Huguenot merchants of St. Malo; and she transferred these interests
to the Jesuits. Difficulties soon arose in Port Royal between
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the priests and Poutrincourt, who is said to have cried to them
once in exasperation, " Show me my path to Heaven. I will show
you yours on earth." Presently he returned to strife at Port
France, leaving Biencourt in charge. This sagacious Ro^aland energetic youth, who had been made vice-admiral in the
waters of New France, spent the summer in enforcing his authority
and taking tribute from the ships that traded on his coast. Father
Biard toiled earnestly to learn the speech of the Indians. He
lived much of the summer in their huts, striving to win their sympathies and understand their hearts. The winter was one of depression, intensified by the death of Membertou. Toward the
end of January came a ship from Poutrincourt. Besides supplies,
which by this time were sorely needed, it brought a lay-brother of
the Jesuit order, sent out as Madame de Guercheville's agent.
The power of the Jesuits had mightily expanded since Biencourt's
departure from France, for Madame de Guercheville had obtained
from Louis XIII a grant of nothing less than the whole territory
of North America, from Florida to the St. Lawrence. The Dutch
trading-post on the Hudson with the little English settlements
at Jamestown in Virginia and at Pemaquid in Maine (begun in
1607) were coolly included in this grant, — a fact of which
they rested in happy ignorance. The only spot not embraced in
Madame de Guercheville's grant was Poutrincourt's little domain
at Port Royal, secured to him by the charter of Henry IV. A
fierce quarrel broke out at once between Biencourt and the
Jesuits, in which the victory rested with the young vice-admiral.
After three months, however, a reconciliation was effected; and
Father Biard wrote home to France a letter filled with Biencourt's
praises.
In March of the following spring (1613) the Jesuits sent out
a new expedition under a courtier named Saussaye. The ships
touched at La Heve, and erected there a cross bear- The Jesuit
ing the scutcheon of Madame de Guercheville. Stop- at^ount1
ping at Port Royal to take up Biard and Masse, they Desert continued down the Atlantic coast till they reached Mount De-
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sert. Here they set themselves, amid much bickering, to plant
a new colony under the name of St. Sauveur.
But the colony was not destined to take root. The bolt which
was to destroy it was already speeding to its mark. The event
which shattered Madame de Guercheville's enterprise was in
itself but the lawless raid of a freebooter; but it is, nevertheless, an event of historic magnitude, because it marks the
beginning of the struggle between France and England for the
possession of the continent. It chanced that one Samuel Argall,
from the English colony in Virginia, was cruising off the Maine
coast with a well-armed ship. When he heard of the arrival of
the French his wrath was greatly kindled. Such an infringement
on the rights of his sovereign King James, who claimed even
more of the continent than did Madame de Guercheville, was
not to be endured. He swept down on St. Sauveur,
Its destrucseized the stores, turned some. of the Frenchmen
tion by
Argall.
adrift in an open boat, and carried off all the rest,
Biard among them, to a mild captivity in Virginia. The unfortunates whom Argall turned adrift would surely have perished but
for the aid of some commiserating Indians. They worked their
way northward slowly along the coast till at last they met a trading-vessel and were carried back to France. From their comrades who were taken to Virginia (from Biard himself, men say),
the governor of Jamestown heard of the Port Royal settlement;
Just as France claimed all North America by virtue of Verrazzano's discoveries, England claimed the same territory by virtue
of the prior discoveries of Cabot. Port Royal and Virginia, each
was in the other's eyes a trespasser. Argall, therefore, was sent
northward to eject the French intruders. He found Port Royal
defenceless. Biencourt and his men were either away among
the Indians, or at work in the fields up river. The buildings
were pillaged and burned, and even the standing
stroysPort
Royal.

crops were barbarously trodden down. After this
.
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exploit Argall returned to Virginia to win fame by
his daring and wealth by his knavery, becoming in the end Sir
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Samuel Argall; and the unhappy colonists at Port Royal were
left to support themselves through the winter on wild roots and
the hospitality of starving Indians. The brave but unlucky Poutrincourt soon afterwards died a soldier's death in the assault on
Me"ry, a small town in his native France. But his indomitable
son, the young vice-admiral, clung to his Acadian domain, where
he hunted, fished, traded, and eventually in part rebuilt Port
Royal. Among his companions in this adventurous life was a
Huguenot gentleman, Charles de la Tour, destined to play a notable part in our story.
13. English Colonization. Newfoundland and Hudson Bay. —
During the period just described the English were gaining firm
foothold in Virginia: x but for more than a quarter
0

'

,

TheConeep-

of a century after the failure of Sir Humphrey Gil- tion bay
...
.
.
colony,
bert's expedition their eyes were turned away from
the stormier north. Their fishermen flocked to the cod-waters
of Newfoundland, but not more diligently than the fishermen of
France, Spain, and Portugal, over whom they domineered in the
harbours and on the curing-grounds. In 1610, however, the
" Company of London and Bristol Adventurers and Planters"
was organized, with the illustrious Bacon on its roll of membership. This company undertook to plant a settlement at Conception Bay, in Newfoundland. One John Guy was at the head of
the enterprise, which, though promising much and performing
httle, nevertheless was not utterly a failure. Guy and most of
his followers went home, but a handful remained and became
a fixed nucleus for the flourishing fisheries.
Then began the rule of the " Fishing Admirals," who, under
commission from the Admiralty, governed the island from their
vessels' decks in a rough-and-ready fashion, and The fishing
wielded sharp sway over the turbulent spirits who admirals 1

Raleigh's attempted colony on Roanoke Island, Virginia, was begun in 1585.
It failed utterly. The first permanent English settlement in America was that of
the Virginia Company, in which Captain John Smith was the ruling spirit and
Pocahontas the romantic figure.
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frequented those turbulent seas. The most noteworthy of the
fishing admirals was Captain Richard Whitbourne, sailor, fighter,
and writer, with a record for heroism in the wars against Spain.
For forty years, off and on, he traded to the Newfoundland
coast; and on his retirement he wrote a book in praise of the
island he loved. This work, " A Discourse and Discovery of
Newfoundland," stirred up a warm interest in Great Britain, and
was distributed throughout the kingdom by the order of King
James.
In 1623 the settlement of Newfoundland was undertaken by
Lord Baltimore, on a larger scale and with finer foresight than
LordBaiti- before. IJe settled on the southern peninsula, which
ment at ettle " n e named Avalon, spent a great sum of money on the
Avaion.
venture, built himself a stately house at his village of
Verulam, and dwelt there with his family, a true settler, for many
years. At length, discouraged by the harsh soil of that district
and by the frequent attacks of the French, Lord Baltimore forsook the island. But his influence lingered behind him in the
shape of an increased population; and his village of Verulam,
surviving through many vicissitudes, remains to us to-day under
the corrupted name of Ferryland.
To the time when the f London and Bristol adventurers " were
trying to colonize Newfoundland belong the exploits of Henry
Henry Hud- Hudson. This brave and ill-fated navigator in 1608
, ascended the great river which bears his name. He
was then in the employ of the Dutch, who, stirred up by his
reports, began presently to occupy, by trade and settlement, the
region which was later to be called New York. The Dutchmen
called it all New Netherlands. Reentering the service of England, Hudson pushed northward with one ship, whose picturesque
name, the Half-Moon, lingers in one's fancy. At length he
found his way through a stormy strait into a vast semi-arctic
inland sea. In the rock-bound desolation of these waters he
wintered, hoping in the opening up of spring to find a westward
passage. But his crew, terrified out of their manhood by the

CHAMPLAIN EXPLORES THE OTTAWA.
16, THE EXPEDITION TO THE HURON
COUNTRY.
17, THE LORDSHIP OF CANADA PASSES FROM HAND
TO HAND.
18, FIRST CAPTURE OF QUEBEC BY THE ^ ENGLISH.
CHAMPLAIN'S LAST DAYS.

14. Champlain at Quebec.— We must now go back a few years,
in order to follow the fortunes of Champlain. As we have seen,
The founding he had left Port Royal to Poutrincourt.
In 1608 a
of Quebec.
n e w settlement was planned on the St. Lawrence,
under the patronage of the much harassed de Monts, who had
so far triumphed over his enemies as to secure a renewal of his
charter. It was now proposed to make the profits of the' furtrade pay the expenses of colonization; and along with Champlain, the explorer and colonizer, went Pontgrave^ the experienced
trader. Stadacona had vanished ; but at the foot of the towering
rock whereon it had stood Champlain laid the foundations of
Quebec. These consisted of a few rude buildings in the form
of an open square. In the middle of the square rose a dove-cote
on the top of a pole, fitly symbolizing Champlain's peaceful purpose. A wooden wall and a ditch, with bastions and guns, surrounded the group of dwellings. Hardly was the work of building
done when a dangerous conspiracy was discovered. Champlain
was to be murdered; and the infant colony was to be handed
over to the unlicensed fur-traders, who hated his restrictions on
their traffic. The plot he handled with rude vigour. The chief
conspirator was hung; four of his fellows, sent in chains to France,
34
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were condemned to the galleys; and the rest learned a wholesome
lesson.
During the winter Champlain met some Indians from the
Ottawa country, who implored " the man with the iron breast," as
they
called him, to help them against the dreaded
_ J
.
*
,
i
Champlain
Iroquois. Eager to explore the country, and anxious takes up the
.
. . .
quarrel of the
to strengthen his influence with his wild allies, Cham- Algonquins
. . .
.
, .
and Hurons
T .
plain lent a ready ear to their request. It is common against the
to condemn his course in this, and to charge him with
all the bloodshed which Iroquois hate was afterwards to inflict
upon New France. But we must bear in mind that the devastated sites of Stadacona and Hochelaga bore eloquent witness to
the feud, long-standing and implacable, which divided the Iroquois on the one side from the Algonquins and their kindred on
the other. The Hurons, indeed, who occupied Hochelaga, were
related to the Iroquois; but the destiny of the wilderness had
finked their interests and their fate with the Algonquins. As the
French dwelt among these latter as friends, they would sooner or
later have found themselves within the eye of Iroquois vengeance.
Had they tried to remain neutral, their neutrality would never
have turned aside the Mohawk hatchets. It would have forfeited
the trust of their friends without conciliating their inevitable foes.
But the policy adopted by Champlain was one which required a
strong hand to carry it out. If the strong hand had not so often
in later days been lacking, what blood and tears New France
might have been spared!
The Iroquois country lay southwestward from Quebec, in what
is now northern New York; but the circle of their influence was
far wider than their own domain, while the terror of He chastises
their name touched savage hearts from the prairies t n e I r o 5 u o i s '
of the Mississippi to the fringes of the. arctic barrens. In the
spring of 1609 Champlain took a handful of his Frenchmen, and
accompanied a band of Hurons and Algonquins up the Richelieu.1
1

Then known as the river of the Iroquois, it being their highway to the north.
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He traversed the richly islanded lake which now bears his name,
and fell suddenly upon a war-party of the Mohawks. The Mohawks
numbered about 200, while in Champlain's band there were but 60.
The scorn of the Iroquois for their oft-conquered foes dissolved in
terror before a volley from the Frenchmen's muskets. Then this
haughty people tasted the ignominy of a panic which long afterwards rankled in their breasts. Their town was blotted out; and
the elated victors hastily fell back across the St. Lawrence.
15. Champlain explores the Ottawa. — In explorations, in
attacks upon the Iroquois, and in the ceaseless struggle to protect
, .
his colony
against
the encroachments of the furChamplain
J
°
hears
thethe traders, Champlain
found the next three Jyears well
r
Story of
impostor
occupied.
The control of the colonial purse-strings
r
Vignan.

I

.

rested in France; and as this control passed rapidly
from one distinguished hand to another, Champlain was often
called home. During one of these visits he took to himself a wife,
— whose name survives in "Helen's Island," in the St. Lawrence
opposite Montreal. In 1613 Champlain's fancy was inflamed by
the ingenious lies of a certain Nicolas Vignan, who had spent a
winter among the tribes of the upper Ottawa. Vignan narrated to
admiring ears a tale of how he had traced the Ottawa to its source
in a great lake, had discovered another river flowing northward
from the lake, and had come out at length upon an unknown sea.
" Surely," cried the willing believers, " the passage to Cathay is
discovered !" and great renown for a little while was Vignan's.
With Vignan and three followers, in two canoes of birch bark,
Champlain set forth to verify the tale. He paddled out of the
clear water of the St. Lawrence into the dark current
He sets out
with Vignan of the Ottawa, deep-dyed with the juices of its fir
to find the
and hemlock forests. The voyagers carried their
passage to
Cathay, and
canoes around the fierce rapids that barred their way.
discovers
that he has
been duped. They stared with awe into the thundering caldron of
Chaudiere, where now the saw-mills of Ottawa shriek
and hiss. This strange cataract was regarded with awe by the
Indians, who would cast into the gulf tobacco or other offerings
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to appease the angry manitou of the waters. At last, coming to
Allumette Island, they were welcomed by a tribe of friendly Algonquins ; and there the impostor Vignan was convicted of his
lie.1 Champlain was for a time overwhelmed by the shock of
his rage and chagrin; but with the generosity of a great soul he
finally let the liar go unpunished, and returned to Quebec with
his bitter disappointment. While Champlain was thus cutting his
trail into the very heart of the continent, and resting fearlessly in
the red men's wigwams, England had but a few settlers clinging
to the Virginia coast, with the tomahawk and scalping-knife awaiting them if they stirred beyond the shadow of their walls.
Hitherto the Quebec settlement had done nothing for the
spread of the faith; but now Champlain brought out to Canada
four priests of the Order of the R^collets, devout men pledged
to poverty and inured to self-denial ( 1 6 1 O . To
The Recollets
them was committed the conversion of the savages, come to
and the spiritual care of the colony. Their record,
though less brilliant than that of the Jesuits, shows great work
quietly done. They were the first of Europeans to pierce the
wilderness lying between the St. Lawrence and the Bay of Fundy.
Within five years of their coming we find their sandalled feet on
the Nepisiquit and on the St. John, at Cape Sable and at Port
Royal. When Champlain made his expedition to the Huron
country, the Recollet Father le Caron went ahead of him in his
zeal, and was thus the first to carry the cross to the tribes of the
Great Lakes.
16. The Expedition to the Huron Country. — Champlain's path
into the Huron country was somewhat roundabout. With a handful of followers, among them the bold pioneer, Etienne champlain
Brule, he ascended the Ottawa, crossed over to Lake Huron°counNipissing, followed the course of French River to t r y "
Georgian Bay, coasted along the rugged and myriad-islanded
shores to Matchedash Bay, and reached at last a fruitful, roiling
1 It is conceivable that Vignan may have heard of the route to James Bay, by
portage over the height of land and paddle down the Moose River. This would
serve as a basis for bis inventions.
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country. A broad trail led him to the several Huron towns,
and finally to the Huron metropolis, Carhagouha, with its swarm
of long lodges and its lofty palisades. Here Father le Caron
awaited him; and here, on the 12th of August, was held a. glad
service of thanksgiving. The mission to the Hurons was begun.
The travellers were enchanted with the land which they had
reached through so many obstacles. The fields were gay with
the harvest of sun-flowers, maize, and pumpkins; the thickets
were prodigal with fruits and nuts ; the air was filled with grateful
warmth and had a tonic vigour.
Champlain was pledged to aid his allies in an invasion of the
Iroquois land. In September the war-party set out from CarThe Iroquois hagouha. By way of the channel of the Trent they
land invaded. d e s c e n c [ e c i to Lake Ontario, which they crossed not
far from its outlet. Hiding their canoes, they filed noiselessly
through the deep woods, aglow with the splendours of autumn.
At length they saw before them a well-fenced town of the Onondagas. In spite of Champlain's angry protests the rabble of
young braves rushed yelling to the attack, only to be beaten back
with loss. Much crestfallen, they returned to Champlain. The
town was defended by a fourfold palisade, with brimming gutters
along the top to quench the firebrands of the enemy. Champlain
taught his allies to build a movable covered tower from which he
and his musketeers might shoot over the wall; and he taught
them also to protect themselves from the Iroquois arrows by
mantelets, — wide shields of wicker-work and skins. On the following day the tower was pushed in place and the attack began.
The French muskets wrought havoc within the walls; but the
hordes of ungovernable savages, casting Champlain's teaching to
the winds, flung away their mantelets and shot their arrows wildly
in the open. Amid the hideous yelling of the warriors Champlain could not make himself heard. He was wounded in the
thigh and in the knee. The Hurons, swarming in boldly under a
shower of missiles, succeeded in setting fire to the palisades, but
a flood from the gutters above extinguished itr At length, after
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three hours of great noise and little accomplishment, they drew
off quite disheartened. They decided to wait for the arrival of
five hundred Eries, who had promised to aid them in
r r
\
Repulse and
their enterprise. But after five days of vain waiting retreat of the
° Hurons.
they grew tired; and all at once they stole off hke
shadows, carrying with them in a pannier the wounded and humiliated Champlain. They had lost faith in their " man with the iron
breast." Reaching the shores of the great lake, they found their
canoes untouched, and made undignified haste to cross to their
own shore.
The Hurons had sworn solemnly to Champlain that after the
attack on the Iroquois they would carry him down the St. Lawrence
to Mount Royal; but now they shamelessly broke faith with him.
Their excuses were numerous. The lateness of the season, the
approach of the autumn hunting, and above all the champlain
awakened watchfulness of the Iroquois, who ranged ^ongthe
the southern shore,— all these served well enough. Hurons Champlain was compelled to go back with them and winter among
the Huron lodges, where he was hospitably cared for by a chief
named Durantal. With Father le Caron he visited the allied
tribes further west, and thus occupied his restless spirit. In the
spring, after patching up a quarrel which had arisen between the
Hurons and Algonquins (a tribe of whom, from the upper
Ottawa, had camped by the palisades of Carhagouha), he retraced his steps by Georgian Bay and the Ottawa to Quebec,
where he was welcomed as one risen from the dead.
17. The Lordship of Canada passes from Hand to Hand. —The
purse-strings of Canada were now controlled by the Associated
"Merchants of St. Malo and Rouen, under the patronage of the
Prince de Cond£. This nobleman cared for his Canadian power
and privilege so far only as they could be made to Themerserve his pocket. The Associated Merchants grew tte toChameager to remove Champlain from his command. The Plamgood traders found him very troublesome. Their only desire
was to trade; but Champlain would not suffer them to forget
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that they were pledged to establish a colony and christianize the
savages. They harassed him with their intrigues, even as he
harassed them with his untiring reminders of their duty. In
1617 a certain apothecary named Louis Hebert, who had been
with the dauntless Biencourt at Port Royal, took his wife and
two children to Quebec, and won for his family the memorable
distinction of being the pioneer household of Canada. Two
years later Champlain got a body of eighty colonists sent out
from France. In 1620 he brought his own family to Quebec,
where his wife, a woman of beauty and enthusiasm, threw herself ardently into the task of converting the women and children
of the savages.
Quebec was just now at a rather low ebb morally, thanks to
the greed and recklessness of the fur-traders, who corrupted the
Abuses of the savages body and soul with brandy. The savages
fur-trade.
appeared to have an inborn craving for alcohol; and
once having tasted it they would barter the most costly skins for
a few mouthfuls of the delirious fluid. Against such iniquities
Champlain set his face like flint; and fiercely did the fur-traders
hate him when they found him in the path cf their evil traffic.
In a short time the Associated Merchants lost their privileges
for failure to fulfil their pledges. Their monopoly was handed
over
Quarrels
t° Guillaume and Emery de Caen, two Huguenot
Catholic and gentlemen, on condition that they should settle none
Huguenot. b u t R o m a n Catholics in the colony. The peace of
the little settlement was not promoted by this change, and noisy
were the disputes between Catholic settler and Huguenot sailor,
as well as between the old and new monopolists. Champlain had
need of 411 his vigour and all his fortitude. He was sorely tempted
at times to throw up his high ambitions, and leave his rapacious
charges to prey upon the savages and each other.
To his perplexities was presently added a new peril. A b.and
of Iroquois crept down upon Quebec, vowing to blot it out in
blood; but daunted by the Frenchmen's muskets they thought better of their purpose, and withdrew. They then swarmed like hor-
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nets upon the stone convent of the R£collets, on the St. Charles;
but here too their courage soon failed them, for the sagacious
fathers were well armed and safely fortified. The in- iroquois i n vaders contented themselves with burning two Huron IXonquin
prisoners before the eyes of the horrified priests, and txe&cheTythen vanished to their own land. The hostility of the Iroquois
was only what Champlain had looked for. But a short time afterwards he was cut to the quick by treachery among the Montagnais
of the St. Lawrence, an Algonquin tribe whom he had befriended,
and fought for, and fed from his own too scanty stores. A band
of these fickle savages conspired to seize Quebec and murder their
benefactors. Champlain crushed the feeble plot with ease; and
the abashed conspirators were soon suing piteously for his favour
and his gifts. These perils happily past, Champlain took his young
wife back to France. She had had five years of Quebec, and her
taste for colonizing was somewhat more than satisfied.
The patronage of Canada now again changed hands. It was
purchased by a religious enthusiast, the Duke de Ventadour.
Champlain remained a year or two in France, leaving
r
J
'
° The Jesuits
Emery de Caen in command of the colony. De Ven- come to
Quebec,
tadour cared neither for trade nor settlement. His one
concern was to save souls. To this end he sent out three Jesuit
priests, Fathers Lalemant, Masse, and Brebceuf. Masse we have
seen in Acadie, fourteen years before. Their coming was little to
the taste of the hardy Huguenot, de Caen; but the Recollets
made them welcome in their convent on the St. Charles. A
year later came Fathers Noirot and de la Noue; and before
long the Jesuits had a convent of their own. Father Brebceuf
set out for the Huron country; but hearing that the Hurons
had just put their Recollet priest to death,1 his heart failed him
and he turned back. The heroic zeal which was afterwards to
cover his name with glory had not yet been fanned into flame.
When Champlain at length returned to Quebec, the colony had
1

This was Father Nicholas Viel, whom the savages drowned in the rapid
behind Montreal, thence known as the Sault au Recollet.
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been nearly twenty years in existence. It consisted of one hundred and five persons in the main settlement, together with an outProgressof P o s t a t Cape Tourmente, and small trading stations
Quebec.
a t Tadousac and Three Rivers. The trade monopoly
of the de Caens proved no more beneficial to the colony than that
of the Associated Merchants ; but it resulted in a huge slaughter of beavers. In one year twenty-two thousand beaver skins
were sent over from the St. Lawrence to France.
In the meantime, under very different auspices and of very different material, an English colony was taking root on the bleak
shores of Massachusetts. While Champlain, as we have seen, was
tending and watering with anxious care the growth of his feeble
colony,
the Pilgrim Fathers were landing from the
J
Quebec and

Massachu-

'

°

Mayflower (1620).

°

From the shivering group of

SGtXS•

stern-eyed exiles on the rocks of Plymouth Bay was
to grow the destined rival of Quebec. Rivals they were, Quebec
and Massachusetts, as different in their growth as in their origin.
The one the child of Absolutism, the other of Revolt: the one
shaped by the Priest, the other by the Puritan; the one nourished
on interference, the other on neglect.
And now Richelieu, the crafty and masterful, having made the
monarchy supreme in France and himself the resistless power
behind the throne, turned his keen eyes on Canada and saw
the evils with which Champlain was wrestling. He strengthened
The great
Champlain's hands. He abolished the monopoly of
Richelieu
the
de Caens. He organized
what is known as the
takes up the
°
cause of

"New Company of the Hundred Associates," with
himself at its head. The vice-regal authority of de
Ventadour came to an end, and again a new power was felt shaping the destiny of Canada. The charter of Richelieu's company
gave it possession of all New France (Canada, Acadie, Newfoundland, and Florida), on the simple tenure of fealty and homage.1
1

This consisted in swearing allegiance to the King, and promising military
service when required. Tribute, in the form of a crown of gold, was to be given
by the colony to each successive occupant of the Throne of France.
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Religious discord was abolished by the decree that New France
should be all Roman Catholic. No Huguenot was to set foot on
its soil. The company was bound under penalty to send out three
hundred colonists in its first year (1628), and to increase the
number to six thousand within the next fifteen years. It was
given a perpetual monopoly of the fur-trade, with a monopoly for
fifteen years of all other trade but that of the whale and cod fisheries. Further, as a personal gift from the King, it received two
well-armed battle-ships. Champlain was made one of the Associates, and confirmed in his command of Quebec.
18. First Capture of Quebec by the English. Champlain's
Last Days.—While such matters were being arranged in France,
Quebec, the cause of argument, was starving (1628). Champlain
had put
the colony
on short allowance, and was strain- J
r
J
Kirke suming his eyes for the sails of expected succour. De mons Quebec
1

1

*T

^.

1

i 1 r

to surrender.

Roquemont, sent out by the New Company, had left
Dieppe for Quebec with a fleet of eighteen vessels, heavily laden.
But war, meanwhile, had been declared between France and England ; and an English fleet, under Admiral Kirke, was steering for
the same destination. Kirke was the first to arrive. Anchoring
at Tadousac, he sent a boat up to Quebec and made courteous
demand for surrender. With dismay the high-hearted "Father
of Canada " surveyed his starving garrison, his empty ammunition
room, his ill-built ramparts crumbling under the weather. But
to the enemy he turned a fearless front. Sending word that he
would abide the issue of combat, he assured the English admiral
that Quebec would not prove an easy prey.
Deceived by this show of confidence Kirke with- He retires on
drew. But fate was in his favour. Off Gaspe he met deflanfrerude Roquemont's fleet, which he captured after a hot sa1,
struggle. He gained rich booty, and the hope of Quebec was
shattered.
The misery of the colony grew deeper as the months dragged
on. Champlain set his people digging wild roots in the woods.
He sent out a boat to scour the Gaspe coast for a friendly trader.
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In the following year he even thought of the desperate expedient
of abandoning Quebec, marching into the Iroquois country, and
seizing one of those palisaded towns, wherein, as he
He comes
again in
well knew, he might count on finding an abundant
force; and

Quebecpasses
into
the
hands of
England

store of corn. ' But ere he could make up his mind
to such a step, Kirke returned. The fort which had
• last year defied him now hailed him as a deliverer.
Joy reigned in the starving colony; and Champlain at once
capitulated, obtaining honourable terms from the courteous admiral. The settlers were invited to remain on their little holdings ; and the flag of England, for the first time, floated over
Quebec (1629).
Meanwhile peace had been proclaimed at the Convention of
Susa, and Kirke's action was therefore unlawful. There was little
Peace prodesire in France, however, to press for the restitution
claimed.
Qf c a n a ( j a j w hich had fallen under the shadow of royal
disfavour. But Champlain was not to be frowned down. He
urged upon the court the vast importance of the St. Lawrence,
and the necessity of curbing the growth of English power. We
may reasonably suppose that he foresaw the nature, though not
the issue, of the struggle which had already begun on the continent
of North America. At length, in 1632, the Treaty of St. GermainCanada and en-Laye was signed. One of its conditions was the
restored to restoration of Canada and Acadie to France. This
France.
condition was insisted upon, not because Canada was
thought to be of value in itself, but because the honour of France
seemed at stake ; and it was accepted by England most unwillingly.
As soon as the treaty was signed, Emery de Caen was sent out
to Quebec to receive the fort from Kirke. To de Caen was
granted the monopoly of the fur-trade for one year,
Champlain

-

dies governor that he might recompense himself for the losses which
the war had brought upon him. In the following year
the Hundred Associates again took control, and Champlain became
governor of Quebec. And now peace reigned at the foot of the
great promontory. The Huguenots were expelled, the Recollets
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had removed to other fields, and life in Canada took on a hue of
monasticism, austere but not ungracious. Quebec existed, as it
seemed, for but one purpose, the conversion of the savages,
who were now lured in by kindness instead of by brandy. The
settlers, some of whom had left a past in France which would not
bear looking into, vied with each other in penitence and zeal.
The two years that followed were the brightest which Canada had
yet seen. Champlain was now sixty-eight years of age. He was
beginning to feel that his labours had not been in vain. He was
beginning to see that the tree which he had planted with zeal
was going to bear good fruit. Amid all this blessed augury he
fell sick; and on Christmas Day, 1635, the colony of which he is
well called father was orphaned of his wise and faithful care.
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SECTIONS : — 19, THE SCOTCH IN A C A D I E .
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20, THE D E LA TOURS,

21, THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN DE LA T O U R AND

22, THE LATTER DAYS AND D E A T H OF CHARNISAY.

CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP O F A C A D I E .

19. The Scotch in Acadie.—Turning again to Acadie, we find
that the struggle between France and England, begun by Argall
Sir William a t St. Sauveur and Port Royal, continued almost withou
indXNovar
t cessation. The contest took on at times —
Scotia.
though alas, not often — the peaceful aspect of a
mere rivalry in endurance and colonizing skill. A little colony of
Scotchmen was planted on the shores of Port Royal Basin; and
between these colonists and the French of Port Royal itself there
seems to have been good-will. The Scotch settlement came
about in this way. Waking up to the fact that the British Crown,
by virtue of Cabot's discoveries, had a claim upon the whole of
the North American continent, King James I resolved to assert
this claim. In 1614 he granted to the " Association of the Grand
Council of Plymouth" all the lands of America lying between the
45th and 48th parallels; and he called the grant New England.
Thus America had now a New England, a New Spain, a New
France; and to a patriotic Scotchman, Sir William Alexander, it
seemed well that there should be also a New Scotland. Sir
William was a man of letters and a courtier. His nimble imagination soon supplied him with a scheme; and his influence at
court enabled him to push the scheme forward. He obtained
from the King a grant of the Acadian peninsula with Cape Breton
Island and that roomy corner of the mainland now occupied by
46
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New Brunswick and Gasp6. To the whole of this region Sir
William gave the name of Nova Scotia, — a name which time has
narrowed down to the peninsula and the island. The name and
charter of Nova Scotia were given in 1621.
Sir William began in a very moderate way the peopling of his
great dominion. But he did not attempt to dispossess the French
settlers*. Acadie was in the strong hands of Bien- The claims of
court and the de la Tours; and after sending out one ^dCharies
small detachment of Scotch settlers Sir William de- de to Tourcided to wait for a more favourable opportunity. Biencourt,
indeed, held from the French King a title by no means agreeable
to Sir William's claims, namely that of Commandant of Acadie.
Soon after the coming of the Scotch the indomitable Biencourt
died, leaving his title and responsibilities to his tried comrade in
arms, the younger de la Tour. Charles de la Tour occupied a
strong post called Fort Louis, near Cape. Sable; -1 while his father,
Claude, held a trading-post on the Penobscot River, in Maine.
Sir William Alexander contented himself, for some years, with
sending a ship each season to trade and explore in his domains.
De la Tour refrained from precipitating a contest, perhaps thinking
that when the thrifty Scotchmen had once got well established
they would grow to be a prize worth seizing. When, in 1625,
James died, Sir William's grant was ratified by King Charles.
Forthwith the ingenious courtier devised a scheme which, had it
been carried out with the backing of a patriotic sovereign, would
have resulted in a solid Scotch Acadia, and would have forced
back the edge of battle between France and England to the very
banks of the St. Lawrence.
This scheme of Sir William's, which, for all the derision so liberally showered upon it, was much in harmony with the spirit of
that age, was no less than the establishment of an Order „._ „ . ^
0

'

TheKmghts-

of Knights-Baronets of Nova Scotia (1621:).
In re- Baronets of
v
JJ
°
Nova Scotia,
turn for certain substantial contributions to the treasury
of the colony, and on condition of planting actual settlements on
1 On a harbour now known as Port Latour.
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their respective grants, there was given to each of these new
Knights-Baronets an estate of eighteen square miles. During the
next ten years were issued no fewer than one hundred and seven
patents of this new order of nobility. Their estates were scattered over the peninsula, Cape Breton, New Brunswick, and even
the sterile solitudes of Anticosti.
While the scheme was ripening, war broke out between France
and England; and Sir William judged the time was come for him
to enter his kingdom. By a strange coincidence,
Port Royal
seized by
England.

.

&

J

a

I

Richelieu was at the very
J moment organizing his com©
o

pany of the Hundred Associates. Kirke's expedition,
which we have already seen at Tadousac vainly summoning Champlain to surrender, was the visible power of Sir William Alexander
put forth to grasp his domains. When the English admiral shattered de Roquemont's fleet, he destroyed the hope not of Champlain only, but also of Charles de la Tour. For with the ill-starred
ships of de Roquemont was Claude de la Tour, carrying arms and
supplies to put Port Royal in a state of defence. Claude de la
Tour was sent with other prisoners to England; and Kirke, bearing down upon Port Royal, found it in no condition to oppose him.
He took possession in the name of Sir William Alexander, and
presently sailed away, leaving a small garrison in charge to make
ready for the coming of colonists. Charles de la Tour, meanwhile,
defiant but circumspect, shut himself up in his fort of St. Louis,
at Cape Sable, and waited to see what would happen.
A year later, about the time of Champlain's surrender of
Quebec, an English captain, Lord James Stuart, suddenly realized
The first bout the strategic importance of Cape Breton as the guarbetween
France and
dian of the Gulf. He straightway built a fort at the
England in
Cape Breton. eastern corner of the island. But of short life was
his venture. A French war-ship, under one Captain
Daniel, swept down upon the fledgling stronghold, captured the
garrison, and demolished the fortifications. At the mouth of the
Big Bras d'Or, Daniel erected, under the Lilies of France, a fort
of stronger ramparts and heavier guns. The fortune of France
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in the New World and elsewhere seemed nearing eclipse; but
from these lonely defences in Cape Breton, as from de la Tour's
undaunted battlements at Cape Sable, it shed an untrembling ray
of hope and fortitude.
20. The de la Tours, Father and Son. —These two de la Tours,
Claude and his more illustrious son Charles, are picturesque and
important figures in our history. Their family name
v

.

&

J

J

Claude and

was St. Etienne. Claude de St. Etienne was lord of Charles deia
Tour,
the manor of la Tour, in France; but, being a Hugue-.
not, his fortunes were ruined in the civil war which rent his fatherland. With his stripling son he had betaken himself to Poutrincourt's colony at Port Royal. Four years later fell the thunderbolt
of Argall's raid, and the de la Tours were once more homeless.
Claude then established a trading-post at the mouth of the
Penobscot River; while Charles, as we have seen, threw himself
into the wild life of the woods and became the brother-in-arms
of Biencourt. In such a life his shrewdness, daring, self-reliance,
and patience under reverses, were trained to the highest development. When he fell heir to Biencourt's powers and possessions,
he was able to give a refuge to his father, whom adversity had
again overtaken. The jealousy of the New England colonists had
driven Claude de la Tour from his post on the Penobscot. Soon
after Biencourt's death Charles had removed his headquarters
from Port Royal to Cape Sable, where he had built that Fort
St. Louis already spoken of. About this time, from among the
daughters of his Huguenot countrymen he took to himself a wife,
— a woman who, by her beauty and her gentle breeding, her
heroism and her misfortunes, was destined to win the most
romantic immortality in our annals.
When the war broke out between France and England de la
Tour strove to strengthen his position. He sent his father home
to beg the King for aid. The mission was successful; ciaude de la
and Claude de la Tour was on his way back to Acadie 0vw to°the
with ships, men, and munitions of war enough to have En £ lish made her impregnable, when, as we have seen, the heavy hand
E
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of Kirke intervened. While the son, shut up with his hardy
colonists at Fort St. Louis, upheld through those dark hours his
country's flag, his father was being flattered and feasted at the
court of England. To Claude de la Tour, as to many of her Huguenot sons, his own country had proved a harsh step-mother; and that
astute observer of men, Sir William Alexander, saw in him a fit instrument for the working out of his plans. De la Tour was heaped
with favours. He married a lady of the court. Both he and his
son were made Knights-Baronets of Nova Scotia with a more than
princely endowment of forty-five hundred square miles along the
Atlantic coast. In return he promised that he would win his son to
the English cause, and hand over the whole of Acadie to Sir William.
But the ever unfortunate nobleman had promised more than
he could perform. With two ships full of colonists he sailed for
Nova Scotia in the summer of 1630 ; and within the
He fails to
break down
walls of Fort St. Louis he unfolded his designs to his
his son's
fidelity to
son. The sturdy defender of Acadie would not hear
France.
him. Charles de la Tour was holding his post for
France, and he was neither to be purchased nor persuaded. Finding his threats and his entreaties alike vain, the father in despair
attempted force; but his assault was beaten off. The picture is a
strange and painful one. In deep humiliation Claude de la Tour
withdrew to Port Royal, and landed his settlers among the Scotch
already established there. In his distress he begged the lady
whom he had married, and to whom he had promised luxury and
power in his new possessions, that she would forsake him and
return to England; but she refused, vowing to share his evil fortunes not less than his prosperity. When two years later, by the>
Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye, Nova Scotia and Canada were
ceded back to France by that short-sighted monarch who could
not see beyond his queen's dowry,1 Claude de la Tour was forced
to take refuge with his son at Fort St. Louis. He was soon afterwards sent by Charles to build a fort at the mouth of the St. John;
1

Charles I gave up these territories under the threat of Richelieu that otherwise
Queen Henrietta Maria's dowry, 400,000 crowns, would not be paid.
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and from this period he fades out of prominence on the pages of
Acadian story. To his son and to his son's wife belongs all the
lustre which shines about the name of de la Tour. In recognition
of Charles de la Tour's faithful zeal for France, he was commissioned in 1631 as the King's lieutenant-general in Acadie. Stores,
men, and munition of war were sent out to him, that there might
be solid power behind his honour.
ai. The Struggle between de la Tour and Charnisay.—When
France found herself once more in possession of Canada and
Acadie, she apparently awoke to the importance of her New
World empire. Her indifference was at an end; and Growing
from this point onward the great struggle between the carad^and
Lilies and the Lions 1 wears a more definite shape- AcadieThe acute vision of Richelieu saw into it; and though Charles of
England, neither patriot nor statesman, ignored it, the eyes of the
keen pioneers on Massachusetts Bay were not long blind to its drift.
The task of dispossessing the Scotch and making Acadie once
more a French colony was committed to Isaac de Razilly, a relative
of the great Cardinal, and a distinguished captain in the royal navy.
In the spring of 1632 he came to Acadie with a shipload of colonists, received the submission of the Scotch settlers isaacde
at Port Royal, and then fixed his headquarters at La RaziU 3 r *
Heve. This harbour was preferred to Port Royal as a more convenient centre from which to work the rich fisheries of the Atlantic coast. With de Razilly came two persons of importance —
Nicholas Denys, destined to succeed Lescarbot as the picturesque
historian of Acadie, and the Seigneur d'Aulnay Charnisay, doomed
to an unenviable fame as the traitorous conqueror of a noble foe.
While de Razilly, at La Heve, busied his colonists with good
fishing and poor farming, his lieutenant Charnisay was thrusting
back the New Englanders. The indefatigable Plymouth Colony,
1

From a very early day the symbol of French royalty, and the distinguishing
feature of the French royal standard, was the Lily or Fleur-de-Lys. The Lions
of the British standard are derived from the House of Plantagenet, and are, strictly
speaking, not lions at all, but leopards. The only true lion on the standard is that
of Scotland.
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after ousting Claude de la Tour from his post on the Penobscot, had
themselves established there a trading-depot. This post CharniCharnisay
say took possession of; and he sent curt warning to
V
a
tne New
the wew °
Englanders, saying that, as they were trespassEngianders. e r g o n t k e territory of France, he would come presently and remove them all to the south of Cape Cod. Highly
incensed at this confident insolence of the French, the New Englanders made ready to chastise it; but jealousy between Plymouth
and Boston prevented them working together. Nothing but joint
action could have prevailed against a vigorous foe like Charnisay.
A feeble expedition sent out from Plymouth against the Penobscot
fort was sharply punished; and for some years afterwards the
French were left in undisturbed possession. Another trading-post
had been set up by the New Englanders at Machias, far east of
the Penobscot. This was destroyed by de la Tour, who shipped
the crestfallen traders back to Plymouth Bay. In spite of these
rough measures, which carried the fringe of conflict far south of
Acadian soil, there was as yet no malignity of hate in the rivalry
between New England and New France. In their contests all
the courtesies of battle were observed: and in the intervals of
peace their colonists traded amicably. Neither had yet realized
that this duel was to the death.
But Acadie was now to be torn by the fangs of civil strife. In
1636 the excellent de Razilly died ; and Acadie was left under the
divided headship of de la Tour and Charnisay. De la Tour was the
lieutenant of the King; Charnisay had been the lieutenant of de
Razilly. Both were ambitious, masterful, untiring. A conflict was
inevitable. De la Tour had received a grant of some four hunbe la Tour at dred a n d fifty square miles around the mouth of the
. John.
g t John. Completing and enlarging the fort which
his father had begun, he removed his headquarters thither, leaving
his father in charge of Fort St. Louis. \ The new fort at the St.
John's mouth was a strongly palisaded structure one hundred and
eighty feet square, with four bastions; and here, with his wife and
his children, his soldiers, his labourers, and his devoted red allies,
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he lived, in a rough but real sovereignty. Directly across the water,
at Port Royal, behind a line of blue heights visible in clear weather
from Fort la Tour, dwelt Charnisay, who had fallen heir to no small
portion of Razilly's estates and privileges. Charnisay had rebuilt
and refortified Port Royal, removing thither most of the La Heve
colonists and settling them on the fertile meadows along his
threshold river. His aim was to make money by the fur-trade;
and the abounding prosperity of his rival over the bay, whose
position on the St. John enabled him to intercept the trade of the
inland tribes, filled him with wrath.
Charnisay set himself to the task of undermining de la Tour's
influence at court. At first he met with little success; but after
several years of persistent intrigue, of which his rival
.
,
.
Charnisay
was all unconscious, he got what he sought. This was gets orders to
.
take de la
an order from the ungrateful and forgetful King, sum- Tour to
moning de la Tour back to France to stand trial on a
number of trumped-up charges. In case of de la Tour refusing to
obey the King's order, Charnisay was authorized to carry him to
France by force. When de la Tour learned, with natural astonishment, that not only was he deprived of his rank as the King's lieutenant-general, of his possessions, and of his means of livelihood,
but that he was to be carried a prisoner to France, he was not
long in deciding what to do. He refused obedience, and dared
his foe to arrest him. Seeing his strong walls and his veteran
ranks, Charnisay was afraid to fight. He withdrew to Port Royal,
and sent home a formal report of de la Tour's disobedience. Both
antagonists now braced themselves for the struggle. Charnisay,
strong in the great Cardinal's friendship, sought and found assistance in Paris. De la Tour's only supporters were the Huguenot
merchants in his wife's city of Rochelle; and Rochelle was still
crippled from the scourge of Richelieu's hate.
Early in the spring of 1643 Charnisay was ready to attack.
One morning, as the fog slowly lifted in front of Fort chamisay's
la Tour, three ships, with several smaller craft, were
* attackseen gliding into the harbour. Charnisay disembarked a force of
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five hundred men, and led them swiftly to the assault. But de la
Tour was not caught sleeping. For an hour the storm raged in
vain on palisade and bastion. Then in baffled fury Charnisay
ordered off his men. Drawing a strict blockade about fort and
harbour, he waited for hunger to achieve what his arms could not.
But de la Tour was a hard prisoner to hold. When the long-expected ship from Rochelle, with supplies and reinforcements, appeared cautiously off the coast, de la Tour and his wife slipped
through the blockade by night with muffled oars, were received on
the friendly deck, and made all sail to Boston for aid. They got it,
though the prudent men of Boston made them pay well for it.
Then, while his rival was doubtless dreaming of a speedy triumph,
de la Tour swept down upon his rear with five ships ready for battle. Amazed and overwhelmed, Charnisay fled back to Port Royal,
de la Tour close at his heels and chastising him on his own threshold. The quarrel might well have been ended then and there, by
the capture of Charnisay, and the seizure of Port Royal; but the
scruples of de la Tour's allies now stepped in. The thrifty Puritans
were well satisfied with the rich booty of furs which they had secured.
They insisted, therefore, on the virtues of moderation, and forced
de la Tour to stay his hand when his work was but half done.
Knowing that now it must be all fought over again, de la Tour set
himself to strengthen his defences, while his wife went to France
His second
*6 gather help. Thither, too, had gone Charnisay on
attack.
fae
s a m e errand, and there he tried to get Madame de
la Tour arrested for treason. The lady, however, outwitted him,
and made good her escape to England. After a whole year's
absence, she found her way, through a host of perils, back to Fort
la Tour. Her mission had been partly successful; and Charnisay,
knowing this, postponed his next move. A few months later,
however, de la Tour was forced to make another visit to Boston.
Promptly on the news of his going came his foe. The watchers
on the lonely ramparts by the tide could see Charnisay's cruisers
flitting to and fro just beyond the harbour mouth, waiting to catch
de la Tour on his return. WTithin the fort supplies ran low, but
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cheered by the dauntless courage of their fair leader the garrison
kept good heart. Presently traitors were discovered in their
midst, two spies of Charnisay. They would have been hung
forthwith from the ramparts, but that Lady de la Tour was too compassionate. She contented herself with driving them from the
gates; and they slunk off to their master with news that the food
was low, the powder nearly all gone, and the garrison too weak to
withstand assault.
Charnisay's battle-ship at once moved up
beneath the walls, and opened fire. But their leader's example
had made her men all heroes, and the enemy met so hot a fire
that he drew off with a sinking ship and shattered Ladydeia
forces. This was in February. Not till April did he fe^eofthe
return to the attack; but he kept a blockade so rigid f o r t '
that no help could reach the doomed fort. De la Tour's ship
hung despairing in the offing.
One still spring night came the beginning of the end. The
sentry on the ramparts caught the sound of rattling cables, the
splash of lowering boats. With dawn the struggle began. Charnisay had disembarked under cover of night. He led his attack
against the landward and weaker side of the fort. The courage
of the defenders was a courage without hope, for they, as well as
their leader, knew that fate had decided against them. Yet from
Thursday till Saturday the indomitable woman fronted every
charge, and the enemy gave way before her. At last a Swiss mercenary in the garrison turned traitor, bought by Chaunisay's gold,
and threw open the great gates of the fort. But even then,
although within the walls, Charnisay was not yet victorious. He
was met so desperately that a mean fear seized him, lest he
should again endure defeat by a woman. Professing admiration
for such splendid courage, he called for a truce, and offered honourable terms. Wishing to save her faithful followers, charnisay's
Lady de la Tour yielded, and set her name to the vSry-;0and
articles of surrender. Then came the act which has
crime,
brought Charnisay's name down in a blaze of infamy. His end
once gained, and the fort in his hands, he mocked the woman
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whom he could not conquer in fair fight, and tore up the capitulation before her face. The brave garrison he took man by man,
and hung them in the open yard of the fort; while their mistress,
sinking with horror, was held to watch their struggles, with a
halter about her neck. Charnisay carried her to Port Royal; and
there, within three weeks of the ruin of her husband, the destruction of her home, the butchery of her loved and loyal followers,
the heroine of Acadie died of a broken heart (1645).
22. Latter Days and Death of Charnisay.
Changes in the
Ownership of Acadie.—The next few years saw de la Tour a wanDeath of
derer; while Charnisay, supreme in Acadie and secure
Charnisay.
j n c o u r j - favour, reaped the rich harvest of the furtrade and made a treaty of amity with New-England. The only
thorn remaining \ in his side was the independent holding of
Nicholas Denys, in Cape Breton. There Denys, under privileges
granted by the King, was growing wealthy on the rich fisheries of
the Gulf. Denys and Charnisay had been schoolboy-comrades;
but in Charnisay's eyes such matters were of small account.
He attacked his old friend's forts, seized his goods, broke up
his settlement, and drove him to take refuge in Quebec. This
done, he could look with pride on his achievements. At Port
Royal he ruled a fair and flourishing community, farming the rich
acres which his dikes had reclaimed from the tide. His own
ships, built at Port Royal, throve in trade. On Acadian land or
in Acadian waters no one could sell a codfish or barter a beaverskin without paying tribute to his coffers. Although a robber, a
false accuser, a traitor,, and a murderer, we have no record to
show that his conscience troubled him. Perhaps he felt that these
failings might be overlooked, in consideration of the fact that he
had been zealous to christianize the Indians. The future looked
very fair before him ; but just at the height of his good fortune he
chanced to fall into his turbid little river of Port Royal, and was
drowned in its deep eddies.
During his five years of homeless wandering, chiefly in New
England and the St. Lawrence valley, de la Tour had been treated
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everywhere, in spite of his ruined fortunes, with a consideration
which is the best witness to his great qualities. Immediately
on Charnisay's death he hastened to France, where DeiaTour
he speedily confuted the slanders of his enemy. The S|S?| C h a r "
King made him the fullest restitution in his power, widow giving him back his estates, and appointing him governor of all
Acadie. The fur-trade was his, and his fortunes mended rapidly.
But at Port Royal there remained an obstacle to his triumph, the
widow and children of Charnisay, who were heirs at law to all their
father's possessions. The problem here presented, de la Tour soon
solved, not with th'e sword, but with a ceremony. He married
the widow of his foe, and took her children under his protection.
But fate was preparing yet other surprises for him. Charnisay
had got himself overwhelmingly in debt to one Emmanuel le Borgne,
a rich merchant of Rochelle. Coming to Acadie to
. . .
,
Le Borgne
collect his claim, le Borgne conceived the idea of seiz- seizes a part
.
of Acadie.
ing the whole country. He overthrew the indefatigable
Denys, who had reestablished his fisheries in Cape Breton,' took
Port Royal, and was meditating the capture of de la Tour's fort by
stratagem, when the kaleidoscope of fortune gave another turn,
and things fell into yet another pattern. The surprise was now
le Borgne's.
England, under the vigorous rule of Cromwell, had been at war
with Holland. An expedition was organized to capture the Dutch
settlements of New Amsterdam, at the mouth of the Hudson
River. The ships reached Boston, where 500 colonists enlisted
in the enterprise. Just then came the unwelcome news of peace
between England and Holland. Here was a strong force organized, ready to accomplish anything that might be found for it to
do. There was Acadie, a pleasant fruit to be plucked. Boston
was never long in making up her mind; and the English ships
were steered for Fort la Tour.
Quite unprepared for such an attack, de la Tour surrendered.
Port Royal soon followed, after a feeble defence by le Borgne;
and all Acadie was again in English hands (1654). An English
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governor was placed in charge of Port Royal; but the settlers
The English were left undisturbed in their possessions, with liberty
Bormeand16 °f conscience and of person. The French court
whoVcoun- pressed angrily for disallowance of this act of the New
tf
yEnglanders, and for the instant restoration of Acadie ;
but Cromwell would listen to anything rather than that. He
understood the nature of the New World problem.
De la Tour was again, to all appearance, ruined. But he, hke
Ulysses, was no less sagacious than brave. He went at once to
England. So skilfully and persuasively did he lay his
Acadie
case before the Iron Protector, pleading the grant
granted to
Crowne'and made by Charles I to himself and his father, that
de la Tour.

-,

n i

•

r

-i.

J

Cromwell, loving a man of capacity and resource, gave
him back his own with interest. A vast region on the peninsula
and mainland extending far into what is now Maine, was granted to
a company consisting of de la Tour, a colonel of Cromwell's named
Thomas Temple, and an ambitious divine by the name of Williani
Crowne,1 To this triumvirate was allowed the fullest trade monopoly ; and Temple was made governor. De la Tour, having by
this time had enough of vicissitudes, and foreseeing further trouble
between France and England, sold out his vast interests to his
two partners and sank into the well-earned ease of private life.
Temple spent great sums in developing his colony; but the death
of Cromwell, and the Restoration of the Stuarts in 1660, brought
him grave embarrassments. He hurried back to England to look
after his interests. By his wit and knowledge of men he won
the favour of Charles II, and returned to Acadie with the royal
confirmation of his privileges. All went well for some years; till
at length war broke out between France and England, a war which
remembers without shame. When
Acadie ceded no Englishman
°
back to
the Treaty of Breda was signed, in 1667, Acadie was
France.

.

.

ignominiously handed back to France in return for a
little sugar-island in the West Indies. Thus blind was Charles to
the pointing finger of destiny.
1

" Crowne was the father of John Crowne the Dramatist, who was born in
-Nova Scotia."—Hannay.
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23. The Work of the Jesuits.—While the Acadian corner of
New France was thus serving as the plaything of Fortune, affairs
had moved more quietly in the valley of the St. Lawrence.
Richelieu's One Hundred Associates had begun their work with
zeal, yet Quebec grew but slowly. The central figures of this
period are the Jesuits, whose missions to the Hurons of the Great
Lakes are an imperishable ornament to their record. Their
influence was now supreme in Quebec, the R£collets having been
recalled. The new governor, de Montmagny, sent out within a
few months of Champlain's death, was an ardent supporter of the
Jesuits. Church and State appeared inseparable. Life in Quebec
becajne cloistral in its severity. Attendance at church was as
strictly required, and absence as sternly punished, as in the austere
Boston of the Puritans.
From this time date the Relations des Jesuites, or "Jesuit Narrations," so important to the early history of Canada, so illuminated
with brave deeds and martyrdoms. The glowing ac- ^^ jeSuit
counts sent home to France by Father le Jeune stirred Warrations up the zeal of the devout, and it was now that the chief colleges and
hospitals of Quebec were founded. A Jesuit college was endowed
by the Marquis de Gamache, in 1636. Another nobleman, Noel
59
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de Silleri, established a sort of home for Indian converts, above
Quebec, at a spot whose name now commemorates his pious
action. The Hotel Dieu was endowed by the Duchess d'Aiguillon, and the task of caring for its inmates was undertaken by
three devoted hospital nuns of Dieppe. A seminary
cr
J
Religious
§
institutions for the instruction of young girls was the next thing
founded.

.

.

called for by the spiritual directors of the colony; and
this was presently founded by a wealthy young widow, Madame
de la Peltrie, who brought her fortune and her services to Canada.
While the Jesuits worked in every direction, enduring great
hardships of hunger, cold, and filth among the Montagnais and
The Jesuit
other tribes of the harsh north-east, their greatest work
was
the Hurons
done in the" Huron country. The Hurons were
begun.
ky far the most progressive of the Canadian Indians.
The first efforts of Father Brebceuf to reach the Hurons were not
successful: but his zeal grew till no obstacle could restrain it.
At length, with Fathers Daniel and Davoust, he accomplished his
object. A mission was established at Thonatiria on Georgian
Bay, near Penetanguishene. The position of these missionaries,
though less painful than that of their fellow-workers among the
Montagnais,
was far more perilous. There was a strong party in
Its
success.
the tribe which bitterly opposed them, ascribing to
their influence every misfortune of the Huron lodges.
This party, clinging to their ancient faith, professed to regard the
sacraments and services of the Fathers as evil incantations. The
leaders of this party were the craftiest of their tribe, the powerful
medicine men, who saw in the " Black Robes," as they called the
missionaries, the supplanters of their influence. When a baptized
child fell sick, when a strange disease appeared, when a hunt
turned out badly, when a crop was bitten by the frost, their murmurings grew loud and indignities were heaped upon the priests.
At such times they dwelt in hourly peril of the crudest death.
In the midst of all this they were vexed by scandals at Quebec,
where, Thonatiria being well situated for the fur-trade, they were
accused of illegally following this traffic.
But gradually the
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Fathers, by their patience, their courage, their.tender and untiring care of the sick, won the affections of the tribe. Their enemies were discomfited. Other priests came to the mission, and
the whole Huron nation presently bowed to their guidance.
They established their central station, called Ste. Marie, on a Httle
river falling into Matchedash Bay. Other stations — St. Louis,
St. Ignace, St. Jean, St. Michel, St. Joseph — were scattered over
the country between Thonatiria and the lake now called Simcoe.
Hither fled, from the south and east, trembling remnants of
Algonquin and other tribes, scattered before the tomahawks of the
Iroquois like sheep before wolves. The hospitality of the Fathers
was princely, their authority supreme; but under their care the
Huron warriors grew slothful, and forgot the sleepless menace
lurking south of the Great River.
Meanwhile the Iroquois were again scourging the lower St.
Lawrence. They had lost their dread of the French muskets,
and they carried their defiance up to the walls of Marguerie
Quebec and Three Rivers. In the summer of 1641 ^ q S a t
the latter post was approached by a large Iroquois T n r e e R i y e r s '
war party. Some months before, they had captured two Frenchmen of the settlement, one Godefroy, and an interpreter named
Frangois Marguerie. This man was now sent, under flag of truce,
to the commander of the fort, to urge disgraceful terms upon the
French. The demand of the invaders was that the French should
make peace with them, and abandon their Algonquin allies to the
Iroquois hatchet. The heroic Marguerie, a modern Regulus, counselled his people to reject the dishonouring offer; and then, to
keep his word and save his fellow-captive, returned to face the
tortures which he knew would be his fate. But while the negotiations were under way the governor arrived from Quebec with a
small force; and the Iroquois, seeing that they had lost their
advantage, consented to the ransom of their prisoners. The
brave interpreter was saved from the fate whose agonizing horrors
had failed to turn him from his duty. Saved, too, was the French
honour; and the Iroquois, after a random skirmish, departed.
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24. The Founding of Montreal. — While Canada was thus
aglow with religious fervour, /and pious hearts in France were
Montreal
catching flame from her enthusiasm, Montreal was
island.
founded. This proud city, the queen of Canadian
commerce, was the child of an uncalculating devotion. The
object of its founders was to establish an outpost against the
enemies of the faith. The site that commended itself to their
rapt vision was the natural vortex for the great currents of trade
soon to be set flowing in Canada. The prophetic eye of Champlain saw this, as early as 1611.
The settlement came about in this fashion. Certain devout
men in France, chief among them Father Olier of the Sulpicians,
and Monsieur de la Dauversiere, were fired with zeal to found a
college, a hospital, and a seminary in Canada. The Island of
Montreal, after much negotiation, they succeeded in
The Society
'
°
• J
of HotreDame purchasing from its owner, one of the Hundred Assode Montreal. r
°
.
'
.
ciates. the Society of Notre Dame.de Montreal was
organized. The schemes for a seminary and college being set
aside for a time, the society resolved to devote its energies to
the hospital. The name of Ville-Marie de Montreal was given
to the proposed city, which was dedicated to the Holy Family.
In the selection of a leader for their enterprise the society made
m
. .
a wise choice. They
J appointed governor of VilleThe building
5
°
ofViiie-Mane Marie the brave and chivalrous de Maisonneuve, rich
de Montreal.

,.

1

•

1

in experience of court and camp. To superintend
the hospital was chosen an ardent young religionist, Mademoiselle
Jeanne Mance; and a wealthy widow named Madame de Bullion,
becoming interested in the scheme, supplied funds wherewith to
build it a habitation.
In 1641 Maisonneuve sailed from Rochelle, with three ships,
and half a hundred settlers for his new city. When the expedition arrived at Quebec, the prudent governor, de Montmagny,
sought to change their purpose. Realizing the peril that threatened Canada from the Iroquois, he was opposed to any scattering of her feeble forces. Already he was finding it hard enough
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to protect his near outposts. He wished the new plantation,
instead of seeking the heart of the hostile wilderness, to take
up rather the Island of Orleans, whence it might 'join hands of
brotherhood with Quebec across the channel. But the colonists
of Ville-Marie were not to be held back- Maisonneuve vowed
that to Montreal he would go though every tree on the island
were an Iroquois. That same autumn (October 14th, 1641) the
site of Ville-Marie was formally dedicated; but it was too late
in the season to build, and the expedition wintered in Quebec.
In the spring work opened with vigour. De Montmagny went
with the fearless enthusiasts, aided them in their beginnings, and
finally handed over to Maisonneuve this patch of soil destined
to such sacrifice and such triumph. The site of Ville-Marie was
quickly enclosed with palisades, defended by small cannon. The
hospital, built with Madame de Bullion's money, was set outside
the walls. A massive stone structure, it was a little fortress in
itself. So strong was it, indeed, that it withstood all the assaults
of the Iroquois and the stealthier depredations of time, and only
gave way, a few years ago, to the inexorable pressure of trade.
For a time the infant colony was undisturbed, the Iroquois not
knowing of its existence. But in the following year an Algonquin,
fleeing before them for his scalp, found refuge within the sheltering palisades, and Ville-Marie was revealed to her mortal foe.
The Iroquois were furious at this bold advance of the French
into a territory which the terror of their name had made a
desert; and it was their settled policy that neither French nor
Indians should be allowed so near their own borders. In parties
large and small they thenceforth patrolled the woods about the
town, and only in well-armed bands could the. settlers venture
outside. The stockade was now regarded
as a defence 1
0
Its attack by
all too frail: and solid walls and bastions speedily the Iroquois,
.
i
Sll!
1, 1^" andMaisonreplaced it. Ville-Marie was made a prison ; all hus- neuve's herobandry was at an end; and the cutting of fuel in the
woods became a military operation. Early in the spring of 1644
the Iroquois attacked in force, vowing that they would wipe out
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the settlement and carry off the | white girls," as they called the
nuns, to drudge for them in their lodges. Maisonneuve, yielding
to the persuasion of his too hot-headed followers, went out and
gave battle beyond the walls. The^ snow was deep, and softening rapidly in the spring sun. No foe was visible at first, but
scarcely had the daring little band penetrated the forest, when,
as if in answer to Maisonneuve's high protestation, every tree
seemed to become an Iroquois. Huddled together in amazement, unused to forest warfare, the Frenchmen gave their foes
an easy mark. Taken at such hopeless disadvantage, they were
compelled to retreat, carrying their dead and wounded. The
exultant savages hung on their rear, harassing them like dogs
but not daring to face a hand-to-hand conflict. Maisonneuve,
with smoking pistols, covered the retreat of his discomfited
followers. He was the last man to enter the gate. As he
backed reluctantly to the threshold a tall chief sprang upon
him to drag him away for torture; but the war-wise hand of
Maisonneuve was too swift for his savage antagonist,1 who fell
gasping in the snow, while the founder of Ville-Marie sprang
back into safety.
In these invasions the Iroquois followed the current of the
Richelieu River, which became known as the "Iroquois track."
They thus cut Canada in two. Lying in ambush about Lake
St. Peter, they intercepted the fur-trade, and menaced Quebec
on the one side as Montreal on the other. To check them de
Montmagny in 1642 built a fort at the Richelieu mouth. Seeing what a thorn in their side it would be, the shrewd savages
fell upon it at once, but were repulsed. In their retreat they
Father
managed to carry off a Jesuit missionary, Father Jogues,
jogues.
whom, after a course of merciless torture, they kept
alive in their lodges. Through him came Canada first in contact
with New York, — then New Netherlands. The Iroquois, on one
of their trading visits to the Dutch of Albany, took Father Jogues
with them. The governor of Albany at that time was Van Cor1

The " Place d'Armes,'' in the heart of Montreal, occupies the scene of this
adventure, and commemorates it.
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laer — and all future governors of New York received from the
Indians the same name. Corlaer helped the brave Jesuit to
elude his captors, and sent him home to France; whence, after
thrilling Paris with his story and his wounds, he hastened back to
Canada to court once more the martyrdom which he had just
escaped, — and which his zeal was afterwards to win.
25. The Destruction of the Huron Missions. — While the Iroquois were threatening Quebec and attacking Ville-Marie, the Huron Missions, as we have seen, were enjoying a success which lulled
them into false security. Early in the summer of 1648 a party
of Huron braves from the Mission of St. Joseph descended the
Ottawa and the St. Lawrence with the furs of their winter's hunt.
At Three Rivers they were attacked by the Iroquois and won a
victory. Meanwhile another band of Iroquois had fallen on the
all but defenceless village. While service was being
-

Father *

held in the little chapel the painted butchers broke Daniel slain,
through the palisades and fell with their hatchets upon Mission dethe children and old men. The priest in charge was
Father Daniel, a resolute and fearless man, who strove to organize some resistance on the part of his terror-stricken flock. But
he fell, riddled with arrows, early in the fight. Seven hundred
prisoners were taken. A few of the villagers fled to the woods;
and by sunset the station, of St. Joseph was a waste of smoking
ashes.
The following spring witnessed the finish of the bloody work.
The decree of the Iroquois sachems was that the Hurons should be
wiped out. A war party of 1200 men entered the Huron region.
First St. Ignace was surprised, and the inhabitants, save those
reserved for torture, brained in their sleep. Thirteen other villages
were burnt, either taken by storm or abandoned by Deaths of
the horror-stricken people. Then, in the gray of dawn, S w S S d "
St. Louis fell; and the devoted priests Brebceuf and ^ n * " * Lalemant were made prisoners. Enraged by their indomitable
courage, the savages exhausted the last resources of atrocity in
torturing them. Brebceuf was scalped, and boiling water poured
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on his head in mockery of the rite of baptism; but no complaint
escaped him. After other and unspeakable horrorsj both victims
were burned at the stake.
The enemy .were now within a few miles of the head Mission,
the fort of Ste. Marie on the Wye. A band of desperate Hurons
ste. Marie threw themselves before the tide of death, and fought
Huron cour- a ^ day yf^1 a r e v l v a l °f t n e i r ancient valour. The
age
Iroquois had a certain dread of the little cannons at
Ste. Marie, and were not over-anxious to face them. Now;
astonished at this resistance of the Hurons, they conceived an
idea that all the remnants of the ruined nation were gathering for
vengeance; and suddenly they retired from the country, taking
with them such prisoners as were strong enough to carry burdens,
and burning the rest. The Mission at Ste. Marie was saved; but
there was no longer sufficient reason for its existence. The rich
' and populous country of the Hurons was a desert. The fragments
of the nation fled in terror to the tribes of west and north, save
a few hundreds who took refuge on the islands of Georgian Bay.
To one of these islands the Mission of Ste. Marie was removed;
but the Iroquois followed even there, and famine aided their
assaults. At last it was resolved to. give up the Lake country;
The Huron
and the disheartened missionaries, gathering their
removed to dwindled flock about them, fled toward Quebec. At
sorei.
Sorel, under the very guns of the fort, these trembling
j survivors of a great people at length found rest and safety. The
one permanent result of the Huron Mission, over and above the
splendour which it sheds upon the annals of the Jesuits, was a
knowledge of Lake Superior. Lake Michigan had been discovered some years before by the bold interpreter Jean Nicollet..
26. New France and New England. The Jesuits and the
Iroquois. — While Canada was writhing, under the scourge of the
Iroquois the New England colonies had thriven with a vigorous
growth; and about the time of the founding of Ville-Marie they
had formed themselves, for purposes of defence, into a confederation called "The United Colonies.of New England." This
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done, they turned their eyes upon the St. Lawrence valley, and
proposed to d'Ailleboust (who had succeeded de Montmagny as
governor in 164S) a treaty of perpetual amity and Treaty
trade between Canada and New England. The pro- {JtSeen
posal was received with joy, and Father Druikttes was §ew En|-d
sent to Boston to negotiate. But just at this time land*
Canada was being deluged with the blood of the Hurons and her
faithful priests. She therefore made it a condition of the treaty
that New England should join her in a war of extermination
against the Iroquois. To this the New Englanders would not
listen. They were at peace with the Iroquois; and paii^e 0f nethey minded the adage to let sleeping dogs lie. The £ otiations result of Druilettes's embassy was not peace but war, for the Iroquois were stirred up to a yet fiercer flame of hate. At the
same time the sagacious priest won over the strong tribe of the
Abenakis, who were thenceforth unswerving in their devotion to
the French, and a bitter torment to the Puritan settlements.
For the next few years the French were practically shut up in
Quebec and Three Rivers, no less than in Montreal. The woods
about their lonely settlements were never free from the tomahawk;
and many a French scalp was borne in triumph to the lodges by
the side of Lake Champlain. These were years of The Iroquois
anguish for Canada. At length, in 1653 a Q d 1654, 8COttr«e*
the Iroquois turned the tide of their fury against the tribes along
the south of the Great Lakes, and for a time relaxed their hostility
to the French. They were busy in extirpating the strong tribe of
the Eries. This task they accomplished with their usual thoroughness, but not without heavy loss to themselves. One
J

The Onon1

of their cantons, that of the Onondagas, became so aagas seek
\

peace.

reduced that they wanted to strengthen themselves by
adopting the remnants of the Hurons. The Hurons were troubled
1

As shown in the Appendix, the Iroquois were a confederacy of five tribes, or
cantons, — the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas, and Senecas, — whence
they were called the Five Nations. At a later date they took in the Tuscaroras,
and became known as the Six Nations.
r^ffe
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to know how best to meet these-dangerous"1 advances.' They were
unwilling to forsake the French; and- at the same time ffiey feared'
to rebuff their terrible suitors. They consulted with the governor,
who advised'them to consent on condition-that the Onondagas
should at the same time admit a Jesuit mission to their lodges.
To this the Onondagas agreed.
The Jesuits had long been anxious to obtain a foothold among
the Iroquois, hoping thus to release CanadaL-from her misery.
After some negotiations, and a preliminary visit of
The Jesuit
,
•
mission to the Father le Moyne, ah expedition was at length sent out
to plant a station in the Onondaga country. Besides
the Hurons who were going to be adopted, there were the Jesuit
Fathers Chaumonat and Dablon, with nearly fifty Frenchmen under
a brave officer named Dupuy. The undertaking was a mad one ;
but the governorship of Canada was then in the incompetent hands
of de Lauson. The Expedition excited the jealous
The jealousy
•
,
r
of the Mo- --wrath of the Mohawks, who attacked it soon after it
had' left Quebec. They were beaten off, however,
and had to make profuse apologies and excuses to the indignant
Onondagas. Then, to show that it was only against their ancient
enemies,-the Hurons, that' they had aimed ! their attacky they
descended upon the Isle of Orleans, and slew or captured all the
Hurons whom they found working in the-fields. With their
prisoners in full view, and in broad daylight, they paddled past
the walls of Quebec, shouting their songs of victory, and-daring
the French to the rescue. This insult de Lauson weakly pocketed;
and French prestige sank in shame.
For a- little while all went smoothly in t h e Onondaga country,
but soon signs ' of danger began to thicken. The handful of
Frenchmen, alone amid the hordes of their fierce and
Escape of the
^MM
<> r r
.
' .
Onondaga fickle entertainers, knew that a thousand knives were
mission.
~ "perpetually itching" f n r t h e r r scarps:- -Art: 1 ength th ey
got wind of4 a plot to destroy them, after which the whole five
nations of the Iroquois were to. rise together, and.stamp out the
French name from the St. Lawrence valley. Then appeared the
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courage and ability fcf'Dupuy, whose rescue ofahis Httle command
forms one of the most brilliant achievements of those stirring days.
Inside the Tort,- ! with the utmost secrecy, some very light, flatbottomed boats were built. "Then all the Onondagas were invited
to a great feast.: So lavish oftheir hospitality were the Frenchmen
that before the-end" Of the banquet the gorged and.drunken guests
were surik::in sleep. At "the approach of dawn, the Frenchmen
stole away, carrying their '<fe®ats. ..It was March, and the ice was
thin. They were able toforre;^'passage down the Oswego River;
but the'frail bark canoes-of-tjheti enemies, could not follow them.
The vdyage from the mouth of the Oswego down the St. Lawrence
to Quebec was one of ipeculiar peril, at that season and iri those
flat skiffs, but-}it'was triumphantly accomplished. In a short time
Father le Moyne, who, with his life in his.hands, had been working among the^:?MohaWkSj returned'in despair to Quebec; and the
Iroquois, scattering to the winds their brief pretenceoof peace,
hunted again like wolves through the trembling settlements-- 1
27. Laval. Dollard. — Ville-Marie was not flourishing .under
its parent company, so in: ^£65 8' the- Society of Notre Dame" de
Montreal handed it over to the care of a powerful and viUe-Marie:
wealthy organization, the Seminary of St. Sulpicius. tothe^uipiAn energetic Sulpician Father, the Abbe" de Queylus, cians \
Was sent out to Ville-Marie, where he established the long-intended
seminary. It was now proposed to raise Canada into a bishopric ;
and it had doubtless been the intention when de Queylus was sent
out that this honour should fall upon him. But/the independent
and somewhat liberal Abbe proved by no means acceptable toithe
Jesuits, who succeeded in preventing his appointment. .The^glorious record which'they had made in Canada entitled their wishes
to respect, and when they nominated to the high and difficult office
a priest of their own views, the nomination was accepted. But
Quebec was not made an episcopal see.ifcAfter long Lavalcomes
dispute, Francois de Laval, Abbe de Montigny, was* toCanada consecrated bishop of Petraea and sent out as the Pope's vicar
apostolic to take control Of>>the Church in, Canada.;,He was an
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iron ascetic, sincere, passionately devoted to his work, but narrow
and domineering.
And now the boldness of the Iroquois increased. To show their
scorn of the French they scalped and slaughtered beneath the
very ramparts of Quebec. Finding their stone convents no longer
enough protection, the Ursulines and the Hospital nuns fled into
The anguish t r i e city. Destruction seemed to hang low over unof Canada. n a ppv Canada. Those who could returned to France,
despairing of better days. Among those who remained a malignant fever broke out. Men imagined they saw in the skies
strange portents, ominous of doom; — blazing canoes, and men
wrestling.with serpents. Their ears heard shrieks and lamentations; and in reading the chronicles of that day it seems to us
as if the long anguish had warped the fibre of men's minds.
D'Argenson, the governor, unable to look upon the misery which
he had.no power to relieve, demanded his recall;
In this grievous time took place one of the most splendid episodes in our history. Among the names of the heroes of Canada
abides imperishably that of Daulac des Ormeaux, familiarly known
The heroism a s Dollard. This young nobleman's name had sufof Doiiard.
f ere( i a stain in France. He came to Montreal in
search of an opportunity for some deed that would wipe out the
reproach/ At length word, reached the settlement that a great
: war party was on its way down the Ottawa to exterminate VilleMarie. Dollard, with sixteen comrades, vowed to shatter the
wave ere it broke on the city, and to restore respect for French
valour. They took the sacrament together, and went forth to the
fate of Thermopylae. Nor was this new Thermopylae less glorious
than that immortal one of old. With a handful of Huron and
Algonquin allies they ascended the Ottawa, and entrenched themselves in the ruins of an old stockade at the pass of the Long Sault
rapids. Seven hundred yelling Iroquois swooped upon them, and
were beaten back. Appalled at the terrific odds, most of Dollard's Indians forsook him. But one Algonquin chief, and a halfj score of the more warlike Hurons, stood faithful. Men were these
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savages, of the old, heroic pattern. For three days, — burning
with thirst, for there was no spring in the fort,—fainting with
hunger, for there was no time to eat, — gasping with exhaustion,
for the foe allowed them no respite, these heroes held the pass;
and the bodies of the Iroquois were piled so deep before them
that the palisades ceased to be a shelter. Not till all were slain
but five, and these five helpless with wounds, did the enemy win
their way in. Of the five, four died at once; and the last, having
life enough left to make it worth while, was tortured. But the
Iroquois had been taught a lesson. They slunk back to their
lodges; and Montreal drew breath awhile in peace.
28. Dissensions in Quebec. The Great Earthquakes. -— In
the year that followed this deed of chivalry, the new governor,
d'Avaugour, made a tour of Canada. D'Avaugour was Disputes
full of energy, hot-tempered, and obstinate. Laval and btstop*and
he, both dictatorial, soon quarrelled. Laval claimed t h e 2° vetllor precedence and authority in all things, as representing the supreme
power of the Church. Such extravagant claims d'Avaugour was
not the man to grant. At length, over the abuse of the liquor
traffic, came an open rupture. For some years this traffic, so
deadly to the Indians, had been allowed under severe limitations.
Laval, alive to its iniquity, resolved to stamp it out. He got a
law passed making it death to sell brandy to the Indians. As in
Champlain's day, the traders were enraged at the interference.
They could get more furs for their brandy than for the same value
in any other article of trade. D'Avaugour enforced the law with
military strictness. Two men were shot for transgressing it. At
length a woman was caught in the same offence; and she, 100,
was to suffer the same penalty. But the Jesuits demanded her
pardon, and persisted till the governor lost all patience. He pardoned the woman; but vowed at the same time that he would
punish no more breaches of that law. At once the %
r
Laval goes
settlement ran riot. Brandy flowed everywhere. The hack to
France,
people, feeling themselves at last set free from the hard
supervision of the Church, laughed at the bishop's thunders.
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Quebec was divided into two.camps; and Laval, no longer able
to make his influence felt, carried home his complaint to the King.
About this time Pierre Boucher was sent to France (October,
1661) to make known the desperate condition of the colony, and
to appeal for aid. In the following year he addressed to Colbert
a letter describing° the resources,> population,
Boucher's
r r
> and needs
report to
of Canada. The French in all Canada numbered a
Colbert.

little over two thousand souls, a third of whom were
in Quebec itself. The climate and products of the country were
extolled. It was shown how many had amassed wealth in the
colony, afterwards going home to France to spend it. The one
thing needed, in Boucher's view, was a regiment of skilled soldiers
to bring the Iroquois under subjection. This letter bore fruit.
It turned the eyes of France seriously upon Canadian affairs. . It
was seen
The New
that the Company of the Hundred Associates
17
aa
charter * ^ ^ neglected its duty shamefully, had concerned
revoked.
itself altogether with the profits of the fur-trade, and
had utterly failed to fulfil the terms of its charter. The charter
was therefore revoked by royal edict (1663)-. A certain Monsieur Dumont was sent to Canada to examine into affairs; and
with him went a hundred soldiers and some two hundred
colonists.
The year that saw the revocation of the charter, saw Canada
shaken by a series of earthquakes. The disturbances began in
February. Their centre seemed to be the Laurentide hill region
The great
north of the St. Lawrence, and the shocks were most
earthquakes, fj-equent and violent about the weird Saguenay district; but they extended all the way south into New England.
The ice in the rivers, at that time three or four feet thick, was
crumbled into fragments. At Tadousac fell an inch of volcanic
ash; and smoke-clouds belched from the river before Quebec.
Gusts of hot air melted the midwinter snow. The earth uttered
monstrous noises, now booming like artillery, now crackling and
rattling like musket fire, now roaring like an incoming tide. The
soil.undulated, bells rang, chimneys fell, walls were rent apart,
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and strange meteors shot across the sky. In the valley of the
St Maurice, above Three Rivers, mountains fell into the channel
and the courses of streams were changed. The shore of the St.
Lawrence itself, from Cape Tourmente down to Tadousac, was
much altered. At a spot ever since called Les Eboulements,
near Bay St. Paul, a high promontory nearly a mile in extent was
hurled from its base, to form a new island in the river. Men
sickened with superstitious fear. All through that summer
exhalations of poisonous gas reeked from the ground. And it
was not till autumn that the vexed earth recovered her calm.

CHAPTER VI.
SECTIONS:—• 29, THE SOVEREIGN COUNCIL; AND LAND-HOLDING
IN CANADA. 30, TALON COMES TO CANADA.
T H E ENGLISH
SEIZE NEW YORK. 31,'DE TRACY COMES TO CANADA, AND THE
IROQUOIS ARE CHASTISED. 32, NEW FRANCE REACHES OUT TO
THE MISSISSIPPI AND HUDSON BAY, AND SECURES HER HOLD
UPON LAKE ONTARIO.

29. The Sovereign Council; and Land-holding in Canada. —
Canada was now made a royal province under the direct rule of
The Sover- the King, who deputed his authority to a committee of
eign Council. g v e k n o w n a s t h e Sovereign Council. A royal commission was sent out to receive the oath of allegiance for the King,
and to make new regulations for the administration of justice.
With him, besides a hundred families of settlers, came de M£sy,
the new governor-general, and Laval, the ecclesiastical superior.
The sovereign council was composed of the governor-general,
the ecclesiastical superior or bishop, 1 and the intendant, who
had power to add to their number by appointing four councillors,
a chief clerk, and an attorney-general. The number of these
additional councillors was afterwards increased to twelve. The
intendant came to Quebec on the return of the royal commissioner to France. The first to hold this office was the sagacious
and patriotic Talon.
To the governor, as the King's representative, belonged the
charge of all military matters, the power of war and peace. The
bishop was supreme in matters belonging purely to the Church.
1

Quebec was made a bishopric in 1674, and Laval appointed to the see. It
was as titular bishop of Petraea, and vicar apostolic of the Pope, that he had
come to Quebec in 1659.
74
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The intendant, though ranking below the other two, had in some
respects a greater power and responsibility. As president of the
council he held the right to a casting vote ; and in his
. . rr .
The division
direct control were all civil affairs; SUc'h as police, trade, of authority
>
in Quebec,
and administration of justice. The sovereign council
itself constituted the Supreme Court of the colony; and inferior
courts were established at Quebec, Three Rivers, and Montreal.
The lands of Canada were held in feudal tenure; which means
that the King is regarded as the owner, and that rent is paid to
him not in money but in military services. Large
,

.

-

Feudal Tenin Canada,

estates were granted on this " tenure of fealty and ure of lands

ypjgj^

gi

homage " to officers and nobles, or to organizations
like the Seminary of St. Sulpicius. An important and imposing
ceremony was that at which the lords of manors annually did
homage to the King's representative at Quebec. These seigneurs,
as they were called, had great powers within their own domains.
They were allowed to try and punish all misdemeanours less grave
than murder or treason. The seigneurs subdivided their vast
estates into small holdings, which they let to cultivators of the
soil for a small annual rental. These small holders, called censitaires, became the retainers of their seigneur, depend- seigneursand
eht on him for protection, and compelled to do him censitaires military service. They had to grind their grain at the seigneur's
mill, and pay him a fourteenth of the product. If lands were
sold from one censitaire to another, the seigneur was entitled to a
twelfth of the price ; —just as the King was entitled to a fifth of the
purchase-money if the seigneur sold any portion of his seigneurie.
These laws in later days led to troublesome consequences.
The results of the laws of inheritance at this time established
may even now be seen along the St. Lawrence valley. In some
districts tne farms are but narrow ribbons of territory, L a w of ^
a few yards wide On the river front, and running back hentance «
perhaps a mile. The law required both seigneurs and censitaires
to leave their estates fairly divided among their children, a somewhat larger share,-with the title and manor-house, going to the
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eldest son. As large families soon came to be the rule in Canada,
estates grew small by ceaseless subdivision. The dividing lines,
naturally, were run at right angles to the river, in order that all
might have an equal share in the advantages of a water-front. A
few small properties were held direct from the king, en franc alleu
as the term went. But these were inconsiderable in number, and
their proprietors had not the privileges or rank of the seigneurs.1
30. Talon comes to Canada. The English seize New York. —
Fortunately for Canada, the large-minded Colbert was now in
charge of financial affairs in France. The King, Louis XIV, had
made him comptroller-general of the finances, at the recommenCoibert,
dation of Richelieu's powerful successor, Cardinal
thewestni- Mazarin. Colbert realized that a new order of things
dia Company. w o u i(j SOOn prevail,, under which the power and prestige of European states would come to depend more largely
on their colonial possessions. He saw that colonization and
commerce went hand-in-hand. For the post of intendant at
Quebec he chose Monsieur Talon, a man much like himself for
breadth of view, diligent patriotism, and freedom from dogmatic
prejudice. At the same time (1664) the West India Company
was formed, with all the trading privileges of Canada and Acadie,
of the French colonies in Florida, Africa, South America, and of
the West Indies. This company was under the same pledges in
regard to colonizing the land and converting the natives as those
which its predecessor, the New Company of the Hundred Associates, had so lamentably failed to perform. The monopoly of
the fur-trade thus granted to the West India Company excited
vehement protest in Canada, where all the colonists were more or
less interested in that profitable pursuit. A few years later, on
Talon's urgent plea to Colbert, these restrictions were removed as
far as Canada was concerned, the company being compensated by
a fourth of all the beaver skins and a twelfth of all the buffalo
skins exported. The West India Company proved, however, of
1

It was not till 1855 that the seigneuries were abolished, the seigneurs receiving
from the provincial government compensation for their ancient privileges.
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no more benefit to the colonies than the New Company had
been, and in 1674 its charter was revoked.
One year after the establishment of the sovereign council an
event took place far to the south, on Manhattan Island at the mouth
of the Hudson River, which was destined to influence the destinies
of Canada. Charles II, claiming all the Atlantic coast
0

New Amster-

southward to Florida, granted the Dutch settlements dam becomes
&

.

New York.

of the New Netherlands to his brother James, Duke of
York. Though England and Holland were then at peace, four
English ships presently appeared at New Amsterdam, and demanded its surrender. The doughty old Dutch governor, Stuyvesant, was for fight; but the less warlike citizens persuaded him to
accept the mild terms of the English captain — and New Amsterdam became New York. The Dutch settlers were secured in the
possession of their own property, their own worship, their own
laws; and they became full English citizens.
The English government of New York at once entered into
treaty with the Iroquois, and all the cantons of the Five Nations
placed themselves under the protection of England's i|
.

The English

King.
6 • This alliance was a boon to the English colo- andtheiro°
quois.
nies, and in later days a sleepless menace to the
French. The shrewd savages saw the strength of their own position between the two great rival races; and skilfully they maintained it. Though they kept their treaty faithfully, in the main,
yet on several occasions, by withholding their help from the English, they saved French power from being crushed. They realized
that their importance to the English depended on the existence
of a French Canada.
With the presence of the new power on the Hudson there grew
up a bitter rivalry between the French and English over the furtrade. The great duel for New World empire took Rivalry over
the ignoble disguise of a quarrel about beaver skins. t h e f t u > t r a d e The English sought to divert the fur-trade from the St. Lawrence
route to the Hudson; and the Iroquois mightily seconded their
efforts. To all the northern and western tribes who would con-
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sent to bring their furs down the Hudson, the Iroquois turned
friendly and buried their hatchets deep. Against the tribes who
persisted in trading with the French, on the other hand, these
shrewd, red schemers made relentless war. The English, moreover, offered higher prices than the French, and gave better goods
in exchange, till even those half-wild Frenchmen, the Coureurs
des Bois,1 at times sought the more profitable English markets.
By these means Canadian trade was much damaged; and a
hatred arose between the rival colonies which Was later to bring
ruin upon many a border settlement.
To add to the vexation of these outside quarrels, there was discord within the walls of Quebec itself. Laval and the governor,
Discord in
de M£sy, were at strife over questions of authority
Quebec.
It was not long before Laval was
a n ( j precedence.
petitioning for de M£sy's recall, as he had for the recall of the
two former governors. It was clear that nothing short of the
completest subserviency could satisfy the demands of this devoted
but domineering bishop. Before Laval could bring about the
recall of his opponent, however, de M6sy died; and the Seigneur
de Courcelles was appointed in his stead.
31. De Tracy comes to Canada, and the Iroquois are chastised. — While the quarrel between de M£sy and Laval was at its
height, the Marquis de Tracy
was sent out as the
J

De Tracy,

°

^

and the regi- King's viceroy.
mentof

°

His mission was to settle all troubles

J

carjgnan-

in Canada and the West Indies, and to subdue the
Iroquois. In 1665 de Tracy landed at Quebec, bringing with him not only a number of new colonists, but also the
famous regiment of Carignan-Salieres. Quebec was gay with military pomp. De Tracy lost no time. Three forts, St. Th£rese, Sorel,2
1

The Coureurs des Bois, or Runners of the Woods, were Frenchmen who,
breaking away from the restraint of civilized life, had gone to live with the Indians,
to share their freedom, to explore the wilderness, and to follow the fur-trade without restriction. This lawless life proved so attractive that much of the vigorous
youth of Canada was led into it.
2
This was the fort built in 1642, and afterwards abandoned. Now M. de Sorel
reconstructed it; and from him it took its name.
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and Chambly, intended to hold back the Iroquois, were built
at strategic points on the Richelieu. A When report went abroad
of the power and invincible courage of the French troops the
Iroquois were deeply impressed. Four of the Five Nations at
once sent deputies to sue for peace. But the Mohawks, fiercest
of the confederacy, remained defiant.; A company sent out to
scatter one of their war parties fell into an ambuscade, and was
cut to pieces.
|||f
In September of the following year de; Tracy moved against
.the Mohawks. With him went the new governor, de Courcelles,
a brave and capable leader, a prudent administrator, •»
r
•
> r
* /fhe chastiseto whose memory New France owes much reverence* 'mentof the
. .
.
i V i
* "Mohawks.
De Tracy's force, consisting of thirteen hundred men,
with their aged but energetic commander borne o n . a litter in
their midst (for he was sorely afflicted with gout), marched as
if in an open country, with the pomp of drum and trumpet.
This was not Indian-warfare, and in later days would have brought
certain destruction. The Mohawks, however, were daunted by the
martial display, and fled from their towns at de Tracy's approach.
Their lodges were burned to the ground; their stores of corn,
laid up in pits for the winter, were destroyed or carried away;
,and the Mohawk country long remembered the visit of de Tracy.
T h e lesson was not lost upon the other tribes of the Iroquois;
and Canada for more than twenty years had peace.
The French* missionaries now went freely among the Iroquois,
made many converts, and gradually gained no small ; hold upon
this haughty people. More daring than soldier or
& 3 r
r
.,','
. The Jesuits
trader, other, priests penetrated the, wild regions north spread their
•
.
influence. 1r*
of Lake Superior, and made French influence felt
from the Illinois to Lake Winnipeg. A permanent Mission was
established at Sault Ste. Marie, and another at Michilimackinac,
on the northern point of the peninsula between Lakes Huron and
Michigan. The regiment of Carignan-Salieres was now disbanded,
its officers becoming seigneurs with; large estates, and the privates
censitaires on their seigneuries. The regiment was planted along
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the Richelieu and the soiffch shore of the St. Lawrence, right in
the track of the Iroquois rai$s, to be the bulwark of Canada.
Under the wise supervision of Talon, whose memory should
be honoured from Ontario to the Gulf, the condition of the colony
Talon's wise swiftly improved. The farms yielded abundantly, and
management. s e t t i e rs lived in much material comfort. Talon set
those colonists who were safely established to the work of clearing
lots and building cottages adjoining their own. These he held
ready for the occupation of newer immigrants. He looked carefully into the mineral resources of the country, and discovered the
rich iron deposits of the Three Rivers district. Against the
bishop and the Jesuits he had some complaints to make, because
they obstructed his efforts to civihse the Christian Indians.
Believing that the colony should not be wholly dependent on the
Jesuits for its religious guidance, he procured from the King permission to bring back the R6collets; and in 1670 he reestablished
four of the gray-gowned Fathers in their old monastery on the
St. Charles.
All through his administration Talon exerted himself to procure
in France suitable wives for his colonists, and as many as twelve
were shipped
to Canada between 166°c
rr
Importation hundred girls
°
of wives for and 1670. These girls, as a rule, were selected with
the colonists.

'

,

•

,

great care, and usually from the country rather than
the city, country girls being found best adapted to the rough life
of a new land. Each girl on her marriage — and the weddings
took place in batches of thirties as soon as possible after the
coming of each ship-load — received a generous dowry from the
King, with which to begin her housekeeping. Young men refusing to marry were made to feel the royal displeasure, and were
not allowed to hunt, fish, or trade. Under these conditions
bachelorhood became inconvenient in Canada, and presently uncommon. In the year 1667 an event took place which showed
that the long-harassed land was passing into the humour of content. The first ball on record in Canada was given in the city of
Quebec, on the night of the 4th of February.
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32. New France reaches out to the Mississippi and Hudson Bay,
and secures her Hold upon Lake Ontario. — In the year of the
recall of the Recollets, the governor sent out one Nicholas Perrot,
a daring explorer much skilled in the Indian dialects, Nicholas Perto gather the western tribes to a conference. Perrot westemthe
went through the Lake Superior region, and down t r i l ) e s '.
Lake Michigan to the spot where now stands Chicago. This was
the centre of the strong Miami tribe. Early in the next year a
throng of delegates met at Sault Ste. Marie, where the King's
commissioner explained to them that they were all taken under
the royal protection. The whole Lake region was then formally
annexed to France. On this expedition Perrot was told by the
Indians of a vast river flowing southward, which they called
Mechaseb£ or Mississippi, " The Father of Waters." The tidings
impressed Talon. The untiring and unterrified priest, Father
Marquette, and a merchant explorer named Jolliet, were promptly
despatched to seek the mighty stream. Visions of Cathay still
dazzled the imaginations of men; and they thought this new
river might prove the path thereto.
The explorers, with a handful of followers, made their way to
the north-west shores of Lake Michigan. In two canoes they
ascended the Fox River to its source, made a portage j&
r

§

The voyage

to the head waters of a tributary of the Wisconsin, of Marquette
and Jolliet.
paddled down with the current, and on June 17th,
1673, came out on the ample breast of the Mississippi. For a
month they descended the great water, passing the mouths of the
Illinois, the Missouri, the Ohio, and were hospitably received by the
tribes along the shore. At the mouth of the Ohio they met Indians armed with muskets and wearing garments of cloth, which
showed that they had been trading with the English settlements
of the coast. At the mouth of the Arkansas the savages were
hostile, and our little band of explorers had a half-hour of peril;
but the tact of Marquette and Jolliet melted this fierce mood into
one of cordial welcome, and instead of slaughter came feastings
and the pipe of peace. At this point, however, the explorers de-
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cided to turn back, hearing that the tribes, below were dangerous.
They had come to suspect that the river emptied into the Gulf
of Mexico instead of the Pacific; and they were not anxious to
visit the Spanish settlements. The return voyage was made by
ascending the Illinois River and crossing over to the waters of
Lake Michigan; and about the end of September they regained
the Green Bay Mission whence they had made their start. Less
than two years later Marquette died in the wilderness, worn out
by his self-sacrificing toil.
While Talon was extending his power westward, he was not
unmindful of the north with its wealth of fish and furs.- In 1671
Talon sends h e sent a party under Father Albanel to seek Hudson
p?ss2ft£n.of B a y b y t h e w a y o f t h e Saguenay. The party wintered
Hudson Bay. i n t h e s a g l i e n a y district, and then descended the River
Nepiscaw from the mystic Lake Mistassinni, till they came, out
upon the vast northern sea. Here they convened representatives
of many Hudson Bay tribes; and Father Albanel, erecting a
cross with the royal arms upon it, took formal possession of the
country.
While Talon was at this time the good genius of Canada, the
colony was also fortunate in having de Courcelles for governor.
De Courcelles cared little for the internal progress of Canada, but
he cared greatly for her military prestige. By his justice and his
fearlessness he kept his Indians under control, and the Iroquois
themselves were unwilling to join Issue with him. But these warlike tribes were growing restless under the restraints of the unacDe Courcelles customed peace. De Courcelles decided on a step
atcataracoui. w j j i c n would give them something to think about,
while at the same time making his grip upon them firmer. H e
invited the chiefs of all the cantons to smoke the pipe of peace
with him at a place called Cataracoui, near the foot of Lake
Ontario. There he flattered the envoys with his gifts and his
gracious compliments, while impressing them with a sense of
his invincible resolution. At length he announced to them his
intention of building a fort at the place of conference, that

the western members of their confederacy might the more
easily trade with his people. Presented in this light, the plan
was highly pleasing to the sachems; but later, when war again
broke out, they realized the significance and purpose of the fort
at Cataracoui.
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33. Frontenac comes to Canada. La Salle. — De Courcelles
having asked for release from his command, on account of broken
health, he was succeeded by one whose strong figure
Louis de
,
1
Buade, count stands large and splendid
in our story. Louis de Buade,
x
of Frontenac.

°

-

,

, .

Count of Frontenac, was a man ot the highest courage,
determination, and energy. To Canada he gave a whole-souled
devotion. The Indians dreaded him profoundly ; while the courtesy of his bearing won their friendship. During his rule even
the Iroquois were afraid to lift the hatchet. In matters of civil
government Frontenac showed some serious defects; but these
cannbt lessen the reverence due to his memory. He had that
rash imperiousness which so often mars a forceful character. He
could endure no opposition, no questioning of his judgment and
authority. Soon after his arrival the sagacious Talon asked to be
recalled. Doubtless he discerned this fault in Frontenac, and
dreaded a conflict. With the new intendant, Duchesneau, the
fiery governor was soon at swords' points; and with Laval, no less
dictatorial than himself, his quarrels grew to be an open scandal.
The proposed building of a fort at Cataracoui met with Frontenac's fullest approval; and as soon as possible after his coming he
went in person to superintend the work. High in his favour stood
one who sheds the rose-light of romance upon our pages, the gallant and adventurous La Salle. He had come to Canada some
8-
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years before, filled with the old, alluring dream of a passage to
Cathay. Partly to gratify his restlessness, partly to familiarize himself with the habits and speech of the tribes whose help he would
need, partly to gain by the fur-trade means to carry on his enterprise, he had disappeared from civilization for a time and dwelt
among the Indians. Had he been, indeed, a personage less disr
tinguished, he would undoubtedly have been called a Coureur des
Bois. Soon after his arrival he discovered the Ohio River. From
the Sulpicians, with whom he had strong influence, he obtained''an
estate at the west end of Montreal Island, where he planted a settlement. This settlement, probably in allusion to or in derision of
his search for a passage to China, presently came to be knowr* as
Lachine.
The fort at Cataracoui, henceforth known as Fort Frontenac,
was granted to La Salle soon after its construction, he refunding
to the governor its full cost. The grant conveyed also
a large tract of land, with the usual responsibilities and dgia Salle
privileges. La Salle tore down the fort and raised a Fort Frontec

mi

i

i'**i • i i •

i/-

•i

nacandhuiids

stronger one of stone. 1 hen he busied himself with ships on the
clearing lands and building small ships for the Lake
trade. In 1679 he built a ship on Lake Erie, called the Griffin, in which he sailed to the Green Bay Mission on Lake Michigan. From that point he sent the ship back richly laden with furs.
But she came not to her destination. The fate of the ill-starred
craft and all her wealth remains a mystery.
Wrapped up with that of La Salle is the name of his loyal comrade and fellow-explorer, Henri de Tonti,1 who was his very right
arm in all his greatest achievements. It was not till 1682 that
La Salle was able to carry out his main purpose. Crossing over
from the foot of Lake Michigan, he descended the current of the
Illinois, Early in February his canoes came out on the Mississippi,
1

Tonti, before coming to Canada, had lost a hand in battle. The place of the
missing member was supplied by one of steel, which was always kept covered with
a glove. The blows which Tonti, in time of need, could deliver with this iron
hand, were a source of wondering awe to the Indians..
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and turned their yellow prows to the south. The tribes along
the banks were sometimes friendly, sometimes hostile; but in the
latter case the broad stream gave him plenty of room to escape their
arrows and their bullets. As the explorers slipped swiftly down
He descends t r i e tide they emerged from winter into spring, then
the Missis
into the glow and luxuriance of summer. On the
sippi to its
mouth.
19th of March they reached the Mississippi mouth.
The country they had traversed was annexed to France in due
form, under the musical name of Louisiana. The return voyage,
against the stream, was difficult, and many delays were encountered; so that it was not till the spring of 1683 that La Salle
got back to Quebec. Thence, in the flush of his triumph, he
went home to France, where the favours of the court
He leads an.
expedition to were heaped upon him. Under his leadership a strong
the Mississippi mouth
expedition was sent out, sailing from Rochelle, to
by sea.
reach the Mississippi mouth by way of the sea and
there establish a colony. But La Salle had miscalculated the
position of the river, and he sailed his party some hundreds of
miles beyond it. Deeply chagrined, he led a little band ashore,
and started eastward to seek by land the object of his quest. Before long he got involved in that pathless tangle of forest, swamp,
and sluggish water-courses, which de Soto in an earlier day had
found so fatal. In the heart of this dread wilderHis death.
ness La Salle's followers mutinied, hating him for his
stern discipline; and the great explorer died miserably under their
vindictive hands.
34. Frontenac's Recall; and La Barre's Folly.—While La
Salle was exploring the Mississippi, the old menace of the Iroquois once more' raised its head. The governor of New York
was now one Colonel Dongan, an ambitious and restDongan stirs

up the iroquois.

. . .

less spirit, who strove to break up the peace between
.

New France and the Five Nations. His immediate
aim was to overreach his rivals in the fur-trade; but he must be
credited with taking wise alarm at the actiyity of French explorers and French missionaries in the west. All the tribes of

FRONTENAC

INTIMIDATES

THE

IROQUOIS.
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the Illinois were now in close alliance with the French. Trouble
arose through the murder of a Seneca chief by an Illinois warrior.
To avenge the "wrong, all the Iroquois rose as one tribe, swearing
to exterminate the whole Illinois people. At their first blow the
valley of the Illinois River was laid waste, and its dwellers scattered to their remoter villages. Frontenac called for delegates
of the Five Nations to meet him at Cataracoui, promising to
secure them full restitution and a peaceable settlement of the
quarrel. Acting under Dongan's advice, the Iroquois told Frontenac that if he wanted to see them he must come to them in
their lodges. But this defiant attitude was one which they could
not keep up with Frontenac, before whose imperious force their
fierce hearts quailed. He said no more of restitution, i l
71

Frontenac

He spoke no longer of a settlement. But he sent queiisthem
again,
them a curt command to keep their hands off the
Illinois and all the other western tribes. Further, he told them
that if they had anything to say to him they would have to come
to Montreal. The Iroquois weakened at once, not wanting Frontenac's heavy hand brought down upon their villages. They held
back the feet of the warriors that were to have gone against the
Illinois; and soon they sent an embassy to Montreal. A little
later, in the same year, Frontenac's quarrels with the bishop
and the Jesuits led to his recall; and an old officer named La
Barre, who had outlived his military vigour, was sent out to
govern Canada. It was sending a child to do a strong man's
task,
La Barre had insight enough to see that Governor Dongan
was backing the Iroquois; and in asking the King for reinforcements he urged that the English court should be called upon to
check New York's intrigues. Dongan got a reprimand from
London; and La Barre got two hundred soldiers from Paris.
But the Iroquois, and in particular their most powerful tribe,
the Senecas, were growing daily more insolent. It was as if
they already felt the withdrawal of Frontenac's frown. La Barre
anxiously noted their temper, and betrayed his weakness by over-
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tures of peace. He invited them again to Montreal, where he
loaded their deputies with presents, and endured their arrogant
avowal that they were going to blot out the Illinois.
LaBarretries

J

°

|

to conciliate By persuasion, instead of firm command, he got their
promise that they would not attack the Hurons,
Ottawas, and other northern tribes, or plunder the canoes of
French traders.
We can hardly credit La Barre with special loyalty to the
Hurons and Ottawas; but these tribes were necessary to the
illicit fur-trade by which he was greedily enriching himself. At
length he sent a trading party, with valuable merchandise, into
the Illinois country, not only to buy furs of the Mississippi tribes
but also to seize La Salle's fort of St. Louis. The Senecas at this
same moment were again pursuing their bloody vengeance. Being in a warlike mood, they were not particular as to whom they
War with the struck. They promptly fell upon La Barre's traders
Senecas.
But the rash Senecas
a n ( j ca ptured his merchandise.
by this act had assailed the governor's pocket, which was more
sensitive than his honour. La Barre swore that they should feel
the weight of his wrath. He raised a force of nine hundred men
and led them to the land of the Senecas. On the south shore
of Lake Ontario he encamped, and the little army, ill led and
ill fed, shrank rapidly under the pangs of fever and famine.1
In thus attacking the Senecas, La Barre had attacked the
whole confederacy; and now from every village, even to the
utmost borders of the Mohawk land, the Iroquois swarmed about
him. The whole military force of Canada was represented by
this wretched band on the Bay of Famine ; and it began to look
as if at length the Iroquois would make good their old boast and
sweep the French into the sea. But their policy said no. The
shrewd savages had begun to feel a spirit of encroachment in
the English. They felt that the English would grow too power1

The place of this unhappy encampment was known thereafter as the Bay of
Famine.
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fal if the French were out of the way. Their forest -statesmen
understood the balance of power, and withheld their hatchets
from La Barre's embarrassed followers. But their deputies went
before him and talked to him with lordly scorn. They laughed
at his threats and his demands, swore that they would not spare
the Bfinois while a man of them remained alive, and only agreed
to a treaty with the French themselves on the con- ^ ignoble
dition that La Barre should at once withdraw hfe Peacetroops. After concluding this wretched treaty La Barre was summoned back to France, and the Marquis de Denonville succeeded
to his place.
35. Denonville, Dongan, and the Iroquois. — Denonville found
Canada in a fever of indignation over La Barre's fojry, and m a
fever of fear over the grim aspect of the Indian tribes. The
northern arfies of the French were beginning to long not only
for peace with the Iroquois but for trade with the English. With
DenonviHe came a new governor for Montreal, a brave soldier
and politic ruler called de daHieres. In internal affairs Canada
now enjoyed unwonted peace, for the governor, the intendant,
the bishop, and the Jesuits all were of one mind. Soon lifter his
coming Denonvrfie concluded that before all things Denonvffle
the Senecas must be humbled. He made urgent SrusJthe
appeal to France for more soldiers. These he got, Senecas but slowly; and slowly his scheme ripened. Meanwhile, however, he kept his purpose a secret even from his intimates at
Quebec; and toward the Iroquois he used a mixture of flattery
and firmness, planning to ward off their attack until he should
be in readiness for it.
Between Denonville in Quebec and Dongan in New York now
ensued a duel of intrigue, though their royal masters, Louis XIV
of France and Tames II of England, were on terms |
J

°

Dongan's mthe Indians.

of excellent 0good-will. Blind to the problems of fate trigues with
m the New World, the two monarchs had made
treaty of neutrality, fixing perpetual peace between their North
American possessions. But other eyes had a clearer view than
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theirs. The strife was for the mastery of the west. - The farseeing Dongan used his utmost art — flattering chiefs, bribing
Coureurs des Bois, paying high prices, and bartering with good
merchandise — to turn the trade of the northern and western
Indians from the St. Lawrence to the Hudson. The rivalry between these two trade routes is active and undecided to this
day, . Dongan sent his traders into the land beyond the Lakes,
where hitherto had gone no white man but the French. They
won a cordial welcome from the Indians; and to counteract their
influence, to keep the fur-trade from turning its full stream toward
New. York, required the utmost efforts of men like Duluth and
Perrot, whom the tribes loved much and feared more.
Dongan's policy was to coop the French hard and fast in the
valley of the St. Lawrence; a policy which was being well secThe policy of onded by the raids of the New Englanders on Acadie,
andthe^ 06 ' a n c i by the planting of English posts on Hudson Bay.
^gShwio- The policy of the French —which de Courcelles,
nies,
Talon, Frontenac, La Salle, Denonville, all more or
less consciously strove to follow — was to enclose, the English
settlements in a vast sphere of French influence, leaving them
none of the continent but that strip of Atlantic coast on which
they had already taken root. Denonville, in spite of the treaty,
sent a force up suddenly to Hudson's Bay, and surprised three
English forts | in that region. This expedition was commanded
by the Chevalier de Troyes, of Montreal, under whom went one
who afterwards made his mark in Canadian history, the intrepid
d'Iberville.
•'
To both Denonville and Dongan now occurred the idea that a
fort at Niagara would give an immense advantage to whichever
The Niagara s ^ e should succeed in placing it there. Both began
region.
scheming to that end. As the desired site was in the
land of the Senecas, the opinion of that unbending people had to
he considered. While New York and Quebec were thus pitted
1

Forts Albany, Hayes, and Rupert. This attack was in the interests of the
" Company of the North," established to rival the " Company of Hudson Bay."
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against each other in the continental duel, the powerful New
England colonies looked on with small concern. Even so early
as 1680 did Boston lack interest in New York.
In 1687 Denonville deemed the time ripe for bringing the
Senecas to their knees. He mustered swiftly a strong force and
moved up the St. Lawrence. Then he committed a Denonville!s
treachery only to be matched by that of Charnisay, toacliery'
— an act so base that we cease to be astonished at the later bar-.
barities of the Iroquois. He invited a number of chiefs to a
conference at Fort Frontenac. As soon as he got them within
his walls he seized them, and sent them to France as slaves to
be worked to death in the King's galleys. To swell the number
of these unfortunates he went on to ravage two villages of neutral
Iroquois, who had long been thriving peacefully in the neighbourhood of Fort Frontenac. This act, in its brutality, was much like
the raids of the African slave-hunter, save that the women and
children thus captured — at least such of them as did not die of
fear and pestilence in their crowded quarters — were christianized,
and distributed among the Mission villages.
This memorable deed achieved, Denonville darted across the
lake to surprise the Senecas. He was unexpectedly reinforced by
a large body of Coureurs des Bois, Hurons, Ottawas, ^he Senecas
and other northern Indians, gathered by Duluth and chastised Durantaye and brought down in haste from Michilimackinac. The
Senecas made a brief but fierce resistance in front of their chief
town, and then scattered to the forests. All their towns were laid
in ashes, their stores of corn and droves of swine destroyed, and
a blow was dealt them from which the tribe never quite recovered.
Then Denonville marched to Niagara, built the long-proposed fort,
and left therein a garrison of one hundred men.
Denonville had scored a triumph; but now came upon the
colony a season of anguish. Blazing with rage and uoquois
hate at Denonville's treachery, and eager to avenge retaliation *
the defeat of the Senecas, the whole confederacy of the Iroquois
darted like wolves at the throat of Canada. They made no united
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movement, such as the disciplined force of the French might have
beaten back; but they hunted in small bands, swift and noiseless
as shadows. They left behind them smoking ruins, and the
charred bodies of their victims bound to stakes of torture. Every
settlement was in a state of siege; and men could move about
only in strong bands armed to the teeth. Every seigneurial
mansion was made a fortress, in which the retainers might take
refuge with their families and possessions. To add to the misery
of the time a plague of smallpox ran through the settlements, fatal
as the Iroquois hatchet.
Unable to protect the country against an enemy whom he could
not bring to bay, Denonville now desired peace, and deputies were
.Negotiations iuvited to meet him in Montreal. But they had been
for peace.
They would have no talk of
w e n taught by Dongan.
peace, save on condition that their stolen chiefs should be brought
back and the fort at Niagara destroyed. Dongan's interference
was now open. He justified it on the ground that all the Iroquois
were under English protection, and that Denonville's attack on
the Senecas was an invasion of English territory. Denonville sent
away the delegates, refusing to treat with them on account of their
arrogant bearing. Then, in a short time, the Iroquois grew tired
of the war, probably fearing another French army among the
lodges, or considering that it was time for them to discourage the
pretensions of New York. They sent new delegates to Montreal,
to treat with Denonville on his own terms. Pending a formal
treaty a truce was agreed upon; and the delegates, leaving
hostages, returned to the council-fire of the five tribes.
36. Kondiaronk, u t h e Rat," kills the Peace. The Lachine
Massacre.—The proposed peace, though a boon to the French,
The craft of meant ruin to the Hurons of Michilimackinac, who had
Kondiaronk. a uj e( i themselves with Denonville only on his pledge
that there should be no peace till the Iroquois were crushed. The
Hurons knew that Denonville could not protect them from, the
rage of the Iroquois. They were to be sacrificed. But one of
their chiefs, known as Kondiaronk, or " the Rat," was a man of
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great capacity and resource. He resolved to make peace impossible. Lying in wait for the envoys, who were on their way to
Montreal to sign the treaty, he fell upon them with his Hurons,
killed one, and captured the rest, claiming that he was acting on
Denonville's own orders. The envoys protested hotly against the
outrage, declaring that they were accredited ambassadors on the
way to conclude peace with the French. This tale Kondiaronk
heard with assumed amazement; and then, cursing Denonville for
having led him into an act of such treachery, he loaded his prisoners with gifts and set them free, retaining one of them to be
adopted, as he said, in place of a Huron slain in the attack.
Then he hastened home to Michilimackinac, only pausing at Fort
Frontenac to puzzle the commander with these mysterious words
— " I have killed the peace. We'll see how the governor is going
to get out of this affair." At Michilimackinac no one knew of
truce or proposed treaty, and to the French commander of the
fort Kondiaronk handed over his Iroquois prisoner as a spy.
The unhappy captive shouted his story, but it was not believed ;
and as a spy he was burned. Then Kondiaronk set free another
Iroquois prisoner, bidding him go and show his people the
treachery of the French. Thus the peace was well killed. In
vain did Denonville explain and protest, for the villainy now laid
to his charge was no more than that of which he had before
been guilty. The Iroquois would not be duped again. Silently
they brooded a hideous vengeance.
Meanwhile Dongan had been recalled; but his successor,
Major Andros, though he sought to restrain the Iroquois from
attacking Canada, was not less firm in his assertion of H
0
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tion of Fort Niagara, To Denonville and to Callieres Denonviu«
And C&lli&r&s

it now appeared that the only hope of peace lay in
the expulsion of the English from the continent. They laid before
the King a plan for the capture of New York and Albany.
At last, after months of suspense, fell the stroke of Iroquois
vengeance. This was the massacre of Lachine, the most appal-
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ling event in Canadian annals. On the night of August 4th,
1689, under cover of storm and darkness, fifteen hundred IroThe massacre quois stole noiselessly into the village of Lachine,
atLachine. a t t k e U p p e r enr\ 0 f Montreal Island. Noiselessly
they scattered among the dwellings. Then, with sudden wild
screeches, they beat in door and window, and pounced upon the
sleepers in their beds. Blessed were they who died thus in the
first rage of the attack. Others — men, women, and children
aljke— were dragged forth, tied to stakes, and tortured with
unspeakable cruelties by the red glare of their blazing homes.
The pen shrinks from relating the horrors of that night. Montreal
was paralyzed with fear, and the hearts of men became like water.
A body of two hundred troops, under an officer named Subercase,
was encamped some miles from Lachine; and as soon as the
horrible tidings came this gallant leader marched against the
butchers. But Denonville ordered him back within the walls of
a strong outpost named Fort Roland. Fiercely protesting, he was
forced to obey and leave the captives to their fate. Then the
little garrison of Fort R£my, attempting to reach Fort Roland,
was cut to pieces. In Montreal and Fort Roland there were
troops enough to have crushed the enemy, but manhood seems
to have fled from their leaders, the brave Subercase excepted.
The Iroquois stayed upon the island just as long as it pleased
them, and then marched off with their prisoners; and from the
walls of Montreal men watched their friends and kinsfolk borne
away to a death of nameless agonies.
Canada lay stricken faint with panic; and from her terror
went up a prayer for the strong hand of Frontenac. Meanwhile
The return
James II had been driven from the throne of Engof Frontenac. j a n ( ^ a n d | | h i s s t e a d r e j g n e ( i William of Orange, the
mortal enemy of France. War had been declared between him
and Louis. Denonville was recalled. And Frontenac, his faults
forgotten in the face of the need that summoned him, was already
on his way back to Canada (1689).
Meanwhile what of Acadie, and what of Newfoundland ? From
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the Treaty of Br£da in 1667 to the time when Frontenac came
back to save Canada, nearly a quarter of a century, was a period of
little event in Acadian story. Governor succeeded Affairs in
governor, and each in turn strove to make the most Acadie of his brief hour by illicit sale of brandy to the Indians and by
a smuggling trade with the English. But population grew steadily though slowly, and spread to the fertile regions about the
head of the Bay of Fundy. In 1671 Acadie had white inhabitants
to the. number of four hundred and, forty-one, including the soldiers on the Penobscot. It must be remembered that if Acadie's
population was smaller, her territory was large, and took in a
goodly extent of Maine. By 1685, however, the population had
doubled, partly by immigration and partly by natural increase;
and thenceforth the settlements at Chignecto and Grand Pre" grew
steadily, remote from the troubles of Port Royal, till the great ruin
of a later century overtook them. The picturesque figure of this
period is the brave but lawless wood-ranger, baron, lord of squaws,
seigneur of savages, St. Castin, who dwelt in his strong post on the
Penobscot and kept the gates of Acadie against the encroachments
of New England. St. Castin had married a daughter of the great
chief Matakando; and his influence, backed by fear and sweetened by gifts, was felt in all the tribes of Acadie.
As far as Newfoundland is concerned, all the half century preceding the accession of William of Orange to the English throne
(1689) is little more than a blank in her story. The great fishmerchants of the west of England held her in their selfish grasp;
and lest their fisheries should in some way be hindered, laws were
passed forbidding settlement on the island. A resident population of one thousand in all, just enough to look after 1JM . .
'
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boats and gear in winter, was the utmost that the fish- Newfound°

land,

ing-lords would allow; and no one could build or even
repair a house without a license from England. It is not strange
that population grew slowly. The wonder is that any were found
so bold or so obstinate as to force themselves in against so surly a
reception. The main point of interest in this period is the begin-.
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ning of the French fisheries question. As early as 1635 *^e French
got leave to dry fish on the Newfoundland shores, on a payment of
five per cent, of the produce. Pushing this privilege to the utmost,
they planted a strong and well-fortified colony at Placentia (1660).
Fifteen years later they induced Charles II to remit the five per
cent, payment. Then they reached out sturdily in every direction,
till a large part of the island was in their hands. When at length
King William made war on Louis XIV, the encroachment of France
in Newfoundland was given as one of his reasons*
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CHAPTER VIII.
SECTIONS : — 37,

FRONTENAC STRIKES THE ENGLISH COLONIES.
38, PHIPS AT PORT ROYAL AND AT QUEBEC MADELEINE DE LA
VERCHERES. DEATH OF FRONTENAC 39, D'IBERVILLE IN H U D SON BAY, ACADIE, AND NEWFOUNDLAND. 40, W A R OF THE SPANISH SUCCESSION.
FINAL CONQUEST OF ACADIE. 41, REPOSE,
PROGRESS, AND WESTERN EXPANSION.

37, Frontenac strikes the English Colonies. — T h e great
Louis was now at the summit of his splendour; and it seemed
that in the New World only was his word not law. combined
There the rude English thwarted his plans, there the BewCYork"
presumptuous Iroquois slaughtered his people. H e abandone *«
resolved to put into effect the scheme of Denonville and Callieres.
H e would do nothing less than uproot the New York colony. His
purpose was a wholesale expatriation of the eighteen thousand
Dutch and English settlers, in comparison with which the later
expatriation of the Acadians by the English would appear quite
insignificant. The scheme was daring; but the means which
Louis provided for executing it were laughably insufficient. Two
ships, bearing about sixteen hundred soldiers, were ordered to
Chedabucto harbour, in Acadie, there to await instructions.
Frontenac, immediately on his arrival at Quebec, was to organize
a land-force, and invade New York by way of the Richelieu, sending word to the ships at Chedabucto when his army was ready to
start, in order that the two forces might cooperate. But endless
delays ensued in the fitting of the ships, and further delays from
head-winds in crossing the ocean; and when the ships reached
H
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Chedabucto the season was so far gone that Frontenac saw himself
forced to give up the enterprise.
Though lacking both troops and money, Frontenac put new life
into Canadian hearts, and the Indians felt the firmness of his
hand. He had brought back the Iroquois chiefs so
Frontenac
resolves to
basely kidnapped by Denonville; and these, after
strike the
English colO winning by. his kindness their fast friendship, he sent
nies.
home loaded with gifts. But by this time so low had
sunk the French prestige, and so diligent were the intrigues of the
English traders, that all the northern and western tribes were on
the point of making peace with the Iroquois, and going over in a
body to the English. Frontenac saw that he must strike the English at once, and strike hard enough to revive in Indian breasts
the old terror of his name. In silent haste he organized three
war-parties, made up of the fierce and hardy Canadian bushrangers, and of Christian Indians from the missions. These he
launched through the wilderness in the dead of winter, against the
English borders. One band started from Quebec, one from Three
Rivers, and one from Montreal. That from Montreal, after a
march of terrible hardship under which less mighty sinews must
The raid on have failed, drew near the village of Schenectady on
Schenectady. ^Q Hudson. Its palisades were buried in snow-drifts,
the gates stood open and unguarded, the villagers slept in what
they deemed security. On a sudden the still and piercing cold of
the midnight air was loud with war-whoops ; and the bewildered
villagers awoke to find the knives of their enemies at their throats.
The massacre was indescribable, and for a time the Christian
Indians of the party committed their atrocities unchecked. Then
the French interfered to save the poor remnant of the captives.
A Mr. Glen, who in former days had treated with kindness such
French prisoners as came in his way, was living across the river
from Schenectady. H e put his house in a state of defence and
prepared to sell his life dearly; but the French declared they
were not his enemies, but his debtors. They not only protected his
family and his property, but gave up to him such of the captives,
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with their possessions, as he claimed to be his kin. The Indians
grumbled that Glen's kinsfolk were astonishingly numerous. The
French made no long stay at Schenectady, but hastened back to
Montreal with the tidings of their feat. Of the other two parties,
that from Three Rivers stole upon the sleeping village of Salmon
Falls, in New Hampshire. The terrible scenes of Schenectady
were repeated. Men and women, old and young, were butchered;
the settlement was laid in ashes; and many poor wretches who
escaped the hatchet were starved or frozen in the The raids on
woods. Such prisoners as were taken here, however, fnlFcasco S
were guarded from the Indians, and sent in safety to B a y '
Quebec. Then the third party arrived, and the combined force
moved down Casco Bay. Here they met a sharp resistance. For
several days the New Englanders held out. When at last they
surrendered the fort, it was upon honourable terms, and on solemn
pledge of protection from the Indians. But with shameless brutality the pledge was broken. The captives were handed over
to the scalping-knife and the stake; while fort and village were
levelled to the ground. The stain of this vile treachery must rest
upon Portneuf, the chief in command of the united force. The
Three Rivers party, under leadership of Hertel, had shown itself
bloody in assault, indeed, but honourable in triumph (1690).
Throughout Canada the effect of these blows was visible at
once. The north-west tribes made haste to propitiate Frontenac,
trembling to see that his hand was heavy as of old. Success
seemed all at once to fill the air. A band of Canadian rangers,
after meeting and cutting to pieces a war-party of the Iroquois,
brought down to Montreal a vast store of furs which had for three
years been accumulating at Michilimackinac. They had been kept
back by fear of the Iroquois. This arrival set flowing once more
in Canada the long stagnant currents of trade j and the people
nraieed heaven for their strong-handed governor. But meanwhile
tne strict^n colonies of New York and New England were aflame.
The blows Vtliich they had suffered were not those of civilized warfare. The atrocities committed at Casco, Salmon Falls, Schenec-
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tady, lighted in the hearts of the English colonists a thirst for
vengeance never to be quenched as long as the flag of the lilies
floated in New France. The fight for New World empire now
became, not a contest of policy merely, but a death-grapple of
mutual hate.
38. Sir William Phips at Port Royal and at Quebec. Madeleine
de la Vercheres. Death of Frontenac. — The English colonies
sir William n o w appointed delegates to meet in convention at New
ures Portt_
York and discuss the common peril. Finding that there
R
al
°Y w a s no help just then to be got from Great Britain,
New England and New York together resolved upon the conquest
of Canada. First the New Englanders sent out a force to.destroy
the hornets' nest of Acadie, whence they had been stung so often.
The expedition consisted of seven small vessels under Sir William
Phips (1690). Port Royal was in no condition for defence, its
ramparts were ruinous, its guns half dismounted; but Menneval,
the governor, put on so bold a face that Phips gave him honourable
terms. When he saw, however, the weakness of the place, which
he might have had for the taking, the very commercial New England captain felt that he had been cheated. On a flimsy pretext
he pillaged fort and church, and carried off Menneval and his
garrison as prisoners of war. Such of the private citizens as would
take the oath of allegiance to England were left undisturbed. The
rest were shamelessly plundered. But justice bids Canadians confess that there were no brutal atrocities, such as had stained the
French attacks of the previous winter. On the return of Phips to
Boston with his booty, a combined assault on Canada was organized. The great colony of Massachusetts was to send a fleet
against Quebec, while New York despatched an army to Montreal.
Phips was put in charge of the fleet; while the land-force was led
by Colonel Winthrop.
The expedition against Montreal (1690) was unlucky from the
beginning. Sickness broke out among the troops; the supply of
canoes and food was insufficient; the Iroquois failed to keep
their promises of aid; and the main body of the force got no
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further than Lake Champlain. A little band of volunteers, however, was allowed to go forward; and the great enterprise at last
fizzled out in a border raid on the village of La Prairie. „ .,
°

Failure ol

Frontenac was then at Montreal, dancing the war- wmthrop's
°
expedition
dance with the Indians of Michilimackinac. While he against
Montreal,
was planning a sharp reprisal for this thrust, he got
news which sent him in hot haste back to Quebec. De Callieres,
Montreal's brave governor, was bidden to follow with all his troops,
and to muster the militia of the seigneuries on his way. The
New England fleet was already at Tadousac.
Quebec, since Frontenac's return, had had its defences much
strengthened, particularly on the landward and weaker side.
Now they were hastily reinforced with huge beams and casks full
of stone. The batteries of the Upper Town and along the river's
edge were made ready for action. About twenty-seven hundred
regular troops and militia were gathered within the walls. The
Beauport and Beaupr6 shores below the city, where the enemy might
seek to land, were guarded by Canadian woodsmen. At dawn of
an October morning, when all was in readiness, the hostile ships
appeared, slowly rounding the green shores of Orleans Island.
Sir William Phips had thirty-two vessels, large and small, and
a force of about twenty-two hundred men. When he found himself face to face with his heavy task, the stupendous phips ^fore
rock of Quebec with its ramparts and its batteries may QueDec*
well have daunted his rough spirit. There was stir of military
pomp in the city, and the Fleur de Lys flapped defiantly on the
clear autumnal air. But if the New Englander felt any hesitation,
it did not now appear. He sent a herald into the city to demand
capitulation within an hour. Blindfolded, and by devious ways,
the messenger was led up to Frontenac's chateau, where, in the
midst of an imposing company, he delivered his curt message
and laid his watch upon the table. But Quebec was not Port
Royal. The French officers reddened angrily at the words of
Phips, and fiery short was Frontenac's reply that his guns would
give his answer.
flp|
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After some delay the attack began. Major Walley, the second
in command, with thirteen hundred men and some small fieldpieces, courageously forced a landing on the Beauport shore, while
the ships opened fire on the town. The plan was that this landPhips
force should assail the city in the rear under cover of
defeated
the bombardment. But the raw New England troops,
and Quebec
delivered.
harassed ceaselessly by the nimble Indian skirmishers
and opposed by a battalion of hardy Canadian veterans, were
foiled in every attempt to cross the Charles. After three days of
battle, half-starved and half-frozen, they sullenly retreated to their
ships. They left five of their cannon stuck in the Beauport mud;
but they had acquitted themselves, as their enemies said, like men.
As for the bombardment, it had proved innocent enough against
the strong walls of the city; while the ships, on the other hand,
had been riddled by the guns of the batteries. Phips realized, at
last, the magnitude of his undertaking. He withdrew behind Isle
d'Orleans to repair his battered hulls; and then sailed back with
his chagrin to Boston. By this defeat Massachusetts was overwhelmed in mortification and in debt; but Canada held services
of praise in all her churches, and dedicated a chapel to " Notre
Dame de la Victoire." At the King's command a medal was
struck bearing this inscription: — FRANCIA IN NOVA ORBE VICTRIX; KEBECA LIBERATA A.D. MDCXC.
For the next few years the history of Canada presents but a
series of raids and counter-raids, together with bitter internal strife
between Frontenac and his followers on the one side, the Bishop
and the Jesuits on the other. In this quarrel the King was compelled to interfere; and Frontenac appears to have had the best
of it. Among the disasters of the period stands out the massacre of
La Chesnaye, wherein the inhabitants of a whole village
The heroine
of la Ver-r
were slain or taken captive by the Iroquois. Among
cheres.
the heroic deeds of the time shines that of Madeleine de
la Vercheres. This girl of fourteen, daughter of the Seigneur de la
Vercheres, dwelt in what has been called the '* Castle Dangerous "
of Canada, so exposed was it to Iroquois assault. One morning,
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when her father was away at Quebec, her people out at labour in
the fields, and she left in the fort with only two soldiers, her two
younger brothers, and an old man of eighty for garrison, the
Iroquois came. The men gave up in instant despair; but the
heroic girl shamed and threatened them back to manhood. By
a show of confidence she held the savages at bay till a few women
from the fields gained the fort; and she conducted the defence
so tirelessly and shrewdly that for a week the enemy were foiled.
She found no mean assistants in her two small brothers, twelve
and ten years old, who handled their guns with wondrous skill and
hardihood. Thus the exigencies of the time made heroes of our
women and our children. When help arrived from Montreal,
instead of smoking ruins and nameless horrors, they found the
garrison safe and a girl of fourteen in command.
In 1696 Frontenac led a strong force into the heart of the
Iroquois country. These proudest of savages durst not face him
in battle, but fled at his coming. He burned the chief towns of
the Onondagas, including the great council-house of the.whole
confederacy; and he devastated the land of the Oneidas. This
energetic action steadied once more the ever-wavering tribes of
north and west; and it brought the Iroquois envoys to Quebec
with prayers and wampum belts. While negotiations Death of
of peace were dragging on, there came word that F*011*611210England and France had settled their difficulties by the Treaty of
Ryswick (1697). In November of the following year, dauntless
and a ruler of men to the last, the old lion of Canada died (1698).
39. D'Iberville in Hudson Bay, Acadie, and Newfoundland. — or
Before pursuing events across the threshold of the century, we
must go back a few years and see what was being done in the
Acadian land. Besides the great struggle over the Three centres
possession of the Lakes and the Mississippi, in which North e m
Canada and New York engaged with so much heat, Amenc^there were three other centres of strife in North America. Amid
the icy desolation of Hudson Bay, and about the austere coasts of
Newfoundland, France and England were at each other's throats;
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while along between New England and Acadie was a line of blood
and fire.
On Hudson Bay, after the capture of the three forts, Hayes,
Albany, and Rupert, as described in an earlier chapter, only the
post of Fort Nelson remained to England. Late in the war the
DTberville in valiant d'Iberville, fresh from triumphs in Acadie and
Hudson Bay. Newfoundland, entered Hudson Bay and met there
three armed English merchantmen. These, after a hot fight, were
captured; and soon afterwards Fort Nelson shared their fate.
Thus all the Hudson Bay region was brought under the flag of
the Bourbons, — but only to be handed back to England by the
Treaty of Ryswick (1697). ,
As for Acadie, she had long been neglected in favour of the
St. Lawrence valley. Though desirable in herself, she was not considered so vital a part of the edifice of French power
Disputed
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in America. Her borders were continually changing
hands. The French claimed the line of the Kennebec as the western limit of Acadie; and near the mouth of this
river stood the fort of Pemaquid, a bone of contention from its
birth. The New Englanders claimed that Acadie's western border was the river St. Croix, which now divides New Brunswick
from Maine. If, however, Acadie was somewhat neglected by
the government, she was by no means forgotten by the Church.
Among the Abenakis of the Kennebec and Penobscot, the Melicites of the St. John, and the Micmacs of the peninsula, the
influence of the missionaries dwelling among them was all but
supreme.
We have seen Phips capturing Port Royal in 1690, before his
great repulse at Quebec. But though he took it, he could not hold
i t ; and soon after he left, the French resumed possession. The
new governor, Villebon, to be safer from Massachusetts visitors,1

"0i ! The remoteness of the Nashwaak Fort did not save it from attack. In the
autumn of 1696 it received a visit from a Massachusetts force under Colonel Hawthorne and old Ben Church, the scourge of the Canadian settlements. The New
Englanders, however, were beaten off by Villebon and his Indian allies; and their
sloops made all haste out of the river.
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removed his headquarters to.the mouth of the Nashwaak stream,
opposite the point now occupied by Fredericton (1692). Here
he built a palisaded fort, whence he directed the
x

Border war-

bloody raids of the Indians against the border settle- fare between
0

Acadie and

ment of New England. On these raids Baron St. Cas- New England,
tin did deadly service. The defenceless villages of
York and Oyster Bay were laid waste, their ruins reeking with the
blood of women and children; but at Wells the raiders were beaten
off by a handful of setders in a block house. These barbarities
were regarded by Frontenac as a necessity, in order to hearten
his Indian allies and prevent them going over to the English. It
must be remembered, in explanation rather than excuse, that a
vein of cruelty had been temporarily excited in the Canadians by
the fiendish cruelties which they had themselves suffered from the
Iroquois. To their captives, however, they were by no means
cruel. They treated their prisoners so kindly that many of these
were most reluctant to be ransomed or exchanged.
In 1692 the New Englanders rebuilt Fort William Henry, at
Pemaquid, which had been destroyed by the Indians. This
time they made it a strong stone structure. It jutted out into
the sea, and was a ceaseless threat to the Abenakis, cutting off
their expeditions along the coast. A few years later the French
sent d'lberville with two ships of war to reduce it. i
r
D'IberviUe
D'lberville sailed into the Bay of Fundy to take on destroys Fort
.

.

.

.

William

board Villebon and his Indians. There he fell in with Henry at
Pemaquid.
two English frigates and a Boston sloop, and a fierce
but unequal battle took place. One of the English frigates was
captured, when on the point of sinking under the enemy's heavy
broadsides; and the other two vessels escaped in the thick fog
which had closed about the struggle. The victor then sailed on
to Pemaquid, a swarm of St. Castin's Abenakis following in their
canoes to aid in the destruction of the hated fort. When summoned to surrender, the commandant of Fort William Henry
replied with fine defiance; but on St. Castin's hint that if his
Indians should be enraged by a stubborn resistance he would not
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be able to restrain them, the New Englander's valour weakened.
On tasting the effect of a few shells from d'lberville's big guns,
the remnant of it quite faded out, and the fort capitulated. DTberville sent the prisoners away under guard, to protect them from
the Indians,-who hated the commandant, Chubb, for some past
treacheries. The fort was levelled to the ground.
After this triumph a daring scheme for the capture of Boston
was elaborated, but it fell to pieces through various delays and
D'iberviUe's accident. DTberville, however, continued his exploits.
Newfound- He sailed with his little force to Newfoundland, wheie
land
*
at this time (1696) the French had but one settlement,
the strong, fortified colony of Placentia Bay. The English had a
fort and settlement at St. John's, with undefended fishing hamlets
along the shores, besides a fortified post at Bonavista. Acting
with the governor of Placentia, one Brouillan by name, d'lberville took St. John's and laid it in ashes. Then, separating from
Brouillan, he led his little band with great sufferings through the
winter wilderness, and ravaged all the English settlements but
Bonavista and Carbonear. He was making ready to complete
the conquest, when with spring came orders for him to go to
Hudson Bay.1 How he fared there we have seen in a former
paragraph. Having achieved all these successes in the north,
d'lberville 1 turned his invincible energies toward the south and
founded for France the great colony of Louisiana.
By the Treaty of Ryswick, in which William III gained the
formal recognition of Europe and the hopes of James II were
The Treaty forever crushed, France and England restored to each
of Ryswick. other a n places taken in the war. As far as the colonies were concerned, these eight years of bloodshed had brought
the question of New World empire no nearer a solution. They
1

D'lberville was a native Canadian, and of a true Canadian type. He was a
son of Charles le Moyne of Montreal, a man distinguished for his bravery and for
his services to Canada. The greatest of these services may be counted the gift
of his eleven sons, ot whom d'lberville was the greatest, but all were renowned,
D'lberville was born in Montreal in 1661, and died in Cuba, 1706.
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had well opened men's eyes, however, especially the eyes of the
colonists themselves, to the real nature of the struggle and the
real points at issue. There could now be no lasting peace till
one side or the other should be acknowledged master of the
continent. Soon after Frontenac's death his policy- was seen
triumphant. Callieres, his successor, concluded a lasting peace
with the Iroquois, who never.again gave any serious trouble. The
tribes of north and south grew steady in their allegiance to France.
All this was Frontenac's work, which Callieres but completed for
him.
40. War of the Spanish Succession. Final Conquest of
Acadie. — The peace sealed by the Treaty of Ryswick lasted but
five years. Then, in 1702, broke out the war known to history
as the War of the Spanish Succession. France and
_
r
The War of
Spain fought against England, Austria, and Holland, the Spanish
.
.
.
Succession,
to decide what prince should sit on the Spanish throne.
As far as France and England were concerned, this was really a
colonial war. The question.of supremacy in the New World was
at issue. Louis XIV wished to put his grandson, Philip of Anjou,
on the throne of Spain, in order that France might share in
the huge trade monopoly of Spanish America, and that the two
powers together might crush out the commercial life of the English colonies, as well as. the ocean trade of England herself. The
war, therefore, was not a war of kings but a war of commerce.
The question of the Spanish crown was a question of the English
pocket. England and her allies resolved that not Philip, but t h e
Austrian Archduke Charles, a prince hostile to Louis, should rule
the destinies of Spain. The great battles which England's general, Marlborough, fought and won in Europe — Blenheim, Ramifies, Oudenarde, Malplaquet—were battles for New World empire,
just as much as if they had been fought on the St. Lawrence,
the St. John, or the Hudson.
In America, however, the struggle took the form of what the
French called petite guerre, — a war of petty raids and surprises.
French privateers scourged the English coast settlements, while
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the blustering old Puritan, Ben Church, with his fleet of Massachusetts whale-boats, harried the Acadian villages around the head
of the Bay of Fundy. The English colonies were
Petty warfare.
rapidly growing in wealth and population, but for lack
of united action they were feeble in war. A scheme of union was
proposed, and heartily approved by King William; but the colonies, jealous and suspicious of each other from the beginning,
turned a deaf ear to it. In Acadie the fort on the N^shwajjfe
lost its importance, and Port Royal again became the capital.
Early in this war Boston sent another fleet to capture Port Royal,
hating it as the lair of the French privateers who marred her
commerce ; but the attack was ignominiously beaten off. Meanwhile the Marquis de Vaudreuil, who had succeeded Callieres as
governor of Canada, despatched a war-party of French and Indians under Hertel, who crept laboriously through the wilderness
and fell upon the defenceless village of Haverhill on the Merrimac. The old story of ruthless massacre was repeated, women
and children falling under the hatchet. Prisoners and booty in
abundance were carried off to Quebec.
This outrage stirred up the colonies to a fury which nothing
less than the conquest of Canada would appease. As in former
schemes, this was to be accomplished by two invaSchemes
and counter sions at once. Quebec was to be assailed by water,
schemes.
and Montreal by land. When rumour of the scheme
reached Canada, Vaudreuil set himself to checkmate it by an invasion of New York. Scheme and counter-scheme alike came to
nothing. The ships which were to have sailed from England for
Quebec were turned at the last moment against the Spaniards.
The army which should have taken Montreal got no further than
Lake Champlain, where the Iroquois, pursuing their old policy,
withdrew their support. An epidemic, also, weakened the troops,
and robbed them of all heart. Vaudreuil's expedition fared no
better, but melted away by desertion and disobedience before it
came in sight of the English borders.
But the colonies were now well aroused. In 1709 an expedi-
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tion under Colonel Nicholson, made up of English ships and
colonial soldiers, was organized for the capture of Quebec. By
the time it was ready winter was close at hand. It
was too late to attempt Quebec, with the risk of being ^^es^ort
entrapped by the ice; but Acadie lay within reach. renameslt
Port Royal was now commanded by the brave Suber- RO"1^0118
case ; but it was ill fortified, ill provisioned, and almost
without ammunition. When Nicholson's swarm of ships appeared
in the harbour, Subercase knew his plight was hopeless. But he
put on a bold front, and resisted so hody for a time that he got
honourable terms for his half-starved garrison. With flying colours
and the pomp of drums and bugle's he marched his tattered troops
out of the fort; and Port Royal passed, this time finally, into the
keeping of England. Nicholson changed its name to Annapolis
Royal, in honour of Queen Anne. He repaired its defences, and
left it with a strong garrison. On the heels of his departure came
the fierce old woodsman, St. Castin, with the hordes of his Indians,
and laid close siege to Annapolis Royal; but the New Englanders
came safely through this peril and at last the wearied Indians
stole away.
Having secured Acadie, Nicholson set his heart upon Quebec.
England had scored such triumphs in Europe that she could now
spare troops for America. Seven of Marlborough's best regiments, victors at Oudenarde and Ramilies, were sent „&, I
*
The failure of
out under General Sir John Hill; and the transports sir Hoveden
•> \

n

r rr

Walker,

containing them were convoyed by a fleet of fifteen
war-ships under Admiral Sir Hoveden Walker. This great force
gathered at Boston to perfect the plan of attack. As usual, an
army for the capture of Montreal was organized on the Hudson.
It looked as if the inevitable hour had at last come for New
France; but Vaudreuil strengthened the defences of Quebec,
posted his veteran troops at Chambly to cover Montreal, and
awaited the blow. The blow never fell. Admiral Walker was
both obstinate and incompetent The elements, moreover, fought
against him. When at length he entered the St. Lawrence he
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laughed at the warnings of his pilot and led his fleet too near the
northern shore. Among the fatal reefs and shoals of the Egg
Islands, eight of his tall battle-ships were shattered; and that
desolate coast was sown thick with wreckage and the bodies of
the drowned. Stunned by the calamity, Walker fled away to England with the fragments of his ill-starred force; and every steeple
in Canada rang with the joy of the great deliverance (1710).
• The land-force, under Nicholson, had left Albany some weeks
after the sailing of Walker from Boston. The fatal news overtook it on Lake Champlain. There was nothing left for NicholThe Treaty s o n to do but march ingloriously home again. Three
of Utrecht. y e a r s i a t e r (171.3) the Treaty of Utrecht brought
peace, a peace which marked an enormous expansion of the
power and glory of England. From Spain she wrested the
Asiento Contract, which gave her a share in the vast traffic1 of
Spanish America. From France she forced the cession of Acadie,
Newfoundland, Hudson Bay Territory, and the rich island of St.
Christopher in the We.t Indies. France retained in Acadie the
island of Cape Breton (at that time called He Royale), the islands
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (including what is now known as
Prince Edward Island), and certain fishery rights along a part of
the Newfoundland coast. At last Fate was beginning to show
which rival she would favour.
41. Repose, Progress, and Westward Expansion.—Great
Britain, never before so powerful, was now overtopping all her
rivals in Europe, while in America she had made vast
The position
of theantago inroads upon the territory of New France. Even yet,
nists at the
Treaty of
however, one might have argued with show of reason
Utrecht.
that the future of the continent would lie rather in
the hands of France than of England. Cape Breton, the gate of
the Gulf, was French. French were the two vast waterways, the
1

The most lucrative portion of this was the slave trade. In entering upon this
iniquitous trade, England, it must be remembered, was no worse than her neighbours. The eyes of the civilized world were not then opened to the wickedness of
this crime against humanity.
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St. Lawrence and the Mississippi. French were those island
oceans, the Great Lakes; and tq France lay open all the boundless
possibilities of the west. The prospect was a fair one, and it is
not strange if she strove by secret means to keep her hold on
the hearts of the Acadians, trusting some day to win back their
treasured peninsula.
Early in the war a noted Canadian fighter and fur-trader, la
Motte Cadillac, had established a fort at Detroit, on the waterway
between Lakes Erie and Huron, thus completing the
Detroit.
chain of French supremacy in the Lake region and securing the connection between the St. Lawrence and Mississippi
routes. About this fort, an object of hatred to the English and to
the tribes in alliance with them, surged for years an almost ceaseless strife ; but the French held their own, and kept the highway
open between Canada and Louisiana. For the rest of Canada,
however, the Treaty of Utrecht began a long period of peaceful
growth. Quebec at this date had some seven thousand inhabitants, Montreal three thousand, and all the rest of Canada about
sixteen thousand.
The French now set themselves to guard the entrance to the
Gulf and secure their grip on Cape Breton. Thither were taken
the inhabitants of the Placentia Bay settlement. On 2&.i tt
j

The founding

a safe and roomy haven, then known as English Har- of Louisbour, they built the town of Louisburg. The story
of Louisburg is a romance. In its fortifications, which were of
vast extent and designed by Vauban, the most celebrated engineer
of the day, neither money nor toil was spared. So mighty a
stronghold was it made, that men knew it as the " Dunkirkjj of
America." Being the headquarters for French privateers in the
Atlantic, it was a ceaseless threat to the English colonies; and its
effect on Acadie was dangerous, for it supplied a market to the
1

Dunkirk was a fortified seaport of immense strength on the north-east coast of
France. After Louis XIV had improved its fortifications it was regarded as
impregnable.
|Jv%
iPff
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Acadians and kept them from peaceful acceptance of English rule.
Seeing this great stronghold close at hand, they could not but
think that all Acadie would be brought once more beneath the
flag of France.
During this period English colonization made no progress in
Acadie, which remained practically a French province. The
The AcaEnglish held Annapolis, formerly Port Royal, where,
dians.
^ | n jTj-gnch days, the successive governors resided.
They had also a fishing post at Canso, on the eastern extremity of
the peninsula. The Acadians dwelt on the rich lands which they
had diked in from the sea, having populous settlements on the
Annapolis River, on the Basin of Minas, and on the isthmus
connecting Nova Scotia with the mainland. These people, with
the might of Louisburg in their view, steadily refused to take the
oath of allegiance to the English Crown, unless with a reservation
that they should never be called upon to fight against France.
They professed to be strictly neutral; but in reality, stirred up
by emissaries from Quebec who strove to keep them faithful to
French interests, they aided the hostile Indians and their countrymen at Louisburg. About this time the fertile island of St. John
(now the province of Prince Edward Island) began to be taken
up by Acadian families who were unwilling to live beneath the
English sway.
In Canada there was steady progress under the long rule of
Vaudreuil. The inhabitants cultivated flax and hemp, and were
at
Growth of
length permitted to manufacture their own clothes
Canada.
Though the fur-trade was, as of
Qf foe coarser kind.
old, the main support of the colony, yet greater attention began
to be paid to the rich shore fisheries. Ship-building flourished,
and a considerable traffic in lumber, fish-oil, and pork was opened
up with the West Indies. But there was practically no immigration to Canada, such as was filling up the English colonies; and
the population grew very sluggishly. The old rivalry between
French and English remained as keen as ever, but it took forms
of stratagem and policy rather than of bloodshed. Gaining
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through their missionaries the good-will of the Senecas, the
French again planted a fortified post at Niagara, on land which
was claimed by New York as English territory. The governor of
New York retorted by the erection of a fort at Oswego, which
undid the advantages of the French post.
On the death of Vaudreuil in 1725 the Marquis de Beauharnois
was appointed governor. He turned his attention definitely to
the purpose of fencing& in the English
colonies. He
&
.
The French
proposed that no English settler should be allowed to behind the
i
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Alleghanies.

plant his cabin beyond the Alleghanies. To prevent
the spread of those tenacious pioneers further northward, Beauharnois built a strong fort at the head of the narrows of Lake
Champlain. This became the famous stronghold of Crown
Point
But the most memorable achievement of this long peace in
Canada was the opening of the far North-west by the Sieur de la
Verendrye. In 1731 Verendrye started westward from Michilimackinac with a party made up of his three sons, a bold Jesuit
missionary, and a few picked Coureurs des Bois. The Indians
had told him stories of the great Lake Ouinipon; 1 and this water
was the immediate object of his quest. By alternate paddling
and portaging through that stern wilderness north-west of Lake
Superior, he reached in the following summer a large 1
r

\
0
0
verendrye
lake which he called the Lake of the Woods. On and the great
1

r North-west,

its shores he established the stockaded trading-post of
Fort St. Charles, and here his party had a skirmish with those Iroquois of the North-west, the Sioux, in which one of his sons was
killed. From the Lake of the Woods they descended the wild
current of the Winnipeg River till they reached the lake of their
quest. Crossing its turbulent waters, Verendrye ascended Red
River, and at its junction with the Assinaboine he built Fort
Rouge, where now stands our western metropolis, the city of
1
Winnipeg. Establishing theirWinnipeg.
headquarters in these new regions,
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Verendrye and his sons explored and built trading-posts in every
direction, visiting Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegoosis, and ascending the Saskatchewan to its Forks. In their footsteps followed other Canadian traders; and great was the increase in the
stream of furs that flowed through the trading-houses of Montreal
and Quebec. At length in 1742, one of the younger Verendryes
crossed over to the Missouri, pushed up its broad and turbid
flood, and on New Year's Day, 1743, had sight of the far-off,
sky-piercing summits of the Rocky Mountains. Other Canadian
explorers, pushing eagerly northward, discovered the Athabasca
and then the Peace River, and at their junction built Fort Chippewyan. . In the meanwhile, however, the unwonted peace had
come to an end. France and England had again plunged into
the struggle.

SECTIONS: — 42,

THE W A R OF THE AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION.
PEPPERELL'S CAPTURE OF LOUISBURG.
43, LOUISBURG RE-1
TO FRANCE.
HOLD TIGHTENS ON NOVA SCOTIA. 45, FALL OF BEAUSEJOUR,
AND EXPULSION OF THE ACADIANS. 46, THE STRUGGLE IN THE
WEST.

42. The War of the Austrian Succession. Pepperell's Capture
of Louisburg. —This long peace, as far as Europe was concerned,
had been the mere repose of exhaustion. When the nations had
recovered, France and England only awaited an ex- causes of the
cuse for flying again at each other's throats. Their
rivalry in the New World had been intensifying through the
twenty-seven years of p e a c e ; and a new jealousy was growing up
between them on the thronged plains of India. The excuse for
war was given by the death of the Emperor Charles VI, who left
the throne of Austria to his daughter, Maria Theresa. 'The Salic
Law, excluding women from the throne, governed in Austria; but
Charles had set it aside and obtained, by what is known to history
as the Pragmatic Sanction, the assent of most of the European
powers. Immediately after his death, however, France, Spain,
and Bavaria sprang forward to drag down the new empress, and
to place Charles Albert of Bavaria on the throne. England threw
herself into the battle, as the champion of the young empress.
This was chivalrous; but it had a very practical basis, too, for
France and Spain were planning to crush England's colonies and
to sweep English commerce off the sea.
"5
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Presently the war broke out in Nova Scotia. The governor
of Louisburg, judging the time ripe for the recapture of the penin\ -J .
sula, sent a force of nearly a thousand men under
J

DuVmer

attacks
Annapolis.

du Vivier against Annapolis Royal.

Canso was de-

*

stroyed on the way, and its people sent prisoners to
Louisburg. Annapolis was weakly garrisoned, weakly fortified ; but
its governor, Paul Mascarene, was indomitable. Harassed night
and day he held the feeble post, not to be conquered by violence,
not to be deceived by stratagem. At length du Vivier told him that
a strong fleet was on its way from Louisburg, whose heavy guns
would knock Annapolis down about his ears. If he would capitulate at once, before the fleet's arrival, du Vivier offered honourable terms. Upon this the English officers wished to yield,
but Mascarene would not hear of it. On his refusal the baffled
du Vivier marched his troops off silently in the night.
As a retort to this attack on Annapolis the New Englanders
boldly resolved on capturing Louisburg. Governor Shirley of
Hew England Massachusetts, who planned the audacious stroke, was
a law
capture of
yer. In his ignorance of military matters he
Louisburg.
little realized the gigantic task which he was undertaking. His ignorance was in this case an advantage, since Fortune
smiled on his audacity. Shirley's plan rested upon swiftness of
action. Louisburg must be taken before it could be reinforced.
The lawyer governor showed fine powers of military organization.
In haste a force of four thousand men was gathered, chiefly
mechanics and farmers, with little discipline, but with vast enthusiasm and courage. A small fleet was raised, and in an incredibly
short time the expedition was under way. In command of it was
William Pepperell, a man of excellent capacity and reputation,
but with no experience as a soldier. He began his military life,
indeed, as leader of this great and perilous enterprise.
The expedition landed at Canso, and waited for the ice to clear
away from the front of Louisburg. Here Pepperell was joined
by four British battle-ships under Commodore Warren, who had
been ordered to cooperate with the New England army. After

LOUISBURG.
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consultation with Pepperell, Warren sailed off to blockade Louisburg harbour. On April 29th, the ice having moved off the coast,
Pepperell got his transports under way; and a hun- pepperen
dred sail, bending before a fair wind, sped along the Jng2?Gaba-"
Cape Breton coast. Early next morning the astonished r u s Ba^*
sentries on the ramparts of Louisburg saw the strange fleet entering Gabarus Bay, only five miles distant. There had been a ball
the night before; and people had barely got to sleep ere the
startling tidings aroused them. Bells pealed loud alarm; the
booming of cannon from the walls called in all hunting parties
and stragglers; and Duchambon, the governor, rushed out with a
hundred and fifty men to dispute the enemy's landing. But the
New Englanders went ashore with a dash that was irresistible,
the handful of French were driven back upon the town, and before
night the disembarkation of two thousand soldiers had been triumphantly accomplished. Pepperell's army was in camp before
Louisburg.
It must be remembered that Louisburg was so strongly fortified
that a French officer had said it might be held by an army of
women against any assault. It was built at the extremLouisburg.
ity of a low, rocky ridge jutting out into the Atlantic
between the harbour and Gabarus Bay. Behind it, on the land
side, the ground was chiefly morass, most unfriendly to the passage of troops and artillery. Strong batteries of heavy metal
crowned both landward and seaward bastions. In the mouth of
the harbour stood a powerful work known as the Island Battery;
and at the back of the inner basin frowned the guns of the Grand
Battery. Within the city, under the brave and experienced
Duchambon, stood at arms some thirteen hundred troops; and
outside lurked a strong party of French and Indians, recalled
from a raid on Annapolis, and threatening the besiegers from the
rear.
The work of reducing this mighty stronghold, of conquering its
veteran defenders, fell entirely upon the raw New England troops
with their citizen captains. The fleet under Warren threw never
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a shell into the town. But Warren did indispensable service by
keeping the harbour blockaded, and by capturing a strong supply
ship (the Vigilant, of 60 guns) which came to the relief of the
city. The glory of the achievement, however, must rest with
New England.
As soon as his troops were landed, Pepperell began forcing his
way across the morasses ' between Gabarus Bay and the walls,
erecting batteries to pound ceaselessly on the ramparts and to
drop a hail of shells into the streets. One of the harThe siege. bour defences, the exposed Grand Battery, was captured at the very beginning, by a combination of daring and good
luck; and with disastrous effect its heavy guns were turned upon
the city. The New Englanders built their batteries in such
exposed positions that the work had to be done at night, in order
to escape the point-blank volleys from the walls. To silence the
Island Battery and let the fleet enter the harbour, an outwork
was raised on Lighthouse Point, on the other side of the passage.
At length, on the landward side of the doomed fortress, the New
England guns had been pushed up to within two hundred and
fifty yards of the west gate. The desperate sallies of the besieged
had, been again and again hurled back. The walls began to
crumble under the ceaseless cannonading. The heaviest bastions
went to pieces. And the Island Battery was put to silence by the
storm of shot from Lighthouse Point.
Duchambon had defied the first summons to surrender. But
when he learned of the capture of the Vigilant; when he looked
on his. decimated garrison and his shattered ramThe capture. parts ; when he saw the fleet with its five hundred guns
making ready to sail in, and the tireless New Englanders forming
column for assault, — then he raised the white flag and asked for
terms. In acknowledgment of his brave defence he was allowed
to march out his troops with the honours of war.
On taking over the city Pepperell gave a banquet, whereat his
officers fraternized pleasantly with their vanquished foes and the
chief citizens of Louisburg. Including the garrison, he found
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nearly 5000 people in the captured stronghold. These were sent
to France. Pepperell and Warren were both rewarded, the one
with a baronetcy, the other with the rank of admiral. New England rang with martial triumph; but Canada staggered under the
unlooked-for and deadly blow (1745).
43. Louisburg restored to France. Boundary Disputes. —
To France the loss of Louisburg was intolerable. A great force,
under the Duke d'Anville, was speedily gathered at Rochelle —
thirty-nine ships of war, with a swarm of transports
carrying some of the choicest regiments of France. d'Anviiie's
• 1
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expedition.

Louisburg ana Nova Scotia were to be retaken,
Boston ravaged, and all New England snatched from English
hands. New England trembled at the tidings; and Canada sent
a strong band of her wood-rangers down into Nova Scotia to
cooperate with d'Anville on his coming. But Fortune had no
favours for the unhappy d'Anville. Before he was clear of the
French coast two of his ships were taken by English cruisers.
A succession of storms scattered the fleet, so that when, after
ruinous delays, he sailed into the rendezvous at Chebucto Bay
with two ships, he found but one other awaiting him. His mortification brought on a stroke of apoplexy, which soon proved
fatal; and fevers thinned the ranks of the troops. Presently
Admiral d'Estournelle arrived with other ships, and took command. But on him, too, Fate turned an angry face. He was
stricken with insanity, and stabbed himself with his sword. The
leadership now fell upon de la Jonquiere, a naval officer of distinction who was on his way to Quebec to relieve the governorgeneral. Meanwhile a few more of the wandering vessels had
come straggling into the rendezvous, and Jonquiere presently set out
to take Annapolis. Ere he reached his destination a great storm
blew up against him, once more scattering the fleet; and the
discouraged remnant sailed away to France. The Canadian land
expedition, in the meantime, had achieved a victory; but it was
a victory after the old bloody fashion of the Indian wars. A
company of New Englanders under Colonel Noble were in peace-
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ful occupation of Grand Pre settlement, when;the Canadians burst
upon them under cover of night and killed eighty of their number in their beds.
After the. ignominious collapse of d'Anville's expedition, the
most formidable that had ever sailed for America, France gathered her strength for another effort to recapture
Fate of
Jonquiere's
Louisburg. She sent out yet another armament,
expedition.
under Jonquiere. But Fate was on its track at
once. Off Cape Finisterre, in the Bay of Biscay, it was met by
an English fleet under the famous Anson, and utterly annihilated
(1747). Among the prisoners was Jonquiere himself, once more
balked in his effort to reach the governor's throne at Quebec.
Soon after the battle of Finisterre peace was concluded by the
Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748). The other European powers
which had Ipeen fighting were by this time tired of war; but
for France and England, both of whom now realized that the
Treatyof Aix- struggle was for nothing less than colonial empire and
la-Chape
the commerce of the world, this peace was but a
breathing spell. \ The key to the peace was Louisburg. That
stronghold formed the chief point at issue between France and
England. France was victorious in Europe, and in India she had
snatched from English grasp the rich province of Madras; but in
America she had suffered .a loss which counterbalanced all these
gains. England, on the other hand, was embarrassed by civil war.
'Her energies were required at home to crush the rising of the
Young Pretender.1 To regain Louisburg France was ready to
give up not only Madras, but all that she had gained in Europe.
Thus the remote Cape Breton stronghold bought for England an
advantageous peace; but the New Englanders, whose blood and
treasure had won the prize, were filled with indignation. Their
treasure, indeed, the mother country handed back to them; but
their other losses she could not restore.
1

Prince Charles Edward Stuart, who was striving to overthrow the Guelph
dynasty and regain the English throne for the House of Stuart.
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For eight years following the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (17481756) there was nominal peace between France and England.
But in America the quarrel over boundaries went on Boundary
as bitterly as ever, and there, was scarcely even the dxsPutes«
pretence of peace along the disputed borders of Canada and
Acadie. In India, too, the so-called peace had small effect; for
Clive and Dupleix, the opposing leaders, fought their wild battles
just as heartily as if the governments employing them were at open
war. In America the two chief centres of conflict were Nova
Scotia and the Ohio valley. Acadie had, indeed, been ceded to
England, but what Acadie meant had been left unsettled. That
active soldier and acute statesman, de la Gallissonniere, who
served as governor-general of Canada during the captivity of
Jonquiere, maintained that in the act of cession Acadie meant
only the peninsula of Nova Scotia; and he strenuously asserted
the claim of France to all that tract which now forms New Brunswick and eastern Maine. He kept up, in spite of English protest,
his posts on the isthmus of Chignecto and on the St. John River.
Along the line of the Alleghanies he proposed to settle ten thousand sturdy colonists from France, to stop the westward flow of
the English; but in this scheme King Louis would not support
him, thinking that the late wars had sufficiently depopulated his
kingdom. Foiled in his prudent purpose, he sent out one Celoron
de Bienville to mark a boundary line. This marking
J

° Celoron de

was done by means of metal plates bearing the arms BienviUe's
J

_

&

line.

of France, affixed to trees at certain intervals. At the
foot of each of these trees was buried a leaden plate inscribed
with a proclamation of ownership. The line was drawn all around
the valley of the Ohio till it reached the Alleghanies. The first to
feel its restrictions were the colonists of Pennsylvania, who were
filled with wrath when the French notified them that west of the
mountains they would not be permitted to trade. The Ohio
valley at this time was a great resort of the English traders, and to
expel them Fort Venango on the Alleghany River was built, soon
after de Bienville's expedition. The whole question of the boun-
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dary was now referred to a board of French and English commissioners meeting at Paris. For three years, from 1750 to 1753,
the problem was debated, and then the English members of the
board withdrew from the vain dispute, doubtless considering that
the sword would more speedily settle it.
On the release of Jonquiere from his captivity in England he
took his place as governor of Canada, displacing the brave Gallissonniere. With him began that reign of corrupLa Jonquiere,

and the

\

0

0

1

tion which brought such shame on Canada and con-

beginning of

.

corruption in tributed so mightily to the final overthrow of French
Canada.

.

.

.
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power on this continent. Avarice was Jonquiere s
ruling passion, and by every kind of official corruption he sought
to enrich himself. He defrauded Canada. He defrauded the
King. The revenues from liquor licenses he appropriated, and
sold these licenses to all who would pay for them, till drunkenness
ran riot in the colony. He got funds to carry on explorations in
the west, and used them, with huge profit, on mere fur-trading
ventures. When at length the complaints of Canada won tardy
attention in France, and he was called to account, the old miser
died in time to escape the expenses of a trial. The Marquis du
Quesne was made governor In his stead. But the example which
he had set found able imitators, and Canada, as we shall see in a
later chapter, fell a prey to a shameless band of official robbers.
44. The English Hold tightens on Nova Scotia. — From the
valley of the Ohio let us now turn to the far east and observe the
Halifax
struggle in Nova Scotia. Here the English took two
founded.
v'\ta\ s t e p S toward securing their hold on the country.
The first of these was the founding of Halifax (1749). The
second was what is known as the expulsion of the Acadians,
about which historians and romancers have so bitterly disputed
0755)'f
Annapolis Royal was not held a fit place for the capital of
Nova Scotia, and immediately after the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle
it was resolved to build a city on the splendid harbour of Chebucto. The importance of this site had long been recognized, as
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is shown by the fact that it was usually chosen as the Atlantic
rendezvous of great naval expeditions to the New World. The
scheme was announced in London, and liberal offers were made
to desirable settlers, such as retired officers, disbanded soldiers
and sailors, mechanics, and cultivators of the soil. To all were
offered free grants of land, arms, tools, and a year's provisions,
with representative institutions such as they had at home. The
proposed city was named Halifax,1 and the Hon. Edward Cornwallis was made governor. The generous inducements offered
by the King brought forward many willing emigrants, and on
June 21st (1749), the war-ship Sphinx, with Cornwallis on
board, sailed into Chebucto harbour. She was followed by a
fleet of thirteen transports; and a population of two thousand
five hundred souls set about the building of the city. All summer rang the astonished wilderness with the din of hammer and
axe, while the Indians looked on with hostile eyes ; and by autumn
the infant city had three hundred houses to show, defended by a
palisade and two forts. Meanwhile a party of soldiers had been
sent to drive the French from the north shore of the Bay of
Fundy; and the Acadians had been called to a conference with
Governor Cornwallis. At this conference they were pressed to
take the oath of allegiance. When they repeated their old
refusal, they were warned very plainly that unless they changed
their minds they would not be left much longer in possession ol
their lands. If they would not become loyal subjects of their
new sovereign, King George, they were told that they would have
to be treated as his enemies. Stubborn and unconvinced, the
Acadians turned back muttering to their homes, and the growth
of Halifax went on rapidly. Other settlers came, and built Dartmouth on the opposite side of the harbour; and the zealous
efforts of the home government, now thoroughly alive to the
importance of the colony, brought out a large band of thrifty German farmers. These pioneers of another speech went apart, and
1

Named after the Earl of Halifax, President of the Board of Trade and Plantations, a body which had the supervision of colonial affairs.
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formed the settlement of Lunenburg on a fine harbour westward
from Halifax.
The building of Halifax was a proclamation to France that
Nova Scotia had passed out of her hands forever. Its effect was
to make her the more eager for its recovery. From Quebec
and from Louisburg every effort was now put forth to keep the
Acadian farmers true to France. Many of the Acadian parish
priests, refusing to lend themselves to political intrigue, counselled their flocks to be loyal to the government under which
they were living. But others were less scrupulous, or else more
zealous for France. Chief among these was the famous Abb6
le Loutre, head of the Micmac mission at ShubenaLe Loutre.
cadie. Le Loutre was a fierce partisan and a tireless
political agent. In comparison with the corrupt officials who
were now sapping the life-blood of Canada, he shines by the sincerity of his zeal. But he was ready to sacrifice others as mercilessly as himself in the cause of French dominion. His ideas
of war were those which Canada and New England had learned
from their struggles with the Indians, — they were those of ambuscade and midnight murder. Against the settlements of Halifax, Dartmouth, Lunenburg, the fierce Abbe" sent out his painted
followers by stealth, and the old barbarisms\ of border war were
repeated. The Acadians feared him with good cause. Those,
'whom he suspected of leaning to the English he brought back
to their allegiance by grim threats. Great numbers he led out
from their comfortable homes to endure bitter hardships on new
lands north of the bay. To the French governor at Quebec his
vigour and sleepless zeal were worth a regiment of veterans. And
Governor Cornwallis offered a hundred pounds for his head.2
1

Most conspicuous of these was what is known as the Dartmouth Massacre.
One night, in the early spring of 1751, the Indians — accompanied, it is said, by
certain Acadian wood-rangers in disguise — burst upon the infant village, scalped
and slaughtered many settlers in their beds, and carried off others to captivity.
The assailants escaped before the garrison of Halifax, aroused by the flames and
cries, could come to the rescue.
2
During this period of supposed peace, both French and English were paying
a bounty on their enemies' scalps, as if on the snouts of wolves.
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The line claimed by France as the boundary between Canada
ana Nova Scotia was the small tidal stream of the Missiguash,
near the southern end of the isthmus of Chignecto. On
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a spur of upland just north of this stream the French jour and Fort
raised a fort, at the building of which the unhappy
Acadians of the isthmus had to labour half-starved while the money
intended to pay them found its way into the pockets of official robbers. This post was called Beausejour; and on the other side of the
Missiguash, as a counter-check, the English built Fort Lawrence.
Fort Lawrence stood on the site of the once prosperous Acadian
village of Beaubassin, which le Loutre and his Indians had
burned to prevent the villagers falling under British influence.
The Indians fought savagely to prevent the landing of the English
force when it came to found Fort Lawrence. But as the landing
was south of the Missiguash, on acknowledged English territory,
the French soldiers of Beausejour looked on without interfering.
This forbearance, however, was not for long. Both sides strove
to encroach; and the turbid little stream dividing their thresholds
ran redder than ever with the blood of ceaseless skirmishes.
One deed of all that the shores of the Missiguash beheld stands
out for its treachery. The commander of Fort Lawrence was a
certain Captain Howe,* who was winning great influ- m
W,

f

.

The murder

ence among the Acadians and was therefore especially of Captain
.
~
. 1
Howe,
obnoxious to le Loutre. One morning the sentry on
Fort Lawrence saw what he took to be a French officer from
Beausejour, waving a flag of truce on the further bank of the
stream. Howe, with aNvhite flag and three or four men, at once
came down to the shore to see what was wanted. The seeming
officer, however, was one of the chiefs of the Shubenacadie Micmacs, dressed in a French officer's uniform; and hidden behind
the dike lay an armed band of his followers. When the English
came within easy range the savages sprang up, their muskets
blazed across the tide, and Howe fell mortally wounded. At this
villainy the French commandant, the fierce but soldierly la
Corne, was filled with indignant shame. He charged le Loutre
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with instigating it; but the Abbe1 declared that his Indians had
both planned it and carried it out without consulting him.
45. Fall of Beausejour and Expulsion of the Acadians. — And
now the days grew dark for the unhappy Acadians. A few,
yielding to the English demands, had made oath of allegiance
to King George. Others had striven to be neutral. Yet others,
lending ear to le Loutre, had aided the marauding savages, and
I ,.„
even joined them in their raids. The French governor
The dilemma

of the Aca-

J

°

at Quebec now proclaimed that all the Acadians must

dians.

swear fealty to France and enroll themselves in the
Canadian militia, on pain of fire and sword. Major Lawrence, then
governor of Nova Scotia, issued a counter-proclamation, declaring
that any Acadian who, after taking the oath of allegiance to King
George, should be found fighting in the ranks of France, would be
shot as a deserter. In such perilous dilemma did these unhappy
people find themselves, when all they wanted was to be left alone.
But inclination, fear of the Indians, and a too great confidence in
English toleration misled the Acadians to their ruin. They listened to Quebec rather than to Halifax; and they found the error
fatal.
Toward the close of 1754 the French planned an invasion of
Nova Scotia, from Beausejour as a base of operations. Report
of this reachingo the English,
Lawrence took counsel
Capture of
o
>
Beausejour with Shirley, the energetic governor of Massachusetts :
planned by

New Eng-

'

and it was resolved to forestall the attack by capturing
Beausejour and driving the French out of the isthmus.
Both Shirley and Lawrence felt the need of swift action, for they
knew that when the French troops entered Nova Scotia ten thousand Acadians would rise and flock to their banner. Their plans
were perfected with secrecy and haste. A force of two thousand
New Englanders, of the same raw but sturdy material as the conquerors of Louisburg, was gathered in Boston. An English officer,
Colonel Monckton, was placed in command, with the New England colonel, Winslow, under him. On the first of June (1755)
the fleet conveying the little army dropped anchor at the head of
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Chignecto Bay, before the bastions of Beausejour. The fort was
then held by no such redoubtable commander as the brave la
Corne. It was governed by the corrupt and incompetent Vergor,
placed there not to defend the honour of Canada but to defraud
the King. On his cowardice the intrepid le Loutre, whom he
feared, was able to exercise some check; but his dishonesty was
beyond the Abbess reach. He was a mere creature of Bigot, the
intendant, of whose iniquities we shall read in a later paragraph.
On news of the approach of the English ships, Vergor had
summoned the Acadians of the surrounding country to the defence
of Beausejour. There were nearly fifteen hundred of them in all.
Three hundred he took into the fort to strengthen his garrison.
The rest were sent into the woods, to harass the invaders with
skirmishing and night attack. The New Englanders Fau0f
landed without opposition, on the southern side of Beause J° ur the Missiguash, and were joined by the garrison of Fort Lawrence.
After a sharp engagement they forced the passage of the Missiguash. A strong position was occupied on the ridge about a
mile and a half to the rear of Beausejour. After a few days of
entrenching and reconnoitring the lines were pushed closer in,
and some mortars were got into position. These hurled shell into
the fort, and the French cannon answered hotly. As Beausejour
was attacked on but one side, there was free communication
between the fort and the surrounding country; and on the arrival
of news that no help could be expected from Louisburg, that
city being strictly blockaded, many of the disheartened Acadians
walked quietly out of the fort and off into the woods to rejoin
their families. Presently, while the English were yet toiling to
get their siege-guns into position, the game was decided. A shell
from an English mortar crashed through the vaulted ceiling of a
casemate in Beausejour, and by its explosion killed a number of
the officers who were sitting there at breakfast. The result was
instantaneous. When he was not safe even in his casemates,
what could the valiant Vergor do but capitulate? In spite of the
fierce protests, of le Loutre and some of the officers, he hoisted.
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the flag of truce and gave up the fort. The garrison was allowed
to march out with the honours of war, and was sent to Louisburg,
under pledge that not for six months would they bear arms against
the English. The Acadian prisoners were pardoned on the plea
that, they had fought under compulsion, i Beausejour, becoming
an English stronghold, was renamed Fort Cumberland.
After the fall of Beausejour came that pathetic tragedy known
as the expulsion of the Acadians. Up to the time of the attack
on Beausejour
those Acadians
who had deserted their
J
Removal of
.
the Acadians homes* in Nova Scotia had been free to return and
decided upon.
resume possession of all their property, on the sole
condition of allegiance. The English policy toward these people
had been one of persistent forbearance and generosity. It was
hoped that under such treatment they might become good subjects of the British Crown and bring their excellent virtues of
industry and frugality to the building up of the province. They
had been repeatedly invited to take the oath with the promise
that they should not for the time be required to do military
service. Under the long years of English rule they had prospered
and multiplied, and unlike their brethren in Canada they had
borne no burden of taxes. Doubtless if left to themselves, they
would have heartily accepted their new rulers, but the policy of
France forbade that they should be left to themselves. In their
simplicity they were good subjects for political intrigue to work
with. Moved by persuasions, fervid appeals, terrifying threats,
they became a menace to the English power, all the more
dangerous because concealed. They were the enemy within
the gates. While professing neutrality they lent ceaseless aid
to Louisburg and Beausejour; and they hopefully awaited the
day when they might once more serve their old flag. The English, after gaining Beausejour, could not spare enough troops to
hold it if it was to remain girdled by a hostile population.^ Their
long patience was by this time exhausted; and if the step now
decided upon seems to us a cruel one, we must remember to
judge it by the standards of that day rather than of this. The
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whole spirit of border warfare was merciless. It must be remembered, too, that the argument of necessity is a strong one.
The English had been slowly forced to the conclusion that Nova
Scotia could not be made an English colony except by ridding it
of its French population. When two foes like France and England were fighting for a continent, it was hardly to be supposed
that either would forego a vast advantage on grounds of pure
humanity.
During the siege of Beausejour Governor Lawrence summoned
deputies from all the great Acadian settlements at Minas, Grand
Pr£, and Annapolis, and once more urged them to take the oath.
They obstinately refused. He warned them that the time was
come when their decision must be final. They would have to
choose, and at once, between allegiance and exile. With a few
exceptions they turned a deaf ear to even this plain speaking.
Thereupon they were dismissed, and went home in a blind faith
that France would succour them. The few who had taken the
oath were secured in their possessions; and the stern decree of
exile went forth against the rest.
The preparations for carrying this decree into effect went on
swiftly and secretly. Monckton, at Beausejour, seized about four
hundred men; but the other inhabitants of that T h e g,.eat
region escaped into the wilds. Colonel Winslow, b^shment.
marching in haste to Grand Pre," summoned the villagers to meet
him in the chapel, read them the decree of banishment, shut the
doors upon them, and held them all close captives. Captain
Murray in like manner seized the men of Piziquid; and Major
Handheld captured those of the Annapolis district. A few active
spirits, attentive to the first mutterings of the storm, got away in
time, and sought refuge in the forests or across the bay. Then
followed a long and trying season, for the transports were not
ready. As the ships came in which were to bear them into exile,
the men were marched down to the shore in squads, and their
families and movable possessions were then distributed to them.
The provision ships were long in coming; and the grievous work
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dragged on, amid daily prayers and lamentations, till far into
December. The greatest care was taken to avoid the separation
of families, and as far as could be managed the inhabitants of
each village were sent off together. Down to the flat red shore
rumbled and creaked the rude Acadian carts, heaped with household treasures; and beside the carts moved the weeping peasant
women, their bewildered children clinging to their skirts. Ship
after ship sailed from Minas, Chignecto, and Annapolis, and
distributed their sorrowful burdens among the English colonies of
the coast. The numbers of the exiled amounted to more than
six thousand.1 One ship-load overcame its crew, ran the vessel
ashore at St. John, and escaped to Quebec, whither they were
followed by hundreds of those who had in the beginning evaded
capture. Some found their way to Louisiana, where they formed
a separate colony, and where their sons retain to this day their
picturesque and quaint peculiarities. Many, with an unconquerable thirst for home, forced their way back to Acadie, where,
being no longer dangerous, they were suffered to settle down
again in peace. Their descendants, and those of the few who-2
had accepted English sway, now form a large and influential part
of the population of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. By this
great banishment the best lands of Nova Scotia were left empty,
and the governor strove to fill them up with an English population;
but it was five years before life began to stir anew on the bosom
of those desolated meadows.
46. The Struggle in the West. -— Turning back from Acadie
to the west, we find the struggle no less fierce on the great river
Ohio than on the little muddy stream of the Missiguash. On the
The Ohio
death of Jonquiere the Marquis Duquesne, as we
vauey.
have seen, had been made governor.
Duquesne
pushed sharply the claims of France to the whole Ohio valley. As soon as the boundary commission at Paris broke up
1

It was something over 18,000 people that Louis XIV had proposed to remove
from New York, without a tenth of the provocation that the Acadians had given.
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he got the militia of Canada into fighting trim, foreseeing war.,
The habitans, as the censitaire farmers of Canada were called,
were a more military race than the Acadians. They had been
trained in the fur-trade and in the Indian wars. Duquesne sent
an expedition down the Alleghany River to the Ohio, to build new
forts and strengthen those already established.. This expedition
produced a great effect on the western tribes, and many chiefs
who had been coquetting with the English hastened to vow fidelity
to France. The expedition was marked by Dinwiddie, the watchful governor of Virginia, who at once sent messengers to warn
it away from what he claimed as English territory. The leader
of this difficult and delicate mission was a youth of twenty-one.
His name was George Washington. He accomplished his task
with that dauntless energy and courage which he was afterwards
to display in a wider sphere. He was courteously received by
St. Pierre, the French leader, whom he found established in Fort
le Bceuf on the Alleghany; but his errand, needless to say, proved
vain.
Seeing the French determined to make good their hold on the
Alleghanies, the English organized a strong trading company,
called the Ohio Company, which purchased a large For t
area of land in the region under dispute. The shrewd Du<*uesneeye of Virginia's governor saw that the key to the Ohio valley was
the junction of the Monongahela and Alleghany rivers, where now
stands Pittsburg. Here the Ohio Company began a fort. When
it was nearly built the French arrived. They drove out the garrison, tore down the unfinished structure, and on the foundations
raised a more imposing stronghold which they called Fort Duquesne. They were doubtless grateful to their rivals for pointing
out the value of the site.
Though there was still the fiction of a peace between France
and England, Dinwiddie not unnaturally regarded this act as a
declaration of war. Washington was sent out again, this time
with a force of regulars and backwoodsmen, to repel all further
encroachment, and to take Fort Duquesne. Hearing of Wash-
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ington's approach, the commander of the fort despatched a small
party to reconnoitre and to warn the trespassers away from
French soil. The two parties met. Each suspected the other
of treachery. In those great solitudes it was like men fighting
in the dark, shocked by strange terrors. The English began the
battle; but how far their action was justifiable it is now hard to
decide. The French were cut to pieces; and French accounts
called the affair an assassination. However the case may be, this
small but desperate skirmish between two handfuls of men in the
wilderness was the spark from which soon sprang a conflagration.
Washington's main camp was on what were called the Great
Meadows; and there, expecting immediate assault in force from
Fort Duquesne, he made haste to entrench himself. To the
f
M ...
slight defences which he was able to throw up he
Washington

r

°

at Fort

gave the name of Fort Necessity; and hither came

Necessity.

°

J

.

reinforcements of militia and Indians, till he had
about three hundred and fifty men inside the feeble lines. To
the attack came de Villiers from Fort Duquesne, with an overwhelming array. After a nine hours' fight in drenching storm, the
trenches a slough of blood and mire, Fort Necessity surrendered;
and Washington, marching out with honours of war, led his despondent little army back across the mountains. When de Villiers
returned in triumph to Fort Duquesne he left not a vestige of
English control in all the Ohio valley. The Indians outdid each
other in their devotion to the victors; and in the war' which
immediately followed their tomahawks and tactics brought disaster
on the English more than once.
In the following year the English government ordered two
regiments to America, under the command of General Braddock.
France promptly prepared a much larger force for
plan of :
Canada, under the leadership of Baron Dieskau. At
the same time she sent out the Marquis de Vaudreuil
as governor, to relieve Duquesne, whose health had broken down.
Vaudreuil, a son of the former governor of that name, was a
native Canadian, and his appointment pleased the people. Both
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France and England now protested that nothing was further from
their thoughts than war; but both made every effort to get in the
first blow. On Braddock's arrival a meeting of the colonial governors was held, and the reduction of Forts Duquesne, Niagara,
and Crown Point was decided upon. The expedition against
Beausejour, already described, was at this time well under way,
thanks to the tireless energy of Shirley. The attack on Fort Duquesne Braddock took upon himself; that on Niagara was entrusted to Shirley; and that on Crown Point to Colonel William
Johnson.1
While Beausejour was crumbling before the New England guns,
Braddock was forcing his way through the difficult wilderness
between the Virginian settlements and Fort Duquesne.
His army consisted of one thousand British regulars expedition8
against Fort
and twelve hundred of the Virginia militia. Contre- Duquesne.
cceur, the commander of Fort Duquesne, felt that
there was little hope of withstanding such a force; but he resolved
to throw down the gage of battle ere the enemy could reach his
threshold. He threw out into the forest a party of two hundred
Frenchmen and five hundred Indians, under the command of a
daring officer named Beaujeu. These skirmishers, trained woodsmen all, placed themselves in ambush on both sides of the trail
along which Braddock was moving.
The English army had just crossed the Monongahela, and
Braddock was momently expecting the gray walls of the fort to
rise upon his view. It was a clear day in July, and the sun beat
fiercely down upon the long line of scarlet and blue which filled
the path between the deep green forest walls. Suddenly a French
officer, wearing the war-paint and head-dress of an Indian, appeared in the middle of the road; and the vanguard halted in
1

Johnson was a settler on the Upper Hudson. He was not a trained soldier,
but was brave and sagacious. His influence with the eastern cantons of the
Iroquois was enormous, and kept them from going over, like the Senecas, to the
French alliance. He was married to Molly Brant, sister of the famous Chief Brant
of the Mohawks.
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wonder. At a signal from this apparition there shrilled the
daunting war-cry of unseen savages; and out of the sunny leafage on either hand streamed a murderous storm of lead. The
English at first fired steadily at their invisible foes; but knowing nothing of forest warfare they held solidly to their ranks, and
so offered a helpless target. When the main body came up, it
caught the confusion of the vanguard; and the whole army,
bewildered and cowed by the murderous converging
Braddock's
defeat.
fire and by a sense of utter powerlessness, huddled
together in a trembling mass. The Virginian militia, who ,knew
how to fight in the woods, scattered out in skirmish lines behind
rock and tree, and would probably have saved the day but for
Braddock's folly. He thought it looked cowardly to fight behind
trees, and beating them with the flat of his sword he ordered
them back into line. Appalling were the heat and tumult. The
stupefied soldiery, too stubborn to run, too panic-stricken to see
what they were doing, fired at friend and foe alike, or shot their
useless weapons into the air. All through the afternoon went on
the carnage. Braddock stormed about the mel£e, fearless and
furious. He had four horses shot beneath him. At length he
ordered a retreat; and even as he did so his fate overtook him,
and he fell, shot through the lungs. Indomitable to the last, he
ordered that he was to be left on the field; but the militia disregarded his words and carried him to the rear. The retreat
was covered by Washington with a small party of his Virginians,
who, fighting like their foes, were able to hold them in check.
Washington had two horses killed under him, and his uniform
was torn with bullets. Of the whole force scarce six hundred
left the field, and these poor remnants fled trembling back to
Fort Cumberland, with their wounded and their shame, and left
the frontier settlements naked to ravage.
The mistake made by Braddock was in refusing to adapt his
tactics to the situation. He was superbly brave, energetic, vigilant, and tenacious. He did not, as he has been accused of
doing, lead his men (into an ambuscade. His line of march was
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well arranged, and he had scouting parties out on both sides to
guard against surprise. But he scorned the militia, on whose
experience in Indian warfare he should have depended; and he
thought it unworthy of men to dodge behind cover. His regulars, excellent troops for fighting in the open, might have done
good service here also had the Virginians been in front to show
them how. The unhappy general, as he lay dying, murmured
grateful praise to the militia, and almost his last words were,
"We shall better know how to deal with them another time."
There was rejoicing in Canada, lamentation in the colonies.
The expedition of Shirley against Niagara was at once abandoned. But Johnson, with his undisciplined back1 1 1 - 1 1
1
Johnson's
woodsmen* and his Mohawks, was not to be diverted victory at
Fort George,

from his attack on Crown Point.. Of this plan, however, the French had got timely warning from papers of Braddock's fouhd on the bloody field of Monongahela. Baron Dieskau and his veterans, who were just setting out for the capture
of Oswego, were sent instead to Lake Champlain. Johnson
built, as his base, a fort on the Hudson, known thereafter as
Fort Edward. Thence he marched to the foot of Lake George,
fourteen miles distant, and there erected Fort George. While
he was thus occupied the French general, with a portion of his
force, moved upon Fort Edward. Johnson sent out a thousand
men to check him, but this detachment was utterly routed. It
saved Fort Edward, however; for Dieskau, thinking to follow
up his advantage, turned swiftly upon Fort George. The English hastily threw up breastworks of logs. Their position was
a strong one, and they outnumbered their assailants. Dieskau
was impetuous; and he burned, moreover, to emulate the victory at Monongahela. He hurled his troops — regulars, Canadian militia, Indians — against the English front and flank. But
vain was his valour. Six hundred of his men were cut down
1

Volunteers of Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
and New York.
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amid the underbrush. The rest were driven back in wild rout;
and he himself, desperately wounded, was carried a prisoner
into the English camp (1755). The Mohawks, furious at the
loss of some of their highest chiefs, howled for vengeance upon
him. But Johnson held them with a stern hand, and treated his
illustrious captive with all courtesy. For this success Johnson was
made a baronet; and on the scene of it was built Fort William
Henry. When the year closed it left the French overwhelmingly
triumphant in the west; but checked on Lake George, and beaten
in Nova Scotia.

SECTIONS: WILLIAM HENRY,
BURG ONCE MORE
THE E N D .

47. The Seven Years* War. Fall of Fort William Henry.
— And now, after fierce battles in America, in India, and on the
sea, England formally declared war (17K6). France
J
'
°
\ *j /
The Seven
followed at once, and other European powers rushed Years' war
begins.
in. With France were allied Austria, Russia, and
numerous lesser states. By the side of England stood Prussia, a
small kingdom, but terrible in war, because ruled by one of the
most wonderful of leaders, King Frederick the Great. Though
England came out triumphant from this grim struggle of the
Seven Years' War, it must be borne in mind that the glory
does not all belong to her.
She was able to win victories at
Louisburg, at Quebec, and on the plains of Hindostan, because
her enemies' hands were kept busy in Europe by her tireless and
indomitable ally. If the weak Louis XVI had not been dragged
by the intrigues of favourites into attacking Frederick, all the
immense military power of France might have been put forth in
America and India. The great duel for colonial empire might
have had far other ending, and the current of history might have
been turned into so different a channel that imagination fails to
picture it.
At the first of the war the English suffered heavily. The line
of the Alleghanies, left open by Braddock's defeat, ran red with
i37
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blood. The border settlements of Pennsylvania were raided by
Indian war-parties, till all the lodges of the Ohio valley were
filled with English prisoners and English scalps.- The
vania'sbor- Quaker assembly at Philadelphia
covered itself with
x
ders ravaged.

/

shame by refusing to defend the frontier. It cared
only to extort concessions from the governor. All the old agonies
of border battle were repeated, but now along a border that had
never been taught to protect itself—a border naked of forts,
block-nouses, and warlike defenders.
France now sent out to Canada, with some veteran regiments,
one of her ablest commanders, the heroic and valiant Montcalm. 1
With him were de Levis, de Bougainville, and de Bourlamaque,
worthy lieutenants to such a chief. To oppose Montcalm the
English government, then led by the incompetent Duke
Montcalm

cames to
Canada.

°

°
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of Newcastle, sent out the Earl of Loudoun and Gen-

eral Abercrombie. Thus France scored the first advantage, in setting skilled captains to confront the feeble leaders
of her foe. Montcalm, full of energy and resource, lost no time.
H e captured and destroyed Oswego, taking fourteen hundred
prisoners and an immense quantity of stores. This was an important success, for Oswego was the base from which the English
were about to attack Niagara. The west was thus made secure.
Then the tireless commander ascended Lake Champlain, and
took up his position at Ticonderoga, a few miles beyond Crown
Point. Here, on the thoroughfare between Lake Champlain and
Lake George, he entrenched himself securely. The position,
naturally strong, his engineers made all but impregnable. By
this move he closed and barred the inland gates of Canada.
Meanwhile the Earl of Loudoun did nothing but hold councils
Loudoun at anc ^ reviews. In the* following year he sailed for
Halifax.
Halifax, with fourteen ships of war and the greater
portion of his troops. His purpose was an attack on Louisburg.
1

Louis de St. Veran, Marquis de Montcalm, at that time 44 years of age. He
had distinguished himself in Italy and in Bohemia, and had won his promotion by
his valour. He was born at Candiac, in the south of France, in 1712.
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He spent the summer in idly threatening that stronghold, in drilling his already well-drilled men, and in growing garden stuff to
keep the soldier's blood in good condition. Men said that he
would carry on the campaign with cabbages for cannon-balls. At
length he heard that Louisburg had been strongly reinforced,
and that twenty-two French ships of the line were lying under its
guns. In discomfiture he sailed back to New York. Admiral
Holborne, however, who commanded the English fleet, was of
better mettle. He cruised to and fro before the harbour of Louisburg, trying to tempt the French ships out to battle; till at last
a storm arose and so shattered his fleet that he had to sail away
for repairs.
Meanwhile Montcalm, seeing Loudoun's mistake in carrying his
troops off to Halifax, came out of his lines at Ticonderoga, moved
down Lake George, and with' six thousand men laid
. .

siege to Fort William Henry.

The massacre

The fort was well at Fort wn•

liam Henry,

built, and garrisoned by two thousand two hundred
men under a brave Scotch soldier, Colonel Munro. Fourteen
miles away, at Fort Edward, lay General Webb, with a force of
thirty-six hundred. Montcalm, remembering the fate of Dieskau,
attempted no assault; but before settling down to a regular siege
he asked the fort to surrender, saying that his victory was sure,
but that if there was stubborn resistance he feared he might be
unable to check the ferocity of his Indians, who made up a third
of his force. Munro answered that he would defend his post to
the end; and his guns opened fire. Soon the French field-pieces
were in position, and under their battering the wooden ramparts
of the fort flew rapidly to splinters. Munro had sent urgent
petition to Webb for reinforcements, but that officer declared that
he could not spare a man. As the position of Fort William Henry
grew more and more desperate, Munro repeated his appeal with
vehemence. Three thousand six hundred men were lying idle at
Fort Edward. Had this force moved upon Montcalm's rear while
the garrison assailed his.front, the French would have found themselves in perilous straits. But Webb was a coward. He had no
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heart to come out from his ramparts while Indian scalping-knives
were in the field. At last, his fort in ruins, and a general assault
with all its horrors impending, Munro capitulated. Montcalm
allowed the garrison to march out with the honours of war, and
pledged himself to protect them from the Indians. But now followed a deed that brought dishonour on the French arms; for
Montcalm had promised more than he could perform. The
Indians were in an ugly mood, because the fort had yielded scant
plunder. As the English troops, with all their women and children, were filing through the woods to Fort Edward, the savages
burst upon them. The men were helpless, having given up their
arms to the victors. Women were snatched out of the ranks and
scalped. Children were dashed to pieces against the trees. The
heads of men were split open with hatchets. A hideous clamour
arose of shrieks and oaths and yells. The wilderness became a
reeking shambles. Beside himself with shame, Montcalm ran
hither and thither sword in hand, and strove to check the slaughter. He threatened ; he implored; and several of his officers,
passionately seconding his efforts, were wounded in the struggle
with their butchering allies. But every French bayonet should
have been ordered to the charge ere the stain of such a treachery
was allowed to rest on Montcalm's honour. To him had the fort
surrendered, and he was responsible for the prisoners. When at
last the butchery was stopped the savages made off, in fear lest
their captives and their plunder should be taken from them.
Fort William Henry was then levelled to the ground. The spirit
of Canada, by this victory, was braced anew for the great struggle
in which she was now finally locked; but Montcalm's heart was
heavy for the shame which his allies had put upon him.
48. The Combatants compared. Louisburg once more. — At
this hour of exultation for France, of gloom for England, there
Pitt comes came a sudden change. The incompetent Newcastle
mto power. ministry was cast down, and the " Great Commoner,"
William Pitt, was called to power. His dauntless will and swift
energy made themselves felt in every pulse of the empire, and
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English hearts revived; while in Canada the sagacious eyes of
Montcalm watched anxiously to mark in what direction the new
fire of his adversaries would strike.
The end of the great duel for colonial empire was now close at
hand. The English colonies were far richer and ten times more
populous than Canada. In more or less compact The French
settlements they could boast a population of about coionief cornone million three hundred thousand souls ; while Can- Paredada had scarcely more than sixty thousand inhabitants, and these
trailed thinly along the St. Lawrence, with denser clusters at Quebec, Montreal, and Three Rivers. Her vast western territory Was
held only by a frail chain of forts, the capture of almost any one
of which would put an end to her connection with Louisiana. Her
inhabitants were impoverished, ground helplessly beneath the rapacious hands of Bigot and his crew; while the English colonists,
lightly taxed and cheaply governed, were rapidly growing in
wealth. On the other hand, the English colonies were unwieldy
in war, because of their unwillingness to act together, their extreme
economy in military expenditure, and their jealousy of each other
as well as of the home government. The Canadians were under one
control. The habitans were all bound in military service to their
seigneurs, and the seigneurs to the King. Thus the commanderin-chief, as the King's military representative, could wield the
whole body as one man. And this whole body was inured to war.
Canada was like a bright, light weapon, ready drawn, and brandished in all directions; while the English colonies were like a
huge blade, strong and terrible indeed, but hard to wield and
rusted in the sheath.
As the struggle was not, at the last, decided wholly by the
sword, a word is needed here to show how the military genius
and tried valour of men like Montcalm and his lieu- Bigot's cortenants were made vain by civil rottenness at the heart ruPtH)nof Canada. The civil affairs of the colony were in the hands of a
creature of the King's mistresses, the brilliant and infamous Bigot.
as intendant, he held the purse-strings. Offices of profit under
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his authority he filled with such men as would follow his example
and act as his tools. The old seigneurial families, unable to stem
the tide of corruption, for the most part held aloof on their
estates; though a few yielded to the baneful example. The
masses suffered in helpless silence. Montcalm, the military chief,
had small means of knowing the real state of affairs, and still less
means of interfering had he known. The governor alone, Vaudreuil, might have changed it; but he was either blinded by
Ltfgot's cleverness or in sympathy with his crimes. Either directly
or through his confederates, of whom the most notorious was a
contractor named Cadet, Bigot's thieveries rose to a colossal
figure. The King's millions sent out for war, the people's millions
squeezed from them in crushing taxes, alike found their way into
these rapacious pockets. The enemies of New France within the
walls were as deadly as those without. As outside perils thickened,
Bigot's thefts grew more daring. Forts fell like ripe fruit into the
hands of the English, because they were commanded by weak
favourites of the Intendant, or because the intendant had kept
the money which should have supplied them with arms and food.
•Brave soldiers wer,e left half-starved, half-clothed, half-armed, that
Bigot and his followers might revel in profligate excess. It is
claimed that in two years alone, 1757 and 1758, the intendant
cheated his King and country out of nearly five million dollars. A
few years later, when New France had passed into English hands
and the flag of the lilies had been lowered on alfher strongholds,
Bigot was thrown into the Bastille. Being brought to trial and
condemned, he was banished, from France fop life, his estates
were confiscated, and a crushing fine was laid upon him. His
confederates, in varying degrees, received like punishment.
To return to the conflict. The first blow of Pitt's heavy hand
fell on Louisburg. To reduce this dreaded stronghold he sent
out a force under General Amherst,1 with James Wolfe as second
1

Afterwards made Lord Amherst. He was a brave and experienced commander, skilful but slow. He did good service in this campaign, but has been
thrown into eclipse by the brilliancy of Wolfe's achievements.
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in command. Though but thirty-two years old, and of delicate
health, Wolfe had won distinction for sagacity and fiery courage
on the battlefields of Europe. He was chosen over the heads
of many seniors, because in the ardent young soldier characterisPitt's keen eye had discerned the qualities dear to his 2id Men?-1*6
own heart and necessary to the execution of his daring ca3m'
purpose. Wolfe was loved by his followers and his fellows, trusted
implicitly by his superiors. In a warlike generation his bravery
was conspicuous. His character was a rare combination of wisdom, manhood, gentleness, though marred slightly by an irritable
temper. It is a somewhat strange coincidence that his great
opponent should have been a man distinguished by like qualities.
In appearance the noble antagonists were most unlike. Montcalm, with erect, strong, soldierly figure, square, resolute face, full
forehead and dominant chin, looked his part. Of Wolfe's face
the most prominent feature was the somewhat tilted nose, from
which forehead and chin receded sharply. His upper lip was
long and full, so that the lower part of his mouth looked weak by
contrast. His chest was narrow; his frail limbs were ill-fitted for
warlike exercise ; his long, red hair was gathered in a queue. But
in his eyes, masterful and penetrating, burned the hght of his
indomitable spirit.1
With the army under Amherst and Wolfe went a strong fleet
led by Admiral Boscawen. Early in June, 1758, the whole force
reached Gabarus Bay. Louisburg, since its capture
Louisburg.
by Pepperell thirteen years before, had been vastly
strengthened, especially on that landward side where it had
proved vulnerable. Within its mighty ramparts dwelt and traded
a population of about four thousand souls. Its commandant was a
brave and prudent officer, the Chevalier de Drucour. Its garrison
consisted of three thousand regular troops, veterans of European
1

Wolfe was the son of an English officer. He had been in the army from
the age of fifteen. Adjutant of his regiment at sixteen, he was lieutenant-colonel
at twenty-three, through his own merits. He had served with high distinction at
Dettingen, Culloden, and other famous battles.
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wars, besides a body of armed citizens. Under the heavy bastions
of the water-front rode at anchor twelve war-ships, carrying about
three thousand men and five hundred and forty-four guns. The
batteries of the fortress mounted in all two hundred and nineteen
heavy cannon and seventeen mortars.
It is a high tribute to Pepperell's judgment that his plan of
attack was followed by the experienced Amherst. But Amherst's
The second landing, on the shore of Gabarus Bay, was a more difsiege.
ficult
task than Pepperell had found it. It was done
through a heavy surf, and in the face of an enemy well prepared
to repulse it. Wolfe, armed only with a cane, led the movement.
The fight was deadly fierce, but brief. Boats were shattered on
the rocks, or swamped by cannon shot, but the red-coated assailants would not be checked. They swarmed ashore with cheers.
A battery was captured; and the French at length were routed
with heavy loss. The English gave chase through the thickets of
y6ung fir-trees till they came out upon the morass, in full view of
the great ramparts. Then the cannon thundered against them
and drove them back. Meanwhile the whole force had made a
landing. The result of this success was a prompt abandonment
of the Grand Battery, as well as the battery on Lighthouse Point,
which were thus outflanked. They were at once occupied by the
English and their fire turned against the Island Battery. Night
and day this duel of giants was kept up, the heavy guns roaring
defiance back and forth across the harbour. Steadily and quietly
the invaders, burrowing like moles, ran their zigzag trenches closer
to the walls, planting their batteries nearer and nearer, hurling
back the fiery sorties of the garrison, and holding like bulldogs to
every advantage gained. Soon the Island Battery was silenced,
and the gate of the harbour lay open to the English fleet. But
Drucour sank four large ships in the jaws of the passage, barring
it anew. His other ships were set on fire by shells and burned,
except one which was daringly cut out by a party of English
sailors. The position of the garrison grew desperate.
In the intervals of the cannonade, however, nice courtesies
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were exchanged between the rival leaders. Amherst ordered his
gunners to spare as far as possible the houses of the town. Drucour sent word to Amherst under a flag of truce that he had a
wonderfully skilful surgeon, whose services were at the disposal of
wounded English officers. Amherst took pains to send in reports
and messages from his wounded captives; and to Madame Drucour he sent a basket of pineapples with many regrets for the discomforts which he was causing her. Madame Drucour, not to be
outdone, presented her foe with a hamper of fine French wines.
For all these courtesies the fight was no less fierce. At last,
with his ramparts breached, his best guns silenced, and nearly half
his garrison killed or wounded, to save the town from the horrors
of assault Drucour made unconditional surrender. He had gained
the glory of a heroic defence. He had held out so long that, as
he purposed, there was no time that year for Amherst
v

r

'

to strike another blow at Canada.

J

The final

The brave de- fau of Louisburg.
fenders of Louisburg were sent to England as prisoners of war. With the fall of the stronghold all Cape Breton,
and also the island of St. John in the Gulf (now Prince Edward
Island), passed under the English flag. For months went on the
toil of demolishing the mighty fortifications, — blowing up casemates, filling in ditches, shattering the walls of stone, with pick and
crowbar, — till Louisburg was no more. But the vast lines of the
earthworks are still to "be traced, covered with a mantle of green
turf; and the bells of pasturing sheep tinkle softly over the tomb
of the vanished fortress.
if\
49. Ticonderoga. — But while the French were suffering this »
deadly stroke at Louisburg, they triumphed on Lake Champlain*
Not yet had the chief antagonists come face to face.. While
Wolfe was serving Amherst at Louisburg, Montcalm lay in the
lines of Ticonderoga. At the other end of Lake George, preparing
to march against him, was encamped General Abercrombie with
fifteen thousand men. Montcalm's position was one of matchless
strength. The fort itself stood on a rocky height overlooking the
nead of Lake Champlain. Behind it ran a rough valley; and the
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crest of the ridge beyond was fortified by a high and zigzag breastwork, built of trunks of trees with sharpened branches pointing
outwards like the spines of some colossal porcupine. The sloping
approach
to this breastwork was set thick with sharpxr
Montcalm's
1
• 1
victory at
ened stakes and felled trees, making it almost impasTiconderoga.

. sable. Behind these lines were only between three
and four thousand men, to oppose the fifteen thousand of Abercrombie. But they were led by Montcalm, with de LeVis and de
Bougainville to support him. Abercrombie was a man of slight
capacity and wavering will, who owed his high position not to
merit but to favour. So strong were his friends that even Pitt,
who saw his weakness, had not cared to remove him from command. The wary statesman had contented himself with appointing as Abercrombie's second in command one who might be
expected in a measure to make up for his chiefs deficiencies.
This was the young Lord Howe, an officer of radiant promise.
Howe was the very life of the army. Adored alike by the regulars and the militia, he was rigid in discipline, ready in resource,
discreet, yet boundlessly audacious in the hour of need. Had he
lived, the story of Ticonderoga might have been far different
But in a chance skirmish on the way to the battlefield a bullet
struck him down; and from that moment the whole army was in
confusion. Abercrombie made no attempt to outflank Montcalm's
position, or to cut off his supplies by occupying the lake shores
beyond. During a whole, long, dreadful day he hurled his dogged
soldiery against that impregnable glacis, wherein they were mown
down like grass by the close fire of the hidden defenders. Among
the English were a regiment of Highlanders, who fought like
tigers, hacking at the stakes with their claymores to reach the barricade. Regulars and militia outdid each other in feats of stubborn
daring, of which the French spoke afterwards with wondering
praise. But the splendid sacrifice was all in vain. Abercrombie
might as well have taken his troops and hurled them into the
lake. When night fell two thousand English dead lay amid the
sharp branches of the glacis. Of the French there had fallen but
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three hundred. They had made a glorious defence. Abercrombie,
with fainting heart, fell back upon Fort William Henry. H e was
presently relieved of his command.
The joy in Canada over this victory was soon - damped by news
of disaster. While Abercrombie lay trembling at Fort William
Henry, cursed by all his men, Bradstreet with a body
of colonial militia had crossed Lake Ontario in whale- capture^ort
boats and captured Fort Frontenac. With the fort he J?JtSng New
took rich stores, and all the French ships that sailed two106 **
the lake. This success cut Canada in two. Fort Duquesne, severed from its source of supplies, forsaken by the fickle
tribes who had aided in the overthrow of Braddock, and hotly
attacked by a force under General Forbes, was abandoned in
November (1758). The retreating garrison blew up their fortifications. Near the same site the English now raised a new stronghold with a name of good omen. They called it Fort Pitt; and
to the cluster of traders' cabins that gathered about it was given
the name of Pittsburg.
During this same year, while forts were falling and battles raging east and west, an event took place which was full of peaceful
significance. The first legislative assembly ever held Legislative
in what now forms Canada was called together at heid^tHaiiHalifax. The pioneers who had built the city had fax*
come out, as we have seen, under promise of free representative
institutions. Now this promise found its first measure of fulfillment. The people of Nova Scotia were called upon to elect
such men as they desired to represent them and to legislate for
them. But almost all the real power was kept in the hands of
the governor and other crown officials. To make these representative institutions really free cost a century of ceaseless struggle,
destined soon to begin and to colour a whole period in our story.
50. The Beginning of the End. — Both sides now seemed to
realize that the death-grapple was fairly begun. A gloom hung
over Canada. In the west she had lost the Lake country, and
some of her strongest allies among the Indians. In the centre,
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where Montcalm was, she had superbly held her own. But in
the east her case looked ruinous enough. Her world-famous
stronghold of Louisburg snatched from her, she had been violently hurled back upon the St. Lawrence. At her
Montcalm on

r

i

thedefen-

heart, meanwhile, gnawed Bigot's greedy pack, deaf
to every appeal in this supreme hour of their country's
peril. To France the tottering colony cried for aid; but France
was hard pressed in Europe. She could spare no more regiments
for Canada, no more gold for Bigot's pockets. Montcalm was
told to stand on the defensive and wait for fortune to change.
Between Montcalm and the governor-general, the vain and
jealous Vaudreuil, there was sharp antagonism; but they acted
together in this crisis. Vaudreuil called out all the remaining
militia reserves, and concentrated them about Quebec, where
Montcalm now made his headquarters. To the defence of
Niagara were called in the garrisons of the remaining western
forts, from Detroit to Venango, together with the north-western tribes who dwelt about Michilimackinac. To Bourlamaque,
one of Montcalm's bravest lieutenants, was set the hard task of
holding Lake Chaniplain and the Richelieu against the English
advance on Montreal.
In the spring of 1759 the English opened the campaign. Their
plan was a sweeping one. General Prideaux and Sir William Johnson were sent against Niagara. Amherst, in the centre,
The English

&

&

>
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plan of cam- was to force the inland gateway, descend the Richelieu,
paign.

and capture Montreal. Then he and the Niagara expedition were to unite, come down the St. Lawrence, and help
Wolfe take Quebec. Before turning our eyes upon Wolfe's gigantic
task, let us see how the ventures of Prideaux and Amherst fared.
The expedition against Niagara arrived before the reinforcements which were to succour the doomed post. The fort was
Fail of Fort regularly besieged; and its defences soon gave way
Niagara,
before the English guns. Prideaux was killed, and
Johnson took command. Presently came the French reinforcements. Johnson faced them with a portion of his force, struck
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them heavily, and drove them back in fragments. Thus deprived
of its last hope, the garrison at once laid down its arms. Broken
was the last hold of France on the great west
In the centre Amherst cautiously pushed his way down Lake
George. When he drew near, Bourlamaque blew up the dreaded
walls of Ticonderoga and fell back upon Crown Point. Thence
he again retired to a much stronger and more strategically important position on Isle aux Noix, at the narrow outlet of Lake
Champlain. Here he gathered all his forces to make a final
stand. He held control of the lake by means of four wellarmed sloops. In the face of their guns it was impossible for
Amherst to advance in his open boats; so he spent Bourlamaque
the summer in building vessels to cope with those of heret oifLake
the French. When this was done the weather turned Cham P lain stormy, so he concluded to winter at Crown Point. He was a
brave leader, but in his own deliberate way; too painfully methodical for an enterprise like this, which called for dash and risks.
At all costs he should have forced his way forward and created
a diversion in Wolfe's favour. But he preferred to build forts
and secure his advance by strictly regular process. Bourlamaque at Isle aux Noix and Montcalm at Quebec were gratified
by his forbearance, but littie impressed by his brilliancy.
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51. Wolfe and Montcalm Face to F a c e . — T o defend Quebec,
to make his last stand for France in Canada, Montcalm had about
»«.
* fifteen thousand regulars
and Canadian militia,' with
The forces of
°
Montcalm
a thousand Indians. The regulars
were his
rperhaps
r
&
and Wolfe.

only reliance for battle in the o p e n ; while in bushfighting, on the other hand, one Canadian was considered equal
to three regulars. All the troops alike were good behind entrenchments ; wherefore Montcalm resolved to take the defensive,
and force his foe to break himself to pieces on his lines. H e
would make Quebec another Ticonderoga. To bring against
the sixteen thousand defenders of his almost impregnable position, Wolfe had but nine thousand m e n ; but these were all tried
stuff, adapted to any service.
Leaving a garrison of two thousand in the city itself, under de
Ramesay, Montcalm ranged his army along the shore from the
city walls to the Montmorenci River eight miles below. The
mouth of the St. Charles was closed with a massive boom of
chained timbers, and both its banks were covered by '
Montcalm's

.

plan of de-

heavy batteries. A little higher up, the river was
crossed by a bridge of boats, forming the avenue of
communication between camp and city. From the St. Charles
down to the little Beauport stream, the bank of the St. Lawrence consists of low meadow-land, with wide shoals spreading
before it. At the mouth of the Beauport stream was anchored
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a floating battery. From this point down to the Montmorenci
the shore is a steep and rocky ridge, with a narrow skirt of
flats along its base. The whole front of the French position
was faced with earthworks, crossing the Beauport meadows, and
crowning the crest of the ridge. On the flats between ridge and
water, also, were built advance works, strong in repelling attack,
but useless to the enemy if captured, because open to the fire
from the ridge above. The floating battery at the Beauport mouth
carried twelve heavy guns. The colossal walls of the city itself
mounted one" hundred and six cannon, under whose muzzles, at
the edge of the Lower Town, clung a fleet of gunboats and fireships. The most important ships of the French fleet had been
sent for safety far up the St. Lawrence, that their crews might be
used in-, the defence. For eight miles above the city, to the strong
defences of Cap Rouge, the north bank of the St. Lawrence was a
precipice 200 feet in height, impassable except at a few points,
and even at these passes so difficult that a handful of resolute
men could hold them against an army. On this side no attack
was dreaded, yet it was watched with vigilance by a force under
Bougainville.
Wolfe's army, as we have seen, consisted of about nine thousand
picked troops. Under him were three energetic and courageous
brigade-generals, Monckton (the conqueror of Beausejour), Townshend, and Murray. There was also a strong fleet
.

..

.

Wolfe

under Admiral Saunders to cooperate in the enterprise, occupies lie
d'Orleans.

Toward the end of June the .throng of battle-ships,
frigates, and transports arrived safely under the green and peopled^
shores of He d'Orleans. Here Wolfe disembarked his army, led a
strong force up the island, and entrenched himself on the extreme
western point, about four miles below Quebec. Before Wolfe's
eyes was now unfolded the magnitude of his task. On his right
was the splendid white cataract of Montmorenci leaping out of the
dark fir groves on the summit of the ridge. Beyond lay the long,
serried lines of entrenchments, swarming with the white uniforms
of France. Then, the crowded, steep roofs and spires^Bfot^e
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Lower Town, with the gunboats and fire-ships on its water front.
And then, soaring over all, the majestic promontory of Cape
Diamond; its grim face seamed with batteries, and stairs, and
climbing ribbons of street; its summit crowned with portentous
bastions and with the chivalrous banners of France.
A few days after Wolfe's arrival Vaudreuil undertook, at tremendous expense, to destroy the English fleet with fire-ships,
vaudreufl's The great hulls were filled with pitch, fireworks, bombs,
fire-ships. a n ( j avj m a n n e r of old guns loaded to the muzzle. One
black night these perilous craft were towed into the current of the
north channel, at the foot of which lay the English fleet at anchor.
There they were set on fire. The roar and blaze were terrific
The red lines of the English on the island, the white masses
of the French behind their earthworks, were luridly revealed.
Around each flaming shape rained a shower of death from the
exploding engines within it; but the English sailors swarmed
out in boats, hooked the monsters with grappling irons, and towed
them close in shore, where they stranded and roared themselves
harmlessly to silence.
The next day Wolfe seized the heights of Point LSvis, opposite
the city, and began to erect his batteries. In the village churches
round about Levis he posted a proclamation asking the Canadian
Wolfe at
habitans to stand neutral. He promised them proPoint Levis. Section of life, property, and religion if they did so,
but fire and pillage if they refused. While the batteries on Levis
were steadily growing, in defiance of a ceaseless hail of shells from
the city ramparts, a band of fifteen hundred Quebec volunteers,
crossing the river some miles above the city, descended in the
night to rout the foe. They set out with martial zeal. But a
panic seized them ere they reached the hostile lines. They fled
back madly to their boats, and returned to Quebec to face the
jeers of their fellows.
Wolfe's next move was to effect a landing below the Montmorenci. This was done after a sharp skirmish with the Canadian
rangers. Here, on the east side of the cataract, Wolfe fortified
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himself with care, planted a battery, and opened a fire which
proved very galling to the French lines over the stream. Some
of the French officers were eager to attack this new ^oife at
position, but Montcalm's judicious policy forbade. Mortmorenci I Let him amuse himself where he is," said Montcalm. " If we
drive him away from there, he may go to some place where he
can do us more harm."
Wolfe's position was now dangerous, for his command was cut
into three parts, either of which might be attacked in force before
the others could come to its defence. But he longed to lure the
French out of their lines, and felt that the occasion was one for
taking great risks. He knew that success in this instance was
not to be earned by caution or reached by regular
I

1

The English

paths : but only, if at all, by some daring and unex- fleet goes up
.

.

.

.

the river,

pected stroke. He now still further divided his forces.
His batteries on Point Le"vis were fast demolishing the Lower
Town. Under cover of their fire he ran a portion of the fleet up
the river beneath the very mouths of the citadel's guns, and laid
them over against Cap Rouge to threaten Bougainville. This
division of the fleet was commanded by Admiral Holmes. It now
began to harass the French sorely by drifting back and forth with
the tide over the eight miles between Quebec and Cap Rouge.
Bougainville found himself compelled to follow laboriously along
the shore so as always to oppose a strong front against any attempt
at landing. Meanwhile the summer was wearing away; and
though the Lower Town was knocked to pieces Quebec was not,
weakening. Supplies were still abundant in the city, and the
waiting game played by Montcalm was driving Wolfe's eager temper to desperation. He decided that if Montcalm would not
come out and fight he must even be attacked in his trenches.
The attack was made on the extreme left. At low tide there
was a ford across the mouth of the Montmorenci. The French
batteries at this point were engaged by a heavy fire from the fleet,
while a body of grenadiers, Royal Americans, and Highlanders
dashed shoreward in boats. To aid them came a column from
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the Montmorenci redoubt, fording the turbulent channel, and following the strip of wet flats along below the ridge. Impatient
after their long restraint, the grenadiers threw themselves on the
advance redoubt and carried it with cheers. Then the
Failure of
Wolfe's at- place became a slaughter-pen, under the concentrated
tack on the
Beauport
fire from the heights. Swarming with thinned ranks
lines.
out of the death-trap, the red-coated companies struggled fiercely to scale the steep before them. The tall, lean figure
of Wolfe was everywhere at once, waving his stick, encouraging,
praising, urging on. But the top of the ridge was a ceaseless
sheet of fire, and the red masses rolled back shattered. Again
they returned to the charge; but soon upon the scene of fury
broke a drenching storm. The steeps became too slippery to
climb. The : ammunition of defenders and assailants alike was
soaked and useless. The English drew back baffled into the redoubt which they had taken; and Wolfe led, them off quietly in
sullen array. Each side claimed that the other had been saved
from ruin by the storm. But the result of the battle was rejoicing in Quebec, and in the English camp deep dejection. Along
those deadly slopes had fallen five hundred of Wolfe's best troops.
52. The Plains of Abraham. — In Quebec, as the autumn wore
on, hope rose high. Wolfe had so far accomplished, little beyond"
the devastation of some villages. He was ill with a painful' disease,
which now, aggravated by toil, anxiety, and dejection of spirit,
grew swiftly worse. With it came a fever; and for many weary
days he was held to his bed in a farmhouse at Montmorenci,
English
while gloom fell on the troops. Then came news that
oppo§teC?p
Rouge.

no
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P c o u l d be expected from Amherst. A little
foe c a p t a j n s 0 f t h e fleet began to talk of giving

up the enterprise, lest the ships should get caught by an early
frost. But Wolfe, though he wrote despondently to Pitt, had not i
given up his purpose. He now turned his attention to the heights
above the city. With his brigadiers he arranged a new plan of
attack; and he promised the admiral that if this plan failed.he
would then consent to withdraw. Rapidly and secretly the main
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body of the troops was marched overland from Point Levis by
night, and concentrated opposite Cap Rouge. The position at
Montmorenci was abandoned ; and Montcalm, thinking Woife»8 flnal
that the foe was at Point L£vis, was perplexed to know plan#
what movement was afoot. Did it mean flight, or did it mean
attack? Hopeful as he naturally felt, after the summer's success, his
position was growing difficult from scarcity of food. The English
ships above the city patrolled the river so well that the supply
boats from Montreal found it hard to steal through the blockade,
and many were captured ere they reached the wharves of Quebec.
The land route, of course, was open; but where were horses and
transport waggons for the work of provisioning a city?
Wolfe's plan was a forlorn hope. Up the face of the cliff, at a
point about three miles above Quebec, his glass had shown him
a narrow thread of a path with the tents of a small guard grouped
about its top. This was the Anse du Foulon, where a rivulet had
cut itself a gully down the steep. Up this path by night he
would send a desperate handful of men, to hold the position to
the death till the army should follow behind them. The plan was
known only to the generals and admiral; but the whole camp
knew that some great game was to be played. Demand was
made for twenty-four volunteers. They came forward eagerly,
for a desperate venture and a goal they could hot guess. At last
there fell a starless night, and the army was ordered to the boats.
The fleet, as usual, drifted up stream with the tide. He floats
Then, when the ebb began, the boats cast off, and were nyerby6
carried swiftly down toward the Anse du Foulon, from m s h t that night called Wolfe's Cove. The boat containing the gallant
twenty-four was in the lead. Wolfe followed close behind. In
the darkness of that silent journey, to ease the suspense, he
quoted softly to the officers about him the calm lines of Gray's
"Elegy," remarking as he ended—"Gentlemen, I would rather
have written those lines than take Quebec." And, illustrious as
is his memory, who shall say that he was not right?
The venture was a desperate one indeed; for even if a u his
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'force, should .gain the heights, they would yet have an army to
fight of nearly twice their number. But meanwhile the bulk of
the French troops lay in their old position below the St. Charles,
thinking, from the furious bombardment which Admiral Saunders
had opened upon them, that they were to be attacked in front.
Knowing that the English had not wings, they never dreamed of
danger in the rear. That night a number of provision boats were
expected to* pass down to Quebec, a fact which the English had
learned from a deserter. Presently Wolfe's foremost boats were
:cafried by a current close to the shore. A sentinel challenged
them sharply out of the darkness. Fortunately in one of the boats
The sentries w a s a Highland officer to whom French was as his
evaded.
j n re ply to the sentry's questioning he.
o w n tongue>
said — "Hush, it's the provision boats. Don't make a noise
or the English will be upon us." The Frenchman was satisfied: A few minutes later the boats were in the cove; and
the men landed noiselessly on the narrow beach between cliff
and waterside.
The fate of Canada had ordained that this pass of the Anse du
Foulon should be guarded by that same coward Vergor who had so
lightly given up Beausejour. He had been tried at the time for
cowardice, but acquitted through the influence of Vaudreuil and
The forlorn Bigot. Now, when Wolfe's forlorn hope was creeping
.hope.
When
U p foe steep, Vergor was asleep in his tent.
those twenty-four daring climbers reached the summit, there was
no one to oppose them. They saw close by a glimmering group
of tents. They dashed on the sleeping guard, shot some, routed
the others, and captured Vergor as he sprang from his bed in
panic. At the sound of their cheers the rest of the troops, waiting in the cove below, swarmed up the face of the cliff. Wolfe,
weak from sickness, but all his soul on fire, found strength to
reach the top among the foremost. When day broke, it saw
^Wolfe's army.in firm array along the brink of the heights. He
stood between Montcalm at Quebec and Bougainville at Cap
Rouge, with no choice but victory or ruin.
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To seek a favourable battle-ground Wolfe moved forward to
what are called the Plains of Abraham, a grassy and bushy level
about half a mile in width, forming the western end of
.

o

the wind-swept summit of Cape Diamond.
. . . . . .

The English

Less than on the Plains
of Abraham.

a mile away, but hidden by a low bare ridge, lay Quebec. On this lofty plateau Wolfe drew up his line, facing towards
the city. From the thickets surrounding his position the Canadian
rangers and Indians kept up a sharp skirmishing. Wolfe made
his men lie down to escape their fire, while he engaged them in
the bush with his light infantry.
Presently the ridge before him swarmed with white uniforms.
Montcalm, riding into the city about daybreak, had caught sight
of the scarlet lines on the height. In hot haste he had Montcalm
ordered up his regiments from the Beauport trenches. a m v e s The garrison of the city refused to leave their ramparts, and some
"regiments under Vaudreuil's influence were mysteriously detained.
With the rest of his force, about four thousand five hundred men,
he formed his hne of battle. His followers were full of courage.
Mounted on his great black horse, he led them at once to the
-attack. They advanced with shouts, firing hotly as they came.
It was then ten o'clock in the morning. On the issue of this fight
.was hanging the fate of Canada.
The scarlet English lines and the kilted Highlanders rose up.
They stood in ominous silence. Suddenly, when the white-coated
columns were within forty paces of their front, there
iMeds
rang a sharp command. Out flamed the answering and Wolfe's
volley, a sheet of fire. The French lines staggered,
but rushed on intrepidly. Another shattering volley, — and when
its smoke rolled up the French were seen broken and confused,
so terrible had been the slaughter. While they strove desperately
to recover formation, Wolfe gave the order to charge, himself leading at the head of his grenadiers. Then rose the cheers of the
English, the yells of the Highlanders, and the wild skirling of the
bag-pipes. The French, though cut to pieces, were not beaten.
They fired fiercely in desperate groups. A bullet shattered Wolfe's
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wrist. Another shot pierced his body, but he pressed on. Yet
a third struck him in the breast, and he fell. Two or three of the
men nearest him carried him toward the rear. At his entreaty
they laid him down. As they bent over him one looked up and
cried, "They run ! They run ! " Wolfe opened his eyes, like one
half-awakened from a dream, and asked, "Who run?" "The
enemy, sir!" was the exultant reply. " They give way everywhere !" The dying general gathered his strength with an effort,
and held himself back from the brink. For that instant he saw
clearly. " Go, tell Colonel Burton," he said, " to march Webb's
regiment to the Charles River, to cut off their retreat from the
bridge." Then he whispered, " God be praised, I die in peace !"
and with a sigh the life escaped his lips.
The rout of the French was utter. The officers by this time
could not make their orders heard; but a body of Canadians
Death of
distinguished themselves by making a desperate stand
Montcalm. a l o n g t h e s l o p e Cdi\\t& £ o t e g te# Genevieve, where
they fought so stubbornly that Webb's advance against the bridge
was foiled. Montcalm, desperate and furious, was carried along
with the mass toward the city gates. A bullet passed through his
body and he sank together in the saddle; but two soldiers had
seen him struck and they supported their loved leader in his seat.
Thus he entered the gates which he had so long and well defended. When they saw him so stricken the pale throng cried
aloud in grief and terror. Montcalm roused himself for a moment.
" It is nothing," said h e ; " do not be grieved on my account, good
friends." Then he was carried to the house of a surgeon, — to
die. But in his anguish he found time to send a note to the English commander, begging him to protect the people he had conquered. On the morning of the following day, September 14th,
a little before daybreak, he died, and was buried in a rough box
under the floor of the Ursuline convent. His grave was a cavity
hollowed by the explosion of an English shell. The body of his
great rival had a different fate. It was embalmed and carried to
England, where the public rejoicings over Wolfe's victory were
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quenched in sorrow for his death. As a fit emblem of the union
of the two races who fought that day together for the mastery of
Canada, stands now in Quebec a noble shaft of stone, inscribed
to the memories of Montcalm and Wolfe.
By Montcalm's fall the French were left leaderless. The gallant
de Levis, Montcalm's not unworthy successor, was in Montreal.
The feeble Vaudreuil, bold only when danger was far distant, was
in Supreme command. After a few hours of wild
Quebec taken.
uncertainty he forsook Quebec, and with a force still
outnumbering the English retreated up the St. Lawrence to the
impregnable stronghold of Jacques Cartier. The English meanwhile, expecting prompt attack, were entrenching themselves on
their victorious field. The command had fallen upon Townshend,
Monckton being disabled by his wounds. When Townshend saw
that the French army had fled, he was no less relieved than astonished. But he knew there were generals left, somewhere in
Canada; and he thought they would soon be back. The safest
place for him then would be inside the walls of Quebec, and he
made up his mind to get there without delay. To the commandant, the sturdy Ramesay, he sent a summons of immediate surrender, declaring that he would otherwise take the place by storm.
Ramesay hesitated, still hoping for the return of the vanished
army. Townshend, with unresting energy, pushed his mines and
his trenches ever closer to the walls. Then, on the 17th, the
English ships drew in. A strong attacking column marched toward
the city gates. The citizens, in terror at the threat of an assault,
with all its pillage, flame, and butchery, demanded instant capitulation. Ramesay yielded to their prayers. The flag of truce was
raised; but some of the officers pulled it down. It was raised
again, — and stayed. Townshend was generous, and granted
honourable terms. The inhabitants he agreed to protect as if
they were English citizens. The garrison marched out with full
honours of war, and were sent away to France at the English cost.
Down sank the lilied flag which had so long waved over New
France; and the red banner of England rose in its stead.
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53. Quebec in English Hands. — Scarcely was the capitulation
settled when messengers came to Ramesay, with word
De Levis
arrives too
that de Levis and succour were close at hand. But
it was too late. Destiny had made her decision.
The English now gave themselves diligently to the work of
making their position secure. This done, and stores for the winter
gathered in, Townshend and the fleet sailed away, leaving General
Murray in command. In Murray the Canadians found a warm
friend; and English officers were loud in praise of the devotion
Murray win- ^ h which the French nuns attended to the sick
tersin Quebec. a n d wounded of both nations. The citizens took
the oath of allegiance, and soon were on cordial terms with
the English soldiers, who shared rations with them and voluntarily helped them with their work. Murray planted strong
outposts Ground the city, to guard every approach; and as the
winter wore on there were sharp skirmishes at Point Levis and
Lorette. The garrison was daily expecting an attack in force,
as de L£vis was known to be planning the recapture of Quebec;
and while they waited, sickness was decimating their ranks.
But it was not till spring reopened the navigation of the St.
Lawrence that de LeVis was ready to move against Quebec. All
The battle of w m t e r > a t Montreal, he had been gathering his forces,
ste. Foye.
Toward the end of April he set out, with an army of
eight thousand men, besides Indians, sworn to recover the lost
jewel of New France. The English outposts fell back rapidly
before him, destroying those stores they could not save, and reunited with Murray in Quebec. De LeVis halted at the village of
Ste. Foye, five or six miles from the city, to arrange his plan of attack. Murray, daring to rashness and burning for renown, scorned
to await this attack. He led out his little army, thrice outnumbered
by that of his skilful antagonist, and hurled himself on the French
columns as they advanced from Ste. Foye. The struggle was a mad
one. Deeds of emulous heroism were many on the field of Ste.
Foye. But the English had undertaken too much. Their losses
were tremendous; and seeing his error, Murray gave the order to
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fall back. They obeyed, but with angry reluctance, grumbhng
" What is falling back but retreating? " De Levis, seeing their temper, was content to accept his victory; and the English columns, a
thousand weaker than when they started out, withdrew into the city.
And now Quebec was close besieged.. The garrison was weak
with sickness, and worn with ceaseless toil; but its spirit was excellent. Officers worked like privates, harnessing
....
Quebec
themselves to the gun-carriages, wielding spade and besieged by
.
.
7
deLevis.
pickaxe, sharing every hardship with their men. De
Levis' army was entrenched on the ridge to eastward of the Plains
of Abraham, under a hot fire from the ramparts. Presently he got
his siege guns in position, and a steady bombardment was kept
up. Both sides were expecting aid by sea. The question was
which would .first arrive, the French ships or the English. One
day a sail appeared, with no colours at the peak. The suspense
was breathless. At last the flag of England fluttered to the masthead, and the garrison went wild with joy. She was but the vanguard of a strong fleet, on whose arrival de Levis hastily withdrew.
The French ships in the river were destroyed; but not till one
small vessel had made so superb a defence that her captain, a
daring officer by the name of Vauqueline, was feasted and toasted
as a hero by his admiring conquerors.
The failure of de Levis robbed New France of her last hope.
Her keys were in her enemy's hands. Nothing remained but
Montreal. De Levis, however, playing gallantly his
,
JjQ 1/6 VIS 13.11s

hopeless game, guarded all the approaches. Against back on Monhim moved Murray up the St. Lawrence from Quebec
and Amherst down the St. Lawrence from Lake Ontario, while in
the centre Colonel Haviland struck hard at the line of the Richelieu. Three Rivers with its garrison was not disturbed, as its fate
hung on that of Montreal. A few miles below Montreal Island
Murray encamped, threatened by French armies on both sides of
the river. There he anxiously waited for Amherst and Haviland.
The latter came first, having cut Bougainville's lines and forced
him to fall back without a battle. At last came Amherst, and
M
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landed at Lachine. He marched down the island and encamped
under the city's western walls. Murray at once made landing on
the lower end of the island, while Haviland pitched his camp
on the shore just opposite. - The Canadian militia, under promise
of Amherst's protection, now deserted and went to their homes.
Vaudreuil and de Levis were left to defend Montreal with about
two thousand dispirited regulars. These were hemmed in by
three armies, amounting in all to seventeen thousand men. Resistance was, of course, impossible; and on the 8th of September,
1760,
Vaudreuil capitulated,
including
in the surrender
r
Montreal and
'
°
an Canada not Montreal alone, but the whole territory of Canada,
capitulate.

The French troops, save those who chose to stay, were
sent home to France on parole, pledged not to serve against
England during the war. To the inhabitants Amherst issued a
proclamation, telling them that they were now all British subjects,
and as such to be protected in all their rights of person, property,
and religion. General Murray was appointed governor of the
new province.
Canada having become a British colony, large numbers of the
old seigneurial families, unwilling to live under the flag which they
Peace in Can- a n d their fathers had spent their lives in defying, went
the war con- away to France, robbing Canada of her best blood,
tinuesabroad. -j^ gt> Lawrence valley was now at peace, and striving
to repair its losses. But the Seven Years' War still raged abroad,
— in Europe, in India, and among the islands of the West Indies.
Still the English triumphs went on in far-off seas, and still the great
Frederick of Prussia made head indomitably against his swarn>
ing foes.
. In Newfoundland the settlement and fort of St. John's were
taken by a French squadron, but only to be recaptured by English
ships a few months later. Not till nearly three years
The Seven
Years' War
after the capitulation of Montreal did the Treaty of
ended by the
. . .
^ ,
,
,
-r. 1 •
11
Treaty of
Pans bring peace /T(Feb. 10th, 1763). By this notable
document- half of North America changed hands.
Spain yielded up Florida. France, besides great concessions in
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other quarters of the globe, made over to England all her claims
and possessions in America, excepting only the territory of Louisiana, at the Mississippi mouth. She also retained, on the condition that they should not be garrisoned or fortified, the two little
islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, off the coast of Newfoundland.
These were to be used as fishing-stations; and she was allowed
at the same time to retain certain fishing privileges in the Gulf
and on Newfoundland's western shore, out of which have since
grown innumerable difficulties, — hereafter to be known as the
French Shore Disputes. Russia and Austria, left to fight their
battles alone, came speedily to terms. On the day when the
treaty was signed, France secretly gave over to Spain the remnant
saved from the wreck of her North American possessions; and
Louisiana passed under the Spanish Crown. Thus ended the
Seven Years' War, leaving England intoxicated with glory, mistress
of the North American continent, victor in the tremendous duel
for the empire of the New World.

SECTIONS: — 54, POPULATION AND DWELLINGS AT THE CLOSE OF
THE FRENCH PERIOD. 55, DRESS, ARMS, SOCIAL CUSTOMS, FOOD,
ETC., DURING THE FRENCH PERIOD.

54. Population and Dwellings at the Close of the French
Period. — When the flag of France departed from Canada, it
. ,, left a people
destined to find under the new rule a
r
r
The people of
Canada after fuller freedom, an ampler political development, a far
the conquest.
. x i r
- , , - • ,
more abundant prosperity. It, left a people destined
to honour their new allegiance by loyalty and heroic service in the
hour of trial. The spirit in which the French Canadian noblesse
— such of them as remained in Canada — received the new rule,
is well exemplified in the words which a French Canadian novelist x
puts in the mouth of one of the old seigneurs. The seigneur, once
an officer under the French King, is on his death-bed. To his son,
who has left the French army and taken the oath to the English
Crown, he says, " Serve thy new sovereign as faithfully as I have
served the King of France; and may God bles's thee, my dear
!"

This people, which thus became British by a campaign and a
treaty, was destined to form the solid core around which should
grow the vast Confederation of Canada. But for them there
would now, in all likelihood, be no Canada. By their rejection
of the proposals of the revolted colonies the northern half of this
continent was preserved to Great Britain. The debt which the
empire owes to the French Canadians is immeasurably greater
1

Philippe Aubert de Gaspe, author of " Les Anciens Canadiens."
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tlian we at present realize. Let us examine the characteristics of
the small and isolated people which was to exercise such a deep
influence on the future of this continent. Let us consider their
numbers, the peculiarities of their life, their food, their dress, and
the houses in which they dwelt.
The whole population of Canada when she came under the
British flag was, as we have seen, about sixty thousand. This
hardy handful was gathered chiefly at Quebec, Three
Population.
Rivers, and Montreal. The rest trailed thinly along
the shores of the St. Lawrence and the Richelieu. The lands
about the Great Lakes, and the western country, were held only
by a few scattered forts, buried here and there in the green wilderness. At Detroit had sprung up a scanty settlement of perhaps
one thousand souls. In these remote posts the all-important
question was still that of the fur-trade with the Indians. The
traders and the soldiers, cut off from civilization, frequently took
wives from the Indian tribes about them, and settled down to a
hfe half barbarous. These men soon grew as lawless as their
adopted kinsfolk. They were a weakness and a discredit to the
country in time of peace, but in war their skill and daring were
the frontier's best defence.
Quebec had seven thousand inhabitants. Most of them dwelt
between the water's edge and the foot of the great cliff whose top
was crowned by the citadel. Where the shoulder of
Quebec.
the promontory swept around toward the St. Charles
the slope became more gentle, and there the houses and streets
began to clamber toward the summit. Streets that found themselves growing too precipitous had a way, then as now, of changing suddenly into flights of stairs. The city walls, grimly bastioned,
ran in bold zigzags across the face of the steep, in a way to daunt
assailants. Down the hillside, past the cathedral and the college,
through the heart of the city, clattered a noisy brook, which in
time of freshet flooded the neighbouring streets. Part of the city
was within walls, part without. Most of the houses were low, onestory buildings, with large expanse of steep roof, and high dormer
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windows. Along the incline leading down to the St. Charles
stretched populous suburbs. On the high plateau where now lies
the stately New Town, there was then but a bleak pasture-land
whose grasses waved against the city gates.
Three Rivers, situated at the mouth of the St. Maurice, 76
miles above Quebec, was a small town, dwarfed politically and
Three Rivers socially by Quebec on the one side and Montreal on
and Montreal. ^ 0faeT
i r o n m ines in the neighbourhood gave it
a measure of importance; and it was the stopping-place for
travellers journeying between its bigger rivals. Montreal, after
its childhood of awful trial, had greatly prospered. Its population had risen to about nine thousand. The fur-trade of the
mysterious North-west, developed by a succession of daring and
tireless wood-rangers, had poured its wealth into the lap of the
city of Maisonneuve. The houses, some of which were built of
the light gray stone which now gives dignity to the city, were
usually of but one story. They were arranged in three or four
long lines parallel to the river. The towers of the Seminary of
St. Sulpicius and the spires of three churches, standing out against
the green of the stately mountain, were conspicuous from afar to
voyagers coming up the river from Quebec. The city was enclosed by a stone wall and a shallow ditch, once useful as, a defence
against the Indians, but no protection in the face of serious
assault. At the lower end of the city, covering the landing:
place, rose a high earthwork crowned with cannon. The real
defences of Montreal were the citadel of Quebec and the
forts on Lake Champlain. Save for its threshold flood and its
guardian mount, the Montreal of that day bore little likeness
to the splendid city which now wears its name and boasts of
its traditions.
The houses of the habitans, the tillers of the soil, were small
cabins, humble but warm, with wide, overhanging
The houses
of seigneurs eaves, and consisting at most of two rooms. The parand habitans.
tition, when there was one, was of boards. Lath and
plaster were unknown. The walls within, to the height of a man's
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shoulders, were worn smooth by the backs that leaned against
them. Great wooden boxes and benches usually took the place of
chairs. A clumsy loom, on which the women wove their coarse
homespuns of wool or flax, occupied one corner of the main room ;
and a deep, box-like cradle, always rocking, stood beside the
ample fireplace. Over the fire stood the long black arms of a
crane, on which was done most of the cooking; though the
" bake-kettle " sometimes relieved its labours, and the brick oven
was a stand-by in houses of the rich habitans, as well as of the
gentry. For the roasting of meats the spit was much in use;
and there was a gridiron with legs, to stand on the hearth, with
a heap of hot coals raked under it. The houses even of the
upper classes were seldom two stories in height. But they were
generally furnished with a good deal of luxury; and in the
cities they were sometimes built of stone. A typical country
mansion, the dwelling of a seigneur on his own domain, was
usually of the following fashion. The main building, one story
in height but perhaps a hundred feet long, was surmounted by
lofty gables and a very steep roof, built thus to shed the snow
and to give a roomy attic for bedchambers. The attic was
lighted by numerous, high-peaked dormer windows, piercing the
expanse of the roof. This main building was flanked by one
or more wings. Around it clustered the wash-house (adjoining the kitchen), coach-house, barns, stable, and woodsheds.
This homelike cluster of walls and roofs was sheltered from
the winter storm by groves of evergreen, and girdled cheerily
by orchard and kitchen-garden. On one side, and not far off,
was usually a village with a church-spire gleaming over it; on
the other a circular stone mill, resembling a httle fortress rather
than a peaceful aid to industry. This structure, where all the
tenants of the seigneur (the censitaires) were obliged to grind
their grain, had indeed been built in the first place to serve
not only as a mill but as a place of refuge from the Iroquois.
It was furnished with loopholes, and was impregnable to the
attacks of an enemy lacking cannon.
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55. Dress, Arms, Social Customs, Food, etc., during the
French Period. — The dress of the upper classes was like that
prevailing among the same classes in France, though
Dress.
much less extravagant. The hair was worn powdered
and in high, elaborate coiffures. Men's fashions were more
picturesque than those of the present day. Their hair, curled,
powdered, and sometimes tied in a queue,Nwas surmounted by a
graceful, low-crowned hat with caught-up brim. This head-dress
was superseded on occasions of ceremony by the stately, three-,
cornered cocked hat. The long, wide-frocked coats were of gaycoloured and costly material, with lace at neck and wristbands.
The waistcoat might be richly embroidered with gold or silver.
Knee-breeches took the place of our unshapely trousers, and
were fastened with bright buckles at the knee. Stockings were
of white or coloured silk, and shoes were set off by broad buckles
at the instep. These, of course, were the dresses of ceremony,
the dresses seen at balls and grand receptions. Out of doors, and
in the winter especially, the costumes of the nobility were more
distinctly Canadian. Overcoats of native cloth were worn, with
large, pointed hoods. Their pattern is preserved to the present
day in the blanket coats of our snow-shoers. Young men might
be seen going about in colours that brightened the desolate winter
landscape. Gay belts of green, blue, red, or yellow enriched the
waists of their thick overcoats. Their scarlet leggings were laced up
with green ribbons. Their moccasins were gorgeously embroidered
with dyed porcupine quills. Their caps of beaver or marten were
sometimes tied down over their ears with vivid handkerchiefs of
silk. The habitans were rougher and more sombre in their dress.
A black homespun coat, gray leggings, gray woollen cap, heavy
moccasins of cowhide, —- this grave costume was usually brightened
by a belt or sash of the liveliest colours. The country-women had
to content themselves with the same coarse homespuns, which
they wore in short, full skirts. But they got the gay colours which
they loved in kerchiefs for their necks and shoulders.
In war the regulars were sharply distinguished from those of
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the British army by their uniforms. The white of the House of
Bourbon was the colour that "marked their regiments, as scarlet
marked those of the British. The militia and wood- uniforms and
rangers fought in their ordinary dress, — or, occasion- arms*
ally, with the object of terrifying their enemies, put on the warpaint and eagle-quills of the Indians. The muskets of the day
were the heavy weapons known as flint-locks. When the trigger
was pulled the flint came down sharply on a piece of steel, and
the spark, falling into a shallow " pan" of powder called the"
I priming," ignited the charge. The regulars carried bayonets on
the ends of their muskets, but the militia and rangers had httle
use for these weapons. They depended on their markmanship,
which was deadly. The regulars fired breast high in the direction
of their enemy, trusting to the steadiness and closeness of their
fire; but the colonials did not waste their precious bullets and
powder in this way. They had learned from the Indians, whom
they could beat at their own game, to fight from behind trees,
rocks, or hillocks, to load and fire lying down, and to surprise
their enemies by stealing noiselessly through the underbrush. At
close quarters they fought, like the Indians, with knife and hatchet,
both of which were carried in their belts. From the ranger's belt,
too, when on the march, hung the leathern bag of bullets, and the
inevitable tobacco-pouch; while from his neck swung a powder
horn, often richly carved, together with his cherished pipe enclosed in its case of skin. Very often, however, the ranger spared
himself the> trouble of a pipe by scooping a bowl in the back of
his tomahawk and fitting it with a hollow handle. Thus the same
implement became both the comfort of his leisure and the torment of his enemies. In winter, when the Canadians, expert in
the use of the snow-shoe and fearless of the cold, did much of
their fighting, they wore thick peaked hoods over their heads, and
looked hke a procession of friars wending through the silent forest
on some errand of piety or mercy. Their hands were covered
by thick mittens of woollen yarn, and they dragged their provisions
and blankets on sleds or toboggans. At night they would use
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their snow-shoes to shovel a wide, circular pit in the snow,
clearing it away to the bare earth. In the centre of the pit they
would build their camp-fire, and sleep around it on piles of spruce
boughs, secure from the winter wind. The leaders, usually members of the nobility, fared on these expeditions as rudely as their
men, and outdid them in courage and endurance. Some of the
most noted chiefs of the wood-rangers were scions of the noblest
families; and, though living most of the year the life of savages,
were able to shine by their graces and refinement in the courtliest
society of the day.
The French Canadians of all classes were a social people.
Quebec and Montreal, even when Wolfe's cannon were startling
the hills of the St. Lawrence, found heart for the delights of
dance and dinner-party. The governor and the
Sociallife
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and amuse-

high officials were required by etiquette to entertain with lavish generosity. Balls were kept up till
six or seven in the morning. Conversation was a fine art
with these sprightly and witty people. The country homes of
the seigneurs, such as we have described, were the scene of
many gaieties. Driving parties, picking up guests from each
manor-house as they passed it, would gather at some hospitable
abode. When tired of the stately dances then in fashion, the
guests would amuse themselves with games such as now, when
men seem less light-hearted or more self-conscious, are mostly left
to children. Society was so limited in numbers that all the members of it knew each other intimately, and the merriest freedom was
possible. " Hide the Handkerchief," " Fox and Geese," " My
Lady's Toilet," and various games of forfeit, were among those
that made hfe cheerful for the Canadians of old. Then there
was riding in the summer; and in winter sledging over the crisp,
glittering snow. Baptisms, betrothals, and weddings were made
occasions of feast; and on May-Day the hoisting of the may-pole
in front of the seigneur's house was accompanied by much merrymaking, — eating, drinking, bonfires, and the firing of guns. This
feast was the affair of the habitans, who were for that day guests.
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of the seigneur. The may-pole, presented and erected by them,
was a tall, peeled fir-tree, with a tuft of green left on its top, and
surmounted by a red and green weather-cock. The whiteness of
the peeled trunk was speedily blackened by the salutes of blank
powder fired against it.
During most of the year the habitant fared very plainly. A
feast, therefore, was something to make the most of. On such
occasions he drank a good deal of brandy. Among the upper
classes drunkenness was a disgrace, and all but unFood and
known. During the early days of the colony the table cushabitans had lived chiefly on bread and eels.
Throughout the early part of the eighteenth century they lived
on salt meat, milk, and bread for the greater part of the year.
But in winter fresh meat was abundant. Travelling was pleasant,
and from Christmas to Ash Wednesday there was a ceaseless round
of visits. Half a dozen sleighs would drive up to a habitant1 s cottage. A dozen of his friends would jump out, stable their horses,
and flock chattering into the warm kitchen. The house-wife at
this season was always prepared for guests. She had meats of
various kinds roasted and put away cold. All she had to do was
to thrust them into the hot oven, and in a few minutes the dinner
was ready. At such times bread was despised by everybody, and
sweet cakes took its place. When the habitans, as on May-Day,
were feasted by their seigneur, the table was loaded with a profusion of delicacies. Legs of veal and mutton, roasts and cutlets
of fresh pork, huge bowls of savoury stew, pies of many kinds
shaped like a half-moon, large tarts of jam, with doughnuts fried
in lard and rolled in maple sugar, were among the favoured dishes.
The habitant cared little for the seigneur's wines, because they
did not, to use his own expression, " scratch the throat enough."
Among the upper classes breakfast was a light meal, with white
wine and coffee, usually taken at eight o'clock. Dinner was at
midday, and supper at seven. Soup was always served at both
these meals. On the great sideboard, filled with silver and china,
which usually occupied one end of the dining-room and reached
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to the ceiling, stood cordials to encourage the appetite. In one
corner stood a water jar of blue and white porcelain, at which
guests might rinse their hands before going to table. The table
was served with a great abundance of choice fish and game. Each
person's place was supplied with napkin, plate, silver goblet, spoon,
and fork; but every one carried and used his own knife. Some of
these closed with a spring, and were carried in the pocket. Others
were worn in a sheath of morocco, of silk, or of birch-bark quaintly
wrought with Indian designs in beads and porcupine quills. This
sheath was generally worn hanging from the neck by an ornamental
cord. The habitans often used a clasp-knife with no spring, which
had to be kept open when in use by means of the thumb. To
use such a knife was a feat requiring some practice. Among the
dishes specially favoured by the upper classes was one of great
size and richness, and of very elaborate construction, called the
Easter pasty. This pasty was eaten cold. Lest it should break
in the cooking, and so lose its flavour, the lower crust was an inch
in thickness. The contents were nothing less than a turkey, two
chickens, partridges, pigeons, and the thighs of rabbits, larded
with slices of pork, embedded in balls of force-meat and onions,
and seasoned with almost all the spices of the pantry. With such
a dish to set before them it is no wonder that the Canadians of
old enjoyed their banquets. To keep up the cheer of hearts that
aids digestion, all the company sang in turn about the table, the
ladies bearing their full share with the men. It was a happy and
innocent life which sped in the manor-houses of the St. Lawrence,
where the influence of Bigot and his crew was not allowed to reach.
Though many of the seigneurs were ruined at the conquest, and
many others left the country, those who remained kept up their
ancient customs long after the flag of France had ceased to wave
above Quebec; and some of these venerated usages survive in the
province to this day.

ENGLISH DOMINION: —THE STRUGGLE FOR RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT.

CHAPTER

XIII.

SECTIONS: — 56,

THE CONSPIRACY OF PONTIAC. 57, THE QUEBEC
ACT. 58, AFFAIRS IN NOVA SCOTIA.

56. The Conspiracy of Pontiac. — Before the Treaty of Paris,
was signed, a new trouble, arising from the sudden change of
masters, began to brew in the west. With the fall of Montreal
had fallen too the chain of western forts, — MichiliPontiac plans

mackmac, Detroit, Presqu'Ile, and all the rest. The to expel the
.

.

English,

western Indians at that time were largely under the
influence of a great chieftain of the Ottawas named Pontiac. In
force of character, subtlety, eloquence, and daring he was perhaps
the most brilliant man the Indians of North America have produced. Though chieftain of the Ottawas alone, he stretched his
personal, influence not only over the Ottigamies, Hurons, Sacs,
Pottawattamies, Ojibways, and Wyandots, but even over the fierce
Delawares and Shawanoes on the far frontiers of Virginia. Of the
Iroquois, however, only the Senecas yielded to his spell. At first
he accepted, reluctantly, the sovereignty of the English. But
speedily he saw that with the end of French dominion had
come the end of his people's* importance. No longer was there
need of the Indian alliance. No longer were the tribes to be
propitiated with gifts and flattered with elaborate courtesy. The
English, remembering their barbarities along the frontier, and no
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longer obliged to think of policy, treated them with contemptuous
indifference. Their mightiest chiefs received little more attention
than the old women or naked children. To Pontiac's haughty
spirit this treatment was intolerable. He saw that the Indians
must either be swamped in the westward flowing torrent of the
pale-faces, or else give up their ancient inheritance and flee deeper
into the wilderness. Neither of these things could he accept.
Utterly mistaking the English power, he conceived the design
of uniting all the Indians against them, and scourging them out
of the country. In this audacious scheme he was encouraged by
certain of the French fur-traders, who told him that the King of
France, at last stirred up to vengeance, was sending out a host to
annihilate his foes. And the merchants of New Orleans secretly
urged him on.
The conspiracy was well organized. The outbreak was timed
for the 7th day of May, 1763, — three months after the Treaty
of Paris was signed. Pontiac (himself was to surprise Detroit, the
The Indian strongest of the western forts. But the plot was rerising,
vealed by a young squaw to Major Gladwyn, the commandant. On the morning of the 7th, Pontiac, with a band of
chiefs, came to the fort on the pretence of seeking a conference.
Each conspirator carried under his blanket a rifle with the barrel
cut short. They were received by the English troops drawn up
in battle array. Showing no sign of his discomfiture, Pontiac despatched some business and withdrew. Next morning he came
again, but was ordered away from the gates. Then he knew
that his plot was discovered. At once the flame of Indian war
blazed all along the west. Detroit was vigilantly besieged; and
a detachment of troops from Niagara, sent out to relieve it, was
surprised and cut to pieces. Sandusky, PresquTle, Le Boeuf,
Venango, were taken and destroyed. The frontiers of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia ran with the blood of the settlers.
From Detroit the garrison made a fierce sortie against Pontiac's
entrenchments. To reach the enemy's position, which was wisely
placed, the soldiers had to cross a narrow bridge spanning a water-
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course. Once over, they were met by a fire so deadly and an
attack so intrepid that they were driven back in confusion. So
great was the slaughter that the bridge has borne the name of
" Bloody Bridge " from that day. Further to the north, Pontiac's
followers got possession of Michilimackmac by a stratagem. All
unsuspicious of danger, the officers were invited out of the fort
to watch the Ojibway braves play a game of lacrosse. It was the
4th of June, King George's birthday; and the game, with shrewd
irony, was declared to be in his honour. Skilfully it was played
for hours, the amused officers betting on the result. Meanwhile
the gates were open. A number of squaws, with weapons under
their blankets, wandered in. At last, apparently in the course of
the game, the ball was driven against ^the palisades. Dpwn rushed
the players in a body. Then, with a yell, they dashed through the
open gates, and seized their weapons. Before the astonished
garrison could awake from their amazement fifteen of them had
fallen under the hatchet, and the rest lay helpless in their bonds.
In the middle of the summer Colonel Henry Bouquet, an officer
of high sagacity and courage, was sent out from Philadelphia to
relieve the western frontier and reinforce Fort Pitt. The rising
After a hard fight he defeated the Delawares and iueUedShawanoes in the battle of Bushy Run, or, as it is sometimes
called, Edge Hill. After this reverse some of Pontiac's allies,
growing discouraged, began to desert him. In the next year
(1764), Colonel Bradstreet, the victor of Fort Frontenac, was se'nt
to relieve Detroit and chastise Pontiac. He accomplished his
first object, and received the submission of some of the hostile
tribes. But his expedition was ill conducted and his treatment
of the Indians ill advised throughout. He let himself be fooled
by idle promises;. and Pontiac, falling back before a superior
force, kept up his depredations further west. Not until 1766,
when the vigorous presence of Sir WTilliam Johnson had undone
the effects of Bradstreet's folly, did Pontiac finally submit. His
submission carried with it that of every hostile tribe, and brought
instant peace to the frontiers. A year later, at the trading-post
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of Cahokia on the Mississippi, this truly great leader of his race
was killed by an Illinois brave in some private quarrel.
57. The Quebec Act. — During the period from the capture of
Canada in 1760 to its final cession in 1763, the country was under
military government, — a' despotism indeed, but exercised with
such forbearance on the part of the conquerors that the conquered
found little to complain
of. After the Treaty
r
J of Paris
English
settlers flock was signed, the people were told that as soon as
into Canada.
.
the affairs of the country could be arranged they
should have representative institutions like those in the English
colonies. With this prospect in view English settlers flocked into
Canada. They received liberal grants of land, on the easy tenure
of what is .known as " free soccage." Of this tenure the only ->
conditions are allegiance to the Crown and obedience to the laws, j
It was understood, however, that after a period of ten years the ,
holders of these easy grants were to be subject to small "quit- •
rents," — so called because by the payment«of such rents the
grantees were acquitted from the duty of rendering feudal service
to the Crown. The government was placed in the hands of a
governor and council; and English law, with its essential principle
of trial by jury, took the place of French law.
Over this change of the law there arose at once' a difficulty.
between the " old subjects," as the English settlers who had just
were called, and the " new
r
English set- moved into the province
tiers object to subjects,"
or French Canadians. The English
settlers
J
&
Frenchlaw.

. '

.

.

were inclined to be arrogant toward their neighbours,
as toward a conquered people. In their eyes, too, English law
was the only righteous law, and the principle of trial by jury the
supreme safeguard of their liberties. To this principle, when
applied in criminal cases, the French did not object; and they
valued their new security from being imprisoned without trial;
but to bringing mere civil cases before a jury they had strong
objection. They complained that the process was tedious and
expensive, — a serious drawback in the eyes of a people who
loved to go to law over every dispute. They urged, too, not
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without reason, that they wished their differences settled by men
whose business it was to know the law and interpret it, rather
than by men called in suddenly from the desk, the counter, or
the plough, and impatient to get back to business. To the English immigrants, on the other hand, certain sections of the French
law were excessively distasteful. These were the sections governing sale and purchase of land, mortgage, and marriage.
By the seigneurial tenure the purchaser of land in a seigneury
was compelled to pay to the seigneur the lods et vents, already
referred to, which were an amount equal to a twelfth Difficulties in
of the purchase-money, besides the full sum paid to chase and"**"
the seller. As this tax was chargeable not only on s a l e o f l a n d the value of the land, but also on all buildings and improvements,
which, while costing the seigneur nothing, were often far more
valuable than the land itself, it was considered by the English
settlers an intolerable handicap.
The French law of mortgage exposed the new-comer to still
greater hardships. By this law, when a man mortgaged his land
in security for a loan the transaction was a secret one. j * regard to
Thus a man might mortgage his farm many times over, mort«ageand then quietly sell it. The unhappy purchaser would presently
see his property taken from him and sold to satisfy the claims of
those holding the mortgages. Instances of this sort were not numerous, indeed; but very few were needed to makethe " old subjects " cry out, and demand a public registration of all mortgages.
In regard to the property-rights conferred on the wife at marriage, there were provisions in the French law which English settlers, marrying in ignorance of them, found peculiarly exasperating.
The wife, by French law, had two claims upon her husband's property, the one of "dower" and the other of "partnership." The
former gave her, in case of her husband's death, half of all his
real estate; the latter gave her, even during his lifetime, half of
alLhis personal property. It was in regard to this claim of partnership that the difficulty arose, for if the wife died before the
husband, this share of hers went at once to her children, or, chilN
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dren failing, to her nearest relatives. Thus a man might find haljl
of his personal property suddenly taken from him and handed
over to strangers. Such a contingency could be guarded against
only by a formal contract made before the marriage.
Over these differences, and others of like nature, there was
more or less dispute in Canada during the ten years following the
conquest; but the country increased in wealth and population
more rapidly than it had ever done before, and the " new subjects" were for the most part well content. By General Murray,
The Quebec their first governor, they were held in high esteem ;
Actpassed. a n ( j ^is s u c c e s s o r j gi r QUy Carleton, greatly preferring them to the more turbulent British settlers, favoured them in
every way that the law would permit. It was mainly owing to his
entjjjjsiasm for the French Canadian population that the famous
"Quebec Act" of 1774 was passed by the British Parliament.
This act extended the limits of the province southward to the
Ohio and westward to the Mississippi. And instead of giving
Canada a representative legislature, as the " old subjects " eagerly
demanded, it placed the government wholly in the hands of the
governor and council. The most important and far-reaching provision of the Quebec Act, however, was that by which the French
Civil Law was restored, and the Roman Catholic religion established, thus making Canada in all but name a French colony,
though under the English Crown. This settled the question
as to whether the French Canadians should be swallowed up
by their English fellow-countrymen, or, retaining their language
and individuality, should develop side by side with them. The
question was debated hotly on the floor of the British House of
Commons; and the decision, so gratifying to the sentiments and
aspirations of a proud race like the French Canadians, was influenced perhaps more by policy than by any considerations of
abstract justice. The English colonies, freed at last from the
menace of the French power on their borders, were banding
themselves together against the motherland. English statesmen
turned their eyes with ever-increasing esteem upon their new
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subjects in the north, — an obedient people, trained an loyally,
with Church and King supreme in all their traditions.
58. Affairs in Nova Scotia. — While events were maturing and
changing so rapidly along the St. Lawrence valley, Nova Scotia
was slowly healing her scars and settling down to steady progress.
Nova Scotia was now a vast territory, including all of what are
now New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.
Along the Gulf coast, about the mouths of *he »Rfohi- ment<of Kova
bucto, MiFamichi, Nepisiguit, and Restigouche rivers,
the scenes of Cartier's first visit to the mainland, stood thriving
Acadian settlements which had escaped the decree of exile.
These settlements, during the latter years of the war, suffered
terribly from%mine, pestilence, and the attacks of English ships.
When Quebec fell, many villages sent in their submission to
the English at Fort Lawrence, begging and receiving .grants
of food to help them through the winter. In July of 1760,
just two months before Montreal capitulated, a French fleet
lying in the mouth of the Restigouche River, off the village of
Petite Rochelle, was discovered by Commodore Byron's five
English ships-of-war from Louisburg. The battle that. took
place resulted in the destruction of Petite Rochelle, and in the
sinking or capture of the whole French fleet. This fight in the
Restigouche mouth was the closing battle of the war. After
the fall of Montreal the Indians sent their representatives to
Fort Frederick, at the mouth of the St. John, to take the oath of
allegiance to George III, and to renew a treaty w&ich they had
made with the English in 1726. Meanwhile upon all the loyal
inhabitants of the great Acadian province had been conferred
that badge of Anglo-Saxon freedom, representative government.
In October, 1758, the Parliament of Nova Scotia met at Halifax.
This was the$rst representative assembly ever convened on Canadian soil. It consisted of twenty-two members, representing the
districts of Halifax, Annapolis, Dartmouth, Lunenburg, and Cumberland. Under the stimulus of this change settlers began to
come in from the hill districts of New England, exchanging their
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rocky farms-for the rich meadow-lands of the Cornwallis, Annapolis, Avon, and Shubenacadie valleys. The population of Nova
Scotia was increased by over seven thousand of these New England immigrants, between 1759 and 1763. Pioneers from Pennsylvania, and afterwards from the Highlands of Scotland, formed
a settlement which they called Pictou, on the shores of Northumberland Strait.
About the same time a band of New Englanders from Massachusetts took up a track of fertile land on the St. John River about
New Engthe mouth of the Oromocto, and called their settlement
16
inchest!" Maugerville. Soon afterwards the greater part of what
John River. j s n o w > New Brunswick was made the county of Sunbury in the province of Nova Scotia. Many of these pioneers at
Pictou and at Maugerville endured great hardships, from the failure of crops and from the severe weather that came.upon them
before they were ready to meet it. There was then an Acadian
settlement at St. Anne's Point, where now stands Fredericton.
This little French village formed a reminder of the days when
the capital of all Acadie was Villebon's rude fort at the mouth
of the Nashwaak River opposite. Acadian settlers, too, clustered
on the rich meadows about the Keswick mouth, ten miles above
Fredericton.
ji|||
Prince Edward Island, then called by the old name which its
illustrious discoverer, John Cabot, had given it, — the Island of
St. John, — had but a scanty population, in spite of
s£john?now its fertile soil and inexhaustible fisheries. At the
Prince Edward Island, time of the final capture of Louisburg in 1758, when
made a sepa- the island came into English hands, it had but four or
rate province
five thousand inhabitants, many of whom were Acadians of Beausejour and Minas, who had fled at the time of the
Great Exile. After the Treaty of Paris a careful survey was made
of the island. Not only were its area and resources investigated,
but plans were elaborated for its speedy settlement and development. The old French station of Port la Joie was selected as
the capital, and received the name of Charlottetown. In 1767
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the whole of the island was granted to English officers and others,
at small quit-rents, on condition that each grantee should within
the next four years bring in one actual settler for every two
hundred acres of his grant. The vast estates thus lightly gained
were as lightly valued. Sometimes they were .sold for a trifle,
sometimes they were gambled away, till almost all this " Garden
of the Gulf" was in the hands of a few indifferent proprietors,
many of whom dwelt in England and disregarded the terms on
which they had received their great possessions. This state of
affairs was a grievous drawback to the growth of the island; and
later on, as we shall see, it led to serious evils. At the request
of the new proprietors, the island, with its little handful of colonists, was separated from Nova Scotia and erected into a separate
province. This took place in 1770; and Colonel Walter Patterson was made first governor, with a small salary, and with such
a variety of duties as few governors have been asked to perform:
He came with a full staff of officials, their stipends to be judged
from that of his attorney-general, which was fixed at one hundred
pounds a year. Small as it was, it proved for some time more
than he could collect. Undaunted by lack of population, and of
many other things usually considered requisite to a full-fledged
province, provision was quickly made for an elective assembly,
which was duly convened and held its first session in 1773.

SECTIONS: — 59,

TROUBLE BREWING BETWEEN ENGLAND AND THE
THIRTEEN COLONIES.
60, THE W A R BEGUN, AND CANADA INVADED BY THE REVOLUTIONISTS. 61, THE REVOLTING COLONIES
ACHIEVE THEIR INDEPENDENCE.

59. Trouble brewing between England and the Thirteen Colonies. — Hardly had the bonfires that hailed the conquest of
Canada died out in the market-places of Boston, Philadelphia, and
The growth New York, hardly were the pseans of loyal rejoicing
tfo^tnthe"
hushed in colonial throats, ere began that unhappy disco es.
pute which ended in the rupture of our race. When the
Treaty of Paris was signed, there were shrewd observers in Europe
who said that in driving France out of North America England
had thrown away her strongest hold upon her colonies. In fact,
no sooner did the colonies cease to need the strong arm of the
mother country, than they also ceased to remember that they owed
her anything. When the bugbear of French invasion no longer
terrified them, they clung no longer to the mother's skirt. No
longer occupied in fighting the enemy at their gates, they turned
their turbulent energies to fighting the officers of the King, the
regulations of Parliament. That they had bitter grievances the
most hostile historian must allow. But that these grievances were
sufficient to justify them in setting their swords to the throat of
the motherland, — this is what no fair critic can grant. That
motherland had just been fighting their battles, pouring out her
blood and treasure lavishly to rid them of their foes. The Seven
Years' War, as far as England was concerned, was purely a„war
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for the colonies. In this imperial cause she burdened herself
with a debt that was in those days held appalling. It was not to
be wondered at that she should expect the colonies to contribute
something toward the payment of this debt. The only way in
which they could be called on to contribute seemed to be through
the medium of taxes. On the other hand, the colonies were
without representation in the Imperial Parliament, and one of the
dearest principles of British liberty was that there should be no
taxation without representation. The position was plainly one
that required tact and tenderness on both sides; but, alas, no tact
or tenderness was shown on either. The British government was
bitterly aggrieved at the ingratitude of the colonists in seeking
to evade their share of the war-debt. The colonists grew to
believe that their most sacred rights were being trampled, their
manhood contemptuously ignored. Their smouldering wrath,
fanned by agitators and demagogues who now strut as patriots
across the page of history, flamed out at last in open rebellion.
True patriots indeed there were in the American colonies; and
in both the loyalist and revolutionary parties they were to be
found. Among them towers preeminent the figure of Washington,
whose clear sincerity, dauntless courage, and self-sacrificing devotion to his country command the reverence of friend and foe
alike. But Washington, and those'hke Washington, did not go
about to stir up the conflagration, while at the same time professing unquenchable loyalty to England! They, on the contrary,
sought a common ground of reconciliation, in a removal of just
grievances on both sides. But on both sides, alas, prevailed the
counsels of the rash and blind.
Let us glance hastily at some of the grievances of which the
colonies complained. These chiefly had regard to customs duties and interference with trade. For the benefit of colonial
British merchants, British manufacturers, and British s nevances ship-builders, colonial shipping was kept down by severe navigation laws, colonial manufactures were strangled by ingenious
prohibitions, and colonial commerce was allowed to flow into
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none but British ports. The great products of the country —
furs, hides, cotton, indigo, tobacco, sugar — could be sold only
to Great Britain; and none but British ships were allowed in the
colonial harbours. Of course, as a result of such regulations, an
immense deal of smuggling went on. This proved very profitable
to the colonists. When England undertook to suppress it, there
was resistance at once. In a foolish hour the British government
determined to employ the King's army and the King's navy in the
work of revenue collecting. The royal uniforms thus became
associated in the popular mind with all that was most -hateful to
it, — with the collection of taxes deemed unjust, and with the execution of laws held tyrannical. The British troops had already
made themselves very unpopular with the colonists by their overbearing attitude, and by the supercilious contempt which they
displayed toward the colonial militia, who were man for man
their equals. In fact it has been said that the seeds of the revolution were sown by the ill-bred arrogance of British officers, who
made themselves hateful to all the colonial troops.
But among the events which stand out as direct causes of the
revolution, none loom darker than the Stamp Act and the Tea
Tax. The Stamp Act (1763) required that all contracts, deeds,
wills, and such like written agreements between man and man
should carry government stamps in order to be legal.
The Stamp
Act and the
The tax was a light, one, but it reached into every
Tea Tax.
concern of life. It forced itself upon the attention
of every colonist. It was a frank assertion of the claim of the
Imperial Parliament to tax British subjects not represented in
that Parliament. The act was both improper and impolitic.
Wise statesmen, like Pitt, spoke fervently against it, but in
vain. Then from end to end of the Atlantic seaboard rose
fierce protests. Mobs gathered to resist, and collectors were so
roughly handled that they resigned their offices in terror. The
storm deepened so ominously that, at the eleventh hour, the
ministry bowed before it, and repealed the tax (1766). Thereupon the colonies sank back into an uneasy quiet. It was the
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quiet of a slumbering volcano. The next false move of Parliament
was a bill to tax all tea brought into colonial ports. Again blazed
forth the anger of the colonists. Boston was the centre of the
popular indignation. A revenue cutter was attacked and burned.
A merchant caught selling English goods was stoned in the streets.
The very preachers from their pulpits stirred up the people to insurrection. Then came the childish farce of the " Boston Tea
Party" (1773), when a band of Boston citizens, disguised as
savages, boarded a British ship and emptied her cargo of tea
into the waters. This, of course, was a deliberate felony, none
the.less criminal because ridiculous; but it is sometimes held up
to admiration as a dignified and patriotic protest against unjust
taxation! The angry home government retorted by closing the
port of Boston and withdrawing the charter of Massachusetts.
War seemed by this time very near. A Continental Congress,
to devise means of mutual support, was therefore summoned. It
met at Philadelphia (1774). An address of heated protest was
forwarded to the King. One of the grievances of the
°

°

The First and

colonies was alleged to be the passing of the Quebec second conAct. This establishment of a Roman Catholic province
in the north was declared to be an intolerable menace to the
Protestant colonies. In the following year the Congress met again
-at Philadelphia (May, 1775). An urgent appeal was now made
to Nova Scotia and Quebec, calling on them to join their sister
provinces in withstanding British tyranny. But the message fell
on deaf ears. In the address to Canada the Roman Catholic
population was flattered and caressed in a way strangely at
variance with the words of the previous year. The sagacious
ecclesiastics of Quebec must have smiled at the contrast.
60. The War begun, and Canada invaded by the Revolutionists.
:—Meanwhile, some weeks before the meeting of the second
Congress, swords had been crossed and the war begun. Blind
intolerance had had its way on both sides. General Gage,
military governor at Boston, had sent out a detachment to seize
some rebel stores at the village of Lexington (April 19, 1775)'
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This force had been surrounded by a swarm of " Minute Men,"
— as the militia about Boston were called, from the fact that they
were ready for duty at a minute's notice. The EngLexington

i

and Bunker

lish soldiers were driven back to the city with heavy
loss, but not till they had accomplished their errand
and destroyed the stores. Then, two months later, came the
battle of Bunker Hill. This, contrary to the general notion, was
a British victory, — but it was a costly one. Twice were the royal
troops repulsed with loss, before they succeeded in carrying the
enemy's position. The rebels made a brave stand, but in the end
were utterly defeated; and their defeat is commemorated by a
trophy which stands on the citadel at Quebec. It is one of the
cannon which the British columns captured at Bunker Hill.
In the name of the United Colonies a continental army was now
enrolled. Its professed aim was not to seek independence, but
to secure redress of grievances. The Continental Congress, then
in session at Philadelphia,
decided that if Canada
r
Canada
invaded by did not thirst for the blessings of liberty, these blessthe rebels.

ings must be thrust upon her. It was resolved to
capture Canada before reinforcements from England could be
poured in. That redoubtable rebel, Colonel Ethan Allen, with a
band of his Vermont Rangers, or " Green Mountain Boys," had
surprised the forts of Ticonderoga and -Crown Point. The old
war-path into Canada lay open. An army of three thousand men
under General Montgomery was sent against Montreal by way of
the Richelieu; while Colonel Benedict Arnold, with a force of
twelve hundred, made his way up the Kennebec and down the
Chaudiere toward Quebec. To defend Canada against these two
invasions the governor, Sir Guy Carleton, had only about four
hundred regulars, and some five hundred and fifty French Canadian volunteers. The habitans, for the most part, were determined to remain neutraJL They had had enough of fighting to
last them for a generation. In spite of the appeals of their clergy,
the persuasions and commands of the seigneurs, they refused to
respond to the governor's call for aid. Nevertheless we may say
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that to them we owe this Canada; for without the few hundred
French Canadians who did rally to the British flag, and without
the obstinate neutrality of their countrymen, Quebec must have
fallen. By refusing to join the rebels the habitans fought England's battle.
To Sir Guy Carleton, also, we owe a debt that is never to be
forgotten. But for his unconquerable energy the invaders must
have triumphed. They forced the passage of the
Richelieu, captured the forts of St. Tohn's and Cham- Carleton at
J

Quebec,

blyj and took possession of Montreal. Carleton fled
in disguise to Quebec, narrowly escaping capture, and there made
ready for his last stand. In Quebec he weeded out all those citizens,
who sympathized with the rebels, expelling them from the city.
From among the loyal remnant he was able to enroll some hundreds
of hardy volunteers. With sixteen hundred men at his back — a
small force indeed, but to be trusted — he awaited the struggle.
When Arnold, after a daring and terrible journey through the
winter wilds, arrived at Quebec, he came under the walls and
called upon the city to surrender. He was answered from the
mouth of a cannon. Thereupon he withdrew, and formed his
camp on the Plains of Abraham. A little later he was Arnold before
joined by Montgomery from Montreal. Quebec was Quebecthen closely besieged; but the position of the besiegers, as the
rigour of winter settled in, became bitterly trying. They were
chagrined at their failure to seduce the French Canadians. They
knew that if the siege dragged on till spring they might expect a
British fleet to relieve Quebec. In this strait they resolved on
a desperate venture.
It was the last night of the year 1775. I n thick dark and a
diving storm they crept up to take the city by assault. While a
feigned
attack was made on the walls over against
the The
„„. double
t %. .
&
°
Plains of Abraham, two assaulting columns moved assault on
'
°
Quebec,
secretly upon the Lower Town. Once let the streets
be gained, and they trusted to scale the walls to the Upper Town.
One column, led by Arnold, approached from the side of the
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St. Charles, through the suburb of St. Roch's. After a hot fight,
in which Arnold was wounded, the assailants carried the two-gun
battery which guarded the entrance, and forced their way into the
city. With flame, and steel, and yells, raged the battle through
the streets, till there came a body of troops from the Upper Town.
Falling upon the rear of the invaders, they captured about four
hundred, and drove the rest in headlong flight.
The second assaulting, column, led by Montgomery himself,
came down the St. Lawrence shore from Wolfe's Cove, and
Defeat of
sought to enter the city by a narrow path where now
runs
anadeaSfof
Champlain Street. At the head of this path
Montgomery. s t 0 0 ( ^ g u a r d a company of Canadians. They had a
small cannon, loaded with grape, pointing directly up the path.
The enemy stole forward in the darkness, till they thought themselves near enough, and then made a rush to overpower the guard.
But in their faces belched a roaring flame, and a close volley of
grape mowed down the head of their column. Among the slain
were Montgomery himself and his two aides. Leaving their sudden dead on the field, where the falling snow soon covered them,
the assailants fled in a panic. In the morning the bodies were
brought into the city. That of Montgomery was cared for with
special consideration; and the place of his burial, in the St. Louis
bastion, was marked with a cut stone. The dead leader, slain so
piteously in darkness and defeat, was a brave and humane officer
whose memory is respected by his foes. His death was. in striking contrast to that of his adored master, the heroic Wolfe. It is
a strange coincidence that both Montgomery, the invader of Canada, and Carleton, her defender, had fought under Wolfe in his last
campaign, and made him their exemplar as a soldier and as a man.
After this disastrous repulse the enemy contented themselves
with keeping the city under strict blockade. Toward
The Amerispring reinforcements arrived, and they pressed the
cans driven
outofCanada.
siege. But before they could accomplish anything the
garrison was cheered by the sight of British ships in the St. Lawrence. The invaders hastily retired. Carleton sallied out upon their
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rear, captured their artillery, and turned their retreat into a headlong rout. A few weeks later a little band of regulars and Indians,
descending from the western forts to help in the defence of Canada, attacked and captured a body of four hundred Americans at
the rapids of " The Cedars" on the St. Lawrence. This was in
May of 1776. In June the Americans sent a force to attack
Three Rivers. They were met by an equal force of Canadians
and regulars. The battle was sharp, but the invaders were routed.
Reinforcements were now flowing into Canada; and the American troops, giving way at all points, abandoned Montreal. They
fell back on Lake Champlain. There, for a time, a small fleet
gave them control of the situation. But during the summer the
British built an opposing squadron. By autumn it was afloat;
and then was fought a hot battle for the mastery of the lake.
The fleet of the revolutionists was destroyed. Thereupon they
blew up the grim ramparts of Crown Point, and left the lake in
English hands. Carleton drew his entrenchments at Isle aux Noix;
and once more the inland gates of Canada were barred against
the enemy.
61. The Revolting Colonies achieve their Independence.—The
invaders having been beaten back from the bounds of Canada,
the rest of the war is not a part of Canadian history; but its
results were of such vital importance to us that the struggle must
be briefly outlined here. In 1776 the congress at The colonies
Philadelphia issued what is known as the " Declaration leive^!!??"
of Independence." So many of the colonists remained P endent loyal that the struggle now became a civil war. Brother fought
against brother, father against son. Conspicuous among the
loyalists were the Iroquois, who were held faithful to the Royal
cause by the influence of Sir William Johnson. Washington displayed great judgment in avoiding pitched battles between his
untrained militia and the disciplined forces of the Crown. By his
persistency and patience he gradually drove the English back
from point to point, without ever defeating them in the field.
On Long Island the English in fair fight drove the revolutionists
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before them, and might have destroyed the whole continental
army but for the inertness of the commander-in-chief, Lord Howe.
Howe then advanced from New York, defeated Washington at the
battle of the Brandywine, and occupied Philadelphia, where he
wintered and amused himself.
In this same year a force of about eight thousand regulars, with
a thousand Indian allies, was gathered in Canada under General
Burgoyne, for the purpose of ascending Lake Champlain, capturing
Albany, descending the Hudson to New York, and thus cutting
the revolution in two. The enterprise failed disastrously. The
colonial militia swarmed like hornets about the line of
Burgoyne's
disaster at

march, shutting off supplies, and harassing the English
at every point. Burgoyne's little army dwindled day
by day, — disease, desertion, and the bullets of the sharpshooters
eating away his ranks, till he had less than six thousand men left
in his command. He fell back in despair on Saratoga. Here
he was surrounded by General Gates with a much superior force,
and was compelled to surrender.
This was an overwhelming triumph for the revolutionists.
And now came the hour for France. She hungered to avenge the
defeats of the last war. She recognized the revolted colonies as
an independent and sovereign state, and took up arms
England
attacked by
in their support. England straightway found herself
France and
other European powers. involved in a European war. Holland thought the
hour was come to humiliate her ancient rival. Spain
joined in, hoping to win back Gibraltar. It was the hour for
England's enemies, of whatever race or clime. French leaders
and French sympathy were a tower of strength to the revolutionists, while yet their fate hung in the balance. When England's
hands were thus fettered by her entanglements in Europe, it was
clear that she could not subdue the colonies. Though continually
beaten in fair field, defeat but made the revolutionists more formidable. In England, too, there was a strong party which bitterly
opposed the war. There were statesmen of power and wisdom
who thought the rebel provinces not wholly in the wrong, and who
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wished to let them go in peace. But the King was obstinate.
The war dragged on, with the greatest vindictiveness on both
sides, but with no great actions. Lord Howe resigned, and was
succeeded by Sir Henry Clinton, who pushed the war with more
alacrity. He seized Charleston; and his lieutentant, Lord Cornwallis, gaining several victories in quick succession, forced the
rebellion in the South to hide its head (1781). Soon afterwards,
however, the colonials won a pitched battle, defeating the famous
loyalist leader, Tarleton, at I the Cowpens."
At length there fell upon the English the overwhelming disaster of Yorktown. New York was menaced by a combined attack
of French and revolutionists. Cornwallis evacuated Charleston
and hastened northward to help Clinton. Threatened by greatly
superior numbers, he halted and entrenched himself at Yorktown, on a neck of land jutting out into Chesapeake Bay. Here,
expecting the arrival of a British fleet, he felt himself secure.
But the fleet that came was that of France, and he found himself hopelessly entrapped. Four times outnumbering his own
force, the French and American armies under Rochambeau and
Washington shut him in to landward. The French „
0
Cornwallis
broadsides commanded his water-front. He could capitulates
.
- i i i at Yorktown.
either starve or capitulate. He capitulated. This was
the end of the struggle, because the British people would fight no
longer, nor suffer the King to prolong a war in which their hearts
were not engaged.
Any clear observer could see that England was not beaten by
the revolutionists. But little of her vast power had been put
forth in America. That she was not exhausted was promptly
shown by the vigour with which she now turned on England acher foreign foes, humbling them swiftly by land and the Indepensea. A tithe of this obstinate energy, displayed on united*the
American fields, must have crushed even Washington's stai6Stireless courage. In the following year (1782) England acknowledged the independence of the Americans. She made over to her
triumphantly rebellious children all those vast regions stretching
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from the western boundaries to the Pacific, — a generosity which
was far from palatable to France and Spain. France had helped
the colonies, not for the love she bore them, but because she
hoped through them to cripple her great adversary and win back
some portion of her New World empire. But all she got in the
end was humiliation and debt. French Canada, prosperous and
favoured under English rule, remained faithful to English allegiance ; and the realm of the fertile west was placed forever
beyond French grasp. The claws of the lion's cub were now
closed upon that prize more jealously than those of the old lion
had ever been.
Canada, after the repulse of the invasion, had heard but the
distant mutterings of the dread storm in the south. The brave
and politic governor, Sir Guy Carleton, had resigned in 1777,
seeking active service, and feeling confident that the wave of
war would not again break over the Canadian frontier. He was
Echoes of the succeeded by General Haldimand, whose harshness
itodtimehe made him somewhat unpopular. This severity, howProvinces.
ever, was not without wholesome effect on the rebel
emissaries who sought to seduce the Canadians from their allegiance. In Nova Scotia such emissaries met at first with a
measure of success. . Some people of Maugerville, on the St. John
River, foolishly lent ear to them, and were led by one Colonel
Eddy to make an attack on Fort Cumberland.1 This enterprise
failed ignominiously; but the Maugerviilians tried to console themselves by seizing a brig that lay in the Missiguash. The prize
was sold in an American port. Their exploit, however, brought
them neither glory nor gain ; for the government made them pay
the owners of the brig its full value, and then forgave them, with
a warning to indulge in no more such escapades. The Indians,
too, of the St. John River and the Gulf shore put on war-paint
under persuasion from Boston, and some of them took part in
the expedition against Fort Cumberland. But a mixture of firm1
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ness, gifts, and flattery converted them into loyal subjects. At
the St. John mouth, under the walls of Fort Frederick, then
without a garrison, stood a small fishing settlement. A band of
marauders from the port of Machias in Maine wiped out both fort
and settlement. The infant settlement of Charlottetown, and the
coasts of Bay Chaleur, were ravaged by American privateers.
Many of these privateers were mere pirates, without privateering
license, and their outrages were sharply condemned by the rebel
Colonel John Allan, in the Massachusetts Assembly.
Peace was at length secured by a treaty signed at Versailles on
Sept. 3rd, 1783. By this treaty Canada suffered. England was
in a mood to be generous, — a generosity for which T h e Treaty of
she has since received small thanks, — and this mood VersaiUes she chose to indulge at some expense to Canada. The rich Ohio valley—^all the fertile region, indeed, to the south of the Great Lakes
— was taken from Canada and given to the new-born republic.
From the point where the St. Lawrence is crossed by the 45th
parallel, the southern boundary of Canada was declared to lie
along the mid-channel of the river, and through the middle of
Lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron, Superior, and Lake of the Woods.
On the east the boundary between Nova Scotia and Maine was
defined to be the St. Croix River, with a " line drawn from its
source to the highlands dividing the waters falling into the Atlantic
-from those emptying themselves into the St. Lawrence." This
definition was an irretrievable blunder, permitting Maine to thrust
a great elbow of alien territory far up between Canada and Nova
Scotia. It was a blunder from the effects of which we suffer to
this day. The wording, too, was ignorantly vague; and from its
vagueness afterwards came disputes which were hardly settled
without another war.
.
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62. The Loyalists.—When England signed the Treaty of
Versailles (1783), she was so bent on being generous to her triTheloyalists umphant enemies, that she failed in common justice to
tnTrSwatyaf t n e friends who had staked their all upon her fidelity
versaiUes.
T]he war, made possible by the selfish
an(^ p r o w e s s #
stupidity of Parliament in denying to the colonists the rights of
free British subjects, was a stinging humiliation to the motherland
before the eyes of all peoples. But more humiliating beyond
measure was the peace which abandoned the loyalists to their
fate. The treaty made no provision for them, except that it
pledged Congress to commend them to the kind consideration
of the various states ! This clause of the treaty called forth
indignant protest both in the House of Commons and in the
House of Lords. Wilberforce said, " W h e n I consider the case,
of the loyalists, I confess I there feel myself conquered; I there
see my country humiliated; I see her at the feet of America."
Lord Sackville said, " A peace founded on the sacrifice of these
unhappy subjects must be accursed in the sight of God and
man." The worried government, however, pleaded harsh necessity.
In piteous tones they protested — " We had but the alternative
either to accept the terms proposed, or continue the war." But
the honour of England demandecT that her last penny shoula be
19*
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spent, her last sword shattered in war, before she forsook those
whom she was bound by every tie to defend. The compensations
which, as we shall presently see, she afterwards granted to the
loyalists, were only the late rendering of a partial justice.
But the destiny that governs nations was working to great ends.
It was decreed that of stern and well-tried stuff should be built a
nation to inherit the northern half of this continent. The migration of the loyalists will some day come to be recognized as one
of those movements which have changed the course of history.
It will be acknowledged as not less significant and far-reaching
in its results than the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers. For, without detracting from the achievement of our French
.
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fellow-citizens, who have moulded a great province, of the loyaiists.
it is but truth to say that the United Empire loyalists
were the makers of Canada. They brought to out making about
thirty thousand people, of the choicest stock the colonies could
boast. They were an army of leaders, for it was the loftiest heads
which attracted the hate of the revolutionists. The most influential judges, the most distinguished lawyers, the most capable and
prominent physicians, the most highly educated of the clergy,
the members of council of the various colonies, the Crown
officials, people of culture and social distinction, — these, with
the faithful few whose fortunes followed theirs, were the loyalists.
Many of them would never have consented to dwell under the
flag of the new republic. Many others, accepting the decision
of the war, would have forced themselves to accept also the new
government; but for having remained true to their allegiance
they were hounded to the death as traitors. Canada owes deep
gratitude indeed to her southern kinsmen, who thus, from Maine
to Georgia, picked out their choicest spirits, and sent them forth
to people our northern wilds.
63. Experiences of the Loyalists during the War. — For those
of the loyalists who were loyal because of the offices which they
held under the Crown, trouble of course began long before the
outbreak of the war. This was especially the case in Massachu-
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setts, where indignant patriots proved their patriotism by burn*
ing Governor Hutchinson's mansion, mobbing sheriffs and judges,
The people driving feeble old men into the woods, and heaping
before0the
f° u l insults upon the wives and daughters of officials.
'wax'
Where the violence was directed merely against Crown
officers in the act of enforcing obnoxious statutes, of course much
allowance must be made. When collectors of the tea-duty, or
officers executing the Stamp Act, were tarred and feathered, such
ebullitions may be regarded as merely an energetic form of protest. But the violence of protest soon deepened into the violence
of persecution. On the approach of war the line between the
loyalists and revolutionists widened to a gulf of hate. Many of
the loyalists could not have been other than loyal, because their
sense of duty forbade them to rebel, although they were ready
enough to seek redress of grievances in a constitutional way.
Yet others again, divided in their sympathies, not certain as to
the right course, or merely averse to the miseries of war, hesitated. But all these alike, in the eyes of the revolutionary party,
were traitors. The word " traitor " was put to a novel use when it
was applied to the loyalists.
The loyalists, in turn, were not backward in retorting the same
vigorous epithet upon the revolutionists. In those districts where
theyJ were heavily
J outnumbered, they
J were compelled
r
The loyalists
\
in Hew Eng- to seek safety with the King's troops. They were
beaten and plundered, their estates confiscated, and
themselves banished under penalty of death. When Gage evacuated Boston, out-generalled by Washington at the very beginning
of the war, he took with him hundreds of loyal citizens, who dared
not trust their lives to the men of Massachusetts. It has been
well1 asked by a distinguished writer, "Were not the loyalists
Americans, and did not their wrongs exceed any of those done to
Americans by the King ?" Even the wives of the Enghsh and
German officers captured with Burgoyne's army at Saratoga were
subjected to gross insult during their captivity in Boston.
Where, as was the case in parts of the South, the population
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was fairly divided between loyalist and revolutionist, the fight
was waged with intense ferocity, and dreadful barbarisms were
practised on both sides. In some districts the two factions threatened to exterminate each other. Noted partisan leaders arose,
Hke Tarleton on the loyal side, Marion on what was x^e loyalists
now called the "continental" side. Adventurous i n t h e § o u t h chiefs hke these gathered troops of followers who smarted to
avenge either public or private, real or fancied, wrongs; and a
vindictive guerilla warfare was waged. Each side did cruel outrage in the name of the cause which it held sacred.
When at length peace was declared, terrible was the case of the
vanquished. Peace should sheathe the sword and bring forgetfulness of vengeance; but" this peace meant the opportunity of the
victors. It was followed by barbarities which put an ineffaceable
stain on the shield of the young republic. At the „ , I
3

°

r

England

time of the evacuation of New York Sir Guy Carleton comes at last
to the rescue,
commanded the English forces in America; and feeling bitterly the desertion of the loyalists, he sent several thousands
of them away in the King's ships. But of the great numbers lying:
beyond the reach of Carkton's care many were put to ignominious
death. Scourgipr, ducking, tarring and feathering, proscription,
and banishment were the fate that fell to the remainder. The
state governments deliberately plundered, and drove out in abject
poverty, men guilty of nothing but fair fight in a lawful cause.
At Charleston^when the King's troops sailed away, the spectacle
that greeted their backward gaze was one that English cheeks
must blush to think of. The bodies of twenty-four loyalists,
abandoned to their foes by the country they had fought for, swung
fro m a row of gibbets on the wharf. It is not civilization, but blind
barbarism, that takes such vengeance upon the conquered. Men
like Washington, Hamilton, Jay, and Greene, jealous for the honour
of their cause, protested, but in vain. At length the cry that went
up from the suffering loyalists grew so bitter that England tardily
gave ear.
Sir Guy Carleton was the chief mover in the work of rescue;
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but Governor Haldimand in Quebec and Governor Parr in Nova
Scotia lent effective aid. It was decided that the refugees should
be settled in western Canada, in Nova Scotia, and on the Island
of St. John; that they should be given grants of land according
to their rank and standing, in extent from one hundred acres up
to several thousand; and that they should be fed by the government, till their lands should begin to make return. The loyalists
of the Atlantic coast gathered in the seaport towns, where ships
were speedily provided. Others, dwelling inland, were directed
to make their rendezvous at Niagara, Sackett's Harbour, Oswego,
and the foot of Lake Champlain. In the year 1783 the great
exodus took place, and the loyalists flocked across the border
into the land which they and their descendants have made great.
They divided into two main streams, one moving eastward to the
Maritime Provinces, the other flowing westward to the region
north of the Lakes.
64. The Loyalists in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince
Edward Island. — In St. John, New Brunswick, the 18th day of
The founding May is celebrated as the natal day of the city. On
anls^e?* t n a t ^-Yf I7^3> t 0 ° k place the Landing of the Loyalburae.
j s t s q^e mouth of the St. John River is a secure
haven, but fenced about with grim and sterile hills which belie the
fertile country lying inland. Hither came the ships of the refugees
from New York, and all through the summer they continued to
arrive. At the harbour mouth they built a city which they called
Parrtown, in honour of Nova Scotia's governor. Many went on
through the rocky defile of the Narrows, and spread up the beautiful shores of the great river a distance of eighty-four miles, to
St. Anne's Point. Five thousand loyalists came to the St. John
during this memorable summer. These were, for the most part,
officers and men of disbanded regiments who had fought bravely
for the King, — among them the famous Queen's Rangers, — and
their temper toward the Maugerville settlers, who were known to
have sympathized with the rebels, was by no means friendly. The
Maugerville settlers were known as the " old inhabitants." Where
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these " old inhabitants " could show titles to their lands, they were
secure; but in other cases, where titles were not forthcoming, the
loyalists were very ready to seize the farms of the squatters in
revenge for what they had themselves been forced to endure.
While the St. John River valley was thus filling up with strong
settlers, and a busy city rising at the river's mouth, other loyalist
bands went to Nova Scotia, and to the fertile gulf province
which still bore the name of St. John's Island. On the tidal
meadows of the Bay of Fundy waters they settled, and at Digby,
and along the Atlantic coast to eastward of Halifax; but their
great settlement was made at Port Razoir, near the south-west corner of the peninsula. Here was a superb and landlocked harbour
which captivated the exiles. As it were in a night there sprang up
on its shores a city of twelve thousand inhabitants, which took the
name of Shelburne. But the site had been ill-chosen. Shelburne
had nothing but its harbour. The country about it was not fertile.
There was nothing to nourish a town of such size and pretension.
So the city which had sprung up like a gourd in a single night,
withered as it were in a day. Its people scattered to Halifax and
other parts of the province, some even going up the St. Lawrence
and westward to the Lake region. And in three years from its
sanguine foundation Shelburne had dwindled to a small village.
In some cases the very houses of this fleeting city were taken down
and carried away, to be set up again at Yarmouth or Weymouth.
The loyalists of the St. John River were no sooner settled than
they demanded representation at Halifax. When this was refused
by Governor Parr they at once agitated for a division of the province. In spite of the governor's opposition this was granted, for
they had strong friends in England; and in 1784 Nova Scotia was
shorn of her great territory to the north of the Bay of NeWBrunsFundy. This region was erected into the province of cape Breton
New Brunswick, with Colonel Thomas Carleton, Sir Stepmv^"
Guy's brother, as its governor. He was assisted by a mces council of twelve members, and an elective assembly of twenty-six
representatives. Cape Breton, at the same time, was made a
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separate province, under Major Desbarres as governor; and its
capital was removed from Louisburg to1 the new town of Sydney.
About eight hundred loyalists moved into Cape Breton, settling
at Sydney, Louisburg, St. Peter's, and Baddeck, where during
their first winter they suffered terribly from storm and famine.
The existence of Cape Breton as a separate province was brief.
In 1820, as we shall see, it was reabsorbed in Nova Scotia.
Soon after the establishment of New Brunswick, Parrtown was
incorporated as a city, and its name was changed to St. John.
Two Jyears later (1786) the capital was removed to St.
Fredericton
.
. . '
..
.
made the
Anne's Point, eighty-four miles up the river, where the
capital of
.
._ . .
...
_,,
,.
,.
New Bruns- city of Fredericton was built. The main object ofr this
wick.

removal was greater security from attack, the object
which Villebon, too, had sought when he removed thither from
Port Royal. It was also the governor's purpose to escape from
the distractions of a stirring commercial centre, which St. John
very rapidly became. The province of New Brunswick, like its
mightier sister Ontario, was thus peculiarly a child of the loyalists. It is estimated that the loyalist migration brought not less
than thirty thousand people into Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Prince Edward Island. In New Brunswick the new-comers so*
overwhelmingly outnumbered the old inhabitants that they gave
their own character and type to the whole province.
65. The Loyalists in Western Canada. — Into the work of
finding western homes for the loyalists Governor Haldimand
of Canada threw himself with fervour. As we have seen, most
of the loyalists of the seaboard went to Nova Scotia; but a
portion of this eastern stream flowed on into the
Paths taken
and districts Gulf and turned up the St. Lawrence. Some of
occupied by

.

.

.

.

. , .

the western

these wide-wandering immigrants stayed their course
at Sorel, a few miles below Montreal. The greater
number, however, went on to the vast unpeopled spaces about
Fort Frontenac. These pioneers of what is now our premier
province, the great commonwealth of Ontario, were led by a
sturdy loyalist of the Hudson, named Grass, whose father, hav-
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ing once been prisoner among the French at Fort Frontenac,
had reported the country good. To this same region followed
the greater number of the inland loyalists, making their escape
from the hostile republic by way of Oswego, Sackett's Harbour,
and Ogdensburg. The chief movement took place in 1784,
and occupied all the northern shore of Lake Ontario. The
western fringe of the migration consisted of families from the
Susquehannah valley, many of whom worked their way along
Lake Erie as far as the banks of the St. Clair. The refugees
who had gathered at Niagara were wise enough. not to go far.
They established themselves on the sunny and fruitful lands
along the Niagara River and around the head of Lake Ontario,
whence they spread westward through the peninsula that lies
between Erie and Huron, the very garden of Canada. On the
east of this inland migration lay invitingly open the pathway of
Lake Champlain and the Richelieu, so often the track of armies.
By this most accessible portal entered many of the. Hudson River
loyalists, — Germans of the old Palatinate settlements, Sir John
Johnson's disbanded "Royal Greens," and the Mohawks who had
so faithfully adhered to the fortunes of the Crown, under their
great chief, Joseph Brant.
Many of these went on to the west and north, setthng the
St. Lawrence shore between Fort Frontenac and Montreal; but
others, dreading the long journey and the hardships T h e Eastern
of the remoter wilderness, paused in their flight as Townsni P s soon as they found themselves well beyond the border. The
pleasant country between the American frontier and the old St.
Lawrence settlements was thus filled up with a strong population. It now forms what is known as " The Eastern Townships,"
— a distinctively English section of the French province of Quebec. That all the inland loyalists did not stay in the Eastern
Townships is due to two facts. In the first place, the loyalists
had been trained to self-government, and doubtless looked to
the erection of a new province with a constitution and laws very
different from those established in Canada by the Quebec Act.
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In the second place, Governor Haldimand discouraged settlement along the frontier, dreading a continuance of the American
intrigues which had already caused him so much trouble.
It is estimated that not fewer than ten thousand loyalists
came into the St. Lawrence and Lake districts during the great
„ I
migration. This number includes what are known as
Numbers and

influence of

the loyalists.

°

the " Later Loyalists," who came in after the pioneers
\

'

!

,

,.

had opened the way. These later loyalists were
people who, through prudence or weakness, had made themselves less obnoxious to the revolutionists and had therefore
been allowed to stay in the new republic. Their hearts, however, had clung to the old flag. The first comers were of the
sturdier stock, and more uncompromising in their views. To
them belongs the greater glory. The majority of them were
members of loyal colonial regiments which had fought with tireless tenacity through the war; and when, nearly a generation
later, war broke out between England and the American states,
they and their sons proved that the warlike fire had not been
suffered to perish. To this, as we shall see, the records of the
war of 1812-14 bear witness. As the history of Canada unfolds, we
shall mark henceforth the mighty influence of the forty thousand
exiles who crossed our borders in those eventful years. As we
watch the destiny of this people taking shape, we shall be forced
to realize that the hands most potent in shaping it are the hands
of the sons of the loyalists.
66. Conditions of Life among the Loyalists. — From 1783 to
1790 the British government kept commissioners at work inquirThe united m S i n t 0 t r i e claims of the loyalists, and granting
Empire List. faem partial indemnity for the losses which they
had sustained in the war. The total amount paid out by Great
Britain in this way was nearly $15,000,000, which does not include the value of the general land grants, implements, and supplies of food which were issued. In many sections the loyalists
were fed on government rations for three years after their arrival.
The sons of the loyalists, on coming of age, were entitled to cer-
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tain grants and privileges. In 1789, therefore, was compiled that
roll of honour known as the United Empire List, consisting of
the names of all the loyalists who had fled out of the republic
during the previous six years. These were to be known thenceforward as the United Empire Loyalists. After their names they
were entitled to place the letters U. E. L.
Among the supplies granted to the faithful immigrants were
tools for building their houses and implements for clearing and
tilling their lands. To each pioneer family were jjiu san a
dgiven a plough and a cow. A few of the settlements
were so fortunate as to receive portable mills for the grinding
of their grain. The greater number of the pioneers, however,
in Upper Canada at least, had no such luxuries as mills. Their
grain was chiefly Indian corn and wild rice. These they crushed
between stones, or with an axe; and with the broken stuff they
made a rough bread. But this clumsy process was soon superseded by the "Hominy Block," — a hard-wood stump, with a
large hollow burned in the top of it. In this hollow the grain
was pounded with a great wooden rammer or " plumper." Sometimes a hominy block was large enough to hold a bushel or two
of grain at a time; and in such case the grinding was done by
a stone with a heavily weighted " sweep," or long pole, attached
to it. Of course, as prosperity advanced these primitive contrivances were soon set aside, and grist-mills took their place.
As the settlers felled the great trees which covered their domains, they used the logs to build their cabins and their barns.
Such sawed lumber as they absolutely required they got out
laboriously with the "whip saw" and "cross-cut." Many of
these men were quite new to the use of axe and saw. Not
a few had been accustomed to hfe in social centres; but now
they made their homes in harshest isolation. Often miles of
savage forest severed them from their nearest neighbours. They
had been used to snug cottages, well-stored roomy farmhouses,
or perhaps to those stately old colonial mansions wherein reigned
a hospitality all but princely. Now they betook themselves to
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a log dwelling, often with but one room and one window. Its
roof would be mere sheets of bark stretched on a layer of poles;
its chinks would be stuffed with moss and clay to
Houses.
keep out the wind. Their chimneys at first were
perilous structures of sticks and clay. As soon, as possible, however, they reproduced the ample chimneys of their former dwellings, built of rough stone or coarse and ill-shaped brick; and
thousands of such chimneys stand to this day, occupying a hugely
disproportionate space in the houses which they both serve and
dominate.
Into these rude first dwellings of the loyalists came some articles of luxury, brought from rich homes on the Susquehannah, the
Hudson, or the Connecticut. To-day the sons of the
Furniture.
loyalists point with pride to tall, old clocks, to timestained chairs and " secretaries," that have shared the changed
fortunes of their ancient owners and withstood the rough journey
from the world into the wilderness. In most cases, however, little
was saved from the angry revolutionists, and that little could not
be taken over the forest trails. Some of the loyalist cabins had no
furniture but a bed, made of four poles with strips of basswood
bark woven between them. The toil of clearing and planting
sometimes left no time for the construction of luxuries like chairs
and tables. To stave off actual famine took all the settler's energies. In parts of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, of course,
where the way was already opened up by older settlers, the newcomers had less hardship to endure; but by far the greater portion of the country allotted to the loyalists was remote and
unbroken wilderness.
In the subduing of this wilderness the loyalists were not at first
convincingly successful. Many of them, as we have seen, were by
The Hungry n o means fitted for the life into which they had been
Tear
'
so harshly thrust. In 1787, just when they were
being thrown upon their own resources by the government, the
stubborn soil rebelled against its new masters and the crops
on all sides failed. This was in the Lake region. Though the
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government had only undertaken to feed the immigrants for three
years, some of the more shiftless among them had made no provision for the time when this help would cease. Others, who had
done their best, had yet been unfortunate in the battle with frost
and wild beasts. The following year, 1788, was one of the bitterest privation, till a good harvest ended the anguish. Its memory
comes down to us under the name of the " Hungry Year." The
people had to dig those wild, tuberous roots which children know
as "ground-nuts." Butternuts and beechnuts were sought with
eager pains. Men sold their farms for a little flour, or even the
coarsest bran. The early buds of the basswood were gathered and
boiled, with the weed called " lamb's-quarter," and pigweed, and
the wild " Indian cabbage." Game of all sorts was fairly abundant,— deer, rabbits, turkeys, pigeons; but powder and shot were
scarce. Gaunt men crept about with poles, striving to knock
down the wild pigeons; or they angled all day with awkward,
home-made hooks for a few chub or perch to keep their families
from starvation. In one settlement a beef-bone was passed from
house to house, that each household might boil it a little while and
so get a flavour in the pot of unsalted bran soup. A few of the
weak and aged actually died of starvation during these famine
months; and others were poisoned by eating noxious roots which
they grubbed up in the woods. As the summer wore on, however,
the heads of wheat, oats, and barley began to grow plump.
People gathered hungrily to the fields, to pluck and devour the
green heads. Boiled, these were a luxury; and hope stole back
to the starving settlements.
But this year had marked the climax of their trials; and thenceforward the loyalists of Upper Canada made swift progress. At
the very beginning they had realized the value of "Bees"and
cooperation ; and instead .of each man painfully level- " f r o l i c s "
ling his own patch of forest, hauling his own logs, building his own
meagre cabin, a system of " frolics " or " bees " 1 was instituted.
J-The word " frolic" seemed the more in favour throughout the provinces by
the sea, while around the lakes " bee " was the accepted term.
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There were "chopping frolics" and "building bees." Later,
when the cleared fields began to yield generous crops, and the
frame-house little by little took the place of the log-cabin or
shanty, then came "husking bees" and "framing bees." When
a new homestead was to be raised, along the raw roads and
"blazed" trails the men of the townships came flocking to the
neighbourly task. On such occasions (when once the first hard
years were over), there was free mirth and rough but wholesome
abundance. The daring of wolves and bears made pork, mutton,
9

and beef all too scarce; but venison and wild turkeys were on
hand; with pies of wild fruit, and pyramids of smoking cornbread or "johnny-cake." A delicacy much favoured at these festivities was known as " pumpkin-cake," which consisted of a
mixture of boiled pumpkin and corn-meal, sweetened with maple
sugar, spiced, and baked. Or it was made without sweetening,
and eaten with butter. At such festivals, as at ordinary times,
the spoons and dishes used were generally of wood, —the white
fine-grained wood of the poplar being preferred for the purpose.
Little by little these wooden utensils were replaced by pewter,
which came to the pioneer's door in the packs of occasional
Yankee peddlers. This pewter, under much scouring, was made
to shine like silver.
Long after our loyalist fathers had learned to satisfy their
robust appetites with generous and varied backwoods fare, their
Clothing, etc. dress kept its primitive simplicity. At first, of course,
they had the ordinary costumes of the pre-Revolution
time, which they brought with them. These, in the case of the
wealthier classes, were quite too gorgeous and elaborate for wear
in the woods. The men would outshine the most* dazzling belle
of our more sober day. Imagine a Robinson, a VanAlstine, a
Delancey, dressed in a wide-flapping frock-coat of blue damask
lined with velvet, white satin waistcoat, black satin tight kneebreeches, white silk stockings, and red morocco slippers with huge
silver buckles covering the whole instep ; — or in a pea-green coat,
white silk vest, and yellow nankeen knee-breeches, with garter-
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bows dangling to the ankles. Perhaps for informal occasions
the loyalist gentry would be content with stockings of some dark
hue, and wide-skirted coat of snuff-colour, bottle-green, or claret.
Certain it is, however, that most of the loyalists had small choice
in the matter of clothes after they had been a year or two in the
new land. As speedily as possible flax and hemp were grown, and
the clacking loom became an institution in every settler's cabin.
Coarse linen was woven; and blankets of hemp mixed with hair
from hides. But wool was long a scarce article, owing to the
fondness of Canadian wolves for loyalist sheep. Many of the
poorer men, and women too, wore nothing but dressed deerskins,
which proved durable indeed, but soon got lamentably greasy. In
the scarcity of soap, the scant linen of the household was often
washed with strong lye. In the records of the time we read of
a girl who innocently tried to clean her one garment, a gown of
deerskin, in the same potent liquid, and saw the leather shrivel
away to nothing before her startled eyes, so that she was fain to
hide in the potato cellar till her mother could get her a blanket.
As for finery, a little of that could be got, by those able to afford
it, from the Yankee peddlers already referred to. It usually took
the form of poorly-printed "calicoes at a fabulous number of shillings per yard. We^read of such calicoes at eight and ten shillings,
with book muslin at eighteen shillings. Many a bride of the loyalists had nothing but deerskin for her wedding garment.
But the stubborn energy of these pioneers, which had made
them so hated by their adversaries, in due course carved success
out of misfortune. The greatness of that success one success at
has but to look around him to see. The loyalists
^
were God-fearing men, and they held sacred the education of
their children. Therefore as soon as the wilderness began to yield
before their axes, they made haste to build the school-house and
the church 1 in every district. A jealous care for these marks the
Canadian spirit to this day.
1

The first loyalist church erected in what is now Ontario was that of the loyal
Mohawks on Grand River.

CHAPTER XVI.
SECTIONS: — 67, LORD DORCHESTER GOVERNOR-GENERAL.

68,

THE CONSTITUTIONAL ACT. 69, THE Two CANADAS — U P P E R
AND LOWER. 70, THE MARITIME PROVINCES. 71, THREATS OF
W A R BETWEEN ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

67. Lord Dorchester Governor-General. — Ever since the passing of the Quebec Act in 1674, the English inhabitants of Canada
Canadians, had been dissatisfied. As we have seen, the provisions
French and
Englishalike, of French law were deeply distasteful to them. Still
demand rep- more strongly did they object to being deprived of
resentative
government. representative government.
As soon as the loyalists
were fairly established in Canada, the clamour for English law and
popular assemblies increased a hundredfold. The new inhabitants
were not of a stock or a temper to long endure the loss of their
political privileges; and being high in favour with the home
government, their appeals were heard attentively in the halls of
Westminster. In their demand for self-government, they were
warmly supported by the leaders of the French Canadians, who
foresaw the power to be wielded by the votes of their countrymen. They protested, very naturally, against being counted less
fit for representative government than their fellow-subjects of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. In this demand for representative institutions we catch again, and this time sharply sounded,
the key-note of the Second Period of Canadian History. We
discern the first strong movements of that struggle which was to
end in full Responsible Government for all the provinces.
Governor Haldimand, who had been somewhat arbitrary in his
208
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methods of enforcing the very arbitrary form of government provided by the Quebec Act, now resigned. Though a warm and
untiring friend to the loyalists, his sternness had made LordDorcheshim unpopular. In 1787 that well-tried friend of governor^6
Canada, Sir Guy Carleton, returned to the country «eneralwhich he had saved twelve years before. For his services he had
been made Lord Dorchester. He came now as governor-general
of all the provinces and commander-in-chief of all the forces in
British North America. His immediate authority was exercised
in the Lake country and the valley of the St. Lawrence ; while the
governors of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, St. John's Island, and
Cape Breton were made subordinate to him, with the title of
lieutenant-governor. Even at that day we find germs of the
policy and sentiment which were destined to ripen, _ ^
r
J
...
Thefirstsugslowly and through many vicissitudes, into this great gestionof
Confederation of Canada. We see the first governor tween the
provinces,
of New Brunswick, Thomas Carleton, unfolding to the
provincial Assembly his dreams of the expansion which would
-follow as the sister provinces drew more closely together in their
interests and their sympathies.
On Lord Dorchester's arrival in Canada he made haste to
relieve the general discontent. His measures were but temporary, however. They were intended to serve only till
_ .
•"

J

J

LordDorches-

the British Parliament could pass such an act as would ter soothes
the agitation,
remove the mam grievances of the people. He restored the Act of Habeas Corpus, as well as the principle of trial
by jury in civil cases.7 At the same time, to aid the British Parliament in the legislation which he demanded, he drew up a careful
and masterly report on the conditions of politics, education, commerce, and the administration of justice in Canada. For-the better ordering of its affairs, Lord Dorchester divided the newly settled
Lake region into four districts, each with regularly constituted
courts of English law. As a compliment to the large German
element in their population, — so many of the inland loyalists
being of German stock,—he named these districts Lunenburg,
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Mecklenburg, Nassau, and Hesse. They were afterwards renamed
Eastern (that adjoining the Ottawa), Midland, Home (or Niagara), and Western (or Detroit).
68. The Constitutional Act. — The remedy proposed by Lord
Dorchester for the difficulties in Canada was a division of the
The division territory into two provinces, each to have that form of
of Canada.
constitution best suited to the wants of its inhabitants.
In accordance with this plan Earl Granville introduced in the
British Parliament a bill, known to Canadian history as the
"Constitutional Act," for dividing the dissatisfied province into
Upper Canada and Lower Canada. The act stirred up a fierce
debate in the Imperial Parliament. The English population of
the proposed Lower Province were violently against it, fearing
that they would be swamped by the French majority. Many
were for treating French Canada in all respects as a conquered
territory., and imposing upon it the English language, English laws,
and English institutions, — a course which would have found
ample precedent in the practice of civilized states. But both
policy and justice seemed to point to other measures. Lord
Dorchester's advice, backed by the tremendous support of the
younger Pitt, carried the day. The French Canadians had
proved themselves loyal subjects of Great Britain at a time when
the sons of her own loins were flying at her throat. They had
turned a deaf ear to the bribes of the rebel colonies. Now, at
a time when France was given up, in the name of Liberty, to all
the wild horrors of the Revolution, the French Canadians were
faithful to their church and obedient to their priests. This
steadiness and conservatism found great favour in English eyes.
English statesmen were not inclined to force upon so excellent
a people any laws and customs which they did not like. Moreover, the revolt of the thirteen colonies had rubbed smartly into
the English mind a lesson which was not yet fully understood.
Pitt fancied that the new colonies would be more securely held to
England if they could be held somewhat apart from each other.
He favoured the perpetuation of French ideas, institutions, and
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speech in Lower Canada, as a barrier between the English provinces of Upper Canada on the one hand, and Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick on the other. His dread was lest these provinces
should some day roll together into one, and repeat the deeds of
'76. He remembered the cynical saying of Turgot that" colonies
are like fruits which only cling till they ripen." He wished by
justice and generosity to strengthen every tie of love between the
colonies and England; but by no means did he wish that the
colonies should love each other.
Upper Canada, therefore, was made in all respects a British
province, with English laws, and with all lands held on the freehold tenure. Lower Canada-while receiving the bene- ^.^
0

Differences in

fit of representative institutions, along with the Habeas the institur

.

tions of tie

Corpus Act and the Criminal Law of England, re- twoprov•

?

inces.

mained in other respects, what she already was, a
French province. Lands were held on that feudal tenure which
has been already explained. In the case of new grants, however,
the freehold tenure was permitted on special request. In Civil
Law, the French practice was established. French sentiment was
determined that the French language and French customs should
not go down before the swarming inroads of English settlement,
and this sentiment was fully recognized in the new act. The act
secured to the French Canadians what had been allowed them
from the Conquest, — the privileges of their religion and the maintenance of their church system; but at the same time, to protect
the Protestant minority, a large portion of the wild lands was set
apart in Lower Canada, as in the other provinces, for the support
of the Protestant clergy. These lands, known as the "Clergy
Reserves," became in after years a source of bitter strife in the
provincial assemblies.
At the time of the division Lower Canada had a population
of perhaps one hundred and twenty-five thousand, Upper Canada
of less than twenty thousand. To each was given a Legislature of
three branches, as in the other provinces. These three branches
•*— Governor, Legislative Council, and House of Assembly — cor-'
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responded in a vague way to the " three estates" in England,—
King, Lords, and Commons. There was also a strong but anomalous body called the Executive Council, which acted
The Governor

and Execu-

tive Council

J

'

as an advisoryJ board to the governor.
%

.

Its powers

were very vaguely laid down; and the position of
its members enabled them to defy public opinion. They were
the occupants of the highest official posts in each colony, and
as a rule, though not of necessity, they held seats in the Legislative Council. The governor, appointed by the Crown, and
usually sent out from England with small knowledge of the peculiar conditions of life in a new country, was apt to be swayed
unduly by these official advisers. If the governor made himself
obnoxious to the people, the people could, in course of time, get
rid of him by petitioning for his recall. But the members of the
Executive Council, once they were appointed, held office without
responsibility either to the governor or the people. The Crown,
of course, could remove them; but they were hardly important
enough to attract the Crown's attention. Therefore their seats
were impregnable, and they gradually acquired a lofty contempt
for the classes whom they considered their inferiors. Much of
the bitterness of the struggle for Responsible Government, destined so soon to commence, was directly traceable to the arrogance of the Executive Council.
The Legislative Council was mixed up with the Executive in a
most confusing way; its membership in part, and its interests
The Legisia- altogether, were the same. The members of the Legtive Council. j s i a t j v e Council were appointed by the Crown, and
for life. They were selected from among the judges, bishops, and
highest officials of the provinces. They held themselves responsible to no one but a king who was too far off to observe them ;
and they strove to secure to themselves the privileges of a hereditary aristocracy. In the beginning they were the most vehement
petitioners for free representative government. When they had
gained a measure of it, and that measure entirely in their own
hands, they set themselves to block the wheels of progress. Them*
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selves at first the leaders in the advance, they became at last its
most obstinate opponents. The final triumph of the principles of
Responsible Government was gained only by their overthrow.
The members of the Assembly were the representatives of the
people, responsible to the people, and elected by the people to
serve for the term of four years. They did not always serve the
full term, however, as the governor had power to TheAssem"dissolve the H o u s e " at any time, and call upon the b l y
people to elect a new Assembly. Under these circumstances the
people were very likely to reelect their old representatives. In
the hands of the Assembly rested the power of raising revenues
for the public services, by taxation and the imposition of customs
duties. The making of laws rested with the Assembly and Legislative Council, but no law became operative till it received the
assent of the governor. As we have said, the raising of revenue
was in the hands of the Assembly; but there was a large revenue
coming in from the sale or lease of Crown lands, as well as from
the lease of mines and timber limits, which was known as the
" Casual and Territorial Revenue." The control of this revenue
was in the very beginning seized by the Executive, with the Legislative Council's consent. It became a bone of fierce contention
between Executive and Assembly.
69. The Two Canadas, Upper and Lower.—The Constitutional Act, passed in 1791, came into effect in 1792. In that
year the legislatures of the two provinces were called together.
That of Lower Canada met at Quebec. It consisted of fifteen
members for the Legislative Council, and fifty for the House of
Assembly. The Assembly elected a Frenchman as Firstmeeting
Speaker of the House, and passed at once a significant 0f Lowe?*1"*
resolution, requiring the use of both the French and Canada English languages in debate and in the Reports of the House.
An address was presented to the governor, expressing the grateful loyalty of the Assembly toward their generous sovereign,
George I I I . An overwhelming majority in the Assembly was
French; and this element, though entirely untrained in political
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life, proved itself well adapted to parliamentary procedure and
quick to exercise the new powers thus placed within its grasp.
The Legislature of Upper Canada was summoned in September,
1792, to meet at Niagara, then the capital of the infant province.
First meeting It was a miniature parliament, with a Legislative
of upper e Council of seven members, an Assembly of sixteen.
Canada.
-p^e £ rs £ g 0 v e r n o r 0 f Upper Canada was Colonel John
Graves Simcoe, who may well be called the father of Canada's
premier province. Governor Simcoe had fought with distinction
in the late war, commanding the famous Queen's Rangers of Virginia. His whole heart was in the Loyalist cause ; and he spared
no effort to promote the growth of the new loyalist province
now committed to his care. His first parliament, though it sat
but for a month, got good work done. Besides completing its
organization and making rules for its procedure, it passed eight
important acts. Among these was one which established English
law in its entirety. The four divisions of the province were renamed, as we have seen; and in this period of swiftly changing
names the little capital, at first Niagara, became Lennox, then
Nassau, then Newark, — only to return at last to its original
sonorous and stately title.
Travelling afoot over the rough, forest trails, or threading lake
and river in his birch-bark canoe, the sturdy governor explored
his province, laying out roads where he thought them most urgently
needed. The great arteries of traffic known as Governor's Road,
Governor
Yonge Street, and Dundas Street, are among the monufofthe prov- ments that remain to us of Simcoe's zeal as a roadmce.
builder. The gist of his policy was to draw into the
province those Americans who, though loyalist at heart, had
shrunk from the hardships of the wilderness and accepted the
new flag. He issued a proclamation offering free grants of land
to all who would guarantee to bring it promptly under tillage, and
who would at the same time subscribe to the following oath: —
1 1 , A. B., do promise and declare that I will maintain and defend
to the utmost of my power the authority of the King in his Parlia-
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ment as the supreme legislature of this province." This proclamation brought in a throng of settlers from the adjoining states,
together with immigrants from England and Germany. Within
the four years after Simcoe's coming the population of Upper
Canada rose to thirty thousand.
Simcoe was not satisfied with Niagara as a capital. It was too
near the American border. The little town id grown with great
rapidity since the division, filling up with American
.

.

o r

The capital

immigrants, and capturing& a large
portion of the trade moved to
&
°

.

^

Toronto,

of Lakes Erie and Huron. Its houses were almost all
built of wood, but many of those occupied by the provincial
officials were large and imposing structures. Simcoe wished to
plant his new capital on the river Thames, where the busy city of
London now stands. But Lord Dorchester favoured the claims
of Kingston, as old Fort Frontenac was now called. Kingston had
grown to be a prosperous town, with a hundred houses, a church,
a fort and barracks, and a thriving trade. It had important shipbuilding industries, and was the headquarters of the little fleet
which guarded Lake Ontario. This squadron, soon to be withdrawn because it was regarded as a menace to the Americans,
was under the command of a French Canadian commodore and
was officered almost wholly by French Canadians.1 In Simcoe's
view Kingston was not sufficiently central. The conclusion of the
matter was a compromise. Just across the lake from Niagara,
on a little bay which formed a safe harbour, was a trading-post
long known to the Indians as Toronto. In 1793 the name of this
post, which had been already made the centre of a township, was
changed to York, in honour of the old king's son, Frederick Duke
of York. Here was the place for the new capital. No sooner
was the choice made than Simcoe betook himself thither, and
began the building of the town. He could brook PO delay. The
gubernatorial headquarters enshrined themselves in a tent, with
the red flag flapping above, till a roof could be raised to shelter
1 The officers wore a blue-and-white uniform with large gilt buttons, on which
were stamped the word " Canada " and the figure of a beaver.
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them. The new capital was nicknamed at first Little York, and
later, as it grew larger, Muddy York. But at last, in 1834, it
resumed its lovely ancient name of Toronto, and wiped out all
reproaches by its progress and its beauty.
Before Simcoe could see his labours rewarded by the session
of Parliament in his new capital, he was recalled from Upper
Canada and sent to govern the island of St. Domingo
Governor
(1796). He had made some troublesome enemies.
Simcoe and

.

LordDorches- By his strictness in enforcing the terms of his landter.
grants he had stood in the way of speculators; by his
vigour and fearless honesty, as well as by the conservatism of his
social views, he had stirred up ill-will in many quarters; and
though he deserved and held the loyal devotion of the province
as a whole, the intrigues of his foes brought about his removal.
But he had stamped himself indelibly on the province. The prosperity of Ontario is his monument.
In the same year that Canada lost Simcoe, she lost another of
her truest friends, Lord Dorchester. During his term of office
Europe had been convulsed by the French Revolution and the
upheavals that followed in its train. England had been drawn
into war, and republican France had sent her emissaries to the
St. Lawrence valley to seduce the Canadians from their allegiance.
But the spirit of the Revolution was abhorrent to the French
of Canada. The generous rule of England had secured itself in
their affections, largely through the -efforts of Lord Dorchester.
The Roman Catholic Church was sturdily loyal. And the seed
which Paris was scattering abroad over the world found in Canada
no congenial soil. A son of George III, Edward Duke of Kent,
was now commander of the forces at Quebec, and he was made a
Treaty
centreofof loyal enthusiasm on the part of the French Canadians.
Amity and
Commerce.
During this period another and graver peril was
averted, by the conclusion of a " Treaty of Amity
and Commerce" between England and the United
States. The Americans, still hot from the late struggle and filled
with a youthful ardour for republican institutions, were eager for a
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war with England and an alliance with republican France. But the
vast weight of Washington's influence was thrown into the other
scale, and secured the ratification of the treaty. Not yet was the
overweening pride of the young republic ready for the lesson
which it was to receive in 1812.
70. The Maritime Provinces. — In Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick progress was rapid after the coming of the loyalists.
The introduction of the strong new stock, however, Progress in
produced some disturbance in the political atmos- WovaScotia phere. About the time the Constitutional Act was passed,
Governor Parr in Nova Scotia was succeeded by Sir John
Wentworth. A sturdy loyalist clergyman from New York, Doctor
John Inglis, was made first Bishop of Nova Scotia; and with the
warm support of Governor Wentworth he established the University of King's College, at Windsor. This university, which soon
afterwards received a royal charter from George III, is the
oldest university in the colonial empire of Great Britain. The
usefulness of the college was somewhat unhappily restricted by
the fact that all but members of the Church of England were at
first excluded from it by religious tests. Sir John Wentworth was
a steadfast upholder of the union between Church and State. He
was fairly typical of those well-meaning but over-conservative governors with whom the leaders of the people were soon to find
themselves in conflict for the rights of free citizenship. The war
with France brought English fleets and English troops to Halifax,
and English money to circulate through the province, putting life
into all the channels of its trade. The coasts suffered somewhat
from the attacks of French privateers, but this only served to stir
up a martial spirit in the inhabitants. The militia battalions were
crowded, and the Royal Nova Scotia regiment was enrolled.
The Duke of Kent shifted his headquarters from Quebec to Halifax
in 1794, and the little city became the centre of a brilliant social life.
The Prince interested himself heartily in provincial affairs. He
made himself so widely popular that in 1799 the island province of
St. John was renamed in his honour Prince Edward Island.
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The province of New Brunswick, well administered in its infancy by Governor Thomas Carleton, was basing its progress upon
lumber.
England needed its great pine-trees as masts for the
fleets which were so gloriously upholding her honour on every sea.
- To foster the trade of this favoured colony, heavy
Progress in

New Brunswick.

•

.

duties were imposed
on the timber coming into Engr
f
land from foreign ports. This checked the Baltic
trade, while it stimulated the ship-building and lumbering of New
Brunswick to a magic growth. Lumbering towns with shrieking
saw-mills sprang up at every river-mouth. The population grew
rapidly by immigration from England. Pine plank and spruce
deal became the bulwarks of New Brunswick's prosperity, and all
her veins seemed to run sawdust.
It was in New Brunswick that the struggle between the Assembly on the one hand and the Executive Council on the other
The struggle was first fairly and openly begun. It began almost
for Responsi- immediately after the organization of the province,
ble Government begins and the question at issue was that of the appropriation
in New
Brunswick.
of revenues. The Assembly demanded the right of
raising and controlling the revenues. The members
voted themselves the sum of 7s. 6d. each per day during the
session as remuneration for their services. This bill was thrown
out by the Upper House, as the Legislative Council was called.
The Assembly then incorporated it in the bill for the yearly expenditure on schools, bridges, roads, and other public service.
In this new form it went back to the Council. The Council had
the right to accept or reject, but not to change, the Appropriation
Bill.1 This brought legislation to a standstill.
Neither side
would yield. At length the Colonial Secretary thundered out of
Downing Street, pronouncing against the Assembly; but even by
this the Assembly was not daunted.
For three years (17961799) no revenue or appropriation bills were passed. Then the
1

This was the name given to the bill providing for the payment of the Civil
List and other items of the public service.
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quarrel was settled by a compromise. The Assembly consented
to make two separate appropriation bills, the one containing items
of which the Council approved, the other containing those to
which it objected. The result, though apparently a compromise,
was in reality a triumph for the Lower House, whose members
continued to receive their pay.
While the population of New Brunswick was being swelled by
English immigrants, Scotch Highlanders were pouring into Cape
Breton and Prince Edward Island. This Highland
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by which date not fewer than twenty-five thousand
Scotch settlers had entered Cape Breton alone. On the threshold
of the new century began the work of an illustrious colonizer, the
Earl of Selkirk, whose heart was moved by the sufferings of evicted
tenants in Scotland and Ireland. H e conceived the plan of settling these unhappy people under the Old Flag in the New World.
H e began his work by leading three ship-loads of Highlanders
into Prince Edward Island, where they settled the county of
Queens in 1803. From Prince Edward Island Selkirk next turned
to Upper Canada, and founded a settlement at Baldoon in the
extreme west of the province. Thence his attention wandered
to the far west; and a few years later we shall find him on the
banks of the Red River of the North, laying the foundations of
our prairie province.
71. Threats of War between England and the United States.—
In the opening years of the century the menacing.
ill-will of the
United
Trouble
beWhat
chiefly
aroused
it
was
Great
Britain's
stern
intween
Great
States toward
Great Britain again grew
J
Britain and
sistence uoon her "Right of Search." The Royal United states
,
,
.
.
,
.
.
over the
Navy was suffering senous loss by its sailors deserting "Rightof
•
.
1 j
• t Search."
to American ships. American captains had acquired
a habit of seducing the British man-of-war's men from their duty
by the offer of higher wages and easier discipline. Angered by
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this conduct, the British government ordered its captains to seize
any deserters found on American ships, and to search all ships
suspected of harbouring deserters. This order, needless to say,
was not always carried out in the gentlest fashion, the temper of
the time not being gentle. A climax^ came in 1807, when the
United States frigate Chesapeake, challenged by Her Majesty's
ship Leopard, refused to give up the deserters among her crew.
She was forthwith disabled by several broadsides, boarded by the
Leopard's crew, and the deserters taken by force. This amazing
outrage was promptly disavowed by Great Britain; but it gave the
Americans righteous grounds for wrath, and war was with difficulty
averted.
||||
Meanwhile, in the previous year (1806), Napoleon had struck
desperately at England's trade by his famous " Berlin Decrees."
By these decrees Great Britain was declared to be in
The " Berlin a state of blockade. Neutral ships were forbidden to
Decrees,"
Orders-inenter her ports, and all use of her manufactures was
Council,
Embargo
The overwhelming
Act, and Non- prohibited on the continent.
Intercourse
strength of the British navy made this decree of
Act.
small effect; but England retaliated by her Ordersin-Council, which forbade all nations to trade with France.
This was no idle mandate, but one which her fleet was well able
to enforce; and under it the commerce of both America and
France came to ruin. America, if she had felt herself strong
enough, would perhaps have declared war on both France and
England, both of whom were capturing her ships. Her wrath,
however, burned far more hotly against England than against
France. Not being ready for war, she passed the famous Embargo
Act (1807), forbidding American ships to trade at any foreign
port whatever. This curious proceeding almost completed the
destruction which England and France had begun. The New
England States, the chief ship-owners, threatened to secede;
whereupon a new act was passed, forbidding trade with France
and England but permitting it with the rest of the world. After
several years of this, Napoleon told America that he had revoked
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his Berlin Decrees in her favour; while at the same time he gave
secret instructions to the fleets that they were to enforce the decrees as before. Congress was delighted. The Non-Intercourse
Act was repealed as far as France was concerned; and America
began to dream wild dreams of a French alliance.
For a time, however, wise counsels prevailed in the New World
republic. The influence of Washington was yet mighty. The
horizon seemed to clear; and as the war-cloud lifted political
along our borders, it was quickly forgotten in the LoweV"1
excitement of a loud political quarrel in Lower Can- Canada ada. Dispute had arisen between the Assembly and the Legislative Council. The Assembly was pressing for fuller self-government and for fuller control of the revenues. For this the Council
accused it of disloyalty. The members of the Council, in turn,
were assailed by the Assembly with galling invective. They were
taunted as greedy and tyrannous intruders. Each party had a
vigorous press to fight its battles; and each party, when abuse
seemed too mild a weapon, was apt to relieve its feelings by the
imprisonment of opposing editors or the suppression of opposing
sheets. In the midst of this contention came the threat of war, —
and the strife was hushed. Both parties vied with each other in
warlike loyalty; the militia companies were rapidly filled up; and
the French Bishop, M. Plessis, issued a strongly British pastoral to
be read in all the churches.
In 1808 Sir James Craig came to Quebec as governor-general.
A few months later the war-scare subsided. Meanwhile the governor, a brave but obstinate Scotchman, and quite un- „. %
'

:

^

Sir James

acquainted with Canadian affairs, had been listening Craig and the
^

WBM

. , Assembly,

to the tales of the Council. He had been persuaded
that the French Canadians were dangerous and disloyal. He soon
found himself at strife with the Assembly, who were at that time
bent on prohibiting judges from holding seats in the Legislature.
The governor insisted that the Assembly should give its attention
to providing for the defence of the province; but the Assembly
declined to do so until the question of the judges' seats was settled.
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The governor, with a fine absolutism that would have done credit
to a Caesar, dissolved the House on the plea that the members
wasted their time. New elections were held; and the French
party came back stronger than ever. More bitterly than ever the
quarrel was renewed, not only over the judges but over expenditure of revenues as well. The Assembly declared vacant the seats
of the judges. The governor again dissolved the House. Secret
meetings were held all over the province. Angry proclamations
were issued. The office of the Canadien newspaper, the organ of
the French party, was stripped by a squad of the governor's soldiers; and the editor was thrown into prison. Six of the most
prominent and turbulent Assembly-men were arrested and imprisoned ; and the people, with picturesque extravagance, described the time as a Canadian "Reign of Terror" (1809-10).
The new elections again sent back the old members to their seats;
but meanwhile the autocratic governor-general had got a rebuke
from Westminster. He was ordered to pursue a more conciliatory course, and to assent to the bill for the disqualification of the
judges. The Council was obliged to yield, and the strife died
down.
Meanwhile the long-threatened storm had burst on Canada,
called down in some degree by an act of the governor's which
we shall consider in the next section. Sir James retired; and
The quarrel Sir George Prevost came in haste from Nova Scotia
forgotten on
to fill the vacant office. He soothed the excited
approach of
war.
French Canadians. He summoned leading men of
their party to seats in the Council, and did special honour to
others whom Craig had treated with harshness. In Upper
Canada, meanwhile, like scenes, though less violent, had occurred. After Simcoe's departure the reins of power had been
quickly gathered into the hands of a few influential families,
who made successive governors the tools of their ambition and
pride. The Assembly were not long in girding themselves to
the struggle for popular liberty. But when the war-cloud burst
on the frontier it stilled the strife of party. The whole force of
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the province was at once arrayed under the command of a
military governor, the illustrious Sir Isaac Brock.
During these opening years of the century the provinces which
now form Canada had been growing in population and trade.
Political strife had been a part of the ferment of growth. Lower
Canada now contained no fewer than two hundred progress in
and twenty thousand souls, while Upper Canada could t h e Canadas boast about eighty thousand. There were prosperous newspapers
in both provinces; there were iron works at Three Rivers; there
were manufactures of paper, leather, and hats. The chief exports,
besides the ancient trade in lumber and the yet more ancient
traffic in furs and fish, consisted of wheat and potash. Shipping
had become a powerful interest, and the foundations of Canada's
vast mercantile marine were already laid. In 1809 the steamboat
Accommodation, the first steamer ever seen on the St. Lawrence,
made the trip from Montreal to Quebec, greatly to the excitement
and admiration of the people.

SECTIONS: — 72,

W A R DECLARED BY CONGRESS. 73, 1812. T H E
AMERICAN PLAN OF CAMPAIGN.
74, THE CAMPAIGN OF 1813.
75, THE CAMPAIGN OF 1814.

72. War declared by Congress. — T h e war averted in 1807 by
England's reparation and apology for the violence of the ship
Leopard, was finally brought on by a very little matter. In 1809
Sir James Craig sent a Captain John Henry to Boston, to sound
the sentiments of the people. There was a certain wild hope in
Congress
Canada that the New Englanders might be persuaded
declares war. t 0 j e a v e foe TJnion. It was well known that the warfeeling of Congress was hateful to the men of New England, whose
interests were wrapped up in British trade. Needless to say, however, Captain Henry's mission bore no fruit; but between him
and Sir James Craig there passed some correspondence on the
subject. Meanwhile the temper of the United States government was growing more dangerous. This was manifested by the
attack of the United States frigate President, of 44 guns, upon the
English sloop of war Little Belt, of 18 guns, resulting, of course,
in the capture of the sloop. In the following year (1811),
Congress passed a bill to treble the United States army and to
borrow eleven million dollars. A pretext was eagerly awaited
for open war. It came in the action of Captain Henry, who, not
receiving from Sir James Craig what he considered sufficient reward for his services, sold his correspondence to President Madison for fifty thousand dollars. It was a large price to pay for
documents which contained nothing of real importance. But the
224
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letters were craftily used. The cry was raised that Great Britain
had tempted the fidelity of New England; and this spark was
enough to fire the explosive train. On the 19th of June, 1812,
Congress declared war. It was really France against, whom this
declaration should have been made, for Napoleon, after luring
immense numbers of American ships into his harbours, had
thrown off the mask and seized them all. This outrage, far
worse than anything of which England was accused, was forgiven because it was done by England's enemy.
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Jersey cried out against
this senseless war; and Boston flags were hung at half mast. But
the masses, the great democracy of America, were
»

*>

J
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The ambition
Americans.
of
the

much elated. It was proposed to broaden the borders of the Union by at once annexing Canada.1 To
the American democrats the French alliance seemed to mean no
less than a division of the world between France and America.
Canada would drop into the union hke a ripe plum. Europe for
France, the New World for America, — this was the radiant prospect that dazzled the dreams of politicians of the school of Jefferson. But the sober New Englanders were not dazzled. They
pointed to the fact that England had already repealed the detested
" Orders-in-Council." But they protested in vain. Napoleon was
advancing, apparently to subdue the vast realms of Russia. He
was on his way to Moscow at the head of three hundred and
eighty thousand men. The young republic burned to emulate in
North America the deeds of her despot model. England's hands
were well tied by the war in Europe. Wellington was straining
all his resources in Spain, against Napoleon's marshals. The time
seemed very ripe.
It was plain to all eyes that Canada must bear the brunt of the
war. For her it was to be a war of defence, and the chief burden
1

The ostensible object of the war was to establish the principle that the flag
covered the merchandise, and that the right of search for seamen who have
deserted is inadmissible; the real object was to wrest from Great Britain the
Canadas, and, in conjunction with Napoleon, extinguish its Maritime and Colonial
Empire. — Alison's History of Europe.
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of this defence was to fall on the Canadian militia. Her frontier was drawn out over some seventeen hundred miles. To guard
it she could put in the field perhaps five thousand
Canada's
readiness
regular troops. But the provinces of Upper and Lower
Canada had together a population of over three hundred thousand, — a small number, indeed, compared with the eight millions
of their enemies, but a sturdy stock from which to gather fighters.
Lower Canada's Legislature promptly voted ^250,000 for the
war. In Upper Canada, destined to be the chief battle ground,
there was a stern spirit of resistance. Volunteer battalions were
rapidly formed and drilled. But here and there throughout the
province were bodies of disloyal settlers, — Americans who had
lately crossed the border in search of better lands, and who wished
nothing better than annexation. These traitors in the camp gave
Brock some uneasiness; but they proved dangerous only to the
enemy, whom their noisy treason grievously misled. Their presence added fuel to the ardour of the loyalists, who thronged to
Brock's banner till arms could not be found for them all.
As for the Indians, not only those well-tried loyalists, the
Mohawks, but also the tribes of the north and west proved faithful
and efficient allies. They were moved by good-will toward Canada,
who had treated them justly.
They
were moved also
The loyal
J
J
J
Indians, and by hatred of the border Americans, from whose greed
Tecumseh.
.'sSgl
they had long been suffering. Among these Indians
was one whose memory Canada holds in highest honour, the
brave and humane Tecumseh,1 chief of the Shawanoes. This
chieftain, after the defeat of his people by the Americans at
Tippecanoe, in Indiana, had led the tribe northward into Canada.
Brave, wise, and faithful, his majestic figure towers throughout the
conflict with ever-growing distinction, till it falls in the shameful
defeat of Moravian Town.
73. 1812. The American Plan of Campaign.—The American
plan of attack was threefold. An " Army of the North," under
1

The story of this able leader is well told in the drama of " Tecumseh," by
the Canadian poet Charles Mair.
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General Dearborn, was to set out from Albany and move against
Montreal. An " Army of the Centre," under General Van Rensselaer, was to strike the Niagara frontier. And an
The American
" Army of the West," under General Hull, the governor plan of triple
of Michigan Territory, was to operate from Detroit and
overrun the western sections of Upper Canada. It is a noticeable
fact that.ouT eastern frontier, all open and hard to defend, was left
unthreatened, though lying next to those populous and warlike
communities of New England which had so often signalized their
prowess on these same borders. For this we had the resolute
forbearance of the New Englanders to thank. Their state governments would take no part in the war. As we shall see later,
there was plenty of privateering from the New England ports
(as there was also from Nova Scotia), but with such unofficial
ventures the state governments had nothing to do.
The soul of the Canadian defence was General Brock.1 Before
he came the loyalists had watched the approaching storm firmly,
indeed, but with little hope of anything less than ruin. General
Brock, who had been ten years in Canada, was thor- Brock oughly Canadian in sentiment, and though accustomed to the
command of British regulars he understood and appreciated the
militia. The militia, in return, adored him. Honest, brave, kind,
untiring, and sagacious, he was worthy of the enthusiasm which
his name evoked. Canada does well to honour him as one of her
national heroes. As soon as he took charge, a new spirit sprang
up in the scant battalions of Upper Canada, now face to face with
so grave a trial.
The war began in the west. Hull, with an army of twenty-five
hundred, crossed over from Detroit to Sandwich, and capture of
found himself among a quiet farming people of French M a c k m a w descent. Here he issued a bombastic proclamation, promising
" peace, liberty, and security " to all who would accept American
1

Isaac Brock was born in Guernsey in 1769. He was therefore forty-three
years old when this war broke out. He had seen service and won honour in
Holland, the. West Indies, and under Nelson at Copenhagen. He came to
Canada in 1802. and identified himself heart and soul with Canadian interests.
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rule, but denouncing the horrors of war upon those who should be
so misguided as to oppose his irresistible advance. Brock issued
a counter proclamation, assuring the people that Great Britain
would defend her subjects, and that Canada, knowing her duty
toward herself and toward her sovereign, would neither be bullied
nor seduced. In the interval between the two proclamations1
fell the first stroke of the war, and it was one of good omen for
Canada. The American fort of Michilimackinac, commanding,
as in old days, Lake Michigan and the north-west tribes, was
taken by Captain Roberts with a handful of voyageurs and regulars. This little force, less than two hundred 2 in all, marched
suddenly from Fort St. Joseph, forty miles to the north, crossed
to Mackinaw Island, and captured without a struggle the American fort with its garrison of seventy-five regulars. This was an
important achievement, as it filled the Indians with fervour, and
exposed Hull to an attack from the rear. | § ^
Hard on the news of this success came that of Hull's retreat
upon-Detroit. He had been checked by Colonel Proctor with
a
Capture of
corporal's guard of three hundred and fifty men, and
Detroit.
by Tecumseh with his Shawanoe bands. Tecumseh
had intercepted and scattered a detachment of Americans with
provisions and letters for Hull; and this slight reverse, together
with the refusal of the Canadians to hail him as their deliverer,
had discouraged the doughty general. As soon as the Canadian
side of the river was thus freed from the enemy, Proctor sent
a party across to follow up Tecumseh's stroke; but he suffered a
sharp repulse at Brownstown, where the Americans were led by a
brave and capable officer, one Colonel Miller. Before the dilatory
Hull could second this success, Brock was upon him. The Canadian general had left York with his little army on August 6th, and,
traversing the length of Lake Erie in open boats, reached Amherst1

Hull's proclamation was issued on July 12th, Brock's on July 22nd. Michilimackinac was captured on July 17th.
2
Roberts was aided in his enterprise by a gallant French Canadian, Toussaint
Pothier, agent of the North-west Company, who was in Fort St. Joseph at the time,
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burg on the 13th. As we have seen, the letter-bags of the enemy
had been captured ; and from the contents of these Brock learned
that Hull's force was thoroughly dispirited. His own force,1 including the six hundred Indians under Tecumseh, was little more
than half that of his adversary; but he resolved to strike at once.
Before dawn of August 16th he crossed the river and marched on
Detroit. The Americans, deserting their outposts, retired into the
main fort; and when Brock was on the point of storming the works,
to his astonishment they capitulated. By the articles of capitulation thirty-three cannon, twenty-five hundred troops, and the whole
of Michigan Territory, passed into Canadian hands. The moral
effect was tremendous. The wildest enthusiasm flamed across the
province, and the name of Brock thrilled every Canadian breast.
Meanwhile Canada was threatened by the armies of the Centre
and the North. Brock was hurrying back to fall upon Van Rensselaer, when, much to his disgust, he was met on Lake Erie by the
news of an armistice. Sir George Prevost, the com- T h e armismander-in-chief at Quebec, had forbidden all further ticehostilities on the part of Canada. England fondly hoped that her
repeal of the " Orders-in-Council" would lead Congress to recall
its declaration of war. But Congress had no such thought. The
armistice was briskly used to strengthen the American position;
while Brock was left chafing in forced idleness, and Canada lost a
golden opportunity. The autumn wore on till the American army
at Niagara had swelled its ranks to a total of six thousand, regulars
and militia. Brock, with his headquarters at Fort George, had
less than a thousand men — Canadian militia, with a few companies
of regulars, and a band of Mohawk allies. At this juncture a
party of one hundred American seamen performed a daring feat, in
the capture of two armed Canadian brigs which were descending
Lake Erie laden with spoils of war from Detroit. The fame that
justly accrued to these plucky Yankee mariners fired their countrymen at Niagara with zeal. They clamoured to be led on at
1

Besides these six hundred Indians, Brock had three hundred and thirty regulars and four hundred Canadian militia.
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once to the conquest of Canada. Their general yielded, and led
them on — not to conquest, however, but to the stinging defeat
of Queenston Heights.
The American attack on Queenston took place on October
The American x 3th, 1812. The heights are a part of the lofty and
QueeMton
beautiful plateau through which the Niagara River has
c e lts
death of' " ^ ^ ^
P a t ^ ^ r o m Erie t o Ontario. The panorama
Brock.
from
the summit is one of tranquil loveliness, a benign
and fruitful expanse which has been called the garden of Canada.
But not of peace are the memories of Queenston.
Before daybreak Van Rensselaer led the vanguard of his army
across. The opposite shore was defended by two companies of
the 49th regiment, with two hundred men of the York Volunteers.
A sound of many oars in the gloom aroused the defenders. The
Canadian battery, of one 18-pounder stationed on a spur of the
heights, opened fire. But under cover of a heavier fire from their
own side the invaders pressed on, till they had thirteen hundred
men in line of battle on the Canadian shore. They dashed forward courageously; but the Canadians, not daunted by superior
numbers, held their ground with stubborn valour. At the same
time a dashing American officer, Captain Wool, leading his detachment up an almost inaccessible path, gained the crest of the
heights and turned his fire on the rear of the battery. Then Brock,
roused by the noise of the firing, rode up from Fort George. Other
American battalions had by this time joined their comrades on
the height. There was the key of the situation. Straight up
the steep Brock led his charging line, in the face of a scathing
fire. Waving .his sword toward another quarter of the field, he
shouted, " Push on the brave York Volunteers." The words were
scarcely out of his mouth when he fell, shot through the breast.
His men raced forward to avenge him, but their ranks withered
under the fire from the crest; and the gallant McDonell, at the
head of those " brave York Volunteers," shared the fate of his worshipped chief. Then the Canadians paused, holding the approaches
to the height, and lying in covert behind the houses of the village;
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while the Americans, who had suffered severely, rested on their
post of vantage. Their general, Van Rensselaer, was disabled;
and now, though they had bravely carried and bravely held the
heights, their position was a perilous one. About fifteen hundred
men were cooped up on the narrow summit; behind them the
deep flood of the Niagara washing the base of two hundred feet
of precipice, before them the angry Canadian battalions burning
to avenge their chief. On the other side of the river, to be sure,
were some four thousand American militia; but these, perceiving
the kind of reception their companions-in-arms had met, had
grown careless about the conquest of Canada. They remembered only that their duty as New York militia required them to
remain on the soil of their own state.
On the death of Brock the chief command fell on General
Roger Sheaffe, who was at Fort George. About noon he arrived at
Queenston, bringing with him three hundred regulars General
of the 41st and 49th regiments, two companies of Lin- fefeats the
coin militia, two hundred Chippewa volunteers, and a Queenston a t
small band of Six Nation Indians. These additions H e i s h t s swelled the Canadian force to nearly one thousand men, — a
motley throng, but of vengeful and eager mettle. Ringing the
American position with a circle of converging fire, Sheaffe led his
men forward. The Americans fell fast. Their brave captain,
Wool, was killed, and his place was taken by Winfield Scott, afterwards to gain fame in the annals of American warfare. The
Americans lay down and reserved their fire till the fatal lines were
within forty yards of their muzzles. Then they fired as one man,
a deadly and shattering volley,—but it was powerless to stop the
Canadian onset. In that grim charge the Americans were swept
from the summit. Clinging, scrambling, sliding, falling, the survivors made their way over the brow of the precipice, and on the
narrow ledges between cliff and flood they surrendered unconditionally, — eleven hundred prisoners of war. The battle was one
at whose story Canadian hearts beat high; but in the death of
Brock its triumph was dearly bought.
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During the funeral of the slain leader the minute guns of Fort
George were answered gun for gun from the American batteries of
Fort Niagara, while the American flag flew at half mast, — a chivalrous tribute to an illustrious foe. On the Heights of Queenston now rises a tall shaft of stone in Brock's memory, which
serves also as a far-seen remembrancer of Canadian-patriotism.
The sight of it should bring a blush to the cheeks of those Canadians whose doctrine proclaims their patriotism a matter of dollars
and cents. The name of Queenston and the name of Brock are
blended in our hearts. Nevertheless it must not be forgotten that
the battle was finally won by Sheaffe, who got a baronetcy for his
reward.
Meanwhile, at the lower end of Lake Ontario, the Americans
were strengthening their position and arming a fleet at Sackett's
Harbour. This squadron attacked Kingston, but being worsted
by the Canadian guns, drew off. As they cleared Kingston harThe Schooner bour there was enacted a thrilling episode of CanaSimcoe.
^ a n daring. The schooner Simcoe, Captain Richardson commanding, bound for Kingston from Niagara, sailed into
the midst of the enemy, never dreaming of a hostile sail so near
her destination. The Simcoe was totally unarmed, the only weapon
on board being a solitary musket. She was completely headed off
by the American fleet. But, hopeless as the case seemed, the
gallant Richardson would not surrender. Crowding on all sail,
and with the wind behind her, the mad little craft dashed straight
upon the fleet. She took the broadside of every ship as she flew
past. For four miles she ran the terrible gauntlet, her sails and
bulwarks riddled with round-shot, till at last, in shoaling water
just outside the port, she sank with a big shot-hole below her
water line. As she went down the crew cheered recklessly, and
fired their one musket in gay defiance; and their cheers were
reechoed by their countrymen on shore. Boats darted out in
haste to rescue the heroic crew; and the Simcoe, raised from her
temporary grave, was soon again ploughing the blue waters of
Ontario.
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Van Rensselaer, wounded at Queenston, had been succeeded
by General Smyth, a notable warrior in words and proclamations.
Smyth set out upon the postponed conquest He did General
not lead his men across, however; he thought it safer f Seated at
to send them. They were twenty-five hundred strong, CbiPPewabut between Chippewa and Fort Erie they were met and roughly
handled by Colonel Bishopp, with a force of six hundred regulars and militia. Surprised and vexed to see that his opponents
were not frowned down by his numbers, Smyth sent a flag of
truce to Fort Erie requesting the surrender of that stronghold.
Colonel Bishopp, the commandant, with the utmost politeness
declined; whereupon Smyth withdrew both his troops and his
request, and went into winter quarters ! His men were so disgusted and indignant at his folly that a whisper of tar and feathers
began to circulate in the camp. The general discreetly threw up
his command and retired to safer neighbourhoods.
Thus ended, very gloriously for Canada, the land operations of
the campaign of 1812. But these successes, were overshadowed
by a series of British reverses on the sea, which filled America
with such exultant pride that she forgot her humilia- Waval d u e i s
tions on the lakes. In five naval duels, four of which Great Britain
took place in the latter part of 1812, the fifth in Feb- ^ ^
ruary of 1813, England was defeated on the ocean, of s t a t e s which she claimed to be sovereign. English hearts were stunned
at the disgrace; and England's enemies everywhere rejoiced,
dreaming that her maritime supremacy was at an end. But the
explanation was not far to seek. England had a thousand ships
of war afloat, serving on every sea, most of them scarce half
manned, many of them long in need of repair. The American
navy, speaking by comparison, can hardly be said to have existed
at that time. It was represented by but four frigates, so-called, and
eight sloops of war. These, however, were all new ships, of a tonnage and weight of metal far beyond their rating, heavily manned
with picked crews. They were swift, and so could escape into
their harbours when threatened by superior force. They could
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choose their own time for fighting. When they fought, there is
no questioning the fact that they fought well, as to both courage
and seamanship; but in every one of these five contests the result
was a foregone conclusion, so heavily were the British overmatched.
The American ships Constitution and United States, though called
44-gun frigates, carried, the one 58 guns, the other 54. They were
two feet longer than the largest 76-gun ship in the British navy.
Calling themselves frigates, they were fought by British vessels
which should never have presumed to join battle with them. The
duels were as follows: In August the Constitution defeated and
sank the British frigate Guerriere. In October the American
sloop Wasp captured the British sloop Frolic. In the same
month the United States captured the frigate Macedonia. In
December the Constitution sank the frigate Java. And in February, 1813, the American sloop Hornet sank the English sloop
Peacock. The first of these contests was a type of all the rest.
The Constitution fresh from port, the Guerriere just returning from
a long cruise, with foremast and bowsprit sprung; the Constitution with 58 guns, throwing 1536 lbs. of metal, the Guerriere
with 48 guns, throwing only 1034 lbs. of metal; the Constitution
with a crew of four hundred and sixty, and a tonnage of 1538, the
Guerriere with a crew of two hundred and forty, and a tonnage of
1092. The battle was fought for two hours at close quarters; and
when the Guerriere struck she had lost a third of her men, and
was sinking. The Americans did themselves and their British
lineage credit in the battle; but the victory, under the circumstances, was hardly one to wonder at. And the other victories
were similar, as may be seen by the note.1 A little later, as we
shall note in the next section, a sea fight was to be fought on more
even terms, and with a widely different result.
BRITISH.

1 AMERICAN.

Frolic.

Wasp.
Tonnage

18
536 lbs.
434
135

Tonnage

•
•

524 ibs.
384
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December of this same year, 1812, saw the beginning of an
important organization. "The Loyal and Patriotic Society of
Upper Canada " was formed, to provide help for the
.
destitute families of Canadian soldiers, succour for Patriotic
Society of

the wounded, and comforts for the troops.

This upper
Canada.

society raised large sums, both in the colonies and in
Great Britain. It was instrumental not only in relieving much
distress, but also in binding together with sympathy the widely
scattered parts of the empire.
74. The Campaign of 1813. — In the opening weeks of 1813
new battalions were enrolled in Lower Canada, and large credits
voted by the loyal French Assembly. Prominent H
J

J

J

The opening

among the new troops were a regiment of Glen- ofthecampaign.
garry Highlanders, a regiment of Canadian Fencibles,
and a French Canadian regiment of Voltigeurs, under Colonel
de Salaberry. In March a notable feat was accomplished by a
regiment of New Brunswick regulars, the illustrious 104th, who
marched on snow-shoes through the wilderness that lay between
Fredericton and Quebec. In their footsteps followed a small
party from Halifax, officers and men of the Royal Navy, who
made haste to Kingston for the purpose of strengthening and
A M E R I C A N — Concluded.
Concluded.
equipping
the fleet on Lake Ontario. BRITISH
There —were
now about
United States.
Guns
Weight of metal
Tonnage
Crew

54
1728 lbs.
1533
474

Macedonian.
Guns
Weight of m e t a l . . . . .
Tonnage
Crew

Constitution.
Guns
3jl| 58
Weight of metal
1536 lbs.
Tonnage
1538
Crew
460

Java.
Guns
Weight of metal
(Crew and tonnage
known to writer.)

Hornet.
Guns
Weight of metal
Tonnage
Crew

Peacock.
Guns
Weight of metal
Tonnage
Crew

20
594 lbs.
460
162

44
1056 lbs.
1081
254
44
1016 lbs.

not

.

18
384 lbs.
386
110
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thirteen thousand American troops at Plattsburg, under General
Dearborn, threatening the approaches to Montreal. To oppose
this army Sir George Prevost had but three thousand men. At
Sackett's Harbour lay twenty-two hundred Americans, with five
thousand more on Lake Champlain to back them; while the Canadian frontier opposite, from Kingston to Prescott, had but fifteen
hundred defenders in all. The Niagara frontier, defended, by
twenty-three hundred of our troops, was menaced by five thousand
of the enemy. In the west, Detroit and Amherstburg were held
by Colonel Proctor with a force of about twenty-two hundred.
Proctor was opposed by an American force slightly smaller, but of
high quality, consisting in the main of Kentucky riflemen. It was
led by General Harrison, the victor of Tippecanoe. Here, where
they were afterwards to win their chief success of the war, the
Americans seemed at first doomed only to' disaster. Harrison
had advanced half of his army, under General Winchester, to
Frenchtown on the River Raisin, when Proctor, seeing the enemy
divided, attacked in force (Jan. 22, 1813). The battle was a
fierce one. These Kentucky Americans, though heavily outnumbered, were well led and knew how to fight. Not till nearly half
their number were dead or disabled did they lay down their
arms, and surrender five hundred prisoners of war, with stores
and ammunition, into the hands of our little army. For this
victory Proctor was made a brigadier-general.
The next important events of the campaign took place further
east. The Americans, crossing the St. Lawrence on the ice,
m
made a raid on Brockville, sacked the houses,
The capture

ofOgdensburg.

wounded a sentry, and carried off fifty-two of the
.

peaceful inhabitants as prisoners. This act was ofv
no importance in itself, but it led to a brilliant reprisal. Opposite the Canadian village of Prescott lay the American fortified
town of Ogdensburg, well armed and garrisoned, with eleven guns
and five hundred troops. The St. Lawrence between Ogdensburg
and Prescott was frozen over, and on the level surface, near their
own shore, the Canadian companies were wont to drill. On the
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morning of the 22nd February Colonel Macdonell led a force of
four hundred and eighty men, with two field-pieces, out upon the
ice, and began the customary evolutions. Some of the Americans
on the Ogdensburg ramparts thought this play looked unusually
like serious work; but their commander, laughing at the idea of
his strong position being threatened with so weak a force, went on
with his breakfast. Suddenly the Canadians, having worked their
way to mid-river, made a fierce rush upon the town. The Americans, awaking to their danger, met them with volleys of cannon and musketry, but could not stop their advance, j At the
point of the bayonet they carried the town, the garrison retreating into the woods behind, with a loss of seventy-five in killed and
wounded, eleven cannon, large military stores, and four armed
ships which were burnt as they lay in the harbour. In the honour
olthis exploit many parts of the empire had share; for the victorious band was made up of one hundred and twenty English regulars, forty men of the Royal Newfoundland regiment, and three
hundred and twenty Canadian militia, of whom some were Glengarry Highlanders and some French of the St. Lawrence. New
Brunswick, too, was represented. The right wing of the attack,
which charged straight in the teeth of the main battery, was led
by a son of New Brunswick, Captain Jenkins of the Glengarries.
The honour of this deed was not tarnished by any robbery or
violence, in spite of the fact that the Americans had ruthlessly
plundered Brockville. Macdonell would not let his followers help
themselves to so much as a twist of tobacco; and he even paid
the American teamsters $4.00 a day for their labour in hauling the
military stores across to Prescott.
The American fleet, equipped in haste by Commodore Chauncey, now controlled Lake Ontario, and the few ships at Kingston
could not stir outside the harbour. The capital of
Little York.
. Upper Canada, the httle town of York, was not in any
sense a military post. It had no defences but an old French
earthwork once built to resist the Indians, and three ord French
guns, without carriages, commanding the entrance to the harbour.
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It was wholly without strategic importance ; and no one dreamed
that it would be regarded by the Americans as an object of
attack. It was a mere residence village of about a thousand
inhabitants, open at all points, and important only as being the
seat of legislature, — which, in case of need, could be established
just as well at any other point.
The Americans, however, with all their fleet and a land-force of
•twenty-five hundred men, attacked the defenceless village. General Sheaffe was passing through York at the time, with
TheAmeri-

r
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cans sack

two companies of the King's Own; and the civilians
of the town, old men and boys, invalids and wounded,
whoever could for a brief space shoulder a musket, rallied to the
defence, till Sheaffe found himself with a force of nearly six hundred to oppose the onslaught. The unequal contest, however, was
soon over; and Sheaffe withdrew toward Kingston while the volunteers covered his retreat. The Americans then took possession
of the town. Numbers of them swarmed into the so-called fort,
where a handful of militia were yet attempting a vain defence. At
this juncture, and for cause never explained, the powder magazine blew up, involving assailant and defender in a common ruin.
After this catastrophe York surrendered, the militia laid down their
arms, and all military stores were given up to the conquerors. By
the terms of the surrender the town was to be protected; but the
enemy, professing to believe that the explosion was a deliberate
"act of treachery on the part of the Canadians, broke the agreement, burned the public buildingsx with all their records, pillaged
the church, and sacked the public library. They showed their
taste for things intellectual by carrying off every book. They also
looted and destroyed a number of private houses. A few days later
the invaders withdrew. During their absence Sir George Prevost
had attacked their headquarters at Sackett's Harbour. When apparently on the point of capturing this important post, he had suddenly
withdrawn, to the bewildered indignation of his followers.
1

It is said that a periwig, which they found hanging to the Speaker's chair in
the Parliament House, was mistaken for a human scalp, and carried off to serve as
proof of Canadian barbarism.
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The Americans now turned their arms with fresh vigour against
the Niagara frontier. The victorious fleet and army under
Chauncey" sailed from devastated York to attack Fort George
and the little town of Newark that lay beneath its guns. This
post was held by Colonel Vincent with thirteen hundred men,
while an army of some six thousand threatened it from M %
J
The Canathe other side of the river. The Americans, swarming dians driven
°

back from

to shore under cover of a terrific fire from the ships, Niagara and
.

Chippewa,

were this time ably led, and fought with spirit. Again
and again they were repulsed; but at length Vincent was driven
back with heavy loss by the fire from Chauncey's ships. The
Canadian general called in the troops that held Chippewa and
Fort Erie, blew up the ramparts of Fort George, and retreated to
a new position at Beaver Dam, about twelve miles from Niagara.
Stony Creek.
The garrisons of Chippewa and Fort Erie had now swelled
Vincent's force to sixteen hundred. The Americans pursuing him with a force of thirty-five hundred men
and eight field-pieces, he continued his retreat to Burlington
Heights. The enemy advanced to a stream known as Stony
Creek, where they encamped for the night.
Relieved from immediate pressure, Vincent sent out a strong
reconnoitring party under Colonel Harvey,1 to examine the enemy's
position. Finding the entrenchments carelessly guarded, Harvey
made a daring attack in the darkness. The American soldiers,
rudely awakened, sprang up about their glimmering camp-fires
and stood their ground bravely for a time. But they were bewildered and without discipline. After a blind struggle they were
routed at the point of the bayonet; and their two generals,
Winder and Chandler, with one hundred other prisoners and four
field-pieces, fell into Harvey's hands (June 5th, 1813).
Vincent at once followed up the retreat of the invaders, and
sent a small advance party to reoccupy the position of Beaver Dam.
1 Afterwards
Sirduty
Johnwas
Harvey,
governor
New Brunswick,
one of the
This
dangerous
entrusted
to ofLieutenant
JamesandFitzgibbon,
bravest and most skilful officers m the service.
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with but thirty British regulars and thirty Mohawk Indians. A few
miles to the rear, where now stands St. Catherine's, lay Major de
Haren with two hundred men. The Americans, smartBeaver Dam.
ing under their defeat, planned to surprise this outpost.
One Colonel Boerstler, with five hundred and fifty men and two
field guns of the 14th United States regiment, was despatched
with great secrecy on the enterprise.
In spite of all precautions, however, news of the plan got
abroad. It reached the ears of James Secord, a wounded Canadian militiaman of Queenston. Unable himself to carry the alarm
to Fitzgibbon, his wife undertook the perilous and difficult errand.
She succeeded; and the name of Laura Secord was
Laura Secord.

written high among those of Canada's heroines. At
dawn she set forth, eluding the hostile sentry by pretending to
milk a cow, which she gradually drove before her into the woods.
Once out of sight, she ran. Through twenty miles of wild forest
she forced her way, now startled by the rattlesnake, now trembling
at the cry of the wolf, till late in the day she was stopped by the
sentinel Mohawks, who carried her before Fitzgibbon with her
tidings. Heaped with praise and gratitude, she was taken to a
farmhouse near by and tenderly cared for.
Fitzgibbon at once sent word back to de Haren. Then he
threw out his Indians along the line of approach, and awaited the
attack. About dawn the American column encountered the
Indians, who, by firing irregularly, yelling terrifically, and keeping
well out of sight, managed to convey the impression that their
numbers were formidable. Hearing the noise of the fight, three
young Canadian militiamen named Kelly, at work on their farm
near by, ran for their guns and hastened to the scene. They were
joined by seven or eight more muskets, summoned from other
farms by the sound. Hiding behind trees the Canadians opened
fire, from a direction in which no attack was looked for. The
enemy threw out skirmishers and pressed on, but in growing confusion. The front of their column became disorganized. Their
commander quite lost his wits. Suddenly they were met by Fitz-
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gibbon at the head of his bold thirty, advancing with a flag of truce.
The suggestion of a truce was now much to Boerstler's fancy.
He was told by Fitzgibbon that de Haren, with reinforcements,
was close by. He saw before him a resolute array of red coats.
The Indians, in the woods on both flanks, yelled assiduously, with
scalping-knives and horrors in their cry. Those eleven Canadian
militiamen kept up their rude assault upon the rear. Boerstler
felt, himself entrapped. Much worried, he hurriedly surrendered
his whole force. Fitzgibbon was embarrassed, however, by such
haste. Taking refuge in politeness, he kept the American officers
a long time busy in drawing up the articles of capitulation; till at
last de Haren arrived with his two hundred bayonets and released
him from the awkward situation (June 24, 1813).
After this stroke General Dearborn resigned his command, to
be succeeded by General Boyd. About the same time the governorship of Upper Canada was given to General de Rottenburg,
who thus superseded both Sheaffe and Vincent. For a time there
was inaction along the Niagara frontier, broken only by the successful raid of Colonel Clark, of the Lincoln militia,
I FortSchlosagainst the American post of Fort Schlosser, and ser and Black
Colonel Bishopp's attack on the American naval depot
at Black Rock. This attack was entirely successful, resulting in
the destruction of valuable stores; but it cost Canada the life of
Colonel Bishopp, a brave and judicious officer to whom both the
regulars and the militia were attached.
About this time Commodore Chauncey with his fleet made
another descent on the unfortunate provincial capital, "Little
York," bumed the barracks, carried off public and |
.

1 1
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Battle of the

private stores, and destroyed some small boats. But fleets on Lake
meanwhile his supremacy on Lake Ontario had been
brought into question. The Canadian fleet in Kingston harbour had
been reinforced by the arrival of Sir James Yeo with four hundred
and fifty British seamen. Sir James had only six ships to the
American fourteen, but he sailed from Kingston, captured some
depots on the south shore of the lake, and then challenged ChaunR
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cey to come out of Niagara and fight. Nothing loth, the American commodore accepted the challenge. Nor was the contest so
uneven as might appear from the numbers on each side, for the
Canadian ships were somewhat larger and more heavily armed
than their adversaries. The Americans, however, were much the
superior in speed and in the range of their guns, and they foiled
all Sir James's efforts to bring them to close quarters. During the
battle two of the American vessels were captured. Two more
were upset in a squall, and all on board lost save sixteen whom
the British boats picked up. After these losses Chauncey declined
to fight it out, and retired under the guns of Fort Niagara.
On Lake Erie, however, the strife for naval supremacy had a
different ending. On the ioth day of September the Canadian
fleet of six ships, under Captain Barclay, fought the
O 3. H3.Cll3.il CL6~

feat on Lake American fleet of ten ships, under Commodore Perry,
and suffered a most disastrous defeat. The battle was
a desperate one, and Barclay fought with stubborn valour; but in
the end every one of his ships was taken or destroyed. In this
case the Americans had a decided superiority over the Canadians
in ships, in tonnage, in men, and in weight of metal thrown in a
broadside.
This disaster brought another on its heels. Proctor, at Detroit,
was cut off from his supplies. He determined to give up Detroit,
evacuate the western country, and fall back on Burlington Heights.
Dismantling his fortifications and taking the guns with him, he
retreated up the valley of the Thames. His force, including
Tecumseh's five hundred warriors, numbered between thirteen and
fourteen hundred. He was followed with great energy by General
Harrisdn, at the head of an army which had by this time swelled
to over three thousand.
And now came the humiliating defeat of Moravian Town.
Proctor halted his army before Moravian Town, in a strong position, with the current of the Thames on his left, a dense cedar
. swamp on his right, and a front of only about three hundred yards
to defend. The swamp was securely held by Tecumseh and his
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Indians. For this position his force should have been ample, even
if ten times outnumbered by the enemy. But he seems to have
neglected
the most ordinary precautions in the mat0
j i• •
•
The disaster
ter of scouts and skirmishers. By felling trees in his of Moravian
,

. , ,

i , . i ^ . ,

.

Town.

front he might have protected himself with an impenetrable abatis; but this obvious duty he neglected. Harrison's Kentucky riflemen, moving with great swiftness, were upon
him before he realized their approach. The Canadian front was
shattered at the first rush. The battle was over ere well begun,
and Proctor with his staff was in full flight for Burlington. The
troops seemed to have had no confidence in their leader, for they
had not lost a score in killed and wounded before they broke.
The Indians alone were men that shameful day. They held their
ground and fought heroically when their white allies had fled. In
the wild melee the brave Tecumseh fell, a stroke more grievous
than the defeat itself. The victors in their triumphant hatred disgraced themselves by mutilating the body of the dead hero, who,
savage though he was called, had ever set them an example of
humanity, moderation, and justice. Proctor, for his conduct on
this sorry occasion, was court-martialed, and dismissed from the
service.
Some slight compensation for the disasters of Lake Erie and
Moravian Town was granted by Fate, meanwhile, on Lake
Champlain. The Americans, with their heavily armed W ,,
r
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sloops-of-war, Eagle and Growler, commanded the and
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lake. The gate of Lower Canada was barred, as of
old, at Isle aux Noix. Here, expecting attack, the Canadian
commander, Colonel Taylor, equipped three small gunboats; and
having no sailors, manned them with soldiers from his regiment.
When the American ships attaqked, they met with a surprisingly
hot reception. After a four hours' battle they were both captured.
Soon afterwards, under the Red Cross of England's marine, thejr
swept the American flag from the lake.
A little later the army of the North, the most numerous and
hitherto least active division of the enemy's forces, made a double
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movement on Montreal. One section, consisting of thirty-five hundred men under General Wade Hampton, advanced from Lake
ChateauChamplain to the Chateauguay River, with the intenguaytion of descending that stream to its mouth and crossing thence to the head of Montreal Island. The other section,
consisting of eight thousand men under General Wilkinson, was to
operate from Sackett's Harbour, and descend the St. Lawrence in
boats to join Hampton at Lachine. To hold the frontier against
Hampton's advance stood a scattered force of about sixteen
hundred men, of whom three hundred and fifty, chiefly French
Canadian Voltigeurs with a handful of Glengarry Fencibles, formed
a corps of observation far to the front. This body of troops
was under the command of the brave de Salaberry, a member
Of the old French Canadian noblesse, who had won distinction
fighting England's battles in foreign lands. De Salaberry had
already repulsed an attack of Hampton's on the little forest outpost of Odelltown. Now he hastened to throw himself in the
path of the march on Chateauguay. In a tract of difficult forest,
intersected by four parallel ravines, with the river on the left and
a swamp on his right, he threw up his defences. Half a mile to
the rear was a ford of the river, whereat he posted a small party
of Beauharnois militia, supported by a band of Glengarries under
Macdonell, the victor of Ogdensburg. The Americans came on
in two divisions, one, under General Izzard, attacking in front, the
other, led by Colonel Purdy, moving down the further bank of the
river to force the ford. The front attack was hurled back in confusion. Not an American bayonet got inside the breastworks.
All through the fight the Canadian buglers kept blowing, and the
menacing brass resounded at such widely separate points that the
invaders thought the whole Canadian army was before them.
Presently the attack in front weakened. That on the ford, meanwhile, was pressed in great force. The defenders fell back slowly.
The enemy followed, till all at once, reaching a bend in the river,
they found themselves exposed to a deadly flank fire from de Salaberry's lines. They broke and fled back into the bushes, and were
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fired upon by advancing parties of their own men who Tnistook
them for the victorious Canadians. Then wild panic seized the
invading army; and the path of its flight was strewn with knapsacks, drums, muskets, and camp equipage. The defeat of the
three thousand five hundred by the three hundred and fifty was
overwhelming in its completeness. The victory of Chateauguay,
let it be remembered, was a victory of the French Canadian
militia, led by their own officers; and it was perhaps the most
glorious in the whole course of a war which brought much glory
to our arms.1
General Wilkinson, meanwhile, was fingering at Sackett's Harbour. Not till the 3rd of November did he get his army under
way. In a flotilla of three hundred bateaux, escorted Chrysler's
by gunboats, he began the descent of the St. Law- Farm rence; and twelve hundred of his troops marched abreast of him
down the south shore of the river. When well beyond the batteries
of Prescott this force crossed to the Canadian side, and was reinforced till its ranks numbered something under four thousand.
Close on the heels of the invaders followed a force of eight hundred British regulars and Canadian militia from Kingston, -ceaselessly harassing their march. This httle army, a mere corps of
observation, was commanded by Colonel Morrison, and -acebmpanied by the daring Harvey, victor of Stony Creek. A little
beyond Williamsburg, at a spot whose name is one of the unforgettable names of our history, the attacks of the Canadian skirmishers on the American rear became too galling to be borne.
The invaders turned, at their general's orders, to " brush away the
annoyance." It was in the fields of" Chrysler's Farm " that they
took up their position, and angrily faced their handful of tormentors. The battle took place in the afternoon of Nov. 12th.
In spite of their numbers the Americans were utterly routed and
driven to their boats. Sick, and dejected from such a reverse,
1

The victors of Chateauguay were specially honoured by England. Every
soldier engaged was decorated with a medal. De Salaberry himself was knighted,
being made a Commander of the Bath.
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Wilkinson pressed on down the river, expecting to join Hampton's
forces. At Regis he heard of the rout of Chateauguay. The
attack on Montreal was at once abandoned, and the American
army went into winter quarters.
The closing acts of the campaign of 1813 were not war, but
reprisal. In December, General Sir George Drummond was put
in command of the forces in Upper Canada. He ordered an
attack on Fort George, — rather uselessly, as Fort George was
commanded by Fort Niagara opposite, and was therefore of no
1 .
great value to either side. On the approach of the
Reprisals on
frontier.

the Niagara

°

Canadian column General McClure abandoned the

place and retired to the American side. But before
departing he left a legacy of hate by burning the town of Newark,
and casting all the inhabitants, old and young, sick and well, adrift
in the storm of a wild December night. This senseless barbarism
brought swift retribution. The angry Canadians crossed the river,
stormed Fort Niagara, burned Lewiston, burned Buffalo, and
wasted the whole Niagara frontier.
To turn once more from the Lakes to the sea, we find that the
summer of this year brought some compensation to England for
the maritime disasters of 1812. Early in June, while the American
frigate Chesapeake was refitting in the port of Boston, the British
frigates Shannon and Tenedos appeared off the harbour. The
Shannon, a fine ship carrying 52 guns, manned with a full and
-.. ~
well-drilled crew, was commanded by Captain Broke,
The Chesa-

' .

. . .

pea&eandthe who burned to wipe out the humiliations which the
Shannon.

. .

n

T

British flag had suffered on the sea. Sending away
the Tenedos, he despatched a formal challenge to Captain Lawrence of the Chesapeake, asking for " the honour of a meeting
to try the fortunes of our flags." Lawrence, a gallant officer,
accepted with enthusiasm. On June n t h he sailed out of port,
all ready for battle; and in his wake swarmed gaily the pleasure
boats and yachts of Boston, eager to witness another triumph over
the mistress of the seas. The two ships were well matched, each
carrying 52 guns. But the Chesapeake had a small advantage in
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weight of broadside, in tonnage, and in the numbers of her
crew.1 The battle was desperate but brief. Under a terrific cannonade from all the guns which they could bring to bear, the eager
antagonists closed. The moment they came together and grappled,
the Shannon's crew boarded their foe, swarming over the bulwarks cutlass in hand, swinging across from yard-arm and rigging.
At the head of his men, fighting fiercely, Lawrence fell mortally
wounded. In fifteen minutes from the first broadside the Chesapeake's flag came down; and the Shannon had won back the old
prestige of England's ships. The victorious Broke sailed away
with his prize to Halifax; and there, with military honours, the
slain captain was buried. At the tidings of this triumph a chorus
of joy went up from English tongues.
To the provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick the campaign of 1813 brought no great actions, though the stir of military
preparation kept Halifax excited and made trade brisk Echoes of the
throughout the neighbouring counties. Halifax fur- Maritime6
ther profited from the fact that prizes captured off the ? rovinces American coast were brought into her port to be sold. American privateers, now and again, swooped down upon the coast,
doing some damage. Annapolis in particular, so surely does history repeat itself, felt the weight of this scourge. Chester, too, was
harried more than once; and the fertile vale of the Cornwallis
was raided. But all the damage inflicted by privateers2 was far
more than made up by the profits of the contraband trade which
our seaboard countrymen carried on with shrewd diligence. Be1 AMERICAN.

BRITISH.

Shannon.
Chesapeake.
Guns
52
Guns
52
Weight of metal
1070 lbs.
Weight of metal
1180 lbs.
Tonnage
1066
Tomnage
1135
Crew
306
Grew
376
2
In Mahone Bay took place the affair of the Young Teazer. This noted
American privateer was chased up the bay by two British vessels. Overtaken at
last, the crew fought desperately; but as she was on the point of surrender she
was blown up, and only eight of her men escaped. This wholesale destruction was
the*, work of a British deserter, who knew that for him capture meant hanging, and
who therefore chose to fire the magazine.
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ing the boldest and readiest of sailors, moreover, the Nova Scbtians and New Brunswickers took pattern from their foe; and
in secluded ports of the Atlantic and Fundy shore were fitted
out swift privateers, whose successful cruises laid the foundation
of many a provincial fortune.
75. The Campaign of 1814. — During the next winter reinforcements were brought into Canada, in preparation for the sharp work
that seemed to threaten on the opening of spring. In February a
portion of the 8th regiment accomplished the painful march from
Fredericton to the St. Lawrence, over the route already marked
out by the 104th. By the same route came two hundred and
fifty British seamen for service on the Lakes.
Though the autumn advance on Montreal had been so rudely
checked, the Americans had not relinquished their plan of attack
in that quarter. About the end of March they moved from Plattsburg with five thousand men, crossed the border, and assailed the
Canadian
Canadian position at La Colle mill. The position was
a
Sue mm
strong one, and was held by Major Handcock with
0
a b o u t five
vfc^at ^
hundred men The mill was a massive stone
Chippewa.
structure of two stories, further strengthened by heavy
beams, and well fitted for defence. Against this small outpost Wilkinson threw his whole force. After several hours of fighting, in the
course of which the intrepid little garrison showed its spirit by an
audacious sortie, the Americans retired. Upon this rebuff Wilkinson resigned his command; and the Champlain frontier was left
at peace for a time, while the centre of war shifted back to Upper
Canada. In May an expedition from Kingston captured Oswego
and destroyed the fort. On the Niagara frontier the Americans
took Fort Erie, thus compensating themselves for the loss of Fort
Niagara. Our little army in this district, consisting of two thousand men with a few field guns, was now under command of General Riall. On July 5, 1814, Riall attacked the American army
of thrice his strength, near Chippewa, and was beaten off after a
hard fight.
Some weeks later, General Drummond arrived with reinforce-
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ments; and on July 26th was fought the battle of Lundy's Lane,
or, as the American historians call it, Drummondville. Lundy's
Lane was the most hotly contested battle of the war. On the
Canadian side were some two thousand eight hunThe hattle
dred regulars and mihtia, under General Drummond : of Lundy's
.

Lane,

while the Americans, under General Brown, numbered
about five thousand. The road called Lundy's Lane, running
within earshot of the giant cataract, was seized by Drummond
at the beginning of the battle, and formed the key of the position.
The fight began at five in the afternoon. It was a confused and
desperate struggle, so close that more than once the opposing
cannon were thundering muzzle to muzzle. The green lane was
heaped with dead and dying. Once the foe gained possession,
but held it not for long. Backwards and forwards swayed the
deadly grapple, through the twilight, then through the dark.
The sky was thick with clouds, but at times a white finger of
moonlight touched wonderingly the scene of carnage. Toward
nine o'clock there was a pause, and the roar of Niagara sounded
heavily over the sudden hush. Then with fresh strength and fury
the matched antagonists sprang at each other's throats. Till near
midnight, with varying but well-balanced fortunes, the struggle
went on. At last the Americans retired and fell back on their
camp at Chippewa, leaving many hundreds of dead and wounded
on the field. On the following day they threw their heavy baggage into the river, and fledx to Fort Erie, destroying the Chippewa bridge behind them.
Drummond followed the American retreat, and laid siege to
Fort Erie; but there he was so roughly handled by the enemy
in two dashing sorties that he raised the siege and fell „,_ ^
°
°
The defeat of
back on Chippewa. In this rposition the two armies Prevostat
*^
.
Plattsburg.
watched each other for weeks, with no important movement on either side. The edge of battle shifted to other and widely
1

Some American historians, who quite ignore Chateauguay and Chrysler's
Farm, claim Lundy's Lane as an American victory. It is hard to find their
grounds for such a claim, or to reconcile it with this burning of bridges and casting of baggage into the riven
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separate points. In August an American expedition went northward
and attacked the fort at Michilimackinac. The enterprise ended
disastrously for them, the plucky garrison not only beating back its
assailants but capturing two of their vessels. In September Sir
George Prevost undertook the reduction of Plattsburg, the American headquarters on Lake Champlain, and failed ignominiously.
This disaster came just when great things were expected of
Prevost. England and her allies had triumphed in the Old
World. Napoleon had been driven from the throne of France
to the narrow isle of Elba. The power of England was free to
move in America. The whole coast, from the Gulf of Mexico to
Nova Scotia, was declared under blockade, and British fleets
threatened every port. At the same time strong reinforcements
were sent to Lower Canada, and Prevost was directed to strike a
decisive blow on Lake Champlain. With thirteen thousand choice
troops, many' of them veterans bf Wellington's Spanish campaigns,
he moved up the shores of the lake. Abreast of his march sailed a
fleet of sloops and gunboats, with one small frigate, under Captain
Downie. The American fleet lay under the guns of Plattsburg.
Prevost's plan of battle provided that the land-force should storm
the entrenchments while Downie was destroying the American ships.
But the American ships proved too tough a morsel. The battle
was a stubborn one. The brave Downie was killed, and his fleet was
shattered. Daunted by the disaster Sir George withdrew precipitately, leaving many of his wounded on the field. This astonishing retreat he explained by saying that Plattsburg would be of no
use to him now that the destruction of the fleet had lost him. the
command of the lake. But his army was filled with rage. Many
of the officers broke their swords in fury at the disgrace. A few
months later Prevost was summoned home to England to be tried
for incompetency; but he fell sick on the journey, and died
before the trial took place. It is said that when actually under
fire this unfortunate general displayed great personal bravery;
but it is certain that he lacked resolution in emergency, and that
he had not the courage of his responsibilities.
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In the Maritime Provinces the summer of 1814 was marked by.:
some activity. Sir John Sherbrooke was governor of Nova ScotiaHe concluded that the time was ripe for extending „ %M£
r

° Nova Scotia

British claims over the old disputed territory of Maine, takes pos.

~

session of

In July he organized an expedition against Eastport, eastern
captured it, and made the citizens take the oath of
allegiance to the British Crown. In September he stretched his
hand westward to the Penobscot, seizing the towns of Castine and
Bangor, and proclaiming British authority over the surrounding
region, which had once been a part of Acadie. He accomplished
the bold enterprise with httle opposition and no bloodshed, the
people accepting the new rule with- good grace. During the rest
of the war all this district was under Sherbrooke's administration.
The customs receipts were carried to Nova Scotia, and constituted
what was known as the Castine Fund. It amounted "to nearly
£40,000, most of which, a few years later, went to the founding
of Dalhousie College in Halifax.
Meanwhile,feu*to the south, England was pushing hard against.
her adversary. A fleet, under Admiral Cochran, sailed into
Chesapeake Bay and bombarded Fort McHenry, the
defence of Baltimore. The fleet carried a land-force defeated at
New Orleans,
under General Ross, which took Washington. In
retaliation for the destruction of York, the Capitol and other
public buildings were burned. Meanwhile the Commissioners of
Great Britain and the United States were sitting in council at
Ghent, in the Netherlands; and at last they managed to agree
upon terms of peace. On the day before Christmas, 1814, the
Treaty of Ghent was signed. By its provisions each nation
restored all lands taken during the war. The tidings of peace,
however, were slow in reaching the New World, and in January
was fought a fierce and bloody battle. The city of New Orleans
Was attacked by General Pakenham with a strong force. The
defenders of the city were mostly raw militia, and they were
heavily outnumbered by the British; but they had ingeniously
strengthened their breastworks wjth cotton bales and bags of
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sand, and under the command of a vigorous and warlike leader,
General Andrew Jackson, they fought with admirable courage.
In vain the British hurled themselves against the novel breastworks. The long lines of cotton bales streamed with a murderous fire, and two thousand British soldiers fell before them. The
result was the defeat and death of Pakenham, and for Jackson a
flood of popular adoration which by-and-by carried him to the
White House.
The war was now done. To the Americans it had brought
little but disaster. They had gone into it in a spirit of deliberate
and wanton aggression, and with so little excuse that one of their
greatest statesmen, Quincy, could say on the floors of
Results of
war for
Congress—"Since the invasion of the Buccaneers,
America.
there is nothing in history more disgraceful than this
war." They had invaded the lands of an unoffending people,
whom they first vainly tried to seduce from their allegiance, and
then visited with fire and pillage. They came out of the war
with few victories to their credit, but smarting under many and
humiliating defeats. They came out of it with their great mercantile marine destroyed (England took three thousand of their ships),
their foreign commerce ruined, two-thirds of their merchants bankrupt. Their export trade had fallen from £100,000,000 to less
than £8,000,000; their imports frorrj$ 140,000,000 to £15,000,000.
For all their expenditure of blood and treasure, they could show
no great wrong righted, no foot of added territory, — nothing, indeed, but such a record as a proud people loves not to dwell
upon.
To Canada, on the other hand, the war was fruitful of glory.
Its results are potent in our blood to this day. Some of the
most splendid and decisive victories of the war were won by the
Canadian militia. These victories taught us our ability to defend
our wide frontier even against overwhelming numbers. They
taught us, too, that in a flagrantly unjust war, — a war of offence,
— the great kindred republic on our borders could not put forth
all its strength, being hampered by the national conscience. Just
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as England was weak in the war of American Independence, because her people doubted the righteousness of her cause, so the
United States proved weak in the war of 1812, be.

'

Results of

cause their wisest sons, their most enlightened com- war to
0
Canada.
munities, refused to support the wanton aggression of
the government Canada gained, by this baptism of fire, a martial self-reliance, the germs of a new spirit of patriotism. She
learned that, whether of French or English blood, Scotch, Irish,
or German, her sons were one in loyal valour when the enemy
came against her gates. Her devastated homes, the blood of her
sons, these were not too great a price to pay for the bond of
brotherhood between the scattered provinces. The bond that
then first made itself felt, from Cape Breton to the Straits of
Mackinaw, grew secretly but surely in power till it proclaimed
itself to the world in Confederation, and reached out to islands of
the Pacific. To crown its work there is wanting now only that
I Ancient Colony " which sits in the portals of the Gulf and wraps
her austere shoulders in her cloak of fogs and suspicion..
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76. The North-west; 1789-1835. — Far aloof from the pomp
and circumstance of war, amid solitude and ceaseless hardship,
»>.
, ofHal
and beginnings
r
Rivalry
the went on the exploration
o
& of settlement
Hudson Bay of what is now our great North-west. The moving
and North-

west com-

°

force

in that vast region was the fur-trade.

panies.

°

The
••

Hudson Bay Company, with its lonely posts at the
mouths of rivers, on the shores of the great sea from which it
took its name, was forced by its active Montreal rival, the Northwest Company, to push its power all over the interior. Northward to the Arctic circle, westward to the Rockies, and at last
to the very Pacific, spread the stockaded posts of the rival companies, sometimes rising almost side by side, but always with
fierce jealousies that too often broke out in bloodshed. The
employes of the Hudson Bay Company were chiefly men from
the Orkney Islands, those of the North-west Company French
Canadians. These hardy adventurers took themselves wives from
among the tribes of the land; and there sprang up in time a race
of half-breeds, almost as wild as their savage mothers, but capable
in affairs, and susceptible to education. They came to be a
mighty factor in the making of the North-west.
The most famous name in North-west exploration is that of
Alexander Mackenzie, a Scotch Highlander, who in the latter
quarter of the eighteenth century came to the New World as a
254
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servant of the | Nor'-westers," — as the Montreal company was
called. His boldness, endurance, and aptitude for leadership
among the turbulent spirits who surrounded him, pres- Mackenzie
entry brought him to the front. In the summer of 1789, t n e e x P l o r e r Mackenzie set out from Fort Chippewyan, on Lake Athabasca,
and with four birch-bark canoes went north by the Slave River to
the Great Slave Lake. Thence he descended the huge river that
bears his name, till near the end of July he came out upon the
Arctic Ocean. After this feat he returned to England for a year
of study, in order that he might be able to determine more accurately the positions and characteristics of his future discoveries,
and so give his records more scientific value. His next achievement was the ascent of the Peace River from Fort Chippewyan,
through a gap in the Rockies, to its source in what is now our
splendid Pacific province of British Columbia. Thence, through
tremendous difficulties and endless perils, he made his way to the
Pacific coast. To commemorate this triumph the exultant explorer took a quantity of vermilion, such as the Indians used,
mixed it with grease, and on the face of a cliff overlooking the
waves inscribed the following words — " Alexander Mackenzie
from Canada by land, the twenty-second of July, one thousand
seven hundred and ninety-three."
About this time Captain George Vancouver, following the path
which Captain Cook had already made memorable (1778-1779),
was exploring the British Columbian coast, and dis- „
r

°

Vancouver on

puting with the Spaniards the possession of the great the Pacific
island which now bears his name. Captain Cook had
made his landing at Nootka, on the island. Nootka became a
centre of trade with the Indians of the coast. In 1788 Captain
John Meares had founded a settlement there, which the Spaniards,
claiming all the coast, had destroyed with great barbarity. It
was to look into this matter that Vancouver was sent to the
Pacific. The year of his arrival was 1792. He found the Spaniards at Nootka, but they withdrew at his bidding; and the dispute was referred to arbitration. The decision of the arbitrators
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gave all the Pacific coast to Great Britain, from California in the
south to Russian America in the nortn. In 1792, also, the mouth
of that great river called by the Spaniards the Oregon was entered
by an American ship, and renamed by its captain the Columbia.
By a curious exchange, the patriotism of the American captain
afterwards furnished a name for a Canadian province, while the
supplanted Spanish title of the river served to designate an American state.
The next name illustrious in the annals of the North-west is
that of Lord Selkirk, whose colonizing labours in Prince Edward
Island and Upper Canada have been already described. In 1811
the noble colonizer became interested in the Hudson Bay Company, and purchased from the company a vast tract of land on
Red River. This district he named Assiniboia, and
Lord Sel'
kirk's Red
thither he sent, by way of Hudson Bay, a band of
River colony.

,

. _ . . . .

x

_

/

. Scotch and Irish immigrants. In 1812 these pioneers,
heedless of the war-storms further east, settled on the fertile lands
by the Red River's muddy current, where they were joined from
year to year by other immigrants till the colony became important
enough to excite the jealousy of the North-west Company's halfbreeds. A number of the colonists were presently persuaded by
a north-western trader to leave Red River and betake themselves
to Penetanguishene on Georgiap Bay; but their place was soon
filled by another band sent out by the indefatigable Selkirk. In
1816 the hostility of the half-breeds, who claimed the whole
North-west as their birthright and vaingloriously styled themselves " the New Nation," blazed out in open war. Fort Douglas,
the centre of the Selkirk settlement, was assaulted, and Semple,
the governor of the colony, was killed in the struggle. Lord Selkirk, who was on the way from Montreal with a small party of
troops for the defence of his colony, was met by the news of
Semple's death, whereupon he retorted by seizing Fort William,
an important Nor'-wester post on Lake Superior. After wintering there he pushed on to the Red River valley and promptly
brought the half-breeds to submission. Thus troubled was the
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birth of the Red River settlement, which half a century later was
to become the " Prairie Province " of Manitoba.
In 1821 the dangers which still menaced the settlements were
removed by the union of the North-west and Hudson Bay Companies, both companies having found the rivalry ruinous. About
this time a number of Swiss settlers came to Red River, and the
colony entered upon a period of peaceful growth. In 1835 the
Red River colony was brought under a regular gov- T h e council
ernment, called the Council of Assiniboia, which con- of AssuuD°ia.
tinued to rule its affairs till the purchase of the North-west by the
Canadian Confederation. The Council of Assiniboia held its sessions at Fort Garry, the capital of the colony, and was presided
over by the Hudson Bay Company's governor. Its first president
was the energetic and masterful Sir George Simpson.
To the history of the North-west belong the exploits of Sir
John Franklin and the explorations of George Back. These were
fruitful of heroism, if not of desirable new lands. York Factory,
at the mouth of the Nelson, and afterwards Fort Chippewyan,
were the points of departure for these expeditions. Franklin on
his first journey (1819-1822) reached the Arctic Sea Arctic expioby way ofThe Coppermine River, at the mouth of which FrinkUn and
he built a post. On his second expedition (1825- Back 1827) he descended the Mackenzie River and explored the
Polar coast to the westward. Back's expedition (1833-1835), descended the Great Fish River (sometimes called Back's River),
at the head of which he built Fort Reliance. The final expedition
of Franklin, that on which he and his followers perished, did not
set out till 1845.
77. Strife in Politics, Growth in Population. — For the provinces of the St. Lawrence and the Lakes, the period immediately
succeeding the war was one of growth in population, of strife in
politics. Great Britain being now at peace, she found on her
hands a throng of disbanded soldiers, and officers retired on half
pay. Besides this fact, the labouring classes in the British Isles
had been increasing of late much more rapidly than work could
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be found for them. The government turned its attention to promoting emigration. Beginning with the " Perth Settlement" of
disbanded soldiers and their officers, in 1816, settlers kept flockimmigration m £ m t ° D o t n Upper and Lower Canada in yearly into Canada.
creasing numbers. These new-comers were at first
mainly Scotch and Irish; but soon the movement extended to
the English and Welsh as well. It was by no means a pauper
immigration. In almost all cases it was under strict government
supervision, and the immigrants were of a sturdy, independent,
self-respecting class. This fact cannot be too much dwelt upon,
for on it depends the high average — intellectual, moral, and
physical — of the Canadian stock. Landing usually at Quebec,
some of the immigrants were unwilling to prolong their journey,
and therefore settled in the surrounding districts. Others went
south-westward to the Eastern Townships and the valley of the St.
Francis. Yet others established themselves about Montreal. But
the greater number kept on into Upper Canada, preferring the
English laws and institutions under which they had been brought
up. They spread in bands to all parts of the province, peopling
new townships, opening in the wilderness new centres of prosperous life. To the beginning of this period belongs the construction of the Rideau Canal,1 from Kingston to the Ottawa River
at Chaudiere Falls. Many of the newly arriving settlers took up
lands about the canal and on the Ottawa, and at the Falls arose a
busy little lumbering village (1817) called By town in honour of
Colonel By, the engineer who had built the canal. This remote
settlement of shantymen and lumbermen was destined to become
our national capital, the beautiful city of Ottawa.
A powerful factor in this work of peopling the Canadian wilderThe Canada n e s s w a s the | Canada Company," incorporated by
Company.
Imperial Parliament in 1826, with a capital of one
million pounds sterling. The company purchased, in the two prov1

This work was planned by the British government for military purposes, to
secure communication between Montreal and the Lakes in case of the exposed
St. Lawrence route falling into an enemy's hands.
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inces, vast tracts of land, amounting in all to nearly three million
acres, on terms requiring the construction of roads and other
measures of development. The secretary of the company, very
zealous in its affairs, was a vigorous Scotch man-of-letters, John
Gait of Ayrshire. To the Canada Company we owe a long roll of
flourishing settlements, with such busy towns as Gait and Goderich, and the fine city of Guelph, nicknamed " The Royal City."
The year of heaviest increase was 1831, when no fewer than
thirty-four thousand immigrants came to Canada. It is estimated
that in the four years beginning with 1829 the settlers seeking a
home within our borders numbered no less than one hundred and
sixty thousand. This period of our history is well named by a
Canadian historian 1 the period of the " Great Immigration."
Hand in hand with this immigration came a plague which
scourged both Upper and Lower Canada (183 2-1834). In June
of 1832 came a ship from Dublin to the St. Lawrence with Asiatic
cholera on board. She was stopped at the quarantine station
down the river, but on the day following her arrival the plague
was already in Quebec, where it seized its thousands ^ne cholera
of victims. It spread hungrily up the St. Lawrence, yearsravaged Montreal, and swooped down upon the infant towns and
villages of the Lake province. The frosts of autumn stayed its
fatal march, and the terrified people had time to mourn their
dead. They thought themselves safe, and again breathed freely;
but two years later the destroyer awoke to new life, and ravaged
the settlements through the whole of a grievous summer (1834).
Side by side with peaceful growth in population went on a
stormy growth in political life. Political struggles constitute, for
the half century succeeding the war, almost the whole Disputes
of Canadian history. The contestants are, on the one eratd^and"
side, the people as represented by the Assembly, on v*0*16the other side the Executive and Legislative councils, usually in
alliance with the governor. The strife went on in Upper Canada,
1

Doctor George Bryce, author of "A Short History of the Canadian People.
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Lower Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, with such variations
as chance and local differences might be expected to produce;
but, at the same time, with such similarities that we are forced to
seek some one general cause as the base of all the quarrels. In
one province, religious differences may seem, at first glance, to
explain the trouble; in another the root of the difficulty may
appear to he in antagonisms of race and language. But these,
when looked at fairly, prove to be mere accidents. The struggle
is in fact a constitutional one. It is for the reality of representative institutions, — for what is known as Responsible Government.
The constitutions given to the several provinces in the latter
part of the preceding century had put the government nominally
in the hands of the people, but by no means actually so. In fact,
its functions were usurped by the Executive Council, whose
members, as we have seen, held office for life and were responsible to no one. They represented the views and wishes of a
small and exclusive class, and maintained a show of constitutional
authority by their connection with the Legislative Council, wherein
most of them held seats. They were in name the governor's
advisers; but circumstances, and the support of the Legislative
Council, and their own importance, and too often the governor's
ignorance of provincial affairs, combined to make them his directors. Their rule, whether wise or unwise, was the rule of a strict
oligarchy. It was contrary to the whole spirit of Anglo-Saxon
freedom.
Whatever shape the struggle against this oligarchy might take
on from time to time — "Judges' Disabilities," "Civil List Bills,"
"Clergy Reserves" — the ultimate object aimed at by the people
was the control of the governor's advisers. The people deThe Family manded that the Executive should be directly responCompact.
s i b l e t o t n e m . — i n other words, that the Executive
should be chosen from among the representatives elected by the
people, and should retire from office on refusal of the people to
reelect them. This claim is now admitted as an inalienable right;
but in watching the stress and turmoil of the conflict by which
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that right was won, we must not forget that the question had two
sides. The men who strove with voice and pen in the cause of
Canadian freedom deserve our grateful remembrance; but we
must not forget that some of them put themselves much in the
wrong by violence and folly, and even, in one or two cases, were
so far misled by fanaticism or personal ambition as to stain their
hands with treason in the sacred name of patriotism. Their
opponents, on the other hand, were not without weighty arguments in support of their position, and they included in their
number many conscientious, patriotic, and able men whose memories stand far above any charge of greed or self-seeking. The
oligarchy in Upper Canada, on account of the close relationship
between its members and the jealoUs exclusiveness with which
their circle was guarded, came to be known as the " Family
Compact." This title was gradually extended to the like classes
existing in each of the other provinces. In New Brunswick,
indeed, it seemed hardly less appropriate than it was in the
province by the Lakes.
78. Political Strife in Lower Canada. — In Quebec the parliamentary conflict, stilled on the approach of war, broke out again
in 1814, during the lull before the opening of the final campaign.
The Assembly, exultant over the French Canadian triumph at
Chateauguay, voted all the war credits that Sir George Prevost
asked. Then their minds reverted to the old quar- TheAssemhiy
rel. For all that they had suffered under Sir James JgSaebec
Craig they laid the blame upon Chief Justice Sewell, axouseiwho had been his chief adviser. They impeached the chief
justice on a charge of having changed the rules of procedure in
his court without legislative authority. Judge Monk, of Montreal,
who had also made himself obnoxious to the Assembly, was
impeached at the same time on charges of official corruption.
The Assembly demanded that the governor should suspend these
men from office. This the governor naturally refused to do, unless
the Legislative Council should concur in the impeachment. The
Legislative Council would have nothing to do with the impeachment
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Secure in such support, Judge Monk paid no attention to the
wrath of the Assembly. Chief Justice Sewell, however, went to
Chief Justice England; desiring that the charges preferred against
lestfco'nfed- h i m should be looked into ; but his accusers failed to
eration.
appear. Sewell was warmly received in England, and
he made his visit memorable. He laid before the colonial secretary, as a remedy for existing grievances and a safeguard against
future perils, a scheme for the Federal Union of the Colonies of
British North America. Thus, in 1814, the germs of the great
idea "of Confederation began to stir. The proposal awakened
some interest at court; but the time was not yet ripe by half a
century. Events, however, and chief among them the war just
ending, were slowly but surely paving the way for the consumma-_
tion of Sewell's splendid dream.
The quarrel between Assembly and Executive in Quebec was so
much the more bitter because the Executive was almost exclusively
Disputes over English. The English element in Lower Canada was
the Civil List. n Q t o n i y a s m a ] i minority of the population, but it was
so foolish as to assume an air of superiority over its fellow-citizens.
Members of this minority held almost all the offices. Having
made good their grasp on power, they clung to it stubbornly, and
professed to regard their fellow-subjects of French birth as an
inferior race. The race dispute, however, was not a vital one, for
we find the English members of the Assembly siding vigorously
with their French colleagues in opposition to the governor and
Council. It will be remembered that in 1809 the Assembly had
offered to pay the expenses of the Civil List, — that is, the salaries
of the officials, — and that the Council had indignantly rejected
the offer, as a scheme to make them dependent on the Assembly.
Now the governor was ordered by the home government to
accept this offer (1816). The Assembly paid the bill, which had
by this time much increased; but refused to make permanent
provision for it. The members declared that they would vote the
required amount each year, and would retain the right of examining the items of the List. This caused no collision, however, till
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i8i9,when it was found that the List had increased from ^60,000
to ^76,000. The Assembly protested, examined the items, and
made some reductions before passing the Appropriation Bill.
The bill thus amended was rejected by the Legislative Council;
and thus affairs once more came to a dead-lock. In the following
year the old King, George III, died, and George IV came to the
throne. New assemblies were elected in all the provinces, and to
Quebec, as governor-general, came the Earl of Dalhousie, who
had been serving as lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia.
The speaker of the new Assembly was a brilliant French Canadian orator, soon to win a wide but unfortunate fame. This was
Louis Papineau, the hero of the French Canadian dePapineau.
mocracy. In spite of quarrels and jealousies, Papineau
could say in his opening speech of welcome to the new governor
— I On the day on which Canada came under the dominion of
Great Britain, the reign of law succeeded that of violence. From
that day its treasures were freely spent, its navy and its army were
mustered to afford her an invincible protection. From that day
the better part of British laws became hers, while her religion, her
property, and the laws by which they are preserved, remained
unaltered." But this loyal temper was soon to change. Lord
Dalhousie forced on a conflict. He demanded that the Assembly
should provide for the Civil List by a permanent appropriation.
When the Assembly refused, he himself appropriated the funds
in the treasury, and paid the Civil List expenses. It will be
remembered that the province had three sources of revenue,—
(1) that derived from the Permanent Revenue Act of 1774, in
the form of a tax imposed by the Crown on spirits and molasses;
(2) that derived from the leases of mines and sales of land, called
the I Casual and Territorial Revenue " ; and (3) that derived from
the customs duties imposed by the Assembly on goods coming
into the province. Of all these revenues the Assembly claimed
control; but the first two were where the governor and Council
could lay hands on them. When the governor drew these funds
and used them to pay the expenses of government, the Assembly
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denounced his act as a breach of the constitution. To make
matters worse, a noisy section of the English inhabitants began to
argue for the abolition of French laws and the banishment of the
French language from the Legislature. These extremists claimed
that unless Lower Canada ceased to be a French province she
would soon cease to be an English possession.
A scheme for a union of Upper and Ix)wer Canada was now
proposed by the British government (1822) ; but it provided for
the use of no language but English in the parliamenreuniting the tary reports, and for the abolition of French from the
debates after,fifteen years. The French protested so
vehemently that the plan was dropped. But the Imperial Parliament, still arrogating to itself the right to tax the colonies, passed
the Canada Trade Act, for raising a revenue and regulating commerce. More and more bitter then grew the disputes in Lower
Canada between Assembly and Legislative Council. The Assembly
amended the Council's bills; the Council threw out the amended
bills ; the governor went on appropriating the permanent revenues
to pay the Civil List. At length the position of the Council
received a severe blow in the failure of the receiver-general,
Sir John Caldwell. He had been appointed by the governor;
and no security had been -exacted of him that he should prove
faithful to his trust. The Crown, not having taken security, was
thus morally responsible to the province. Caldwell could not
account for some ,£96,000 of the funds of the province, which
had passed into his hands. In spite of this notorious defalcation, he retained his seat in the Executive; and the people
found a new and potent weapon to their hand. As the public
wrath boiled higher and higher, Lord Dalhousie was discreet
enough to go away on leave of absence, and his place was temporarily filled by "a more politic leader, Sir Francis Burton. He
at once acknowledged the claim of the Assembly to control the
Permanent Revenue ; and the indignation died down. On Dalhousie's return, however, the storm blew up again with increasing
menace. That obstinate nobleman flouted all the claims of the
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Assembly, and displayed active hostility toward its leaders, who
were Papineau for the French section, and Doctor Wolfred Nelson
for the smaller but not less dissatisfied English section. The next
step in the struggle was reached in 1827, wheji, after a general
election, the governor-general refused to accept Papineau as
speaker of the new House. Then the province hummed with
excitement, and all legislation came to an end. The people
gathered in angry knots. Mass meetings were held in the cities ;
and huge petitions, stating grievances and asking for the recall
of the governor-general, were posted in haste to England.
As Upper Canada was at the same time besieging the home
government with like petitions, the state of affairs attracted anxious
attention in England. Parliament appointed a Canada T h e Canada
Committee to examine the points at issue. The report Committee of this committee (1828) was hailed in Lower Canada with grateful rejoicing. It urged that the Crown duties (of the act of 1774)
should be put under the control of the Assembly on condition that
permanent provision should be made for the payment of the Crown
officials; — that the judges should give up their seats in the Legislative Council; — that bishops should not be allowed to interfere
in matters of government; — that receivers-general should give
security; — that accounts should be examined by the Assembly's
auditors;—and that the Executive and Legislative Councils should
be enlarged and made more independent by the addition of members representing different classes and interests, and not holding
government offices. These recommendations applied to both
Upper and Lower Canada; and in regard to the latter province,
it was particularly urged that the French Canadian majority should
have a fair representation. The unpopular Dalhousie was recalled.
The new governor-general, Sir James Kempt, recognized Papineau
as speaker of the Assembly; and once more the excitement died
away.
The management of Great Britain's colonial affairs was in the
hands of the Colonial Office, presided over by the colonial secretary. From the fact that the colonial secretary had his official
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headquarters in Downing Street, the name of that old London
street came to be accepted in the colonies as synonymous with
the Colonial Office. All through
the struggles
whose
Downing
°
°°
street sym- course we are now observing, the Colonial Office was
pathizes

with the

Reformers.

o

somewhat inclined to favour the popular party in
,

Canada, which called itself the Reform party. This
was due to the fact that, whether British Whig or British Tory ruled
at Westminster and filled the great office of colonial secretary, the
under-secretary was a permanent official. This under-secretary,
for a long term of years, was Mr. Stephens, who combined a vast
knowledge of colonial affairs with very broad views on the subject
of colonial self-government. His attitude was much resented by
the official party in Canada, — or, as their opponents called them,
the Family Compact Tories.
The Colonial Office sought to carry out the recommendations
of the Canada Committee; and Sir James Kempt at once instituted a number of important reforms in Lower Canada. He also
called prominent French Canadians to seats in the Executive.
But, acting on his instructions from Downing Street, he reserved
to the Crown the control of the Casual and Territorial Revenues.
Over this reservation the strife soon broke out afresh, for the
demands of the Assembly grew with each success. By 1830, when
Kempt was succeeded by Lord Aylmer, the Assembly was once
more as clamorous as ever. Lord Aylmer strove to conciliate
them, but they would accept nothing less than the full surrender
of the disputed revenue; and this the Crown would not yield.
The Assembly further began to demand that the Legislative Council
should be made elective. And now, seeing that the French were
aiming to get full control of all departments of the government,
most of the British members of the Assembly, alarmed for the
safety of their institutions, went over to the official party. During the next three years the fires of party hate waxed hotter and
hotter. The Assembly refused to vote supplies. The Casual and
Territorial Revenue was insufficient for the expenses of the Civil
List; and the salaries of officials were left unpaid. Practical
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legislation ceased; and the Assembly, having fallen a prey to
fanaticism and the eloquence of an ambitious visionary, spent
its time in passing votes of censure on the government.
There can be no doubt that Papineau was now being carried
off his feet by the adoring flattery of his countrymen. In inflaming their hearts he inflamed himself; and he began to papineau
dream of a French Canadian republic, to the head s r o w s r a s h of which he himself would, of course, be raised by an enthusiastic and grateful people. He was doubtless in love with the
example of George Washington, but the great American's sagacity
was something which Papineau, for all his genius, could by no
means emulate. He forgot his ancient professions of loyalty, his
eloquent admiration for British institutions. He so far forgot his
obligations as a constitutional legislator under oath, that he spoke
open treason from the chair of the House. He denounced monarchy, thundered in praise of republicanism, reviled the British
as tyrannous usurpers, and held up the United States as an example for his countrymen to follow. It was not strange that the
British should retort with the epithets " rebel" and " traitor," —
which Papineau, blinded by vanity and ambition, was soon to make
only too apt.
At length the Assembly drew up a statement of its grievances,
in what are known to history as the Ninety-four Resolutions.
-These famous resolutions were passed in the House _. _.
r

The Ninety-

with most violent harangues, and then forwarded to f?«r Resofu0

tions of

England as an address to King and Parliament. They Lower
&

°

.

J

Canada,

spoke for the French Canadians only. They reiterated every charge of tyranny, "fraud, and corruption against the
official party in the province; demanded absolute control of all
the lands and revenues, and a surrender of all authority to the
French Canadian population. These demands were coupled with
an implied threat of rebellion in case of refusal. In reply the
British party in Lower Canada passed another address to the
throne, stating their side of the story. The home government,
quietly ignoring Papineau's threats, adopted a policy of concilia-
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tion. Lord Gosford was sent to Canada as governor-general,
and as chairman of a Commission of Inquiry (1835). While
this commission was at work, the popular excitement went on
growing, fed by the knowledge that Lord Gosford's instructions
positively forbade him to grant an elective Upper House or an
Executive responsible to the people. The train was now well laid
for an explosion, and the spark to light it was near at hand.

CHAPTER XIX.
SECTIONS: — 79,

POLITICAL STRIFE IN UPPER CANADA. 80, THE
STRUGGLES IN NOVA SCOTIA. 81, POLITICAL STRIFE AND OTHER
MATTERS IN NEW BRUNSWICK. 82, AFFAIRS IN CAPE BRETON,
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, AND NEWFOUNDLAND.

79. Political Strife in Upper Canada. — In Upper Canada,
meanwhile, there had been almost ceaseless wrangling, kindred to
that in the French province, though somewhat less The excuses
bitter. All power was in the hands of the strictest bettor their
form of Family Compact. This small oligarchy con- towariuhe
trolled not only all the government offices, but the ^eo^le'
real estate and nearly all the business of the province. By
the amount of patronage at their disposal they were able to
get their followers elected to the Assembly, and so, for a long
time, to keep that troublesome body subservient. They kept the
press muzzled, they repelled petitions or statements of popular
grievances, they frowned down public political meetings, they discouraged the education of the lower classes, — and all because
they had before their eyes the dread of '76. The tendency of
these things, they said, was toward republicanism.. Their fixed
purpose was to keep the republican spirit out of this province
which had grown from loyalist seed. Doubtless selfishness and
arrogance, in many cases, had much to do^with their attitude.
But there was a good deal to urge in excuse. In the first place,
the world was at that time only beginning to acknowledge the
claims of popular liberty, and the views held by the Canadian
oligarchy were but little behind the age. In the next place, the
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official party was made up of loyalists or the sons of loyalists.
Having suffered and bled for the Crown, they were rigid to uphold the prerogatives of the Crown; and not unnaturally they
thought that they themselves were best entitled to exercise the
prerogatives of the Crown, as well as to reap the rich rewards of
that exercise. Their strongest excuse, however, was to be found
in the fact that the liberal land grants of Upper Canada had
attracted a large number of American immigrants into the province. These immigrants had brought with them republican principles, a fondness for noisy agitation, and an active sentiment for
union with the States. They had formed the chief danger of
Canada during the fiery trial of 1812-1814; and after the war
was over they came in growing numbers. To the men whose
devotion, whose treasure, and whose blood had saved Canada, that
kind of government seemed the right kind which best kept the
disloyal and the alien out of power. They must not be blamed
too severely if they imagined that they alone were capable of
governing their country aright.
Little by little dissatisfaction gathered strength. Men remembered that they were British subjects. They saw their fellow-subjects in Great Britain enjoying free responsible government. And
soon they began to assail the outworks of the official party. Some
of the men who thus put themselves forward as champions of equal
rights and representative government, were themselves of loyalist
The Clergy stock, and in no way inferior to the Compact in intellect
Reserves.
and culture. They formed the solid core of the Reformers, and strove to hold in check the more flighty and fanatical adherents of the party. Among the grievances which early began to
vex the people was that of the Clergy Reserves. In both provinces
vast tracts of land had been set apart for the support, as the Act
said, of " the Protestant religion in Canada." To Lower Canada
this was distasteful, being taken as an unjust discrimination against
the Roman Catholic Church ; but other questions overshadowed it.
In Upper Canada the complaint it raised was a very different one.
In the first place, it was considered excessive, amounting as it did
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in that province to two and a half millions of acres. In the second
place, the management of the lands was in the hands of the
Family Compact, who chose to interpret the words " Protestant
religion " as referring solely to the Church of England, with some
possible exception in favour of the Church of Scotland. This
interpretation excited the reasonable anger of Methodists and
Baptists. In the third place, the Reserves did not lie in one block,
but were made up of every seventh lot in the surveyed townships.
These lots remained unimproved while the land about them was
cleared and tilled. The people objected to such wild spaces in
the midst of their cultivated settlements. The differences thus
arising were not settled till toward the close of the whole constitutional struggle; and as late as 1836 the control of the Clergy
Reserves enabled the Council to make an established church in
Upper Canada, by the endowment of forty-four rectories.
The strife between Reformer and Official was begun by one
Robert Gourlay, a lively and erratic Scotchman who came to
Canada in 1817 and began work as a land-agent. The state of
affairs in Upper Canada at once aroused his wrath. To every
township he sent a list of thirty-one questions, which
X H6 C2LSC 0 1

went deep into local abuses. The sting was in the Robert Gourlast question, which inquired — " What, in your opinion, retards the improvement of your township in particular, or
the province in general, and what would most contribute to the
same? " The questions brought public dissatisfaction to a crisis.
Meetings were held to discuss them, and Gourlay's advice to the
people was that they should complain to the Colonial Office. The
Family Compact took alarm. They passed an act in the Legislature which strikes us now as tyrannous beyond belief, — an act
forbidding all conventions. It is hard to realize that only threequarters of a century ago such an act could be passed in Canada,
and Canadians endure it. Then the Compact determined to expel
this troublesome Gourlay for his unpleasant habit of asking questions. He was arrested, tried for libel at Kingston, and acquitted'.
He was arrested again and tried at Brockville, with the same result.
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He was arrested yet again, this time on a charge of sedition, thrown
into prison, and, in defiance of every principle of British justice,
kept there seven months without trial. At length (1819) he was
tried, and this time in Niagara, where the people were all supporters of the Compact. The unhappy Scotchman, broken down
in mind and body by his unjust imprisonment, was brought before
a partial judge and a prejudiced jury. The trial was a mockery of
justice, and Gourlay, declared guilty of sedition, was driven out of
Upper Canada. But his fate opened men's eyes; and from that
day the power of the Compact was doomed. The agitation for
Reform never afterwards ceased till the fulness of its triumph in
complete Responsible Government.
Among^the leaders of the official party the two strongest personalities were those of a Loyalist lawyer and a Scotch
Two leaders

of the com-

\

%

J

Episcopalian divine. John Beverley Robinson, made
attorney-general of the province at the age of twentyone, and afterwards chief justice and a baronet, was a typical Tory
of the best type. He was fearless, whether before the guns of a
hostile army or the clamours of an angry mob. He was capable,
unyielding, dogmatic, arrogant, honest, and convinced of the divine
right of the Compact to rule the province. Doctor John Strachan,
afterwards first Bishop of Toronto, was made a member of the
Executive Council in 1815, when he was rector of York. H e was
not only an uncompromising member of the Compact, hating
democratic principles as the worst form of heresy, but he was also
a subtle and skilled politician. His was the guiding intellect of the
official party. . His hand made the moves which so often seemed
to checkmate the Reformers.
So much slower was the growth of the popular party in Upper
William Lyon than in Lower Canada, that it was not till 1824 that
Mackenzie. ^Q Assembly showed a reform majority and came
into conflict with the governor and Council. In this year William
Lyon Mackenzie, a fiery young Scotchman who had come to
Canada four years before, started a paper called the Colonial
Advocate in the interests of the reform movement. The new
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journal published scathing criticisms of the Compact, and threw
a dangerous light upon certain grave abuses. The hostility of
the governor and both Councils was at once turned upon the daring journalist.' The Colonial Advocate proved unprofitable, and
before it was two years old Mackenzie was in trouble. But just
at this juncture the folly of the officials gave it a new lease of life
(1826). A gang of young men, sons of the Compact, broke into
Mackenzie's office, destroyed the presses, and emptied the types
into the lake. The rowdies, however, were speedily brought to
trial, and condemned to pay Mackenzie about three thousand
dollars damages, — a sum which greatly eased the needy editor.
Other things happened to stir up the people's indignation.
Members of the opposition in the Assembly were spied upon and
persecuted.
A British half-pay officer, Captain Matthews, for
having, in an after-dinner mood, called upon some strolling American players to give two or three American national Arbitrary
airs, was reported to the home government for dis- |overhorand
loyalty, and lost his pension. A certain Judge Willis, Executive sent out from England, incurred the wrath of the Compact by his
strictures upon their modes of administering justice, and was removed from his position. Then a grasping inn-keeper named
Forsyth, at Niagara Falls, built a high fence along the front of
his place, to shut out the view and force visitors to pass through
his grounds if they wished to see the great cataract. Governor
Maitland ordered him to take away the obstruction, but Forsyth
refused. Thus far, Forsyth was in the wrong. But the arbitrary
governor made haste to put himself in the wrong, — and at once
the avaricious Boniface appeared a victim of Tory persecution. A
squad of soldiers appeared, tore down the fence, destroyed a house
of Forsyth's which stood on his own land, and threw the wreck
into the Falls. The Assembly undertook to investigate the outrage.
Certain government officials were summoned before the House to
give evidence; but on Maitland's rash advice they refused to obey
the summons. The Assembly had them arrested and put in
prison; whereupon the governor dissolved the House. This led
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to such a storm of anger that Maitland was promptly recalled by
the Colonial Office (1828). He was succeeded by Sir John Colborne. But the change brought no more temperate counsels, no
cessation of the conflict. Editors of reform journals fiercely
criticised the officials, and were answered by fines and imprisonment. Solicitor-General Boulton, one of the leading members of
the Compact, refused to give evidence when summoned'to do so
by a committee of the House. For this flagrant disobedience he
was called before the bar of the House, and sternly reprimanded
by the speaker, Mr. Marshall Bidwell.
But now the party of the Reformers began to split into two
sections. Men of dignity, sagacity, and loyalty, like Speaker
Bidwell, Robert Baldwin, and the great Methodist
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Loyalist, Egerton Ryerson, would not tolerate the extremes and violence of the Mackenzie faction. This
split, in 1830, enabled the Compact to gain a majority in the
Assembly. The occasion was seized to pass what was known as
the " Everlasting Salaries Bill." This made a permanent grant
for the salaries of judges and officials, thus rendering them still
further independent of the Assembly. The bill was attacked
with great force by Mackenzie, who had been elected member for
York; and the angry majority, since they could not beat him in
argument, expelled him. Again and again he was returned by
his enthusiastic constituents, only to be as promptly turned out
for disagreeing with the majority. He then went to England to
lay his complaints before the Throne; and the colonial secretary
declared his expulsion illegal. Still the Assembly, blindly obstinate, and scorning even the authority for which the Compact professed such veneration, refused to admit him. He became then
a sort of popular idol, almost as frantically adored by certain
classes as Papineau in the sister province; and in 1834, when
York was incorporated and took again its old-time name of
Toronto, he was elected first mayor of the city. In this year
the breach between the moderate Reformers and the extremists
grew wider. The cause of this was a letter received by Mackenzie
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from Hume, the English radical, in which he said that the course
of events in Canada must " terminate in independence and freedom from the baneful domination of the mother country." As
these sentiments were not repudiated by Mackenzie, Mackenzie
was angrily repudiated by Ryerson and other loyal Reformers.
In spite of this split, however, the Compact was beaten in the
next election, and the Reformers had a majority in the new House.
Bidwell was once more made speaker, and Mackenzie was made
chairman of a " Special Committee on Grievances " (1835). The
report of this committee opened the eyes of the Colonial Office
to the state of affairs in the province, and Sir John Colborne was
recalled. His last act was a deliberate defiance of the people.
He established and endowed, from the Clergy Reserves, the fortyfour rectories already referred to. The number was intended to
be fifty-six, but before all the patents were made out the matter
came to the ears of the Assembly, and the speaker put a stop to
it at that point.
The Colonial Office was now sincerely bent upon limiting the
tyranny of the Compact, securing the rights of the people, and
conciliating the Reformers, as far as all these things The Colonial
could be done without weakening the authority of theRe-av0UrS
the Crown. The point on which the home gov- formers eminent was most unwilling to yield was that of making the
Executive responsible to the people. It was still held in England
that colonists were dependents, and therefore in a sense inferior
to the British voter at home. The British Executive was, of
course, responsible to the British people; but to give colonial
voters a like control of their own Executive, would, it was thought,
do away with a righteous distinction between colonists and full
citizens. It was further held that with complete self-government the colonists would grow too independent, and by-and-by
.throw off their allegiance after the example of their southern kin.
The home government was hampered, therefore. Its good-will
toward the colonies was sincere; but it did not yet understand
the situation. Upper Canada now needed a governor of
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special tact and prudence, who would be able to exact concessions
from both the opposing parties. Instead of such a one, Downing
Street sent out the self-confident and blundering Sir Francis
Bond Head.
The new governor at once called three prominent Reformers
to the Executive. At the same time, however, he assured them
sir Francis tri at they were in no way responsible to the people, but
Bond Head. t o y^m o n j v . a n ( j t n a t ^Q did not consider it necessary to ask their advice except when he should chance to feel that
he needed it. Upon receiving this statement of extreme absolutism the three Reformers resigned their seats,—and the indignant
Sir Francis at once allied himself with the Compact. A new Council was formed, exclusively Tory. The Assembly passed an address
censuring Sir Francis; and for the first time in Upper Canada
happened that which in Lower Canada had become quite the
custom, — the Assembly refused to vote supplies. The Reformers
of the two provinces, meanwhile, had been drawing together for
sympathy, and now from Papineau came a letter to Speaker
Bidwell, urging that the Reformers of all the British North
American provinces should join in the fight for self-government.
Sir Francis cried out that this was republicanism, and forthwith
dissolved the House. A new election was held, the governor himself taking the stump and haranguing as a violent partisan. He
declared that the fight was for monarchy and British connection
— and this cry, falling on loyalist ears, carried the day. Men
who hated the tyranny of the Compact bitterly enough were nevertheless willing to endure it rather than side with disloyalty and
treason. The new House showed a majority in support of the
Compact; and Mackenzie, Bidwell, Rolph, and other leading
Reformers were left out. Enraged at this, and puffed up by the
flattery of his followers, the excitable Mackenzie stretched out both
hands to Papineau and planned open rebellion.
80. The Struggle in Nova Scotia. — In Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick the struggle for representative institutions went on more
temperately, and came to a climax more gradually, than in the
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Upper Provinces. The questions at issue between Official and
Reformer were more simple. They were not complicated by
questions of race, and the line of division between the Depression in
different classes of society was not drawn with such N o v a S c o t i a arrogance. In Nova Scotia the close of the war brought a departure of ships, a diminution of troops, and therefore a speedy collapse of trade. This was felt most of all in Halifax. The chief
naval station was removed from Halifax to Bermuda. The population shrank, and hundreds of workmen were fed by the Poor
Man's Society. For five years the people were fully occupied and
patriotically united in the effort to improve their province. Men's
thoughts were kept away from politics. What rather interested
the people were such things as letters in the newspapers on the
state of provincial agriculture; and a series of such letters by an
anonymous "Agricola " led to the establishment of an Agricultural
Society, with Lord Dalhousie as president and the public-spirited
unknown1 as secretary. Education, too, was a question of general interest. A system of parish schools was begun; and in 1821
Dalhousie College was founded, chiefly with the moneys of the
Castine Fund already referred to.f|Lord Dalhousie, doomed later
to win himself such an ill renown in Lower Canada, was fairly
popular in Nova Scotia. The first symptoms of the approaching
struggle made themselves felt, however, during his administration.
The Assembly advanced certain charges against the collector of
customs, who was a member of the Executive Council. At such
presumption Lord Dalhousie grew righteously indignant.
In spite of the fact that the Family Compact in Nova Scotia
formed an irresponsible oligarchy, holding all offices, powers, and
privileges in their grasp, the people were slow to move strong posiagainst their rulers. The officials, indeed, were strongly compact Si
entrenched. The Executive Council and the Legis- WovaScotia lative Council formed one body; and they sat with closed doors,
!" Agricola" revealed himself as a Scotchman named John Young. He entered the Assembly, and became prominent in the politics of Nova Scotia.
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careless of public opinion, careless of the Assembly itself.
Grievances there were; but the governor, Sir James Kempt
(1820-1828), was devoted to the development of the province.
He improved the roads. He opened up communications. In
1827, under his auspices, the Shubenacadie Canal was begun,
to connect Halifax harbour with the head waters of the Bay of
Fundy, — a work which was expected to develop the internal
growth of the province, as well as feed the commerce of Halifax.
T h e people needed some burning question, or else a powerful
leader, to make them attack the strong supremacy of the Compact.
I n 1830 came up a question of taxation, and it seemed as if
the fight was fairly begun. The Assembly had some years before
put a duty of one shilling and fourpence per gallon
Dispute over

the brandy

,

.

,

on brandy ; and now they discovered that the duty
actually collected was only one shilling per gallon.
They protested, and called for the exaction of the full tax. T h e
Council refused to agree, so high a tax being unpopular with their
friends, who seem to have been the chief consumers of the article
in question. As neither body would yield, there were no collections for a year; — and the province lost nearly ^£25,000, while
the thirsty souls of Halifax drank cheap brandy. Then came a
general election, bringing in a new Assembly which proved even
more unyielding than its predecessor; and at last the Council
with much grumbling agreed to the tax.
Trouble next arose on the management of affairs in Halifax,
which, not being incorporated, was governed by magistrates in
Howe's libel t r i e interest of the Compact. There were crying
case
'
abuses, corrupt mismanagement, and neglect of the
public needs. And now came forward as champion of the popular cause one of the most illustrious of the sons of Nova Scotia.
Joseph Howe, born of loyalist parents, near Halifax, in 1804,
was at this time editor of a Halifax newspaper called the Novascotian. In the columns of his journal (1835) an anonymous
correspondent denounced the magistrates, and charged them
with defrauding the city to the amount of $4000 a year. The
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immediate result of this bold step was that Howe found himself
attacked with the favourite weapon of the Compact, namely, an
action for criminal libel. Confident in his eloquence and in his
case, Howe made his own defence, and spoke before the jury for
six hours. His prosecutor was one of the most eloquent of his
fellow-countrymen, the Hon. S. G. W. Archibald, then attorneygeneral of the province. But in spite of the fact that the judge
charged flatly against him, Howe was acquitted ; and the enthusiastic citizens kept holiday in honour of his triumph.
Howe became the popular idol, as Papineau was in Lower
Canada, as Mackenzie was with a noisy section in Upper Canada.
But the contrast was great between Howe and these other tribunes
ofx the people. The Nova Scotian reformer, while impetuous,
fearless, and uncompromising, was unimpeachably loyal. He
wanted nothing but what was to be got by constitutional means.
" Red fool fury " was hateful to him, and ridiculous. Though his
eloquence and his magnetism could sway an audience as the wind
sways a field of wheat, he had a fund of humour that held him
worlds apart from the vainglorious rashness of Mackenzie and
Papineau. He did not think that, because the people cheered
him, he could therefore defy the old lion of England and set up
a little republic between Cape Sable and Cape North. He led
the people, but he was not misled by them.
When Howe was elected to the Assembly, he set his hand at
once to reform. He had able assistants in Young, Huntington,
and Lawrence O'Connor Doyle. His first step was „
•*

Howe's

an attack on the Council for sitting with closed doors, Twelve Resolutions.

as if its business were a private affair. This vote of
censure from the Assembly was scornfully ignored by the Council;
whereupon the Assembly passed a series of Twelve Resolutions,
condemning both the constitution and procedure of the Council,
and accusing that body of setting its own interests before the
public good. This called forth an uproar, which Howe quieted
by shrewdly rescinding the resolutions, saying that they had done
their work in opening the eyes of the public. The. gist of them,
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however, was embodied in a petition to the Throne, praying for
redress of grievances. The result was a victory, but by no
means a complete one. The accession of Queen Victoria (1837)
brought on general elections everywhere, and with the gathering
of the new Assembly at Halifax came new instructions to the
governor from Westminster. The doors of the council room
were opened to the public, the Legislative and Executive councils
were separated, the chief justice and the bishop were forbidden
to sit in either council, the control of the revenues (except the
Casual and Territorial) was put in the hands of the Assembly,
and the Executive was made to include members of both Houses.
But these concessions were in great part made useless by the
manner in which they were carried out. The governor of Nova
Scotia at this time was the veteran general Sir Colin Campbell,
respected for his sincerity by friend and foe alike, but obstinately
opposed to any growth of popular power. He appointed, indeed,
members of the Assembly to seats in the Executive Council; but
the members so appointed were all adherents of the Compact.
The Assembly, now controlling the customs revenues, refused to
make permanent provision for the Civil List, preferring to pass an
appropriation bill each year, and declaring that the salaries then
paid were much too high for a province in such needy circumstances. Delegations were sent to London by both parties, to
carry their quarrel and argue their case before the home government. But this time the Reformers gained little. Their urgent
demand for an elective upper house, and for an executive
responsible to the people, was not heard kindly in Downing
Street. And for a time such principles became unpopular in
Nova Scotia itself. The insane rebellions in Upper and Lower
Canada, though sternly discountenanced by Howe and his. followers, were used by the Official party as an excuse for taunting
the Reformers with republicanism and treason. They called
forth, however, a vigorous loyalty all through the Maritime
Provinces, a loyalty in which Reformer and Official strove Co
outdo each other; and then came a lull in the noise of party
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strife. Ten years more of agitation and dispute were yet to be
endured before the final triumph of Responsible Government.
81. Political Strife, and Other Matters in New Brunswick.—
In New Brunswick, as we have already seen, the quarrel between
Assembly and Executive began early. We noted, at sir Howard
the close of the preceding century, the preliminary wew^Bnmsstruggle for control of the revenues, and the conse- wick*
quent dead-lock. The same struggle, persistent rather than fierce,
was renewed from time to time; till in 1818 the governor, Mr.
Tracey Smythe, indignantly dissolved the House. The record of
quarrels and reconciliations in all the restless provinces grows
most wearisome to tell or to consider. On the coming \>f Sir
Howard Douglas as governor (1824) a more amiable spirit prevailed. Both parties united with the patriotic governor in efforts
for the advancement of the province. The population was now
something less than seventy-five thousand. It was so completely
dependent upon the lumber interest and ship-building that agriculture was sadly behindhand. The governor, seeing that the lumbertrade was bound sooner or later to decay, sought to turn the
attention of the people toward the sounder occupation of farming.
To open up the province he ran new roads and strove for the improvement of old ones. This was, in those days, a prime duty
of colonial governors. Education, too, came in for his diligent
care, and through his efforts was presently founded at Fredericton a college called, like the similar establishment in Nova Scotia,
King's College, later to become the University of New Brunswick.
In the year after Sir Howard's coming the province was visited
by a disaster whose effects may even yet be traced in the vast
charred tracts of the interior. This calamity was the ^he Miramigreat Miramichi fire. The summer of 1825 had chlfire been one of heat and drought over the northern half of the continent. For months there was no rain. All through September
the inhabitants of the New Brunswick towns and villages were
kept uneasy by the threat of forest fires. The air about Fredericton was thick with smoke. At the close of the month a blaze
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ran in through the fir thickets to the very outskirts of the town,
and Government House was burned. In October the fire broke
out in the vast forest region about the upper waters of the Nashwaak. The woods were like so much tinder. Hurled forward by
a great wind, the hurricane of flame swept out the whole heart of
the province, from the waters of the Miriamichi to the shores of
Bay Chaleur. The heaviest sufferers were the inhabitants of Newcastle and Douglastown, on the northern bank of the Miramichi.
All through the day of that memorable October 7th, the townsfolk
had been weighed down by the sultry, poisoned air, and by a
dread of coming woe. The cattle, warned by a like instinct,
huddled together in frightened groups; and wild animals, tamed
by fear, crept out of the woods to seek refuge in the clearings.
About sundown came the first huge breaths of a burning wind,
and through the sudden darkness could be seen the red flashings
and creepings of the fire along the western sky. Soon the wind
grew to a wild gale, and up from the horizon's edge the flames
leaped ominously. Then came an appalling roar, that bowed
men's souls with terror; the sky rained hot cinders and flaming
branches; and the heavens grew suddenly one sheet of flame.
Through the horror men rushed madly to seek shelter in the
streams, carrying their sick and helpless with them. Some
pushed out in boats or scows, on rafts or single logs, into the
wide and wind-lashed current of the Miramichi. Others crouched
down in the water along shore, where they were crowded and
trampled by the throng of frantic animals — wolves, bears, deer,
horses, cattle, all in strange and shuddering confusion. Ships
were burned at their moorings before they could get clear. All
the houses of the Miramichi settlements were wiped out of existence in an hour, — Newcastle, at that ,time, being a prosperous
little town of several hundred buildings. In the Miramichi region
alone there died that night one hundred and sixty persons, some
slain by the fire, some drowned by the waves in which they had
sought shelter. But scattered over the interior were lonely pioneer families, solitary lumbermen, for many of whom there .was
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no possible refuge from this ocean of flame that raged over nearly
six thousand square miles. Those who escaped only did so by
wallowing in the lakes and wider streams. The heat was so terrific
that in shallow waters the fish were struck dead by thousands,
and afterwards, washed up along the shores, infected the air.
The intense flame in places licked all vegetable matter out of the
soil, so that to this day there are wide tracts in the burnt region
where nothing grows but stunted shrubbery. The loss to the
province was estimated at about ^228,000 in goods and property, and in standing timber at something like ^500,000. The
total number of buildings burnt at Miramichi was five hundred
and ninety-five; of cattle and horses eight hundred and seventyfive. Subscriptions for the sufferers were taken up in all the
provinces, as well as in Great Britain and the United States; and
nearly ^ 4 0 , 0 0 0 were collected. At the same time that this great
ruin was falling on the eastern part of the province, a fire broke
out also in Fredericton, burning eighty-nine buildings; while
another at Oromocto village destroyed twenty buildings.
Soon after this calamity the old quarrel between Maine and
New Brunswick about the boundaries once more grew threatening. But for the time the danger was averted. G r e a t Britain
It will be referred to more fully at a later point in the repeatthe°
narrative, when the whole question of the Disputed B a ^ 0 1 1
Territory" comes up for settlement. The effect of t * mber suffering and peril was to draw classes more closely together and
quiet the bitterness of party strife. In 1830 the province received a rude blow. The British West India trade was made
free to the world, and American competition cut down the
profits of New Brunswick's fish and lumber. The stroke was
felt in Nova Scotia as well as in New Brunswick. Then came
news which caused a panic, and almost stirred the very loyalists
to rebellion. Great Britain proposed to repeal the duties on
Baltic timber. As the duties then stood, the lumber of the colonies was protected in the English market by a heavy duty on the
product of foreign forests. The withdrawal of this protection
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meant ruin to the trade on which New Brunswick had pinned all
her faith. Angry and piteous were the petitions that went across
to the home government. Fortunately Sir Howard Douglas, in
so many ways the good genius of the province, was in England at
the time reporting on the quarrel with Maine. He issued a strong
address against the repeal of the duty, which carried such weight
that the bill was killed in Parliament. In grateful enthusiasm
New Brunswick presented Sir Howard with a service of plate;
but the governor did not return to the post he had so adorned.
In championing his province as he did he had brought a reverse
upon the government which had appointed him, and he therefore
felt bound to resign. His successor was General Sir Archibald
Campbell, a stiff-necked old soldier, with high ideas of the royal,
and his own, prerogative. It required no keen observer\ to guess
that the political calm of the last few years was doomed to a speedy
termination.
In the Assembly now arose a leader who was destined to do for
his party in New Brunswick what Howe was doing in Nova Scotia.
Lemuel Allan Wilmot, a lawyer of loyalist stock and
L. A. Wilmot.
commanding eloquence, became a figure almost as
conspicuous as that of Howe, though he lacked the magnetic
and robust humour of the Nova Scotian statesman. In parliamentary tactics and in debate he was a master. The Reform
party in the House soon began pressing its demands. Its first
success was the separation of the Executive from the Legislative
Council. This was done with the object of having members of
the Lower as well as the Upper House on the Council board;
but the governor managed to make the concession vain by refusing to appoint any new members whatever to the Council,
which thus remained in the hands of the Compact. The Reformers then turned their attention to the Crown Lands department, the mismanagement of which was one of their chief grievances. Tliis department was managed by a chief commissioner,
whose salary was extravagantly large. He used his position to
favour the rich lumbermen and other members of the Compact,
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and was indifferent to the censure of the Assembly. The revenues
of his department were those Casual and Territorial Revenues of
which we have heard so much. They were beyond the control
of the Assembly, and were used to pay the expenses of the Civil
List, thus making the public officials independent of the people
whom they were supposed, by a polite fiction, to serve. The Assembly asked for an account of the expenditure of this revenue;
but Sir Archibald, who had small love for the Reformers and
their doctrines, refused to give it.
The answer of the Assembly to this rebuff was the despatch
of delegates to London, to pray that the control of the disputed
revenue should be given to the people's represenr™

tatives.
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Disputes

These delegates were well received; but with the
Executive

their mission failed. On this failure the Assembly
grew only the more determined ; while the abuses in the Crown
Lands department grew yearly the more shameless. Returning to
the attack, the Assembly passed in 1836 a resolution calling for
a detailed statement of the sales of government lands for the
preceding year. The obstinate governor, ignoring his orders
from London, refused to give the House any such statement.
Mr. Wilmot and Mr. Crane were sent to England with a new
petition. To the King, the sagacious William IV, and to his
colonial secretary, the claim of the Assembly to control all moneys
seemed nothing more than reasonable. The petition was granted.
The Assembly was allowed full charge of the disputed revenues;
and was required in return to make permanent provision for the
salaries of governor and officials. The appointing of members of
the Assembly to seats on the Executive was recommended. And
the governor and Council were ordered to submit detailed accounts of the Crown Lands department to the Assembly at every
session.
The victory was an overwhelming one for the Assembly; but
the governor strove to prevent the carrying out of these concessions. He sent the Hon. George F. Street, one of the most
influential members of the Official party, to London, to plead
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against the change. Crane and Wilmot foiled Street's efforts.
The implacable governor then resigned, rather than yield to the
Reformers. He was succeeded by the hero of Stony
Sir John
Harvey
Creek, Sir John Harvey (1837). The Civil List Bill
pacifies the
strife.
was passed; and peace, under the judicious rule of
Sir John Harvey, descended upon the politics of New Brunswick.
The grateful Assembly had a full-length portrait painted of the
colonial secretary, Lord Glenelg, to hang over the speaker's
chair. The intention of Glenelg, in procuring the passage of the
Civil List Bill, was that its provisions should be extended to all
the provinces. He wished it to form the basis of a new constitution, which should bring harmony out of the prevailing chaos.
But Upper Canada jealously protested against having her constitution thus cut and dried for her by the New Brunswick Assembly;
and the plan was thrust aside.
82. Affairs in Cape Breton, Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland. — The population of the little province of Cape Breton,
meanwhile, was growing at a snail's pace. Till it
Cape Breton.
ceased to be a province, it never quite rose to the
dignity of political problems. The region about Sydney, and
the French district of Arichat, long continued to hold the bulk
of the population. Government was carried on by a governor
and council, and Sydney was in great part peopled by officials.
There was no clamour, as in the other provinces, for free
representative institutions. Far from it. But the numerous
officials, having much leisure to dispose of, managed to get up
among themselves almost as much disturbance as the other
provinces could boast. Attention was very early directed to
the rich coal mines of the province, which soon, in the form
of H royalties," began to yield a revenue to the government.
The 1 royalty" was a certain fixed tax on every ton or chaldron
taken from the mines. But a novel kind of thievery flourished.
Where the seams of jetty mineral broke out on the seaward cliffs,
ships were wont to come in and without fee or license do their
own coal-mining.
;^|
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In 1807 the whole population of Cape Breton was little more than
five thousand souls. The revenue was swallowed up in paying the
salaries of too-abundant officials. The War of 1812 produced but
a mild ripple in the island. When its echoes had
JWYCape Breton
ceased, a difficulty arose over the coal-royalties. Cer- reunited to
Nova Scotia,
tain lessees refused to pay them, on the ground that, by
its original constitution, no duties could be levied in the province.
This plea was upheld in the courts of law; and all processes of
government were brought to a standstill. There was nothing to
do but call an assembly, or reannex the island to Nova Scotia.
General Ainslie, who had been governor since 1816, resigned his
post in 1820. In departing he spoke very bitterly of the people.
In view of the fact that ever since the foundation of the province it had been a hot-bed of rancour, the home government
decided not to call an assembly. In the teeth of indignant
protests from the people, Cape Breton in 1820 was reunited
to Nova Scotia.; and two representatives, R. J. Uniacke and
Lawrence Kavanagh, were elected to the Nova Scotian Assembly. But though the union was an accomplished fact, the.
people strove against it. In 1823 a second petition was addressed to London, praying for repeal of the union. This was
peremptorily refused. Twenty "years later the agitation was
revived at Sydney, and resulted in a new petition to the home
government. It was answered by Mr. Gladstone, then undersecretary of state, with a very decided refusal, which put an end
to the question (1846).
In the " Garden of the Gulf," after its change of name from
St. John's to Prince Edward Island, no great political events took
place. The immigration of Lord Selkirk's High- prince Edlanders, in 1803, has been already mentioned. Amid w a r d I s l a n d their fertile farms, their genial climate, the people prospered
quietly; and the isolating waters kept them apart from the stir
and tumult of the War of 1812. Nor did the strife of parties
greatly vex the peaceful island. The great constitutional questions between Assembly and Executive were fought out slowly
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and somewhat mildly in the legislative halls of Charlottetown.
One of the governors, Charles Douglas Smith, when in difficulties
with the Assembly, took the simple plan of not calling that body
together, and so pursued in peace his arbitrary course. But succeeding governors were less autocratic; and when the violent
courses of Papineau and Mackenzie culminated in rebellion, the
militia of Prince Edward Island promptly volunteered for service
in repressing it.
ID 1822 a harsh and sudden attempt of Governor Smith to
collect the old arrears of the quit-rents caused much suffering and
The land
wide-spread indignation. The one evil, indeed, which
question.
j n ^Q eyes of the islanders obscured all others, was
the crying one of absentee proprietorship. This arose from the
light way in which the lands of the island had been granted when
it came into English hands. Most of the inhabitants held their
farms as tenants of landlords who dwelt in England and knew
nothing of circumstances in a young colony. After putting the
best of their lives on improving a piece of wild land, these
tenants were liable to be turned out for inability to pay arrears
of rent. Many a man thus found his life's work wasted. The
question was one that touched the people ceaselessly and
deeply. 7*ut it was not to hfe settled till after three-quarters
of a century of wrangling; and its full discussion belongs to a
later chapter.
To Newfoundland the wars which opened the century and
shook the thrones of Europe proved an unparalleled blessing.
Her European
rivals in the cod-fisheries were swept
x
r
Great progress in New- from off her seas by the fleets of England, and for a
foundland.
.
•, i ,
r •,
/- 7
time she ruled the fish-markets of the world. The
progress of the island advanced by mighty strides. Population
flowed in, in spite of the old restrictions on settlement. In the
years when the loyalists were flocking into Canada (1783-1785),
the population of Newfoundland was about ten thousand. In the
year 1800 the Royal Newfoundland regiment, stationed at St.
John's, conspired to mutiny, plunder the town, and escape to'the
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United States. The plot was discovered by Bishop O'Donnell,
and crushed out with a firm hand. The regiment was sent to
another station. In the year which saw the close of our War of
Defence (1814) came seven thousand immigrants to the Ancient
Colony, whose population now reached the very respectable figure
of seventy thousand. These settlers were gathered most thickly
on the peninsula of Avalon, about the secure harbours which mark
that deeply indented coast on either side from St. John's. But
all the inhabitants were seafarers, dwelling within reach of the
salt spray and rich harvests of the tide. Far more exclusively
than New Brunswick devoted herself to lumber, Newfoundland
devoted herself to fish. Farming was all but unknown. In 1816,
when the wars had ceased in Europe and America, and Newfoundland could not longer monopolize the fisheries, the prosperity of the island all at once collapsed, and sudden ruin fell.
Then, and in the year following, St. John's was all but wiped
out in three great conflagrations; and the island became a scene
of misery. But soon the price of fish went up, and prosperity
came again.
The merchants of St. John's, making great fortunes out of the
fisheries, and desirous of keeping all the people in a state of
dependence, diligently reported that there were no
A, rCcpicScIlt*

farm lands in the province.

Neither climate nor soil, ative Assembly granted
they said, was fit for husbandry. But in spite of them to Newfoundpopulation went on growing, though all political life in
this population was so successfully choked down that not till 1832
did the island receive the first rudiments of representative government, in the form of a popular Assembly. The agitation for this
benefit was begun in 1821, but was successfully opposed for eleven
years by the merchants of St. John's, whose great object was not
only to prevent increase of population but to procure the removal
of the inhabitants already occupying the island. Their one consideration was their pockets; but for long they were able to blind
the home government to the selfish greed of their policy. When
the colony did at length arrive at the dignity of a Legislature,
u
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83. The Rebellion in Lower Canada. — And now we turn back
to Lower Canada, which we left a caldron of popular discontent.
The Royal Commission of Inquiry, which had been
,,
i*ord Reappointed to investigate the troubles, made its report sen's firm
to the British Parliament in February of 1837. The
report showed that the Reformers of Lower Canada had put
themselves in a position which the most liberal of their friends
were bound to condemn. Lord John Russell brought in a bill
which dealt firmly with the whole matter. As the Assembly had
for five years refused' to vote supplies, leaving the judges and
other officials in distress, Lord Russell's bill authorized the governor-general to take ^ 1 4 2 , 0 0 0 out of the provincial treasury
and pay all the arrears of the Civil List. H e was warned that
this step would cause rebellion. H e answered that justice should
be done at whatever cost. The people had got all they asked for,
except an elective Upper House and a responsible Executive.
These were refused to every other colony as well. The refusal
could hardly be held to justify rebellion.
By the banks of the St. Lawrence, however, Lord Russell's bill
made the cup of wrath run over. Wild meetings were held, and
treason walked openly. Papineau moved in a blaze of enthusiasm. Second only to him in seditious eminence was a man of
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perhaps equal ability but less magnetism, a cultured physician
of English birth, Doctor Wolfred Nelson, already referred to as
Papineau's ally in the Assembly. Nelson exerted a wide
Neisonmove influence, both by his character and by his eloquence.
SwSlopen He imagined that the strife between Reformers and
rebellion.
g 0 v e r n m e n t was a duel between tyranny and freedom ; and he threw all his weight into the scale for Papineau.
In the early summer Lord Gosford warned the people of the
peril of their course, and forbade the holding of seditious meetings. His proclamation, posted in places of public resort, was
torn down with yells of derision and shouts of " Long live Papineau our Deliverer ! " The people organized themselves into societies called the " Sons of Liberty." To cut off the revenues, they
vowed to use no articles that paid duty. When the Assembly met
in August, the members were for the most part clad in homespun
garments of the rudest fashion. The demands of this Assembly
were for nothing less than the withdrawal of all imperial authority from the affairs of Lower Canada. The governor-general
promptly dissolved the House.
Papineau now threw all wisdom to the winds, and made frantic
appeal to the judgment of the sword. His will was law with certain young and excitable sections of the people. Faithful in her
citizenship, the Church strove to stem the tide of
strives to
folly; but vain were the appeals of the best-loved
check Papineau's mad- priests, vain the threats, commands, and excommuniness.
cations of the loyal bishops. The British minority
organized to defend the law and constitution. All the British
troops in the province were gathered at Montreal, and the loyal
Glengarry militia mustered to their aid. From Upper Canada,
in spite of the fact that there, too, was rebellion gathering head,
came all the regulars of the province. The governor had taken
the bold step of sending away his English troops, in order to
show his confidence in the Upper Canadian militia. The militia,
said he, were able and ready to defend their province against all
rebels.
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In October the British settlers of the rebellious districts, abandoning their farms and harvested crop to the rebels, fled into
Montreal. The centre of disaffection was the country along the
Richelieu. At St. Charles, on that stream, the hdbi- TherebeUion
tans massed in force, and a Liberty Column was Dreaksout raised in Papineau's honour. Around this column the rebel forces
were enrolled, and arms and ammunition were distributed. Near
by stood an old seigneurial mansion of stone, which was presently
occupied and fortified by a strong detachment of rebels under
one Stowell Brown, an American, who took to himself the title of
" General." Not far off, at St. Denis, was another rebel post commanded by Wolfred Nelson. The centre of Nelson's position was
a large stone distillery, well barricaded and fitted for defence.
The first collision, a mere scrimmage, took place in Montreal,
early in November, when a meeting of the | Sons of Liberty " was
attacked and broken up by a loyal club called the " Doric."
Soon afterwards two expeditions were sent by the commanderin-chief, Sir John Colborne, to seize the rebel leaders and scatter
the insurgents at St. Denis and St. Charles. The movement
against St. Denis was led by Colonel Gore, with one „,
^

i

'

The murder

field-piece and five hundred men. Colonel Wetherall. of Lieutenant
with a stronger force, marched upon St. Charles.
Before any general engagement took place, a small body of loyal
cavalry coming up from St. John's, on the Richelieu, was attacked
by the rebels. Then took place an act of barbarism which roused
the fury of the troops. An intrepid young officer, Lieutenant
Weir, carrying despatches from Colonel Gore, was captured by
the rebels. He made a dash for liberty, but was shot down by
his captors and hacked to pieces with their swords. This atrocity
was sharply condemned by Nelson; but from the unhappy lieutenant's despatches the rebel leader learned of Gore's advance,
and made ready to receive him.
On the 23rd of November Colonel Gore attacked St. Denis.
He marched sixteen miles through the darkness of a stormy night,
over roads deep with mire, and at ten o'clock opened his assault.
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But Nelson's position proved too strong for the force at Gore's
command. The one gun of the besiegers made no impression
Defeat of Gore o n t n e stone walls of the distillery, and the habitans,
at st. Denis, th 0U gh a m e r e handful in numbers, kept up a deadly
fire. The attack was maintained for some hours; and then, carrying his dead and wounded with him, but leaving his one gun ignominiously stuck in the mud, Gore led off his men. At this success
the rebels were highly elated.
Two days later, however, their elation was quenched. Colonel
WetheraU's march had been delayed by the miry roads and by
broken bridges. On the 25th he brought his guns to bear on the
rebel position at St. Charles. The pasteboard genWetheraU's
victory at
eral, Brown, was no such leader as Wolfred Nelson.
St. Charles.
He fled with discreet alacrity at the first rattle of
the guns. The habitans, thus left leaderless, stood their ground
bravely, till a hot charge drove them from their breastworks and
scattered them in blind flight. At a very early stage in the outbreak Papineau, more warlike with his tongue than with his sword,
had yielded to the advice of his disciples and prudently placed
himself on the safe side of the American border. Thither the
other leaders now made haste to follow him. At news of the
defeat Nelson's force at St. Denis melted like a flurry of April
snow; and its disappointed leader, forced to follow the steps of
his less valiant fellows in folly, was captured as he fled.
Troops were now arriving from New Brunswick, but there was
small need of them. The back of the revolt was broken by the
The chapel at victory at St. Charles. Only in the Two Mountains
St. Eustache. district, n o r t h of Montreal, did disaffection still lift an
armed front. Thither marched Sir John Colborne with a strong
force of regulars and militia. The rebels were gathered at the
villages of St. Eustache and St. Benoit. From the former position
most of its defenders fled on Colborne's approach, but a resolute
few under one Doctor Ch£nier threw themselves into the stone
church of the parish and made a mad but magnificent resistance.
Not till the roof was blazing, the walls falling in, and most of their
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comrades slain, did these deluded heroes seek escape. Nearly
every man of them sought it in vain. From the embers of
St. Eustache Colborne led his force to St. Benoit. The leaders
of the rebels fled before him, and the ill-armed mob, suddenly
seeing its folly, begged and obtained peace. That night, however,
a part of the village was burned down by angry British settlers,
seeking to avenge the destruction of their own homes and harvests.
When the new year opened the rebellion in Lower Canada was
practically at an end, though the year 1838 was to see some border
troubles, the work largely of filibustering Americans.
&
&
'
I
The attitude
One's first feeling is apt to be surprise that the rebel- of the French
.

.

Canadians

lion in Lower Canada, after all the windy threats of its toward the
ringleaders, should turn out so small an affair. But
the reason is easy to find. It lies in the fact that the real weight
of French Canada was not behind the rebellion. The rising was,
indeed, no more the work of the Lower Canadians, as a whole,
than the revolt going on at the same time in the sister province
was the work of the Upper Canadians as a whole. In Upper
Canada, when the extreme Reformers drifted toward rebellion,
the wiser and more moderate of their party turned against them.
It was the same in Lower Canada. These men saw that constitutional agitation was one thing, rebellion quite another. In the
natural determination to preserve their language and national
character, this spirited people, with a noble history to look back
upon, stood together as one man. But when the question of
fidelity to their allegiance came up, the face of affairs changed.
Papineau and his fellows thought that they carried French Canada
in their hands. But the event taught them otherwise. The French
Canadian Church, as we have seen, threw all its weight into the
opposite scale. The old seigneurial families, also, stood by the
constitution. The farming communities over the greater part of
the province turned a cold, if not actively hostile, shoulder toward
the rebels. They thought themselves tolerably governed. They
wanted no civil war. Significant is the fact that many of the
French Canadian militia were actively loyal, and tendered their ser-
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vices to the government for the curbing of their misguided countrymen. Colonel de Hertel, commanding fifteen hundred militia
in one of the most rebellious districts, reported to the commanderin-chief that his troops were stanch in their allegiance and ready
for any service. With the first collision on the RicheKeu loyal
addresses came pouring in from nearly all the French counties.
It is a crying injustice to a gallant and honourable people to say,
as is so often said, that the Papineau < outbreak was a rebellion
of the French Canadians. It was the rebellion of a few ambitious
hot-heads among the French Canadians. By the majority of their
fellow-countrymen it was repudiated with anger and alarm.
But the whole province had to suffer for the fault of the few.
Along the frontier, where gathered the fugitive rebels, there were
threats of armed American support. Lord Gosford
Arrival and

departure of was recalled, and Sir Tohn Colborne was made military
Lord Durham.
. . .
, ,
governor. The constitution of, 1791 was suspended
(1838). Lower Canada found herself once more beneath an
absolute government. But this was not intended to last. In May
arrived Lord Durham, as governor-general and also as special
commissioner, with power to settle disputes and to arrange for the
effective working of representative government in the Canadas.
His work, which was of deep and lasting importance, will be
explained in a later section. Suffice to say here that in the
autumn he threw up his task in anger and returned to England.
On his departure the smouldering embers of revolt leaped
again into fitful blaze. In the American towns along the border
secret societies had been formed, called " Hunters'
break of the Lodges," whose members were sworn to the support
Lower
of Canadian independence, and to the spreading of
Canada.

...

.

.

.

.,

,

.

.

republican institutions over all the American continent. These " Hunters' Lodges " now grew threateningly active;
and the American authorities seemed obstinately blind to their
schemes. In October the rash habitans of the rebellious townships again prowled in armed mobs, and the English settlers once
more fled into the city for safety. In Beauharnois County the
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rebels were especially daring. It was Sunday, November 5 th, when
a body of them drew near Caughnawaga, a village of loyalist Iroquois. The Indians rushed out of church, seized their arms,
routed the bragging rebels, and took a number of prisoners. At
Napierville was the headquarters of the rising. There Robert
Nelson, a brother of Doctor Wolfred, proclaimed the republic of
Canada. On the approach of a loyal force Nelson retired with
his mob toward the border, seeking to unite with a band of American allies. On the march a party of the rebels encountered a
party of militia, and a sharp skirmish took place in which the
rebels were beaten. The main body of Nelson's force then came
up, whereupon the militia threw themselves into the church at
Odelltown, and defended themselves with such vigour that the
insurgents drew off across the line. The militia were now hot
with the vindictiveness which civil war is quick to breed, and the
rebellion was stamped out with small gentleness in Beauharnois
County. Villages were burned. The gaols were filled with rebels
and suspects. This was the last flicker of the flame in Lower
Canada. Further west, however, the aid of the American filibusterers was yet to make sore trouble, the rebels were yet to be chastised. The rebellious districts being under martial law, a number
of the prisoners were tried at once, and thirteen, convicted of
treason, were put to death, while others were banished to penal
settlements. Some of those executed had been pardoned for taking part in the rebellion of the year before, and well deserved their
punishment. In other cases, however, it was but the deluded
tools of the conspirators who suffered, while the leaders, escaping
in time, lived to win pardon, and even at last to share the rewards
of office in the land which their madness had convulsed.
84. The Rebellion in Upper Canada. — During the early months
of 1837 events in Upper Canada were keeping pace with those in
the sister province. As in the sister province, those
*
Mackenzie
who contemplated violence were the very small but proclaims
*%-"
.
.
rebellion,
noisy minority. Between the two provinces, however,
there was this difference. The majority in Upper Canada were
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actively loyal; the majority in Lower Canada were sullenly indifferent.
Early in August Mackenzie gave rein to his folly. He and his
disciples issued what they presumptuously called a " Declaration
of the Reformers," a blatant document which the real bone and
brain of the Reform party made scorn of. Men like Ryerson,
Baldwin, Bidwell, fiercely condemned it. This document set forth
the grievances of the malcontents, renounced imperial allegiance,
and declared for the rebel cause in Lower Canada. A " Vigilance
Committee " was established to spread the principles of the Declaration, and Mackenzie travelled about the province with sedition
and delusion on his tongue, seeking to inflame the people. In
some districts he found sympathy; in others he was rudely silenced
by the loyalist farmers. The government let him go to the full
length of his tether. By this masterly inactivity Sir Francis
Head, the governor, displayed more wisdom than he had shown
in an earlier stage of the excitement. He thought it better that
Mackenzie's followers should declare themselves unmistakably
before force should be used for their correction. It was a shrewd
and wholesome policy, too, which sent the regulars away to Lower
Canada at such a moment. It threw the whole defence upon the
provincial militia and cleared the imperial troops of responsibility
for any blood that might be shed.
The centre of conspiracy was in Toronto. The subtle Rolph,
whose name appeared on no rebel manifestoes, and whose loyalty
was relied upon by the governor, was nevertheless deep
Centre of
Provisional
in the confidence of Mackenzie, and destined by the
Government
on Navy
rebels to preside over the new government. Styling
Island.
themselves "Patriots," like their fellow-rioters in Lower
Canada, the rebels established what they called a " Provisional
Government " on Navy Island, in the middle of the Niagara River.
The flag of the proposed republic carried two stars, one for each
of the Canadas. To us at this day the action of the rebels seems
much like that of schoolboys playing war. On the 25th of November, when the insurgent habitans were being routed at St. Charles,
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William Lyon Mackenzie was issuing a proclamation calling on
the Canadians to rise as one man. This screed was issued by him
as " Chairman pro tern of the Provisional Government of the State
of Upper Canada."
On Yonge Street, a few miles out of Toronto, stood Montgomery's Tavern, the rendezvous of the rebel forces. Toronto was
unguarded. On December 4th came news that the Toronto
rebels were marching on the city. The governor, threatened «
officials, and leading citizens threw themselves into the City Hall,
determined to defend to the last the arms and ammunition there
in store. At the same time messengers were sent flying to Hamilton, to summon Colonel MacNab with his fighting militia of the
Gore. Mackenzie's object in attacking Toronto was to capture
the military stores in the City Hall, for the equipment of his illarmed followers. But the occasion slipped by him. Half-way
to the city the rebels turned about and gave up the enterprise.
Their numbers went on steadily increasing at Montgomery's Tavern ; but meanwhile MacNab arrived with the men of Gore, and
Toronto was saved.
Blood flowed straightway. The mob at Montgomery's Tavern
was being drilled vigorously by one Van Egrhond, an old officer
of Napoleon's. The rebel commander-in-chief was , U
r

The fight at

Samuel Lount, a blacksmith. A loyalist captain, named Montgom11
ery'sTavern.
Powell, taken prisoner by Lount's men, escaped by
shooting his guard. Then Colonel Moodie, a loyalist officer, endeavouring with scornful bravado to ride through the rebel lines,
was shot from his horse. But not long was the revolt to go unbridled. On December 7th the governor and Colonel MacNab,
with five hundred militia behind them, marched out to the attack.
Nearly a thousand men held the fines at Montgomery's Tavern,
but they were scarce half armed. Some carried scythes, some
axes, some pitchforks. Anxious to avoid bloodshed, the governor
called upon them to lay down their arms; but' Mackenzie's sole
reply was a demand for the redress of grievances. The militia,
dressed only in rough homespuns, but no less dauntless than if
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scarlet had covered their ardour, advanced on the rebel lines.
At first the exchange of volleys was hot, but the skirmish was
soon over. In all directions scattered the rebels; and Mackenzie
fled over the border. The victors burnt Montgomery's Tavern,
and the house of a rebel leader in the neighbourhood; but the
few prisoners taken were pardoned by Sir Francis. For some
days after this event the militia of the country districts kept
flocking into the city, till the governor had more troops on hand
than he knew what to do with, and had to send most of them
home.
The rebel flag still flew on Navy Island, where Mackenzie, with
a handful of his followers and some American allies, kept up the
childish fiction of a provisional government. The American
border cities were eager in Mackenzie's cause. Not till the following year were proclamations issued by the President and by
the governors of border states, warning American citizens against
attacking.a friendly power; and these warnings not seldom were
loftily disregarded.
Mackenzie, in his ridiculous establishment on Navy Island, was
generously issuing grants of land to all who would take up arms
The destruc- in the rebel cause. He was watched by MacNab's
tion of
militia, on the Canadian shore just opposite; and the
steamer
Caroline.
rival lines kept firing across the current. In Mackenzie's hands was a steamboat called the Caroline, used for carrying
stores to the rebel camp. On the night of the 27th Colonel MacNab sent over a band of marines and volunteers, in row-boats, to
capture the vessel. The daring venture was led by Lieutenant
Drew, of the Royal Navy. The Caroline was lying under the guns
of Fort Schlosser; but the intrepid assailants cut her out, bundled
her crew ashore, set her on fire, and sent her flaming over the
Falls. The Americans, ignoring their own breaches of the laws
of neutrality, cried out against this action, because, forsooth, the
Caroline was an American vessel. The British government
therefore apologized; but Colonel MacNab was rewarded with
knighthood.
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Mackenzie at length took down his two-starred flag, and Navy
Island was deserted. Not long afterwards he was arrested by the
New York state authorities, tried at Albany for attack- Fight at
ing a friendly nation, and sentenced to an imprison Pelee Island.
ment of eighteen months. But American conspiracies against
Canada went on none the less. A great threefold attack was
planned, from the cities of Ogdensburg, Buffalo, and Detroit;
but in the over-abundance of would-be leaders lay our safety.
The leaders quarrelled, for all could not command at once; and
the central invasion fell through. On the east, however, a party of
fifteen hundred rebels and filibusters crossed to Hickory Island, on
the Canadian side,—and then crossed back again (February 22,
1838). The only serious operation of the raiders was in the west.
Four hundred of them, under one Sutherland, crossed from Michigan to Pelee Island, off Amherstburg, where they encountered a
small force of regulars. The river was frozen, and amid the
blocks of ice a sharp fight took place. The invaders were routed
with loss, and their leader captured. While in prison he made a
formal statement, declaring that these attempted invasions were
encouraged by the American government, in the hope that Canada
might be gained by the methods which had brought Texas into
the Union. But the testimony of a convicted traitor is not to be
considered convincing.
Sir Francis Bond Head had now resigned the governorship,
rather than obey the Colonial Office and appoint Reformers to the
Executive Council. His place was filled by the harsh
*

J

Vengeful

and inflexible Sir George Arthur, lately governor of spirit of the
Van Diemen's Land, who spurned the Refonners,
and identified himself heart and soul with the Compact. The
spirit of revenge ran high in the province, the jails were full of
prisoners, and there was much persecution of suspects. The
rebel leaders, Matthews and Lount, were hanged; and more executions would have followed but for the sharp interference of the
home government. The effect of the rebellion was to discredit
the Reformers for a time; but it so increased the arrogance of the
H
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Compact that their rule became more and more intolerable. The
most loyal began to demand the overthrow of such a tyranny.
And Reformers were much strengthened in their purpose by the
recommendations of Lord Durham.
As we have seen, the departure of Lord Durham, in the fall of
18*8, was followed by fresh outbreaks in Lower Canada.
The invasion
** '
•.' r ,
of van
In Upper Canada it was followed by new attacks on the
Schultz.

frontier. The iniquitous " Hunters' Lodges" collected
a force at Ogdensburg, and the citizens turned out joyously to
watch the attack on Canada. On November n t h a body of refugees and American adventurers, to the number of about two hundred, sallied across to Prescott and entrenched themselves on a
hill. They were led by a brave but misguided Polish exile, named
Van Schultz, who fancied that, because his own country was a
victim of tyrants, therefore Canada must be in a like unhappy
case. On the 15 th a party from Kingston attacked the invaders,
and drove them into one of those strong, circular stone mills of
which we have so often spoken. There they defended themselves bravely, while sending vain appeals across the river for a
help which the applauding crowds were much too prudent to give.
At this juncture, the American authorities intervened and took
possession of the adventurers' boats. On the day following a
force of regulars arrived, with artillery, and the insane undertaking
of Van Schultz fell straight to ruin. The walls of the mill were
battered down, and the remnants of the invaders were made
captive. Van Schultz and eleven of his fellows were tried, condemned, and hung.
In spite of the tardy proclamation of President Van Buren, forbidding American citizens to support attacks on Canada, the
Thefightat people of Detroit now lent aid to a band of raiders
Sandwich. W^Q pi a n n e ( j t n e capture of Amherstburg. In December, 1838, about four hundred and fifty of the rebels crossed over
to Windsor, burned a vessel and some houses, captured a small
guard of militia, and murdered a peaceful citizen who refused to
join their cause. Then they marched into Sandwich, on the road
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to Amherstburg. Their captives somehow managed to escape,
which so enraged them that they killed the next man they met,
a surgeon named Hume. At Sandwich they were confronted
by Colonel Prince with two hundred militia, and a fierce struggle
ensued. It ended in a complete victory for the militia. The
invaders, what were left of them, fled back to Windsor, and
then across the river to their refuge. The militia, furious at the
murders which had been done, shot four of the prisoners at once.
This was answering barbarism with barbarism, and fortunately
went no further. The other captives were in due time brought
to trial. Three were executed; others were transported. Many,
made prisoners here and at Prescott, were pardoned on account
of their youth. This raid against Sandwich was the last splutter
of the rebellion.
85. Lord Durham, and his Report. — Great as was the misery
which it had caused in Canada, the" rebellion was not without its
compensations. It aroused the best minds in Engr

Lord Durham,

land, and the colonies came in for a close attention
which led to the correction of many grave abuses. The brief
rule of Lord Durham, in the summer months of 1838, marked
the end of the old order in Canada.
Lord Durham was an eminent English statesman of the Liberal
school. Sent to Canada not only as governor-general, but also
as high commissioner, he was armed with a very wide but vague
authority. He seems to have been somewhat self-important, fond
of imposing ceremony, and over-sensitive to criticism; but he
was a keen and honest observer, afirm but humane administrator;
and his report showed a breadth of view, a sagacity and insight,
such as no British statesman before him had brought to bear on
colonial questions. He arrived at Quebec in May. Six months
later he resigned in a huff and went back to England. But that
briefest of administrations was long enough to build an imperishable monument to his fame.
While studying the situation in all the provinces, Lord Durham found himself compelled to deal with a number of po-
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litical prisoners. Many of the ringleaders had escaped into the
States. Most of the prisoners he pardoned; but from this
indulgence he left out eight of the most conspicuHis dealing
°
°
with the
ous offenders, including Wolfred Nelson. There
rebels

was now no trial by jury in the province, the
constitution having been suspended. . Lord Durham presumed
upon his vague authority, took upon himself the office of
both judge and jury, and banished the culprits to Bermuda, on
pain of being executed for treason if they should return. This
action of the governor-general's was irregular, and his enemies
made great capital out of it. The governor of Bermuda complained that there was no authority by which he could hold the
exiles. The British government disallowed the decree; and in
Parliament Durham was criticised so harshly that he threw up
his office in anger. But before leaving he proclaimed that as
the government had refused to uphold him in his punishment
of notorious rebels, he now extended full amnesty to all who had
been concerned in the insurrection. So sweeping an indulgence,
which included Papineau himself, was regarded as an encouragement to treason; nevertheless the angry governor would not
withdraw it.
But during the summer, ere the storm brewed in Bermuda and
London had had time to break on the governor's castle in Quebec, Lord Durham got done the work that he had
Confedera
tion sugcome to do. He despatched responsible agents to
gested.
each province, to inquire exactly into the conditions
of government and the grievances of the people. He also invited
the governors of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland,
and Prince Edward Island, with delegates from their Legislatures,
to meet and confer with him at Quebec. This conference was a
most memorable event. It talked over a plan for nothing less
than the Confederation of the Provinces of British North America.
But for this it was felt that the time was not yet ripe; and to the
idea of a lesser union between Upper and Lower Canada Lord
Durham turned his more immediate care.
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The report which he submitted to Parliament is one of the
most masterly papers ever written on colonial affairs. Its opinions and suggestions were supported by a wealth of
•

j

,

i

r

.

i^rd Bur-

facts. It pointed out that the state of government m ham's
all the provinces was one of ceaseless strife between
the executive and representative bodies; and it reminded Parliament that since 1688 the stability of Britain had depended on the
responsibility of the government to the Legislature. It called
attention to the fact that the same grievances prevailed in all the
provinces; and it fearlessly declared that "while the present
state of things is allowed to last, the actual inhabitants of these
provinces have no security for person or property, no enjoyment
of what they possess, no stimulus to industry." This was a crushing arraignment of the colonial system as it stood. As a cure for
race jealousies in Lower Canada, Lord Durham proposed a legislative union of the Canadas, which would cause parties to divide
on new lines of local or sectional interest rather than on those of
race and language. For the cure of the deeper, constitutional ill
that was gnawing at the vitals of the country, he urged that the
Executive should be made responsible to the Assembly. To
draw the provinces closer together, both in sentiment and in
trade, he recommended the building of an intercolonial railway. And to secure the protection of local interests, he
urged' that municipal institutions should be established without
delay.
86. The Canadas united. — On the basis of Lord Durham's
report a bill was brought into Parliament by Lord Russell; but
before its passage it was submitted to the government The Act of
of Upper and Lower Canada. This was done with Union "
admirable judgment by Mr. Charles Poulett Thompson, who was
now sent out to Canada as governor-general. In Lower Canada
the scheme of union was accepted at once. It had to go before
the Council only, for, the constitution of 1791 being suspended,
there was no Assembly to consult. Had the French been consulted, they would have rejected the scheme with scorn, as they
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imagined it to be a mere cloak for the blotting out of their language and nationality. In this fear, as events will show, they
were very much mistaken. To get the bill of union accepted in
Upper Canada was a task far harder. It tried all Mr. Thompson's tact. Both branches of the Legislature were at this time in
the hands of the Compact, which felt loftily virtuous because it
had crushed the rebellion without help from the home government. The idea of an Executive responsible to the people was
hateful to the Compact. But such an Executive was intended by
the Act of Union, as was shown by a despatch from Lord Russell
on the Tenure of Office (1839), which the governor-general
read to the Upper Canadian Legislature. He stated that he had
" received Her Majesty's commands to administer the government
of these provinces in accordance with the well-understood wishes
and interests of the people." In Lord Russell's despatches he
was required to call to his counsels and employ in the public
service those persons who " have obtained the general confidence
and esteem of*the province" ; and it was declared that thereafter
certain heads of departments, such as attorney-general, surveyorgeneral, receiver-general, and other members of the Executive,
would be called upon to retire from the public service when
motives of public policy should require it.
The principles proclaimed by Mr. Thompson, and laid down
in Lord Russell's despatch, were welcomed with joy by the Reformers; but to the Official party they meant nothing
ifl.6 Compel Ct
bows to the less than defeat. Nevertheless, to the lasting honour
win of the
\
.
'
°
home govern- of their loyalty be it said, they accepted the defeat,
ment.

^.

The Executive Council of Upper Canada, the very
core of the Compact, forced to the conviction that this was the
will of Westminster, brought in the hateful bill as a government
measure and carried it through the Upper House. In the Assembly it was debated with great bitterness, but the public good and
the wish of the Crown prevailed, and the measure passed. With
some changes it was again brought up at Westminster, and passed
in July, 1840.
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It was not put into effect, however, till February of the following year, when Upper and Lower Canada again became one
province. For just half a century had they dwelt
„,

.

.

_

.

Triumph of

apart. I h e proclamation of reunion was accom- the moderate
panied by another despatch from Lord Russell, in
which it was laid down that " the governor must only oppose the
wishes of the Assembly when the honour of the Crown or the
interests of the Empire are deeply concerned." The act was a
triumph of moderation. The moderate Reformers were victorious. The extremists of both parties were dissatisfied, — the
one side regarding it as a half-measure, the other as the entering wedge of republicanism. Poulett Thompson, who had so
judiciously accomplished his task, was made Lord Sydenham of
Kent and Toronto.
By the new constitution the Legislature of the United Canadas
consisted of a governor; an Upper House, or Legislative Council, of twenty members, appointed by the Crown;. The new
and a Lower House, or Assembly, of eighty-four co^t**""1members, elected by the people. The representation in both
Houses was divided equally between the two provinces. The
Executive Council was composed of eight members, selected by
the governor from both Houses. Those chosen from the Assembly went back to. the people for reelection before they could perform the duties of office, thus assuring themselves that they had
the people's confidence. Arrangement was made for a permanent
Civil List of ^75,000 a year; but, this provided for, the Assembly
had full control of the rest of the revenues. Bills for the expenditure of public moneys had to originate with the government, — a
measure wisely planned to check extravagance. The first Parliament under the union was held at Kingston (June, 1841); and
in his address from the throne the governor-general declared
himself bound by the principles of Responsible Government. It
was not till some years later, however, that these principles came
to be regarded as firmly established and in full working order.
The first session saw many important measures introduced, — for
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regulation of the currency and the customs, for the extension of
canals and other public works, for the spread of common school
education, and for the establishment of municipal institutions.
This last was a great boon to the country. By giving each township control of its local and internal affairs, sectional jealousies
were reduced, the French Canadians were reassured, and the
people generally were put in the way of learning the lesson of
self-government. The old bitterness between parties and between
races was not to be wiped out in a moment by the magic of an
Act of Parliament; but the% widening of the arena made it less
personal. New influences springing up soon began to blur the
old lines by drawing new ones over them. The parties dividing,
the people began to be known as ConservativesI and Reformers.
The names had then a meaning which was later to become hopelessly confused.
The municipal institutions, referred to in the preceding paragraph, call for a word of explanation. In the earlier days of our
history each provincial legislature performed the duties of a
municipal council, and was therefore burdened with minute local
affairs of which the majority 01 the members knew nothing. In
Ontario the Legislature early began to relieve itself by giving
Municipal
towns, counties, and villages the control, to a large
institutions. degree, 0 f t h e j r o w n i o c a i business. By the union
of 1841 this system, with modifications, was extended to both
provinces, and was rapidly enlarged and perfected. Not till some
years after Confederation, however, were municipal institutions
introduced in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick; and in Prince
Edward Island they are still but imperfectly developed. The Act
of Confederation gave each provincial legislature full control of
municipal institutions within its borders; and with the exception
just noted, each province has now an efficient municipal code,
1

In the original meaning of the terms Conservative and Reformer, these represented two different methods of serving the State. The Conservatives thought
mainly of preserving what was good in institutions, the Reformers of getting rid
of what was bad.
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under which each separate municipal district — county, city, town,
township, village, parish, as the case may be — attends to its own
matters of public improvement, public health, and public morals,
and taxes its inhabitants for such purposes. There are slight
variations of procedure in the different provinces, but the governing body in each case is the council, — village, parish, town,
county, or city council. In village and township councils the
chief officer is the reeve ; in county councils he is called the
warden, and in town and city councils he is the mayor. The
members of city councils are known as aldermen.
In the autumn Lord Sydenham was thrown from his horse ; and
he died some time later from the effects of the accident. He was
succeeded by Sir Charles Bagot. The Conservatives in England
had now taken the reins of government; Sir Robert Peel was
prime minister; there was a Conservative colonial secretary,
Lord Stanley, in Downing Street; and the new governor-general
was an old-school Tory. The Family Compact party in Canada
now looked for a return to their views, a reversal of the Responsible
reforms which they had found so bitter to swallow. m S a 1 6 1 *
But they were disappointed. The colonial secretary check would make no change; and the new governor-general walked
firmly in the footsteps of his Liberal predecessor. He called to
the Executive Messrs. Lafontaine, Baldwin, Hincks, and Daly, who
were the leaders of the Reform majority in the Lower House. In
the following year Sir Charles Bagot resigned his post on account
of ill-health, and was succeeded by Sir Charles Metcalfe. The
new governor-general was no believer in Responsible Government for the colonies; but he was a very firm believer in the
need of upholding the prerogative of the Crown. The only
responsibility he cared to recognize was his own responsibility to
the Queen in Council. With these views, he made several official
appointments without the advice of his Executive. In vain did
Baldwin and Lafontaine remonstrate. The governor insisted that
the right of patronage was in his hands. He would not yield it
up, said he, for the purpose of enabling certain of his ministers to
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buy favour with the Assembly. Baldwin and Lafontaine resigned
office. In all the provinces the quarrel was eagerly watched. A
general election took place in Canada. The governor was sustained. The Reformers were defeated. The Conservatives had
a majority in the new House, and Mr. Draper, the Conservative
leader, formed a ministry. Responsible Government was set back
three years.
In 1844 the seat of government was moved from Kingston to
Montreal. The colonial secretary had by this time pardoned all
the rebels but Mackenzie, who did not get his amnesty till five
years later. In the new Parliament which met at Montreal in
November of 1845, several of the pardoned rebels sat as members. Lord Metcalfe having resigned, his place was filled by Lord
Cathcart. And now came up a new and burning question in
Canadian politics. Sir Allan MacNab, the loyal hero
Beginning of
trouble over
of the rebellion, was a leading member of the AssemRebellion
Losses legis- bly under Draper's administration. He brought in a
lation.
bill for the compensation of those persons in Upper
Canada on whom the rebellion had brought loss. This became
famous as the Rebellion Losses Bill. About ^40,000 was voted
to satisfy these claims. On this the representatives from Lower
Canada came down upon the ministry with a like demand. The
loyalists of the upper province, who professed to believe that all
the French Canadians had been rebels, protested angrily. A
commission appointed to inquire into the matter reported that,
though the claims amounted to a quarter of a million, ; £ 100,000
would cover the real losses. The Draper government thereupon
awarded ^10,000. At this both provinces got exLord Elgin,
and the final cited, — Lower Canada because the small amount was
triumph of
Responsible
a. mockery of her claims, Upper Canada because she
Government.
considered the grant a compensation to rebels. During the excitement came a change of government in England.
A new governor-general, one of the most firm, judicious, and
capable that England ever sent out, arrived in Canada. This was
Lord Elgin, a son-in-law of Lord Durham (1847). The year after
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his arrival elections were held. The Conservatives were defeated,
and the Reformers found themselves with a majority in the new
House. Messrs. Sherwood and Daly, the Conservative leaders
(1847-1848), handed in their resignations. Lord Elgin, proclaiming
the same principle, accepted the resignation, and called the Reform
leaders, Lafontaine and Baldwin, to form a new government. This,
in 1848, was the complete victory in that long struggle for Responsible Government, which we saw foreshadowed on the coming of
the loyalists, and which fills the whole horizon of Canadian history from the War of 1812 to 1848. The same year saw the same
victory achieved in New Brunswick and in Nova Scotia, by steps
which we shall trace in a succeeding section. In Prince Edward
Island it was not to be won till 1852 ; and in Newfoundland not
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87. Responsible Government gained in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia. —In the provinces by the sea Official and Reformer
alike had watched with loyal indignation the rebellions in the
sister provinces. The friction that kept the borders The Maine
of Upper and Lower Canada aflame reached eastward Branswick
to the Disputed Territory between Maine and New bounaar yBrunswick, and nearly gave rise to war. This was in 1839; but
to understand the quarrel it will be necessary to go back to the
treaty of 1783, which professed to define the boundary between
the British possessions and those of the new republic. When
Great Britain recognized her revolted colonies as an independent
nation, their eastern boundary, as has been said, was defined to
be the St. Croix River, with a line drawn from its source to the
highlands dividing the waters falling into the Atlantic from those
emptying themselves into the St. Lawrence. Immediately dispute arose as to which was the St. Croix River, the Americans
claiming it to be a stream now known as the Magaguadavic, far to
the east of the true St Croix. This question was set at rest by
discovery of the remains of Champlain's ill-fated settlement on the
island at the river's mouth. But the St. Croix had branches; and
dispute arose as to which branch was the true St. Croix. The
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commissioners appointed to decide this point agreed upon the
most westerly branch; and at its source they erected a stone
monument as a perpetual landmark (1798). The next difficulty was in regard to the " highlands." The British claimed that
they were a line of heights of which Mars Hill, about forty miles
north of the monument, was the chief; and this claim was justified by the fact that the spirit, if not the letter, of the treaty of
1783 intended that all the tributaries of the St. John should lie
in British territory. The Americans claimed that the highlands
referred to in the treaty were those running a hundred miles further north, skirting the St. Lawrence valley, — a claim which, if
allowed, would give them a number of the largest tributaries of
the St. John. It was a difference which the commissioners could
not settle. Therefore it remained open, and in time, as pioneers
began to cast their eyes on those fertile tracts and rich timber
areas, it gave rise to such wrangling that the district in debate
became known as the Disputed Territory.
The quarrel waxed hot during the governorship of Sir Howard
Douglas, when Maine militia gathered on the border and threatMaine
ened to seize the territory. A party of adventurers,
the
Disputed
under a man named Baker, sallied in, and hoisted the
Territory.
g t a r g a n ( j s t r jp e s o n t he Madawaska. Sir Howard sent
his troops to confront the Maine militia; but he left the civil
authorities to deal with Baker's raid. A constable with his posse
hastened up to Madawaska, cut down the flag-staff, seized Baker,
rolled the American flag under his arm, and carried them both to
Fredericton. Baker was brought to trial and fined. The men
of Maine stormed, but did not strike. In the hope of a settlement the matter was then, in 1829, referred to the King of the
Netherlands, who, after careful investigation, declared that the
rights of the case were beyond his power to determine. He proposed a division of the territory, giving the larger share to the
Americans; but as each claimant believed he ought to have the
whole, this plan was acceptable to neither. The bone of contention remained, and both parties eyed each other angrily across
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it. At length, in 1839, while Ogdensburg, Buffalo, and Detroit
were breathing threatenings and slaughter against their neighbours over the hne, Governor Fairfield of Maine concluded that
the time was ripe for taking in the coveted areas. In January a
band of lumber thieves, in defiance of the laws of both Maine
and New Brunswick, invaded the territory and cut a lot of valuable
timber. The governor of Maine sent a sheriff and posse to drive
them out and seize their logs. At news of this a band of New
Brunswick lumbermen gathered to repel the men of Maine, the
guardianship of the territory being in the hands of the New Brunswick government. A fight took place in the wintry forest. The
Americans were driven back; and one of their leaders, a landagent named Mclntyre, was made prisoner and carried off to
Fredericton on a horse-sled. To compensate for this rebuff, the
Maine men seized McLaughlin, the regularly appointed warden
of the Disputed Territory, and carried him captive to Augusta.
Both Maine and New Brunswick now wanted to fight it out.
Maine sent eighteen hundred militiamen to the Aroos- W a r threattook. Sir John Harvey, then governor of New Bruns- ened>
wick, issued a proclamation, calling on Governor Fairfield to withdraw his troops, and reasserting the acknowledged right and duty
of Great Britain to guard the territory till the question of ownership
should be settled. Fairfield vehemently denied this right, and
issued a call for ten thousand state troops in order that he might
go in and take possession. Sir John Harvey then sent up two
regiments of the line, with artillery, and some companies of enthusiastic volunteers from along the St. John River valley. The
whole province was full of fight, and the governor had hard work
to hold the troops in check. Nor was the excitement confined to
Maine and New Brunswick. On the one side the haters of England throughout the Union, led by Daniel Webster, clamoured for
war. On the other side the Canadas sent sympathy and offers of
aid; and Nova Scotia, in loyal ardour, voted all her militia and
;£ 100,000 in money to aid New Brunswick in her quarrel. This
patriotic vote was carried with a roar of cheers from the floor of
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the House and from the close-thronged galleries. In England,
however, no less a journal than the Times, with that ignorant contempt for colonial interests which has more than once cost us dear,
proposed that the Americans should be given all they asked; nay,
even that they should have all New Brunswick lying west of the
St. John River. Fortunately President Van Buren was calm and
just in the matter, and was not to be clamoured into war as Madison had been in 1812. He sent General Winfield Scott to the
scene of action. Scott, whom we have met before in these pages,
was a brave general, but temperate and judicious. He stopped
the warlike stir of Maine's hot-headed governor, and began sober
negotiations with Sir John Harvey. The two generals had fought
against each other, and learned to respect each other, at Lundy's
Lane and Stony Creek. They soon came to an agreement. A
temporary joint occupation was decided on; and what is sometimes jocosely termed the "Aroostook War" was brought to a
bloodless end.
But the difficulty remained. The Maine settlers went on encroaching ; and a fresh survey threw no new light upon the subTheAshbur- j e c t «
At last, in 184 2 the Hon. Mr. Baring and
ton Treaty, jyr^ D a i u e i Webster were appointed commissioners to
settle the dispute. They met; and Baring, as was to have been
expected, was overmatched by his strong and keen opponent. Of
the twelve thousand square miles under dispute five thousand were
given to New Brunswick, and seven thousand, by far the most
valuable region, went to Maine. The line due north from the
monument was continued till it struck the St. John just beyond
the mouth of the Aroostook. Thence the St. John was the boundary as far as the St. Francis, which stream was made the north-east
boundary of Maine. New Brunswick swallowed the decision as
best she could; and indeed, with Webster as her foe and England
j! eager only for a settlement, she was fortunate to get what she did.
Mr. Baring was made Lord Ashburton, and the treaty based on
his labours was named for him.
In the Senate of the United States, however, this division was
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bitterly opposed. The Senate wanted all. It was on the point
of rejecting the treaty, when it was suddenly brought to terms
by Mr. Webster. Behind closed doors Webster un- Webster's
folded a map which he had had all through the con- au P Ucity ference, but which he had kept carefully from the eyes of Mr. Baring. The map purported to be a copy of one made by Franklin,
containing the boundaries as actually agreed on by the treaty of
1783. The eastern boundary, marked with a red line, was exactly
what the British claimed. With this evidence before them to show
that the British had been worsted, the Senate made haste to accept
so good a bargain, and the Ashburton Treaty was ratified (1842).
To return to the question of Responsible Government in Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, we must go back to 1839 and Russell's
despatch
on the Tenure of Office. It was held by
„
r
J the „
New BrunsReformers of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick that this wick Assembly rejects
despatch
applied
to all the rprovinces. The governor Responsible
r
r r
°

Government.

01 New Brunswick, Sir John Harvey, read the despatch
to his Legislature when it came, and declared for its acceptance.
But so well had he soothed all strife that the Assembly no longer
seemed anxious for its rights. A measure to adopt Responsible
Government was defeated after full debate by just one vote, the
casting vote of the speaker.
In Nova Scotia the case was very different. Sir Colin Campbell was by no means Sir John Harvey. When the despatch came
to his hands he said nothing about it, but continued •
,

The quarrel

in his old course. The Assembly having passed by a continued in
e

*

.

.

Nova Scotia,

sweeping majority a vote of want of confidence m the
Executive, the Reformers expected the Executive to resign. The
governor, however, said that his advisers suited him, whether they
suited the Assembly or not. In vain the Assembly appealed to the
despatch, and to Sir John Harvey's interpretation of it. Sir Colin
Campbell said he could interpret the despatch for himself. Party
feeling again grew hot. A memorial to the Throne was talked of,
asking for the removal of Sir Colin. Angry meetings were held
all over the province, and vehement was the flow of party elo-
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quence. The times had called forth brilliant men in a province
which has ever been fruitful of that rare product. The Reformers
were led by such champions as Howe, Uniacke, and Young; but
the Conservatives had a leader who was not second to Howe himself in eloquence and authority. This was James W. Johnstone, a
man who won the devotion of his friends and the respect of his
most obstinate rivals.
When Mr. Poulett Thompson visited the Maritime Provinces,
he had an interview with Howe, and found reason to support the
claims of the Reformers. Sir Colin Campbell was recalled; and
Lord Falkland, who succeeded him, tried a policy of compromise.
Certain members of the Executive were retired, and three of the
Reform leaders, Howe, Uniacke^ and MacNab, were called to take
their place. This formed a coalition government, the members
of which mingled like oil and water. An oft-debated bill for the
incorporation of Halifax was passed; but harmony was not to-be
expected with Howe and Johnstone in harness together. On almost every question they pulled opposite ways. On the subject of
education they came into open conflict. Howe favoured free common schools, and one provincial university. Johnstone favoured
denominational schools and colleges, with provincial grants. It
was soon seen that the coalition must fall. Lord Falkland, having
gone over to the Conservatives, dissolved the House without consulting the Reform members of the government. Then, a vacancy
occurring on the Council, he followed the example of Metcalfe in
the upper province, and appointed a new member on his own responsibility. Upon this Howe, Uniacke, and MacNab resigned
their offices (1844). Once more was the battle joined between
governor and Assembly. Between Howe and Falkland it grew
violently personal. Falkland tried, but in vain, to lead away the
Reformers from their chief. Howe, not content with the weapons
of argument and eloquence, lampooned his foe in bitter verse.
The Colonial Office, seeing that Falkland's usefulness was gone,
recalled him, and put the great peace-maker, Sir John Harvey, in
his place.
||§
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Sir. John at once invited the Reform leaders back into the
Council; but they refused on two grounds, — first because there
was a Conservative majority in the House, and second because
they had ,had. enough of coalition.
They said they Triumph
V . |*§
.
of
would wait till the approaching elections should show Responsible
r r

whom the people wanted.
^

°

Government
Scotia,

Late in 1847 the elections in Nova
.

took place; and when the House met, in January, it
showed a majority of Reformers. Johnstone retired, and Howe
was called upon to form a government. This, in 1848, was the
triumph of Responsible Government in Nova Scotia,
In New Brunswick the end of the boundary dispute and the
departure of. Sir John Harvey were followed by a drop in the
lumber trade, which brought all the province into The dispute
trouble. At the same time the city of St. John was NewBrunsscourged by fire, which added to the general depres- wick sion. A few years before this the province had had a large
balance to its credit; but now it found itself in debt, and this
state of affairs was charged to the Reformers and their extravagant meddling with the revenue. In 1842 an election was held.
The Conservatives were victorious, and when Sir Charles Metcalfe in Canada was quarrelling with his ministry over the right
of appointing to office, the New Brunswick Assembly passed
resolutions thanking the autocratic governor-general for his firm
stand against republicanisrn. But the sincerity of these professions was soon tested. The governor of New Brunswick, Sir
William Colebrook, trusting to the docile spirit of the Assembly,
appointed his son-in-law, an Englishman, to the office of provincial secretary. There was angry protest at once, and four
members of the Council resigned. The Conservatives said that
Sir William had no right to appoint an outsider; the Reformers
said he had no right to appoint any one. The appointment was
presently cancelled by the home government, and the position was
given to a New Brunswicker.
With the coming of Lord Elgin to Canada as governor-general,
the principles of Reform went abroad on the air, even to Conser-
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vative New Brunswick. In fact, the Conservative ministry itself
brought in a measure for Responsible Government, — whence it
Coalition and m igbt have been said of them as it was said of Sir
Sensible Robert Peel, that they caught the Reformers in
i^New11611* swimming and stole their clothes. The measure
Brunswick. w a s p a s s e c i Dy a n overwhelming majority, Government and Opposition, Conservative and Reformer, voting side
by side (1848). A new ministry was formed, including the
two Reform leaders, Wilmot and Fisher. Responsible Government was now established beyond the reach of question, in New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and the united Canadas. In New
Brunswick, however, the principle thus established in theory was
not applied in actual practice till 1854, when, the Reformers
gaining a majority in the House, the Conservative ministry made
way for a Reform caoinet.

CHAPTER XXI.
SECTIONS:—88,

THE REBELLION LOSSES BILL. CONFEDERATION
PROPOSED.
89, THE RECIPROCITY TREATY.
90, PRINCE ED-*
WARD ISLAND, NEWFOUNDLAND, THE NORTH-WEST, AND BBKTISH
COLUMBIA.

88. The Rebellion Losses Bill. Confederation proposed. — Let
us turn again to the upper provinces. Lord Elgin had called
upon the Reform leaders, Lafontaine and Baldwin, to The Rebellion
form a government in Canada. Responsible Govern- L o s s e s a g a i n ment, now in the very hour of its triumph, was to confront a crucial
test. In 1846, as we have seen, those citizens of Upper Canada
who had suffered in the rebellion got compensation from the public
funds, while citizens of Lower Canada who had suffered in the
same way were denied it. We have noticed, too, the cause of
this distinction. But as soon as the Reformers came to power,
a bill was brought in to authorize the payment of ^ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 in
satisfaction of claims in Lower Canada. The bill carefully provided that no compensation should be made to any one who had
taken part in the rebellion. The British party, however, raised a
loud cry of " N o pay to rebels." Bitter party feelings, race
jealousies yet more bitter, again flamed out.
The object of the Conservatives was to break up the union. For
this purpose a " British North American League " was formed, with
headquarters at Montreal. And now, out of the politi,
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British North

cal darkness arose the first true dawn of the splendid American
idea of Confederation (1849). Sewell had suggested
it in 1816, but this had been no more than the flash of a meteor,
bright for a moment and then forgotten. Durham had dreamed
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of it in 1838; but the dream had faded. It had been jeered into
oblivion by these very Conservatives who now began to realize its
splendour and its power. Not till after twenty years of turbulent
growth was the scheme to reach fulfilment, — but never again was
it to pass out of men's minds. The charm of the idea just now,
in the eyes of the British party, was the fact that it offered a way
out of the union, as well as a better control of the French Canadian vote. In a union of the British North American provinces,
Canada, of course, would make two provinces; and Upper Canada
would again be free to manage her own affairs. The Conservatives made urgent appeal to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for
support; but Nova Scotia and New Brunswick listened coldly.
And now the wheel of circumstance took an astonishing turn.
The party of loyalty was to be seen threatening treason in their
righteous wrath at seeing treason go unpunished. The British
party began to talk annexation. A few unbalanced spirits threatened to call in the aid of the United States, in case the French
claims were granted, and a union of all the provinces refused.
The Reformers, once all too friendly with sedition and violence,
now stood fast for Constitutional Government.
In the Parliament House at Montreal the bill was fought
furiously step by step, the opposition being led by the soldierLord Elgin
politician Sir Allan MacNab. When it was finally
0
Relfemon
passed by a determined majority, the opposition
Losses B"i. strained every nerve to persuade Lord Elgin to veto
it. Responsible Government trembled in the balance. But
Lord Elgin had the courage of his convictions. He saw that
the measure, whether a wise one or not, was that of a ministry
which had the confidence of the people. He saw that the money
to be spent was money which the Provincial Legislature had a
right to spend. He saw that no imperial prerogative was in
danger. Ignoring the threats of the minority, on April 25th he
signed the bill. Responsible Government had triumphed.
As Lord Elgin left the Parliament Buildings the news of his
resolute action preceded him. A swiftly gathering mob, repre-
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senting much of the wealth and respectability of the city, pursued
his carriage with jeers, and stones, and rotten eggs. The news
spread
like wildfire. The mob swelled in numbers
r
.
The Parliaand in wrath. The Assembly was holding a night mentBuiid„
1 1
1
1 •1
1
ings burned,
session. Presently the crowd, armed with muskets,
stones, and flaring torches, surged against the Parliament House.
Through the gleaming windows crashed a shower of stones that
drove the members from their seats. The mob rushed in, and
cleared the House. One rioter carried off the mace. Another
seated himself in the speaker's chair, placed the official hat upon
his head, and roared " The French Parliament is dissolved."
Others applied the torch, and suddenly the great building was
in flames. The timbers were dry, and the conflagration was swift.
By midnight the building, with all the state records and a valuable
library, was a heap of glowing ruins.
For the next two days the city seethed with wrath, while Parliament held its sessions in Bonsecour Market. Lord Elgin was
formally thanked by the Legislature, while the minority
J

J
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The capital

drew up bitter resolutions demanding that the home removed to
.

.

Ottawa,

government should recall him and disallow the bill.
The home government, however, sustained h i m ; and for months
the stanch old Loyalists and Tories growled out their ill-temper in
rebellious threats. But Montreal's brief career as a capital was
over. She had forfeited all claim to it. Parliament met no more
beneath the shadow of Mount Royal. For a time it borrowed
the fashion of our early educators, and " boarded round."
It
sat alternately at Toronto and Quebec, four years in each city.
Then, growing tired of the expense and inconvenience of this
peripatetic plan, it called upon the Queen to choose it a permanent home. In 1858 Her Majesty's choice was made. It fell
upon the little lumbering village of Bytown, on the Ottawa,
remote from the rivalries of cities and the perils of the border.
The name was changed to Ottawa; and Parliament met amid
the shriek of sleepless saws and the thunder of the Chaudiere
cataract.
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In the year following these events, the British North American
Provinces entered upon a period of trade depression which sorely
~ ^ „ .u • tried their manhood. The " Corn Laws " had been
Great Britain
repeals the repealed by England, which forced Canadian grain to
Corn Laws

r

J

°

'

°

and Naviga- compete with the foreign product on even terms.
tion Laws.

In

.

1849 the provinces suffered a cruel blow in the repeal
of the Navigation Laws. These laws had shut out American ships
from the carrying trade of England, and created "the great shipping
industries of the Maritime Provinces. When this protection was
torn away, a cry of distress went up from every colonial seaport.
Everywhere, for a time, was panic. But left to their own resources,
the pluck and enterprise of this northern people quickly asserted
themselves. New channels of trade were opened, new business,
new undertakings, absorbed our young energy; and " good times "
came again. The period between the final triumph of Responsible Government and the active movement for Confederation, a
period of about fifteen years, saw a splendid advance in wealth,
population, and public enterprise. Education was spread abroad/
railways and canals were built, telegraph and steamship lines were
established, common roads began to enlace the wilderness with
their civilizing network. Most significant, from a national point
of view, was the effort made in this period to unite the provinces
by the iron bands of an intercolonial railway.
The idea of an intercolonial railway originated in that fruitful
Intercolonial
source
of good, the brain of Lord Durham. It lay unheeded for
Railway
negotiations a time; but a few years later began an era Of railway
building in Great Britain and the United States, and the
impulse spread to the colonies. A railway was built
between Montreal and Portland, Maine; and in 1846 a survey was
undertaken with a view to a railway between Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. This was just Lord Durham's scheme revived.
The, report of the engineers who conducted the survey was favourable. It spoke highly of the country that would thus be opened
up. Of the various routes proposed, it gave the preference to that
following the Gulf coast of New Brunswick, familiarly known as the

CLERGY
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TENURE.
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" North Shore." As the railway was designed to be no less a
military than a commercial line, it was expected that Great Britain
should help to build it; but the Colonial Office threw cold water on
the scheme. Thus discouraged in their hopes of a trade with the
St. Lawrence, the Maritime Provinces turned their eyes toward
New England. Sentiment grew in favour of a railway from Halifax
to St. John, and thence westward to the American seaboard cities.
In 1850 a Railway Convention was held at Portland, Maine, where
delegates from the New England States fraternized with those from
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The outcome of this gathering
was the scheme of the European and North American Railway.
But this movement toward a purely American trade found a strong
opponent in Howe, who went to England, and so eloquently advocated the intercolonial project that the government grew interested.
In 1851 a meeting of provincial delegates was held at Toronto to
discuss the scheme and arrange for a division of the cost. Everything looked toward success. But suddenly the home government announced that it would not help that part of the proposed
line which would connect St. John with the main hne between
Halifax and Quebec, — the so-called European and North American section. This upset the whole project. There were new
meetings, and discussions, and delegations to England, till at last
each province sullenly went its own way. The Canadas began to
build the Grand Trunk, with a line down the St. Lawrence from
Quebec. New Brunswick pushed ahead with the European and
North iVmerican, connecting St. John with Shediac. Not till after
Confederation, had been made a fact was the great uniting railway
to be built.
89. The Reciprocity Treaty. — In 1854, while England and
France were fighting side by side in the Crimea against the great
Bear of the North, French-Canadians and English- „,
°

Clergy

Canadians were working together in the development Reserves and
0

0

r

Seigneunal

of our country. To this period belongs the peaceful Tenure
conclusion of the Clergy Reserves dispute. The Canadian Legislature passed an act formally declaring the separation
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of Church and State. Rectories already endowed were not interfered with, and certain provisions were made for the widows and
orphans of the clergy. The balance of the Reserves, both funds
and lands, were distributed among the different townships in proportion to their population, for purposes of education and local
improvement. In the following year steps were taken to free
the small farmers of Lower Canada from the bondage and inconvenience of the Feudal or Seigneurial Tenure, by buying out the
claims of the seigneurs. This reform, though set on foot in 1855,
was not completed till four years later. The habitans themselves
paid a small portion of the seigneurial claims, but the bulk of
expense, to the sum of ,£650,000, was borne by the province at
large.
Besides this quieting of vexed questions and salving of old
wounds, the summer of 1854 saw the accomplishment of an imThe Recipro- portant treaty between the provinces and the United
city Treaty, states. This was the famous Reciprocity Treaty, which
introduced a season of friendly intercourse and busy commerce
between Canadians and their southern kinsmen. The treaty provided for a free exchange of the products of the sea, the fields,
the forest, and the mine. It admitted Americans to the rich
Canadian fisheries, and to the advantages of Canadian river and
canal navigation. To Canadian farmers, lumbermen, and miners,
it was beneficial; but to the Maritime Provinces it refused the
only boon worth being considered in exchange for the fisheries,
namely, the admission of provincial ships to the American coasting
trade. On the whole, the treaty was a good thing for Canada,
though perhaps more advantageous to the Americans. Its provisions were to remain in force for ten years, after which either
party to the agreement was left free to end it by giving one year's
notice. As will be seen later on, it was terminated by the Americans, who thought that by depriving Canada of their markets they
would force her into the Union.
The effect of the Crimean War on Canada was to stir up a new
and eager loyalty. The Royal Canadian 100th, one of the most
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effective regiments of the British regular army, was altogether
recruited in Canada. The battle of the Alma called forth congratulatory addresses from the Canadian Legislature,
&
J
°
' Effects of the
with a gift o f / , 20,000 for the relief of widows and or- Crimean War
.
.
i
on Canada,
phans of those who fell in the war. Among the heroes
of the struggle were three sons of Nova Scotia. Major Welsford
and Captain Parker fell at the head of the storming party that carried the Redan. I n Halifax stands a monument to their heroic
memory. General Fenwick Williams covered himself and his native
land with glory by his magnificent defence of Kars, a fortress in
Asia Minor. The exploit won him a baronetcy from the Queen
and a pension from the British Parliament. Sir Fenwick Williams
was afterwards made governor .of his native province. From
Ne*w Brunswick, too, went men of loyalist breeding and tradition, who brought back to their quiet colonial homes on the St.
John the most coveted of English, French, and Turkish medals,
awarded them for valour on the battlefield. Such deeds of
Canadians gave an impulse to our military spirit, and in 1855 a
Volunteer Force was organized for home defence. This force
has been steadily maintained and developed to the present
day.
At this time the principle of an elective Upper Chamber was
accepted in the Canadas. In 1856 it was decided that as fast as
seats became vacant by death or by the retirement The Canadas
of the life members appointed by the Crown, new elective a n
members were to be elected by the people to serve ^w* House,
for a term of eight years. But vacancies occurred seldom in the
peaceful Upper House, and long before it became an elective
body all was changed by Confederation.
In the political field events tending toward Confederation began
to tread hard on one another's heels. The great idea was soon
brought into the sphere of practical politics. How
&

r

r

r

Drift toward

this came about will be told in the succeeding chap- Confederals .
tion begins,
ter. jr Let us now turn our attention to the affairs of
other sections of the country, where the great problems which
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troubled the Canadas, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, had not
begun to press for solution, or had pressed but lightly.
90. Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, the North-west,
and British Columbia. — In Prince Edward Island a census was
taken in 1848, showing a population of 62,634. Seeing
Triumph of
Responsible
Government Responsible Government an accomplished fact in
in Prince
the neighbouring provinces, the island asked for the
Edward
Island.
same privilege. But the Colonial Office said no. The
province, declared Lord Grey, was as yet too small for such
a dignity. But it was not too small, thought Lord Grey, to
pay the expenses of its own Civil List, with the exception of
the governor's salary. This the Assembly agreed to do, on all
revenues being surrendered to its hands, and on the granting of
Responsible Government. Addresses and despatches passed to and
fro across the water, and with the examples of the sister provinces
before their eyes the island Assembly had somewhat the best of
the argument. The Colonial Office yielded the point; and the
session of 1851 saw Prince Edward Island under full Responsible
Government.
After this, and up to the date of the memorable Charlottetown
Conference, the history of the island chiefly centres about the
The land
\ai)A question. In 1854 the provincial government
question.
purchased, for resale to settlers on freehold tenure,
the great Worrell estate of some eighty-one thousand acres. The
Land Purchase Bill under which this was done was warmly ap\ proved by the home government. The Colonial Office was much
troubled over the land dispute. It felt the reality of the grievance, and was yet bound in all justice to defend the rights of the
landlords, who had come by their estates in a legal manner. The
Assembly then proposed that the home government should
guarantee for the province a loan of ^"100,000, to be used in
! purchasing the estates of these absentee proprietors. This pro! posal was at first looked on favourably, but a little later, it was met
by a refusal. Then, in 1858, a royal commission was demanded,
to look into the whole matter and arrange for its early settle-
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ment. This was agreed to, and in i860 three commissioners
were appointed, one by the home government, one by the
proprietors, and one by the Assembly on behalf of
. .
.

rrn

.

,

Comnussion-

the tenants. The commissioner chosen to act for ers appointed
to settle it.
the tenants was the Nova Scotian leader, Mr. Howe.
In this Same year the estates of the Earl of Selkirk were purchased by the province — no less than sixty-two thousand acres
being magnanimously given up by the heirs for the small sum
of ^6586.
§
f
The commissioners spared no pains over their task. They
traversed the island from corner to corner, held courts of inquiry
in the villages, and brought landlords and tenants
.

^

.

&

Report of the

face to face. Their report, given in 1861, is a mas- commissionterly document. It strongly condemned the careless
method in which the lands of the province had been originally
, granted away; and it therefore held the home government
mainly responsible for the evils of the case. It recommended, as
the only just and satisfactory solution, the application of the Land
Purchase Act (under which the Worrell and Selkirk estates had
been already acquired) to all the great absentee holdings. And
it further recommended that the home government, whose carelessness' was to blame, should guarantee the loan of ^100,000
which the province had asked for. It was further recommended
that proprietors holding more than fifteen thousand acres should
be obliged to sell, down to that amount, when called upon to do
so by their tenants; and that the terms of sale should be those laid
down by the commissioners, or else such as should be determined
by arbitrators. It was urged, also, that arrears of rent beyond the
three years immediately preceding the Commission should be
cancelled. This report was promptly accepted by the Assembly;
but the home government refused to guarantee the loan, and
the proprietors proposed another mode of settlement. This
caused deep indignation in the province; and the question was
left an open sore. Delegations were sent to England to argue
the matter, but in vain. It was not till after she entered Confed-
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eration, and, as part of a great Dominion, became strong enough
to demand justice at the cost of much sacrifice of red tape, that
the island province saw her ancient grievance settled (1875).
To Newfoundland the year 1841 brought a boon, in the coming
of Sir John Harvey to take the office of governor. To every
sir John
province which he was sent to govern Sir John's term
Newfound°f office meant peace and advancement. Under his
land.
r u ] e r o a ( j s improved, bridges were built, land increased
in value, settlement spread swiftly. The sharp disputes between
the Upper and Lower House were stopped by a union of the two
chambers, in 1842. This "Amalgamated Assembly" lasted till
1849, when her constitution was restored to the province. In
1840 a sailing packet had been subsidized to carry on a fortnightly mail service between St John's and Halifax. In 1844 this
was changed to a steam packet. Banks and commercial houses
prospered greatly, and the. harvests of the sea increased no less
than those of the field.
But in 1846, as Sir John Harvey was about leaving, came one
of those great conflagrations which have so cruelly smitten the
The burning island capital. St. John's was built chiefly of wood,
of St. John's. a n ( j j t s houses m u c n huddled together. When, on the
9th of June, during a high wind, the fire broke out among these
buildings, it licked up everything before it. The great brick and
stone warehouses of the merchants crumbled into dust. The
huge oil-vats at the water's edge poured their blazing contents
into the harbour, and a number of ships were burned. By the
close of that grievous day three-fourths of the town had vanished,
and twelve thousand people were homeless. Help flowed in generously from England and the sister colonies, and the people set
themselves bravely to the work of rebuilding their city. That
same autumn came another stroke of ill-fortune. In September
the island was visited by a frightful storm, which overwhelmed
ships, fish-stages, fences, bridges, and houses along the shore.
These two calamities in such swift succession left lasting marks
on the province.
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About this time Newfoundland began to feel that she, too,
wanted that Responsible Government which the other provinces
seemed to consider so unspeakably precious. But Responsible
Government
1
Great Britain declared she was not ripe for it. TL.
" c in Newfoundexcitability of her people was looked.upon with dis- l a n d '
trust. The Colonial Office wished her to serve a longer apprenticeship, so to speak. In 1854, however, the refusal was withdrawn, and Newfoundland took upon herself the full management of her affairs, with an executive responsible to the electors.
After this great step followed several years of prosperity. A telegraph line was run across the island, and then a submarine cable
to the mainland, the success of which led to the laying
,

XT
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n

1

Confedera-

down of the first Atlantic cable from Newfoundland to tion dis.

i - i

i-ri-

cussed in

Ireland, m 1858. After this the chief historic events, Newfoundup to the year when the other provinces confederated,
were the bloody riots which disgraced the provincial elections.
In one of these riots, which took place in St. John's in May of
1861, a number of persons were killed. Then came another
period of deep depression. An unwise system of poor relief had
been growing up since 1855, and had now become so prevalent
that a third of the revenues was thus wasted, and pauperism
spread alarmingly. At last, about*the time of the Charlottetown
conference, the government began to talk of Confederation as
the only way out of their difficulties. But while the great subject
was under discussion there came a change. The fisheries once
more yielded abundantly, and rich copper mines were discovered.
At once the curious, insular jealousy of the ancient province spoke
out (1869), a n < i Confederation was rudely spurned.
From the furthest eastward cliffs and vast green seas of Newfoundland we turn to the blossoming grass-plains of the Northwest. In the peace which had followed the union TheNorthof the rival fur-companies, population grew, though w e
slowly. Immigration was discouraged. The half-breeds, as we
have seen, considered the land all theirs. The policy of rulers
and people alike was to keep the country one great hunting-
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ground. The fur-trade was still sole king. The world was taught
to believe that half a continent of wheat-lands and rich pasturage
was an Arctic barren, fit only for beavers and foxes. It was. the
same selfish and lying policy as that which so long strangled the
growth of Newfoundland. Fish-traders would keep the island a
desert, fur-traders would keep the North-west a wilderness, lest
population should interfere with their profits. Around the tradSir George
ing-posts, however, which the company's tireless govSimpson.
ernor, Sir George Simpson, established on every river,
lake, and bay, arose prosperous little settlements; and slowly there
went abroad a report of the fairness of the land. In 1835, as we
have seen, the Red River settlement was organized as the District
of Assiniboia, under control of a President and Council. Sir
George Simpson chose his Council, fifteen in number, from among
the Selkirk settlers and half-breeds. The population was now
about five thousand.
Among Simpson's feats of travel and exploration was a journey
westward to Vancouver Island, northward through Alaska, and
Vancouver
thence through Siberia and northern Europe to LonIsiand.
Most important to us at this stage in our story
(jon
was his establishment of trading-posts in Vancouver Island and
on the western slope of the R6*ckies. These were the beginnings
of the youngest member of our Confederacy, the giant province of
British Columbia. Sir George Simpson won knighthood by his
achievements in the North-west. He retired on a pension ; and
died in i860, ten years before the community whose growth he
had watched and fostered came to full manhood as the selfgoverning province of Manitoba.
The history of the Pacific province may be said to have begun
in 1849, when the Hudson Bay Company made Victoria, on Vancouver Island, the capital of the western department of its territories. The first governor was Mr. Richard Blanchard. Beyond
the employes of the company, Governor Blanchard had but thirty
settlers under him. After two years he gave up his office in disgust, and was succeeded by Mr. James Douglas. The company
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was expected to colonize the island, and the governor was armed
with power to start full legislative machinery as soon as needed.
The mainland, a sea of mountains, was at this time called New
Caledonia. Hitherto its history had been little more than the
record of visiting mariners, Spanish and English;
the overland trips of Mackenzie and Simpson: and British
.

,.

Columbia.

the establishment of some lonely trading-posts. But
in 1856 and 1857 there came a startling change. Gold,1 in great
quantity and easy of access, had been discovered in the sands of
the Fraser and Thompson rivers. The news spread on the four
winds, and the wild canons and wooded steeps grew alive with
adventurers and gold-seekers flocking in from every land. Many
came from the diggings of California, where they had well learned
the lesson of lawlessness. A strong hand was found needful on
the reins of government.
It was about this time that the boundary dispute between British North America and the United States, long ago settled in the
east, grew acute here in the west. To understand it
.

The question

we must go back a few years. The vast region out of bounda3
ries.
01 which the province of British Columbia and the
states of Oregon and Washington have been carved was once
called the Territory of Oregon. ID 1826 the United States Commissioners had agreed to a division of this territory; and the
Columbia River, whose navigation was to be free to both countries, was by them acknowledged as the boundary, from its mouth
to the 49th parallel. This 49th parallel was the accepted boundary fine across the interior of the continent. But the matter was
left open; and the people of the republic, about 1845, began to
demand all the territory in question. They claimed the whole
coast up to the southern boundary of Russian America (now
Alaska), at latitude 540 40'. The American cry was "Fifty-four
1
Forty,
Fight!
" They
of making
exTheor
harvest
proved
so richhad
that learned
during thethe
nextwisdom
twenty years
not less than
$36,000,000 was exported from British Columbia.
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travagant demands where colonial possessions were concerned.
They did not get all they asked; but they got much more than
they were entitled to, namely, the magnificent region of Puget
Sound and the lower Columbia valley. This was yielded up by
the British Commissioners in 1846, when the Oregon Treaty was
concluded. By this treaty the boundary line, instead of sweeping away south with the Columbia, was continued due west along
the 49th parallel " to the middle of the channel which separates the continent from Vancouver Island, and thence southerly
through the middle of the said channel, and of the Fuca Straits,
to the Pacific Ocean."
Unfortunately, however, this definition still left uncertainty.
Through Fuca Straits there ran three important channels, divided
M
, by large islands. The British claimed that the most
The quarrel
,and final
settlement.

J

°

southerly of these, called Rosario Channel, was the one
.

;

,

.

'

.

intended by the treaty. The Americans claimed that
the most northerly, or de Haro Channel, was meant; The British
were willing to compromise on the middle, or Douglas Channel.
But the Americans would not listen to this. The adjoining
territory of Washington tried to extend its laws and enforce its
authority over the island of San Juan, which lay between de
Haro and Douglas channels, and was resolutely claimed by the
British. In 1854-1856 a few American squatters settled on the
island. Then the situation grew critical. These people called
for the protection of American laws. In 1855 a n American tax
collector seized and sold a number of sheep belonging to the
Hudson Bay Company. The province of British Columbia was
now independent of the company, but the company's influence
was great; and it took all Governor Douglas's prudence to hold
his people back from reprisals which must have led to war.
The little island of San Juan now lay under two flags, — the
British colours floating from the Hudson Bay post, and the
United States colours from the flagstaff of the American tax colJector. In 1.859 the dispute suddenly grew so bitter that Great
Britain and the United States hung on the very verge of war.
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And all this over a pig ! It chanced that a pig belonging to the
Hudson Bay Company trespassed on some unenclosed grounds
of one Lyman Cutler, a squatter who claimed to be an American
citizen. Mr. Cutler shot the pig, and scornfully refused to pay
for it. This demand for payment was interpreted as an outrage
on American citizens; and straightway (1859) a certain very
warlike and ambitious General Harney, commanding the United
States troops in Washington Territory, sent a force to occupy the
island and administer United States laws. This force was commanded by another bellicose officer, Captain Pickett. The people of Victoria were eager for a prompt attack on the invaders.
Governor Douglas had abundant force at his command for the
purpose; and there were several British warships on the spot.
But the British contented themselves with a forbearing policy.
They warned the Americans of their trespassing, and awaited the
decision of the government; while Harney and Pickett proudly
held on to their conquest. On learning of this unwarrantable
action, however, the American government expressed earnest regret
and removed General Harney from his command. General Winfield Scott, who was not new to the office of pacifier, was sent
to San Juan Island. As in the New Brunswick and Maine difficulty, General Scott agreed to a joint occupation till the matter
could be settled by treaty. Thus, in i860, the trouble was patched
up. It was not finally disposed of, however, till twelve years later;
when the Emperor of Germany, acting as arbitrator, decided in
favour of the American claim, and de Haro Channel was fixed
upon as the boundary.
But this dispute has carried us ahead of our story. In 1858,
for convenience in controlling the lawless mining element which
had just taken possession of the mainland, Vancouver separation
Island and 33ritish Columbia were made separate gov- oTvancouver
ernments; and the little mining town of New West- Britishand
minster, on the Fraser, became the capital of the new Couimbia province. This division proved unsatisfactory. Owing to the
large influx of Americans from San Francisco and elsewhere, an
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agitation in favour of annexation to the United States began to
show itself on Vancouver Island. But now, in the older provinces, the dream of one United Canada from Atlantic to Pacific
was drawing near its splendid realization. British sympathies, and
loyal sentiments, and some subtle influences from the movement
in the east, made themselves felt on the western shore, and the
idea of annexation dropped from view. The loss of Vancouver
Island would have been an irreparable loss to the Canada that
was now to spring up. It would have given our western gates
into the hands of the stranger. The immediate result of the dissatisfaction was the reunion of Vancouver Island with the mainland in 1866; and the two became the province of British
Columbia, with Victoria once more the capital. This was just
when the eastern provinces were preparing for that greater consolidation which made memorable the year 1867. For five years
more was British Columbia to stand alone amid her mountains,
before joining the Great Dominion whose birth we are to watch
in the next chapter.

CHAPTER

XXII.

SECTIONS: — 91,

GROWTH OF CONFEDERATION SENTIMENTS IN THE
CANADAS. 92, THE CHARLOTTETOWN CONFERENCE, QUEBEC CONFERENCE, AND QUEBEC RESOLUTIONS. 93, How THE QUEBEC
RESOLUTIONS WERE RECEIVED.
94, CONFEDERATION ACCOMPLISHED.

91. Growth of Confederation Sentiment in the Canadas. — A
great idea may gradually impress itself on men's minds and
charm their imaginations, but they will, as a rule, make small
effort to realize it, so long as their material needs are satisfied.
When it seems to offer a way out of some inconvenience and
annoyance, then it is said to come within " the sphere of practical politics," and men stir themselves to attain it. The idea of
Canadian Confederation appealed to broad statesmanship, and
commanded a vague popular respect, for some time before it
actually touched the people in the guise of a remedy for existing troubles. As soon as its expediency was shown, it descended
into the sphere of practical politics. Men grasped it eagerly. It
became an accomplished fact.
The practical need of Confederation first and most plainly
made itself felt in the Canadas. Canada then consisted of two
provinces, each with differing local interests and traditions, but so united that each was compelled to confederar

tion.

interfere in the other's local affairs. Out of this uncomfortable intimacy Confederation would open a way. At the
time of the union the parliamentary representation of the two provinces had been fixed at forty-two members for each; but in a few
335
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years immigration began to flow into the upper province in such a
volume that in population it far outstripped its elder sister. In less
than fifteen years after the union, Upper Canada had two hundred
and fifty thousand more people than Lower Canada; and loud
became her cry for a larger representation. This the French province would not hear of. The French regarded equality in representation as the safeguard of their speech and institutions. In 1853
the representation was increased for both sections, giving sixty-two
members to each. But immigration continued to favour the Lake
province, and the disparity in population grew more and more
serious. "Representation by Population," familiarly known as
" Rep. by Pop.," became the rallying cry of Upper Canada; but
the lower province set its face obstinately against a change which
would be sure to weaken her power. Parties were now so eagerly
divided, both in the House and in the country, that a strong
government was hard to maintain. Conservatives and Reformers,
or, as they were nicknamed, Tories and Grits, were so evenly
balanced that some small local issue would prove sufficient to
turn the scale, defeat the government, change the hands on the
helm of state, and disturb the country with new elections. The
cry of Representation by Population was taken up by the Reformers of the upper province, whose ranks then grew apace; whereupon the French party threw themselves into the arms of the
Conservatives, and the balance of power was again made equal.
Ministries succeeded each other in undignified and ineffectual
haste; and while the general prosperity of the country made great
progress, needful legislation was often brought to a standstill.
The idea of a Confederation of all the provinces now crept
down into the lobbies, and politicians began to think there might
De
K
»„
•-.•
something° in it. While
talked of as a broad
The Maritime
.
Provinces
measure of statesmanship, merely, it left the electors
indifferent.

.
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cold. Imagination is a plant of slow growth in the
constituencies. Even now, for a time, the seedling of our greatness was overshadowed by a smaller and therefore more easily
comprehended project; namely, that of a Federal union to be
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substituted for the Legislative union between Upper and Lower
Canada. This plan, if it had been carried out, would have left
each of the two provinces with a Parliament of its own to conduct
its local and internal affairs, while a central government would
have been formed to deal with such affairs as should affect both
provinces in common. Meanwhile the Maritime Provinces, happy
in the successful application of Responsible Government and making rapid progress in wealth and population, were content, and
therefore inclined to look askance at any change, however brilliant its prospects. But events were to occur beyond their borders which would break down even the indifference of content.
During this formative period, so big with the future of our
country, great men were thrown to the front in all the provinces.
In the Canadas arose such men as George Brown, The Fathers
John A. Macdonald, George Etienne Cartier, Alex- of Confederation.
ander T. Gait, Francis Hincks. In order to realize
that the Confederation of Canada was no-mere party measure, but
an act based on the broad foundation of the people's sentiment
and the people's will, we have but to remember that the men who
stand out most prominently among the " Fathers of Confederation " were the opposing party chieftains, Brown and Macdonald.
For the accomplishment of this project the great Reformer and
the great Conservative worked together. In New Brunswick the
chief mover to the same noble end was the Reform leader, Mr.
S. L. Tilley. In Nova Scotia the strong hand which brought the
province into the union was that of the Conservative chief, Doctor
Charles Tupper. The superb edifice thus raised amid the harmony of once jarring factions is committed to the jealous keeping
of all Canadians, without regard to race or creed or party. The
reason now for the existence of opposing parties in Canada is
but the natural difference of opinion as to how this Confederation
may best be served, secured, adorned, and upheld among the
nations.
It was in 1857 that the Parliament of the Canadas was first
brought face to face with Confederation. Mr. A. T. Gait, memz
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ber for Sherbrooke in the Eastern Townships, moved the consideration of the subject in an able speech which, though at the
1-& time it seemed to °gain slight
attention, nevertheless
Succession of
°
ministries in struck root in the minds of his hearers. At this time
the Parlia.
mentofthe the government was carried on under a system of
Canadas.

.

.

double leadership. Whichever party was in power,
each province insisted on contributing a premier, so that the
ministry had to be a sort of two-headed monster. Governments
were named from the two chiefs, — as the MacNab-Morin government, the Baldwin-Lafontaine, the Cartier-Macdonald, the BrownDorion administration. In the year following Gait's trumpet
blast, came up the strife of local interests over the removal of
the capital to Ottawa (1858). The Cartier-Macdonald government, which supported the Queen's recommendation in regard to
Ottawa, was defeated. A new election brought the Reformers
into power by a scant majority, and the Brown-Dorion ministry
took the reins of government. But majorities at this time were
as shifting as the sands of the sea, and the Reformers met defeat
without delay. The Conservatives again took office, but with a
majority so slender and unreliable that there was nothing to be
seen ahead but speedy wreck. It was clear that a new and bold
policy was needed. Gait was taken into the ministry, and Confederation was. announced as the government platform. The
strength of the platform was seen at once, — but the Colonial
Office was at this time not alive to the imperial spirit, and turned
a cold shoulder to the scheme. The Maritime Provinces were
coquetting with the idea of a Maritime union among themselves,
and would not give the subject even a hearing. The Cartier-Macdonald government was forced to seek another platform.
But now these ten years of abundant prosperity were drawing
The victoria to a close. Bad harvests, joined with agricultural
b^the Prince depression, made all the provinces restless and ready
of Wales.
for a c h a n g e > At the same time stirring events
turned the currents of provincial feeling toward loyalty and union.
The completion of a great national enterprise, the Victoria
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Bridge of the Grand Trunk Railway at Montreal, which was
hailed then as one of the world's wonders, excited a family
pride in the sister provinces. To celebrate with due ceremony
the opening of this great work, and to lay the corner-stone of the
new Parliament Buildings at Ottawa, the Prince of Wales came
out to the provinces and was everywhere received with an outburst of loyal affection. His coming was most timely. It served
as tangible evidence to the colonies of their importance to the
Crown. In the following year events across the border spoke
yet more loudly for union. There had been unstable spirits in
the colonies, whose leanings were toward annexation with the
American Republic. But when, in 1861, the War of Secession
broke out, and North and South took each other by the throat,
then annexation ceased to look enticing.
There had long been a tempest brewing in the Republic. The
Northern cry for the abolition of slavery was but one phase of the
trouble. The real point at issue was that between &•
rj
r

TheAmencan

the individual states and the central government. Did warof SecesW£"
^
•
sion.
the sovereign power lie in the states or in the Union?
In the South, the group of slave-holding states, it was generally
held to lie in the states themselves. In the North it was held
to lie in the Union; and Northern sentiment, favouring abolition,
and proclaiming the final supremacy of the Federal government,
seemed to threaten the constitutional rights of slave-holding states
to control their own affairs. When, in i860, the States-Rights
doctrine was defeated in the Presidential election, and Abraham
Lincoln, a pronounced abolitionist, was elected to the office of
President, the storm broke out. The States-Rights party held that
any state had a right to quit the Union when it would, — and in
December South Carolina, acting on this principle, seceded. In
the next few months her example was followed by other Southern
members of the Union, till the seceders numbered eleven states,
with a population of about nine millions. These states formed a
new Confederacy, with its capital at Richmond, Virginia, and
with Jefferson Davis as President. The war began early in 1861.
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The Northern states were all Federalist. They bent their energies to the restoration of the Union, the overthrow of the doctrine
of state sovereignty, and the establishment of the principle that the
supreme power rested in the central government. Great Britain
ordered all her subjects to maintain a strict neutrality. This
aroused fierce, indignation in the North. It was looked upon as
a practical recognition of the South as a belligerent power. In
Northern eyes the Southern Confederacy was not an independent
power, to be recognized by other powers, but a mere banding
together of rebels. As such, said the North, it was to be chastised by the central government, and ignored by outside powers.
The anger of the North was still further excited by the fact that
England seemed in sympathy with the seceders. British vessels
were very active in running the blockade of Southern ports; and
British harbours were much used by Southern cruisers. The
truth of the matter was that, while the British government and
probably the masses of the British people desired the North to
win, there were many who could not but see a poetic justice in
this rebellion. The South was but urging the claim on which the
Thirteen Colonies had so rudely insisted in 1776. The sons of
loyalists were inclined to ask why, if the Thirteen Colonies might
secede from their motherland, might not the eleven Southern
states secede from the Union? In some parts of British North
America, particularly in Halifax, the feeling of sympathy for
the South was frank and strong. But, on the other hand, from
the upper provinces went many sons of Canada to fight in the
Northern ranks.
In the first year of the war the colonies were awakened to a
sense of their own weakness. Trouble arose between Great Britain and America, and it looked as if there would be
The Trent
affair.
an appeal to the sword. It came about in this way.
The Confederacy was sending two commissioners, Mason and
Slidell, to England, to plead the cause of the South, and to seek
recognition of their country as a belligerent power. They took
passage on the British mail-steamship Trent. On November 8th
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the American man-of-war San Jacinto, commanded by Captain
Wilkes, stopped the Trent on the open seas, boarded her, and
arrested the two Southern commissioners. Over this grave breach
of the Law of Nations the North was much elated, and Captain
Wilkes became a popular hero. But Great Britain was indignant.
She demanded that the distinguished captives should be instantly
given up. She threatened war if there was any delay. She began
pouring troops into Halifax. But meanwhile the American government came to its senses; and Mason and Slidell were quietly
given up. This was due to Lincoln's firm wisdom. The troops,
landing in Canada, found dances and fair dames instead of battles
awaiting them. The danger was passed; but it had opened the
eyes of men to the need of putting Canada in a position of
defence. The British government made large expenditures on
provincial fortifications, and militia bills of importance were pressed
through certain of the Provincial Parliaments. At the same time
the death of Prince Albert and the mourning of the Queen created
a wave of sympathetic loyalty (1861). But in the two Canadas,
though the people were full of patriotic zeal, the even balance
and eager strife of parties prevented the passing of the militia
bills. Reform governments and Conservative governments succeeded each other on most trivial grounds of difference. Party
passions seemed to rule the hour. Stable government was a
thing forgotten. And England was righteously displeased at the
defeat of the Militia Bill.
At this crisis the great Reformer, George Brown, came to the
rescue. He proposed a coalition between the parties, and the
formation of a new ministry. The offer was accepted, coalition in
and the noise of political wrangling sank to peace " ^ P ^ ^ 4 8 *
(1864). The administration1 set itself to prepare a scheme of
Federation which should provide for the admission of the other
1

In this illustrious ministry we find the names of John A. Macdonald, George
E. Cartier, George Brown, Oliver Mowat, Sir Etienne Tache, A. T. Gait, D'Arcy
McGee, William McDougaH, Hector Langevin, J. L. Chapais, James Cockburn,
and Alexander Campbell.
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provinces whenever it should suit them to come in. A Confederation of the whole was in their~ hearts, and they were debating as
to whether the time was ripe for approaching the Maritime Provinces with the scheme, when an event which took place in Prince
Edward Island decided them. A Federal, union, not of the two
Canadas alone but of all the provinces of British North America,
became the immediate object of their efforts.
92. The Charlottetown Conference, Quebec Conference, and
Quebec Resolutions. — The event so fraught with destiny to
Canada was the Charlottetown Conference, which met

The scheme

of Maritime

-

,.,->,

on the first day of September, 1864. This Conference, curiously enough, was the outcome of action
taken three years before by Howe, who was presently to contradict himself by becoming the great opponent of Confederation.
!As far back as 1854, he had outdone the Conservative leader,
Johnstone, in eloquent support of the union project. In 1861, as
leader of the Nova Scotia government, he had brought in and
carried unanimously a resolution favouring Confederation. This
idea changed soon to what seemed the nearer and more practical
one of a legislative union between Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
and Prince Edward Island. The scheme of welding these three
into one wide and influential province proved attractive to the
people, and for a time " Maritime Union," as it was called,
eclipsed the. more magnificent but remoter scheme of Confederation.
Delegates from the three provinces were appointed to meet at
Charlottetown and discuss Maritime Union. Each province sent
five delegates. Nova Scotia's delegation was' chiefly
The Charlottetown
Conservative, a Conservative government then being
Conference
in power, and it was led by Howe's indomitable rival,
Doctor Tupper; but one of its members was a distinguished
Reformer, Adams G. Archibald. New Brunswick's was a Reform
delegation, its chief being the Hon. S. L. Tilley, leader of the
New Brunswick government. The delegation from Prince Edward
Island consisted of the leading members of the provincial govern-
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ment, which had carried important reforms in the island province.
It was led by the premier, Colonel Gray. Thus it will be seen
that this conference was not an affair of party, but of*patriotism.
Where the island capital sits secure at the head of her sunny and
windless haven, the delegates met. The wide streets, prosperous
dwellings, and green luxurious gardens of Charlottetown, perpetual reminder of her old name, Port La Joie, formed a fitting
environment for the counsels of unity and peace which were
destined there to prevail. The delegates met, as we have seen,
to discuss Maritime Union. But meanwhile the coalition government of the two Canadas, standing on the high platform of
Confederation, had heard of the conference, and asked leave to
be present at it. Assured of a welcome, six of the chief ministers of Canada set out in the government steamer Victoria for
Charlottetown. These pioneers of destiny were of diverse party,
creed, and race. There were the old rivals, now allied to so great
an end, George Brown and John A. Macdonald. Th^re were
George Etienne Cartier, the French Catholic; A. T. Gait, the
English Protestant of the Eastern Townships; William McDougall,
the Scotch Protestant; D'Arcy McGee, the Irish Catholic.
When these delegates met the conference, in the opening days
of that month- which is loveliest in the Garden of the Gulf
(September i, 1864), the enthusiasm and faith with which they
advocated their cause'worked a speedy result. Before the plan
of Confederation, now presented so nearly and clearly that there
was no shutting one's eyes to its brilliance, the lesser plan of
Maritime Union paled into extinction. But the Maritime delegates had been sent to discuss only Maritime Union. Nothing
could be done, therefore, but weigh interests, strengthen sympathies, cultivate mutual trust and esteem. It was resolved to hold
another conference at once, to consider terms of Confederation.
Quebec was appointed the place of meeting, and the Charlottetown Conference dissolved. The island capital, therefore, may
justly claim to be called the cradle of our union.
From Charlottetown the Canadian delegates made a rapid tour
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of Nova Scotia and New. Brunswick, stirring public interest by
their speeches, warming public sentiment by their enthusiasm.
Everywhere they were welcomed, and feted, and cheered forward
in their purpose. On their return to Ottawa arrangement was made
for the new conference. On October ioth, the men who were to
give form and substance to the aspirations of our people, who were
to fashion a nation out of our scattered colonies, came together in
that ancient capital which has so long guarded.our gates.
The Quebec Conference met on October ioth. It must be
counted one of the chief events in our history. The date, the
TheQuehec far-reaching results, the names of those who took
Conference. p a r t j n |g should be written on Canadian hearts hi
letters of gold. Its vast significance will impress us more and
more as we recede from it, and as its effect upon the history of
the world begins to show. The delegates numbered thirty-thr e ;
and their names cannot be written in a footnote. From the
Canadas came Sir Etienne P. Tache, John A. Macdonald, George
Brown, William McDougall, George E. Cartier, Alexander T.
Gait, Oliver Mowat, Hector Langevin, T. D'Arcy McGee, A.
Campbell, J. C. Chapais, J. Cockburn. From Nova Scotia came
Charles Tupper, Adams G. Archibald, W. A. Henry, R. B. Dickie,
and J. McCully. New Brunswick sent Samuel Leonard Tilley,
John M. Johnson, Peter Mitchell, Edward Chandler, Charles Fisher,
Judge J. H. Gray, W. H. Steeves. Prince Edward Island sent
Colonel John Hamilton Gray, E. Palmer, T. H. Haviland, W. H.
Pope, G. Coles, E. Whelan, and A. A. Macdonald. From Newfoundland came F. B. S. Carter and Ambrose Shea. Though some
of the provinces were thus more largely represented than others,
this made no difference in the voting, which was carried on by
provinces. Each delegation had one vote, and the provinces
were thus on a footing of perfect equality. The meetings of the
conference were held in the Parliament House, built over the ruins
of the old Chateau St. Louis. There shone forth the broad sagacity and tireless tact of Macdonald, the shaping force of Tupper,
the Scottish fire and pertinacity of Brown, the eloquence of Cartier
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and McGee. The deliberations lasted eighteen days, and resulted
in the adoption of SEVENTY-TWO RESOLUTIONS. These famous
Resolutions, with some changes, form the basis of the BRITISH
NORTH AMERICA ACT, which is Canada's constitution.
Their
great work done, the delegates made a tour through Upper and
Lower Canada, meeting fervent welcome on all sides.
93. How the Quebec Resolutions were received. — A grave
task now awaited the Fathers of Confederation. This was to
secure the acceptance of the Quebec Resolutions, by
ttitna
the provinces concerned and by the home govern- oftnedifferW-.

J

O

ent provinces

ment. The home government met them with the to the Ouebec
.
Resolutions,
warmest favour and expressed its strong wish that the
scheme should be accepted by the provinces. But the provinces
were much divided on the subject. Newfoundland positively rejected the whole scheme, and has not hitherto seen fit to reverse
her decision. Prince Edward Island rejected it, only to accept it
a few years later when its success had been proved. Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick hesitated. The Canadas accepted with instant zeal. There were reasons for this difference. Beside the
Great Lakes and along the St. Lawrence valley the subject had for
some time been in the mouths of the people. It had been
thoroughly threshed out. It was seen to be the simplest way out
of some pressing evils. In February of 1865 the Quebec Resolutions were brought before the Legislature, and, after prolonged
debate, were carried by an overwhelming majority. At the close
of the session Messrs. Macdonald, Brown, Cartier, and Gait went
to England to confer with the home government.
But in New Brunswick the scheme now met with a rude setback. In March of the same year was held a general election,
and the scheme of Confederation was put before the _& „ ,
1

people
at the rpolls.
r
,

The Resolu-

It was so mixed up,
however,> tionsinNew
r>
Brunswick

with other and local questions that the party support- andirova
ing it was beaten. An Anti-Confederate government,
under the leadership of Albert J. Smith, came into power. New
Brunswick having thus spoken against the scheme, the Nova
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Scotia government was discouraged, and the question was not
brought forward in the Legislature. But meanwhile the people
of New Brunswick had been reconsidering; and the more they
thought of it the more friendly they became to it. The attitude
of the Americans was making plain the need of strength and union
in the colonies. The urgent desire of the home government,
too, was not without effect. Seeing this change in public feeling,
the Legislative Council of New Brunswick passed a resolution in
favour of Confederation. This resolution was accepted by Governor Gordon in a strong address. The words of the governor
being directly contrary to the advice of his ministers, the ministers resigned. Mr. Tilley and other Confederation leaders were
then called to form a new government. Another general election
was held, and the Anti-Confederate party was overwhelmed
(1866). The change of feeling in New Brunswick brought immediate action in Nova Scotia. Doctor Tupper, leader of the
government, brought up in the Legislature a resolution in support
of Confederation. It was carried by a heavy majority, but only
on the understanding that the plan should be changed to secure
better terms for the Maritime Provinces. This action of the
government, in committing the province to Confederation without giving the people a chance to vote upon it, made the people
indignant. It was felt that in a case of such vast importance
a general election should have been held, to give the electors a
chance to say what they wanted. Thus the seeds of future discontent were sown on good ground, where they afterwards sprang
up and bore fruit in agitations for Repeal. The anger of the
people directed itself against the way in which Confederation was
carried. But in the fierce heat of party conflict this feeling became distorted, till it took for a time the shape of hostility to the
measure itself.
In the same year in which the Nova Scotia Legislature accepted Confederation, the project was brought before the Legislature of Newfoundland in the governor's speech. The address
of the House in reply confessed that the advantages of Confed-
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eration were " so obvious as to be almost necessarily acknowledged." At the same time it declared that as far as Newfoundland in particular was concerned, the desirability of 1 .
r

J

'

Rejected in

the measure was doubtful. A httle later the whole Prince Edward Island
project was laid on the shelf. Prince Edward Island, and Newv

i

,

T
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,

•

•
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foundland.

through her Legislature, was more emphatic m her
rejection of the scheme; but not long afterwards, as we shall see,
she opened her ears to the charming of her Confederate sisters
and suffered herself to be led into the union.
When these four provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, Nova
Scotia, and New Brunswick had decided for Confederation, they
sent delegates to England to get an Act of Union through the
Imperial Parliament. But the Opposition in Nova Scotia had
found a leader, strange to say, in Howe, who went to London to
argue against the act. The great orator put forth his utmost
eloquence, his most appealing arguments; but his former antagonist, Tupper, overmastered him. The keen weapons of his
own logic and wit were used against him. The Imperial government was against him. The protest of Nova Scotia was passed
over, and Parliament went on to frame the Act of Confederation.
94. Confederation accomplished. — In these years of destiny,
1864, '65, '66, and '67, while the Dominion was straggling! to its
birth,' there were forces acting
outside
to give it un- „Hostility
' M£tof *
.
0
0
willing aid. The Northern states grew more and theAmericans,
more hostile. In the American Civil War the provinces had remained strictly neutral; but Canada was naturally a
refuge for Southern sympathizers who had fled out of the Northern states. A lawless band of these refugees, gathering on the
St. Lawrence frontier, made a raid across the border into Vermont and plundered the town of St. Albans. Fierce was the
indignation of the Northerners; and their own exploits of a like
kind during the Papineau and Mackenzie rebellions were conveniently forgotten. To prevent a repetition of such outrages,
the Canadian government called out a force of militia to patrol
tne borders. About this time the American government gave the
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provinces notice of its intention to terminate the Reciprocity
Treaty (1864). Seeing the hour at hand of their triumph over
the South, the Americans felt ready to vent their wrath against j
England. So long as the colonies chose to remain British, they
should be made to feel the weight of America's displeasure. At
the same time, it was expected that for the sake of America's trade
they would consent to annexation. The withdrawal of the Reciprocity Treaty was intended to show the provinces what they
would lose by remaining loyal, what they would gain by deserting
their allegiance. In the hope of heading off Confederation,
Congress even passed a bill providing for the admission of the
provinces, on most favourable terms, as four new states of the
American Union. Foreign bribes proved no more effective than
foreign threats. They only drew the provinces together. An
earnest effort, however, was made to prevent the abrogation of
the treaty. To this end a trade convention was held at Detroit,
where delegates from the chief Provincial and American cities
met and talked over the situation. Howe's eloquence took the
gathering by storm, and for a time it looked as if Reciprocity
might gain a new lease of life. But Howe's influence failed to
reach the American government. A continuance of the treaty
was offered, indeed, but on such terms as the provinces could not
accept without humiliation, and in 1866 it came to an end. The
provinces were thus driven to look toward each other and toward
Europe for new avenues of trade; and the cause of Confederation
was immensely strengthened.
As soon as the war between North and South was ended, and
the seceding states crushed, the Americans began to press England for damages on account of the injury done to
The
"Alabama
American commerce by the Alabama and other
Claims."
Southern cruisers. This claim was made on the plea
that the cruisers had been fitted out in British ports. On a
like plea Canada might have demanded damages for American
breaches of neutrality during the troubles of 183 7-1838. Great
Britain denied having countenanced the fitting and arming of
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Southern cruisers. She therefore resisted the American demands;
and for some years the "Alabama Claims," as they were called,
remained a sore question, which might at any time lead to war.
This threat, also, worked strongly for Confederation.
But Canada found yet another enemy to thrust her on to greatness. In America there was a strong organization known as the
Fenian Brotherhood. It was started in the first place
The Fenians.
by hot-headed Irish patriots who dreamed of revenging upon the hated Sassenach the wrongs which their country had
endured. At the close of the War of Secession a host of desperadoes, too lawless to settle down to the tasks of peace, were let
loose upon the country. These flocked into the ranks of the
Fenian Brotherhood, and proposed to conquer Canada as a first
step toward freeing Ireland. To conquer Canada seemed so easy,
that the Fenian leaders, in anticipation, parcelled out our choicest
lands among themselves. On St. Patrick's Day of 1866 the Fenian
invasion was looked for, and the Canadian militia stood in arms
along the border. But the weather was bad, and the invasion
was therefore postponed. In the following month these ruffians
threatened the New Brunswick borders, and troops were marched
to the defence of St. Andrews and St. Stephens. The danger
melted away; but it meant many votes for Confederation.
At the same time, under the very noses of the American
authorities, and while all America was in virtuous wrath over the
Alabama dispute, the Fenians were drilling and arming then*
regiments in the American border towns. From Sault Ste. Marie
to the Gulf, a wave of indignation at such inconsistency £
J
'
°
Repulse of the
swept over the British provinces. At the end of May Fenian invasions.
a band of nine hundred Fenians, under one Colonel
O'Neil, crossed from Buffalo to Fort Erie and advanced to destroy
the Welland Canal. At the village of Ridgeway they were met by
a detachment of Canadian militia. The ground was one where of
old the militia of Canada had many times rushed to victory against
great odds. But on this occasion our soldiers added small lustre
to their laurels. After a two hours' skirmish they retreated in-
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gloriously, leaving the Fenians masters of the field. The victors,
however, hearing of the approach of some British regulars, fled in
haste to the shelter of Buffalo. Other Fenian raids, along the St.
Lawrence border, were easily repulsed. Four years later, when
Confederation was well established, this same Colonel O'Neil again
led his Fenians against our border, this time attacking Quebec.
He was routed ignominiously (1870). In the following year he
made a similar attempt on Manitoba. But the American officer
in.charge of Fort Pembina, near the line, knew his duty toward
a friendly nation. With a body of United States troops he followed, the ardent O'Neil across the border, and arrested him.
Thus the last Fenian invasion ended in farce.
And now our scene shifts again to London. The provincial
delegates, meeting in the Westminster Hotel, reviewed minutely
Passing of
the Quebec Resolutions. The chief changes made
the British
were in favour of the Maritime Provinces. In FebWorth
America Act. ruary the complete scheme of Confederation was
brought before the Imperial Parliament. It was warmly supported by the.leaders of all parties. It passed without amendment, and.was signed by the Queen on March 29, 1867. ;;This
Act is known as the British North America Act.1 At the. Same
time a bill was passed authorizing the Imperial Parliament, to
guarantee a Canadian loan of $3,000,000, for the construction of
what was an essential to Confederation, the long-desired intercolonial railway.
The Constitution of Canada is based on that of the mother
country, with some points borrowed from that of the United
The form of States, and some new. features arising from the novelty
government. o f t h e N a t i o n , The government of the Dominion
is made up of four elements: (1) the Governor-General; (2) the
Executive Council, or Cabinet; (3) the Senate; (4) the House
of Commons. These are really equivalent to three, — King,
Lords, and Commons ; for the Governor-General and his Cabinet
are counted as one factor.
1

See Appendix A.
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(1) The Crown is represented by the governor-general, whose
functions are as strictly limited as those of the sovereign in Great
Britain. He is appointed by the King, and holds TheGoveroffice for five years. He is the commander-in-chief ^ ^ w 1 3 1 of the naval and military forces in Canada; he appoints the
lieutenant-governors and the judges; he has authority to commute the sentences of the court. He acts upon the advice of
his ministers, but has power to withhold his assent to any bill.
(2) His advisers, called "the Cabinet or Executive," are thirteen members of Parliament, responsible
to the people, holding office only so long as they hold the people's confidence.
(3). The Senate is not elective, but is made up of life members
nominated by the Governor-in-Council. In the constitution of
the Senate it was sought to make it correspond with
the House of Lords, as far as was possible in a purely
democratic country like Canada. The Senate, at the time of
union, consisted of seventy-two members, — twenty-four each from
Ontario and Quebec, twelve each from Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. Each senator must be a British subject, must live in
the province he represents, and must own unencumbered property
to the value of at least $4000.
(4) The House of Commons is the direct representative of
the people. Its members are elected by the people. They
serve for a term of five years, unless the House be The House of
dissolved by the Governor-in-Council in the mean- C011"110^time, as frequently happens. If a member be appointed to the
Cabinet, he resigns his seat and goes before the people for reelection. Each member must be a British subject, and hold
property to the value of $2500. At the time of union the House
of Commons was made up of one hundred and eighty-one members, — sixty-five for Quebec, eighty-two for Ontario, nineteen for
Nova Scotia, fifteen for New Brunswick. It was arranged that the
representation should be readjusted after each decennial census,
in order that the principle of representation by population should
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be clearly recognized. The number of members for Quebec was
fixed at sixty-five ; and it was arranged that the members for the
other provinces should vary in such a way that their representation
should always bear the same ratio to their population as sixty-five
to the population of Quebec. After the census of 1901 took place
a readjustment (Redistribution Bill, 1903), by which on the next
general elections, the House of Commons should consist of two
hundred and fourteen members,—sixty-five for Quebec, eightysix for Ontario, eighteen for Nova Scotia, thirteen for New Brunswick, four for Prince Edward Island, ten for Manitoba, seven for
British Columbia, ten for the North-west Territories, and one for
Yukon District.
The union accomplished by the British North America Act is
a federal, not a legislative union. A legislative union brings
the uniting provinces or states under a single governDifference
between a
ment which manages all their affairs. It obliterates
federal and
aiegisiathe individual provinces
or states. A federal union,
r
«we union.

•

on the other hand, leaves the uniting provinces or
states with governmental machinery of their own, to manage their
own local and internal affairs, while establishing one central government to manage such affairs as concern all the provinces or
states in common. Under the British North America Act Upper
Canada and Lower Canada became Ontario and Quebec; and
these provinces, with Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, retained
their provincial legislatures under the fullest principles of Responsible Government. These provincial legislatures, with one exception, consisted of the usual three branches, —lieutenant-governor,
Legislative Council, and Assembly. Ontario alone chose to do
without the Legislative Council.
The great difference between the Federal union of Canada and
triat
Difference
of the United States lies in the one point of
between the
Canadian
sovereignty. When the American states federated,
federal union
sovereign power, as we have seen, was supposed to reand the
American
side in the states themselves, and the central governfederal
union.
ment gained only such powers as were jealously yielded
to it by the states. When the British North American provinces
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federated, the sovereign power, supposed to reside in the Crown,
was deputed to the central government, and the provinces retained only such powers as were portioned out to them by the
central government. The provinces retain the management of
their own public works, education, primary and local administration of justice, licenses, municipal institutions, and direct taxation.
To the central government at Ottawa belong all such matters
as trade and commerce, the postal service, the census, military and
naval defence, fisheries, the coinage, banking, Indian affairs,
criminal law, appeals, and so forth.
The British North America Act took effect on the first day of
July, 1867. The day was observed with joyous festivities throughout the new Dominion, and its anniversary was ordained to be
a public holiday perpetually, under the name of Dominion
Dominion Day. This is the birthday of Canada. DayTo true Canadians it must be what July 4th is to patriotic Americans, a day of proud rejoicing. On this day Canada became a
nation free within itself, and bound to the British Empire by
a bond of authority so silken that in a quarter of a century it has
not been felt to gall. The real and binding tie between the
mother country and her stalwart child, this Canada, is not a tie
of authority but of sympathy. It is such a tie as Burtee des#ed
to see between England and the Thirteen Colonies, when with
anguished eloquence he strove to avert the cruel and bloody
rapture of 1776. " My hold of the colonies," said the far-seeing
orator in his speech on " Conciliation with America," " is in the
close affection 'Which grows from common names, from kindred
blood, from similar privileges, and equal protection. These are
'ties which, though hght as air, are strong as links of iron."
2A

CANADIAN DOMINION:—EXPANSION AND
CONSOLIDATION.

CHAPTER XXIII.
SECTIONS: — 95,

THE FIRST DOMINION PARLIAMENT. 96, NOVA
SCOTIA RECONCILED. 97, THE RED RIVER SETTLEMENT BE-

95. The First Dominion Parliament. — The counsels of farseeing statesmen had at last borne fruit in fact. The dream of
patriots had come true. Out of four weak provinces,1 parted by
Confederated reaches of wilderness and by jealous distrust, had been
fashioned, as it were in a day, a stately commonwealth,
containing within itself all .the elements of power and expansion.
Between the parts of the new organism began to flow, slowly at
first but with sure motion, the red currents of national life. To
the eyes of hostile critics the bonds of Confederation seemed but
temporary and slight. The Dominion, they said, was an idle experiment. Even they whose zeal had raised the fair structure
trembled lest it should go to pieces under their fingers like a
house of cards. Too close they stood to take in all at once its
massive and enduring proportions. They could not know the
1

The areas and populations^of these, at the time of union, were as follows: —
Quebec: — area
188,688 sq. miles; Pop., 1,111,566.
Ontario: — area
101,733 "
" ^396,091.
Nova Scotia: — area . . . 20,907 "
"
330,857.
New Brunswick: — area . . 26,173 "
"
252,047.
These figures are those of 1861, on which the Act of Union was based.
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vital quality ofr the materials they worked with. For all truly
great work imagination is necessary, and inspiration, and faith.
The end, until it is reached, stands veiled in mystery. When the
air of that first Dominion Day was loud with bells, and cheers,
and cannons' thunder, which of the most sanguine of those who
saw their work thus crowned could have guessed that in twelve
years more their Canada would cover half the continent? In
those twelve years the area of Canada increased from three hundred and thirty-eight thousand square miles to three and a half
millions, an area greater than that of the United States before
the purchase of Alaska.
Dominion Day, 1867, ushered in the third period of Canadian
history, that in which we live. The essential features of this
period are expansion and consolidation. In the last cnaracteristwenty-five years of Canadian history there has been confederathe vast extension of territory already referred to, taonPeriod'
with accompanying growth in wealth and influence. This is the
first essential feature, expansion. There-has also been a steady
knitting together of the remotest parts of this vast territory in a
union of increasing strength. This is the second essential feature,
consolidation. The events, then, which really count in our latterday history are those which touch our expansion or our consolidation. The others are mere incidents, to be referred to in passing,
but not to be confused with matters of deeper import.
The first governor-general of the Dominion of Canada was
Lord Monck, whose tact, discretion, and obedience to the principles of responsible government did much to help on the new
order. The Hon. John A. Macdonald, who had coalition of
done more than any other man to bring about the t h e P arties union, was knighted. Immediately afterwards he was called upon
to form a ministry. Now came a new era in the history of Canadian parties; and from Macdonald's action dates the breaking up
of old party lines, the gradual establishment of new ones. With
that sagacity which distinguished him, the new prime minister announced his policy in the following terms : " I desire to bring to
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my aid, without respect to parties in the past, gentlemen . . . who
were active in bringing about the new form of government, who
used their influence to that end in the different sections of the
Confederacy. I desire to bring to my aid in the new government those men, irrespective of party, who represent the majorities in the different provinces of the union. . . . And as there
are now no issues to divide parties, and as all that is required is
to have in the government the men who are best adapted to put
the new machinery in motion, I desire to ask those to join me
who have the confidence and represent the majorities in the various sections, of those who were in favour of the adoption of this
system of government and who wish to see it satisfactorily carried
out." Acting on these principles, Macdonald called six Reformers
and six Conservatives to form with him a Cabinet of thirteen ministers. They were divided as follows: From Ontario, where the
Reform party had a majority, three Reformers — McDougall,
Howland, Blair, and two Conservatives, Macdonald and Campbell. From Quebec, where the Conservatives had an overwhelming majority, four Conservatives — Cartier, Langevin, Chapais, and
Gait. From New Brunswick two Reformers—Tilleyand Mitchell.
From Nova Scotia, one Reformer and one Conservative — Archibald and Kenny. In the appointments to the Senate a like rale
was followed, the first Canadian Senate consisting of thirty-six
Reformers and thirty-six Conservatives. The whole countenance
of Canadian politics now changed. The new party, made by the
amalgamation of Conservatives and Reformers under Macdonald's
leadership, took the name of Liberal-Conservative; while those
Reformers who would not accept the principle of coalition formed
themselves into a constitutional opposition and took the name of
Liberals. But Liberal-Conservative being a clumsy term, however
interesting historically, it has for the most part been dropped in
favour of the nicknames " Tory " or " Lib.-Con."; while the Liberals have fallen heir to the old nickname of " Grit."
That autumn the first elections under the Act of Union took
place. They were fiercely contested. In Ontario George Brown
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and the Reformers attacked the principle of coalition. The Reformers who haa joined hands with Macdonald in the new ministry were called political traitors. There was no Anti- The first
Confederate party in Ontario. In New Brunswick and Dominion
elections.
Nova Scotia the battle was fought on the lines of Confederation or Anti-Confederation. In Ontario, Quebec, and New
Brunswick, the Macdonald government was supported by a great
majority, and the principles of both Confederation and coalition
upheld beyond dispute. But in Nova Scotia it was far otherwise.
The people were indignant because Confederation had not been
kid before them at the polls. They listened, therefore, to the
eloquence of Howe, and an Anti-Confederate wave swept over
the province. Of all the Confederate candidates not one escaped
defeat but the indomitable Tupper, who was left standing like a
tower in defiant solitude.
On the 7th November, 1867, was opened at Ottawa the first
Parliament of the Dominion of Canada. Lord Monck, in his
speech from the throne, dwelt upon the splendid
rpossibilities of the union, and the sympathy extended Dominion
I
J r
J
Parliament.
to it by the mother country. He foretold a time
(less remote than he imagined) when the young Confederation
should reach from ocean to ocean. In this session practical legislation left little time for party strife. Measures were taken to
begin the intereolonial railway. Matters of customs, excise,
postal service, and the hke, pressed for attention. The question
came up of what was called Dual Representation. By the new
constitution there was nothing to prevent members of the Dominion Parliament from also holding seats in the provincial legislatures. A biU to put an end to this was brought in, but afterwards
^withdrawn. Dual Representation prevailed in Ontario and Quebec for some years. In the Maritime Provinces it never existed,
the provincial legislatures having passed bills to prevent it.
Perhaps the greatest event in this first session was the movement for annexing the North-west. This showed the temper,
the vigorous self-reliance, the imperial ambition of the voting
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Confederacy. The chief mover was the Hon. William McDougall,
already known for his interest in North-west matters. An adThe move- dress to the Throne was passed, praying that jurisdicanneVthe ti°n o v e r t n e Hudson Bay Territories, comprising all
North-west. t h e North-west and Rupert's Land, should be transferred from the Imperial to the Dominion government. One of
the various reasons urged in support of this step was that the
Hudson Bay Company did not govern its vast territories in a way
to favour their development. Another was that if Canada did not
annex the territories, the United States, still land-hungry after
swallowing up Alaska, would make an effort to do so. This action
of Mr. McDougall's, as we shall see, was destined to bear great
fruit.
96. Nova Scotia reconciled.—The second year of Confederation was marked by a deed which sent a thrill of horror through
Assassina- a ^ Canada. This was the assassination of Thomas
tionofMcGee. D'Arcy McGee, the patriotic statesman whose eloquence and whose influence with his fellow-Irishmen in Canada
had done so much to bring about the union. McGee had spoken
late in the House, urging patience and conciliation toward the antiConfederates of Nova Scotia, who were clamouring for Repeal.
It was two o'clock in the morning, April 7th, when the House
adjourned. The streets of Ottawa were silent with new snow.
As McGee stooped to fit the latch-key to his door, the murderer
stepped up behind him and shot him through the head. There
were many members of the Fenian Brotherhood scattered through
Canada, particularly in Montreal, and the deed was straightway
laid to their charge. McGee, once connected with the United
Ireland movement, had been fearless in his denunciation of the
Fenians. He had threatened them with the exposure of certain
secrets which he had in possession; and he used all his influence
to prevent his countrymen from joining them. Ominous were the
Fenian threats, but he disregarded them. His courage cost him
his life. No less than $20,000 was offered in rewards for the apprehension of the murderer, and at length a Fenian 'by the name
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of Whelan was arrested, convicted, and hanged for the crime.
The name of McGee shines upon our annals as that of a patriotmartyr. But the blood of martyrs is not shed in vain. The death
of McGee drew province, race, and party more closely together in
the bonds of a sympathy that now began to call itself national.
Meanwhile Repeal was the word that filled the air in Nova
Scotia. Though Howe and his followers had spoken at Ottawa
with comparative moderation, not so temperately did
x

.

Repeal agita-

they speak on the stump and before their own constit- tion in Nova
r

Scotia,

uencies. The new Assembly at Halifax passed resolutions demanding leave for Nova Scotia to secede; and Howe
led a delegation to lay these resolutions before the Throne. During their absence, however, the feeling against the union began to
cool. Soon the Hand that guides the destinies of nations intervened to make the heart of Nova Scotia beat more kindly toward
her sister provinces. The fishing-season of 1867 had been one. of
terrible failure in Nova Scotia, and the winter of 1868 found her
fishing-population all but starving. The rest of Canada hastened
to the rescue. From every town and city flowed the stream of
succour. Money and provisions poured into the suffering districts.
And under this generous warmth much of Nova Scotia's bitterness
died away.
In London Howe's arguments got. scant favour from Parliament.
The demand for Repeal was peremptorily dismissed. On the
return of the delegates to Halifax they felt the neces- Nova.Scotia
sity of accepting the union. Sir John Macdonald, reconclledwith other Confederation leaders, visited Halifax in the autumn
and tried, though in vain, to bring about a reconciliation. But
soon afterwards Howe publicly declared that it was no use making
any further demand for Repeal. He advised his province to give
up* the idea of secession, and seek simply to gain better terms.
Then began the " Better Terms " negotiations, carried on by Howe
and the Dominion government. Some of Nova Scotia's claims
were shown to be just. Finally the Dominion government agreed
to become responsible for a much larger portion of her debt than

'
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had been contemplated in the Act of Union, and also to pay her
a subsidy of $82,698 a year for ten years, to compensate for certain losses of revenue. These terms being accepted by the province, Howe on his part accepted Confederation, and also a seat
in the Dominion Cabinet (1869). He was bitterly assailed for
this; but he carried his province. Howe was essentially a leader
of men, a swayer of men's hearts. When he took the stump the
people were for him, however reason and logic might chance to
be against him. In this same year the Newfoundland Legislature
decided for Confederation, and sent Messrs. Shea and Carter to
Ottawa to discuss terms. But an election was held, and the measure was buried under such a mass of unenlightened votes that it
could not lift its head again for years. The people of the Ancient
Colony had heard that Confederation would mean more taxation;
and hence their wrath.
About this time one Mr. Chandler, of the state of Michigan,
moved in the American Senate that England be asked to hand
'£&
over Canada in settlement of the "Alabama Claims."
The Americans poach Canada retorted by
J a large claim against the AraeriontheCana-

°

°

dian fish- can government on account of aid and encouragement
given to the Fenians. Senator Chandler's proposal was
but another of the good offices rendered by America in stirring up
a national sentiment in our young Confederacy. American fishermen, too, helped to awaken this needed sentiment in our breasts.
They persisted in poaching on the rich shore fisheries of the
Maritime Provinces and the Gul£ The Americans had forfeited
the right to these fisheries when they abrogated the Reciprocity
Treaty. Canada, for a time, was unwilling to assert her rights
too roughly, and merrily the poaching went on, to the grievous
loss of Canadian fishermen. It aroused a deep resentment. The
few annexationists in Canada were quickly changing their minds.
The visit of Prince Arthur, in this same year, called forth such
universal' demonstrations of loyafty, as left no doubt as to the
temper of the people. This did much to correct the lingering
itlea of the Americans, that Canada was ready to drop into the
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lap of the republic. On every hand events conspired to strengthen
the bonds of Confederation.
97. The Red River Settlement becomes the Province of Manitoba. — In 1870 the negotiations for taking in the North-west
were crowned with success. The great obstacle to Canada purovercome was the Hudson Bay Company, which j^h-west
claimed the whole region. This claim Canada pro- Hudson Bay
tested against, on various grounds which we need not ComPanyenter into. Finally, however, it was found simplest and fairest
to buy out the company's claims. Under pressure from the
Crown, the company gave up to Canada its ancient proprietorship of the North-west Territories, its ancient monopoly of the
North-west trade. It received in return a cash payment of
^"300,000, a twentieth of all lands surveyed in the territory for
future settlement, and certain guarantees against excessive taxation. It retained its trading-posts, its influence with the natives,
its special facilities for the fur-trade. The Hudson Bay Company,
though no longer a sovereign power in disguise, is still a potent
factor in North-west life, and the greatest emporiums of commerce in the North-west are marked by the significant letters
H. B. C.
The imperial heritage to which Canada thus fell heir is one
so vast that nations might be carved from it and the loss scarcely
noticed. Its lakes are inland seas, its rivers mighty
0
J
Characterise
floods that open up the mmost recesses of the land, tics of the
rr„

,«-
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North-west.

The Mackenzie RiVer, traversing but an out-of-theway corner of this region, yet runs a course of two thousand miles.
The Saskatchewan rolls its spacious current thirteen hundred miles,
not to find the ocean, but to lose itself in Lake Winnipeg, in the
very heart of the continent. In the valley of this river alone a
population greater than that of the British Isles might well support
itself" From Lake Winnipeg westward to the Rocky Mountains
stretch the most exhaustlessly fertile wheat fields of North America,
with a summer temperature that ripens the choicest quality of grain.
These endless plains of black soil seem destined to be the granary
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of the world. Over them floats an atmosphere bracing, electrical,
full of vigour. In the more easterly sections the cold of winter
is intense, but so dry and still is the air that the low temperature
causes little discomfort. Men do not realize that the thermometer
is lower than in the wet and windy east. Spring comes as it were
in a night, and the interminable plains are adorned with flowers.
Summer flames swiftly through the wide and gleaming sky, and
the crops rush to ripeness. Almost fabulous are the harvests of
hay and roots and grain. As the plains unfold toward the foot of
the Rocky Mountains they grow less fitted for wheat, but unsurpassable for the grazing of flocks. The climate is so tempered in
winter by the balmy | Chinook" winds streaming in from the
westward, that the sweet and abundant grasses keep green all
winter, and cattle need no housing. The isothermal lines sweep
so far north that the temperate climate of Nova Scotia is found in
the valleys of the Peace and the Athabasca; and farming is by no
means unfruitful along the upper waters of the Mackenzie itself.
Rivers and lakes abound with fish. Beneath the surface of the soil
are vast coal deposits, petroleum fields stretching far beyond the
Arctic Circle, and many other treasures of the mine. High plateaus of rock and torrent and stunted forest lying east and north
of the prairie regions are stored with gold and iron, copper and
nickel. Here are possibilities so boundless, resources so various
and vast, that the imagination is dazzled in the effort to foretell
their future.
Such was the North-west Territory, which for generations had
been represented to the world as an Arctic barren. Beyond the
N rtii
t scattered posts of the great fur-trading company it was
hostility to occupied by roving Indians, and by the twelve thousand inhabitants of the Red River settlement, nearly
ten thousand of whom were half-breeds. As soon as the Territory
was handed over to Canada by the Hudson Bay Company, Canadian
surveyors flocked in to lay out roads, and lots, and townships. But
now Canada found that the great company was not the only factor
to be dealt with. The settlers of Red River were making them-
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selves heard in angry protest. There were several reasons for
their angerA They claimed that their interests had not been protected in the transfer. They objected that they were being thrust
into the ignoble position of the colony of a colony. The halfbreeds resented the presence of the Canadian surveyors, who
regarded them as an inferior race. They foresaw heavy taxation
in all this surveying and proposed road-building. The halfbreeds were themselves divided, some being of Scottish origin,
English speech, and Protestant creed, while others were in speech
and origin French, in creed Roman Catholic. Each of these
two sections was afraid lest union with Canada should give the
other some advantage. But these were not all the elements of
disturbance. Among the influential pure whites, two thousand
in number, there were many Canadians who did their utmost for
union. But there were also Fenians, who dreamed childish dreams
of a republic in the Red River valley. And there were American
immigrants whose hearts were set on annexation.
Hotter and hotter grew the excitement, and the Hudson Bay
officials, not ill-pleased, took no steps to allay it. The faction
that came to the front was that of the M6tis, or French The Red
half-breeds, under their fanatical leader, Louis Riel. SKiSiS"
When news came that McDougall was on his way to out*
Fort Garry as governor, Riel and his followers rose in open
rebellion (1869). They seized Fort Garry and established
what they called a " Provisional Government," with Riel as president. When Governor McDougall, travelling to his new charge
by way of Minnesota, reached the boundary-line, he was stopped
by the half-breeds and forbidden to enter the territory. The
English-speaking inhabitants now took alarm, and spoke for union ;
but Riel had grown too strong for them. McDougall, thundering
out of the Minnesota wilderness, ordered the rebels to lay down
their arms. His order was laughed to scorn.
Louis Riel was the son of a full-blooded white father and a
half-breed mother. He was educated at Montreal for the priesthood, but returned to Red River without taking orders. As a.
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boy he was noted for bodily vigour, and for his influence over
his fellows. He was a fluent orator, a fair scholar, and skilled in
playing upon the hearts of his countrymen. His preLouis Riel
and the mur tensions were as boundless as his ambitions, and he
der of Scott.
seems to have been in some degree the victim of selfdelusion. Had he not been so vainglorious as to think that he
could set law and order and the Canadian government at naught,
he would probably now be honoured as the champion of North- j
west liberty; for many of the claims which he made for his
countrymen were such as justice could not ignore. But with
insane impatience he snatched at the sword. There was no one in
the settlement ready or strong enough to oppose him. The wild
fanatic arrested those Canadian settlers who would not bow to his
sway. Then came the climax of his madness. Among his prisoners was a resolute young immigrant from Ontario, by the name
of Thomas Scott, who had faced Riel with Contemptuous defiance.
Furious at this, Ri6l determined to strike terror into the hearts of
the Canadian party. Young Scott was court-martialed for treason
against the provisional government, and condemned to death.
No argument, no appeal, no picture of the inevitable consequences, could turn Riel from his purpose. On the 4th of March,
1870, Scott was taken out and shot like a dog in the snow, under
the walls of Fort Garry. It was not an execution, it was a murder, and a peculiarly brutal one. At news of it a cry of vengeance went up from the east. The volunteers sprang to arms.
Of the thousands offering themselves seven hundred were accepted. They formed, with five hundred regulars, the Red River
Expeditionary Force, which in hot haste started for the scene.
Immediately after the murder of poor Scott, Archbishop Tach6,
who was much beloved by the M£tis, arrived at Fort Garry, to act
as an informal mediator between Ottawa and the rebels. He
brought an invitation for the half-breed delegates to visit the capital, and also a promise of pardon for those who had taken part in
the rising. This promise of pardon, however, had been issued
before the murder of Scott, and Canada held that it could not
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apply to his murderers. The good Bishop, seeking peace, was
rather lavish of his pardons; and out of it came trouble by-andby. But his presence, together with the news that troops were
coming, had an instant effect. Riel became a model of loyalty.
The Queen's Birthday, even, was celebrated with zeal, and Riel
began to look askance at his Fenian secretary, O'Donohue.
Delegates from the provisional government were sent in haste to
Ottawa, to confer upon the terms of union.
The Red River Expedition was led by Colonel Garnet Wolseley, now commander-in-chief of the British army. Being a military force, the expedition could not pass through Manitoba
United States territory. It took the toilsome route of or « anized the old fur-traders, up Lake Superior, and through five hundred
miles of difficult wilderness. While it was on the way,1 the
Manitoba Act was passed, and Manitoba was received into the
Confederation as a full-fledged province (1870). By the provisions of the act no less than one million four hundred thousand
acres of land were reserved for the settlement of half-breed claims,
and many of the demands for which Riel had raised such outcry
were granted without dispute.
Soon afterwards (August, 1870), the Red River Expedition,
emerging from the wilderness, arrived at Fort Garry. There was
nothing for it to do. At the first sound of its bugles, The rebellion
Riel and his fellows had vanished. The rebellion P u t d o w n was at an end. Riel fled into exile in the neighbouring states, to
return years later and work further mischief. Many of Wolseley's
volunteers settled in the new province, to be an element of sturdy
loyalty. Under land laws of the most liberal type immigrants
flocked in by thousands. Like magic uprose our stately, prairie
province. The old Hudson Bay post by the turbid stream of
1

It was in the spring of 1870, while Riel was still rampant at Fort Garry, that
the Fenians made their renewed attempts on our frontiers. These raids have
been described in an earlier paragraph. It is worth while to note, by the way, that
the Fenians so far dishonoured that much-loved emblem, the Shamrock of Ireland,
as to inscribe it on the rebel flag which flew over the murderers of Scott.
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Red River grew into the busy city of Winnipeg, with its thronged
and imposing streets, its hum of modern activity. The first governor 1 of the new province was Adams G. Archibald, of Nova
Scotia, who arrived close on the heels of Wolseley's expedition.
And now, there being no hope of a new Reciprocity Treaty,
Canada set about protecting her fisheries from American poachThe imperial ers « She fell back on the provisions of the treaty of
Sawn from 1818. A patrol fleet was fitted out, and the poachers
Canada*
were warned. Vessels disregarding the warning were
then confiscated by the courts, and sold.
Fierce were the
threats of the Americans because Canada would no longer be
robbed. Under such influences our Militia Bill was passed; and
seeing Canada fairly ready to provide for her own defence, Great
Britain withdrew her troops. During i S68 and 1869 there had been
nearly sixteen thousand British regulars in Canada. These were
reduced to less than two thousand. The massive fortifications of
Halifax remained m imperial hands, and that city was made the
British naval and military station for the North Atlantic. All
other fortifications^ with arms and military stores, were given up
to Canada. The ancient fortress of Quebec passed into the care
of Canadian troops. Young Canada was thus made more selfreliant, and taught to cling less closely to the maternal apronstrings.
The year 1870 was made further notable by a succession of
local calamities. Great fires ravaged the upper provinces. Quebec city lost four hundred houses in one visitation.
Calamities.
Ottawa was so threatened by a hungry encircling
horde of bush-fires, that for protection the Rideau Canal was cut,
and the low lands all about laid under water. A strange blow fell
on Nova Scotia, in the loss of the great Inman steamer City of
Boston. Sailing from New York on January 25th, she called at
Halifax and took on board a number of Nova Scotian passengers.
1

McDougall had been made governor, not of a province, but an unorganized
territory.
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On the 28th she steamed out of Halifax harbour, — and from
that day to this no tidings of her have come to the ears of men.
Later in the year the coasts were visited by a terrific tidal wave
and hurricane, which strewed the shore with wrecks and drowned
the marshes. As if war, conflagration, and rain by sea were not
enough, on October 20th the land was shaken by an earthquake.
This jarred men's nerves, but did no serious damage. And the
troubled year came to an end in quiet.

CHAPTER XXIV.
SECTIONS: — 98,

BRITISH COLUMBIA JOINS THE DOMINION. 99,
PROVINCIAL AFFAIRS. 100, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND JOINS THE
DOMINION. CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT.
101, THE NATIONAL
POLICY. THE FISHERIES COMMISSION. '

98. British Columbia joins the Dominion.—The year 1871
brought another addition to the Confederated Provinces of CanBritish
ada, and fulfilled the dream of the fathers of Conjtinsthecon- federation by extending Canada from ocean to ocean,
federation.
British Columbia came into the Dominion. In the
previous year a resolution favouring union had been passed by
the British Columbia Legislature, under the influence of the provincial governor, Mr. Antony Musgrave. This was the same judicious statesman who, when governor of Newfoundland, had so
nearly succeeded in bringing the Ancient Colony into Confederation. Delegates were sent to Ottawa to confer on terms of union.
During the session of 1871 the bill for the admission of British
Columbia was hotly debated in the Canadian Parliament, and
finally carried. The chief condition on which the Pacific province
came in was the building of a railway to connect her with the
eastern provinces. This transcontinental line was to be begun
within two years, and completed within ten years, from the date
of union. As we shall see, these conditions proved too hard, and
the railway was not finished till five years later than the time
agreed upon; but the splendid faith which could undertake, the
splendid vigour which could achieve, so vast an enterprise with
such slender resources, are enough to justify the most boundless
368
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confidence in our country's future. The imperial dimensions
which Canada attained on the accession of British Columbia drew
the eyes of the world upon her, and men grew interested in the
young giant thus suddenly springing up in the spacious north.
The new member of the Dominion was a vast realm, of greater
area than Quebec, Ontario, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick all
taken together. It has been already referred to as Thecharaca sea of mountains. But the torrents that run down tte new
from her snowy peaks bear sands of gold, her ledges Provinceand her cliffs are veined with all the precious metals. There is
coal, too, of the highest quality and in lavish abundance. The
steep slopes are ^clothed with magnificent forests, able to supply
the lumber-trade of the world. Bays and rivers swarm with fish.
The great resources, therefore, of British Columbia are her mines,
her fisheries, and her timber. But she is not poor in/cultivable
land. The great delta of the Fraser River is a garden, where
•flourish in profusion the choicest products of the farm. There
are valleys scattered over the mainland and Vancouver Island
which afford millions of fertile acres, under a climate of matchless mildness, with a winter that is like perpetual spring. And in
the north of the province, about the sources of the Peace River,
stretches a region which must soon attract a great farming population. At the time of union the province had about thirty-six
thousand inhabitants, of whom less than half were white. But
the union brought a new era. Wealth and population at once
leaped forward. Towns and cities sprang up as at the waving of
an enchanter's wand. The wand that wrought this magic is the
great railroad whose history we shall take up in later paragraphs.
With Canada's vast expansion came the need of a prompt settlement of her disputes with the neighbouring republic. This was
gained by the Treaty of Washington. There were A H i g h Com_
to consider, damages by the Fenian raids, — and the jJeetsat
fisheries dispute, — and the question of the naviga- Washington,
tion of the St. Lawrence, — and British Columbia's uncertain southern boundary. Great Britain seized the occasion for a settle2 B
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ment of the "Alabama claims." A joint High Commission was
agreed upon by Great Britain and the United States. Canada
was represented on the board by Sir John Macdonald. On February 27, 1871, the commissioners opened their court at Washington. As might have been foreseen, Canada was the one whose
interests had to suffer most for peace' sake.
The Washington Treaty dealt with four points of dispute.:
(1) the ownership of the island of San Juan; (2) the boundaries
Subjectsdis- between Canada and Alaska; (3) the admission of
comnfls-ythe Americans to Canada's inshore fisheries and to the
sioners.
navigation of the St. Lawrence system; (4) the
claims of America on account of damage done to her trade by
the Southern cruiser Alabama; and the counter-claims of Canada on account of the Fenian raids. The San Juan question
has been already explained. The question of the boundary
between British Columbia and Alaska, particularly as to the width
of that narrow strip which, from latitude 540 40' northward, fences
British Columbia from the sea, was referred to arbitration. But
the settlement, made on insufficient data, was not to prove final.
In later years, when the discovery of gold in Alaska brought
the usual inrush of population, it was found that some of the
mines were on territory whose ownership was uncertain. New
surveys became necessary, and the end is not yet.
In regard to the fisheries dispute, an agreement was come to
for a term of twelve years. It provided that fish and fish oil
TheWashing- fr°m either country should be admitted duty free to
ton Treaty. t^e m a r k e t s 0 f the other. As the Canadian fisheries
were vastly the more valuable, it was agreed that for the privilege
of sharing them the Americans should pay Canada a lump sum,
the amount of which should be determined by another commission. The Americans were admitted on even terms to the navigation of the St. Lawrence, and of the canals of the St. Lawrence
system; while Canadians were to share in the navigation of the
St. Clair Canal, of the rivers Yukon, Porcupine, and Stikeen in
Alaska, and also, for twelve years, in the navigation of Lake
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Michigan. The Americans were allowed the privilege of floating
lumber from the Maine woods down the river St. John to the sea.
Provision was made for the free transmission of goods in bond
through either country. In other words, it was agreed that goods
intended for the American market might pass through Canadian
territory without paying toll to the Canadian custom house, and
similarly, goods intended for the Canadian market might pass
through American territory without being subject to American
duties.
The Alabama claims were referred to arbitration. The arbitrators met at Geneva in the following year, 1872, and decided
that Great Britain should pay the United States the sum of
$15,500,000. This heavy award Great Britain at once paid
over. As for Canada's Fenian claims, Great Britain insisted on
their withdrawal, and they were therefore withdrawn. But this
aroused such indignation in Canada, that, to quiet the storm,
England agreed to guarantee a Canadian loan of ^£2,500,000
in aid of the proposed railway across the continent, and for the
. extension of our canal system.
Thereupon Canada reluctantly accepted the treaty. By this
treaty the Americans got practically all they demanded
JJISScltlSIcIC"

of Canada, while Canada's demands were coolly thrust tion of
. . . .
Canada,
aside. But, as a leading French Canadian .journal
remarked, " we ought perhaps to be thankful that they asked no
more.'*
99. Provincial Affairs. — At this time arose a difficulty between
.Ontario and Quebec. When the two provinces entered Confederation they had a large debt which was common to both. Dispute
Part of this the Dominion government agreed to assume, tario and n"
the balance to be divided between the two provinces. Quebec.
The division was left to three arbitrators, one appointed by
Quebec, one by Ontario, and one by the Dominion government.
But the two provinces differed so widely ortthe subject (a differ^
ence of several millions), that the Quebec arbitrator withdrew,
and the Quebec Legislature refused to be bound by the award of
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the others. The question created an angry debate in the Federal
Parliament, and was at length referred for settlement to the lawcourts.
In 1871 was taken the first Dominion census. It gave Canada,
exclusive of Manitoba and British Columbia, a popuThe first
Dominion
lation of 3,433,ooo. 1 British Columbia added thirtycensus.
six thousand, and Manitoba eighteen thousand.
The Maritime Provinces at this time-received a stimulus in the
opening of the European-and-North-American Railway between
The Chicago St. John and Bangor.
In October of this year the
flre
*
neighbouring republic was visited with the most terrible conflagration of modern days. The city of Chicago was
all but swallowed up in a vortex of flame. One hundred and
fifty thousand people were left homeless. Canada came forward
with prompt sympathy. Old grievances were forgotten. Swift
relief trains, laden with provisions and clothing, sped forward to
the scene. The gift of Canada to Chicago amounted in money
value to over a million dollars.
In New Brunswick a question came up which tested the fairness
of the Dominion government. The Legislature of New BrunsTheNew
wick passed a new school law, introducing a liberal
SchooiLaw system of free schools, but making all public educadispute.
The Roman Catholics urged that
t j o n n Q n _ S ectarian.
their contributions to the school fund should go to the support of
schools in which the children should receive definite instruction
in the principles of their church. They claimed that they should
not be taxed to support institutions which were of no use to them.
They said they would be put to the expense of supporting schools
of their own, while paying at the same time for the education of
their neighbours. With most of the Protestant churches, on the
other hand, the free school system was very popular. They were
willing that in the schools their children should receive merely
1

Ontario, 1,620,851; Quebec, 1,139,119; Nova Scotia, 387,800; New Brunswick,
885.594.
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their secular education, and look for religious instruction to their
homes -and their Sunday-schools. When the school law was
passed in the provincial Legislature, the minority appealed to
the Dominion government to disallow the bill, on the ground
that it violated certain provisions of the British North. America
Act. The government refused to disallow it, holding that the
matter lay entirely within the powers of the provincial Legislature.
The question was appealed to the courts, and finally to the Privy
Council of Great Britain, where the New Brunswick School Law
of 1871 was declared constitutional.
As we have seen, British Columbia had joined the Dominion on
condition that a transcontinental railway should be begun within
two years of the union. In 1872, therefore, Sir John p ^ t steps
Macdonald began to move in the matter. Capitalists KKdiiigof
were soon interested in the scheme. Two great com- contiMntai
panies were formed, bidding against each other for Ifailwaythe right to build the railway. One of these, with headquarters
at Toronto, was called the Inter-Oceanic; the other, organized
by Sir Hugh Allan, with headquarters at Montreal, was called the
Canada-Pacific. Both companies were duly incorporated; and
Parliament empowered the government to contract with either
company, or with a new one, for the construction of the road.
The terms, as to cash subsidy, land grants, privileges, and so
forth, were laid down by Parliament, but great freedom of action
was left to the government.
In 1872 there came to Canada as governor-general one who,
did much to awaken national sentiment and to endear his office
to the people. This was the Earl of Dufferin. The
. . .
i i .
Lord Dufferin
new governor-general had no sooner entered on his comes to
duties than he was called upon to dissolve the House.
A general election was held that autumn. Sir John Macdonald's
government was sustained, though with a reduced majority. It
met with reverses in Quebec, and defeat in Ontario; but in the
Maritime Provinces its gains were so great as almost to counterbalance these losses. In Nova Scotia the change of feeling was
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most significant, as showing how thoroughly the province had
accepted Confederation. Whereas in 1867 she had elected but
one member favourable to union, now she elected but one member
in opposition to the union government. Manitoba and British
Columbia elected none but government candidates.
100. Prince Edward Island joins the Dominion. Change of
Government. — In the session of 1873 it was enacted by ParliaA motion in m e n t that the Dominion elections should be carried
imperial*
on by secret ballot, for the better prevention of bribFederation. e r v a n a " election riots, and that provincial members
should be ineligible to the Federal House. During this session it
was moved by Mr. Wallace, member for Albert, that Canada should
make an address to the Throne praying for a federation of the
empire. The motion called forth some important expressions of
sympathy, but was not pressed to a vote. Canada was not inclined
to take up so tremendous a project; but she went on vigorously
with the work of her own expansion.
The island province of the Gulf, repenting of her reserve, now
came into the Dominion. As we have seen, the most pressing.
Prince Edquestion in Prince Edward Island, running like an
an r n e r v
joins theCon- S y
e all through her history, was the question
federation.
When she entered
0 f fae ownership of the land.
Confederation, the Dominion appropriated $800,000 for the purpose of buying out the proprietors. Two years later the long sore
was finally healed. The land passed on liberal terms into the
hands of those who tilled it. This new member of the Dominion
brought in an industrious and thriving population of ninety-four
thousand. Canada took over the sinuous narrow-gauge railway
which forms a sort of spinal column to the province, and also
undertook to maintain steamboat connection between the Island
and the mainland.
The spring of 1873 was darkened by the loss of two of the most
eminent sons of Canada. Within a few days of each.
Deaths of

Cartier and

|

other died the great French Canadian statesman, Sir
George Cartier (May 20, 1873), and the great Nova.
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Scotian orator, Joseph Howe (June i, 1873). Howe had been,
for a month-only, lieutenant-governor of his native province, of
whose history he had made no small portion.
What is known as the Pacific Scandal (1873) is one of the
most striking incidents in the parliamentary history of Canada.
It is an event of party,,rather than of national signifip
cance. In the beginning of the year the government Scandal,
chartered the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Its president
was Sir Hugh Allan, the most successful capitalist and financier in
Canada, the head of the great Allan line of steamships, and of
many other institutions which aided the progress of the Dominion.
The first mutterings of a storm were heard in April, when Mr.
Huntingdon, member for Shefford, arose in the House and accused the government of having sold the charter to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company in return for large sums of money received from Sir Hugh Allan to aid in carrying the late elections.
A few days later Sir John Macdonald himself moved for a committee of inquiry. The government, however, was weakened by
the continued delays of this committee. A suspicion arose that
the premier was trying to postpone inquiry. Immediately after
prorogation, a royal commission was appointed by Lord Dufferin
to look into the whole matter.
Parliament met again on October 23, and the commissioners'
report was at once laid before it by Macdonald. A furious debate
followed. From the ministerial bench on the one side, the opposition benches on the other, the great party champions crossed
swords in flaming controversy. Meanwhile the government majority daily grew less. At length Macdonald saw that when the question came to a test the vote would be against him.
0

.

TheMacdon-

To avoid this, which would be equivalent to a verdict aid govern-1
.

.

. - I I

ment resigns,

of " guilty, the Macdonald ministry resigned. Alexander Mackenzie, as leader of the opposition, was at once summoned by Lord Dufferin to form a government. When the new
ministers went before their constituents for reelection they were
almost all returned without a contest, so demoralized were their op-
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ponents. Owing to the manner in which the Liberals had come
into power, Mackenzie was in haste to receive the verdict of the
people. With the opening of the new year (1874) the House
was dissolved, and writs issued for a general election. This resulted in an overwhelming victory for the Liberals, the people
thus declaring their belief in the charges brought against the old
ministry.
Mackenzie now found himself with a majority of over eighty at
his back. Among the new members was no less a personage than
Louis Riel, who had been elected for the district of Provencher
TheMacken- m Manitoba. Riel was a fugitive from justice, with
menT°sup^~ a n indictment for murder hanging over him. But
greatdmajor- secretly he came to Ottawa, secretly he took the oath
lty
and signed the roll, secretly he withdrew to await the
results. He had not long to wait. In a very few days a motion
to expel him from the House was carried by a sweeping majority.
In the following year, being again elected for Provencher, he was
again expelled. At this time, however, it was decreed that after
five years of banishment the amnesty which had been extended to
the rest of the rebels should be extended also to Riel and his
so-called adjutant, Lepine.
During the excitement of the previous year, the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company had thrown up its charter, and the unavoidable delay in commencing the road had caused
with British deep discontent in British Columbia. This disconColumbia.

^

,

-,

.

M

tent was changed to anger and alarm at the accession of a ministry whose members had opposed the scheme of
a transcontinental railway. These feelings were not allayed by
the first words of the new prime minister on the subject. He
declared in a speech at Sarnia that while the spirit of the agreement with British Columbia would be carried out, the letter of it
would not and could not be. He brought in a bill providing for
the early construction of parts of the road, leaving other parts to
be built as the finances of the country would admit. British
Columbia pressed firmly for her rights, and finally sent a delegation
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to England to lay the matter before the Throne. Lord Carnarvon,
the colonial secretary, offered to act as arbitrator between the
province and the Dominion, and both agreed to abide by his decision. What were known as the " Carnarvon Terms " provided
among other things- that a waggon road and telegraph line should
be constructed at once along the route to be followed by the railway ; that a railway between Esquimault and Nanaimo on Vancouver Island should be built without delay; and that by the
last day of December, 1890, the transcontinental line should be
open for traffic from the Pacific to the western end of Lake Superior, where it would connect with American railways and Canadian
steamship lines. The remainder of the line, around the north of
Lake Superior, was to be left for construction at some future date.
Even with this relief the Dominion government delayed the great
work; and British Columbia grew more and more wrathful. Mr.
Mackenzie attempted to evade the terms; and threats of secession grew loud by the shores of the western sea. In 1876 Lord
Dufferin visited the province, and succeeded in soothing the just
anger of the people, assuring them that Canada would eventually
fulfil her agreements, but that the government had been checked
by' unforeseen obstacles. A little later contracts were awarded for
certain sections of the road, surveys were pressed forward, and
some supplies purchased. But the government was in financial
difficulties, and British Columbia had yet some time to wait ere
her eyes were gladdened by seeing the railway fairly under way.
1 oi. The National Policy. The Fisheries Commission. — In
1876 the United States held at Philadelphia a great world exposition, known as the "Centennial," to celebrate the canadaatthe
centenary of their Declaration of Independence. Mr. CentenniaL
Mackenzie was keenly alive to the importance of the occasion, and
Canada was well represented. In educational exhibits all states
and nations were outdone by the province of Ontario, which carried off the international medal for this department, and supplied
examples to the civilized world. This was an object lesson in the
civilization and intellectual progress of Canada. Our fruit exhibit,
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too, outstripped all rivals, and astonished the many who had
thought of Canada as a land of semi-Arctic rigour.
The session of 1876 was made memorable by the introduction
of a policy which two years later was to take Canada by storm and
The growth carry the Liberal-Conservatives back to power. This
was wna
mentfor1"
t is known as the National Policy, or, more
protection.
familiarly, the N. P. It was voted down by Parliament, with its large Liberal majority; but it caught the ear of
the people. All classes were growing restless under a prolonged
depression in trade. The revenues were shrinking; there was a
yearly increasing deficit; and men were just in the mood to
hearken to the policy now proposed by Sir John Macdonald. The
watchword of this policy was " Canada for the Canadians." Its
principle was the fixing of such a tariff as would not only yield a
revenue but also afford protection to national industries. The
question which from that day to this has most agitated Canadian
politics has been the fiscal one. The tariff we must always have
with u s ; but whether it shall be a tariff for revenue purposes only,
or one for combined revenue and protection, is a point on which
the two great parties divide. The tendency of the Liberals,
allowing for certain restraints, is toward out-and-out free trade;
while that of the Liberal-Conservatives is toward frank protection.
Dominion Day of this year was fitly celebrated by the opening of
that great bond between the Maritime and Upper Provinces, the
Intercolonial Railway.
This period which we have been considering was one of " hard
times " for almost all the civjlized world, a period of commercial
The St. John panics, lack of enterprise, scarcity of money, dulness
fire
*
of trade. In Canada the depression was increased
by the blow which now fell on the busy city of St. John. On
June 20, 1877, the city was almost wiped out of existence by a fire
second only to that of Chicago. In one night of horror, while
the red, bellying curtains of the smoke enclosed the doomed city
and her blazing ships, no less than sixteen hundred buildings were
devoured, two hundred acres of populous streets laid waste. For
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the sufferers relief came pouring in, from every city, town, and
villag&-of Canada; and generous aid was rendered by the mother
country and the sister republic. Four months later the adjoining town of Portland, separated from St. John only by the width
of a city street, suffered a like fate. But the people set bravely
to the task of repairing their shattered fortunes; and St. John has
risen from her rains more stately and beautiful than before.
The Treaty of Washington, as has been said, had provided for
the appointment of a commission to settle the amount of compensation due to Canada for the ^use of her fisheries. The matter
had not been pressed by Canada, as long as there was hope of a revival of the Reciprocity Treaty. The government had sent George
Brown to Washington to seek such a treaty, on the basis of Canada
giving up her fisheries claim. But reciprocity the American government would not hear of. The Americans feared that Canada
would gain too much by it; and they hoped that without it a
feeling for annexation would spring up.
Mr. Mackenzie now determined to assert the rights of Canada.
In 1877, at his urgent demand, a commission of three members
was appointed, — one for Great Britain, one for the United States,
and a third agreed upon by the other two. This impartial arbitrator was Monsieur Delfosse,. Belgian minis- fisheries
ter to Washington. The American commissioner was
the Hon. E. H. Kellog. In view of the manner in which British commissioners had so often sacrificed Canadian interests in
order to favour America, Mr. Mackenzie insisted that the British
commissioner in this case should be a Canadian ; and Sir Alexander Gait was appointed to the office. The Canadian claim was
$14,500,000 for the use of the fisheries for the whole twelve years
designated in the Treaty of Washington, six of which had already
passed. The American claim was that Canada had gained so
many privileges by the Treaty of Washington that she was entitled
to nothing in return for her fisheries. Finally, after the examination of many documents and statistics, it was decided by two of
the commissioners that the United States should pay $5,500,000.
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The American commissioner protested, and Congress for a time
refused to abide by the decision. At length, however, the Americans grew ashamed of their attitude. Reluctantly, and with much
grumbling, the Halifax award was paid over.
At this time a troublesome question arose in Quebec. The
provincial government was Conservative, with a strong majority
Leteiiier de behind it ; while the provincial governor was Letellier
St. just.
^ e g t j u s t ^ a p r o m inent Liberal. There soon came
war between the governor and his ministry. At last the governor
went so far as to dismiss the ministry, declaring that they had
slighted his authority, and that they no longer had the confidence
of the people. He summoned the leader of the opposition to
form a new government. The Assembly, supporting the old government, passed votes of censure on the new, and refused to vote
supplies. The governor thereupon dissolved the House> and
called for a new election ; and the people supported his arbitrary
act by giving a large majority to the new government. In the
Dominion Parliament the opposition, led by Sir John Macdonald,
loudly demanded the removal of St. Just. But Mr. Mackenzie
went warily in the matter. He was by no means ready to approve
of St. Just's action, but he concluded that it was unnecessary to
take any notice of it. In this decision he was supported by
Parliament. In the following year, however, when Sir John Macdonald had returned to power, Governor St. Just was removed
from office, — but not before the colonial secretary had been
consulted on this delicate question. The Letellier case is but one
of several sharp debates between the Federal and the Provincial
governments over their several lines of jurisdiction. The Ontario
Streams Bill (1881) in the interests of lumbermen was disallowed
by the Dominion government, but under the urgent protest of the
province the measure was finally accepted. In 1888 the Federal
authorities were vainly urged to annul the Jesuits' Estates Act
passed by the Quebec Legislature. A Privy Council decision in
1896 assured to provincial Legislatures "the power to regulate
their own procedure, and to enlarge or limit the privileges of
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members." In the same year the Manitoba Legislature piotested
against Dominion interference in school affairs.
One of the important legislative enactments of 1878 was the
Canada Temperance Act (commonly called the Scott Act). By
this measure municipalities may, on a popular vote, prohibit the
sale of liquor. The great political event of this year, however,
was a general election. The cry of " Canada for the Canadians "
proved one to conjure with. * The idea of a " National T h e MackenPolicy," with protection to national industries, was me>nT°a'e--n
alluring to a people just beginning to realize their feated national existence. The Liberal party was amazed to meet with
just such an utter overthrow as that which they had brought upon
their opponents five years before. Mackenzie and his Cabinet
resigned, and Macdonald led his triumphant party back to the
government benches.
That autumn Lord Dufferin left Canada, venerated and regretted by every one. He had visited every quarter of the Dominion : had conciliated every interest: had taught
, . • , , . , .
Lord Dufferin
the remotest provinces to realize and glory in their leaves
. . .

Canada.

union. The difficult task of filling his place was confided to Lord Lome and his wife the Princess Louise, a daughter
of the Queen.
Soon after the accession of the Macdonald government the
National Policy was put in force and the duties on imports greatly
increased. That great enterprise which had proved
,

f^
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•
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so disastrous to the Liberal-Conservatives m 1873 Policy
established,

again engaged their concern. The Mackenzie ministry had determined to build the Canadian Pacific Railway as a
government work. At the time of their resignation the Pembina
branch, and some other sections of the road, were under construction. The new ministry reverted to their old policy, and
in 1880 handed the work over to a company. This company was
chiefly made up of Montreal capitalists, and was known as the
Canadian Pacific Railway Syndicate. Of the terms on which the
syndicate undertook the work, and of the yigour with which they
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carried it to an unparalleled success, we shall read in another
chapter. In order to represent in Great Britain the pressing
interests of this young giant nation of the West, a Canadian High
Commissioner was appointed (1880). Sir A. T. Gait was the first
and Sir Charles Tupper the second (1883) to serve Jtn this capacity. The position is worthily held to-day (1904) by Lord Strathcona. The year 1881 recorded the tragic death of the Hon.
George Brown, one of the " Fathers of Confederation," and one
of the most sterling of the Dominion's earlier statesmen. 'Keen
was the sorrow when Canadians learned that he had been assassinated by a drunken employee.
The second decennial census was held in 1881. It showed a
population of 4,324,81c.1 A portion of the gain was due to the admission of Prince Edward Island. The most remarkThe second
Dominion
able increase was in Manitoba and the North-West,
census

where immigration had brought up the total population to 122,400. An increase for the whole Dominion of over
eight hundred thousand in ten years was not rapid, but it represented substantial growth. It was entirely made up of choice
material, and was accompanied by an immensely greater increase
in wealth. It owed nothing to pauper immigration, and contained none of the refuse of older countries. After the census
came the Redistribution Bill (nicknamed " Gerrymander Bill")
of 1882. On the principle of representation by population, this
measure added several new members to the Dominion Parliament.
But the opposition vehemently contended that the government
had readjusted constituencies without regard to natural or county
division lines, in order to win at the next general election. The
Dominion Franchise Act (1885) provided for a uniform qualification of voters throughout Canada, and also for the compiling of
new Dominion lists for general elections.
1

Quebec, 1,359,027; Ontario, 1,924.228; Nova Scotia, 440,572; New Brunswick,
321,233; Prince Edward Island, 108,891; Manitoba, 65,954; British Columbia,
49,459; North-West Territories, 55,446.
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102. Causes leading to the Saskatchewan Rebellion.-r-As we
have seen, the suppression of Riel's rebellion and the organization
of Manitoba were the signal for an influx of immigration. The
new province received an Assembly of twenty-four members, and
a Legislative Council of seven members. This latter body was
soon abolished, and one House now serves the legislative needs
of Manitoba. In this she follows the example of Ontario.
When the rebellion was put down, many of the half-breeds were
unwilling to submit to the new authority. Sullenly they withdrew
to the further west, seeking a fuller freedom along the
the Northshores of the Saskatchewan. In their place came the
Ontario and other eastern pioneers, journeying around
by the south of the Lakes and through Minnesota as far as American railways could carry them. Then their long canvas-covered
emigrant waggons had four hundred miles to crawl through the
black mud of the prairie trails, ere they found themselves on* those
exhaustless wheat-lands which their industry was soon to make
famous. The land was granted on the most liberal terms, one
hundred and sixty acres free to every homesteader, and as many
more at a merely nominal price. The immigration from Europe
was chiefly of northern stock,—Scandinavian, British, German, and
Icelandic. These latter began to come in 1875, and have found in
our North-west a far more congenial soil and clime than those of
their Arctic island. In the previous year came an interesting band
383
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of pioneers, the Mennonites of southern Russia. These people
were originally Germans. They formed a sect akin in religious
views to the Quakers, and distinguished by the practice of communism. For their peace principles they had left Germany and fled to
Russia. When military service was there demanded of them, they
took refuge in our North-west, where their doctrines are not interfered with. They numbered nearly six thousand when they came;
and their thrift and industry have made their settlement one of
the most prosperous in the province. In their footsteps, as to a
land of promise whose rumour has gone abroad, have flocked
Scotch " Crofters " from their loved but barren highlands, and
found on the prairies Highland names and Highland faces to
welcome them. A few refugees from Poland, a few adventurous
Hungarians, have also found their way into the North-west; and
many French Canadians, having left their native Quebec for the
factory towns of New England, have sought again the Maple Leaf
Land and made themselves new homes in Manitoba.
All this immigration was by no means confined to the new
province. It spread westward and north-westward. It sought
the valley of the Saskatchewan, whither the angry half- | I ,
/

'
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The Saskat-

breeds had already shown the way. It sought the chewandisBow and Belly rivers, even to the foot-hills of the
Rockies. It sought the Athabasca and the Peace, and wondered
at the mild skies overhanging these northern floods. For the
governing of these vast domains, the region was divided into two
districts. The western district retained the name of the Northwest Territory, and was given a governor and council of its own.
The eastern section was called Keewatin, and was attached to the
jurisdiction of Manitoba. This is still the country of the furtrader, harsh of climate, meagre of soil, but rich in fish and game.
To protect the settlers, enforce the laws, prevent the selling of
whiskey to the Indians, and keep these latter in order, a body
known as the North-west Mounted Police was established. It
constitutes a little standing army in the North-west, and has
earned a splendid reputation for efficiency.
2C
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A few years later the growth of the North-west Territory seemed
to call for a further division. In 1882 it was cut up into the districts of Assiniboia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Athabasca. These
districts, however, remained under one territorial government as
before. This government has its headquarters at Regina, in the
district of Assiniboia.
But the peaceful growth of the North-west was doomed to a
rude interruption. The turbulence which had convulsed Mani««. I «
toba in the hour of birth was to break out with twoThe half-

breeds and fold violence on the Saskatchewan, and to give Canada
Indians

averse to
settlement.

°

that most binding of baptisms, a baptism in the blood

of her sons. The causes which led to the Saskatchewan rebellion, sometimes known as Riel's Second Rising, are not
far to seek.. Both Indians and half-breeds were growing yearly
more discontented, as the herds of bison, on which they had so
long relied for support, vanished before the rising wave of settlement. Of old the bison had traversed the plains in such myriads
that the land would be blackened to the horizon with their furry
and rolling forms. Indians and half-breeds, mounted on their
active ponies, unterrified by the tossing horns and savage eyes,
would hang like wasps to the skirts of the herd, shooting down
their victims till night stayed the slaughter. The beef thus secured
so abundantly was dried and pounded into "pemmican." The
hides were sold to traders and whiskey smugglers, and purchased
the means for many a wild revel. It was not to be expected
that the primitive people of the plains should view with love
the civilization which thus checked their license, or the name of
Canada, which represented that civilization.
Butin there were other influences at work. The half-breeds who
Delay
granting
had stayed in Manitoba had received patents securing to them
title-deeds
to the halftheir grants Of land. To the half-breeds on the Sasbreeds.
katchewan these patents had not been issued, though
they had more than once petitioned for them. As
long as they were without their patents, or title-deeds,
they dreaded lest their lands should be snatched from them by
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speculators, of whom the North-west was full. The land question
has always been one in which men were quick to draw sword;
and the excitement of the M£tis, or half-breeds, gradually rose to
the boiling-point as the Dominion government, too busy or too
indifferent, continued to hold back the patents. Further, there
was a general dissatisfaction, in some degree shared by the new
settlers, over the absence of representation and the autocratic
powers of the governor.
As the anger grew, all unheeded at Ottawa, the half-breeds
turned their eyes toward Riel, who dwelt in exile in Montana.
That he was powerful they were convinced, for had m ,
r

•J

Riel returns

not his rebellion gained the Manitoba half-breeds the to lead the
°
half-breeds,
land-titles which they wanted; and had not the government been afraid to punish him for the execution of Scott?
They prayed him to come over and help them. His time of
banishment having passed, the old agitator lent an ear to the
appeal. At first his counsels were moderate. The memory of
his former failure and its consequences stood grimly before his
eyes. He organized petitions from the inhabitants of the Northwest. He went to work in a constitutional way; agitating indeed,
but only, it seemed, as might any loyal politician. At the same
time, as his influence over the half-breeds deepened, as his power
spread abroad over the Indians on their scattered reserves, a
muttering of secession was heard. Once more the fanatic was
letting himself be carried away by his vanity. Once more the
dreams of a madman were inflaming his brain. He began to call
himself the Liberator. He claimed a divine mission; and spoke
confidently of bringing the whole of the North-west under his sway.
The priests, when they saw that Riel meant violence, threw all
their influence against him, but he retorted by declaring his
authority in spiritual matters higher than theirs; and so enslaved
were the half-breeds by his eloquence that they listened to him,
and turned a deaf ear. to their Church. People who knew the
territories took alarm; but to the older provinces all suggestion of
danger seemed like an idle tale or party clap-trap. As the spring
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of 1885 drew near, anxiety deepened on the Saskatchewan. The
Indians began to leave their reserves.. The half-breeds were
gathering at Batoche, where Riel had his headquarters. In March
the citizens of Prince Albert organized a volunteer battalion, and
put their town in a position of defence. Then canaq the fight at
Duck Lake. Over Canada flashed the news that. Canadian troops
had been attacked by rebels in the North-west, and beaten back
with loss. The Saskatchewan rebellion had begun.
103. The Saskatchewan Rebellion.—Had the rebellion been
a rising of the half-breeds only, there would have been no great
cause for alarm. Brave and skilful fighters as these men were to
prove themselves, they were comparatively few in number. But the
The Indians r e a l peril of the crisis lay in the Indians. Of these there
and Riel.
w e r e p e r n a p S thirty-five thousand scattered over Manitoba and the North-west. Most of these, notably the great tribes
of the Crees and the Ojibways, were disposed to be friendly to
the white men. But they were under a lot of petty chiefs, some
true, some treacherous; and all were more or less restless owing
to the scarcity of food. Further west, towards the Rockies, were
the warlike Blackfeet tribes, under a redoubtable old chief named
Crow-foot. With all these tribes Riel had been tampering. He
told them he would drive the Canadians out of the country and
set up a new rule, under which, if they would help him, the
Indians should see a return of their old prosperity. Some of
the chiefs turned a deaf ear to these blandishments, because they
realized that the government at Ottawa could reach out a long
and terrible arm. Others, however, were inclined to go on the
war-path, and only awaited the encouragement of a rebel success.
Among these, the most prominent was a turbulent chief named
Big Bear, who later became infamous for the Frog Lake massacre.
He had but lately and reluctantly signed the treaty with the government, and betaken himself, with his band, to the reserves of
the North Saskatchewan. He acted as Riel's agent among the
tribes; and on the first, outbreak of hostilities he hastened to
draw the knife. Another, Indian prominent in the rising was
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Poundmaker, a Cree chieftain of great ability, and more humane
than his fellows, who had always been regarded as friendly to the
whites. It is by no means certain, indeed, that Poundmaker
would have taken any part had he not been first attacked. But
the threat that hung over the North-west was that of fire and^tiie
scalping-knife in every little defenceless settlement, in every
solitary cabin, — it was all the nameless horrors of an Indian
war.
Throughout March events ripened swiftly. In scattered posts
the stores were seized, and lonely settlers were robbed of arms and
ammunition. On March 18th Riel, who had heard Rid in open
a rumour that Great Britain was on the verge of a rebelhon war with Russia, boldly threw off the mask. In the village of
Batoche, the centre of extensive Mentis settlements, he assumed
authority and proclaimed his mission. There were a few loyal
Canadians settled in the village, and these he at once arrestedi
Having superseded the priests, he took the village church for a
storehouse, and afterwards for a prison. He organized a council,
sent out scouting parties to capture supplies, and consigned his
military affairs to one Gabriel Dumont, a brave and skilful buffalo
hunter whom he made his adjutant-general. The first object
of Dumont's attention was the little village of Duck Lake, or
Stobart.
The two great rivers known as the North Branch and South
Branch of the Saskatchewan flow together at the Forks, and then
roll their united current to Lake Winnipeg. For more Thefightat
than a hundred miles above the Forks the two streams D u c k Lake"
ran nearly parallel to each other, at a distance of twenty or thirty
miles. On the North Branch, some thirty miles west of the
Forks, stood the thriving little town of Prince Albert, the centre
of the white population. Fifty miles above Prince Albert stood
Carleton, a fortified post of the Mounted Police, with half-a-dozen
houses grouped about it. On the South Branch, twenty miles
straight across country from Carleton, lay Batoche, and between
them the settlement of Duck Lake, a handful of small log-houses.
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Here were stored provisions, arms, and ammunition, which the halfbreeds went out to seize. It happened about the same time that
Major Crozier, the officer in command at Carleton, sent a small
party in sleighs on the same errand. He had heard of Riel's
doings at Batoche and hoped to prevent the supplies from falling
into rebel hands. As this party approached Duck Lake they
found the half-breeds already in possession, and were turned back
by Dumont with threats and indignities. This was on the 26th of
March. They hastened back to Carleton; and at once a stronger
force, consisting of eighty Mounted Police and Prince Albert
Volunteers, was despatched to avenge the insult. A little way
from the village they were stopped by Dumont. During the parley that followed, the half-breeds began occupying the bushes
on both sides of the road. Our troops at once spread out to
keep themselves from being surrounded, and in a moment the
firing had begun. It was sharp bush-fighting, and was maintained
for nearly an hour. Our men, however, were ill-placed, being on
lower ground, and they were heavily outnumbered by the foe.
Seeing himself at such a disadvantage, Crozier ordered a retreat.
The men flung themselves on to their horses or into their sleighs,
pausing only to snatch up their wounded, and fled from that culde-sac where every bush blazed death. The Canadian loss was
twelve killed and seven wounded. The skirmish had the effect
of awakening the white settlers to their peril, and convincing
them of the powers of the half-breeds. It brought many Indians
out upon the war-path, and exalted the fame of Riel. But at the
same time it sealed the arch-rebel's doom; for it lighted a fire in
the older provinces which only his blood could quench.
At the first news of Riel's rising, a small force had been sent
from Winnipeg to help the Mounted Police. This detachment
consisted of the 90th Rifles, and a portion of the
Canadian
troops start
Winnipeg Field Battery. When the grim tidings of
for the scene
Duck Lake thrilled over the wires, the call of the
government for troops met an instant response. All over Canada
the volunteers sprang to arms. Within three days of the news,
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Canadian troops from Quebec, Montreal, Kingston, Toronto, and
the martial "Midlands" of Ontario were on their way to thefront. The leadership of the North-west campaign was in the
hands of General Middleton, commander-in-chief of the Canadian forces. The troops were carried to within two -er three
hundred miles of the scene of revolt by the Canadian Pacific
Railway, then approaching completion. There were long gaps in
the road, over which our raw battalions marched with an indifference to hardship which won the praise of their veteran leader.
By April 9th the Toronto troops, consisting of C Company
Canadian Regulars, the Queen's Own Rifles, the Royal Grenadiers, the Governor-General's Foot Guards, and the company of
cavalry known as the Governor-General's Body Guard, had
marched to Qu'Appelle, where the Winnipeg contingent was
awaiting them. Here, as the nearest point on the railway to
the rebel centre at Batoche, Middleton established his base of
operations.
Meanwhile the rebellion was spreading all up the North
Saskatchewan valley. It threatened three main points, — Prince
Albert, the town of Battleford at the mouth of Battle
The chief

River, and the settlement about Fort Pitt, between points
threatened.
Battleford and Edmonton. Prince Albert, in hourly
dread of a half-breed advance from Batoche, had a garrison of
Mounted Police and Volunteers behind its improvised ramparts of
cordwood. Battleford was threatened by hungry bands of Stony
and Cree warriors, whose nominal chief, however, the famous
Poundmaker,- kept strictly to his reserve, some thirty miles distant, and professed to lend no aid or countenance to the marauders. The town was in two divisions, the Old Town on a low flat
lying1 south of Battle River, and the New Town on a shoulder of
elevated prairie between this rain and the Saskatchewan. In the
New Town, within and around the fort, clustered the terrified
townsfolk, while the savages looted and burned at will on the
other side of the river. Closer to the fort they dared not come,
having a wholesome awe of its one little cannon. The position of
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the settlers was desperate. The telegraph wires being cut, they
were shut off utterly from the world, and knew not how general
was the Indian rising, or how soon the savages might come
down upon them in force. An Indian instructor and a lonely
ranchman, far out on one of the trails, were murdered in cold
blood.
But the crudest tragedy of the whole rising took place near
Fort Pitt. Just beyond the fort was Big Bear's reserve; and
beyond the reserve the httle settlement of Frog Lake,
Lake masin a recess of the Moose Hills. On April 2nd a
sacre.

r

strong party of Big Bear's braves, under a chief called
Travelling Spirit, came to Frog Lake. After parleying awhile
with Quinn, the Indian agent, they disarmed the handful of
settlers, on pretence of avoiding a quarrel. Suddenly, and without warning, the now helpless settlers were shot down wherever
they stood. Two heroic priests, Father Fafard and Father Marchand, were butchered while striving to defend their flocks. A
few Wood Crees and half-breeds who were present tried to revent the atrocity, but in vain. They succeeded in saving one
man, the Hudson Bay Company's agent; and the half-breeds
gave Big Bear their horses to ransom the women who had
been captured. These women, with some prisoners afterwards
taken by Big Bear, owed their fives to the Wood Crees and halfbreeds, who protected them and treated them with kindness.
After the massacre the bodies of the victims were mutilated, and
then thrown into the wrecked houses to burn; and the Indians
feasted and danced for three days on the scene of outrage.
From Frog Lake they moved against Fort Pitt. This post,
called by courtesy a fort, was but a few log-houses arranged in
Fort Pitt
a hollow square, with no ramparts more formidable
than an old rail fence. It stood on a plot of meadow
close to the river. To guard its valuable stores against Big Bear
and his three hundred braves, there stood but twenty-three redcoated troopers. Their leader was Francis Dickens, a son of the
great novelist. In a stockaded fort this handful of men, skilled
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in arms, disciplined, fearless, might have defied even the odds
that now confronted them.
But their position was untenable.
Nevertheless, so great was the dread in which the Mounted Police
were held, that Big Bear was unwilling to attack. His warriors,
though drunk with blood, held off; and he offered the garrison
freedom and safety if they would give up the stores and go. The
reply of Commander Dickens was a curt refusal; and the redskins rushed yelling to the assault. After a hot fight they were
beaten back, and held at bay for a time. But at last Dickens saw
the case was hopeless. Destroying the arms, ammunition, and
food stored in the fort, he led out his dauntless little company,
and made good his retreat down the river.
As we have seen, there were three points to be reached by the
army of rescue. Middleton divided his force into three columns.
The western column, under General Strange, was sent
forward to Calgary,
hence to march northward to dian troops
J
°

advance in

Edmonton and operate gainst Big Bear.
,

.

,

b
n

\, .

.

Strange's three
,

,

columns,

force, numbering between five and six hundred, was
made up of the 95th (Quebec) Battalion, the 92nd (Winnipeg),
with a company of Rangers and some Mounted Police. The
middle column, under Colonel Otter, began its overland march
from Swift Current on the South Saskatchewan.. It was made
up of the Queen's Own Rifles (Toronto), half of C Company
(Canadian Regulars), B Battery (Canadian Regulars), the Ottawa
Foot Guards, and fifty Mounted Police. Its strength was
about the same as that of Strange's column, and the task committed to it was the relief of Battleford. The main or eastern
column, charged with the relief of Prince Albert and the subjugation of Batoche, was retained by Middleton under his own command. I t was nearly one thousand strong, and consisted of the
ioth Royal Grenadiers (Toronto), the 90th (Winnipeg), the
Midland Battalion (Ontario), the Winnipeg Field Battery, A
Battery (Canadian Regulars), half of C Company (Canadian
Regulars), Boulton's Horse, French's Scouts, and one gatling gun
under command of an American officer, Captain Howard.
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From Qu'Appelle, Middleton led the greater part of his forces
across country toward Batoche. The Midlanders, with the gatling
Middieton's a n < i supplies, were sent to Swift Current, there to take
column.
t k e s t e a m e r pforthcote and descend the Saskatchewan
to a junction with the mam column at Clark's Crossing. The
two hundred miles' march from Qu'Appelle, through the woody
covers of the Touchwood Hills and over the toilsome morasses of
the great Salt Plain, was safely accomplished. Then, after waiting in vain at Clark's Crossing for the heavily-laden Northcote,
delayed in the shallows, Middleton moved cautiously toward
Batoche. He advanced in two columns, one on each side of
the river. On April 24th he came suddenly on the rebel lines,
strongly posted in the ravine of Fish Creek.
The fight at Fish Creek began about nine in the morning.
The country through which our troops marched was high prairie
Battle at
sprinkled with sad-coloured groves of poplar. It was
Fish creek. drained by precipitous ravines, called coulees, from
twenty to thirty feet in depth, and running at all angles to the
river. Fish Creek was a small stream, but its ravine, marked with
a dense growth of cotton-woods and gray willows, was wide and
tortuous. Under the brink of the steep, Dumont had ranged his
rifle-pits and posted a strong force. As our right-hand column
came within fire it broke into cheers, and spread rapidly across
the hostile front. Company C was first in the fight, and then the
Winnipeg 90th,. whose dark uniforms and dashing courage were
soon to make them known as the "Black Devils." The men,
never before within range of an enemy's bullets, bore themselves
admirably. They exposed themselves with rash valour to their
unseen enemies, and their loss was heavy. Middleton rode up
and down his fines as if on parade, a plain target to Riel's sharpshooters. He got a bullet through his cap. About ten o'clock
the rebels gathered their strength and strove desperately to turn
our right flank. Here the Canadian loss was heaviest, but after
a sharp struggle the assault was hurled back. At last our battery
got the range of some of the rifle-pits and covers, and silenced
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their fire. The troops on the othlpr side of the river, furious at
being cut off from the fight, were making frantic haste to get
across in the one scow available as a ferry. As each squad landed
it rushed forward into the struggle; but while yet the greater
number were on the other side, Middleton ordered a general
advance, supported by the guns of Battery A. The half-breeds,
after a stubborn resistance, fell back to another ravine a mile distant. They had held in check for five hours a greatly superior
force, and so impressed General Middleton with their fighting
qualities that he encamped where he was, unwilling to advance
upon Batoche before the arrival of the Midlanders apd the
gatling.
The relief of Battleford had been accomplished by Colonel
Otter's column, after a remarkably rapid march across the two hundred miles intervening between Swift Current and the C u t Knife
North Saskatchewan. But unhappily it was thought Creek*
well that Poundmaker should be chastised, though the depredations
at Battleford were almost certainly due to other Indians than his.
The sagacious Cree chieftain, with some three hundred warriors,
was on his own reserve, about thirty-five miles away, when Colonel
Otter led his expedition out of Battleford. The force amounted
to about three hundred men, including a strong body of Battleford Rifles who were hungry for vengeance on the redskins. The
start was made on the afternoon of May ist. On the morning of
the 2nd, as the sky reddened with dawn, the column plunged into
a deep gully, crossed the icy current of Cut Knife Creek, and
began to climb the slope of Cut Knife Hill. Just then the scouts
who had reached the crest of the hill were seen falling back and
taking cover. The troops dashed forward. In a moment the
Indians opened fire in front and on both sides. In another moment they had closed in on the rear. Cut Knife Hill was a trap,
and the Canadian troops had walked into it. But there was no
sign of panic. The men kept their heads and fought steadily,
while the artillery knocked "over the distant wigwams, and drove
the enemy from one cover to another. The Indians rushed boldly

BATOCHE'S

FERRY.

on the guns, and were with difficulty repelled. All through the
long morning the Canadians fought under that encircling fusillade,
till Otter, seeing the uselessness of further sacrifice, decided on a
retreat. The way was cleared by a charge of the Battleford Rifles,
and under cover of the guns the column was withdrawn across the
creek. The retreat on Battleford was not molested. The affair
of Cut Knife Hill was one in which our troops bore themselves
like veterans in the face of defeat But the laurels of it were all
for Poundmaker, who had outgeneralled his opponents, fought a
splendid fight in defence of his wigwams, and spared his foes in
retreat when he might have cut them to pieces.
One week after the defeat of Cut Knife Hill began the three
days' battle of Batoche's Ferry, which practically ended the rebelBatoche's
lion (May 9th). Soon after the arrival of the Northcote with her reinforcements Middleton broke camp
at Fish Creek and advanced warily on the rebel stronghold. The
Northcote, barricaded with timbers to play the part of a gunboat,
was sent down the river to attack the enemy in the rear. Early
on the morning of the 9th the Northcote's whistle was heard
opposite Batoche, and at the signal our batteries opened fire.
Some empty houses were knocked to splinters. Suddenly the
rebels rose as it were out of the ground and poured in a withering volley. Our advance had come unawares upon the first
line of rifle-pits. The whole face of the country was furrowed
with ravines and honeycombed with trenches. The advance
was staggered, the line wavered; but the plucky American,
Captain Howard, thrust forward with his gatling and played it
with such deadly effect over the pits that the rebels dared not
charge. The critical moment passed. Then the red lines settled down to steady fighting; but those few moments had made
Howard the hero of the day, and where the angry screech of his
gatling rang out across the din it stirred the troops like a trumpet.
All day the fighting went on among the bewildering ravines. It
was painfully manifest that the half-breeds were not only good
soldiers but well captained. By evening Middleton had gained
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not one rifle-pit. The Northcote, after signalling the fight to
open, had with difiieulty saved herself from capture, and with
riddled sides and demolished smoke-stack had escaped down
stream. Our force encamped in hollow square on the battlefield, protected by a rude zareba of brushwood and waggons. All
night the rebels kept up a harassing fire, and under the shrilling of
rifle-balls the men slept little. At dawn they opened out to the
attack, but the whole day's fighting resulted in no advance. The
artillery fire worked havoc in the enemy's more exposed trenches,
but not a foot did the resolute half-breeds yield. Middleton
would not risk a charge on the deadly rifle-pits ; and when night
fell the troops encamped where they had lain the night before.
But the men by this time were getting restless under the long
restraint, and when fight began on the morning of the n t h they
were hard to hold in. They pressed close to the pits, firing
heavily, and toward noon the rebel fire, slackened. At last
Colonels Van Straubenzie, Williams, and Grassett called the
general's attention to the temper of the men and in vain begged
permission to charge. Middleton was loth to sacrifice the men
who would surely fall among the rifle-pits. But on Thursday,
early in the afternoon, as the troops pressed eagerly forward, the
officers all at once gave them their head. With cheer on cheer
the angry battalions broke into a run. The gallant Midlanders,
under Williams, were first among the rifle-pits; but Grassett's
Royal Grenadiers had the centre to storm, and carried it with a
resistless rash. On the right the rebels scattered like rabbits from
the trenches before the dark onslaught of the 90th. The pits were
cleared, the ravines swept clean, and the rebels streamed back
through the village. By four o'clock the battle was won. Batoche
was taken; Riel and Dumont were fugitives ; the insurrection was
crashed at its heart. A few days later Riel found himself a
prisoner in his own headquarters.
There remained little more to do but to go on to Battleford
and arrest the now submissive Poundmaker, who resolutely averred
that he had done no wrong. The western column, under Gen-
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eral Strange, had overawed the Indians around Edmonton, and
prevented a rising there; but it did not come in contact with Big
Bear till May 27th. On this date Strange attacked
General
Strange at
the warlike savage in a strong position near Fort Pitt,
Edmonton.
and was repulsed. Two days later, however, a small
portion of his force, under Major Steele, inflicted a sharp defeat
on the Indians. Big Bear's prisoners were rescued and his band
driven away to the north. Early in July they came back in a
most submissive mood, Big Bear gave himself up, and the whole
tribe was disarmed. This meant peace all over the North-west,
and on July 5th the troops started for home.
The troops actually in the field, besides those which have been
already named, were the York and Simcoe Battalion, the 7th
The troops
London Fusiliers, the Montreal Garrison Artillery, the
engaged.
^th Voltigeurs of Quebec, the Quebec Cavalry School
Corps, the Halifax Provisional Battalion, and the 92 nd Winnipeg
Light Infantry. These corps, though not brought under fire, did
garrison duty at various threatened points, where, but for their
presence, rebellion would doubtless have burst forth. New Brunswick and Prince Fkfward Island were not called on till later in the
struggle, but when the call came they responded with prompt
enthusiasm. The New Brunswick Battalion was on its way to the
field when it was stopped by news that Batoche had fallen, and
that there was riothing left for it to do.
That same summer Riel was tried for treason at Regina. The
trial created intense interest throughout the Dominion, and on
Execution of both sides were engaged some of the ablest lawyers of
RieL
Canada. A strong plea was made for Riel on the
ground of insanity, a plea which the prisoner himself repudiated
with scorn. He was found guilty and sentenced to death. In
September the sentence was carried out, and the unhappy halfbreed paid the penalty of his crimes. Along with him were exe^
cuted eight Indians who had been concerned in the Frog Lake
massacre. A few others most deeply implicated in the rising
were sentenced to varying terms of imprisonment. But Gabriel
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Dumont, preeminent for his bravery as for his guilt, evaded punishment by escaping across the border. To such a degree had the
daring half-breed won the respect of his opponents, that his escape
was not greatly regretted.
The results that followed from the struggle were far-reaching.
While the rebellion was yet in progress, the Dominion government
appointed commissioners to settle the claims of the Results of the
half-breeds. It was not long before patents were is- rebeUl0n sued, and the aggrieved settlers secured in the possession of their
lands. In the following year the districts of the North-west received the benefit of representation at Ottawa, — one member for
Alberta, one for Saskatchewan, and two for the more populous
Assiniboia. The rebellion turned men's eyes upon the North-west,
and with the opening of the Canadian Pacific Railway came a
swift increase of population. The numbers of the Mounted Police
were increased from three hundred to one thousand. In Parliament a storm was raised over the execution of Riel, which seemed
for a time to threaten rain to the Macdonald government. The
old race-cry, unhappily, was raised in Quebec, and many of the
French Conservatives, or bleus,1 went over to the other side,
because the government had refused to commute the rebel's sentence. Their desertion was more than made up by the unexpected support of a number of English Liberals. It must not be
supposed, however, that the French Canadians were at all united in
condemning the execution of Riel. Out of the fifty-three French
members who voted on the question, twenty-five voted in support
of the government. Quebec was not so much at odds with her
sister provinces in this matter as it has been made to appear.
Perhaps, when all is said, the most permanent result of the rebellion was the widening and deepening of our national sentiment.
In the fight for unity, Canadians from all corners of the Dominion
fought shoulder to shoulder, learned to honour each other as brave
men, learned to love each other as comrades. In this quarrel
1

In Quebec the Liberals are called Rouges or " Reds," and the Conservatives
Bleus or " Blues."
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flowed Canadian blood, and the members- of the Confederation
were drawn together more indissolubly than before.
104. The Canadian Pacific Railway. — The Canadian Pacific
Railway is an enterprise so essentially national and so imperial in
H I
its importance, that its completion calls for treatment
The Canadian

r

r

Pacific Rail- in a section by itself. As we have seen, the vast
way.
western expansion of Canada and her access to the
riches of the Orient were made to hinge upon the building of this
railway. It constituted a question upon which governments arose
and fell. The needs which called it into existence were national,
not commercial; but true to the maxim that trade follows the
flag, where it went it created a commerce to which its services
were necessary. The engine's whistle peoples the wilderness. Of
all material bonds holding Confederation together it has proved
the most tangible. It has interwoven the life, trade, interests,
and sentiments of the older provinces with those of the new. It
has brought the wheat-fields of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, the
ranches of Alberta, to the markets of east and west. It has
opened the resources and needs of half a continent to the capital
and the manufactures of those communities by the sea where
Canadian life had birth. Though it has grown to be an independent institution, it was the creation of Canada herself; and it
has stimulated a healthy national pride by proving that Canada
could carry to success an enterprise more colossal than any other
people so small and poor had ever dared to dream of. It is no
exaggeration to say that the daring conception and swift execution
of this scheme astonished the world, and won Canada a fame that
generations of slow progress might not have earned. To the
empire our great railway was a new strength, a new pledge of
unity. To the imperial station at Halifax was added an imperial
station at Esquimalt; and with the Intercolonial and the Canadian
Pacific forming a direct path between them, there opened a
shorter and safer route from Great Britain to Australia. Thus,
with the Suez Canal on one side and Canada's Highway on the
other, was completed the imperial girdle around the world. It is
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no longer possible for imperial statesmen to question superciliously, as they have done, the importance of Canada to the empire.
As we have seen, the government in 1880 had handed over the
task of building the Canadian Pacific Railway, together with seven
hundred and twelve miles of road already completed, fl 1 .,,.
J

to a syndicate.

r

l The building

The heads of this syndicate were of the raiiway.

Mr. George Stephen, a merchant of Montreal, who
afterwards became Lord Mount Stephen, and Mr. Donald Smith,
a distinguished official of the Hudson Bay Company, who has
since become Sir Donald Smith and Lord Strathcona. The terms
on which the syndicate took up the work were as follows:
The railway to be completed from Montreal to Port Moodyby 1891; the company to receive as subsidies $25,000,000 and
twenty-five million acres of land in blocks alternating with government blocks along the railway; the company to receive all
land required for stations and workshops, with all the sections'
of the railway built and being built by the government, valued
at $30,000,000; the company to have the privilege of importing duty free the materials for the road, and to be exempt
from taxation for twenty years; no competing lines to be built
in the North-west, south of the Canadian Pacific and connecting
with American lines, for a space of twenty years. Besides
these grants and privileges, Canada further aided the company
from time to time with liberal loans and guarantees while the line
was under construction. Burrard Inlet was presently substituted
for Port Moody as the Pacific terminus. The work was pushed
with such extraordinary vigour that it was completed in half the
time agreed upon. Construction went on from both ends at once.
In November of 1885 the two sections, which had been crawling
toward each other from the St Lawrence and the Pacific, came
together at the little station of Craigellachie, beside the Eagle
River, in the Rockies. Sir Donald Smith drove the last spike to
unite them. And thus was fulfilled the ancient dream of a Northwest passage to Cathay.
The total length of the main line, from Montreal to the Pacific,
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was twenty-nine hundred and nine miles; arid its extension to
QuebeG, where it joined our other national highway, the Intercolonial, made it three thousand and twenty-five miles. It has
since extended nearly a hundred feeders in every direction, tapping the northern centres of American trade, and reaching the
Maritime Provinces at St. John by a direct line from Montreal.
In 1891 it established a line of fast steamships on the Pacific
Ocean, connecting Vancouver with Japan and Hong-Kong, and
thus vastly shortening the distance between Europe and the East.
Two years later it secured a steamship line to the continent of
Australia, and, to complete its transportation ideals, it lately
(1903) purchased fifteen great Atlantic liners to connect with the
ocean terminus and to furnish a fast service between Canada and
the Old World. At the railway terminus on Burrard Inlet has
sprang up as if by magic the busy city of Vancouver. In 1885
the site of Vancouver was an impenetrable forest of the giant
Douglas pines. In the spring of 1886 there arose a strange
bustling little town of wooden houses amid a chaos of huge
stumps. In July the place was literally blotted out of existence
by fire. But almost while the ashes were yet hot began the rebuilding of the irrepressible city. Saw-mills were set at work
without a roof to cover them. Now this youthful metropolis has
a population of twenty-two thousand, with the dignity and substance of a long-established centre. Its handsome buildings and
well-paved streets cover a soil which has hardly yet forgotten the
footprints of the grizzly. But Vancouver is not the only town
which the great railway has created as in a breath. All through
the mountains, all along the prairies, are strung little settlements
growing into villages, villages blossoming into towns, so filled with
sanguine life that they sparkle like jewels on their thread of steel.
And so the roaring trains of the great highway may be likened to
gigantic shuttles darting backwards and forwards across the continent, and weaving into the warp of this northern land the bright
pattern of our national life.
On the discovery (1897) °f Sold in the snow-bound Yukon,
2D
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fortune-seekers thronged into that new Eldorado. This inrush
necessitated the establishment of civil and criminal administration
anpi also of effective police protection. Telegraphic
The Great
West.
communication with the provinces has been established, and a government railway to that far northland has been
assured. The population of the Yukon in the census returns of
1901 had reached twenty thousand.
- British Columbians are determined to exclude Chinamen. In
1900 the Legislature refused to employ Mongolians on public
works. With this sentiment the Federal government has been in
hearty accord, for in that year it raised the Chinese poll-tax to
$100, and in the year 1903 it further increased this import duty
to $500. Since the Pacific province entered Confederation her
history has been marked by the rapid development of her vast
coal, gold, and timber areas. By steamer, cable, and locomotive, British Columbia has been brought into close touch with
the nations of the world.
The political growth of the North-West Territories has been
rapid. They first gained representation in Parliament in 1886.
Two years later twenty-two elected members met in the first
Assembly at Regina. The members resigned in a body (1889)
Owing to the Advisory Council's control of the finances. But after
a short struggle the Dominion Parliament conceded Responsible
Government to the Territories (1891), and in 1897 it conferred
on the Legislature almost all the powers of a Provincial Parliament.
Immeasurable acres of agricultural and grazing wealth, abundant
harvests, and increased railway facilities have attracted six hundred
thousand people to seek homes in Manitoba and the North-West
Territories. This great influx of settlers hails in part from the older
provinces, from the United States, and from the motherland.
These accessions, akin in race, language, creed, and enterprise,
form the sturdy basal stock of citizenship. Thousands of foreigners,
too, are pouring in: Swedes, Norwegians, Danes, Icelanders, Mennonites, Galicians, Doukhobors. These will shortly lose their
racial identity to become patriot-citizens of their adopted nation.
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PRESENT DAY.

105. The Fisheries Dispute again.—The two great events of
the last decade of our history were those which we have just been
considering; namely, the Saskatchewan rebellion and the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Other events there have
been of interest and importance, but none filling so
.
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large a page m our history. Not without deep mean- boatmen on
big to the whole empire, however, is the fact that
when General Sir Garnet Wolseley, in 1884, was despatched up the
Nile with an army to relieve Khartoum and rescue Gordon from
the Soudan rebels, he took with him five hundred Canadian boatmen to help him through the storied barrier of the Cataracts. H e
had not forgotten the skill and daring shown by the Canadian
troops when he was leading the Red River Expedition through
the wilderness beyond Lake Superior. The head of this Canadian contingent, which went to fight in the sands of Egypt the
battles of the empire, was Colonel F. C. Denison, of Ontario.
The idea of imperial unity was now springing into active hfe, as
was plainly shown by the presence not only of Canadian but also
of Australian troops under the imperial banners in Egypt.
Those years of Canadian expansion, 1885 and 1886, saw, however, what seemed like a backward movement in Nova Scotia.
That province had asked for a larger cash subsidy from the
Dominion, basing her demand on these grounds, among others :
404
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that she had not received terms as favourable as those granted to
certain other provinces; that her financial position was not as
~
.^ good as it had been before the union; that her reveRepealagita- °

|

tion in Nova nues were insufficient for the purposes of government
and internal improvement; that the Dominion government had taken over a large mileage of provincial railroad
without sufficient compensation to the province; and that her
contributions to the Dominion treasury, through custom duties
collected in her ports by Dominion officials, were greatly out of
proportion to her receipts from the Dominion. The Dominion
government having refused the demand, the Nova Scotia Legislature passed a resolution favouring the secession of the Maritime
Provinces from Confederation and the establishment of a Maritime
Union. In case of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
proving unfriendly to this scheme, the resolution proposed the
secession of Nova Scotia alone, and her return to the status
which she occupied before Confederation. A month later the
provincial elections were held, and the secession government was
supported by a very large majority. The real foundation of this
outburst, of course, was a revival of the old wrath at the manner
in which Nova Scotia had been taken into the Dominion without
being properly consulted in regard to so vital a change in her
constitution. New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, however, would have nothing to *do with this secession scheme; and
the island of Cape Breton, strongly Confederate in sentiment,
began a movement to secede from Nova Scotia and set up as a
separate province of the Dominion. It is not to be supposed,
however, that the secession cry was expected to lead to any such
extreme step as separation. It was rather a most urgent form of
protest against the Dominion's refusal of better terms. When,
in the very next year, the Dominion elections were held, Nova
Scotia returned a large majority in support of the Confederation
party. A better understanding was presently brought about between
Ottawa and Halifax; and the repeal cry was let slip into oblivion.
As the reader will call to mind, the clauses of the Washington
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Treaty relating to the fisheries had settled the matter only
for twelve years, after which either the United States or Canada
was to be free to terminate the agreement with two
years' notice. In 1883 the United States gave this dispute
notice, and the agreement under which the two countries had got on so harmoniously came to an end in the early
summer of 1885. The Americans did this because, said they,
the privilege of fishing in Canadian waters was not worth the
price they had been made to pay for it by the Halifax fisheries
award. Canadian fish were at once shut out by a high duty from
American markets. At the same time American fishing-vessels
began a system of deliberate trespassing on Canadian waters.
The provisions of the treaty of 1818, known as the Convention
of London, now came again into force. These prohibited the
Americans from taking, drying, or curing fish within three miles
of the British North American coast, certain very limited portions
of Newfoundland, Labrador, and the Magdalen Islands excepted.
There were other sharp restrictions imposed by the treaty of
1818. But Canada hesitated to assert her rights in the matter;
and, in the hope of reaching a new and fair agreement with the
United States, she gave the Americans freely, for the rest of the
season, the valuable privileges for which they had refused to
make any return. But the Americans were inexorable. Congress
would not make a new treaty or accept an International Commission. There was nothing left for Canada to do but enforce
her rights. A fleet of armed cruisers was fitted out to patrol the
fisheries. A number of New England vessels, caught poaching
on Canadian waters or evading the Canadian customs regulations,
were seized, and heavy fines inflicted upon them. The New
England fishermen, choosing to regard this action as one of war,
were clamorous in their wrath. Threats of reprisal were loudly
uttered, and even the government, forgetting that Canada was
but doing police duty on her own property, talked of cutting off
all trade intercourse with the Dominion. But wiser counsels prevailed; and in the year 1887 an International Commission was
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appointed to clear up the dispute. The commission consisted of
Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, Sir Sackville West, and Sir Charles
Tupper for Great Britain; Secretary of State Bayard, Mr. W. L.
Putnam, and Doctor James B. Angell for the United States. They
met at Washington towards the end of the year. The agreement
reached by the commissioners was rejected by Congress; and
the matter was allowed to lapse into its former dangerous position (1888).
The year 1887 was made memorable by two important conferences. One, known as the Imperial Conference, was held at
London. Attended by
J delegates from Great Britain
Imperial Con°
ferenceand and all her self-governing colonies, and discussing
Interprovin-

dai Confer-

°

°

.

°

matters of concern to the whole empire, it marked a
step toward the conscious unity of Greater Britain.
Canada was represented at this conference by Sir Alexander
Campbell and Mr. Sandford Fleming. The other gathering, generally known as the Interprovincial Conference, met at Quebec.
It was made up of the leaders of the governments of those provinces wherein the reins Of power were held by the Liberal party.
These provinces were Quebec, Ontario, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Manitoba. Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, being ruled by Conservative governments, were not represented: The purpose of the conference was to seek a revision of
the British North America Act. It represented chiefly the views
of those who desire to increase the powers of the provinces and
diminish the powers of the central government. It was the old
dispute of Provincial versus Federal rights. The resolutions
passed by this conference looked toward a number of radical
changes in the Constitution of Canada. One of the most significant of these was the proposed transfer of the power of disallowing
provincial acts from the Dominion to the Imperial government.
No action, however, has thus far grown out of the resolutions of
the conference. That there should arise some friction, from
time to time, between the central government and those of the
various provinces, was inevitable. It has arisen chiefly from the
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disallowance of provincial acts by the central government. But
Canada has reason to congratulate herself that the differences
have been so few, and have been settled with so much forbearance
on both sides.
In this year the right was conceded to Canada of negotiating
her owMMCOmmercial treaties with foreign.-powers. It: was provided that when such a treaty was to be made, nego- Canada gains
tiations should be conducted by the British minister negSfite*0
and the Canadian envoy, acting together and with treaties equal powers. The beginning of this year witnessed a general
Dominion election, in which the Macdonald government was
again sustained.
The year 1888 saw the rise of a new party, calling themselves
the Equal Rights party, which for a time seemed likely to once
more confuse the old party lines. It took its rise in _
r

J

T h e " Equal

an act of the provincial government of Quebec, called Rights"
r

°

agitation,

the Jesuits' Estates Act, reendowing the Jesuit Order.
This great order had been suppressed by the Pope in 1773, and
their estates had consequently fallen to the Crown. Now, in compensation, the province granted to the Jesuits a sum of $400,000.
By its opponents this act Was regarded as an attack on Protestantism. The Dominion government was passionately urged to
disallow it. But Sir John Macdonald said the matter was one
which lay quite within the powers of the provincial Legislature,
and could not therefore be vetoed. In this judgment he was supported not only by his own party but by an overwhelming majority
of the Liberals as well. The act became law. But out of the
Equal Rights movement grew an agitation in Manitoba, which
resulted in the discontinuance of French as an official language,
and in an Act for the Abolition of Separate Schools. In spite
of Manitoba's protest through the Greenway government, the
Bowell ministry at Ottawa sought to pass a Remedial Bill (1896)
to restore these schools. After a protracted and bitter debate in
the Commons, Sir Mackenzie Bowell handed in his resignation
and was succeeded by Sir Charles Tupper. On the Question of
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Federal interference with provincial rights the Liberals, espousing
the cause of Manitoba, won in the general elections of 1896.
The new premier, the Hon. Wilfrid Laurier, adopted a conciliatory policy and soon announced the terms of settlement. The
national character of the schools.was left to provincial control,
but provision was made for bi-lingual teaching and for religious
exercises.
106. Third Dominion Census. — In 1891 was taken the third
Dominion census. It showed a population of 4,833,239 for the
whole of Canada. The population of 1881, as already Third Dominstated, was 4,324,810 ; and the smallness of the in- 1 0 n c e n s u s crease, only about a half million in ten years, caused a wide-spread
feeling of disappointment. It may be ydoubted, however, if there
was much real ground for disappointment. The increase, though
slow, had been of desirable and enduring character; and the increase in wealth, material comfort, and intellectual progress, as
shown by statistics of bank deposits, trade, and education, had
been remarkably great. The natural growth of the older provinces had been to some extent drawn off to people the fertile and
expectant wilderness of the North-West. I t has become the habit
to judge the progress of a country by its growth in population;
but possibly a sounder measure of its development may be found
in the growth of means, morals, and culture.
In this year the government dissolved the House and appealed
again to the country. The result, after a party straggle of unusual
heat, was a victory for the Conservatives. The great
1 1

,
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Death of Sir

statesman who had so long guided the destinies of John MacCanada was now old and worn with effort. The arduous struggle bore too heavily upon him, and in the hour of his
triumph, but a few weeks after the people had once more testified
their confidence at the polls, he took his exit from the stage which
his genius had,made conspicuous. Memorable years for Canada
had been those of his rule, years in which she had learned to lift
her head among the nations. When Sir John Macdonald died, oh
June 6, 1891, parties and factions hushed their strife to unite in
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honouring the memory of one who had done so much for his
country.
One year later (April 17, 1892), died the Hon. Alexander
Mackenzie, the great Liberal statesman who had proved himself
Macdonald's strongest rival. H e alone had been able
Alexander
to wrest the reins of power from Macdonald's hand,
and for five years to hold them against brilliant party
assault and the unfriendliness of fate itself. The name of Mac-^
kenzie stands for honesty of purpose in Canadian politics. No
statesman of Canada held more steadily than he the respect alike
of friend and adversary. Mackenzie had, some years before his
death, ceased to be the leader of the Liberal party. This position
was occupied for a time by the Hon. Edward Blake, who has since
exchanged Canadian for imperial politics. Mr. Blake was succeeded by the Hon. Wilfrid Laurier, who is now leader of the
Liberals. On the death of Sir John Macdonald, Sir John Abbott
succeeded to the premiership. After less than a year of office he
resigned on account of ill-health, and died a year later. He was
succeeded in the same year (1892) by Sir John S. D. Thompson.
All this time a quarrel with the Americans over the seal-fisheries
of Bering Sea was growing sharper with each season. This trouble
The Bering had begun in the west as far back as 1886, when some
Sea dispute. Canadian sealers were seized by the Americans. The
Americans made the astonishing claim that the whole of Bering
Sea within sixty miles of the Alaska coast was a territorial water
of their own. As the phrase goes, they declared this vast water a
mare clausum, or " closed sea." A glance at the map will show
the colossal audacity of this pretension. At the same time strife
was waxing hot in the east over the cod, herring, and mackerel
fisheries. As we have already seen, the Atlantic coast-waters were
acknowledged as the exclusive possession of the country which
they washed, to a distance of three marine miles from shore. This
was a long-established principle of international law. The Canadians claimed that in the case of waters like the Bay of Fundy
and Bay Chaleur, whose coasts were exclusively Canadian, the
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line of the " three-mile limit" should run from headland to headland across the mouth. The Americans, with striking inconsistency, resisted this claim with vigour, and protested that the
I three-mile limit" should be taken to follow all the windings of
the shore. Canadian sealrng-vessels were seized and confiscated
in 1887 and 1889. Several times there was danger of armed
collision.
At last the United States agreed to Great Britain's proposal
that the matter should be submitted to arbitration. The Bering
Sea Court of Arbitration met in Paris on April 4, 1893, and sat
till the middle of August. The arbitrators were Lord Hannen
and Sir John Thompson, prime minister of Canada, on behalf of
Great Britain; Judge Harlan and Senator Morgan on behalf of
the United States; Marquis Visconti Venosta, of Italy :
'

^

}

J

>

T h e

B e r i n g

Mr. Gregora W. Gram, of Sweden; and Baron de Sea arbitraCourcel, of Belgium, who presided. The agent for
Great Britain and Canada was Mr. Charles Hibbert Tupper, since
knighted for his services in the arbitration. The agent for the
United States was General J. W. Foster, ex-secretary of state.
Both sides were supported by the ablest legal counsel. The decision of the arbitrators was favourable to Great Britain and
Canada. The American claims to jurisdiction overBering Sea, to
property rights in the seals visiting the coast and islands of Alaska,
and to the rights of seizing vessels found trespassing on these
alleged rights, were all firmly rejected by the Court of Arbitration.
At the same time a series of regulations was drawn up for the
better protection of the seal fisheries; and both Great Britain and
the United States were required to join in enforcing them. By
these regulations a close season was established, making it unlawful to kill seals from May 1st to July 21st. The use of firearms in
sealing was prohibited, and there were other regulations equally
strict. In compensation for the unlawful seizure of Canadian
sealing-vessels, the United States was condemned to pay the
owners a sum of #500,000. The decree of the Court of Arbitration (1893) was accepted by the United States with extreme ill-
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grace, and Congress, till 1897, refused to pay the damages awarded
to the injured sealers.* In that year the petty bitterness between
the United States and Canada culminated in retaliatory Alien
Labour Laws. A Joint High Commission at Quebec (1898) undertook to lessen international friction respecting the fisheries, the
Bering Sea dispute, the lumber trade, alien labour, and the Alaskan
boundary. No agreement was reached, however, till the International Boundary Commission, composed of three representatives
from the United States, two from Canada, and Lord Alverstone,
the Chief Justice of Great Britain, gave its decision in London,
November, 1903. By the Russo-British Treaty of 1.825, the
Alaskan frontier was very indefinitely marked as follows: From
the Arctic Ocean by the 141st meridian of west longitude to Mt.
St. Elias; thence by a mountain line parallel with, and ten marine
leagues distant inland from, the coast to 56° north latitude ; thence
to the head of Portland Channel; thence along the course of that
channel to the southernmost part of Prince of Wales Island. The
difficulty lay in determining the mountain line referred to, whether
the ten marine leagues were to be measured from the mouths of
the numerous deep inlets on the coast or from their heads, and
also the ownership of the* four islands in Portland Channel, Pearse,
Wales, Sitklan, Kannaghunut. The decision reached by a majority
of the Commissioners is binding and final, and concedes that the
mountain boundary line is reckoned from the heads of the chief
inlets, and that to the United States belongs the two islands Sitklan
and Kannaghunut. The Canadian Commissioners, Sir Louis Jette
and Mr. A. B. Aylesworth, claimed that these decisions were a
compromise on Lord Alverstone's part and not a judicial finding.
They, therefore, protested against such decisions by refusing to
sign the award.
In 1893 the Liberal party held a great convention at Ottawa.
Among the fifteen hundred delegates were the premiers of Ontario,
The Liberal Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward
convention. I s l a n d # T h e chairman, Sir Oliver Mowat, laid stress
on the loyalty and national feeling of the party, and explained that
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while better trade relations with the United States were to be
earnestly sought, they were not to be sought at any sacrifice of
our national honour or any peril to our national existence. The
convention passed a series of resolutions which formulated the
policy of the Liberal party and expressed confidence in the leadership of Laurier,
In February of this year was signed a treaty with France, under
which France and. Canada made each other certain important concessions. These related to the tariff, and were designed to encourage trade between the two countries. Another important event was
the exploration of some three thousand miles of unknown regions in
the North-West, by members of the Geological Survey of Canada.
The exploring party was led by Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, and brought back
definite knowledge of the country about Lake Athabaska and Chesterfield Inlet. It gives one some conception of the vast extent of
our country, when we read of the discovery of a river nine hundred
miles long, the existence of which had never been guessed.
At the World's Fair, or Columbian Exposition, held at Chicago
in 1893, Canada made a showing of even more conspicuous brilliancy than at the Centennial, carrying off no fewer Canada at the
than twenty-three hundred and. forty-seven awards. World ' sFair The departments in which she was most successful were those of
agriculture, five stock, dairy, fruit, transportation, and the liberal
arts. Among educational exhibits Ontario kept up the splendid
reputation which she had earned in 1876; but she was closely
followed by Quebec, Nova Scotia, and the North-West Territories.
In the early summer of 1894 British Columbia was visited by
devastating floods. Swollen by unwonted rain in the mountains,
her rivers roared in terrific volume down their wild
canons, and covered the lower lands with ruin. In British111
the settled regions about the Fraser whole villages Columbia were swept away, and railway communication was cut off by the
wrecking of the bridges. The loss of life and property was a
serious blow to so small a population.
For significance to Canada and the empire, the chief event of
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1894 was perhaps the Colonial Conference, to which allusion has
been already made. This conference met at Ottawa in July. It
was presided over by the Earl of Jersey, who attended as the representative of Great Britain. There were delegates from Canada,
The Colonial New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South AusConference.
tralia, Tasmania, New Zealand, and South Africa. The
objects of the conference were the encouragement of intercourse,
the development of trade, and the promotion of sympathy between
the various members of the empire. In a word, the unity of Greater
Britain was the end in view. Among the results of the conference
are closer trade relations, and the construction of a submarine
cable system between Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. The
view obtained by the Australasian delegates of the progress made
by Canada since Confederation hastened the union known as the
Australian Commonwealth (January 1, 1901).
For many years the Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, late secretary of
state for the colonies, has advocated the total abolition of protective
tariffs between Great Britain and her colonies. Along
commercial the lines of this policy the Laurier government in 1898
lowered the duty on imports from the mother country,
and made it still more preferential in 1900. The Conference of
Colonial Premiers at London (1902) discussed at length the questions of intercolonial trade, the adoption of an imperial metric
system of weights and measures, and the construction of a Pacific
cable from Canada to Australia. But in the interests of trade the
greatest conference was that held lately (August, 1903) at Montreal.
The resolutions of this famous Imperial Congress of Commerce are
such as tend to strengthen and consolidate the empire : — Intercommercial preferences on the basis of mutual benefit, the maintenance and extension of commercial treaty rights, the most
favoured treatment to nations granting the same in return, the
employment of British trade agents in British colonies, measures
to direct British capital and emigration to the colonies, a fast
imperial mail and transportation service, the extension of the
imperial postage system, etc.
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On the 12th day of December, 1894, Canada was shocked by
the sudden death of her premier, Sir John Thompson. He died
while visiting Her Majesty at Windsor. He was at
.
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Death of Sir

the height of his fame, secure m the trust of his John Thompcountry and the approbation of the empire. The
high honour of membership in the Imperial Privy Council had
just been conferred upon him. One of the great cruisers of
Her Majesty's fleet, the Blenheim, was commissioned to bear his
body back to Canada, and the embarkation was accompanied
by a solemn ceremonial of mourning. The Blenheim steamed
across the ocean to Halifax; and there in his native city, from the
Cathedral of St. Mary, the majestic state funeral took place on the
2nd day of January, 1895.
Sir Mackenzie Bowell was chosen to lead the Conservative
government, but the Remedial Bill caused dissensions in the Cabinet and led to the resignation of the premier in April, si r Wilfrid
1896. Sir Charles Tupper was then appointed his sue- Launer cessor, but in the general elections of that year he was defeated,
and the Hon. Wilfrid Laurier, the Liberal leader, was summoned by
the Earl of Aberdeen to form a ministry. On Laurier's accession
to the premiership, his aims were to allay racial and religious differences, to substitute therefor a united Canadian people, and
further to foster the principle of a united empire. He succeeded
in effecting a settlement of the Manitoba School difficulty.1 At
the Diamond Jubilee celebration (1897), Laurier was highly honoured by the Queen, being knighted and made a member of the
Imperial Privy Council.
Among the measures passed by the new government, may be
mentioned a few that have a general bearing. A new General
Dominion Franchise Bill (1898) provided for the use Measures of provincial lists of voters for general elections. Urged by the
growth of temperance sentiment, the government in that year
took a plebiscite vote on the question. The results showed an
1

See end of section 105.
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overwhelming majority for prohibition, except in the province of
Quebec. A Christmas Day surprise came with Postmaster-General
Mulock's announcement of Imperial Penny Postage, and on New
Year's Day (1899) a second gift in the shape of Penny Postage
for Canada. In July of that year the Commons authorized the
construction of the Pacific cable from Victoria, B.C., to Australia
via New Zealand. Mulock's Conciliation Bill (1900) proposed
to settle labour disputes by a Board of Conciliation, and another
measure established a Department of Labour to collect and distribute industrial statistics. A new transcontinental line has just been
planned by the government's Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Bill
(1903). The road is to be owned and controlled by the Dominion government, but managed by the Grand Trunk Railway.
The Redistribution Bill is the outcome of the decennial census of
1901, 1 and gives additional representatives to Western Canada,
where the population has increased so rapidly. Fuller treatment
is elsewhere given to many of these and to such measures as, the
government's contract with Signor Marconi for an Atlantic service,
the placing of Canada on a preferential footing with Great Britain,
the purchase of the Plains of Abraham as a National Park (1901),
the subsidizing of a fast steamship line to France, etc.
A familiar figure was missed from the Commons, when, in 1900,
Sir Charles Sir Charles Tupper, " the old Cumberland war-horse,'*
Tupper.
retired from the arena of active politics. The Hon.
R. L. Borden was elected to succeed him as leader of the Conservative opposition.
A bulwark of Confederation days was Sir Oliver Mowat. H e
was a
Sir Oliver
prominent Liberal in Dominion politics till
Mowat.
1872. As premier of Ontario for twenty-four years,
he won many a battle for provincial rights. He retired in 1896 to
become lieutenant-governor, which office he held up to the time
of his death in 1903.
1 Ontario, 2,182,947; Quebec, 1,648,898; Nova Scotia, 459,574; New Brunswick,
331,120; Manitoba, 255,211; the Territories, 211,649; British Columbia, 178,657;
Prince Edward Island, 103,259.
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107. Affairs in Newfoundland up to the Present Day.—The
most prominent feature of Newfoundland history during the last
few years has been the French shore grievance. As
u

,
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The French

we have seen, by the treaty of 1783, France was se- shore discured in the rights of taking, curing, and drying fish, p u eS"
and erecting huts and stages, for such purpose, along the whole
western coast of Newfoundland, from Cape Ray northward, and
down the eastern coast as far as Cape St. John. There were other
privileges, too, such as exemption from duties, which gave their
fishermen overwhelming advantage. The British government had
undertaken that its subjects should in no way interfere with the
French fishermen in the exercise of their rights. The French
held that any settlement along this portion of the coast, the establishment of any industries, would be an interference. As a consequence, the mildest and most fertile parts of the island were
left a desert for nearly a hundred years. The colonists had always
fretted under the French restrictions. As population and enterprise grew in the colony, squatters settled on the forbidden shore,
where they lived without law, as no jurisdiction could be exerted
by the provincial government. Protest after protest went up
from the province, but Great Britain would not suffer the rights of
France to be encroached upon. These rights France interpreted
entirely to her own advantage, and asserted with severity. At
last, in 1877, the French shore was brought within the pale of
civilization by the establishment of law-coujts and custom houses -;
but the restrictions on industry arid settlement remained in full
force. In 1878 a railway was authorized by the Legislature to
run across the island, from St. John's to St. George's Bay, Opening
up the rich valleys of the Exploits and Gander Rivers.1 But
St. George's Bay was a part of the French shore, and therefore
1

In connection with this proposed railway a charter was granted to the " American and European Short Line Railway Company" which was organized to run a
line across the island from east to west, a fast ferry across the Gulf to Cape North
in Cape Breton, and a line thence to connect with the Intercolonial system. Fast
steamers were vto run from the eastern terminus to Liverpool, thus giving the
shortest possible passage between Great Britain and the New World.
2E
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the British government refused its sanction to, the railway. Railways and internal development being a manifest necessity to the
island, a road was then planned-from St. John's northward to
Hall's Bay on the east coast, the centre of the copper-mining dis-.
trict. The first soil of this first Newfoundland railway was turned
in August, 1881. At length, in 1882, through the efforts of Sir
William Whiteway, then provincial premier, the imperial government consented to allow the issue of mining licenses and land
grants on the French shore, and the district received representation in the provincial Legislature. But the hand of France was
felt everywhere and collision was frequent. In 1875 an agree-,
ment between England and France was signed at Paris. The
provincial government refused to accept it, but their protests were
not heeded, and the agreement was enforced by British and French
naval forces. The inhabitants of the French shore live under
fetters, as it were. Almost any effort they may make, almost any
enterprise they may engage upon, is likely to be taken as an
encroachment upon French rights. The growth of nearly half the
island is strangled to suit the convenience of a foreign power.
The resentment of the Islanders grows yearly more bitter. In
the season of 1889 the attitude of the settlers grew so threatening,
the quarrels between the French and native fishermen so angry,
that the commander of a French cruiser in St. George's, Bay
declared he would bombard the settlement and massacre the
inhabitants if the blood of one Frenchman were spilt. In 1890
it was claimed that the authority of the island officials was superior
on the island to that of any British official. The right of British
naval officers to interfere with the native fishermen in the interest
of the French was denied. For such interference, as an illegal
transgression of the rights'of British subjects, Admiral Walker was
tried and condemned in the Newfoundland courts. The Imperial
government thereupon asserted its authority sharply, and administered a severe rebuke to the province. One of the most dangerous effects of all this has been a weakening of the sentiment
of loyalty toward England. If Newfoundland were now to enter
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Confederation, Canada would find herself confronted with a grave
problem in the French shore difficulty. The island colony and the
motherland have renewed year by year the fishing rights modus
vivendi. This has been owing to the urgent request of France,
and England's desire to conciliate her neighbour over the straits.
But the general spirit of discontent amongst Newfoundlanders
over the repeated extension of favours to their own manifest loss
makes this problem too perilous and too pressing to be left much
longer unsettled.
The course of the Imperial government in supporting French
claims, overriding the acts of the provincial Legislature, and
ordering naval officers to perform police duties against Newfoundland citizens, stirred up a fierce resentment at St. John's. The
local government turned toward the United States for sympathy,
and there arose an idle but noisy talk of annexation. One of
the members of the government, the Hon. Robert Bond, was sent
to Washington to discuss, with the aid of the British Newfoundminister, the question of trade relations between New- ^Sted14 t h e
foundland and the United States. The astute Blaine s t a t e s was then secretary of state. He rejected the proposals of the
British minister and the Newfoundland envoy, but submitted a
counter proposal which Mr. Bond accepted. This trade convention, though far more advantageous to the Americans than to
Newfoundland, proved acceptable to the Newfoundland government in the temper then paramount (1890). But certain of its
terms were extremely unjust to Canada, and at the request of the
Canadian government Great Britain refused her sanction to the
so-called Blaine-Bond Treaty.1 The indignation of the Ancient
Colony against Great Britain was now in part turned against
Canada. It was intolerable, fumed the Islanders, that Canada
should be allowed to interfere. Valuable fishing privileges, secured
to Canada's fishermen by many pledges, and in return for generous concessions, were suddenly refused on any terms, while to
1 Premier Bond, in 1902, obtained from the United States reciprocity of natural
products.
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Americans they were granted as a free gift. After vain protest,
Canada imposed a duty on Newfoundland fish, as a slight measure
of retaliation. The ill-feeling between the two countries, however,
soon died away, and hostile acts were recalled on both sides.
Since that day conferences have been held between the Canadian
and Newfoundland governments on the subject of Confederation;
but they have not as yet borne fruit. The masses still view the
idea of union with alarm, and associate it with the threat of increased taxation.
An event which did much for peace between the Dominion and
the Ancient Colony was the terrible fire which, in the summer of
The greatest 189 2, overwhelmed the city of St. John's. This was
trie
fires oi^st
third, and most destructive, by which the city has
John's.
been scourged. The conflagration began among the
crowded wooden buildings by the water, and before a favouring
wind it spread with appalling swiftness. Men delaying to save
their property barely escaped with their lives. Stone walls shrivelled like leaves in the intense heat. The main portion of the city
was swept out of existence. The greater portion of the population
was left homeless and penniless. In the hour of trouble, however,
Canada came- to the rescue, with ready sympathy and generous
hands. Towns and cities vied with one another in the munificence of their gifts. The Americans gave also; but their contributions were small compared with those of Canada. There
followed a sudden growth of good-will toward Canadians, a swift
forgetfulness of petty enmities.
The growth of Newfoundland's population1 and the development
of her resources have gone on but slowly of late. In 1893 were
held the rprovincial elections, in which Sir William
Thefinan-

.

.

ciai disasters Whiteway s government was sustained. But in the
following year the Whiteway ministry lost the confidence of the House, and a new administration was formed under
Mr. Goodridge. The life of this administration was short. In
1

The last census (1901) gave Newfoundland and Labrador a population of
220,249.
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1895 the island was swept by a wave of financial rain, which also
swept the Goodrich ministry from power. The banks fell with a
crash which shattered the proudest fortunes in the colony. Great
mercantile houses of St. John's chased each other into bankruptcy.
The Savings Bank closed its doors. There was no money to buy
food. The people were starving. Again, as at the time of the
great fire, help flowed in from abroad; but financially the province
was prostrate. Proposals of Confederation were made to Canada
by the Whiteway government, now returned to power; but the
terms offered by Canada then and since, though generous, were
rejected by the island. Of special interest in the history of the
colony are two events of later moment. On June 24, 1897, was
celebrated the four hundredth anniversary of Cabot's discovery of
Newfoundland. On December n , 1901, Marconi succeeded in
waving his messages by wireless telegraphy from Newfoundland
across the Atlantic to England.

CHAPTER XXVII.
SECTIONS: — 108,
PROGRESS,

INTELLECTUAL PROGRESS.
109, MATERIAL
IIO, PRESENT CONDITIONS; AND THE OUTLOOK.

108. Intellectual Progress. — In a new country, like Canada,
material must precede intellectual progress. The first makes
possible the second. In the beginnings of settlement, and for
long afterwards, the energies of a pioneer people are absorbed
in the conquest of the wilderness. There are fields „ , . , . .
^

Conditions of

to be cleared ; houses to be built; roads, canals, rail- life in a new
1
ways, dikes to be constructed. The labour of the
mine, the toil of the fur-trade and the fishery, these occupy the
busy year. The hand is called upon rather than the brain; the
axe is busier than the pen. There is little time to think of adorning the mind, while yet the bear and the wolf prowl nightly about
the cabin. But while the struggle for existence is still keen comes
the desire for education, and schoolhouses spring up at many a
lonely cross-road. Swiftly civilization wins, the wilderness is
subdued, farm and village thrust back the forest, the land takes
on a new face. But the thoughts and tastes of the people are
still altogether practical. Science is the first of intellectual pursuits to find favour in their eyes. It shows new ways of making
nature yield tribute to man's needs. It arms him for fresh conquests over earth. It teaches him to tunnel mountains, open
mines, cut canals, and spread his shining rails like giant gossamers over the land. So comes wealth, and with wealth leisure;
and with leisure the desire for things and thoughts not altogether
concerned with bread and butter, but beautiful in themselves
l a n a
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and ennobling to the spirit. At this stage come literature and
art, the choice fruits of civilization. This stage Canada has
reached but lately. Her literature and her art, therefore, are
only beginning. In science she has done more and gone further.
But in education she has made the greatest progress. For this
Canadians have cared, while yet they had to brush the sweat
from their eyes in order to read; and as a consequence Canada
is one of the foremost countries of the world in the matter of
popular education. Hand in hand with education, or sometimes, rather, leading it by the hand, went religion; for the
makers of Canada, whether of French or English speech, whether
of Catholic or Protestant creed, were God-fearing men. In each
new settlement, church and schoolroom usually arose at the same
time.
In French Canada education may be said to have gone on the
very heels of colonization, for one object kept in view by th4f
Education in founders of Quebec was the instruction and converCanada.
The first school in Canada was
SIQQ Qc ^e Indians.
at Quebec, in the early part of the seventeenth century. Its
teachers were devoted nuns. Its pupils were wild Indian children, liable to ran away at any moment if they got homesick for
canoe and wigwam. In the French province free schools were
established in 1801. In the English settlements the population
scattered itself over wide areas, burying itself deeper in the
wilds. The first schoolhouses of these settlements were, as a
rule, rude cabins of logs " chinked " with moss and mud. The
schoolhouse stood, most often, in a lonely spot and at the
crossing of the backwoods roads. The site was chosen so as
to accommodate the greatest number of pupils. As the district gained in wealth, and children became more numerous,
a rude frame building soon took the place of the log cabin.
Rough desks were ranged around the wall, and children sat
painfully dangling their legs all day from hard, high benches
without backs. In summer there was generally no school, for
the bigger children were kept busy on the farms. - In winter the
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walk to school was a tramp of perhaps five or six miles through
the deep snow, in the stinging frost of early morning. In mittened but aching fingers the pupils carried their bundle of worn
school-books and their' well-filled dinner-basket. The open fireplace that at first warmed the schoolhouse was soon supplanted
by a sturdy box stove, around which the benches were drawn
close at recess and dinner hour. The gaping cracks of the
warped board floor swallowed many a pen, slate-pencil, and
treasured jack-knife. The hours were painfully long, but the
discipline, though severe, was irregular; and the room was filled
with a clamour of recitation, studying " out loud," and surreptitious talk. THe subjects taught were reading, writing, elementary rules of arithmetic, and sometimes a little geography and
grammar. The teachers, as a rule, were wretchedly paid and
worse prepared. Sometimes they knew little more than their
pupils. To eke out their subsistence they had to turn their hands
to many an odd job outside their profession. They received a
portion of their pay by " boarding around," as the process was
called; that is, certain families of the district, instead of contributing money to the teacher's salary, would take him to live with
them for a certain length of time, thus paying him in board and
lodging. As it was the poorer families that chose to pay in this
way, the arrangement possessed few charms for the teacher. The
contrast between the public schools of those days and our present typical public schools is as sharp as the contrast between
backwoods and boulevard. All the provinces of Canada have
now elaborate school systems, under which the minutest details of
public education are in the care of responsible officials. Nowadays, in all but the poorest and remotest districts, the schoolhouse is at least as comfortable as the home, and generally better
ventilated, better lighted, better warmed. The path of learning
is made pleasant for young feet, and it is everywhere recognized
that education, to be thorough, must be interesting. The hand
that chiefly worked this change was that of Egerton Ryerson,
who may be called the father of the Canadian public school.
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Ryerson gave Ontario a public school system second to none in
the world, and the model thus afforded by Ontario has been
studied with effect by the sister provinces. Three years after
the union of Upper and Lower Canada, Ryerson was made chief
superintendent of education. He studied the best educational
systems of the world and borrowed freely from Europe and
America to complete his scheme, which has ripened gradually
to a perfection commanding everywhere the applause of practical
educators. The public school instruction leads directly to the
high schools and collegiate institutes, and thence to the University of Toronto, which crowns the fair edifice. The system of
Ontario may be taken as fairly typical, though the other provinces have made certain changes to suit special needs. In all
alike the public schools are supported by government and local
grants. All the people are taxed for school purposes, and to all
the schools are free. Two of the provinces, Quebec and Ontario,
allow of separate schools for Roman Catholics and Protestants.
In the others no distinction of creed is recognized. In Ontario,
educational matters are in the care of a department of the provincial government, presided over by the minister of education.
In most of the other provinces these affairs are managed by a
superintendent, with or without an advisory council, working under
one or other department of the government.
Our most important universities and colleges, in the order of
seniority, are as follows: King's College, Nova Scotia (1790);
the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, New Canadian
Brunswick (1800) ; McGill College, Montreal (1821) ; Universities.
Dalhousie College, Halifax (1821) ; the University of Toronto,
Toronto (1827) ; Upper Canada College, Toronto (1829); Victoria University, formerly at Cobourg, Ontario, now at Toronto in
combination with the University of Toronto (1836) ; Acadia College, Wolfville, Nova Scotia (1838) ; Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario (1841) ; Bishop's College, Lennoxville, Quebec
(1843) ; Knox College, Toronto (1844) ; University of Ottawa,
Ottawa, Ontario (1848); Trinity College, Toronto (1852);
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Laval University, Quebec (1852) ; St. Michael's College, Toronto
(1852) ; the University of Mount Allison, Sackville, New Brunswick (1862) ; Presbyterian College, Montreal (1867) ; Wesleyan
College, Montreal (1873) > t r i e Ontario Agricultural College,
Guelph, Ontario (1874) ; the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Manitoba (1877) ; the School of Practical Science, Toronto
(1877) ; Western University, London, Ontario (1878) ; Wycliffe
College, Toronto (1879) ; McMaster University, Toronto (1887);
North-West Territories University, (1903). There are other colleges
doing good work, besides a number of theological and technical
schools, and schools for women only. Each province has wellequipped Normal Schools for the training of its teachers, and
there are flourishing schools of agriculture in Quebec and Nova
Scotia. Out of Canada's five and a half million people, it is estimated that more than one million are in attendance at her schools
and colleges. If the civilization of a country is to be judged from
the diffusion of knowledge among its people, then Canada's place
must be high upon the roll.
Canada's contribution to science is of two kinds. She has produced several eminent scientists; and she has organized, under
government direction, a thoroughly equipped geoScience.
logical survey, which year by year adds richly to the
world's store of scientific knowledge. Though first of all occupied
in the national task of discovering and making known the resources of our own country, the work of the Canadian Geological
Survey reaches far beyond those limits. The present director of
the Survey is Doctor Bell. The first great name in Canadian
science is that of Sir William Logan, who became the head of the
Geological Survey in 1841. He was born in Montreal in 1798;
and in 1856 was knighted for his services in the cause of science.
Certain rock formations which enter largely into the structure of
the earth's framework are known the world over as the Laurentian
rocks. This was the name given them by Logan, who studied the
formation among the hills of the lower St. Lawrence. Logan died
in 1875. A name perhaps even more illustrious than his, is that
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of Sir William Dawson. Born in Pictou, Nova Scotia, in 1820,
educated at Pictou Academy and Edinburgh University, Dawson
was made superintendent of education in his native province at
the early age of thirty. In this post his energy and ability were
so conspicuous that in 1855 he was made principal of McGill
University.
His most important works are the "Acadian
Geology," "Fossil Men," "Origin of the Earth," and "The
Chain of Life." To him we owe the discovery of the earliest
form of animal life and to his patriotism we owe the fact that this
first of creatures is known to the scientific world as the " Eozoon
Canadense." Sir William Dawson in 1886 was elected to the
distinguished office of president of the British i^ssociation for the
Advancement of Science. The late Sir Daniel Wilson, though
born in Edinburgh and with his reputation won before coming to
Canada, may be claimed by Canadian science. Being made
president of Toronto University, he identified himself completely
with Canadian interests, and his most important contribution to
science, the volume on " Prehistoric Man," was written after he
became a Canadian. Among our contemporary men of science
stands preeminent the veteran worker, Sir Sanford Fleming, Chancellor of Queen's University, whose patriotism and learning are
ever pointing the way to national achievements, and his energy
pressing them to fulfilment. He first showed the feasibility of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, finding* for it a path through the
mountains. He has identified the name of Canada, and his own
name, with the system of standard time which now prevails all
over Canada and the United States, and which will in all likelihood be adopted by the world. His steady advocacy of a Pacific
cable between Canada and Australasia has won at length the fruits
of success. Other Canadians there are whose hands are carrying
onward the torch of knowledge; but while they are shoulder to
shoulder with us in contemporary emulation, their names are not
matter for history. A later day will decide their rank and fame.
For causes which we have already seen, literature has been a
plant of slow growth on Canadian soil. During the larger portion
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of our history, moreover, there has been wanting that warmth of
national sentiment without which, no matter how favourable other
conditions may be, a great imaginative literature does
Literature.
not spring up. In spite of obstacles, however, Canada
has done enough to show the strong imaginative and intellectual
bent of her people. Her contribution to the world's literature is
more distinguished than that of any other colony. It is immeasurably richer than anything that the great kindred republic to
the south of us could boast, till more than half a century of
national life had given her a population five times as numerous as
ours. It must be remembered that the need of literary expression
could not arise very early in a people whose energies were absorbed in the struggle for life, and whose cravings for intellectual
food had the literatures of P ranee and England to satisfy them.
The earliest Canadian writings are, as might be expected, in
the French language. The father of Canada, Champlain, was his
own historian, and his narrations may justify us in calling him the
father of Canadian literature. In the same way we may claim
the writings of Marc Lescarbot, the immortalizer of Port Royal,
and of Charlevoix, whose histories of " La Nouvelle France " are
Canadian in origin and subject. With them may be mentioned
the "Jesuit Relations," and Father Lafitau's work on the American
Indians, which was published at Paris in 1724. All these, however, must be regarded as Canadian literature merely by courtesy.
Those early days of Canada produced not literature but the materials of literature, — the inspiration for poets, historians, novelists,
to come. The real beginnings of a literary spirit in Canada may
be said to date from the triumph of Responsible Government.
That struggle had broadened men's minds and taught them to
think for themselves. With the consciousness of power came
the desire for expression. Good work was done in the newspapers, chiefly, of course, on political questions. Patriotic poems
and essays were written, like those of the accomplished orator
and statesman, Joseph Howe. In Nova Scotia now arose the
most distinguished of native Canadian writers, Thomas Chandler
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Haliburton. Haliburton was born at Annapolis in 1796. He was
educated at King's College, Windsor, practised law, sat as a member of the provincial Legislature, and was finally called to the
bench. He wrote " An Historical and Statistical Account of Nova
Scotia," and a number of other books; but the work on which rests
his fame is "The Clockmaker; or Sayings and Doings of Sam
Slick of Slickville." The shrewd and racy utterances of the
Yankee clockmaker became popular at once. First published by
Joseph Howe, in his famous newspaper the Nova Scotian, they
were reprinted in England and America; and Haliburton became the progenitor of a brilliant line of American humorists. In
recognition of his genius the University of Oxford conferred upon
him the degree of D.C.L., — after which his own Alma Mater,
King's College, tardily accorded him a like honour. Haliburton
became generally known by the name of his immortal creation;
and the old Haliburton house at Windsor is called popularly " Sam
Slick's place." His humour was pointed with a pungent satire
which often touched his fellow-countrymen on the raw. Behind
it lay the patriotic motive of arousing the provincialists to their
splendid opportunities, and shaming them into emulation of the
sharp and active Yankees. T,he effort has not been all in vain.
At length Haliburton's fame led to the offer of a seat in the British
House of Commons. The offer was accepted, and in 1859
Haliburton became member for Launceston. He died in England in 1865.
Canadian literature, like Canadian life, may be said to flow in
two parallel streams, in closest connection but not intermingling.
At first the greater fraitfulness was found in the French tongue,
but in later years this difference has vanished, and now the work
of English Canadians is inferior neither in quality nor volume to
that of their French kindred. In history the great work of Francois Xavier Garneau, the first volume of which appeared at Quebec in 1845, had long to wait ere English Canada could produce
its peer. Garneau's work covers the history of Canada down to
the union of 1841. An English translation appeared in i860.
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Other French Canadian historians of distinction are Bibaud (who
wrote before Garneau), Ferland, and Turcotte. The Abbe" Faillon,
after a ten years' residence in Canada, wrote a valuable history of
the French province. Among contemporaries whose reputation is
secure must be named the Abbe" Casgrain and Monsieur Benjamin Suite. Of historical value, though in the form of a romance, is
de Gasp£'s " Les Anciens Canadiens," in which the life of French
Canada before the Conquest is reproduced with a picturesque and
loving touch. Among Canadian historians writing in English must
be mentioned, besides Haliburton, another Nova Scotian who was
educated at Windsor, namely, Robert Christie, whose " History of
Lower Canada " was contemporary with Garneau's work. Weighty
and authoritative is Alpheus Todd's " History of Parliamentary
Government in England." Eminent among contemporaries is
Doctor Kingsford, of whose monumental history ten volumes have
appeared. It is, as far as the work is written, the most complete
history of Canada in existence. The volumes of the late Sir
J. G. Bourinot have won acceptance all over the Englishspeaking world. His most important work is entitled " Parliamentary Practice and Procedure." Perhaps the most conspicuous figure in Canadian literature at the present day is that of.
Professor Goldwin Smith, whose work is chiefly historical. Goldwin Smith's fame was established before he came to Canada. He
was born in England in 1823. In 18 71 he settled in Toronto.
Some of his writings are Canadian in subject, but they are far
from Canadian in sentiment. His style is marked by incisive
vigour and picturesque effect. His most important work is " The
United States ; an Outline of Political History," published in 1893.
Other Canadian historians of note are Withrow, Bryce, Gray, Dent,
McMullen, Begg, McBeith, Canniff, Willison, Read, Bell, Campbell, Hannay, Warburton, Ryerson, Adam.
In fiction the Canadian output has not. been large, until within the
past ten years. . Besides Haliburton and de Gaspe, already mentioned, the chief names are those of James de Mille, author of
"Cord and Creese," the "Dodge Club," etc.; Joseph Marmette,
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author of " Francois de Bienville " and other historical romances ;
and William Kirby, author of "The Golden Dog." The French
Canadian poet, Pamphile le May, has written several entertaining
romances. In the present day a strong school of Canadian fiction
is arising. It includes such writers as Ernest Thompson Seton,
who may fairly claim to have opened a new field in literature,
Sir Gilbert Parker, Sara Jeannette Duncan, C. W. Gordon (Ralph
Connor), W. A. Fraser, E. W. Thompson, J. Macdonald Oxley,
S. Frances Harrison.
The first Canadian poet of genuine gift was Octave Cr6mazie,
who wrote in French. His lyrics are full of patriotic fervour.
More famous than Cremazie is Louis Honore Frechette, whose
poems in 1880 won for Canada the laurel wreath of the French
Academy. The volumes thus honoured by the highest literary
tribunal in France were " Les Fleurs Boreales " and " Les Oiseaux
de Neige." Frechette was born at Levis in 1839. Other names
long established in French Canadian poetry are those of P. J. O.
Chauveau and Pamphile le May. The earliest Canadian poet
writing in English was Charles Sangster, whose metrical description
of Canadian scenes was first published in 1856. His verse is
full of genuine Canadian feeling. Alexander McLachlan, as far
back as 1861, sang of hfe in the back settlements. The most
important poem of pre-Confederation days, and in some respects
perhaps the greatest piece of Canadian verse, was the drama of
"Saul," by Charles Heavysege, published at Montreal in 1857.
This work received commendation in England and America.
Midway between the older men and the young writers now known
as the Canadian School stand John Reade, Hunter Duvar, and
Charles Mair. The former published in 1870 a book of scholarly
and well-wrought verse, " The Prophecy of Merlin, and Other
Poems." Hunter Duvar's chief work is a vigorous historical
drama on the subject of Roberval. Charles Mair issued a thin
volume, called " Dreamland," in 1868, and in 1886 a drama entitled "Tecumseh." This thoroughly Canadian creation, full of
sturdy patriotism, brings the author into touch with that younger
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band of poets which has won the attention of the world of letters.Of these the one preeminent figure is that of Bliss Carman, whose
standing among the accepted poets of the language is recognized.
To name Archibald Lampman, Duncan Campbell Scott, W. H.
Drummond, William Wilfrid Campbell, Frederick George Scott,
Isabella Valancy Crawford, Ethelwyn Wetherald, Agnes Maule
Machar, Francis Sherman, E. Pauline Johnson, Theodore H.
Rand, and Arthur Stringer, is by no means to exhaust the list of
Canadian poets of individuality and authentic gift. To classify
them according to their rank is a task too difficult for a contemporary and fellow-craftsman. But we may justly pride ourselves
on the freshness of vision and the sincerity of art which this list
stands for; and we may feel confident that there are names upon
it which will not be forgotten.
In the Royal Society of Canada, science and literature meet on
common ground. French and English writers are drawn together
in sympathetic emulation. The society was founded by the Marquis of Lorne, acting with some of the most distinguished leaders
of thought in the Dominion. Its object was the development of
literature and science in Canada. Its first meeting was held at
Ottawa, in 1882, with Sir William Dawson as president,
The Royal

Society of

,

__

_

.

..

the Hon. P. J. O. Chauveau as vice-president. The
membership of the society was limited to eighty,
divided into four sections of twenty each. Each section elects
its own members. Section I. is devoted to French Canadian
Literature and History; Section II. to English-Canadian Literature and History; Section III. to Mathematical, Physical, and
Chemical Science; Section IV. to Geological and Biological
Science. The society holds its annual meetings in May, usually
at Ottawa, and publishes every year a large volume of transactions. These volumes contain an immense amount of valuable
matter, the result of original research in the fields of history,
archaeology, and the various branches of science. The expense
of their publication is covered by a government grant.
What the Royal Society of Canada would fain do for literature
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and science, the Royal Canadian Academy seeks to do for art.
This institution was founded by Lord Lome and the Princess
Louise, in 1880. Its first president was L. R. O'Brien,
.

.

. f

%_

,

8 The Royal

one of the most successful of Canadian painters.
.

. . . . . .

.

Its Canadian
Academy,

members are distinguished by the title of Royal Ca- and art in
nadian Academician, but the title of Associate Academician may be conferred upon others not yet admitted to
full membership. Almost all Canadian artists of repute are
on the rolls, either as full members or associates.» Exhibitions
have been held in various cities of Canada, but the Academy
languishes for lack of public support. Canadian art has been
very slow to develop, but the interest of Canada in her artists
grows yet more slowly. In sculpture we have little of native
origin to show except the excellent work of Hubert, a French
Canadian, of McCarthy, and of Dunbar. But in painting the
product is richer, and the work of some Canadian painters wins
favour in the galleries and markets of the world. Paul Kane, a
depicter of Indian life, may be regarded as the pioneer of Canadian art. The names of Verner, Fraser, Sandham, Forbes, Forster, Harris, Matthews, Bell-Smith, Reid, Bourassa, Walker, Homer
Watson, Grier, Paterson, T. M. Martin, Thompson Seton, Knowles,
Manly, Sherwood, Kidd, emerge into prominence among a large
number who are doing creditable work. Which of them will win
permanent fame remains to be seen. They are contemporaries ;
and therefore, though we may rightly take a patriotic pride in
their works, it is too soon to hazard a judgment on their relative
importance. An artist of genuine gift was the young Canadian,
Paul Peel, who died as he stood on the threshold of fame, crowned
with the highest approval of the Paris Salon. At the World's Fair
at Chicago, in 1893, a number of Canadian artists were represented, and several prizes were won by Canadian pictures. Most
conspicuous among these was a large and effective painting called
" The Foreclosure of the Mortgage," by George Reid.
There is inspiring material for Canadian artists in our landscapes and in the romantic pages of our history; and when our
2F
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people supply a more stimulating sympathy, and our chief cities
awaken to the need of establishing art-galleries to advance the
culture of their citizens, then the struggling seedling of Canadian
art will doubtless expand in swift and vigorous growth.
109. Material Progress. — The first Canadian railway was
begun in 1832. It was. about fourteen miles in length, and ran
from La Prairie on the St. Lawrence to St. John's on
Railways.
the Richelieu, thus connecting the St. Lawrence with
the navigable waters of Lake Champlain. In 1835 a railway was
projected between Quebec and the winter port of St. Andrews,
New Brunswick. Work waS under way on this line when the Ashburton Treaty of 1842 gave the United States a great portion of
the territory over which the road was to ran; and the enterprise
was therefore given up. At the time of Confederation Canada
had twenty-two hundred and fifty-eight miles of railway. Now,
by the returns of 1902, she has eighteen thousand eight hundred
and sixty-eight miles in operation. Of these, seventy-three hundred and nineteen belong to the Canadian Pacific system, thirtyone hundred and sixty-eight miles to the Grand Trunk system,
and fifteen hundred and ten to the Intercolonial system, all of
which have been discussed in earlier chapters.
In her railways Canada has over one billion dollars of paid-up
capital invested. In railway mileage she ranks seventh among
the countries of the world, the United States coming first with one
hundred and ninety-seven thousand miles, then the British Empire,
Russian Empire, German Empire, France, and Austrian Empire,
in the order named. Canada has many additional railways that
have just been completed, and others that are either under construction or projected. The most interesting of these are the
Canadian Northern, the Temiskaming and Northern, the Grand
Trunk Pacific, and the Hudson Bay Railway. The needs of Manitoba and the North-West led to the completion (1901) of the
Canadian Northern Railway from Port Arthur to Winnipeg. The
Manitoba government having secured to this company the Northern Pacific lines on Canadian soil, retains control of all freight
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rates on the whole railway. The Ontario government, also, in
the year 1903, projected anew road, the Temiskaming and Northern, in order to open up for settlement the northern section
of the province. But the chief interest now centres on the
Dominion government's project, the Grand Trunk Pacific, an allCanadian transcontinental line, three thousand miles in length. The
Eastern Division (Moncton, N.B., to Winnipeg) is to be constructed
by the government and leased to the Grand Trunk Railway ; the
Western Division (Winnipeg to Port Simpson, B.C.), to be built
by the company with the financial aid.of the government. This
line proceeds north-west through New Brunswick, spans the St.
Lawrence at Quebec, passes westward through the sparsely • settled but heavily timbered northlands of Quebec and Ontario to
Winnipeg. From this city the projected road runs in a north-westerly line over that magnificent stretch of prairie that includes
Saskatoon, Battleford, and Edmonton, on to the Rockies. By the
Peace River Pass it overcomes the mountain barriers, and makes
its terminus at Port Simpson on the Pacific Coast. The company
binds itself to furnish adequate ocean shipping facilities on the
Atlantic and on the Pacific. By this railway the government offers
the shortest trade route between Asia and Europe across the
American continent. The Canadian government is to own and
control the road, having under its jurisdiction all routes, rates, and
traffic; the Grand Trunk is to operate and manage the whole
line. Much interest has of late been taken in the Hudson Bay
Railway, and at present (1904) survey parties are at work on the
proposed line. The line runs northward from Winnipeg and is
intended to reach Hudson Bay either at Port Nelson or Port
Churchill. This would give a summer outlet for the produce of
the North-West, by water route through Hudson Bay and Strait.
Owing to the diminution of the earth's circumference as it approaches the poles, the distance between Liverpool and Port Nelson
is much less than that between Liverpool and Montreal or New
York. The great disadvantage of the Hudson Bay route lies in
the fact that the season of navigation in bay and strait is brief, as
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a rule not more than three months, and the passage much
obstructed by fogs and ice-floes. In addition to these numerous
lines of steam railway, Canada has some seven hundred miles of
electric lines.
The Chignecto Ship Railway supplants the long-considered
project of a canal between the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of
St. Lawrence. The canal system of Canada is one
Canals.
of great extent and importance. The first Canadian
canal was that at Lachine, nine miles long, begun in 1821 and
completed in three years. Then came the great enterprise of
vanquishing Niagara Falls and opening connection between Lakes
Erie and Ontario. This was accomplished by the Welland Canal,
inseparably connected with which is the name of its dauntless
promoter, William H. Merritt. The first Welland Canal, a shallow way with but four feet of water in the locks, was open in 1829.
Now the canal has an available depth of fourteen feet. Its length
is twenty-seven miles. These canals are a part of the chief canal
system of Canada, that of the St. Lawrence, which renders available twenty-two hundred and sixty miles of inland waterway. The
most capacious canal of the system is that which overcomes the
Falls of Ste. Marie, between Lakes Huron and Superior. The
volume1 of freight passing between these lakes in one summer is
greater than that passing through the Suez Canal in the whole
year. The depth of water in the Canadian Canal (there is also an
American canal at Ste. Marie) is twenty-two feet. The vast lock
is nine hundred feet in length, by sixty in width. The St. Lawrence Canals were deepened (1898) to eighteen feet, but it is
further proposed to deepen the whole system to twenty feet,
thus admitting ocean ships to the head of Lake Superior.
These canals are open to Americans on the same terms as tc
Canadians. Other important canal systems of Canada are the
Rideau and Ottawa, giving Ottawa free water communication with
Montreal and Kingston; and the Richelieu and Lake Champlain
1

Shipping through the Canadian Sault Canal, April to July (inclusive), 1903,
2,305,118 tons ; freight, 2,602,496 tons ; wheat, 14,710,655 bushels.
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system, connecting Montreal with New York by way of the Hudson River. Of interest, too, is the St. Peter's Canal, giving access
from the Atlantic to the Bras d'Or Lakes which open up the heart
of Cape Breton. As long ago as 1837 it was proposed to construct
a canal between the Bay of Quinte and Georgian Bay, utilizing the
Trent River and a number of the lakes which lie along the intended
route. The whole distance is two hundred and thirty-five miles,
of which one hundred.and fifty are already available for small vessels. In view of the great and rapidly growing traffic of the upper
lakes, the project has lately been revived and may before long be
carried out. The effect of deep-water canals either between Erie
and Ontario or between Ontario and Huron, and also around the
various rapids of the St. Lawrence, would be to make the cities
of the lakes practically maritime ports.
Canada is a great maritime nation. After the fur-trade, the
first native Canadian industry was the building of ships in which
to gather the rich harvest of our fisheries. The seaShipping.
board provinces have a coast line serried with bays,
and estuaries, and secure little havens. Everywhere at hand stood
the timber, and the lure of the fisheries was ever present. Each
small port and creek-mouth came to have its ship-yard. The men
had in their blood the seafaring instinct of their ancestors; and
soon our keels were furrowing every sea. In 1723 ship-building
was an established industry with us, that year seeing the construction of two men-of-war and six merchant ships. The device on
New Brunswick's shield is a ship. Our daring sailors carried their
lumber and their fish around the world, and brought many a snug
fortune home to their native villages. Canada attained, not long
after Confederation, the rank of the fourth ship-owning country
of the world. Her coasts are studded with lighthouses, fog-horns,
and hke safeguards to the mariner. In 1901 the registered ships of
the world numbered one hundred and twenty-two thousand seven
hundred and sixty-one; of this number six thousand eight hun-'
dred and thirty-six were Canadian. The first vessel successfully
propelled by steam was Robert Fulton's invention, the Clermont,
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which ran on the Hudson in 1807; and only two years later a
steamboat was running on. the St. Lawrence. The first steamship to cross the Atlantic was a Canadian vessel, the Royal William,
built at Quebec in 1831, and supplied with machinery by Montreal.
'Canadian in its origin was the first successful line of ocean steamers,
the great Cunard Line, which was begun in 1840. Its founder
and head was Samuel Cunard, of Halifax, afterwards made a baronet. It started with a fleet of four steamers plying between
Liverpool, Halifax, and Boston. The first distinctively Canadian
ocean steamers, however, were those of the Allan Line, founded
;by Hugh Allan, plying between Liverpool and Quebec in summer,
Liverpool and Halifax in winter. The first ship of this line was
the Canadian, built in 1853% Allan's genius and indomitable
energy carried the enterprise to success through myriad obstacles,
and won him the honour of knighthood. Now Canada has steamship lines on both oceans and on all her great inland waters. In
1896 the Canadian government contracted with the Franco-Belgic
Steamship Company for direct service between Canada, France,
and Belgium. Five years later the Franco-Canadian Steamship
Line put on a service of six steamers between Canada and France.
This government contract which has just been extended (1903)
calls for an equipment with cold storage facilities and all modern
conveniences. In addition to a magnificent fleet plying between
Vancouver, B.C., and Hong-Kong, the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company acquired a fleet of fourteen vessels, which form the
nucleus of the Canada-Australian service. This company has but
lately (1903) purchased a fleet of fifteen steamers for its transatlantic trade. After many years of endeavour the Dominion
government succeeded (1902) in establishing a twenty-knot
steamship line between Canada and England. In the same year
it also subsidized a monthly service of steamers to South Africa.
Canada has twenty-two hundred and eighty-nine steamers on her
own registry, with many more which have been transferred to the
British registry. Of late years the conditions of shipping and
ship-building have greatly changed. All over the world the sail is
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giving way to the screw, wooden ships to those of iron and steel;
but Canada, with, her vast resources in iron, coal, and nickel, may
count upon as great maritime progress under the new conditions
as under the old.
The chief of all the industries of Canada is agriculture. Our
soil and climate enable us to produce the best food grains of the
world, the best apples, the best potatoes, with live-stock and
dairy produce inferior to none. • Half our population
depends upon agriculture for a livelihood, and our Agriculture.
shipping depends upon agriculture for more than half its freights.
Canada is already one of the great wheat exporters of the world,
though but a small proportion of her wheat-lands has yet been
brought under cultivation. She may reasonably look to become
the chief all wheat countries.
The wealth of our soil is not only in its food products but in its
minerals. Our tremendous and varied mineral wealth is as yet
barely on the threshold of its development. In coal,
Mines.
iron, lime, petroleum, salt, copper, nickel, gold, asbestos, our resources are inexhaustible. We have also lead, silver,
platinum, phosphates, and almost all the other important minerals.
Each year reveals new riches awaiting our capital and our enterprise. Even now, when we may be said to have barely scratched
the surface in a few places, the yearly product of our mines is
worth about seventy millions. In the harsh and desolate regions
about the Arctic Circle he treasures of gold, coal, petroleum,
and other minerals, which are likely to give those distant territories a value not possessed by many more favoured climes. The
plains through which the giant Mackenzie rolls its northward
way grow forbidding to husbandry as they approach the Circle,
but do not cease to invite the miner's toil. It is not unlikely that
they will some day be thronged with a busy and prosperous
population.
Not from the soil only, but also from the sea, does Canada
gather in her harvest. Her fisheries are the most extensive in
the world. Her deep-sea fisheries on the Atlantic and Pacific
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coasts, the fresh-water fisheries of her great lakes and rivers,
yielded in 1902 a revenue of $25,737,153. They are the object
of incessant care to the government, which protects
them with armed cruisers and strict regulations. There
are fourteen fish-breeding establishments in Canada, devoted to
the hatching of fish-spawn and the stocking of waters with young
fish; The questions of cod, herring, mackerel, salmon, and lobster
have seemed important enough to lead us into many quarrels with
our neighbours.
Besides these pursuits, of late there has grown up a great
manufacturing interest. In 1901 Canada had over one hundred
thousand industrial establishments, with a capital of about $730,000,000, distributing in wages over $200,000,000. The
and hanking business of Canada is carried on through the medium
of thirty-nine chartered banks and their nine hundred
branches, with total assets of $582,000,000. The Dominion
government issues $32,000,000 of notes. The banking system
is both safe and elastic. We may fairly claim it to be the most
effective banking system in existence. The oldest Canadian bank,
as well as the richest, is the Bank of Montreal, established in
1817. The currency1 of Canada is in dollars and cents. She
issues copper and silver coin, but no gold. When gold coins are
used in Canada, they are from the British or American mints.
The postal system of Canada is elaborate and complete. Till
recently, the general letter rate has been three cents per ounce or
Postal, tele- under. In 1898 the Hon. William Mulock, Postmastertefeph'oned
General of Canada, moved a Penny Postage resolusystems.
^on Defore the Imperial Postal Conference. The
measure was enthusiastically adopted for the United Kingdom,
Canada, Newfoundland, Cape Colony, and Natal, and was inaugu1

The former currency of Canada was known as " Halifax Currency." It used
the names pounds, shillings, and pence; but a pound was just four dollars, instead
of $4.86!. This was called a " pound currency," to distinguish it from a " pound
sterling." A shilling currency was 20 cents, and sixpence currency 10 cents.
House rents in the MaritimeProvinces are still sometimes reckoned in "pounds,
currency " by the older people.
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rated on Christmas Day of the following year. The natural sequel
was the introduction of Canadian Penny Postage a week later (January 1,1900). In 18 7 5 Canada made an agreement with the United
States by which a Canadian letter goes to any part of the United
States for the same postage as in Canada, and an American letter
goes to any part of Canada for the same postage as in America.
There is no account kept between the two post-offices, but each
country carries the other's letters free. In 1885 Canada became
a member of the Universal Postal Union, which now includes
almost all the countries of the civilized world. In 1902 there were
ninety-nine hundred and fifty-eight post-offices in Canada, and the
total number of letters and post-cards carried was about two hundred and forty million. The telegraph systems of Canada are in
the hands of private companies. There are in all about thirty-six
thousand miles of telegraph line in Canada, in which respect we
rank eighth among the countries of the world. The first submarine
cable of the world was laid between Dover and Calais in 1851. In
the following year was laid, between Prince Edward Island and New
Brunswick, the first cable of the New World; and the second cable
of the New World was laid between Cape Breton and Newfoundland
in 1856. The great transatlantic cables from Europe all terminate
in Canada; and as a result of the Colonial Conference of 1894 there
is a cable system from our shores to Australia. A conference of
colonial premiers held at Melbourne (1898) discussed the feasibility
of this transpacific cable through the joint efforts of Britain, Australia,
and Canada. Britain heartily endorsed the scheme, and authorized
the expenditure of ,£2,000,000 for her share (eight-eighteenths) of
the cost of laying the cable. In the meantime the Canadian House
of Commons had passed (1899) the Mulock Bill, sanctioning the
construction of the Pacific cable, which was to be owned, constructed, and operated jointly by the three countries. The Dominion assumed, as her share, five-eighteenths of the cost of
construction. March, 1902, saw the completion of the first section
of the cable, connecting New Zealand, Norfolk Island, and Australia. In October, Sir Sanford Fleming, the father of this Pacific
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cable, sent around the world on British lines his message of congratulation to the governor-general, Lord Minto. The telephone
had its birth in Canada. The first telephone ever constructed
was put up in the town of Brantford, Ontario. It connected the
house of the inventor, Graham Bell, with that of a neighbour. In
1877, at Hamilton, the first business line was established. There
are now nearly one hundred and thirty-six thousand miles of telev
phone lines in Canada. As a consummation in the science of
telegraphy, the Dominion government lately (1902) entered into
a contract with the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company for a
transatlantic service. The Canadian station is located at Table
Head, Glace" Bay, Cape Breton.
At Confederation Canada took upon herself the charge of her
own defences, and Great Britain, as we have seen, withdrew her
Military
troops, except those of the Halifax station. The
system.
naval defences of our seacoast are the care of England's ships. The headquarters of the North Atlantic Squadron
are under the guns of Halifax, upon whose mighty fortifications
Great Britain has spent millions. Our militia system is under the
charge of a minister of militia. Subject to his orders is the
general-in-command, whose appointment, however, rests with
the Imperial government. The first minister of militia was the
great French Canadian, Sir George Cartier. The first Dominion'
Militia Act was passed in 1868, and has been much modified
since. As it now stands, the militia of Canada consists of all
the male inhabitants between the ages of eighteen and sixty,
except clergymen, judges, and certain other officials. One who
is the only son and sole support of a widow is also exempt. The
sons of Canada who are liable for military service are divided
into four, classes: — (1) Unmarried men or childless widowers
between eighteen and thirty; (2) Unmarried men or childless
widowers between thirty and fqrty-fiye; (3) Men between eighteen and forty-five who are married, or widowers with, children ;
(4) Men between forty-five and sixty. These are called upon,
in .-case of necessity, in the order of their classes. There is
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a further division into Permanent, Active, and Reserve Militia.
The permanent corps is limited to one thousand men, and consists of Cavalry, Artillery, and Infantry. These do garrison duty,
and also serve as schoolsx of instruction for members of the Active
Militia. There is also the permanent corps of one thousand
North-West Mounted Police, already referred to. The Active
Militia is limited to forty-five thousand, who serve for three years,
and drill from eight to sixteen days each year. The Reserve
Militia consists of all those who are not in the permanent or
active corps. The Dominion is divided into twelve military districts, each under the command of a deputy adjutant-general
and permanent staff. The militia expenditure for each year is
from two to three millions. The number of men between eighteen
and forty-five, now available for service in case of war, is something over a million.
|s|
n o . Present Conditions, and the Outlook. — Boundless are the
possibilities of that future upon which the eyes of Canada are now
fixed with confident but questioning hope. We feel dimly the
movement of great forces, our veins thrill with the
impulse of an eager national life, and the figure of our Our heritage.
destiny looms splendid and mysterious before us. Rich almost
beyond calculation is our heritage, — material, intellectual, spiritual.
The area of Canada is 3,456,383 square miles. It constitutes
more than one-third of the whole British Empire, and is only
about two hundred thousand square miles smaller than the continent of Europe. In other words, if Canada were placed upon
Europe, the whole of that continent would be covered, with the
exception of France; or, if the United States, without Alaska,
were placed on Canada, British Columbia and half Alberta would
be left uncovered. Without its- dependent territory Alaska, the
1

The permanent corps and schools of instruction consist of " A " and " B "
Troops, Royal Canadian Dragoons, at Quebec and Winnipeg; " A " and " B r t
Batteries, Royal Canadian Artillery, at Kingston and Quebec; Nos. 1 and 2
Companies of Garrison Artillery at Quebec; Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Companies Royal
Canadian Regiment of Infantry at London (Ontario), Toronto, St. John's (Quebec), and Fredericton.
iWpffl
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United States is four hundred thousand square miles smaller than
Canada. The &ne Canadian province of British Columbian^
larger than France, Italy, Switzerland, and Portugal taken all. together. Quebec and Ontario are each larger than the German
Empire and Switzerland combined. Nova Scotia is larger than
Greece, or Switzerland, or Denmark, or Holland, or Belgium.
Yet Nova Scotia is the second smallest province of Canada.
Prince Edward Island is larger than Montenegro. The inland
waterways of Canada are the most extensive in the world. In
her lakes and rivers might be sunk the whole of Great Britain and
Ireland, and nineteen thousand square miles of water would be
left* unfilled. Our climate, though it varies enormously over an
area so vast, is such as has always bred the strongest and most
enterprising races of mankind. We have the largest and richest
fisheries, gold deposits, coal areas, and timber regions of the
world. Our wheat-lands, grazing-lands, and iron mines, when
developed, will be among the most productive in the world.
To develop these matchless resources we have a people blended
of two dominant races, — a people tracing its origin to freedom,
religion, and loyalty, — a people which has kept itself clean from
the taint of criminal and pauper immigration. To
Our people.
incite us to greatness we have all the glory of France
and Britain, whose heirs we are, whose example is always before
us, the seeds of whose virtues are sown in our blood. Thus
peculiarly favoured by the God of Nations, we stand with our
feet on the threshold of the future. In the wide prospect which
opens before our eyes there is more than one possible goal revealed. To which of these our fate is leading us is a question
which should stir f Si with ceaseless solicitude. It is a question of
tremendous imports It gives to life in Canada a meaning, a hope,
an impulse, a sense of mighty possibilities. We feel that these
are great and significant days. We seem to ourselves the children of Destiny.
Our present position in the empire is one of which Canadians
may well be proud. A train of recent events has brought our land
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and our people into special prominence in the British world. The
first of these was the Diamond Jubilee, held in 1897 to commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of Queen Victoria's imperial
accession to the throne. It was a brilliant round of relations receptions and reviews. Colonial premiers were feted, and honoured
with knighthood. Colonial troops were reviewed by the Queen.
Thanksgiving services were held in St. Paul's Cathedral, and
throughout the empire. War, too, has knit Canada more closely
to the motherland. In the protracted South African struggle
(1899-1902), six Canadian contingents, in all eighty-three hundred
and seventy-two men, were hurried to the aid of Britain's cause.
From the earliest stages of the war to its latest is traced the record
of Canadian fortitude and Canadian daring. Of these forces, two
hundred and fifty-two men were wOunded, and two hundred and
twenty-four were laid in soldiers' graves on the veldts of Africa.
All Canada went wild with joy when Pretoria fell, and again when,
on May 31, 1902, the bells and whistles proclaimed the tidings of
peace. During the war our greatly beloved Queen was stricken
with paralysis, and in a few days (January 27, 1901) laid down,
the sceptre~she had wielded so worthily for nearly sixty-five years.
The hearts of her subjects were profoundly moved as the news of
her death was flashed to the millions of that empire she had
mothered so long. This deep sense of personal loss was especially
manifest throughout the imperial world on the day of interment
(February 4). In the autumn of the same year the feeling of loyalty
found another expression in the outburst of enthusiastic welcome
that Canada accorded to the Duke and Duchess of York and
Cornwall (now Prince and Princess of Wales). Then, too, amid
the throngs of distinguished guests at the great coronation ceremonies of King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra (1902) few
were more graciously honoured than Canada's representatives.
Meanwhile the project of Imperial Federation appeals to a broader
and higher patriotism, and fits more logically upon out career than
independence. Indeed, it gives a fuller meaning to our whole
past, — to our birth from the disruption of 1776, — to our almost
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miraculous preservation from seizure by the United States while
we were yet but a handful of scattered settlements, — to our
struggle for unity, — to our daring and splendid expansion, — and
to the cost at which we have secured it. Independence, moreover, is selfish in its aims, while Imperial Federation considers not
our own interests only, but those of the mother country, and the
growing debt of loyalty which we owe her. It is possible to conceive of a form of Imperial Federation which would so guard the
autonomy of each federating nation and so strictly limit the powers
of the central government as to satisfy even those who desire
absolute independence. The practical independence enjoyed under
such a federation would be secured by the force of the whole
empire. It is urged that the difficulties in the way are too great
to be overcome, — but it is the fashion of our race to overcome
difficulties. It is urged.that the distances between Great Britain,
Canada, Australasia, South Africa, are too vast to permit of union,
— but the swift steamship, the fast express, the cable^ and the
telegraph have so reduced the effect of these distances that the
most widely separated portions of the empire are now less far
apart than were Ottawa and Vancouver Island when British
Columbia joined the Dominion. Imperial Federation would admit us to full political manhood without the dishonour of annexation, or the risk and the ingratitude of independence. It* would
build up such a power as would secure the peace of the world.
It would gain for our race a glory beside which the most dazzling
pages of earth's history would grow pale. It is a less daring
dream than that which Canada brought to pass when she united
the shores of three oceans under the sway of one poor and scattered colony. It is Canada who has taught feeble provinces
how to federate, how to form a mighty commonwealth while remaining within the empire. It may be her beneficent missionj
also, to lead the way toward the realization of the vaster and more
glorious dream. ' | p
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i n . Imperial Sovereignty. — Canadians enjoy a unique constitutional heritage, — a tried system of British laws and British
institutions of government. This system has been adapted to
the varied necessities of local administration in Canada, and
modified to accord with the development of Responsible Government. The chief factor in the whole British
system is the will of the people. While the sovereign system.
embodies this national will, his powers are limited by the representatives of the people in the British House of Commons. Next
to these imperial functions of government is our Dominion Parliament, which deals with affairs of moment to Canadians in
general. The various provincial governments look after those
affairs which are of immediate concern to the provinces, while
matters still more local are left to municipal administration.
The supreme authority in the British world is vested in the
sovereign, who, by the advice of his Cabinet, summons, prorogues,
and dissolves Parliament. Advised by his ministers, he appoints
viceroys, colonial governors, judges, archbishops, bishops, deans,
and ambassadors ; he declares war, makes peace, concludes treaties ; he controls the army, the navy, the government,
coinage; he giyes assent to laws and grants nobility; £3
he holds the prerogative of pardon. The Cabinet is chosen from
the party having the majority in the House of Commons. Each
of the members of the ministry is responsible for some state
447
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department of which he is the head, although the prime minister very
frequently does not preside over a department of the government.
In the Imperial Parliament there are two main factors, the Lords
and the Commons. In the former chamber are five hundred and
seventy-six members, including Lords spiritual (bishops and archbishops) and Lords temporal (barons, viscounts, earls, marquises,
and dukes). The peers of Great Britain hold their seats for life,
and the honour is hereditary. The Irish peers, who are elected by
the whole body of the peerage of Ireland, retain their seats for
life, while the Scottish peers are elected for the life of one Parliament only. The Commoners, six hundred and seventy in number,
are elected for seven years, but receive no remuneration. The
sovereign cannot make, alter, or suspend laws, or impose taxes,,
without the consent of these Houses.
In various ways Britain retains her jurisdiction over Canada.
The governor-general is appointed by the Rritish government and
holds office usually for five years. He is the imperial representative in Canada and the medium of communication between the
mother state and the daughter colony. The Judicial
jurisdiction. Committee of the Privy Council of Great Britain is the
highest court of appeal to Canadians. This committee
does not hear criminal cases, but on all others submitted reports
its finding, which is decisive, to' the King in Council. Provision is
made for colonial representation on this committee, Canada being
at present represented by one member. To the home government belongs exclusively the right to make treaties, yet Canadians
are in most instances selected as commissioners to assist in preparing such treaties. The Imperial Parliament retains the power
to veto any Canadian measure, which, on investigation, proves to
be injurious to imperial affairs. Britain also appoints the commander-in-chief of Canadian militia. The Imperial government
has recently (December, 1903) agreed to allow the Dominion government to appoint a Canadian to command the militia.
i i 2 . Dominion Government.—The governor-general or viceroy" of the Dominion, in his official capacity, acts solely on the
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advice of his Cabinet. He summons, prorogues, and dissolves
Parliament. He gives assent to, or disallows measures. For two
years he may reserve Dominion legislative enactments
for consideration by the Imperial Parliament He factors.™
appoints the lieutenant-governors of the provinces,
and is the nominal head of the army and the navy. He has the
prerogative of pardon and can commute a death-sentence. He
decrees the dismissal of a ministry, and calls upon
the opposition leader to form a new Cabinet. The Genera?.1
Federal government grants the viceroy an allowance
of J£IO,OOO a year, and maintains Rideau Hall, Ottawa, as his
official mansion.
The Cabinet of Canada, also known as the government, min>istry, or administration, is chosen by the governor-general from
the party having the majority in the House of ComCabinet.
mons. The leader of this Cabinet is the premier,
prime minister, or first minister. In accordance with the principles of Responsible Government, the members selected from the
Commons must seek reelection in their constituencies. Each of
fourteen members is directly responsible for the department of which
he is the head. The premier is usually, but not necessarily, president of the Council, and in addition to the secretaryship of state, the
Cabinet includes the following departments: Trade and Commerce,
Justice, Marine and Fisheries, Militia and Defence, Postal Affairs,
Agriculture, Public Works, Finance, Interior and Indian Affairs,
Railways and Canals, Customs, and Inland Revenue. One member
of the present Cabinet is without portfolio; in other words, he is
responsible for no department. There is also one member of the
government, the solicitor-general, who is not a member of the
Cabinet. Each head of a department is assisted by a deputyminjster and staff of clerks. These assistants are independent of
party politics, and hold their positions during good behaviour.
The governor-general and the Cabinet or Council (termed the
governor-general m Council) appoint lieutenant-governors, senators,, judges, postmasters, customs and excise officers, etc.; they
2 G
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prepare government measures, and assume the management of
parliamentary affairs; in the interval between sessions they pass
Orders-in-Council which are recognized as legally binding till
Parliament in the next session revokes or ratifies them. The
ministry must be supported by a majority in the Commons or
resign office. Besides the sessional allowance of $1500, and railway mileage, the premier receives $8,000 and each of the members
holding portfolio $7000 a year.
To assist in the.manifold clerical duties of the Houses the governor in Council appoints " during pleasure " many public officials.
Candidates for the civil service must pass certain examinations,
and serve six months as probationers before being placed on the
permanent staff of a department.
The chief legislative factors of the Dominion government are
the governor-general, the Senate, and the Commons. The duties
of the viceroy have already been set forth. The Sen1
ate
factors? ™ > o r Upper House, consists of eighty members,
appointed by the governor-general in Council. Senators must .be British subjects of at least thirty years of age, must
have property worth $4000, and must reside in the province (or
district, in Quebec). They hold their positions for life, unless
their seats are forfeited by absence from Parliament for two successive sessions, by change, of residence to another province (or
district), by loss of property or bankruptcy, by crime
The Senate.
or treason, or by resignation. The Speaker of the
Senate is appointed for one Parliament by the governor-general
in Council, and acts as chairman of proceedings in the Chamber.
He may vote on any question, but in case of a tie he must decide
in the affirmative. The Speaker and fourteen senators constitute
a quorum to do public business. The Senate may originate any
measure except money bills, which it can reject as a whole, but
not alter. Divorce bills are always introduced first in the Senate.
All measures must pass through the three stages of readings, as
described in a subsequent paragraph on the proceedings of the
Commons. The sessions of the Senate correspond in length with
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those of the Commons. In addition to the usual railway mileage
the sessional allowance for senators is $1500 for a session of thirty
days or more, and $10 a day for a session of less than thirty
days.
By the Redistribution Act of 1903, based on the census of 1901,
the Commons, or Lower House, will, in the next Parliament, number two hundred and fourteen members, — eighty-six for Ontario,
sixty-five for Quebec, eighteen for Nova Scotia, thir- T h e
teen for New Brunswick, ten for Manitoba, ten for commons,
the North-West Territories, seven for British Columbia, four for
Prince Edward Island, and one for the Yukon. Quebec always
has the fixed number of sixty-five, but the other provinces will have
a varied number of representatives, according to 'an increase or
decrease in population as compared with that of Quebec. Members of the House of Commons are elected for five years. They
require no property qualification, but they must be British subjects
of at least twenty-one years of age. A member's seat is forfeited
by bankruptcy, felony, or insanity. The sessional allowance in
the Commons is the same as in the Senate.
On the advice of his ministers the governor-general dissolves
the House and issues a proclamation ordering the writs for a
general election, including the dates of nomination and polling.
These nominations are publicly made one week pre- r% .
r

vious to the day of election.

i

r

Nominations

Any twenty-five electors and
. .
elections,
may nominate a candidate by signing a legal form
of nomination and by depositing $200 with the returning
officer, — such deposit to be forfeited to the Crown should the
dandidate fail to receive half as many votes as the successful candidate. If only one candidate is nominated, the returning officer
declares him duly elected by acclamation. The votes are polled
by ballot on one day throughout the Dominion, except in a few
larger, sparsely settled districts such as Gasp£, Saguenay, Chicoutimi, Quebec; Algoma, Ontario; Yale, Burrard, Cariboo, B.C. In
these remote sections of the country the date of election is fixed
by the returning officer. Should a seat become vacant, owing to
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the death or disqualification of a member, the governor-general
in Council authorizes the holding of a bye-election for that constituency. The franchise in Dominion elections is the same as in
provincial, viz., manhood suffrage except in Quebec, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island, where the franchise is based on a small
property qualification. County court and supreme court judges
are not permitted to exercise their franchise.
The House of Commons must assemble once a year for the
conduct of public business. On the first day of a new Parliament
a Speaker is elected, usually from the party in power, to preside
over all the sessions of that Parliament. The Speaker
Speaker.
can vote only on a tie. When the House goes into
Committee of the Whole, the Speaker's chair is occupied by the
Deputy-Speaker, who is elected at the same time and in the same
manner as the Speaker. The clerk and his assistants, appointed by
the governor-general in Council, record the proceedings of the House
and translate all public documents. The sergeant-at-arms has
general oversight of messengers and pages, of the mace and furniture, and is the constable of the House. All bills must have three
readings before being forwarded to the Senate. In the Commons
must originate all money bills. Here, too, must be ratified all
Orders-in-Council issued between sessions. In order to transact
public business there must be a quorum of nineteen members and
the Speaker. Both languages, French and English, must be used
in all laws and in the journals of the Houses ; either language
may be used in debate.
Certain usages are always followed in the opening of a session
of Parliament. The Commoners are summoned by the Usher of
the Black Rod to the bar of the Upper Chamber, in which the
senators and supreme court judges are already assemr
Session
of
bled. The governor-general, or his deputy, then
Parliament
reads, in both languages, the Speech from the Throne.
This is usually an outline of the government's programme of measures
to be considered during the session. Besides government bills
which are introduced by some Cabinet minister, there are public
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bills of general import to the state, also private bills dealing with
the more local concerns of individuals, companies, or corporations. Most bills have four parts: the title, the. preamble, the
clauses or sections of the act, and the legal forms referred to in
the third part. Public bills require only ordinary mention in the
notice paper of proceedings. Private bills, however, must follow
a petition and a notice in the official Gazette as well as in the
local papers. Both public and private bills must be investigated
in Committee of the Whole and given three readings in each
House. After the requisite notice a bill is given its first reading,
which implies the mere reading of the title. Private bills go to
the committee stage immediately after the first reading. Usage
sanctions a day's interval between the stages of a bill. At its
second reading the general principles of a bill are discussed, but
no amendments are permitted. Besides the Committee of the
Whole, there are Standing Committees, such as the Legal Committee, the Railway Committee ; Special Committees, as the
Committee of Ways and Means, the Committee of Supply. After
the second reading of public bills, they are considered by the
Standing or Special Committee, as the purport of the bill demands.
In this committee stage amendments are always in order. All
government bills are sent to the Committee of the Whole after
the second reading. On motion the mace is removed from
the table and the Deputy-Speaker takes the Speaker's chair.
Then, after consideration of the bill, the Speaker resumes his
seat, the committee reports progress, and, if necessary, asks
leave to sit again. All public bills introduced by private members are considered by this Committee of the Whole, as well
as by a Standing or Special Committee. After the committee
stage, the bill is ordered to be given a third reading on a
certain day. The bill, having passed all these stages in the
Commons, goes through a like course of readings and consideration by committees in the Senate. The Upper Chamber's
amendments must be concurred in by the Commons, or the bill
is thrown out for the session. Should the bill be passed by
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the Senate, the measure is then signed by the clerks of both
Houses and by the governor-general. The "Royal Assent" at
the close of the session gives formal sanction to bills which are
henceforward known as " Acts of Parliament." The " six months'
hoist" defeats a bill by postponing consideration till after prorogation. An amendment may utterly destroy the purport of a bill
and thereby defeat it. The Speaker decides minor votes by the
volume of " Yeas " or " Nays " (" Contents " or " Non-contents "
in the Senate); but in great public questions a record of the vote
is kept in the journals of the House, if a certain number of members call for such a vote. Prorogation puts an end to all bills or
other parliamentary proceedings.
The Dominion government has control of matters of a, general
or national character, such as the public debt and property, trade
P rs fth anc ^ c o m m e r c e , taxation, currency and banking, the
Dominion
postal
service, census, militia and naval service,
government.
.
.

•

navigation, lighthouses, seacoast and inland fisheries,
quarantine, insolvency, patents and copyrights, weights and measures, Indians and reservations, naturalization and aliens, criminal
law, penitentiaries, and lines of ships, railways, canals, telegraph,
etc., "for the general advantage of Canada." To the Federal
government also belong all powers not set forth as provincial.Certain subjects, as agriculture, immigration, railways, are under
the joint jurisdiction of Federal and local governments. The
Dominion government may, within a year, veto or disallow any
act of provincial legislation.
The Supreme Court of Canada was established in 1875, and
consists of a chief justice and five puisne or inferior judges.
judicial
These constitute the highest Canadian court of appeal
factors.
in civil and criminal cases. The judges are appointed
for life by the governor-general in Council. Beyond this tribunal is
the Privy Council of Great Britain, the final court of appeal for the
colonies of Great Britain. The Supreme Court has jurisdiction in
constitutional cases affecting both the Dominion and the provinces.
The Exchequer Court, once a part of the Supreme Court, was

—
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separated from it in 1887. It consists-of one judge appointed by
the governor-general in Council to decide cases in which Crown
revenues or property is concerned. It also has jurisdiction Jn
cases of injury received by any one engaged in public works.
The Exchequer Court has also the powers of an Admiralty Court
to adjudicate in questions of trade and commerce, shipping, or
navigation.
The revenue of the Dominion government comes from customs,
or duties on imported goods, and from excise duties. Customs
duties are either ad valorem, which means a percent- Revenue and
age of the market value "of the goods, or specific± im- ex P endlture -,
plying a fixed duty on certain named articles. Excise duties, or
internal revenues, are the direct taxes paid by manufacturers on
goods made in the country, such as whiskey, beer, tobacco, and
cigars. Additional revenue is obtained from postage, tolls on
canals, etc. These duties pay the public debt arising from the
construction of railways, canals, and other public works, and from
annual provincial subsidies. They also pay the cost of government and of legislation, the administration of justice, post-offices
and mail matters, marine and fisheries, militia and defence, immigration and quarantine, Indians, mounted police, penitentiaries,
government surveys, canals, superannuation, etc.
Treasury bills are issued by the Dominion government. They
are of the following denominations: 25^, $1, $2, $4, $50, $109,
$koo, $5000. The issue of these notes must not exCurrency,
ceed four million dollars in one year. Bank notes are
issued by chartered banks which give security for every dollar issued.
The lowest denomination in bank bills is five dollars. Canadian
silver and copper coins are minted in England. In 1901 a branch
of the Royal Mint was established in Ottawa by royal proclamation.
British troops are retained only at Halifax, and at Esquimalt.
Each of these places is strongly fortified, and each is Miutia and
a naval station for a squadron of the imperial fleet. defenceA full treatment of Canada's militia and defence measures will be
found in the preceding chapter.
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113. Provincial Government. — The leading features of the system of provincial government include a lieutenant-governor, an
Executive Council, a Legislative Assembly, a Legislative Council or
provincial Senate in Quebec and Nova Scotia, a judiciary, and a
civil service.
The executive factors of provincial administration are the lieutenant-governor and the Executive Council. The lieutenantgovernor is appointed, as a representative of the
76
factors*
Crown, by the governor-general in Council for five
years. His duties resemble those of the governorgeneral. He summons, opens, prorogues, dissolves the Legislature. He selects his Executive Council or Cabinet from the
party having the majority in Legislative Assembly. On
The
Lieutenant
the advice of his Cabinet he makes appointments and
Governor.
gives assent to laws. The salary of the lieutenant-governor ranges from $7,000 to $10,000, according to the province.
The Executive Council, Ministry, or Cabinet varies in number
from five in Manitoba to nine in Ontario. The departments common to all the provinces are those of the President
The
Executive
of the Council, Education, Public Works, Agriculture,
Council.
Crown Lands, Attorney-General, Treasurer, and Secretary. British Columbia, Quebec, and Nova Scotia have each a department of mines and mining, Quebec has a fisheries department,
and New Brunswick a surveyor-general, who also administers the
Crown lands. Some members of the Council hold more than one
department, others are without portfolio. The premier may select
any department he chooses. The Minister of Education (in Ontario) superintends kindergartens, public and high schools, collegiate institutes, model and normal schools, provincial colleges and
universities. The Minister or Commissioner of Public Works has
charge of provincial railways, penitentiaries, asylums, etc. The
Minister of Crown Lands leases or sells timber limits, and in
Ontario has charge of mining lands. The Minister of Agriculture
has jurisdiction over factories, dairying institutions, experimental
fruit stations, model farms, and agricultural colleges. The attorney-
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general advises the government in matters of law, and is the chief
executive of provincial law and justice. The secretary and registrar
has charge of the government's correspondence, registers commissions, and the bonds and securities of provincial officials. In the
provinces of Quebec and Nova Scotia, the members of the Cabinet
may be chosen from either House. As in the Federal Cabinet,
all Cabinet ministers must seek reelection in their constituencies.
Those without portfolio receive no specified salary. Only while
in the Cabinet are members entitled to the term "Honourable," with the exception of the premier, who retains the title
for hfe.
The legislative elements of provincial government include a
lieutenant-governor, a Legislative Council in Quebec and Nova
Scotia, and a Legislative Assembly. The functions of
the lieutenant-governor have already been considered, JSSSS*1**
The Legislative Council, or Upper House, is very
similar to the Federal Senate. The Council in Quebec has twentyfour members, in Nova Scotia, twenty members. These are appointed for life by the lieutenant-governor in Council.
They must be British subjects and have a property Legislative
.._

ml

_

,

•

J i

i

Council,

qualification. The Speaker, appointed by the same
authority, holds office during pleasure. In Prince Edward Island,
in 1893, the Council was united with the Assembly. Each of the
fifteen constituencies of that province now elects a councillor and
a member of the Assembly.
The qualifications of those who vote for members of Legislative Assemblies or proyincial Legislatures are very much the
same in nearly all the provinces. This manhood suffrage implies
that the voter must be a British subject of twenty-one years of
age, and that at the time of voting he must have been a resident in the electoral district for at least one year. In Quebec and Nova Scotia the suffrage is based on a small property
qualification.
A member of a Provincial Parliament (M.P.P.) or Legislative
Assembly (M.L.A.) must be twenty-one years of age and a British
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subject. The vote is taken by ballot as in Dominion elections,
except in Prince Edward Island. Members are elected for four
years (five in Quebec). No government officials or contractors
can sit in the Assembly. The Legislatures meet in ses^
The
Legislative
sion once a yean The sessional allowance varies from
Assembly.
$160 in Prince Edwagd Island to #800 in Quebec, in
addition to a mileage rate. The Speaker*,chosen as in the Commons, has duties similar to those of the Federal Speaker. The other
officers of the Assembly correspond to those i n the Commons.
The procedure of public business is like that in the Commons:
all bills receive three readings, and go through committee stages,
before being sent on to the Legislative Council in Quebec and in
Nova Scotia, or to the lieutenant-governor in the other provinces. All money bills must have their origin in the Legislative
Assembly, and all Orders-in-Council must be ratified at the next
session of the provincial Parliament. The province of Ontario
has ninety-four members in its Legislature, Quebec has seventyfour, New Brunswick forty-six, Manitoba forty, Nova Scotia and
British Columbia each thirty-eight, the North-West Territories
thirty-five, Prince Edward Island thirty.
In each province the Legislature has exclusive powers in such
matters as: Crown lands, forests, and mines ; the establishment,
maintenance, and management of hospitals, asylums,
jurisSction. charities, prisons, reformatories; municipal institutions ; shop, saloon, tavern, auctioneer licenses; local
public works and undertakings such as ships, railways, canals, telegraphs, etc., provincial and interprovmcial; the incorporation of
companies with provincial objects; marriage, and, in some of the
provinces, divorce; the administration of justice in the province;
punishment by fine, penalty, or imprisonment; public health ; education. In Manitoba, the provincial lands, with the exception of
the swamp lands granted to the province, are under the control
of the Dominion government. While educational matters belong
exclusively to provincial jurisdiction, no change can be made in
the educational privileges of denominational schools in existence
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before Confederation. Hence the Protestant minority in Quebec,
and the Roman Catholic minority in Ontarioj have their separate
schools in accordance with the British North America Act. By
this act, too, the Federal government has control over provincial
legislation. The governor-general in Council may within a year
disallow and annul any legislative enactment.
Judges of the supreme, district,, and county courts are appointed
and paid by the Dominion government. Justices of the peace and
other magistrates are appointed by the provincial gov- judicial
ernments. The judges of the higher courts must be factors«
lawyers of at least ten years' standing ; judges of the county courts,
of seven years' standing; and stipendiary and police magistrates
of three years' standing. Justices of the peace must Provincial
have property qualifications, and are justices for the l ustices county only in which they were appointed.
The provinces control the constitution, maintenance, and organization of provincial courts, both of civil and of criminal jurisdiction. Additional courts may be created, changes may be made,
or existing courts abolished. The courts of law in the provincial
provinces include Division Courts for the collection of coxatssmall debts ; Courts of Revision for voters' lists and assessment
rolls; courts for minor criminal cases before magistrates, recorders, or justices of the peace ; County Courts for more important
civil cases before county judges ; High Courts of Justice for civil
and criminal cases of still greater moment; Probate and Surrogate Courts to decide in cases of wills and inheritance; courts
for the trial of election protests; Divorce Courts in Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island ; Superior Courts of Appeal (the highest courts in the province), composed of the chief justice and
three justices. The highest court of appeal in the Dominion is,
as already stated, the Supreme Court at Ottawa.
English Criminal Law prevails in all the provinces provincial*
except Quebec where French Civil Law is used. In aw#
the other provinces English Common Law, or "judge-made" law
because founded on precedents, is assisted by statutory laws
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passed by Federal and Provincial Parliaments. These statutes are
from time to time revised and consolidated.
A civil suit is one to decide disputes between citizens. For the
trial of civil and criminal cases, the High Court Judges make
" circuits " of a province twice a year. The sessions
of such a court are termed " assizes." A " Nisi Prius "
Court consists of judge and jury, while in " Oyer and Terminer "
Courts the judges alone determine cases. In a civil suit the
plaintiff is an individual or a corporation, but in a criminal suit
the plaintiff is the Crown.
The Grand Jury is chosen by ballot by county officials. This
jury investigates the evidence, in criminal cases only, to see
whether the prisoner must stand a trial. Should the
Juries.
evidence fail to warrant a further investigation, the
foreman of the jury writes across the indictment the 'words " No
bill," and the prisoner is set free. But if the evidence is clearly
against the accused, the foreman writes " True bill," and the case
is sent to the Petty or ordinary Jury.
The law of extradition implies that for certain crimes a person
may be brought back for trial to the country from
Extradition.
which he has escaped. The crimes for which he may
be extradited are perjury, forgery, larceny, robbery, murder, arson,
embezzlement, abduction, etc.
If a prisoner should claim that he has been unlawfully detained
m
Habeas
J a ^ ne m a v obtain from the court a writ of Habeas
Corpus.
Corpus to the jailer to bring such prisoner before that
court. He is then set free, if no good cause is shown why he
should be detained.
The chief executive of the law is the sheriff. One is appointed
for every county or district by the lieutenant-governor in Council.
His duties include the execution of court decrees, the
Officials.
summoning of juries, and the supervision of jails and
jailers. He appoints his Own deputies and officers. The other
most important officials appointed by the provincial government
are the registrar, the bailiff or constable of the Supreme Courts,
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the county clerk, the county attorney, the notary, the clerk of the
peace, the deputy clerk, the constable, and the coroner. Civil
service officials hold their positions during " good behaviour."
The sources of provincial revenue are from timber limits, Crown
lands, mines and mining privileges; auctioneer, tavRevenue.
ern, shop, and saloon licenses; annual subsidies from
the Federal government; succession duties, law stamps, fees for
the incorporation of companies, etc.
The North-West Territories—Saskatchewan, Assiniboiaj Alberta,
Athabaska, Mackenzie, Franklin, and Ungava — have the organization of a single province, although they have not as yet
been advanced to the status of a province. Only the government.
first three of these districts are organized, no representatives sitting in the Territorial Legislature from Athabaska,
Franklin, Mackenzie, and Ungava. They have a common capital,
Regina, where the lieutenant-governor resides officially, and where
representatives meet in their Assembly as in a provincial Legislature, like the provinces, the Territories have representation in
the Federal Parliament. The district of Keewatin is under the
jurisdiction of the lieutenant-governor of Manitoba. The government of the Yukon is administered by a Commissioner assisted J>y
an elective Council.
114. Municipal Government.—The County Council has jurisdiction in the matter of jails, court-houses, registry offices; and in
the judicial system and in education it has important
.

.

.

Councils.

functions. The County Council in Ontario is composed of two councillors for each division, elected by general vote
for two years. Each county is divided into County Council districts. The minimum number of councillors representing a county
is eight, the maximum being eighteen. A warden is elected as
chairman at the first meeting of the Council. The other principal
county officials are the sheriff, clerk of the peace, treasurer, attorney, registrar, engineer, public school inspector, and auditors.
The county judges are appointed by the Federal government. A
City Council consists of a mayor and three aldermen for each
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ward. Toronto has three aldermen in each of six wards, and, in
addition, an Executive or Board of Control composed of the mayor
and four members elected ,by the city^ as a whole. A Town Council
consists of a mayor and three councillors for each ward, or two
councillors for each of five or more wards. A Village or Township Council has a reeve and four councillors. Mayors, reeves,
councillors,, and controllers are elected by a general vote.
In the province of Quebec the County Council is composed of
all the mayors of towns, villages, parishes, and townships. These
councillors choose a warden as in Ontario. Each of the above
municipalities also elects seven councillors for three years. The
mayor of a municipality is elected by the Council for one year.
The mayors in most cities, and aldermen or councillors in other
cities and large towns, are elected usually by general vote. In a
few cities the mayors are chosen by the aldermen.
A Nova Scotia county councillor is elected annually for each
polling division of a county. The warden is appointed by the
Council every year. The Town Council consists of a mayor,
elected annually, and not less than six councillors, elected for
two years. Halifax elects eighteen aldermen for three years, onethird every year.
|^§
In New Brunswick every parish elects annually two county
councillors. The warden is chosen by the Council. Cities and
towns elect their mayor and aldermen.
Prince Edward Island has a sort of municipal, Council in its
provincial Assembly. The only other municipal system is found
in Charlottetown and Summerside, which, by special act of the
Legislature, elect their mayors and Councils.
Manitoba's City and Town Councils are made up of a mayor,
and two aldermen or councillors for each ward, one of the two
being elected for two years. Village Councils have four councillors and a mayor; Municipal Councils, a reeve and from four to
six councillors, according to bye-law. Nearly all municipal representatives are elected annually by the ratepayers. The exception
has been mentioned in the foregoing.
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In the North-West Territories there is, as yet, outside the organized towns and villages, very little municipal government. Preparations are now being made for the introduction of a complete
system, which will include both town and rural municipalities.'
The City and Town Councils of British Columbia consist of a
mayor and from five to nine aldermen; Township and Village
Councils of a reeve and from four to seven councillors. Mayors
and reeves are elected annually by general vote; aldermen, and
councillors in cities and towns, by wards. The provincial Legislature has given a special municipal system to New Westminster,
Victoria, Vancouver, and Nanaimo.
Those qualified to vote for councillors in a municipality are,
besides the usual ratepayers: in Ontario, Manitoba, British
Columbia, farmers' sons residing with their parents; in Manitoba
and British Columbia, all homesteaders and rated women; in
Ontario and Nova Scotia, rated widows and spinsters. Electors
must be British subjects of twenty-one years of age, but criminals
and insane persons are not entitled to vote. The vote is taken by
ballot in all the provinces except Quebec. The chief executive
head of a municipality is the mayor, warden, or reeve. He presides in the Council, and signs, seals, and executes all documents,
contracts, debentures, deeds, or agreements of the Council. These
officers and the aldermen of cities are ex officio justices of the
peace. Other municipal officers are the clerk, treasurer, assessor,
collector, auditor, health officer, engineer, street or road commissioner, solicitor, chief of police, pathmaster, poundkeeper, etc.
115. Educational System. — Of the general system of education in the provinces, only the merest outline will be suggested
here; The administration of educational affairs in
Education.
each province is under the supervision of a department in charge of a minister or superintendent of education.
Provincial grants are made for the support of the government
system, which, beginning with the kindergarten grade, leads up
through the public school, high school, or collegiate institute,
to the provincial university. In every county the schools are
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regularly inspected by government superintendents or inspectors,
or by city or county inspectors. In each school district assessments for school purposes are usually levied with the municipal
taxes. To manage school affairs and school funds, trustees are
elected in each school district or section by the general vote of
the ratepayers.
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Abbott, Sir John, 410.
Abenakis, the, of the Kennebec and Penobscot, 104.
Abercrombie, General, 138, 146, 147.
Aberdeen, Earl of, 415.
Abraham, 154, 157, 161, 187, 416.
Acadie, the extent of, in de Monts patent,
the coast of, 23; Port Royal named by
Poutrincourt, the St. J o h n and-the St.
Croix discovered, 24; colony established at Port Royal, 25; the Jesuits
and Biencceur in, 27, 28; strife at
Port Royal, 29; Port Royal destroyed
by Argall, 30; France regains, 44; the
Scotch in, 46-48; Port Royal seized
by England, 4 8 ; France again possesses, 50; France's growing interest
in Canada, and the Scotch colony dispossessed in, 5 1 ; civil strife in, 52-56;
changes in the ownership of, 56-58,76;
raids of the New Englanders on, 90;
progress of, 95, 97; Port Royal captured by Sir W . Phips, 100; disputed
boundaries in, 104; border warfare between New England and, 105; final
conquest of, 107-110; Port Royal again
the capital, 108; ceded to England by
Treaty of Utrecht, n o ; its condition
under English rule, 112; boundary
disputes, 121; the French inhabitants
urged to take the oath of allegiance to
England, 123; expulsion of the French
from, 128, 129,130.
Act, abolition of separate schools, 408;
British North America, 407,459; Confederation, 308; Dominion Franchise,
382; Jesuits' Estates, 380, 408; militia,
first, 442; Quebec, 178, 201 ( see Quebec) ; redistribution, 382, 451; Scott,
2H

or Canada Temperance, 381; Union,
3°5-3°9. 3 2 0 . 35 6 " Acts of Parliament," 454.
Adam, Canadian historian, 430.
Admiralty Court, 455.
Africa, 76.
Agricola, note, ZJJ.
Agriculture, in Canada, 439.
Aiguillon, Duchesse d', 60.
Ailleboust, D', 67.
Ainslie, General, 287.
Alabama claims, the, 348, 349, 360, 370,
37iAlaska, 331, 412.
Albanel, Father, 82.,
Albany, 93, 227.
Albany, Fort, 90.
Albert, Prince-Consort, his death, 341.
Alberta, 385; representation at Ottawa
of, 398.
Alexander, Sir William, begins to colonize Nova Scotia, 47; " Order of the
Knights Baronets of Nova Scotia"
devised by, 47.
Algoma, in Ontario, 451.
Algonquin Indians, the, become allies
of Champlain, 35; their treachery, 41.
Alien Labour Laws, 412.
Allan, Colonel John, 193.
Allan, Sir Hugh, 373,375,438.
Alleghanies, the, 113.
Alleghany River, the, 131.
Allen, Colonel Ethan, 186.
Allumette Island, Champlain at, 37.
Alma, battle of the, 325.
Alverstone, Lord, chief justice of Great
Britain, 412.
Amendment, an, power of defeat in, 454.
America, North, three centres of strife
in, 103; effect of the W a r of the Spanish
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Succession in, 107-110, 137; results of
Treaty of Paris in, 162, 163; trouble
brewing in the Thirteen Colonies, 182185; colonies achieve independence,
189; her commerce ruined by England's orders-in-council, 220; passes
Embargo Act, 220; New England
States threaten to secede, 220; forbids
trade with France and England, 220;
Non-Intercourse Act, 220, 221; dreams
of a French alliance, 221; wise influence of Washington in, 221; results of
W a r of 1812 in, 252; War of Secession
in, 339, 340; the States-Rights Doctrine defeated in, 339; wrath at England's sympathy with the South, 340;
hostility towards Canada in the Northern States, 347; Reciprocity Treaty
withdrawn, 348 ; annexation of Canada
suggested, 348; Alabama claims, 348.
America, South, 76.
Amherst, General (note, 142), 142, 145,
148, 149, 154.
Amherstburg, Brock at, 229, 236, 301,
3°3Amity and Commerce, Treaty of, 216,217.
Ancient colony, the, 253.
Andros, Major, governor of New York,
93Angell, Doctor James B., 407.
Annapolis, unsuccessful attack of Du
Vivier on, 116, 129, 130; represented
in the Parliament of Nova Scotia, 179,
247.
Annapolis Basin, 23.
Annapolis River, 112.
Annapolis Royal (Port Royal), taken by
the English and named in honour of
Queen Anne, 109.
Annapolis Valley, 180.
Annexation, 446.
Anse du Foulon (Wolfe's Cove), 155.
Anson, Admiral, 120.
*£#;
Anticosti, 10.
Anville, Duke d', his unsuccessful expedition to America, 119.
Archibald, Adams G., 342, 344, 366.
Archibald, Reformer, 356.
Arctic Ocean, Alexander Mackenzie
reaches the, 255, 412.

Argall, Samuel, 30.
Argenson, Vicomte d \ governor of Canada, 70.
Arichat, in Cape Breton, 286.
Arkansas River, 81.
Army of the Centre, in the W a r of 1812,
227.
Army of the North, in the W a r of 1812,
227.
Army of t e West, in the W a r of 1812,
227.
Arnold, Cc'onel Benedict, 187, 188.
Aroostook War, averted between Maine
and New Brunswick, 314.
Arthur, Sir George, governor of Upper
Canada, 301.
Ashburton Treaty, defines the boundary
of Maine and New Brunswick, 314;
opposed in U.S. Senate, 315 ; its-ratification, 315.
Assembly, the, Legislative, first held at
Halifax, 147; in Lower Canada, 221;
at Quebec, 291.
Assiniboia (Red River Colony), first
session of Council of, 257; Sir George
Simpson, first president of Council of,
257, 385; representation at Ottawa of,
398.
Assinboine River, the, 113.
Assizes, 460.
Associated Merchants of St. Malo and
Rouen, Canada controlled'by, 39.
Association of the Grand Council of
Plymouth, 46.
Assomption (Anticosti), island of, n .
Athabasca Lake, Mackenzie on, 255.
Athabasca River, 114, 384, 385.
Atlantic Ocean, 435.
Australian Commonwealth, union known
as, 414.
Austria, 107; the ally of France, 137.
Austrian Succession, W a r of the, 115,
163.
Avalon, peninsula of, 289.
Avaugeur, Baron Dubois d', quarrels
with Laval, 71.
Avon Valley, 180.
Aylesworth, A. B., Canadian commissioner on Alaskan boundary question, 412.
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Aylmer, Lord, governor-general of Can- Belly River, 384.
ada, 266.
Bering Sea dispute, 419; Court of ArbiAyrshire, 259.
tration formed to settle, 411.
Berlin Decrees declare Great Britain in
a state of blockade, 220.
Bacchus, Isle of (He d' Orleans), n .
Bermuda, 277, 304.
Back, George, Arctic explorations of, Biard, Father, 28,29.
Biband, historian, 430.
257Bidwell, Marshall, Speaker of the House
Bacon, Francis, 31.
in Upper Canada, 274, 298.
Baddeck, loyalists settle in, 200.
Bagot, Sir Charles, governor-general of Biencourt, commandant of Acadie, 477.
Big Bear, Indian chief, 387, 392, 397.
Canada, 309; his resignation, 309.
Bahamas, the, Columbus lands on an Bigot, Francois, controls the affairs of
Canada, 141; his corrupt acts, 142;
island of, 6.
his punishment, 142, 156.
Baker, hoists American flag at MadaBill, Appropriation (note, 218), in New
waska, 312.
Brunswick, 218; Conciliation, 416;
Baldoon, 219.
Dominion Franchise, 415; Grand
Baldwin, Robert, 274, 298, 309, 319.
Trunk Pacific Railway, 416, 435; MiliBaltimore, 251.
tia, 366; Mulock, 441; Rebellion
Baltimore, Lord, forms a settlement in
Losses, 320; Redistribution, 416; ReNewfoundland, 32.
medial, 415.
Bangor, 251, 372.
Bishopp, Colonel, 233, 241.
Banks, 440.
Blackfeet, tribe of Indians, 387.
Barclay, Captain, 242.
Black Robes, the, 60.
Baring (Lord Ashburton), 314.
Batoche, 387; Riel proclaims his mis- Black Rock, 241.
sion at, 388,392,393; the taking of, 396. Blaine-Bond Treaty, 419.
Batoche's Ferry, three days' battle of, 395. Blair, Reformer, 356.
Blake, Hon. Edward, 410.
Battleford, 390, 392, 394, 396, 435.
Blanchard, Richard, governor at VicBayard, Secretary of State, 407.
toria, 330.
Beauharnois County, 296.
Beauharnois, Marquis de, governor of Blenheim, 107.
Canada, 113; builds Crown Point, 113. Blenheim, the, 415.
Bloody Bridge, battle of, 175.
Beauharnois militia, 244.
Boerstler, Colonel, 240.
Beaujeu, 133.
Beauport, 101; failure of Wolfe's attack Bonavista, English settlement in Newfoundland, 106.
at, 154.
Bond,
H o n . Robert, 419.
Beaupre, 101.
Beausejour, Fort, 125; its capture planned Bonsecours Market (Montreal), 321.
by New England, 126 • fall of, 127; re- Borden, Hon. R. L., 416.
Boscawen, Admiral, 143.
named, 128, 180.
Boston, 57,90, 196; opposes W a r of 1812,
Beaver Dam, 239.
225.
Begg, Canadian historian, 430.
Boston Tea-party, the, 185.
Bell, Canadian historian, 430.
Bell, Doctor, director of geological sur- Boucher, Pierre, 72. j
Bougainville, accompanies Montcalm to
vey, 426.
Canada, 138; at Ticonderoga, 146,
Bell, Graham, inventor of the telephone,
• 151, 161.
442.
Boulton, Solicitor-General, 274.
Bell-Smith, artist, 433.
Bouquet, Colonel Henry, 175.
Belle Isle, Straits of, 9,10.
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Bourassa, artist, 433.
Bourinot, Sir J. G., 430,
Bourlamaque, Chevalier de, 138, 149.
Bow River, 384.
Bowell, Sir Mackenzie, 415.
Braddock, General, 132-134.
Bradstreet, Lieut.-Colonel John, 147,175.
Brant, Joseph, Chief of the Mohawks,
. 201.

Brantford, Ontario, first telephone put up
in, 442.
Brebceuf, Father, 41, 60,65.
Breda, Treaty of, 58, 95.
Breton, Cape (He Royale), first encounter between France and England
in, 48, 57; passes into English hands,
145; made a separate province, 200;
its reahsorption in Nova Scotia, 200;
loyalists settle in, 200, 209; immigration of Scotch Highlanders to, 219;
slow development of, 286; reunited to
Nova Scotia, 287.
Brion-Chabot, Philippe de, patron of
Cartier, 9.
Bristol, Cabot starts for New World
from, 6.
British Columbia, 19, 255, 330, note, 331;
gold found in, 331; the question of
boundaries in, 331-333; separation
and'reunion of Vancouver Island and,
"333. 334; Victoria, the capital of, 334;
joins Confederation, 368; characterisI tics of, 369; discontent of, 376; floods
in, 413; size of, 444; members of legislature in, 458; councils of, 463.
British North America, 331-333, 342.
British North America Act, the, 345,353.
British North American League, the, formation of, 318.
Brock, Sir Isaac, 222, 227-230, 232.
Brockville, raided by Americans, 236,271.
Broke, Captain, of the Shannon, 246-247.
Brouage, birthplace of Champlain, 22.
Brouillan, governor of Placentia, 106.
Brown, H o n . George, 337, 341, 343, 344,
356, 382.
Brown, Stowell, 293, 294.
Brule, Etienne, accompanies Champlain
to the Huron country, 37.
Bryce, Canadian historian, 430.

Buffalo, burned by Canadian forces, 246,
30 1 . 349Bullion, Madame de, builds the first hospital in Montreal, 62.
Bunker Hill, battle of, 186.
Burgoyne, General, his disaster at Saratoga, 190.
Burke, speech on "Conciliation with
America," 353.
Burlington Heights, 239, 242.
Burrard, district of, in British Columbia,
45iBurrard Inlet, 400; afterwards Vancouver, 401.
Burton, Colonel, with Wolfe at Quebec,
158.
1
Burton, Sir Francis, 264.
Bushy Run, battle of, 175.
By, Colonel, builder of the Rideau Canal,
258.
Bytown, see Ottawa.
Byron, Commodore, destroys the French
fleet at Petite Rochelle, 179.
C.
Cabinet, of Canada, the, 449.
Cables, 441.
Cabot, John, 6, 7, 180.
Cabot, Sebastian, 7.
Cadet, Joseph, 142.
Cadillac, La Motte, establishes a fort at
Detroit,, i n .
Cahokia, Pontiac killed at, 176.
Caldwell, Sir John, 264.
Calgary, 392.
California, 331.
Callieres, 89, 107.
Campbell, Canadian historian, 430.
Campbell, A., 344.
Campbell, Sir Alexander, 407.
Campbell, General Sir Archibald, 284.
Campbell, Sir Colin, 280, 315, 316.
Campbell, Conservative, 356.
Campbell, William Wilfrid, Canadian
poet, 432.
Canada Company, the, its success in
assisting immigration, 259.
Canada Trade Act, 264.
Canadian, the, first ship of the Allan.
line, 438.
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Canadian Feneibles, enrolled in 1813,
235.
Canadians, on the Nile, 404; in South
Africa, 445; honour done at the coronation, to, 445.
Canadien, Le, organ of the French party,
222.

Canals, in Canada, 436.
Canniff, Canadian historian, 430.
Canso, destroyed by Du Vivier, 116.
Cap Rouge, Cartier at, 15, 154-156.
Cape Breton, 405, 441, 442.
Cape Ray, 417.
Cape St. John, 417.
Carbonear, English settlement in Newfoundland, 106.
Garhagouha, Huron metropolis, 38.
Cariboo, district in British Columbia, 151.
Carignan-Salieres, regiment of, 78, 79.
Carleton, fortified post of mounted police at, 388.
Carleton, Sir Guy, governor of Canada,
178,187, 189, 192, 197, 209.
Carleton, Thomas, 199, 209, 218.
Carman, Bliss, poet, 432.
Carnarvon, Lord, 377.
Caroline, the, destruction of, 300.
Carter, F . B. S., 344.
Cartier, Conservative, 356.
Cartier, Sir George Etienne, 337, 343,
344. 374. 442.
Cartier, Jacques, 9,10-16.
Cartier, Jacques, stronghold of, 159.
Casco Bay, 99.
Casgrain, Abbe, writer, 430.
Castine fund, 151, 277.
Castine, town, 251.
" Castle Dangerous," 102.
" Casual and territorial revenue," 263.
Cataracoui, De Courcelles builds a fort
at, 82.
Cathay, 400.
Cathcart, Lord, governor-general of
Canada, 310.
Caughnawaga, village of, 297.
Cedars, rapids of the, 189.
Censitaires, the, 75,167.
Census, first Dominion, the, 372; second,
382; third, 409.
Centennial exposition, 377.
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Chaleurs, Baie des, 9, 193, 282, 410.
Chamberlain, Hon. Joseph, 407, 414.
Chambly, Fort, on the Richelieu, 79,187.
Champlain, father of Canadian literature, 428.
Champlain, Lake, 67, 113, 135; Montcalm on, 138, 145, 148; in English
hands, 189; rendezvous of loyalists at,
198, 201, 2 3 6 ; . C a n a d a supreme on,
243. 250.
Champlain, Samuel de, 22-27,34~45» 3 1 1 *
Chandler, Edward, 344.
Chandler, General, 239.
Chandler, Senator, 360.
Chapais, J. C , 344.
Chapais, Conservative, 356.
Charles Albert of Bavaria, 115.
Charles, Archduke of Austria, 107.
Charles Edward Stuart, the Young Pretender, 120.
Charles V. of Spain, 15.
Charles River, 158.
Charles I I , grants New Netherlands to
the Duke of York, 77.
Charles V I , Emperor of Austria, 115.
Charlesbourg Royal, 16.
Charleston, 191,197.
Charlottetown, 193, 288; municipal system in, 462.
Charlottetown Conference, the, 326, 329,
342, 343Charnisay, Seigneur d'Aulnay, 51-56.
Chastes, Aymar de, 22.
Chateauguay, 244, 245, 261:
Chateauguay River, 244.
Chaudiere Falls, 36, 258, 321.
Chaudiere River, 186.
*^E'-'.':
Chaumonat, Father, 68.
;$& "-.
Chauncey, Commodore, 287.
Chauveau, H o n . P. J. O., Canadian
poet, 431, 432.
Chauvin, Captain, 21, 22.
Chebucto Bay, 119.
Chenier, Dr., 294.
Chesapeake, U.S. frigate, 220; fight with
the Shannon, 246, 247, note, 247.
Chester, 247.
Chesterfield Inlet, 413.
Chicago, 8 1 ; fire, 372.
Chicoutimi, district in Quebec, 451.
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Chignecto, 95,121, 130, 436.
Chinamen, British Columbia determines
to exclude, 402.
Chinook winds, 362.
Chippewa, 239, 248.
Chippewa Volunteers, at Queenstown
Heights, 231.
Chippewyan, Fort, 114, 255, 257.
Christie, Robert, writer, 430.
Chrysler's Farm, 245; see W a r of 1812.
Circuits, 460.
City of Boston, great I n m a n steamer lost,
367.
Civil Law in Lower Canada, 211.
Civil Service, 450.
Civil Lists Bills, 262.
Clark's Crossing, 393.
Clergy Reserves, 211, 323.
Clermont, the, steam vessel invented by
Robert Fulton, 437.
Clinton, Sir Henry, takes Charleston,
291.

Cochran, Admiral, bombards Fort McHenry, 251.
Cockburn, J., 344.
Colbert, Jean Baptiste, minister of Louis
XIV., 72, 76.
Colborne, Sir John, recalled, 275; commander-in-chief, 293, 294, 295.
Colebrook, Sir William, governor of
New Brunswick, 317.
Coles, G., 344.
Colonial Conference, 414, 441.
Colonial Office (Downing Street), 265,
301.
Colonies, the French and English compared, 141; band themselves together
against England, 178; growth of disaffection and grievances in, 182-185;
Revolutionary W a r begins in, 185;
Declaration of Independence of, 189.
Columbus, Christopher, 4-6.
Columbus River, 256, 331.
Commission of Inquiry, 268.
Committee of the Whole, 453.
Committee, standing or special, 453;
Legal, 453; Railway, 453; of Supply,
453; of Ways and Means, 453; of the
Whole, 453.
Commons, House of, 451, 452.
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Company of London and Bristol Adventurers and Planters, settlement in Newfoundland founded by, 31.
Company of the Hundred Associates,
organized by Richelieu, 42; its charter
revoked, 72.
Conception Bay, 31.
Confederation, 2, 253, 257, 262, 304, 319,
320, 335-338, 347, 350-355, 360, 361,
399. 4 2 °. 421, 434« 442.
Confederacy, the Southern, 340.
Conferences, Imperial, 407; Interprovincial, 407; Colonial, 414, 441; at
Melbourne, 441.
Connecticut, objects to the W a r of 1812,
225.

Conservatives, note, 308; victory for, 409,
356; " b l e u s " or French, 398.
Constitutional Act, supported by Pitt,
210, 217.

Continental Congress, held at Philadelphia, 185.
Contrecceur, commander of Fort Duquesne, 133.' > .
Cook, Captain, on Vancouver Island,
2SS-Coppermine River, Sir John Franklin
builds a post at, 257.
Corn Laws, repealed by England, 322. •
Cornwallis, Lord, capitulates at Yorktown, 191.
Cornwallis Valley, 180.
Cortereal, Labrador or Newfoundland
visited by, 8.
Cdte Ste. Genevieve, 158.
Coudouagny, Indian god, 12.
Council, Legislative, 457; in municipal
governments, 461, 462.
Courcel, Baron de, of Belgium, 411.
Courcelles, Seigneur de, 78, 82, 90.
Coureurs des Bois (runners of the woods),
78, 91.
Courts, Division, 459; Revision, 459;
County, 459; High, 459; Probate, 459;
Surrogate, 459; Divorce, 459; Superior, 459; Supreme,-459.
Craig, Sir James, governor-general of
Canada, 221, 222, 224, 261.
Craigellachie, 400.
Crawford, Isabella Valancy, poet, 432.
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Crees, tribe of Indians, 387.
Cremazie, Octave, Canadian poet, 431.
Crimean War, effect on Canada of, 324,
325.
Criminal Law of England, in Lower
Canada, 211, 459.
Cromwell, Oliver, seizes Acadie, 57, 58.
Crow-foot, chief of Blackfeet Indians,
387.
Crown Point, built by Vaudreuil, 113,
135, 138, 149.
Crowne, Rev. William, 58.
Crozier, Major, officer in command at
Carleton, 389.
Cumberland, represented in Parliament
of Nova Scotia, 179.
»Cumberland, Fort, 134,192.
Cunard, Samuel, of Halifax, 438.
Currency, 455; of Canada, 440.
Cut Knife Creek, 394-395.
D.
Dablon, Father, 68.
Dalhousie College, 251.
Dalhousie, Lord, 264, 265.
Daly, 309.
Danes, 402.
Daniel, Captain, destroys the English
fort on Cape Breton, 48.
Daniel, Father, 60, 65.
Danube River, the, 1.
Dartmouth, 123, 124, 179.
Daulac, Adam (Dollard), Sieur des Ormeaux, 70, 71.
Dauversiere, one of the founders of Montreal, 62.
Davis, Jefferson, President of the Southern Confederacy, 339.
Davoust, Father, among the Hurons, 60.
Dawson, Sir William, 427, 432.
Dearborn, General, 227, 236.
D e Caen, Emery, 40, 44.
D e Caen, Guillaume, 40.
** Declaration of Independence," issued
at Philadelphia, 189.
" Declaration of the Reformers," issued
in Upper Canada, 298.
De Gourgues, 18;
D e Guercheville, Madame, 29.
D e Haro Channel, 332.
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Delaware Indians, 173,175.
Delfosse, Monsieur, 379.
De Monts, see Guast.
Denis of Honfleur visits the Gulf of S t
Lawrence, 8.
Denison, Colonel F . C , 404.
Denonville, Marquis de, 89-94.
Dent, Canadian historian, 430.
Denys, Nicholas, 51, 56, 57.
Department of Labour, 416.
Deputy-Speaker, 452-453.
Detroit, Cadillac builds a fort at, i n ,
148, 165, 173; besieged by Indians,
174; battle Of " Bloody Bridge," 175;
taken by General Brock, 229, 236, 243,
301; aids an attack on Canada, 302,
313Diamond, Cape, 152.
Dickens, Francis, 391-392.
Dickie, R. B., 344.
Dieskau, Baron, 132, 135, 136.
Digby, loyalists settled, 199.
Dinwiddie, governor of Virginia, 131.
Disputed territory, see Maine and New
Brunswick.
Division Courts, 459.
Dominion Day, 353, 355.
Dominion government, 407, 448.
Dongan, Colonel, 86, 89, 90.
Dorchester, see Carleton, Sir Guy, 209.
Douglas Channel, 332.
Douglas, Fort, 256.
Douglas, Sir Howard, governor of New
Brunswick, 281; founds King's College,
281, 284, 312.
Douglas pines, 401.
Douglastown, 282.
Doukhobors, 402.
" Dower," law of, 177.
Downie, Captain, 250.
" Downing Street," 218, 260.
Doyle, Lawrence O'Connor, 279.
Drake, Sir Francis, sails along the Pacific coast, 19.
Draper, Mr., 310, 311.
Drew, Lieutenant, 300.
Drucour, Chevalier de, 143; surrenders
Louisburg, 145.
Drucour, Madame, 145.
Druilettes, Father, 67.
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Drummond, W . H., poet, 432.
Drummond, General, Sir George, 246;
at Lundy's Lane, 249.
Drummondville, see Lundy's Lane.
Dual Representation, 357.
Dublin, 259.
Du Bceuf, 174.
Duchambon, 117, 118.
Duck Lake, fight at, 387.
Dufferin, Earl of, 373, 375, 377, 381.
Dumont, Gabriel, 388, 393, 396, 398.
Dunbar, Canadian sculptor, 433.
Duncan, Sara Jeannette, authoress, 431.
Dundas Street, 214.
Dunkirk, see note, i n .
Dupleix, 121.
Dupuy, 68, 69.
Duquesne, Fort, 131, 133, 147.
Duquesne, Marquis, 122.
Durantaye, 91.
Durham, Lord, governor-general of Canada, 296, 303-305. 3 I 9Duvar, Hunter, writer, 431.
D u Vivier, attacks Annapolis unsuccessfully, 116.
E.

opposed by France in the W a r of the
Spanish Succession, 107; Treaty of
Utrecht brings great glory to, n o ;
growth of rivalry in New World between France and, 115; loses Louisburg by the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle,
120; Louisburg regained by, 145; effect of the Seven Years' W a r on, 137;
her great gain by the Treaty of Paris,
162; acquires the empire of the New
World, 163; Canada under the dominion of, 173-353; trouble brewing
between the Thirteen Colonies and,
182-185; attacked by France, Spain,
and Holland, 190; sympathy with the
revolting colonies shown in, 190;
acknowledges the independence of the
United States, 191; sacrifices much
territory by the Treaty of Versailles,
193; fails in justice to the loyalists,
194; comes at last to the rescue of the
loyalists, 197; threats of war between
the United States and, 219; retaliates
against Napoleon's " Berlin Decrees,"
220; her maritime supremacy threatened, 233, 234; state of the navy of,
233, note, 234; blockades the coast of
America, 250.
Equal Rights Party, 408.
Ericson, Leif, 3.
Erie, Fort, 239, 248, 249, 349.
Erie Indians, the, attacked by the Iroquois, 67.
Escuminac, Point, Cartier at, 9.
Esquimalt, imperial station, 399.
Estournelle, Admiral d', 119.
" Everlasting Salaries Bill," 274.
Exchequer Court, the, 454-455.
Excise duties, 455.
Executive Council, 212, 456.
Expenditure of Canada, 455.
Exploits, river, 417.
Exploration of North-west, 413.
Exposition, Columbian, 413.
Extradition, law of, 460.

Eagle, American sloop, 243. '
Eagle River, in the Rockies, 400.
Eboulements, Les, effect of earthquake
at, 73Eddy, Colonel, 192.
Edge Hill, see Bushy Run.
Edmonton, 390, 392, 435.
Education, in the provinces, 463.
Edward, Fort, on the Hudson, 135,
!39Egg Islands, in the St. Lawrence, n o .
Election, Dominion, 357, 408.
Elgin, Lord, governor-general of Canada, 310, 317, 320.
Embargo Act, 220.
Emigrants, 383, 384.
England, 5 ; North America claimed by,
30; commencement of the struggle in
the New World between France and,
30; Quebec for the first time passes
into the hands of, 44; Canada and Fafard, Father, 391.
Acadie restored to France by, 44; war Faillon, Abbe, writer, 430.
breaks out between France and, 48; Fairfield, governor of Maine, 313.

INDEX.
Falkland, Lord, governor of Nova
Scotia, 316.
Family Compact, 260,261, 269, 270, 272,
273, 277, 302.
Famine Bay, the French at, 88.
Faroes, the, Vikings establish a commonwealth in, 3.
Fathers of Confederation, the, in Canada,
337- .
Federal Government, 449; powers of the,
454; county judges appointed by, 461.
Federal Parliament, 461.
Federation, Imperial, motion in favour
of, 374.
Fenians, the, 349, 350, 365, 370, 371.
Ferdinand, king of Aragon, 5.
Ferland, writer of history, 430.
Feudal tenure, in Canada, 75.
Finisterre, Cape, defeat of the French
fleet near, 120.
Fish Creek, battle at, 393.
Fisher, Charles, 344.
Fisheries, of Canada, 360, 366, 370, 379,
406, 410, 4 I 7~4 I 9. 439-440Fitzgibbon, Lieutenant James, 240.
Five Nations Indians, the, 77.
Fleming, Sir Sandford, 407, 427, 441.
Florida, French colony, 18,76.
Forbes, artist, 433.
Forbes, General, 147.
Forster, artist, 433.
Fort Garry, 363, 365.
Fort Pitt, 390, 391, 392.
Foster, General J . W , 411.
Fox River, the, 81.
France, the New World under the dominion of, 1-163; her enterprise in the
New World, 8; Canada forgotten by,
18; colonization again interests, 20;
her claim to North America, 30; coin• mencement of the struggle in the New
World between England and, 30;
loses Quebec for the first time, 44;
war breaks out between England and,
48; Canada a n d Acadie restored to,
44; her encroachment in Newfoundland, 96, 103; opposes England in the
W a r of the Spanish Succession, 107;
Treaty of Utrecht causes loss of ten*-;
tory to, n o ; growth of rivalry in New;
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World between England and, 115;
Louisburg regained by-me Treaty of
Aix-la-Chapelle, 120; eager to recover
Nova Scotia, 124; allies herself with
Austria and Russia in the Seven Years'
W a r , 137; sends Montcalm to Canada, 138; French and English colonies
compared, 141; Louisburg lost forever
to, 145; loses her hold on the great
west, 149; cedes much territory to
Great Britain by the Treaty of Paris,
162; cedes Louisiana to Spain, 163;
retains fishing privileges in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence and Newfoundland, 163;
loses the empire of the New World,
163; encourages the revolting colonies, 190; attacks England, 190.
Franchise, 452.
Francis I, of France, 9,15.
Eraaco-Belgic Steamship Company, 438.
Franco-Canadian Steamship Line, 438.
Franklin, Sir John, 257.
Franklin, in North-west,territory, 461.
Fraser, artist, 433.
Fraser River, the, 331, 369, 413.
Fraser, W.-A., writer, 431.
Frechette, Louis Honore, Canadian poet,
43 1 Frederick, Fort, 179, 193.
Frederick the Great of Prussia, 137, 162.
Free Soccage, see Canada, 176.
French Canadians, the, 164,165-172,178,
208, 210, 211, 215, 216, 221, 222, 254,

267, 295, 296.
French Civil Law, 459.
French River, 37.
French Shore Disputes, 163, 417.
Frobisher, Martin, touches at Labrador,
19.
Frog Lake, 387.
Frontenac, Louis de Buade, 84, 87, 90,
94. 97-99. I 0 2 , 103, 107.
Frontenac, Fort, 147, 175, 200, 201.
Fuca Straits, 332.
Fulton, Robert, 437.
Fundy, Bay of, 23, 105,199, 410.
Fur-trade, 77.

G.
Gabarus Bay, 117,143, 144.
Gage, General, 185, 196.
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Galicians, 402.
Gallissonniere, de la, 121.
Gait, (Sir) Alexander T., 337, 338, 343,
344. 379. 382.
Gait, Conservative, 356.
Gait, John, 259.
.Gait, town of, 259.
Gama, Vasco di, 6.
Gander River, 417.
Garden of the Gulf, see St. John, Island
of.
Garneau, Francois Xavier, writer of history, 429.
Garry, Fort, 257.
Gaspe, 9, 451.
Gaspe, de, writer, 430.
Gaspe, Philippe Aubert de, note, 165.
Gates, General, 190.
Gazette, official paper, 453.
Geological Survey of Canada, 413, 426.
George, Fort, 229, 231, 232, 239.
George, Lake, 138, 145, 149.
George I I I , 179, 213, 216, 217, 263.
George IV, 263.
Georgian Bay, the, Champlain on, 37,
66, 256.
Germany, Emperor of, 333.
Ghent, Treaty of, 251.
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey, 19, 20.
Glace1 Bay, Cape Breton, 442.
Gladstone, W . E., 287.
Glenelg, Lord, Colonial Secretary, 286.
Glengarry Fencibles, the, at Chateauguay, 244.
Glengarry Highlanders, the, 235, 237.
Godefroy, captured by the Iroquois, 61.
Good Hope, Cape of, 6.
Goodridge, Mr., 420. "
Gordon, C. W., or Ralph Connor, writer-,
43*.
Gore, Colonel, 294.
Gosford, Lord, governor-general of Canada, 268, 292, 296.
Gourlay, Robert, 271, 272.
Government, the Dominion, powers of,
454Governor-General of Canada, 448-449.
Gram, Gregora W., of Sweden, 411.
Grand Battery, at Louisburg, 118, 144.
Grand Jury, 460.

Grand Pre, in Acadie, 95, 120, 129.
Grand Trunk Railway, 323, 339.
Granville, Earl, 210.
Grass, loyalist leader of the pioneers of
Ontario, 200.
Grassett, Colonel, 396.
Gray, Colonel, premier of Prince Edward Island, 343, 344.
Gray, Canadian historian, 430.
Great Britain, her power in Europe and
America, n o ; indemnifies the loyalists, 202, 203; Berlin Decrees, 220;
acquires the Pacific Coast from California to Russian America, 256; Treaty
of Ghent, 251; promotes emigration,
257, 265; duties on Baltic timber, 283;
repeals the Corn Laws and Navigation Laws, 322; on the verge of
war with the United States, 332;
trouble over the Trent affair, 340.
Great Commoner, the, see Pitt.
Great Fish River, Fort Reliance built on
the, 257.
" Great Immigration," the, 259.
Great Meadows, the, 132..
Great Slave Lake, the, Mackenzie on,
255Greater Britain, 414.
Green Bay Mission, 82, 85.
Greenland, 3.
Grey, Lord, 326.
Grier, artist, 433.
Griffin, the, built by L a Salle, 85.
Grit, nickname for Liberals, 356.
Growler, the, American sloop on Lake
Champlain, 243.
Guast, Pierre du, Sieur de Monts, 22, 23,
25. 27, 34Guelph, the " Royal City," 259.
Guy, John, 31.
H.
Habeas Corpus Act, 209, 211, 460.
Habitants, their condition under French
rule, 141; their houses, etc., 166-172;
attitude to the Revolutionary War,
186, 187; join Papineau, 293, 294, 296.
Haldimand, General,
governor of
Canada, 192, 198, 200, 202.
Half-Moon, the, Henry Hudson's ship,
32.
,

INDEX.
Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, writer,
429.
Halifax, 122, 123; first Legislative Assembly held at, 147; Parliament of
Nova Scotia meets at, 179; loyalists
of St. J o h n River demand representation at, 199; Duke of Kent at, 217,
247; depression in, 277; sympathy for
the South in the W a r of Secession,
340; British naval and military station
. for the North Atlantic, 366; fisheries
award, 379, 405, 442; town council of,
462.
Hall's Bay, 418.
Hamilton, 442.
Hampton, General W a d e , 244.
Handcock, Major, 248.
Handfield, Major, 129.
Hannay, Canadian historian, 430.
Hannen, Lord, 411.
Haren, Major de, 240-24*.
Harfager, Harold, 3 .
Harlan, Judge, 411.
Harney, General, U.S.A., 333.
Harris, artist, 433.
Harrison, General, 236, 242, 243.
Harrison, S. Frances, writer, 431.
Harvey, Colonel, Sir John, note, 239, 245,
286, 313, 314, 316.
Haverhill on the Merrimac, 108.
Haviland, Colonel, 162.
Hayes, Fort, on Hudson Bay, 90.
Head, Sir Francis Bond, governor of
Upper Canada, 276, 298, 301.
Heavysege, Charles, Canadian poet, 431.
Hebert, French Canadian sculptor, 433.
Hebert, Louis, 46.
Helen's Island, near Montreal, 36.
Henry, Captain John, 224.
Henry IV, of France, 22; his murder,
28.
Henry V I I , 7.
Henry V I I I , grants a charter to Sebastian Cabot, 7.
Henry, W . A., delegate to the " Quebec
Conference," 344.
Hesse, district of, named by Lord Dorchester, 210.
Highlanders, the, at Quebec, 153.
Hill, General Sir John, 109.
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Hincks, Sir Francis, 309^ one of the
I Fathers of Confederation," 337.
Hochelaga, visited by Cartier, 12, 13.
Holborne, Admiral, at Louisburg, 139. .
Holland, 5, 8, 107; attacks England, 190.
Holmes, Admiral, 153.
Hominy. Block, 203.
Honourable, the title of, 457.
House of Assembly, 213.
House of Commons, of Canada, 194; its
composition, 351, 352.
House of Lords, 194.
Howard, Captain, 392, 395.
Howe, Captain, 125.
Howe, Joseph, 278, 279 ; a- leader of
the Reformers in Nova Scotia, 316,
327, 342, 348, 357, 359, 360, 375, 428,
429.
Howe, Lord, killed a t Ticonderoga, 146.
Howe, Lord, commander-in-chief of the
English army in the Revolutionary
War, 190.
Howland, Reformer, 356.
Hudson Bay, 82,90, 104.
Hudson Bay Company, its rivalry with
the North-west Company, 254; Northwest Company joins, 257; Victoria
the capital of its western territories,
330, 358; resigns much power to the
Crown, 361; purchase of North-west
from, 361.
Hudson Bay Route, 435.
Hudson Bay Territory, n o .
Hudson, Henry, 32, 33.
Hudson River, the, 57,77, 190; loyalists
of the, 201, 204.
Hull, General, 227, 228.
H u m e , the English radical, 275.
Hungry Year, the, 204.
Hunters' Lodges, 296, 302.
Huntingdon, Mr., member for Shefford,
375Huron Indians, the, 35, 39, 60, 65, 66,92,
173Huron, Lake, 79, i n , 193, 215.
Huron Missions, 65-68.

I
Iberville, Lemoine d', 90, 104, 106.
Iceland, 3.
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Icelanders, 402.
He d'Orleans, 151.
He Royale, see Breton, Cape.
Illinois River, the, 79, 81.
Immigration, 383, 402.
Imperial commercial relations, 414.
Imperial Conference, held at London,
407.
Imperial Congress of Commerce, 414.
Imperial Federation, 445, 446.
Imperial Government, 407, 447.
Imperial Jurisdiction, 448.
Imperial Parliament, 448, 449.
Imperial relations in Canada, 445, 446.
Imperial Sovereignty, 447.
Imperial Unity, 404.
India, 115, 137.
Indians, 6, 174, 175, 179, 192, 243.
Inglis, Doctor John, 217.
Intendant, Talon the first, 74, 75.
Intercolonial Railway, 1876, 378, 434.
International Boundary Commission,
412.

International Commission, 406,407.
Inter-Oceanic Company, 373.
Interprovincial Conference, 407.
Iroquois Indians, the, 35, 38, 61, 65, 69,
70, 77, 82, 84, 86-89, 9 i . 94. I 02, 173.
189.
Isabella of Casttte, Queen, 5.
Island Battery, at Louisburg, 117,144.
Isle aux Coudres, n .
Isle aux Noix, 149, 189, 243.
Izzard, General, 244.

j. H

Jogues, Father, 64.
Johnson, Colonel William, 133, 135.
Johnson, John M., 344.
Johnson, Sir John, 201.
Johnson, Sir William, 148, 175; 189.
Johnson-, E. Pauline, poet, 432.
Johnstone, James W., 316.
Joint High Commission, at Quebec, 412.
Jolliet, 81, 82.
Jonquiere, 122.
Jubilee, Diamond, the, 445.
Judges, 459.
Judicial Committee, the, of the Privy
Council, 448.
Juries, Grand, 460; Petty, 460.
K.
Kane, Paul, 423.
Kannaghunut, island in Portland C h a n nel, 412.
Kars, fortress-in Asia Minor, 325.
Kavanagh, Lawrence, 287.
Keewatin, 384, 461.
Kellog, Hon. E. H., 379.
Kempt, Sir James, 265, 266, 278.
Kennebec River, the, 104, 186.
Kenny, Conservative, 356.
Kent, Edward, Duke of, 216, 217.
Kidd, artist, 433.
King's College, Fredericton (University
of New Brunswick), 281.
King's College, University of, in Nova
Scotia, 217.
Kingsford, Doctor, historian, 430.
Kingston (Fort Frontenac), as capital of
Upper Canada, 215, 232, 235, 236, 237,
258, 271; first parliament of United
Canada held at, 307; seat of government moved from, 310.
Kirby, William, author, 431.
Kirke, Admiral, 43, 44.
Knights-Baronets of Nova Scotia, 47, 48.
Knowles, artist, 433.
Kondiaronk, " t h e Rat," Huron chief,
92-93-

• -;

Jackson, General Andrew, 252.
James Bay, 37.
James I, grants New England to the
" Association of the Grand Council of
Plymouth," 46.
James 11, 94, 106.
Jenkins, Captain, 237.
Jersey, Earl of, 414.
Jesuits, the, 28-30,41, 59-61,64,66-69,79.
Jesuits' Estates Act, 380, 408.
Jesuit Narrations, the (Relations des\ La Barre, governor of Canada, 87-89.
Jesuites), 59.
Labrador, 7, 9, 19, 406.
Jette, Sir Louis, 412.
La Chesnaye, 102.
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Lachine, settlement, 85, 93, 94, 162, 244.
Lachine Canal, 436.
L a Colle Mill, Canadian victory at, 248.
L a Corne, commandant at Beausejour,
125.
Lafitan, Father, 428.
L a Fleche, Father, Jesuit priest, 27.
La Heve, Cape, in Acadie, 23.
La Heve, harbour of, 51.
Lake Athabasca, 413.
Lake Champlain, 434.
Lake Michigan, 371.
Lake of the Woods, 113, 193.
Lalemant, Father, Jesuit priest, 4 1 ;
death of, 65.
Lamp man, Archibald, Canadian poet,
432.
Land, difficulties regarding purchase
and sale in Quebec of, 177; freehold
tenure of, in Upper Canada, 211;
feudal tenure of, in Lower Canada,
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North America Act, 345, 350; Canada
Trade Act, 264; Casual and Territorial Revenue, 213, 263, 266; Civil
Lists Bills, 260; Clergy Reserves, 260,
270, 271; Everlasting Salaries Bill,
274; Judges' Disabilities, 260; Land
Purchase Bill in Prince Edward Island,
326,327; Rebellion Losses Bill, 310.
Legislative Assembly, 147, 457, 458.
Legislative Council, 212, 221, 457.
Legislature of Lower Canada, 211-213;
of Upper Canada, 211-214.
Legislatures, Privy Council decision concerning, 380.
Leifs Booths, a village in Vineland, 3.
Le Jeune, Father, Jesuit priest, 59.
Le Loutre, Abbe, 124.
Le Moyne, Father, 68, .69,
Lennox (Niagara), 214.
Lepine, friend of Louis Riel, 376.
Lery, Baron de, 8.
Lescarbot, Marc, 26; writer, 428.
211.
Levis, Chevalier de, 138, 146, 159, 161.
Langevin, Hector, 344, 356.
Levis, Point, Wolfe at,.152, 153, 160, 162..
La Noue, Father de, Jesuit priest, 41.
Leviston, 246.,
La Prairie, village of, 101, 434.
Lexington, 185.
La Roche, Marquis de, 20, 21.
Liberal-Conservative, 356.
La. Salle, in Canada, 84-86, 90.
La Tour, Charles de, 47-49, 5 i " 5 6 . 57. Liberal Convention, held at Ottawa, 412.
Liberals, 356, 398, 409.
58.
Lieutenant-Governors,
449, 456.
L a Tour, Claude de, 47-50.
Lighthouse
Point,
at
Louisburg, 118,
L a Tour, Madame de, 55, 56.
144.
Laurentian rocks, found in hills on St.
Limoilou, the manor-house of Cartier,
Lawrence, 426.
16.
Laurier, Hon. (Sir) Wilfrid, premier,
Lincoln, Abraham, President of the
409, 410, 415.
United States, 339, 341.
Laval, Francois de, Abb6 de Montigny,Lincoln Militia, at Queenston Heights,
69, 70, 71, 72, 78.
231.
Law, English, supersedes French-law in
Little Belt, the; English sloop, captured
Canada, 176.
by United States frigate President, 224.
Law, French, English settlers in Canada
object to, 176; difficulties in regard to Literature in Canada, 428-432.
Lods et vents, 177.
purchase and sale of land, 177.
Lawrence, Captain, of the Chesapeake, Logan, Sir William, 426.
London (Canada), 215.
246, 247.
Lawrence, Fort, in Nova Scotia, 125, Long Island, 189.
Long Sault, rapids of the, heroic stand
179.
of Dollard at, 70, 71.
L e Bceuf, Fort, Washington at, 131.
Lorette, 160.
Le Borgne, Emmanuel, 57.
Lorne, Lord, 381, 432, 433.
Le Caron, the Recollet Father, 37.
Legislation, Act of Union, 305 ; British Loudoun, Earl of, 138.
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Louis, Fort, occupied by Charles de la
Tour, 47.
Louis XIV resolves to uproot the New
York colony, 97; the W a r of the
Spanish Succession, 107.
Louis XVI and the Seven Years' War,
137.
Louisburg, the Dunkirk of America, i n ;
its capture planned by New England,
116; its strong position, 117; England
victorious at, 137; Wolfe at, 142-144;
final fall and demolition, 145, 180, 200.
Louise, Princess, 381, 433.
Louisiana, 86, 106, i n ; Acadians form
a colony in, 130; ceded-to Spain by
France, 163.
Lount, Samuel, rebel leader, 299-301.
Lower House, the, in New Brunswick,
219.
Lower Town, Quebec, 151, 152, 153, 187.
Loyal and Patriotic Society of Upper
Canada, the, organization of, 235.
Loyalists, the, 194-207.
Lundy's Lane, 249.
Lunenburg, district of, 23,124,179, 209.

Macnab, Colonel, 299, 300, 310, 320.
Macnab, Sir Allan, see Colonel Macnab.
Madawaska River, the, 312.
Madison, President of the United States,
224.

Magaguadavic River, the, 311.
Magdalen Islands, the, 9, 406.
Maine, 121; boundary line of, 193; eastern district seized by Nova Scotia, 251;
boundary question, 283, 311; New
Brunswick and, 313, 314; Ashburton
Treaty defines the boundary, 314; duplicity of the Americans, 315.
Mair, Charles, writer, 431.
Maisonneuve, Sieur de, 62, 63, 64.
Maitland, Governor, 273; recalled, 274.
Malplaquet, 107.
Mance, Mademoiselle Jeanne, 62.
Manitoba, the " Prairie Province," 257,
330.
Manitoba, received into Confederation,
365; Act, 365; Legislature protests
against Dominion, 381; legislation of,
383; Keewatin attached to jurisdiction of, 384; Equal Rights movement
causes agitation in, school question in,
M.
408, 415; railway rights in, 434; memMacdonald, A. A., 344.
bers of legislature in, provincial jurisMacdonald, Conservative, 356.
diction in, 458; councils in, 462, 463.
Macdonald, Sir J o h n A., one of the Manitoba, Lake, visited by Verendrye,
" Fathers of Confederation," 337, 343,
114.
344. 355-35 6 . 359. 370, 375. 381, 408, Manly, artist, 433.
409.
Manufacturing, 440.
Macdonell, Colonel, 230, 237, 244.
Marchand, Father, 391.
Machar, Agnes Maule, poet, 432.
Marconi, Signor, 416; wireless telegraMachias, 52, 193.
phy, 421, 442.
Mackenzie, Alexander, 255.
Marguerie, Francois, 61.
Mackenzie, Hon. Alexander, 375, 376, Maria Theresa of Austria, 115.
379. 381, 410.
Marie de Medicis, 28.
Mackenzie, William Lyon, 272, 273, 274, Maritime Provinces, 192, 193, 198, 372.
275; proclaims rebellion, attempts to Marlborough, 107.
attack Toronto, fight at Montgomery's Marmette, Joseph, writer, 430.
Tavern, 287, 299; flight of, 300; arrest Marquette, Father, 81, 82.
and imprisonment of, 301, 347.
Martin, T. M., artist, 433.
Mackenzie River, the, Sir J. Franklin on, Maryland, 174.
257Mascarene, Paul, 116.
Mackinaw Island, captured by Canadi- Mason, Commissioner from the Southans, 228.
ern Confederacy, 340, 341. ^t*fr
Mackinaw, Straits of, 253.
Massachusetts, rival of Quebec, 42;
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sends a fleet against Quebec, ioo, 102;
her charter withdrawn by England,
185; treatment of loyalists in, 195,196;
objects to the W a r of 1812,- 225.
Massachusetts Assembly, 193.
Masse, Father Enemonde, 28, 29.
Matchedash Bay, 37.
Matthews, artist, 433.
Matthews, Captain, 273.
Maugerville, 180, 192, 198,199.
May, Pamphile le, French Canadian
poet, 431.
McBeith, Canadian historian, 430.
McCarthy, Canadian sculptor, 433.
McClure, General, 246.
McCully, J., 344.
McDougall, Hon. William, 343, 344,
358, 363. 356.
McGee, Thomas D'Arcy, 343,1344, 358.
McHenry, Fort, bombarded by English
fleet, 251.
McLachlan, Alexander, poet, 431.
McMullen, Canadian historian, 430.
Meares, Captain John, founds settlement
on Vancouver Island, 255.
Mecklenburg, district of, named by Lord
Dorchester, 210.
Melbourne, conference of colonial prei miers held at, 441.
Melicite Indians, the, of the St. John, 104.
Membertou, sagamore of the Micmacs,
25. 29.
Menendery, 18.
Mennonites, 384, 402.
Mercceur, Duke de, 21.
Merritt, William H.. 436.
Mesy, Saffray d e , governor of Quebec,
73. 78.
Metcalfe, Sir Charles, governor-general
of Canada, 309, 310, 317.
Metis, half breeds, 386.
Mexico, Gulf of, 82, 250.
Miami Indians, 81.
Michigan, Lake, 79, 81.
Michigan Territory, 227.
Michilimackinac, 79, 173,175, 228, 250. •
Micmacs, 104.
Middleton, General, 390, 393, 395, 396.
Military System in- Canada, 442,443,455.
Militia Bill, the, defeat of, 341.
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Militia, Canadian, commander-in-chief
of the, 448.
Mille, James de, writer, 430.
Miller, Colonel, 228.
Minas, Basin of, 112, 129, 130, 180.
Minerals, 369-401, 403, 439.
Minister of Militia, first, 442.
Ministers in the Dominion Cabinet, 449.
Ministers, of Education, in Provincial
Government, of Public Works, of
Crown lands, of Agriculture, 456-457.
Minto, Lord, governor-general of Canada, 442.
Miquelon, French island off the coast of
Newfoundland, 163.
Miramichi, great fire at, 281-283.
Miramichi Bay, 9.
Miramichi River, 179.
Missiguash River, rival forts on the, 125.
Mississippi River, the, Father of Waters,
81.
Missouri River, the, 81.
Mistassini Lake, 82.
Mitchell, Peter, 344.
Mitchell, Reformer, 356.
Mohawks, the, 68, 79, 136, 201, 207.
Monck, Lord, first governor-general of
the Dominion of Canada, 355, 357.
Monckton, Colonel, 126,151, 159.
Monk, Judge, his impeachment, 261.
Monongahela River, the, 131, 133.
Montagnais Indians, the, 60.
Montcalm, Louis de St. Veran, Marquis
de, note, 138-140, 143, 145, 146, 148,
150-153. 156-158.
Montgomery, General, 186-188.
Montgomery's Tavern, fight at, 299.
Montmagny, Charles Hoault de, governor of Quebec, 59,63.
Montmorenci, cataract of, 151.
Montmorenci River, the, 150, 151.
Montreal, 13; founding of, 62, 64; island
of, purchased by Father Olier and M.
de la Dauversiere, 62; attacked, by the
Iroquois, 6 3 ; the Iroquois scourge in,
67, 75. 98; failure of the expedition
from New York against, 101, 141, 148;
de Levis falls back on, 161;. capitulates, 162, 165; description of, 166; its
fall involves the western forts, 173;
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abandoned by the. Americans, 189,
200, 201, 223, 227, 236, 248, 293; seat
of government moved to, 310, 319,
320; Parliament Buildings burned at,
321; capital moved to Ottawa from,
321, 400.
Montreal Island, 244.
Moodie, Colonel, 299.
Moose Hills, 391.
Moose River, 37.
Moravian Town, 226; disaster at, 242,
243Morgan, Senator, 411.
Morrison, Colonel, 245.
Moscow, 225.
Mount Royal, 13..
Mount St. Elias, 412.
Mouton, Port, 23.
Mowat, Sir Oliver, 344; chairman of
Liberal convention at Ottawa, 412;
premier of Ontario, then lieutenantgovernor, 416.
Mulock, postmaster-general, penny postage, 416; Conciliation Bill of, 416;
Bill, 441.
Municipal Government, 461-462, 463,
464.
Munro, Colonel, 139.
Murray, Captain, 129, 151.
Murray, General, 160, 162; first English
governor of Canada, 178.
Musgrave, Antony, 368.
N.
Nanaimo, special municipal system in,
463.
Napierville, 297.
Napoleon, 229; Berlin Decrees, 220, 225,
250.
Narrows^ the, on the St. John River, 198.
Nashworth, fort in Acadie, 108.
Nashwaak River, the, in New Brunswick,
180, 282.
Nassau, district of, named by Lord Dorchester, 210, 214.
National policy, its watchword and
principle, 378; established, 381.
Navigation laws, the, repealed by England, 322.

Navy Island, provisional government
established on, 298.
Necessity, Fort, Washington at, 132,
Nelson, Doctor Wolfred, leader of English section of Assembly in Lower
Canada, 265; moves toward open rebellion, 292; commands rebel post at
St. Denis, 293, 294; his capture, 294J
304Nelson River, the, 257.
•Nelson, Robert, 297.
Nepiscaw River, the, 82.
Nepisignit River, the, 179.
Netherlands, King of the, disputed territory trouble referred to, 312.
New Amsterdam, 57; becomes New

York, TJ.
New Brunswick, 9, 19,' 121, 130, 179;
separate province formed, formation
of government in, 199; Fredericton
made the capital of, loyalist population
of, 200, 204, 209; progress in, 218;
effects of the War of 1812 in, 247-248 ;
note, 247, 260; strife in, 281; Sir
Howard Douglas governor of, King's
College established at Fredericton, 281;
the Miramichi fire, 281-283; quarrel
with Maine, 283; lumber trade threatened, 283; political strife continues,
284-286, 304, 308; Maine boundary
dispute, 311, 312, 313; war threatened,
313, 314; Ashburton Treaty, 314; Assembly rejects responsible government, 315; political disputes reopened, 317; coalition and triumph \
of responsible government in, 318, 320,
33£> 342; accepts confederation, 346,
351; school laws dispute, 372-373.405;
the shield of, 437; first cable laid between Prince Edward Island and, 441;
county council in, 462.
New Caledonia, 331.
New Company of the Hundred Associates, the, organized by Richelieu, 42;
provisions of its charter, 42, 43.
New England, 46; the United Colonies
of, 66; treaty proposed between Canada and, 67, 99; sends expedition to
Acadie, 100; triumphs at the fall of
Louisburg, 119; compared with Can-
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ada, 141; colony on the St. John
River, 180; loyalists in, 196; threats of
secession, 220; vessel seized, 406.
New France, 46,67; extends her powers,
8 1 ; intrigued against by New York,
86, 87; her policy in America, 9 0 ; in
great danger, 109; houses, dress, social customs, in, 166-172.
New Jersey, objects to the W a r of 1812,
225.
New Nation, the, in the North-west,
256.
New Netherlands, 32.
New Orleans, 174; British defeated at,
251.
New South Wales, 414.
New Spain, 46.
New subjects in Canada, 176.
New Westminster, 333, 463.
'New York, 32; seized by the English,
76; intrigues against New France, 86,
87; French plan to capture, 93,97, 99,
100,190,197.

New Zealand, 414.
Newark, 214.
Newcastle, Duke of, 138.
'Newcastle (New Brunswick), 282.
Newfoundland, its discovery credited to
the Cabots, 7, 8, 14, 15; the English
in, 19; " England's Oldest Colony,"
19; Sir Humphrey Gilbert takes possession of, 19; settlement at Conception Bay in, 3 1 ; the rule of the " Fishing Admirals " in, 3 1 ; Lord Baltimore
settles in, 32, 95; beginning of the
French fisheries question in, 96;
D'Iberville's victories in, 106; ceded
to England by Treaty of Utrecht, n o ,
162; great progress in, 288, 289; a
Representative Assembly granted to,
289, 304, 311; Sir J o h n Harvey governor of, 328; the "Amalgamated
Assembly" in, 328; St. John's burnt
down, 328; responsible government
in, 329; first Atlantic cable from Ireland to, 329; confederation discussed
and spurned in, 329, 345, 347, 406;
history up to the present day of, 417421; United States and, 419; financial
crisis in, celebration of Cabot's discov21
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ery of, wireless telegraphy to England
from, 421; see Cables, 441.
Niagara, French fortified post at, 113;
its reduction decided upon, 135; taken
by Sir William Johnson, 148, 149;
rendezvous of loyalists, 198; settled by
loyalists, 201; the capital of Upper
Canada, 214; its frequent change of
names, 214 ; the capital of Upper Cana d a moved from, 215, 229, 239; reprisals at, 246.
Niagara Falls, 273.
Niagara River, 231.
Nicholson, Colonel, 109, n o .
Nile, Canadian boatmen on the, 404.
Nipissing, Lake, Champlain crosses, 37.
Nisi Prius, 460.
Noble, Colonel, at Grand Pre, 120.
Noirot, Father, 41.
Non-Intercourse Act, 220.
Nootka, on Vancouver Island, Captain
Cook lands at, 255.
Northcote, steamer used in Saskatchewan
Rebellion, 393, 395, 396.
North Shore, 323. V$i
North-West, the, exploration and settlement in, 254; rivalry of Hudson Bay
Company and North-west Company,
254; Mackenzie's explorations in, 254,
255; Vancouver's explorations on the
British Columbia coast, 255; Red
River Colony in, 256; Arctic explorations, 257; its slow development, 329;
jealousy of fur-traders in, 330; district
of Assiniboia formed, 330; wise rule
of Sir George Simpson in, 330; movement to annex the, 357-358; characteristics of the, 361, 362; growth of, 383.
384; representation at Ottawa of, 398;
political growth of, 402; at World's
Fair, 413; members of legislature in,
458; organization of, 461; very little
municipal government in, 463.
North-west Company, the, its rivalry
with the Hudson Bay Company, 254;
its employes , a factor in the future
of the Northwest, 254; jealousy of
half-breeds regarding the Red River
Colony, Fort Douglas attacked, 256;
unites with Hudson Bay Company, 257.
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Northmen, the, voyages of, 4; failure
of, 4Northumberland Strait, 180.
Norwegians, 402.
Ndtre Dame de Montreal, Society of,
founded, 62; gives over Ville-Marie to
the Sulpicians, 69.
Nova Scotia, 19; war breaks out in,
116, 121; Halifax founded, 122, 130;
condition and extent of, 179; first
Representative Assembly in Canada
held in, 179; increase in population,
180; Highland settlement formed, 180;
urged to join the revolting colonies,
185; urged to rebel, 192; boundary
line unfairly defined, 193; loyalists
settle in, 199; separation of Provinces
in, 199, 204, 205; progress in, 217,222;
effect of the War of 1812 in, 247, note,
247, 250; claims Eastern Maine, 251,
260, 263; struggle for representative
government in, 276; depression in,
277; Dalhousie College founded in,
277; development, 278; dispute over
the brandy duty, 278; trouble in Halifax, 278; reforms in, 280; struggle
continues for responsible government,
280; strong position of the Family
Compact in, 277, 304, 308, 311, 313;
political quarrels in, 315; triumph of
responsible government in, 317, 320;
sends delegation to Charlottetown
Conference, 342; accepts Confederation, 346, 357; reconciliation of, 359,
360; repeal agitation in, 405; grievances of, 405; at World's Fair, 413;
size of, 444, 457, 458; County Council
in, 462, 463.
Nova Scotian, newspaper published by
Joseph Howe, 429.

Ohio Company, the, organized by the
English, 131.
Ohio River, the, 81.
Ohio valley, the, 121; claims of the
French in, 130; Duquesne sends an
expedition to, 131; English lose control of, 132, 138; Canada loses, 193.
Ojibways, the, 173, 387.
Old Subjects, the, in Canada, 176.
Olier, Father, 62.
One Hundred Associates, Company of
the, founded by Richelieu, 59; its
charter revoked, 72.
Oneidas, their land devastated by Frontenac, 103.
O'Neil, Colonel, the Fenian leader, 349,
35o.
Onondagas, 67-69,103.
Ontario, Lake, crossed by Champlain,
38, 147, 193; loyalists migrate to, 201,
215, 232, 235; controlled by American
fleet, 237; battle of the fleets on, 241,
242.

Ontario, Province of, 200, 351; gains
medal for educational exhibits at Centennial exposition, 377; Streams Bill,
380; at World's Fair, exhibits of, 413;
public school system in, 425; separate
schools in, 425; new railroad projected
by government of, 435; size of the,
444, 451; legislature in, 458; County
Council in, 461, 463; dispute between
Quebec and, 371.
Oolastook, Indian name for the St. John
River, 24.
Order of a Good Time, the, established
by Champlain, 26.
Orders-in-Council, 220, 225, 229, 450,
452, 458.
Oregon, Territory of, 331.
Oregon Treaty, the, 332.
O.
Orkney Islands, 254.
O'Brien, L. R., first president of Royal Orleans, Isle of, 63; attacked by MoCanadian Academy, 433.
hawks, 68, 101.
Odelltown, 244, 297.
Oswego, Fort, erected by the Governor
O'Donnell, Bishop, 289.
of New York, 113, 135; destroyed by
O'Donohue, Riel's Fenian secretary, 365.
Montcalm, 138, 198, 201, 248.
Officials, law, 460.
Ottawa (Bytown), 258; capital moved
Ogdensburg, 201; captured by Canadifrom Montreal to, 321, 338, 339, 344,
ans, 237, 301, 302, 313.
405-
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Ottawa River, the, Champlain ascends,
37, 65, 258.
Ottawas, the, Pontiac chief of, 173.
Otter, Colonel, 392; relief of Battleford,
394; Cut Knife Creek, 394-395*
Ottigamies, the, 173.
Oudenarde, 107.
Ouinipon, Lake (Winnipeg), 113.
Oxley, J. Macdonald, writer, 431.
Oyer and Terminer, 460.

Pacific cable, 416, 441.
Pacific Ocean, 435.
Pacific Scandal, the, 375.
Pakenham, General, 251, 252.
Palos, Columbus sets sail from the port
of, 5.
Papineau, Speaker of the Assembly in
Lower Canada, 263; not accepted by
Lord Dalhousie as speaker, accepted
as speaker by Sir J o h n Kempt, 265,
- 267; moves toward open rebellion,
291,292; the church tries to check his
madness, 292; withdraws across the
border, 294, 304, 347.
Paris, Treaty of, the, 162, 163, 173, 174,
176, 180, 182.
Parker, Captain, killed at the Redan, 325.
Parker, Sir Gilbert, author, 431.
Parliament, the First Dominion, 354;
opening of, 357.447-455'. members of,
how elected, 451; Provincial, 457.
Parr, Governor, 198, 199.
Parrtown, 198, 200.
Partnership, law of, 177.
Passamaquoddy Bay, in Acadie, 24.
Paterson, artist, 433.
Patterson, Colonel Walter, first governor
of Island of St. John (Prince Edward
Island), 181.
Peace River, the, 114;
Mackenzie
reaches the source of, 255, 369, 384;
pass of, 435.
Pearse, island in Portland Channel, 412.
Peel, Paul, artist, 433.
Peel, Sir Robert, 309.
Pelee Island, fight at, 301.
Peltrie, Madame de la, founds a seminary at Quebec, 6 a
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Pemaquid, Fort, in Acadie, 104.
Pembina, Fort, 350; branch of Canadian
Pacific Railway, 381.
Pemmican, bison beef, 385.
Penetanguishene, Red River colonists go
to, 256.
Pennsylvania, 121; its borders raided,
138,174,180.
Penobscot River, the, in Maine, 47, 251.
Pepperell, William, 116,118, 144.
Permanent Revenue Act, 263, 264.
Perrot, Nicholas, 81.
Perry, Commodore, 242.
Perth Settlement, founded by disbanded soldiers and their officers in
Canada, 258.
Petite Rochelle, 179.
Philadelphia, 138; Declaration of Independence issued at, 189.
Philip of Anjou, 107.
Phips, Sir William, 100, 102.
Pickett, Captain, U.S.A., occupies Vancouver Island, 333.
Pictou, Highland settlement at, 180.
Pitt, Fort, 147, 175.
Pitt, William, the "Great Commoner,"
140; sends a force to Louisburg, 142,
154, 184; supports the Constitutional
Act in the Imperial Parliament, 210;
his views on the colonies, 210, 211.Pittsburg, 131, 147.
Piziquid, in Acadie, 129.
Placentia (Newfoundland), colony at,
96, 106.
Plattsburg, 236; defeat of Sir George
Prevost at, 250.
Plessis, Monsieur, French Bishop in
Lower Canada, 221.
Plumper, 203.
Plymouth Colony, the, 52.
Police, North-west Mounted, 384, 398,
443Pontiac, chieftain of the Ottawas, 173;
plans to expel the English, 173, 174;
encouraged by fur-traders, 174; besieges Detroit, 174; battle of " Bloody
Bridge," 175; Sir William Johnson
subdues, 175; his submission brings
peace to the frontiers, 175; his death,
176.
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Pontgrave, 21, 22.
Pope, W . H., 344.
Porcupine River, 370.
Port Churchill, 435.
Port la Joie (Charlottetown), capital of
Prince Edward Island, 180.
Portland, near St. John, burnt in 1877,
379Portland Channel, 412.
Port Moody, 400.
Port N e lson, 435.
Port Royal, named by the French, 24,
25; abandoned, 27, 30, 3 1 ; seized by
England, 48, 53, 95; captured by Sir
William Phips, 100, 108; taken by
Nicholson, 109; name changed to
Annapolis Royal, 109, 200.
Port Simpson, on Pacific Coast, 435.
Portugal, 5.
Postal system, 440.
Pottawattamies, 173.
Poundmaker, Indian chief, 388, 394-396.
Poutrincourt, Baron de, 23-25, 27,29, 31.
Powell, Captain, 299.
Pragmatic Sanction, the, 115.
Premiers, at great Liberal convention
held at Ottawa, 412.
Prescott, 236, 302.
President, U.S. frigate, captures English
sloop, Little Belt, 224.
Presqu'Ile, 173, 174.
Prevost, Sir George, 222; orders an armistice in 1812, 229,236,238; defeated
at Plattsburg, 250; recalled to England,
250, 261.
Prideaux, General, 148.
Prince, Colonel, defeats rebels at Sandwich, 303.
Prince Albert, town of, 387, 388, 390,
392.
Prince Arthur, visit of, 360.
Prince Edward Island, 9,19,179; named
in honour of Duke of Kent, 217; immigration of Scotch Highlanders to,
219; Earl of Selkirk establishes a
colony in, 219, 256; its prosperity, 287;
the land question in, 288,304,308, 311,
326, 327, 342; triumph of responsible
government in, 326; rejects Confederation, 347; confederation of, 374, 405;

first cable laid between New Brunswick and, 441; size of, 444; Legislative Council in, 457, 458, 462.
Prince of Wales Island, 412.
Proctor, Colonel, 228, 236, 243.
Protection, growth of the sentiment for,
378.
Provincial Courts, 459.
Provincial Government, executive factors of the, 456.
Provincial Jurisdiction, 458.
Provincial Justices, 459.
Provincial Law, 459.
Provincial Revenue, 461.
Puget Sound, yielded to United States
by Oregon Treaty, 332.
Purdy, Colonel, at Chateauguay, 245.
Putnam, W . L., 407.
Qu'Appelle, 390, 393.
Quebec, 11, 19; the founding of, 3 3 ;
abuses of the fur-trade at, quarrels between Catholic and Huguenot at, 40;
the Jesuits come to, Iroquois and
Algonquins plan to seize Quebec, 4 1 ;
progress of, Massachusetts the rival
of, 42; for the first time the English
capture, 43, 44; France regains, 44;
austerity of life in, 59; hospitals and
colleges founded by the Jesuits in,
59, 6 1 ; the Iroquois scourge in, 67;
discussions in, 71, 72, 74; division of
authority in, 75; discord between Laval
and the governor in, 78, 98; Phips
demands the capitulation of, 101; the
French victories at, 102, 109; Wolfe
before, 151; the Plains "of Abraham,
154-157; the English take, 159; besieged by de Levis, 161; description
of, 165, 166; urged to join the revolting colonies, 185; attacked by the
rebels, 187, 188, 221, 223, 235; t h e '
plague in, 259; Earl of Dalhousie at,263; attacked by Fenians, 350; fortressof, passes into care of Canadian
troops, 366; dispute between Ontario
and, 371; discord between governor
and government in, 380; at World's
Fair, 413; prohibition, 416; first
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school in Canada at, 423; separate
schools in province of, 425; railway
between St. Andrews and, 434; size
of province of, 444; number of members for cabinet system in, 451, 457;
members of legislature in, 458; French
civil laws in, 459; county council of
province of, 462, 463; sources of revenue of the province of, 263, 351.
Quebec Act, 178, 201.
Quebec Conference, the, 344.
Quebec Resolutions, the, 345-347, 350.
Queen Victoria, death of, 445.
Queens County, Prince Edward Island,
219.
Queen's Rangers, loyalists, settle in New
Brunswick, 198, 214.
Queensland, 414.
Queenston Heights, 230-232.
Queylus, Abbe de, a Sulpician Father,
69.
Quincy, Congressman, United States,
252.
Quinn, IntEamagent at Frog Lake, 391.
Quifrrents in Canada, 176.
R.
Railway, building of the European and
North American, 323; beginning of
the Grand Trunk, 323; Intercolonial,
322, 323; transcontinental, 368-369;
first steps taken to build, 373; Canadian Pacific, 373, 399; Canadian Pacific Syndicate, 381; Syndicate, 460;
building of the, by syndicate, 400;
length of, 400-401; completion of,
400, 434; first Canadian, 434; Grand
Trunk, 434.
Ramesay, Chevalier de, in command at
Quebec, 150, 159.
Ramifies, 107.
Rand/Theodore H., poet, 432.
Razilly, Isaac de, 51.
Razoir, Port, 199.
Read, Canadian historian, 430.
Reade, John, writer, 431.
Rebellion, Red River, 363, 365.
Recollets, brought to Canada by Champlain, 37; recalled to France, 59; return to Canada, 80.
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Redan, the, 325.
Redistribution Bill, or "GerrymanderBill," 382, 451.
Red River, the, 113, 219.
Red River, settlers of, 362; angry protests of, Fenians in valley of, 363;
Rebellion of, 363; expeditionary force
of, 364.
Red River Colony, the, founded by Lord
Selkirk, hostility of half-breeds to,
256; the "Prairie Province," 257;
Swiss settlers come to, 257.
Reformer, see note, 308, 356.
Regina, in district of Assiniboia, 385;
trial of Riel at, 397; capital of the
North-west Territories, 461.
Reid, George, artist, 433.
Reign of Terror, the, in Canada, 222.
Reliance, Fort, on the Great Fish River,
257.
Remy, Fort, 94.
Repeal agitation, in Nova Scotia, 359,
405Responsible government, established in
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and the
Canadas, 318; crucial test of, 319;
triumphs in Prince Edward Island,
'326; in Newfoundland, 329; to Northwest Territories, 402, 447, 449.
Restigouche River, the, French fleet destroyed at the mouth of, 179.
Revenue, of Canada, 455; provincial,
461.
Riall, General, 248.
Richardson, Captain, 232.
Richelieu Canal, 436-437.
Richelieu, Cardinal, organizes the " New
Company of the Hundred Associates,"
42.

Richelieu River, the, 35; the Iroquois
track, 64, 97, 148, 165, 186, 187, 201,
434Richibucto River, the, 179.
Richmond, Virginia, capital of the Confederacy, 339.
Rideau Canal,-the, note, 258; cut to protect Ottawa from encroaching bush
fires, 366, 436.
Rideau Hall, governor-general's residence at Ottawa, 449.
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Ridgeway, encounter of Canadian militia
. with Fenians at, 349, 350.
Riel, Louis, leader of Red River Rebellion, 363,364; flies from expedition
under Wolseley, 365; enters Parliament and is expelled, 376; second
rising of, 385, 386, 396, 397.
" Right of Search," the, 219.
Roberval, Sieur de, governor of Canada,
I
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Robinson, John Beverley, member of
the " Family Compact," 272.
Rochambeau, assists in the defeat of
Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, 191.
Rochelle, 53, 119.
Rocky Mountains, the, 114, 435.
Roland, Fort, 94.
Roman Catholic Church, the, in Canada,
216.

Roquemont, de, his fleet captured off
Gaspe, 43.
Rosario Channel, the, claimed by Britain
as boundary line of British North
America and United States, 332.
Ross, General, takes Washington and
burns the Capitol, 251.
Rossignol, Port, in Acadie, 23.
Rottenburg, X General de, governor of
Upper Canada, 241.
Rouge, Fort, 113.
Royal American, the, at Quebec, 153.
Royal Assent, 454.
Royal Canadian Academy, 433.
Royal Canadian Regiment, 324.
Royal Commission of Inquiry, 291.
Royal Greens, the, 201.
Royal Mint, the, Ottawa, 455.
Royal Newfoundland Regiment, the,
mutiny of, 289.
Royal Nova Scotia Regiment, the, enrolment of, "217.
Royal Society of Canada, 432.
Royal William, the, first steamship to
cross the Atlantic, built in Quebec,
438.

Rupert, Fort, on Hudson Bay, 90.
Russell, Lord John, 305, 306.
Russia, 137, 163, 225.
Ryerson, Egerton, 274; condemns Declaration of the Reformers, 298; estab-

lishes public school system in Ontario,
425. 430.
Ryswick, Treaty of, 103,106.
S.
Sable, Cape, 47.
Sable Island, French settlement on, 8.
Sackett's Harbour, 198, 201, 236, 245.
Sackville, Lord, 194.
Sacs, Indian tribe dominated by Pontiac, 173.
Saguenay River, the, n , 72, 82.
Saguenay, district in Quebec, 451.
St. Albans, 347.
St. Andrews, New Brunswick, 434.
Ste. Anne's Point, 180; loyalists at, 198;
Fredericton built at, 200.
St. Berioit, 294.
St. Castin, Baron, 95, 105.
St. Charles, rebel post at, 293.
St. Charles, Fort, established by Verendrye on the Lake of the Woods,
ii3St. Charles River, the, 15, 150, 156, 188.
St. Christopher, island of, ceded to England by Treaty of Utrecht, n o .
St. Clair Canal, 370.
St. Clair River, 201.
St. Croix, island of, 24.
St. Croix River, the, 193, 311.
St. Denis, rebel post at, 293.
St. Domingo, island of, 216.
St. Eustache, 294.
Ste. Foye, battle of, 160. ..
St. Francis, valley of the, 258.
St. George's Bay,-417, 418.
St. Germain-en-Laye, Treaty of, 44.
St. Ignace, Jesuit station at, 6 1 ; destroyed
by the Iroquois, 65.
St. John, railway opened between Bangor and, 372; great fire at, 378.
St. John (New Brunswick), founding of,
198.
St. John's Fort, 187.
St. John, island of (Prince Edward
Island), 112, 145; made a separate
province, 181; the " Garden of the
Gulf," 181; first elective assembly in,
181,199, 209.
St. John River, the, discovery of, 24;
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settlement founded by New Englanders on, 180; loyalists at,. 198, 371.
S t John River Valley, 313.
St. John (Newfoundland), Cartier at, 16;
d'lberville destroys English settlement
in, 106; taken by the French, and retaken by the English, 162,289; burning
of, 328; resentment against Imperial
government, 419; great fire at, 420.
St. John's Bay, 417,418.
St. John's, on Richelieu, 434.
St. Joseph, Jesuit station of, 6 1 ; its destruction, 65.
St. Joseph, Fort, 228.
St. Just, Letellier de, provincial governor
of Quebec, 380.
St. Lawrence, the, Gulf of, 14.
S t Lawrence River, the, 10, n , 65, 73,
107,141, 151, 165, 193; first steamboat
on, 223, 259, 311; point of dispute in
the Washington Treaty as to whether
Americans should be admitted to the
navigation of, 370.
St. Louis bastion, the (Quebec), 188.
St. Louis, Fort, 88.
St. Louis, Jesuit station at, 6 1 ; its destruction by the Iroquois, 65.
S t Malo, the port of, 9, 10,14, 15, 16.
Ste. Marie, central Jesuit station at, 6 1 ;
saved by Huron courage from the
Iroquois, 66.
S t Mary's Bay, 23.
S t Maurice, valley of the, 73.
S t , Michel, Jesuit station at, 61.
S t Paul, Bay of, 73.
S t Peter, Lake of, 12, 64.
S t Peter's (Cape Breton), loyalists settle
in, 200.

S t Peter's Canal, 437.
S t Pierre, in command at Fort le Bceuf,
131St. Pierre, French island off the coast of
Newfoundland, 163.
S t Roch's, Quebec, 188..
St. Sulpicians, Seminary of, takes over
the control of Ville-Marie, 69, 166.
S t Sauveur, Mount Desert, Jesuit settlement at, 29.
St. Ther^se, Fort, built by D e Tracy, 79.
Salaberry, Colonel de, 244.
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Salic Law, the, 115.
-Salmon Falls, French and Indian raid
on, 99.
Salt Plain, 393.
Sam Slick, book written by Haliburton,
429.
San Francisco, 333.
San Jacinto, U.S. man-of-war, 341.
San Juan, island of, seized by Americans, 333; ownership disputed in the
Washington Treaty, 370.
Sandham, artist, 433.
Sandusky, destroyed by Pontiac's followers, 174.
Sandwich, last effort of the rebellion in 1
Upper Canada at, 303.
Sangster, Charles, Canadian poet, 431. •
Saratoga, Burgoyne's disaster at, 190,
196.
Saskatchewan, 384, 385; rebellion, 385398.
Saskatchewan River, the, 114.
Saskatoon, 435.
Sault Ste. Marie, Jesuit mission at, 79,
81, 349Saunders, Admiral, 151.
Schenectady, French and Indian raid on,
98.
School law, 372, 373.
Schools, in Canada, 423-424, 425, 426.
Scott, Captain Winfield, at Queenston
Heights, 231; General, 314, 333.
Scott, Duncan Campbell, Canadian poet,
432.
Scott, Frederick George, poet, 432.
Scott, Thomas, execution of, by order of
Riel, 364.
Secord, Laura, 240.
Seigneurial Tenure, abolished, 324.
Selkirk, Earl of, founds a colony in
Prince Edward Island, 219; in Upper
Canada, and at the Red River, 219,
256,327Semple, Governor, 256.
Senate, the, of Canada, its composition,
351; first Canadian, 356, 450; speaker
• of, 450; Upper Chamber of, 450,451,452.
Seneca Indians, the, on the war-path, 88;
make a treaty with the French, 89, 173.
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Separate schools, abolition of, 408, 415.
Session of Parliament, 452.
Seton, Ernest Thompson, writer, 431;
artist, 433.
Seven Years' War, the, 137; ended by
the Treaty of Paris, 162; England
benefits by, 163; a war for the colonies, 182.
Sewell, Chief Justice, impeachment of,
261; suggests confederation, 262, 319.Shannon, the British frigate, defeats the
Chesapeake off the port of Boston, 246,
247.
Shawanoes, 173, 175.
Shea, 360.
Sheaffe, General Roger, defeats the
Americans at Queenston Heights, 231,
232; at Little York, 238.
Shelburne, founding of, 199.
Sherbrooke, Sir John, governor of Nova
Scotia, 251.
Sherman, Francis, poet, 432.
Sherwood, artist, 433.
Shipping, in Canada, 437.
Shirley, governor of Massachusetts, organizes an expedition to Louisburg,
116, 133, 135.
Shubenacadie Canal, 278.
Shubenacadie, Micmac Indian mission
at, 124.
Shubenacadie valley, 180.
Silleri, Noel de, 60.
Simcoe, Colonel John Graves, first
governor of Upper Canada, 214; moves
the capital, from Niagara to Toronto,
215; is recalled from Canada and sent'
to San Domingo, the prosperity of
Ontario his monument, 216.
Simcoe, the, Canadian schooner, 232.
Simpson, Sir George, first president of
t h e council of Assiniboia, 257; establishes trading-posts in the North-west,
Vancouver Island and the Rockies,
his travels and explorations, 330; his
death, 330, 331.
Sitklan, island in Portland Channel, 412.
Six Months', hoist, the, 454.
Slave River, the, 255.
Slidell, 341.
Smith, Albert J., 345.

Smith, Charles Douglas, governor of
Prince Edward Island, arbitrary conduct of, 288.
Smith, Donald, 400 (afterwards Lord
Strathcona).
Smith, Professor Goldwin, as writer, 430.
Smyth, General, defeated at Chippewa,
233Smythe, Tracey, governor of New Brunswick, 281.
Sons of Liberty, the, 292, 293.
Sorel, the Huron Indians move to, 66.
Sorel, Fort, on the Richelieu, 79,200.
South Africa, 414; war, 445.
South Australia, 414.
South Carolina, 7 ; secession of, 339.
Sovereign Council, the, in Canada, 73,74.
Spain, encourages Columbus, 5, 107,
115; attacks England, 190.
Spanish Succession, W a r of the, 107110.

Special Committee on Grievances, the,
275.
Sphinx, the, brings emigrants to NovaScotia, 123.
Squadron, North Atlantic, 442.
Stadacona, Indian village on the site of
Quebec, n , 13.
Stamp Act, the, opposition to, 184; its
repeal, 184, 196.
Stanley, Lord, 309.
Steamships, first, on the St. Lawrence,
223; fast line established on the Pacific
Ocean to Australia between Canada
, and England, 401; fast line to France,
416.
Steele, Major, 397.
Stephen, -George, afterwards became
Lord Mount Stephen, 400.
Stikeen River, 370.
Stony Creek, 239.
Strachan, Doctor John," first I Bishop of
Toronto, 272.
Strange, General, 392, 397.
Strathcona, Lord, 382, 400.
Straubenzie, Colonel Van, 396.
Street, Hon. George F., 285.
Stringer, Arthur, poet, 432.
Stuart,. Lord James; builds a fort on
Cape Breton, 48.
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Stuyvesant, Dutch governor of New
Amsterdam, 77.
Suits, civil, 460.
Suite, Monsieur Benjamin, writer, 430.
Summerside, municipal system in, 462.
Sunbury, county of ( N e w Brunswick),
180.
Superior, Lake, 79, 81, 113,193, 256.
Supreme Court,' the, in Canada, 75;
highest court of appeal, 454.
Susa, Convention of, 44.
Swedes, 402.
Swift Current, 392, 393.
Sydenham, Lord,
see
Thompson,
Charles Poulett
Sydney (Cape Breton), loyalists settle in,
200, 286.
T.
Table Head, Cape Breton, 442.
Taebe, Archbishop, mediator in Red
River Rebellion, 364. ffeSi
Tache, Etienne P., 344.
Tadousac, 42, 72,73; New England fleet
at, 101.
Talon, Jean Baptiste, first Intendant of
Canada, 74, 75; imports wines for the
colonists, 8b, 90.
Tarleton, loyalist leader, defeated by cov
lonials at " the Cowpens," 191, 197.
Tasmania, 1 414..
Taylor, Colonel, captures the American
sloops Eagle and Growler on Lake
Champlain, 243.
Tea tax, the opposition to,-.i8s.
Tecumseh, Chief of the Shawanoes; 226^
243Telegraph, system in Canada, 440; Marconi wireless, 442.
Telephone, system in Canada, 440; inventor of, 442. See Bell.
Temple, Colonel Thomas, governor of
* Acadie, 28.
Territorial government, 461.
Texas, 301.
Thames River (Canada), 215.
Thompson, Charles Poulett, governorgeneral of Canada, 305, 306, 307, 309.
Thompson, E. W., writer, 431.
Thompson, Sir John S. D., premier, 410,
411. 4*5-
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Thompson River (British Columbia),
331Thonatiria, perilous position of Jesuit
mission at, 60.
Three Rivers, 42, 61, 65; the Iroquois
scourge in, 67, 73, 75; iron deposits
found by Talon in district of, 80, 98,
141, 161, 165, 166, 189.
Ticonderoga, Montcalm at, 138, 145,
146,149.
Tilley, S. L., 337, 342, 344, 346.
Tilley, Reformer, 356.
Times, the, 314..
Tippecanoe, Shawanoes Indians defeated
by Americans at, 226.
Title-deeds, delay in granting to the
half-breeds, 385, 386.
Todd, Alpheus, writer, 430.
Tonti, Henry de, accompanies La Salle
to the Mississippi, 85.
Toronto, chosen as capital of Upper
Canada by Governor Simcoe, 215;
its different names, 215, 216, 241, 299;
resumes its old name, 274; University
of, 425; cityicouncilin, 462.
Tory, nickname for Liberal-Conserva^-'
tive, 356.
Touchwood Hills, 393.
Tourraente, Cape, 11, 42, 73.
Townshend, Brigadier, 151, 159, 160.
Travelling Spirit, Indian chief, 391.
Treasury Bills, 455.
Treaty, St. Germain-en-Laye, restores
Canada and Acadie to France, 44;
: Breda, 58; of Ryswick, between France
and England, 103,106; Aix-la-Chapelle,
\ 120 ; of Paris, the, 162; results of, 163;
- Seven Years' W a r ended by, 163, 173,
174, 176, 180, 182; of Versailles, 194;
" Amity and Commerce," 216, 217; of
Ghent, signed by United Stales and
Great Britain, 251; its provisions, 251;
Ashburton, defines the boundary of
Maine and New Brunswick, 314; opposed in > U.S. Senate, 315; its ratification, 315, 434; reciprocity^ the,, its
provisions and advantages, 324; of
Oregon, 332 ; its- withdrawal. assists
confederation, 348, 379; of Washing-,
ton, 369, 370, 371; the four points of
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dispute in, 370, 379, 406; Convention
of London, 406; with France, 412,
413; Russo-British, 412; Blaine-Bond,
419.
Trent River, the, 38.
Trent, the, arrest of Mason and Slidell
on, 341.
Troops, Canadian, in Saskatchewan Rebellion, 389, 390, 392, 397.
Troyes, Chevalier de, commands expedition to Hudson Bay, 90.
True bill, 460.
Tupper, Doctor Charles, 337, 342, 344,
346 (afterwards Sir Charles), 357, 407;
second High Commissioner, 382; succeeds Sir Mackenzie Bowell, 415, 416.
Tupper, Charles Hibbert, 411.
Turcotte, writer of history, 430.
Turgot, saying of, 211.
Two Mountain district, 294.
Tyrrell, J. B., leads members of Geological Survey into North-west, 413.

ground of the War of 1812, 226-,
" Loyal and Patriotic Society " organized, 235, 241; immigration to, 258;
cholera in, 259; political strife in, 259261; Canada committee on discontent
in, 265; political strife continues, 269275; established church in, 271; arbitrary acts of the governor and executive in,, 273; split in the Reform party,
274; Colonial office favours Reformers, 275, 276; Mackenzie and Papineau plan rebellion, 276; rebellion in,
297-303; American invasions planned,
301; compensations of the rebellion
in, 303; opposes and finally accepts
Bill of Union, 306; the Canadas united,
305-311; " Representation by Population," 336.
Upper Town, Quebec, 101, 187, 188.
Ursuline Convent, the, at Quebec, 158.
Usher of the Black Rod, the, 452.
Utrecht, Treaty of, n o .

U.
Ungava, in North-west territories, 461.
Uniacke, R. J., elected to the Nova
Scotia Assembly, 287, 316.
United Empire List, 203.
United Empire Loyalists, origin of the
name, 203.
United States of America, the, their independence acknowledged by England, 191; threats of war between
England and, 219; war against
Canada, 225; proposes to annex
Canada, 225; eager to emulate Napoleon, 225; plan of campaign in the
War of 1812, 226, 235; defeats England on the ocean, 233, 234; the navy
of, 233; the campaign of 1814, 248-252;
results of war for, 252; Treaty of Ghent
signed by Great Britain and, 251;
boundary dispute between British
Columbia and, 331-333; war threatened between Great Britain and, 332;
Newfoundland and, 419.
Universal Postal Union, 441.
Universities, most important, 425-426.
Upper Canada made a British province,
211; discontent in, 222; chief battle-

V.
Van Buren, President of the United
States, 302, 314.
Van Corlaer, Governor, of Albany, 65. ,
Vancouver, Captain George, 255.
Vancouver Island, 330; separation and
re-union of British Columbia and, 333,
334; annexation to the United States
favourably regarded in 334, 369; formerly Burrard Inlet, 401; special
municipal system in, 463.
Van Diemen's Land, 301.
Van Rensselaer, General, 227, 231.
Van Schultz, 302.
Vauban, i n .
Vaudreuil, Marquis de, governor of Canada, 108, 109; steady progress of
Canada under the rule of, 112, 113,
132; Montcalm and, 148; attempts to
destroy the English fleet at Quebec by
fire-ships, 152, 156; succeeds Montcalm, 159; retreats to Jacques Cartier,
159; capitulates to the English and
surrenders all Canada, 162.
Venango, Fort on the Alleghany River,
i2i, 148; destroyed by Pontiac's followers, 174.

INDEX.
Venosta, Marquis Visconti, of Italy, arbitrator in Bering Sea dispute, 411.
Ventadour, Duke de, purchases the patronage of Canada, sends out three
Jesuit priests, 41.
Vercheres, Madeleine de la, 103.
Verendrye, Sieur de la, opening of the
North-west by, 113, 114.
Vergor, governor of Beausejour, capitulates to the New Englanders, 128;
captured by Wolfe's forlorn hope at
the Anse du Foulon, 156.
Vermont 347Vermont Rangers, or Green Mountain
Boys, invade Canada, 186.
Verner, artist, 433.
Verrazzano, John, annexes territory in
America to French crown, 8.
Versailles, Treaty of, 193, 194.
Verulam (Ferryland), 32.
Vespucci, Amerigo, 6.
Victoria, Vancouver Island, the capital
of the Hudson Bay Company's western territories, 330, 414; special municipal government in, 463.
Victoria Bridge, the, 339.
Vigilance Committee, the, in Upper
Canada, 298.
Vigilant, the, captured near Louisburg,
118.

Vignan, Nicholas, 36.
Villebon, governor of Port Royal, 104,
200.

Ville-Marie (Montreal), handed over to
the Sulpicians, 69.
Vincent Colonel, 239.
Virginia, 173, 174.
Voltigeurs, French-Canadian, at Chateauguay, 244.
W.
Wales, island in Portland Channel, 412.
Wales, the Prince of, opens Victoria
Bridge, 339.
Walker, Admiral Sir Howden, 109, 418.
Walker, artist, 433.
Wallace, member for Albert, 374.
Walley, Major*, retreats from Quebec,
102.

W a r of 1812, the, 225; ostensible reason
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for, 225; American plan of triple atr
tack, 227; capture of Mackinaw by
Canadians, 228; capture of Detroit by
Canadians, 228; the Armistice, 229;
battle on Queenston Heights and
death of General Brock, 230, 231;
Americans defeated at Queenston
Heights, 232; Americans defeated at
Chippewa, 233; America victorious
at sea, 233; campaign in 1813,
235; Ogdensburg, 236, 237; York,
(Toronto), 238; Fort George, 239;
Stony Creek, 239; Beaver's Dam, 240,
241; bravery of Laura Secord, 240;
Fort Schlosser and Black Rock, 241;
*' Little York," 241; battle of the fleets
on Lake Ontario, 241, 242; Canadians
defeated on Lake Erie, 242; Moravian
Town, 243; Canadian Success^ on
Lake Champlain, 243; Chateauguay,
244, 245, note, 245; " Chrysler's Farm,"
245; reprisals on the Niagara frontier,
246; echoes of the war in the Maritime Provinces, 247; campaign of 1814,
248; Chippewa, 249; Lundy's Lane,
249, note, 249; Sir George Prevost
defeated at Plattsburg, 250; Nova
Scotia seizes eastern Maine, 251;
Treaty of Ghent, 251; New Orleans,
251, 252; results for America, 252;
results to Canada, 252, 253.
War, the Crimean, its effect on Canada,
324. 325W a r of Secession, the, in America, 339.
Warburton, Canadian historian, 430.
Warren, Commodore, 116, 118.
Washington, George, 131, 132; in Braddock's expedition against Fort Duquesne, 134, 183, 189; defeated at- the
battle of the Brandywine, 190; in
command at Yorktown, 191, 196, 217.
Watson, Homer, artist, 433.
Webb, General, his cowardly conduct at
Fort Edward, 139.
Webster, Daniel, his duplicity regarding
the Ashburton Treaty, 315.
Weir, Lieutenant, 293.
Welland Canal, the, 349,436.
Welsford, Major, killed at the Redan,
325-
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Wentworth, Sir John, governor of Nova
Scotia, 217.
West India Company, the, 77.
West Indies, the, 76.
West, Sir Sackville, 407.
Wetherald, Ethelwyn, poet, 432.
Wetherall, Colonel, 294.
Whelan, a Fenian, 359.
Whilbourne, Captain Richard, one of the
" fishing Admirals," 32.
Whiteway, Sir William, 418, 420, 421.
Wilberforce and the loyalists, 194.
Wilkes, Captain, 341.
Wilkinson, General, 244, 245, 248.
William Henry, Fort, at Pemaquid, 105,
106; on Lake George, 136; besieged
by Montcalm, 139; massacre at, 140;
General Abercrombie retreats to, 147.
William of Orange, 94.
William III, 106.
William IV, 285.
Williams, General Fenwick, defender of
Kars, 325.
Williams;Colonel, 396.
Williamsburg, near " Chrysler's Farm,"
245Willison, Canadian historian, 430.
Wilmot, Lemuel Allan, 284.
Wilson, Sir Daniel, scientist, 427.
Winder, General, 239.
Windsor, the rebels at, 302.
Winnipeg, the growth of, 366.
Winnipeg, Lake, 79.
Winnipeg River, the, 113.
Winnipegoosis, Lake, 114.

Winslow, Colonel, 129.
Winthrop, Colonel, 101.
Wisconsin River, the, 81.
Withrow, Canadian historian, 430.
Wolfe, Major-General James, 143; at
the siege of Louisburg, 143, 144;
before Quebec, 151; occupies lie
d'Orleans, 151; at Point Levi, 152;
at Montmorenci, 153; his dangerous
position, 153; failure of attack on the
Beauport lines, 154; final plan, 154157; his death, 157, 158.
Wolfe's Cove (Anse du Foulon), 155,
188.
Wolseley, Colonel Garnet; 365, 404.
Wood Crees, Indians, 391.
Wool, Captain, 230, 231.
World's Fair, the, or Columbian Exposition, Canada at, 413; Canadian artists
at, 433Worrell estate, the, 326.

Yale, district Of, 451.
Yeo, Sir James, 241, 242.
York, Frederick, Duke of, 215:
York, James, Duke of, Charles I I ,
grants New Amsterdam to, 77.
York, Duke and Duchess of, 445.York, see Toronto.
York Factory, 257.
York Volunteers, the, at Queenston^
Heights, 230.
Yukon; 401-402; 461.
Yukon River, 370.
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